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Foreword

Our understanding of the elementary processes of charge and energy transfer in molecular systems has developed at an enormous pace during the last years. Time-resolved spectroscopy
has opened a real-time look at the microscopic details of molecular dynamics not only in
the gas, but also the condensed phase. Atomic scale structures are available for a virtually
uncountable number of biological systems which in turn triggers spectroscopic investigations
like in the case of photosynthetic complexes or photoactive proteins. The emerging combination of structural and temporal resolution in time-resolved X-ray crystallography bears an
unprecedented potential for the understanding of the interrelation between molecular structure and function. On the theoretical side, accurate electronic structure methods are becoming
available for systems with hundreds of atoms, thus providing valuable information about interaction potentials governing molecular motions. The combination of quantum and molecular
mechanics offers a way to condensed phase systems. Quantum dynamics methods, on the
other hand, suffer from exponential scaling. Fortunately, the detailed information contained
in the full wave function is quite often not needed and effective model simulations based on
quantum chemical, classical molecular dynamical, but also experimental input are appropriate.
“Charge and Energy Transfer Dynamics in Molecular Systems” has been successful in
providing an advanced level introduction into modern theoretical concepts of a very active
area of research. Here, the quantum statistical density operator approach reveals its full flexibility by facilitating an integrative description of such diverse topics as there are vibrational
relaxation, optical excitation, or electron, proton, and exciton transfer. It served the goal set
by the authors to contribute to the bridging of the communication gap between researchers
with different backgrounds. In addition having this self-contained source proved invaluable
for the education of graduate students.
With the enlarged Second Edition V. May and 0. Kuhn incorporate many of the recent
developments in the field. The scope of the introduction into condensed phase dynamics theory has been broadened considerably. It includes a discussion of quantum-classical concepts
which emerged with the prospect of being able to describe the approximate quantum time
evolution of hundreds of degrees of freedom. The detection of transfer processes by means of
ultrafast nonlinear spectroscopy has received a greater emphasis. The timely topic of utilizing tailored laser fields for the active control of charge and energy transfer is introduced in a
new chapter. Throughout new illustrative examples have been added which will enhance the
appreciation of the mathematical formalism.
I am happy to recommend this Second Edition to an interdisciplinary audience.
Klaus Schulten

Urbana, Illinois, September 2003

Preface

The positive response to the First Edition of this text has encouraged us to prepare the present
Revised and Enlarged Second Edition. All chapters have been expanded to include new examples and figures, but also to cover more recent developments in the field. The reader of
the First Edition will notice that many of the topics which were addressed in its “Concluding
Remarks” section have now been integrated into the different chapters.
The introduction to dissipative quantum dynamics in Chapter 3 now gives a broader view
on the subject. Particularly, we elaborated on the discussion of hybrid quantum-classical techniques which promise to be able to incorporate microscopic information about the interaction
of some quantum system with a classical bath beyond the weak coupling limit. In Chapter 4
we give a brief account on the state-space approach to intramolecular vibrational energy and
the models for treating the intermediate time scale dynamics, where the decay of the survival
probability is nonexponential. Chapter 5 now compares different methodologies to compute
the linear absorption spectrum of a molecule in a condensed phase environment. Furthermore,
basic aspects of nonlinear optical spectroscopy have been included to characterize a primary
tool for the experimental investigation of molecular transfer processes. Bridge-mediated electron transfer is now described in detail in Chapter 6 including also a number of new examples.
Chapter 7 on proton transfer has been supplemented by a discussion of the tunneling splitting
and its modification due to the strong coupling between the proton transfer coordinate and
other intramolecular vibrational modes. Chapter 8 dealing with exciton dynamics has been
considerably rearranged and includes now a discussion of two-exciton states.
Finally, we have added a new Chapter 9 which introduces some of the fundamental concepts of laser field control of transfer processes. This is a rapidly developing field which is
stimulated mostly by the possibility to generate ultrafast laser pulse of almost any shape and
spectral content. Although there are only few studies on molecular transfer processes so far,
this research field has an enormous potential not only for a more detailed investigation of the
dynamics but also with respect to applications, for instance, in molecular based electronics.
Following the lines of the First Edition we avoided to make extensive use of abbreviations.
Nevertheless, the following abbreviations are occasionally used: DOF (degrees of freedom),
ET (electron transfer), IVR (intramolecular vibrational redistribution), PES (potential energy
surface), PT (proton transfer), QME (quantum master equation), RDM (reduced density matrix), RDO (reduced density operator), VER (vibrational energy relaxation) and XT (exciton
transfer).
We have also expanded the “Suggested Reading” section which should give a systematic
starting point to explore the original literature, but also to become familiar with alternative
views on the topics. Additionally, at the end of each Chapter, the reader will find a brief list
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Preface

of references. Here, we included the information about the sources of the given examples
and refer to the origin of those fundamental concepts and theoretical approaches which have
been directly integrated into the text. We would like to emphasize, however, that these lists
are by no means exhaustive. In fact, given the broad scope of this text, a complete list of
references would have expanded the book’s volume enormously, without necessarily serving
its envisaged purpose.
It is our pleasure to express sincere thanks to the colleagues and students N. Boeijenga,
B. Bruggemann, A. Kaiser, J. Manz, E. Petrov, and B. Schmidt, which read different parts
of the manuscript and made various suggestions for an improvement. While working on the
manuscript of this Second Edition we enjoyed the inspiring atmosphere, many seminars, and
colloquia held within the framework of the Berlin Collaborative Research Center (Sfb450)
“Analysis and Control of Ultrafast Photoinduced Reactions”. This contributed essentially to
our understanding of charge and energy transfer phenomena in molecular systems. Finally,
we would like to acknowledge financial support from the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
and the Fonds der Chemischen Industrie (O.K.).

Volkhard May and Oliver Kuhn
Berlin, September 2003

Preface to the First Edition

The investigation of the stationary and dynamical properties of molecular systems has a long
history extending over the whole century. Considering the last decade only, one observes two
tendencies: First, it became possible to study molecules on their natural scales, that is, with
a spatial resolution of some Angstrom (
meters) and on a time scale down to some femseconds). And second, one is able to detect and to manipulate the properties
toseconds (
of single molecules. This progress comes along with a steadily growing number of theoretical and experimental efforts crossing the traditional borderlines between chemistry, biology,
and physics. In particular the study of molecular transfer processes involving the motion of
electrons, protons, small molecules, and intramolecular excitation energy, resulted in a deeper
understanding of such diverse phenomena as the photoinduced dynamics in large molecules
showing vibrational energy redistribution or conformational changes, the catalysis at surfaces,
and the microscopic mechanisms of charge and energy transfer in biological systems. The
latter are of considerable importance for unraveling the functionality of proteins and all related processes like the primary steps of photosynthesis, the enzymatic activity, or the details
of the repair mechanisms in DNA strands, to mention just a few examples. In a more general
context also molecular electronics, that is, the storage and processing of information in molecular structures on a nanometer length scale, has triggered enormous efforts. Finally, with the
increasing sophistication of laser sources, first steps towards the control of chemical reaction
dynamics have been taken.
The ever growing precision of the experiments requires on the theoretical side to have microscopic models for simulating the measured data. For example, the interpretation of optical
spectroscopies in a time region of some tenths of femtoseconds, demands for an appropriate
simulation of the molecular dynamics for the considered system. Or, understanding the characteristics of the current flowing through a single molecule in the context of scanning tunneling
microscopy, needs detailed knowledge of the electronic level structure of the molecule as well
as of the role of its vibrational degrees of freedom. These few example already demonstrate,
that advanced theoretical concepts and numerical simulation techniques are required, which
are the combination of methods known from general quantum mechanics, quantum chemistry, molecular reaction dynamics, solid state theory, nonlinear optics, and nonequilibrium
statistical physics.
Such a broad approach is usually beyond the theoretical education of chemists and biologists. On the other hand, quantum chemistry and chemical reaction dynamics are quite often
not on the curriculum of physics students. We believe that this discrepancy quite naturally
does not facilitate communication between scientists having different backgrounds. Therefore it is one of the main intentions of the present book to provide a common language for
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bridging this gap.
The book starts with an introduction and general overview about different concepts in
Chapter 1. The essentials of theoretical chemical physics are then covered in Chapter 2. For
the chemistry student this will be mostly a repetition of quantum chemistry and in particular
the theory of electronic and vibrational spectra. It is by no means a complete introduction
into this subject, but intended to provide some background mainly for physics students. The
prerequisites from theoretical physics for the description of dynamical phenomena in molecular systems are presented in Chapter 3. Here we give a detailed discussion of some general
aspects of the dynamics in open and closed quantum systems, focusing on transfer processes
in the condensed phase.
The combination of qualitative arguments, simple rate equations, and the powerful formalism of the reduced statistical operator constitutes the backbone of the second part of the
book. We start in Chapter 4 with a discussion of intramolecular transfer of vibrational energy
which takes place in a given adiabatic electronic state. Here we cover the limits of isolated
large polyatomic molecules, small molecules in a matrix environment, up to polyatomics in
solution. In Chapter 5 we then turn to processes which involve a transition between different
electronic states. Special emphasis is put on the discussion of optical absorption, which is considered to be a reference example for more involved electron-vibrational transfer phenomena
such as internal conversion which is also presented in this chapter. Chapter 6 then outlines the
theoretical frame of electron transfer reactions focusing mainly on intramolecular processes.
Here, we will develop the well-known Marcus theory of electron transfer, describe nuclear
tunneling and superexchange electron transfer, and discuss the influence of polar solvents. In
Chapter 7 it will be shown that, even though proton transfer has many unique aspects, it can
be described by adapting various concepts from electron transfer theory. The intermolecular
excitation energy transfer in molecular aggregates is considered in Chapter 8. In particular the
motion of Frenkel excitons coupled to vibrational modes of the aggregate will be discussed.
In the limit of ordinary rate equations this leads us to the well-known Forster expression for
the transfer rate in terms of emission and absorption characteristics of the donor and acceptor
molecules, respectively.
By presenting a variety of theoretical models which exist for different types of transfer
processes on a common formal background, we hope that the underlying fundamental concepts are becoming visible. This insight may prepare the reader to take up one of the many
challenging problems provided by this fascinating field of research. Some personal reflections
on current and possible future developments are given in Chapter 9.
The idea for writing this book emerged from lectures given by the authors at the Humboldt
University Berlin, the Free University Berlin, and at the Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz
during the last decade. These courses have been addressed to theoretically and experimentally
oriented undergraduate and graduate students of Molecular Physics, Theoretical Chemistry,
Physical Chemistry, and Biophysics, being interested in the fast developing field of transfer
phenomena. The book is self-contained and includes detailed derivations of the most important results. However, the reader is expected to be familiar with basic quantum mechanics.
Most of the chapters contain a supplementary part where more involved derivations as well
as special topics are presented. At the end of the main text we also give some comments on
selected literature which should complement the study of this book.
Of course this book would not have been possible without the help, the critical com-
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ments, and the fruitful discussions with many students and colleagues. In this respect it is a
pleasure for us to thank I. Barvik, N. P. Ernsting, W. Gans, L. Gonzhlez, 0. Linden, H. Naundorf, J. Manz, S. Mukamel, A. E. Orel, T. Pullerits, R. Scheller, and D. Schinmeister. We
also are grateful for continuous financial support which has been provided by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft, in particular through the Sonderforschungsbereich 450 “Analysis
and Control of Ultrafast Photoinduced Reactions”.
Volkhard May and Oliver Kiihn

Berlin, September 1999
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2 Electronic and Vibrational Molecular States

This chapter provides the background material for the subsequent development of a microscopic description of charge and energy transfer processes in the condensed phase. After
introducing the molecular Hamiltonian operator we discuss the Born-Oppenheimer separation of electronic and nuclear motions as the key to the solution of the molecular Schrodinger
equation. The Hartree-Fock method which is a simple yet very successful approach to the
solution of the ground state electronic structure problem is explained next. It enables us to
obtain, for instance, the potential energy sutjiace for nuclear motions. To prepare for the
treutment of condensed phase situations wefurther introduce the dielectric continuum model
as a tneans for incorporating static solvent polarization effects into the electronic structure
calculations.
The topology of the potential energy surjiace can be explored by calculating thejrst and
second derivatives with respect to the nuclear coordinates. Of particular interest are the stationary points on a potential energy surjiace which may correspond to stable conformations of
the molecule. In the vicinity of a local minimum it is often possible to analyze nuclear motions
in terms of small amplitude normal mode vibrations. rfone wants to model chemical reaction
dynamics, however; the shape of the potential energy su$ace away from the stationary points
is required as an input. We present two different approaches in this respect: The minimum
energy reaction path and the Cartesian reaction surface model. Particularly the latter will
provide the microscopic just$cation for the generic Hamiltonians used later on to simulate
small molecular systems embedded in some environment. Finally, we discuss the diabatic and
the adiabatic representation of the molecular Hamiltonian.
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2.1 Introduction
The development of quantum theory in the 1920’s was to a considerable extent triggered
by the desire to understand the properties of atoms and molecules. It was soon appreciated
that the Schrodinger equation together with the probabilistic interpretation of its solutions
provides a powerful tool for tackling a variety of questions in physics and chemistry. The
mathematical description of the hydrogen atom’s spectral lines could be given and developed
to a textbook example of the success of quantum mechanics. Stepping into the molecular
realm one faces a complicated many-body problem involving the coordinates of all electrons
and all nuclei of the considered molecule. Its solution can be approached using the fact that
nuclei and electrons have quite different masses allowing their motion to be adiabatically
separated. This concept was first introduced by Born and Oppenheimer in 1927. Within the
Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic approximation the simplest molecule, the hydrogen molecule
ion, H i , can be treated.
From the electronic point of view the appearance of one more electron, for instance, in
H2, necessitates the incorporation of the repulsive electronic interaction. Moreover, since one
deals with two identical electrons care has to be taken that the wave function has the proper
symmetry with respect to an exchange of any two particle labels. In a straightforward way this
is accomplished by the self-consistent field method according to Hartree, Fock, and Slater.
Despite its deficiencies Hartree-Fock theory has played an enormous role in the process of
exploring the electronic structure of molecules during the last decades. It still serves as the
basis for many of the more advanced approaches used nowadays.
However, it is not only the electronic structure at the equilibrium configuration of the nuclei which is of interest. The form of the potential energy hypersurfaces obtained upon varying
the positions of the nuclei proves crucial for an understanding of the vibrational and rotational
structure of molecular spectra. Moreover it provides the key to chemical reaction dynamics.
While the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer ansatz is an excellent approximation in the vicinity
of the ground state equilibrium configuration, nonadiabatic couplings leading to transitions
between electronic states become an ubiquitous phenomenon if the nuclei are exploring their
potential surface in processes such as photodissociation and electron transfer reactions, for
example.
This chapter introduces the concepts behind the keywords given so far and sets up the
stage for the following chapters. Having this intention it is obvious that we present a rather
selective discussion of a broad field. We first introduce the molecular Hamiltonian and the respective solutions of the stationary Schrodinger equation in Section 2.2. This leads us directly
to the Born-Oppenheimer separation of electronic and nuclear motions in Section 2.3. A brief
account of electronic structure theory for polyatomic molecules is given next (Section 2.4).
This is followed by a short summary of the dielectric continuum model in Section 2.5 which
allows for incorporation of solvent effects into electronic structure calculations. On this basis
we continue in Section 2.6 to discuss potential energy surfaces and the related concepts of
harmonic vibrations and reaction paths. In Section 2.7 we focus attention to the problem of
nonadiabatic couplings which are neglected in the Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic approximation. Finally, the issue of diabatic versus adiabatic pictures which emerges from this discussion
is explained and alternative representations of the molecular Hamiltonian are given.
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2.2 Molecular Schrodinger Equation
In the following we will be interested in situations where atoms made of point-like nuclei
and electrons are spatially close such that their mutual interaction leads to formation of stable
molecules. Let us consider such a molecule composed of Nnucatoms having atomic numbers
z1, . . . , ZN,,,,,.
The Cartesian coordinates and conjugate momenta for the Nel electrons are
denoted rj and pj, respectively. For the N,,, nuclei we use R, and P, (see Fig. 2.1). The
Hamiltonian operator of the molecule has the general form

Here the kinetic energy of the electrons is given by (melis the electron mass)

and for the nuclei it is
(2.3)
with Ad7,being the mass of the nth nucleus. Since both kinds of particles are charged they
interact via Coulomb forces. The repulsive Coulomb pair interaction between electrons is
(2.4)
and for the nuclei we have

(Note that the factor 1/2 compensates for double counting.) The attractive interaction between
electrons and nuclei is given by

+

Since there are Nel electrons and N,,, nuclei, the molecule has 3(Nel N,,,) spatial
degrees of freedom (DOF). Each electron is assigned an additional quantum number gj to
account for its spin. The purely quantum mechanical concept of electron spin was introduced
to explain the fine structure of certain atomic spectra by Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit in 1925.
Later its theoretical foundation was laid in the relativistic extension of quantum mechanics
developed by Dirac in 1928. When using the nonrelativistic Harniltonian Eq. (2.1) we have no
means to rigorously introduce spin operators and to derive the interaction potential between
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r4

Figure 2.1: Arrangement of electrons and nuclei forming a molecule by virtue of their mutual interaction. Note that both types of particles are assumed to be point-like throughout the book. The arrows
indicate the classical momentum vector of the particle at a certain instant in time.

coordinate and spin variables (spin-orbit coupling). Therefore, the existence of linear Hermitian spin operators is usually postulated and their action on spin functions defined. We will
not consider relativistic effects in this text and therefore carry the spin variable along with the
electron coordinate only in the formal considerations of Section 2.4.
All quantum mechanical information about the stationary properties of the molecular
system defined so far is contained in the solutions of the time-independent nonrelativistic
Schrodinger equation

Hmo,Q(r,0 ;R ) = &Q(r,o;R ) .

(2.7)

Here and in the following we will combine the set of electronic Cartesian coordinates in the
multi-indices r = (rl, r2,. . . ,rNel). A similar notation is introduced for the nuclear Cartesian coordinates, R = (R1,
R2,.
. . ,RN,,,).In addition we will frequently use the more
R2,.
. . ,RN,,,)+ (R1,. . . , R~N,,,)= R. Momenta and masses
convenient notation (RI,
of the nuclei will be written in the same way. (In this notation M1 = M2 = M3 is the mass
of nucleus number one etc.) For the spin we use the notation o = (01, o2, . . . , ON,^).
As it stands Eq. (2.7) does not tell much about what we are aiming at, namely electronic
excitation spectra, equilibrium geometries etc. However, some general points can be made
immediately: First, the solution of Eq. (2.7) will provide us with an energy spectrum &A
and corresponding eigenfunctions, Qx(r,o;R). The energetically lowest state &O is called
the ground state. If Ex is negative the molecule is in a stable bound state. Note that in the
following we will also make use of the more formal notation where the eigenstates of the
molecular Hamiltonian are denoted by the state vector [ @ A ) . The wave function is obtained
by switching to the ( T , a;R) representation: Q ~ ( T o;
, R) = ( T , o;RlQx).
Second, the probability distribution, ~ Q A ( T o;
, R)I2,contains the information on the distribution of electrons as well as on the arrangement of the nuclei. Having this quantity at
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hand one can calculate, for example, the charge density distribution x, px(x) for a particular
molecular state at some spatial point. The classical expression

n=1

j=1

is quantized by replacing the coordinates by the respective operators. Taking the matrix elements of the resulting charge density operator with respect to the state Qx(r,cr; R ) we get

+ 11ez,
n=l

u

/ dr dR 6(Rn

- x ) l Q ~ (u
r;
, R)I2.

(2.9)

.
I

Third, since the Hamiltonian does not depend on spin, the solution of Eq. (2.7) can be separated according to

Here, ((0)is the electronic spin function which is obtained by projecting the molecule's spin
state vector I() onto the spin states of the individual electrons, <(cr) = ((01 I(cr2 I . . . ( O N = ,[)I<).
The individual spin states, Ioi), describe electrons whose spin is parallel (spin up) or antiparallel (spin down) with respect to some direction in coordinate space.
Finally, owing to the Pauli principle which states that the wave function of a system of
electrons has to be antisymmetric with respect to the interchange of any two electronic indices, Q ( r ,cr; R ) will be antisymmetric in electronic Cartesian plus spin coordinates. The
fact that there can be identical nuclei as well is frequently neglected when setting up the exchange symmetry of the total wave function. This is justified since the nuclear wave function
is usually much more localized as compared with the electronic wave function and the indistinguishability is not an issue. Exceptions may occur in systems containing, for example,
several hydrogen atoms.

2.3 Born-Oppenheimer Separation
The practical solution of Eq. (2.7) makes use of the fact that due to the large mass difference ( m e l / M n < lop3),on average electrons can be expected to move much faster than
nuclei. Therefore, in many situations the electronic degrees of freedom can be considered to
respond instantaneously to any changes in the nuclear configuration, i.e., their wave function
corresponds always to a stationary state. In other words, the interaction between nuclei and
electrons, Vel-nuc. is modified due to the motion of the nuclei only adiabatically and does not
cause transitions between different stationary electronic states. Thus, it is reasonable to define
an electronic Hamiltonian which carries a parametric dependence on the nuclear coordinates:
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As a consequence the solutions of the time-independent electronic Schrodinger equation describing the motion of the electrons in the electrostatic field of the stationary nuclei (leaving
aside the electron's spin)

will parametrically depend on the set of nuclear coordinates as well. Here, the index a labels
the different electronic states. The adiabatic electronic wave functions &(r; R ) = ( T ; Rl&)
define a complete basis in the electronic Hilbert space. Hence, given the solutions to Eq. (2.12)
the molecular wave function can be expanded in this basis set as follows
(2.13)
The expansion coefficients in Eq. (2.13), x a ( R ) , depend on the configuration of the nuclei. It
is possible to derive an equation for their determination after inserting Eq. (2.13) into Eq. (2.7).
One obtains

Hmol$(r; R ) = (Hel(R)+ Tnuc + Vnuc-nu,)
=

Cx ~ ( R )

+a(r; R )

a

C [ E ~+( R )

vnuc-nuc]

x ~ ( Rda(r;
)
R)

a

a

(2.14)
a

Multiplication of Eq. (2.14) by $$( T ; R ) from the left and integration over all electronic coordinates yields the following equation for the expansion coefficients xa( R )(using the orthogonality of the adiabatic basis)

a

J

= EXb(R) *

(2.15)

Since the electronic wave functions depend on the nuclear coordinates we have with P n =
-ihVn and using the product rule for differentiation

(2.16)

2.3 Born-Oppenheimer Separation
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The last term is simply the kinetic energy operator acting on xa(R).The other terms can be
comprised into the so-called nonadiabaticity operator

(2.17)
Thus, we obtain from Eq. (2.15) an equation for the coefficients x a ( R )which reads
(Tnuc

-k

Ea(R)+ vnuc-nu,

+ @,a

-

8) Xa(R) = -

@abXb(R)

.

(2.18)

b#a

This result can be interpreted as the stationary Schrodinger equation for the motion of the
nuclei with the x a ( R )being the respective wave functions. The solution of Eq. (2.18), which
is still exact, requires knowledge of the electronic spectrum for all configurations of the nuclei which are covered during their motion. Transitions between individual adiabatic electronic states become possible due to the electronic nonadiabatic coupling, Oab. This is a
consequence of the motion of the nuclei as expressed by the fact that their momentum enters
Eq. (2.17). The diagonal part of the nonadiabaticity operator, O,,, is usually only a small
perturbation to the nuclear dynamics in a given electronic state.
Looking at Eq. (2.18) we realize that it will be convenient to introduce the following
effective potential for nuclear motion if the electronic system is in its adiabatic state 14,)

U a ( R )= Ea(R) + v n u c - n u c ( R )

+

@,a

.

(2.19)

This function defines a hypersurface in the space of nuclear coordinates, the potential energy
surjiace ( P E S ) which will be discussed in Section 2.6 in more detail. Its exceptional importance
for a microscopic understanding of molecular transfer phenomena will become evident in
Chapters 4-7.
. index M denotes the (set
The solution to Eq. (2.18) is given by x,M(R)= ( R l x , ~ )The
of) vibrational quantum numbers. The molecular wave function is
(2.20)
By virtue of the expansion (2.20) it is clear that the vibrational quantum number M in general
is related to the total electronic spectrum and not to an individual electronic state.

Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
Solving the coupled equations (2.18) for the expansion coefficients in Eq. (2.20) appears to
be a formidable task. However, in practice it is often possible to neglect the nonadiabatic
couplings altogether or take into account the couplings between certain adiabatic electronic
states only. In order to investigate this possibility let us consider Fig. 2.2. Here we have
plotted different adiabatic electronic states for a simple diatomic molecule as a function of
the bond distance. Without going further into the details of the different states we realize that
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Figure 2.2: Potential energy curves U a ( R )for different adiabatic electronic states I&) along the bond
distance R of a diatomic molecule (ground and valence states of 12).

there is one state, the electronic ground state I&,)
which particularly close to its minimum
is well separated from the other states I+,>o). Intuitively we would expect the nonadiabatic
couplings, OO,,to be rather small in this region. In such situations it might be well justified to
neglect the nonadiabatic couplings, i.e., we can safely set 00,
= 0 in Eq. (2.18). The nuclear
Schrodinger equation then simplifies considerably. For O,b = 0 we have

Thus, the nuclei can be
where H,(R) defines the nuclear Hamiltonian for the state I+,).
considered to move in an effective potential V ,(R) generated by their mutual Coulomb interaction and the interaction with the electronic charge distribution corresponding to the actual
configuration R. The solutions of Eq. (2.21) are again labeled by M, but this quantum number
is now related to the individual adiabatic electronic states. The total adiabatic wave function
becomes

The neglect of the nonadiabatic couplings leading to the wave function (2.22) is called the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
Going back to Fig. 2.2 it is clear, however, that in particular for excited electronic states
one might encounter situations where different potential curves are very close to each other. If
Oab does not vanish for symmetry reasons it can no longer be neglected. The physical picture
is that electronic and nuclear motions are no longer adiabatically separable, i.e., the change of
the nuclear configuration from R to some R AR causes an electronic transition.
In order to estimate this effect we consider a perturbation expansion of the energy with
respect to the nonadiabaticity operator. The second-order correction to the adiabatic energies

+
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is obtained as
(2.23)

>

where the x a ~ ( R=)( R I x ~ Mare
) the Born-Oppenheimer nuclear wave functions. Apparently, the matrix elements ( X a M l @ a b l X b N ) have to be small compared to the energy difference
I in order to validate the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Looking at the definition of @ , b is clear that this operator will be a small perturbation whenever
the character of the electronic wave function does not change appreciably with R. On the
other hand, the denominator in Eq. (2.23) will become small if two electronic states approach
each other. Thus, knowledge about the adiabatic states is necessary to estimate the effect of
nonadiabatic couplings. The actual calculation of Oab is a rather complicated issue and an
alternative representation will be discussed in Section 2.7.

&i$ia)

Some Estimates
We complete our qualitative discussion by considering the dynamical aspect of the problem. For simplicity let us take a diatomic molecule in the vicinity of the potential minimum
where the potential is harmonic, i.e., U,(R) = &R2/2. Here K, is the harmonic “spring”
constant which is calculated from the second derivative of the potential with respect to R
(see below). The frequency of harmonic vibration is obtained from w = ,/=
with,
M,,,, being the reduced mass of the vibration. If (u)and ( A R ) denote the average velocity and deviation from the minimum configuration, respectively, the virial theorem tells us
that Mnuc(11)2/2= K ( A R ) ~ According
/~.
to quantum mechanics this will also be proportional to f i = h , , / K . Now consider the electrons: Let us assume that the most
important contribution to the potential comes from the electrostatic electronic interaction.
If d,l is some typical length scale for the electronic system, for example, the radius of the
electron cloud, its potential energy will be proportional to e 2 / d e l . Further, the average electronic velocity is (vel)x h/m,ld,l. Applying a reasoning similar to the virial theorem gives
e 2 / & = h2//m,1d:l for the electronic subsystem. Eq. (2.21) tells us that the average electronic energy is of the order of the potential energy for nuclear motion
This
gives for the spring constant K, x h2Mnu,/rn~ld~l.
Using this result we obtain the relations

/id=.

(2.24)
and

(2.25)
Since
<( M,,,, the nuclei move on average much slower than the electrons and explore a
smaller region of the configuration space.
With del and (*uel)at hand we can estimate the period for the bound electronic motion as
Tel M &/(w,I) x m,ld:,/h. Thus, the average energy gap between electronic states is of the
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order of (AE),, M h/TeI
given above we obtain

M h2/mel@l.Comparing this result

with the vibrational frequency

(2.26)
Thus, it is the large mass difference which makes the gap for vibrational transitions much
smaller than for electronic transitions in the vicinity of a potential minimum. Therefore, the
denominator in Eq. (2.23) is likely to be rather large and the second-order correction to the
adiabatic energy becomes negligible in this case.

2.4 Electronic Structure Methods
Our knowledge about the microscopic origin of spectral properties of molecules, their stable
configurationsas well as their ability to break and make chemical bonds derives to a large extent from the progress made in electronic structure theory during the last decades. Nowadays
modern quantum chemical methods routinely achieve almost quantitative agreement with experimental data, for example, for transition energies between the lowest electronic states of
small and medium-size molecules. With increasing number of electrons the computational resources limit the applicability of the so-called ab initio (i.e., based on fundamental principles
and not on experimental data) methods and alternatives have to be exploited. Semiempirical
methods, such as the Huckel or the Pariser-Pam-Pople method, simplify the exact ab initio
procedure in a way that gives results consistent with experimental data. On the other hand,
recent developments in Density Functional Theory shift the attention to this more accurate
method. Stepping to situations of molecules in the condensed phase, for example, in solution,
requires more approximate methods as given, for example, by the reduction of the solvent to
a dielectric continuum surrounding the solute' (see Section 2.5).
In the following we will outline a tool for the practical solution of the electronic Schrodinger equation (2.12) for fixed nuclei. For simplicity our discussion will mostly be restricted
to the electronic ground state Eo(R). Specifically, we will discuss the Hartree-Fock selfconsistent field procedure in some detail. It is the working horse of most more advanced ab
initio methods which also include the effect of electronic correlations missing in the HartreeFock approach. Whereas these methods are based on the electronic wavefunction, Density
functional Theory (discussed afterwards) builds on the electron density function. We note in
caution that this section by no means presents a complete treatment of the field of electronic
structure theory. The intention is rather to provide a background for the following discussions.
The reader interested in a more comprehensive overview of the state of the art is referred to
the literature quoted at the end of the book.
Let us start with the situation in which the Coulomb interaction between the electrons is
switched off. Then the electronic Hamiltonian (2.1 1) becomes a sum of singleparticle Hamilhel(rj), containing the kinetic energy of the jth electron and the
tonians, Hel(R) =
Coulomb energy due to its interaction with the static nuclei. Note that we will drop the parametric dependence on the nuclear coordinates in the following. The stationary Schrodinger

xy!'i

'Throughout we will use the terms solute and solvent to describe a molecule (solute) embedded in a medium
(solvent), no matter whether the latter is really a solvent in the usual sense or, for instance, a solid state matrix.
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equation for h,l(ri) is solved by the single-particle wave function paj (rj, oj),

Here the index a, runs over all possible single-particle states (including spin) of the Nelelectron system which have the energy fa,. The single-particle functions va,(r3,03)are
called spin orbiruls.
There are several points to remark concerning the solutions of Eq. (2.27): First, since
we are dealing with identical particles the single-particle spectrum fa, is the same for all
electrons. Second, for the spin-independent Hamiltonian we use here, the spin function
can be separated from the spatial orbital in the single-particle wave function according to
cpu, (rl, o J ) = pa,(r3)Ca,(03)
and a3 = ( a 3 0
, 3).
As mentioned above the orthogonal spin
) describe spin-up or spin-down electrons. Therefore for Nel spatial orbitals
functions Ca, (03
pa, (rl) there will be 2Ne1 possible spin orbitals pa,
03).
Thus, given N,, electrons, the
electronic ground state would correspond to the situation where we fill in electrons in the different spin orbitals starting from the one with the lowest energy. Of course, we have to take
care of the Puuli principle, i.e., each electron must have a distinct set of quantum numbers.
In the present case this implies that each spatial orbital may be occupied by two electrons
having spin up and spin down, respectively. The result of the distribution of electrons over the
available spin orbitals is referred to as an electronic conjigurution.
Depending on whether there is an even number of electrons in the ground state (closed
shell configuration) or an odd number (open shell configuration) all electrons will be paired or
not, respectively. For simplicity we will focus in the following on the electronic ground state
of closed shell systems only. Here Nel spin orbitals are occupied. One can further require the
spatial orbitals to be identical for spin-up and spin-down electrons so that there will be Ne1/2
doubly occupied spatial orbitals in the ground state. Needless to say that the total spin of this
many-electron system is zero. A closed shell situation is shown for the water molecule in Fig.
2.3.
The Pauli principle which we invoked above can be traced back to a fundamental property
of the total wave function of a many-electron system. First, we observe that in contrast to
classical mechanics, in quantum mechanics the electrons described by a wave function are
not distinguishable. This means that the total probability distribution, I$(T, o)12,should be
invariant with respect to the exchange of any two particle indices. The permutation of the
particle indices is conveniently written using a permutation operator P which, when acting
on a many-particle wave function, exchanges the indices of any two particles. After the
application of P the wave function can change at most by a constant factor [ (of modulus
1). Therefore, applying P twice one should recover the original wave function, i.e., we have
= 1 or [ = f l . For spin 1/2 particles like electrons it turns out that ( = -1 and
therefore the total wave function has to be antisymmetric with respect to the exchange of any
two electron indices.
If we go back to the single-particle spin orbitals defined by Eq. (2.27) it is clear now that
even in the absence of the electron interaction the so-called Hurtree product ansatz

a,,

e2

N,I

(2.28)
j=1
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Figure 2.3: Orbital diagram for water calculated using Hartree-Fock theory (the energy is given in
atomic units ( h 2 / ( e a i ) )There
.
are Ne1/2 = 5 doubly occupied orbitals; the empty orbitals are called
virtual. The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) are assigned. Notice that Hartree-Fock theory predicts the LUMO energies to be positive
implying that additional electrons cannot bind and the negative ion does not exist.

cannot be correct since it does not have the required antisymmetry ({a j } comprises the set of
quantum numbers a j ) . However, Eq. (2.28) can be used to generate an antisymmetric wave
function. To this end we make use of the permutation operator P. Keeping track of the number
of permutations, p , which have been performed one obtains an antisymmetric wave function
by the prescription
(2.29)
Here the summation is carried out over all N,,! possible permutations of the electron indices
(rj, aj) ( j = 1,.. . ,N , I ) in the Hartree product. Alternatively, Eq. (2.29) can be written in
form of a determinant, the so-called Sluter determinant, where the rows contain the singleparticle spin orbitals for a given state and all possible electron coordinates and in the columns
the different electronic states for a given coordinate are written down. The elementary properties of determinants then guarantee the antisymmetry of the ansatz for the total electronic
wave function.

The Hartree-Fock Equations
So far we have not considered the effect of the Coulomb interaction between the electrons.
Within Hartree-Fock theory this is usually done by starting from the correct antisymmetric
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ansatz (2.29) for the wave function. Then the goal is to optimize the single-particle spin orbitals such that the total energy is minimized. This can be achieved by invoking the calculus of
variation. Consider a Slater determinant $(r, 0)which shall be a function of some parameters.
In practice the spatial orbitals are expanded in terms of some fixed basis set and the expansion
coefficients then take the role of the parameters. The basis set is usually chosen to consist
of functions which are centered at the different atoms in the molecule (linear combination of
atomic orbitals, LCAO).
The expectation value of the energy is then given by

Here, the first term denotes the single-particle Hamiltonian including the electron-nuclei Coulomb interaction, Eq. (2.27), and the second term describes the electron4ectron repulsion,
Eq. (2.4). In Section 2.8.1 it is shown that variational optimization of Eq. (2.30) leads to
the following so-called Hartree-Fock integrdifferential equation for determination of the
optimal orbitals for a closed shell configuration
(2.3 1)
Here E, is the energy associated with the spatial orbital pa(.). Further the operator on the left
hand side is called the Fock operator; it is an effective one-electron operator.
Without the electron-electron interaction and wavefunction antisymmetrization the Fock
operator reduces to the single electron Hamiltonian, he1(x). Different spatial orbitals are
coupled by means of the Coulomb operator &(X) (see Eq. (2.140)) and the exchange operator
K ~ ( x(see
) Eq. (2.141)). The Coulomb operator represents the average local potential of an
electron in orbital (Ph(X) felt by the electron in cp,(x). Thus, the exact two-particle Coulomb
interaction is replaced by an effective one-electron potential. The fact that each electron only
sees the mean j e l d generated by all other electrons is a basic characteristic of the HartreeFock approach. Of course, in this way the interaction between electrons becomes blurred and
correlations between their individual motions are lost.
It has been discussed above that for electrons having parallel spins there is some particular correlation introduced by the antisymmetric ansatz for the wave function. This effect is
contained in the exchange operator. However, the action of K ~ ( xon
) the orbital cp,(x) obviously cannot be viewed in terms of a local potential for the electron in cpa(x).In fact it is the
exchange operator which makes the Fock operator nonlocal in space.
The Hartree-Fock equations are nonlinear, since the Fock-operator itself depends on the
orbitals cp,(x). Hence the solution can only be obtained by iteration. Starting from some
trial orbitals one first constructs the Fock operator and then uses it to obtain improved orbitals
which are the input for a new Fock operator. This iterative procedure is continued until the
potentials J,(x) and K,(x) are consistent with the solutions for the orbitals. Therefore the
approach is usually termed Hartree-Fock self-consistentjeld method.
Given the solution of the Hartree-Fock equations one has at hand the ground state energy as well as the ground state adiabatic electronic wave function which follows from a
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single Slater determinant built up by the optimal orbitals. Both quantities are functions of the
nuclear coordinates; by exploring possible nuclear configurations the ground state HartreeFock potential energy surfaces can be constructed according to Eq. (2.19). However, if, for
instance, the bond in a diatomic molecule is stretched towards dissociation the character of
the electronic state will change considerably, e.g., from a closed shell to an open shell system. This effect of having contributions from different electronic configurations cannot be
described by a single Slater-determinant, Eq. (2.29); the predicted potential energy curve
will be qualitatively incorrect. The effect of the simultaneous presence of different electronic
configurations, which is also an ubiquitous phenomenon for electronically excited states in
the region where potential curves intersect (cf. Fig. 2.2), is called static correlation. It has
to be distinguished from dynamic correlations which are related to that part of the electronelectron interaction which is not accounted for by the mean-field approximation based on a
single Slater-determinant.
Conceptually the simplest approach to account for such correlations is the configuration interaction (CI) method. Here one starts with the Hartree-Fock ground state and generates a basis for expandingthe total electronic wavefunction by forming all possible Slater-determinants
which result from promoting different numbers of electrons from the occupied to the unoccupied orbitals, i.e.,

(2.32)
Here [4(')) stands for the Hartree-Fock ground state,
and
comprises all possible
single and double excitations,respectively, starting from the ground state. The coefficients Ci
give the weight for these configurations. Upon diagonalization of the electronic Hamiltonian
in this basis set the expansion coefficients are obtained and the problem of electron correlations
is solved in principle. In practice the number of possible excitations increases rapidly2 and
the approach has to be restricted, for instance, to include at most double excitations. Several
alternatives to the configuration interaction method have been developed and the reader is
referred to the literature list at the end of the book for more details.

Density Functional Theory
The methods discussed so far have been based on the electronic wavefunction, i.e., the HartreeFock ground state energy was assumed to be a functional of the wavefunction and variational
minimization has been applied (cf. Section 2.8.1). A different strategy is followed in Density
Functional Theory where the one-electron probability density
(2.33)
L

7

J

is the central object of interest. The foundation of Density Functional Theory is laid by the
Hohenberg-Kohn theorems. They state that for a given electron-nuclear interaction potential3
the full many-particle ground state energy, Eo,is a unique functional of the electronic density
2Given M spin-orbitals there are

( g, ) possibilities for the distribution

of Nel electrons.

'In fact the first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem holds for an arbitrary external potential for the electron motion.
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and that any density p ( r ) other than the ground state density p ~ ( rwill
) give an energy higher
than the ground state energy, i.e., E [ p ] 2 E[po] EOimplying that a variational principle
can be applied.
The energy functional can be decomposed as follows

The different terms correspond to the interaction between electrons and nuclei, the kinetic energy of the electrons4 ,the classical electron-electron interaction energy, and the non-classical
contribution from the electron4ectron interaction due to exchange and correlation effects. It
should be noted that apart from the first term all contributions to the energy functional (2.34)
are universal, i.e., not molecule specific. They are comprised in what is called the HohenbergKohn functional and depend only on the properties of the electronic degrees of freedom.
The practical calculation of the electron density starts from the variational principle. Here
the stationarity condition for the energy 6 E [ p ] / 6 p = 0 has to be fulfilled subject to the constraint that the system must contain a fixed number of electrons. This leads to the so-called
Kohn-Sham equations

(2.35)
From this equation the Kohn-Sham orbitals cpfs(r),and thus the electron density p ( r ) =
C,
(r)12, as well as the respective orbital energies &fS are determined in a self-consistent
manner. Apart from the exchange-correlation potential, here VXC( r ) = GExc [ p ( r ) ] / G p ( r ) ,
Eq. (2.35) resembles the Hartree-Fock equations (2.31). However, it is important to emphasize that upon adding VXC:the Kohn-Sham equations become formally exact and they are still
local in space. This has to be contrasted with the Hartree-Fock equations where the exchange
operator introduces a nonlocal spatial dependence of the orbitals.
But, unfortunately the form of the exchange-correlation functional is not specified by the
Hohenberg-Kohn theorems and in fact it is not known. In practice this problem is approached
by developing approximate functionals which may incorporate sum-rules, asymptotic properties of the electron density, information from approximations to the electron density, and fits
to exact numerical results available for some test systems. A simple form for the exchangecorrelation energy is given, e.g., by the so-called local density approximation

Iqts

(2.36)
where E X C [ P ( T ) ] is the known exchangexorrelation energy per particle for a homogeneous
electron gas moving on a positive background charge density. This model works rather well,
e.g., for perfect metals. For more complicated functionals we refer the reader to the literature
list given at the end of this book.
4Note that T,l[p] refers to the kinetic energy of some noninteracting reference system which has the some density
as the real system. The difference between real and reference kinetic energy is assumed to be part of the unknown
exchangexorrelation energy.
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Despite this fundamental deficiency of an unknown EXC[p].in practical applications modern Density Functional Theory often outperforms the Hartree-Fock method, e.g., when predicting barrier heights for chemical reactions, because it includes correlation effects at least
approximately. Compared to high level wavefunction based methods it is numerically much
less expensive making it a tool for studying larger molecules.

2.5 Dielectric Continuum Model
In the previous sections we have been concerned with the electronic structure of polyatomic
molecules and their parametric dependence on the positions of the nuclei. The numerical
effort for calculating ground state energies or reaction surfaces clearly prohibits an application
to systems of hundreds of interacting molecules or to macroscopic systems such as molecules
in solution.
A straightforward but approximate solution of this problem is the inclusion of a few solvent molecules or if possible even the first solvation shell into the quantum chemical calculation. This so-called supermolecule approach has the advantage that short-range interactions
between solute and solvent molecules are reasonably accounted for. Thus, one can learn about
the local structure of the solvent around the solute. Such a treatment is necessary, for instance,
to describe the formation of hydrogen bonds which may occur if the solvent is water.
The long-range electrostatic interactions are, of course, not included in the supermolecule
approach. They are, however, accounted for in the so-called continuum models which are in
turn applicable whenever short-range interactions are negligible. The model implies that we
discard the discrete nature of the solvent and treat it as a homogeneous entity fully characterized by its macroscopic properties. This approach will be discussed in the present section.
Indeed, it is flexible enough to accommodate the supermolecule approach yielding a mixed
description which may distinguish between the first solvation shell and the rest of the ~ o l v e n t . ~
In the next section we give a brief summary of some concepts of classical electrostatics. The selection shall provide a background for the reaction field approach discussed in the
Section 2.5.2 as well as for the elaboration of electron transfer theory in Chapter 6.

2.5.1

Medium Electrostatics

Consider a solvent in a container whose dimension is such that effects due to the walls can be
neglected. If there are no free charges the solvent is a dielectric. The mth solvent molecule
can be characterized by its charge density distribution p m ( x ) .Using the definition of Section
2.2 the classical expression for pm(x) reads
(2.37)
j=1

n= 1

S h o t h e r strategy is followed in the so-called Quantum Mechanicshlolecular Mechanics (QMhlM) approach,
where a quantum chemical calculation of the solute is combined with point charges resulting from a classical but
atomistic treatment of the environment.
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where the additional index m is used to label the respective molecule here and in the following.h
The stationary version of Maxwell’s equations VE(x) = 47rp(x) and V x E(x) = 0
enables one to compute the electric field E(x) induced by the complete molecular charge
distribution
(2.38)
7n

The field is related to the scalar potential by E(x) = -V@(x). The scalar potential can be
obtained from the Poisson equation A@(x)= -47rp(x), which gives as
(2.39)
Often the complete information on the microscopic electric field contained in these expressions is of little practical use. In many experiments one is only interested in macroscopic
quantities which are averaged with respect to their microscopic contributions. This averaging
is equivalent to the elimination of the short-range part of the field from all expressions.
In order to explore this point further let us assume that we have divided the macroscopic
probe volume into smaller volumes AV(x,) which still contain a large number of molecules.
Here x, is a vector pointing to the sth small volume (see Fig. 2.4). Replacing the total integration of Eq. (2.39) by integrations with respect to the AV(x,) we get

@(x)=

c1

d3XI

~.P ( X 7

Ix - X’I

(2.40)

Ar’(xs)

We are only interested in the long-range contributions of the charges located in AV(x,) to
the potential. Therefore, we take x to be far away from x, such that Ix - x,I >> Ix‘ - x,I.
This inequality enables us to expand the factor ( x- x‘1-l into a Taylor series with respect to
x‘ - x,. Keeping only the first two terms we get
1
1
1
%-(x’- x , ) V x - - - .
(2.41)
Ix - x, - (x’ - x,)l
Ix - XSI
Ix - XSI
Inserting this into Eq. (2.40) one obtains the first two contributions of the so-called mulripole
expansion of @ (x,). The monopole term
(2.42)
corresponds to the potential of a point charge located at x = x,. If there is no net charge in
AV(xs) this contribution vanishes. Introducing the dipole moment of AV(x,) as
(2.43)
hIf the operator o f the charge density is needed, the electronic and nuclear coordinates in Eq. (2.37) have to
be understood as quantum mechanical operators. To obtain in this case the charge density which enters Maxwell’s
equations one has to take the expectation value of the charge density operator with respect to the molecular wave
function.
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‘

H

H

Figure 2.4: Dipole moment of H2O (left). Macroscopic electrostatic quantities are obtained by averag-

ing over the volume elements AV(xs).The AV(x,) contain a large number of individual molecules

but have a dimension small enough to neglect the discrete nature of the vector xs pointing to it (right).

The vector x should be positioned far away from x..

the second term in the above expansion can be written as

The dipole moment is the quantity we will be concerned with in the following discussion of
dielectric media. In the spirit of the Taylor expansion (2.41) the contribution of higher-order
multipole moments is usually small compared to the dipole term. An important exception
occurs if the dipole moment vanishes for symmetry reasons.
The dipole moment of the small volume element d, can of course be traced to the individual molecular dipole moments. We have

d, =

c

mEAV(x,)

(2.45)

dm

with
dm

=

J

d3x’p,(x’)x‘

.

(2.46)

Apparently, whether a molecule has a permanent dipole moment or not is determined by its
symmetry. Systems like CC14 or diatomics like H2 or N2 do not have a permanent dipole; the
dielectric is nonpolar. However, application of an external field can lead to a distortion of the
molecular charge density and in this way induce a dipole moment. On the other hand, H2O or
N H 3 , for instance, do have a permanent dipole and form polar dielectrics, (see Fig. 2.4).
For the description of the behavior of the dielectric in some external field, for example, it
is customary to introduce the dipole density or the polarization which is defined as
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Suppose that the discrete nature of our subdivision into the AV(xs) can be neglected. Then,
xs becomes a continuous quantity and we can write the macroscopic potential in dipole approximation and under the assumption of charge neutrality as
@ma,

(x) =
-

(2.48)

Here the integration is with respect to the entire probe volume. Furthermore the last line has
been obtained by making use of the Gauss theorem.
Comparison of this expression with Eq. (2.40) suggests the interpretation of -VP as a
charge density. Specifically, we can define the (macroscopic) dipole density
pp(x) = -VP(x)

.

(2.49)

Besides the polarization charge density an additional externally controlled charge density pext
may be present. By this we mean, for example, the charge density introduced in a dielectric if
a solute molecule is placed into it (see below). Note that we are only interested in the longrange contribution of the solute to the electric field. The equation for the macroscopic electric
field in the medium is then given by

Defining the dielectric displacement vector as

D = Em,,

+ 47rP ,

(2.5 1)

the macroscopic source equation becomes

According to this relation the dielectric displacement field can be interpreted as the external
field.
So far we discussed how a given charge distribution of the medium results in an electric
field. But one can also ask the question how an external field leads to a change of the medium
charge distribution. Within the present approach the answer to this question is that the polarization of the medium will be a complicated functional of the electric field, P = P(Ernac).
If we assume that the perturbation of the medium due to the electric field is weak, a Taylor
expansion of the polarization in terms of Em,, is justified. In linear approximation the relation between the electric field and the polarization is expressed in terms of the so-called linear
susceptibility x as

P(x) = XErnac(X) .

(2.53)

Here we assumed that the medium is homogeneous and isotropic. In general, however, the
susceptibility is a tensor, i.e., the vectors of the polarization and the electric field do not have
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to be parallel. Further, for an inhomogeneousmedium the relation between polarization and
electric field may be nonlocal in space. One can introduce the dielectric constant
&

=1

+ 47Fx

(2.54)

and write
Emac(x) = E - ~ D ( x
.)

(2.55)

This expression shows that the total macroscopic field Emac(x)results from the response of
the medium to the external field. The response properties of the medium are contained in the
inverse dielectric function.
Finally, we give the expression for the potential energy of a charge distribution:

‘J

W=2

d3xp(x)+(x) .

(2.56)

2.5.2 Reaction Field Model
In this section we address the influence a continuously distributed solvent has on the solute’s
electronic properties. In principle we expect the following behavior: The solute’s electrons
and nuclei feel the charge of the solvent molecules and vice versa. As a result, the charge
distribution in the solute changes and, consequently, its electronic spectrum. But at the same
time the charge distribution of the solvent is rearranged too.
In the following this situation will be discussed using a model where the solute is treated
by ab initio quantum chemistry and the solvent enters through its macroscopic dielectric properties. The solute is supposed to reside inside a cavity (Vcav with dielectric constant equal to
one (vacuum)) within the dielectric (Kol). We will assume for simplicity that the solvent is
homogeneous and isotropic, i.e., we can characterize it by a dielectric constant
This neglects, for instance, effects coming from a locally inhomogeneous distribution of the solvent
molecules in the first solvation shell.
The first important step is the definition of the size and the shape of the cavity. Various
cavity shapes are possible which should in the ideal case give a reasonable approximation
to the molecular charge distribution. The simplest and most approximate model is that of
a spherical cavity. More elaborate calculations could be based, for instance, on the union
of overlapping spheres centered at the different nuclei (see Fig. 2.5). The size of the cavity
should is also an important parameter. In particular one must be aware that serious errors can
be expected if the cavity size is too small to accommodate most of the charge distribution
as described by the molecular wave function. Thus, we will assume that the solute’s charge
distribution, pmol(x),is confined inside V,,, .
Provided that the molecular charge distribution pmol(x) is given and the size and the shape
of the cavity have been defined, we still have to account for the coupling between solvent and
solute. In the spirit of the dielectric continuum description of the solvent the exact microscopic Coulomb interaction (cf. Eq. (2.1)) is approximated by the respective expressions for a
dielectric discussed in the previous section.
We first note that the solute’s charge distribution generates an electrostatic potential which
is obtained from A+(x) = -4npm01(x) inside the cavity and from A+(x) = 0 within K0l.
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Figure 2.5: Different shapes of the cavity for accommodation of the solute molecule within the dielectric
continuum model.

The boundary conditions at the cavity surface are given by @(xE I&")
= @(xE lc01)
and d@(xE V&)/dn = E , , I ~ @ ( x E Kol)/dn. Here, n is a unit vector on cavity surface
pointing outwards.
The potential of the solute's charge density induces a polarization of the dielectric. This
polarization gives rise to a potential ap0l(x).In the present case @pol(x)
depends on the
polarization charge densities which are induced at the cavity surface. The total electrostatic
potential inside V,,, is therefore @ p o ~ ( x@(x).
)
According to Eq. (2.56) we can calculate
the interaction energy (polarization energy) between the solute's charge distribution and the
induced so-called reaction j e l d as follows

+

(2.57)
In a next step the electrostatic problem has to be linked to the quantum mechanical treatment of the solute molecule. This is straightforwardly done by replacing the discrete classical
charge distribution in Eq. (2.57) by the quantum mechanical expectation value of the respective charge density operator: pnlo1(x)
+ (jjmo1(x)).It is customary to stay with a classical
description of the nuclei such that (jjmol(x))
= pnuc(x) (jje1(x)).Here the nuclear and the
electronic parts are given by the second term in Eq. (2.8) and the first term in Eq. (2.9), respectively. Using the Born-Oppenheimer separation of electronic and nuclear motions the averaging in (2.9) is performed with respect to the adiabatic electronic states for a fixed nuclear
configuration. In order to incorporate the effect of the continuous dielectric on the solute's
electronic properties we have to interpret Wpol as the expectation value of the single-particle
operator

+

(2.58)
Within Hartree-Fock theory this operator is simply added to the single-particle Hamiltonian
in the Fock operator in Eq. (2.31).
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At this point it is important to notice that ap0l(x)itself depends on the molecular charge
distribution. This makes the determination of the electronic states of the solute a nonlinear
problem which has to be solved iteratively: Starting from some initial guess for the reaction field potential one first calculates the charge distribution of the molecule. The resulting
potential is then used to generate a new apol(x).
This procedure is repeated until some convergence criteria are fulfilled. Finally, one obtains the electronic energies and the respective
wave functions for the molecule inside the cavity.
The reaction field method has found various applications. In particular one is frequently
interested in knowing the energy required to adjust the solvent molecules (in the present case
their dipole moments) in response to the introduction of a solute (solvation energy, cf. Section
6.5.2 ). This solvation energy, for example, often is responsible for the stabilization of certain
isomers of the solute.
In preparation of the next chapter we point out that the reaction field approach has also a
dynamical aspect. In order to appreciate this we have to recall that it is the (quantum mechanically) averaged charge distribution of the solute which is “seen” by the solvent. The time
scale for electronic motion is typically of the order of 10-’5-10-16 s. Thus, for the solvent to
experience only the rnean3eld due to the solute’s electrons, it is necessary to assume that the
time scale required for building up a polarization in the solvent is much longer than that of the
electronic motion. If we consider, for example, rotational motion of the solvent molecules on a
s (orientational polarization), this reasoning is certainly valid. Howtime scale of about
ever, if the polarization is of electronic character the description in terms of a static dielectric
constant is likely to fail.

2.6 Potential Energy Surfaces
In the previous sections it has already been indicated that the potential energy hypersurface
defined by Eq. (2.19) is the key quantity when it comes to investigate chemical reaction dynamics or more generally nuclear motions. In the following we will consider some properties
of the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer PES (@,a = 0) for a particular electronic state,

U a ( R ) = Ea(R) + Vnuc-nuc(R)

*

(2.59)

In general U,(R) is a function of all the 3NnuC
nuclear coordinates R (remember the notation
R = ( R1, . .. , R ~ N , , , ) Since
) . the energy is independent of overall translations and rotations
of the molecule, there are actually only 3NnU,- 6 coordinates necessary to completely specify
the energy of the molecule in the configuration space of the nuclear coordinates (for linear
molecules there are only 3Nn,,-5 independent coordinates).
Let us assume for the moment that we have obtained U a ( R ) .Then we are in the position
to draw several conclusions, for example, on the nature of the bonding as well as on the
dynamical behavior to be expected in the considered system. To this end we define the gradient
of the potential as

VUa(R) = {aUa(R)/aRl, * * laua(R)/aR3N””,) .

(2.60)

This vector points along the direction of the steepest rise of the potential and its negative is
just the force acting along that particular direction in configuration space. Another quantity
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DO

R
Figure 2.6: Schematic view of a typical potential energy curve of a diatomic molecule. Here, hkS
denotes the equilibrium bond length and DO( D e )the dissociation energy which does (does not) take
into account the quantum mechanical zero-point energy.

I
R
Figure 2.7: Schematic view of a potential energy curve typical for isomerization reactions. Reactants
and products are separated by a reaction barrier of height E B along the reaction coordinate R.

of great importance is the 3Nnucx 3Nnucforce constant matrix or Hessian matrix whose
elements are defined as

&A

a2Km

dR,dR,

( m ,n = 1,. . . , 3Nnuc).

(2.61)

The points in configuration space for which the gradient of the potential vanishes,

V U a ( R=
) 0,

(2.62)

are called starionary points. Suppose we have located a stationary point at the the equilibrium
configuration R(n).The nature of the potential energy surface in the vicinity of this stationary
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R
Figure 2.8: Schematic view of a typical ground and excited state potential energy curve of diatomic
molecules. If the molecule is promoted to the excited state, for example, by means of an external field,
dissociation will occur.

point can then be investigated by looking at the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix. In general
there will be 6 eigenvalues equal to zero reflecting the fact that there are only 3Nn,,-6 independent coordinates necessary to determine the energy (see below). If the remaining eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix are all positive we are at a minimum of the potential energy surface.
In Fig. 2.6 this situation is plotted for a diatomic molecule where R is the bond length. The
minimum of U ( R )at R = Re, gives the equilibrium distance between the two atoms. As a
consequence of quantum mechanical zero-point motion the lowest possible energy eigenvalue
is above the bottom of the potential minimum (solid line in Fig. 2.6). The molecule is said to
be stable if the difference between this zero-point energy and the energy it takes to separate
the atoms, U ( R + cm),is finite (dissociation energy, DOin Fig. 2.6).
Fig. 2.6 corresponds to the situation where U ( R )only has a single global minimum. In
fact there are many systems which support multiple minima in the potential energy landscape.
In Fig. 2.7 we have plotted a potential showing two equivalent minima. These minima in
U ( R )correspond to different isomers of the molecule. Such situations occur, for example, in
systems showing intramolecular hydrogen transfer. Another standard example is the umbrella
vibration of NH3. In the course of isomerization the system has to pass a maximum of the
potential curve which corresponds to a saddle point of U ( R ) .At such a simple saddle point
the Hessian matrix will have one negative eigenvalue.
Finally, we consider a case one typically encounters in excited states. In Fig. 2.8 we plotted
potential energy curves for the adiabatic ground and excited states of a diatomic molecule.
Apparently, the excited state potential has no minimum. This implies that an electronically
excited molecule will experience a force, -aU/aR, leading to dissociation as indicated in the
figure.
For larger molecules it is no longer possible to plot the potential energy as a function of
all coordinates. It goes without saying that in addition the calculation of these PES becomes
computationally very demanding. Fortunately, quite often one has to deal with situations
where only few coordinates are important for a reaction. Then it becomes possible to describe
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this reaction by taking into account only the motion along a single so-called reacrion coordinate while keeping the remaining coordinates fixed a their equilibrium positions. Consider,
for instance, the dissociation of the A-B bond of a triatomic molecule ABC. If the internal
excitation of the BC fragment during the cleavage of the A-B bond is negligible, BC can
be treated as an entity characterized by its center of mass. Before discussing more advanced
concepts (applicable for polyatomics) in Section 2.6.3, we will focus on the nuclear dynamics
in the vicinity of stationary points.

2.6.1 Harmonic Approximation and Normal Mode Analysis
After having discussed some general aspects of adiabatic potential energy surfaces we turn
to the problem of nuclear dynamics. Let us assume that we have located a stationary point
A(") in configuration space corresponding to a global minimum of U a ( R ) . Restricting our
discussion to small deviations, ARP' = R?) - R, (71 = 1, . . . , 3Nn,,), from the stationary
point the potential can be approximated by a second order Taylor expansion with respect to

R("),

(2.63)
Here, the Hessian matrix has to be taken at the point
Note that at the stationary point the
first derivatives vanish because of the condition (2.62). According to Eq. (2.21) the Hamiltonian for the nuclear degrees of freedom in the adiabatic approximation reads
(2.64)
The linear transformation
(2.65)
can be used to diagonalize the kinetic and potential energy operators. Expressed in the socalled normal mode coordinates qa,c, Eq. (2.64) becomes (note that the normal mode coordinates are mass-weighted)

H , = u, ( qa,< = 0) + H ( ! y ' )

(2.66)

with the normal mode Hamiltonian defined as

(2.67)
have been introduced.
Here the normal mode frequencies wa,<
The nuclear motions according to Eq. (2.67) can be understood as a superposition of independent harmonic vibrations around the equilibrium configuration R(') which corresponds
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Figure 2.9: The displacement vectors for the three normal modes of water. The different amplitudes are
determined by the atomic masses (cf. Eq. (2.65)).

to qa,E = 0. It is noteworthy that the harmonic oscillations of the individual atoms within a
normal mode have all the same frequency, w , , ~ ,but different amplitudes determined by their
masses (cf. EQ. (2.65)). In Fig. 2.9 we show as an example the three normal modes of water.
The different amplitudes are represented by arrows of different length. It should be noted that
the normal mode vibrations do not lead to any translations or rotations of the molecules as a
whole, i.e., linear and angular momentum are conserved. In addition to the 3Nn,, - 6 normal
mode frequencies the diagonalization of the Hessian will result in 6 eigenvalues which are
equal to zero. In terms of the potential energy surface this means that there is no restoring
force along these zero-frequency normal mode displacements. Thus, it is clear that the eigenvectors obtained for the zero-eigenvalues must correspond to the free translation and rotation
of the molecule.
Having specified the vibrational Hamiltonian for the adiabatic electronic state Ida) in
Eq. (2.67) the nuclear Schrodinger equation can be solved by making a factorization ansatz
with respect to the normal modes for the wave function. Using the standard textbook solution
for harmonic oscillators we have (q comprises all normal mode coordinates)

Hi

nm) (adia)

XaN

with

Xtiia’(q)=

(adia)( q )

(q) =&aNXaN

n<

X a N c (qa,E)

.

(2.68)
(2.69)

Here, the set of quantum numbers is written as N = { N I NZ . . .} and the eigenfunctions for
mode are given by
(2.70)
with At,< = wa,c/h. The H N in
~ Eq. (2.70) are the Hermite polynomials. The eigenenergies
in Eq. (2.68) read
(2.71)
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Figure 2.10: Harmonic oscillator potential together with the eigenfunctions for the lowest energy eigenstates along the normal mode coordinate q.

with the vibrational quantum numbers for mode [ being N< = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .
In Figure 2.10 we have plotted the oscillator potential for a single mode together with the
eigenfunctions corresponding to the lowest eigenenergies. Note that in contrast to classical
mechanics the lowest possible state has finite energy due to quantum mechanical zero-point
motion (see Eq. (2.71)). Having solved the electronic and the nuclear problem separately,
(adia)
( T , a;R ) (Eq. (2.22)), to the molecular
we are in a position to give the solutions, Q N
Schrodinger equation (2.7) within the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
In preparation of the following chapters we now address the issue of the relation between
normal modes belonging to different electronic states. Suppose that we have made a normal
mode analysis for the electronic ground state PES U,=, ( R ) which had a stationary point at
R(g).We then proceed by searching for the minima in some excited state PES U,=,(R).This
excited state shall be selected, for instance, because it is accessible from the ground state via
an optical transition (see Chapter 5 ) . Let us assume that we found a stationary point for the
configuration
Assuming further the harmonic approximation to the potential surface in
the vicinity of
to be valid we can write

(2.72)
According to Eq. (2.65) the normal modes are obtained by a linear transformation of the
Cartesian displacements. We can relate the displacement vectors for the excited state to those
for the ground state via

ARE) = R,

- RLg)- (R::) - R t ) )=

C M,’/’A$)(q,,<

- Ase,<).

(2.73)

E

(
Here the Aqe,c are defined by taking the deviations ARF’ with respect to R , = R,“).
This
situation is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 1 for a single normal mode.
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Figure 2.11: Shifted harmonic oscillator potential surfaces for two electronic states which are described
by the same normal coordinate qc.

In the general case the geometry of the molecule may be different in different electronic
states. This would imply that the normal mode transformation does not bring the Hamiltonian
for the ground and the excited state into diagonal form simultaneously. Thus, the Hessian &$,.
is not diagonalized by the transformation matrix of the ground state, A;i. In the following we
will assume for simplicity that ground and excited states can be described by the same normal
mode coordinates. We will allow, however, for state dependent normal mode frequencies,
wa,<. With this restriction we can write the Hamiltonian for the excited state as
(2.74)
Here and in the following, we will drop the electronic state index at the normal coordinates,
qg,t - qe,< = qt and introduce the abbreviation q:“’ = Aqe,c. Typical PES along some
normal coordinate valid for the ground and the excited state are plotted in Fig. 2.11. The
solutions of the stationary Schrodinger equation for the excited state Hamiltonian, (2.74), are
now shifted oscillator states which read for the mode

This procedure is easily generalized to incorporate any excited electronic state which can be
described by the normal modes of the electronic ground state.

2.6.2 Operator Representation of the Normal Mode Hamiltonian
The properties of harmonic oscillators are conveniently derived using so-called creation and
annihilation operators. We define the operator (dropping the electronic state index which is
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unnecessary if the frequency is state-independent as will be assumed in the f~llowing).~
(2.76)
which acts on some oscillator state ~

x N=
~ IN<)
)
according to

and

c, 10,) = 0 .

(2.78)

Thus, the number of vibrational quanta is decreased by one; the operator Ct is called annihilation operator. Its hermitian conjugate, the creation operator C:, increases the number of
vibrational quanta in mode E by one

C$ IN,) = J&-XIN<

+ 1) .

(2.79)

These operators obey the boson commutation relation

[C,, c;] = 6<,! .

(2.80)

The coordinate and momentum operators can be expressed by means of these operators as

(2.81)
and

(2.82)
Using these relations the normal mode Hamiltonian (2.67) takes the simple form

(2.83)
The operator CEfC, = N< is the so-called occupation number operator whose eigenvalue
equation is IN<)= Nt IN<).All eigenstates INc) can be obtained by successive application
of the creation operator CEf on the ground state 10,)

fit

(2.84)
Of course the eigenenergies do not change, i.e., they are given by Eq. (2.71).
'In the following p c and qc denote abstract operators in Hilbert space spanned by the vectors

IxN).
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In the previous section we learned that the nuclear motion in two different electronic states
can - under certain conditions - be described using the same normal mode coordinates. The
different equilibrium positions of the normal mode oscillators are then accounted for by shifting the equilibrium position of the potential and the respective oscillator wave function by qia).
Introducing dimensionless coordinates according to qc ,/= (CE+CEf ) the Hamiltonian
for the shifted oscillator, (2.74), becomes

+

c
c

h c [ S a ( W E ++ Cc) + 9301

*

(2.85)

Here we introduced the dimensionless shift of the potential energy surface belonging to state
a as

(2.86)
The respective energy offset has been abbreviated as U p ' . In order to transform the shifted
oscillator functions (2.75) to an operator form similar to Eq. (2.84) we will introduce the
so-called displacement operator. Suppose we expand the wave function x a ~ , ( q c- qp')
(Eq. (2.75)) in powers of the displacement according to

(2.87)
where we have used the coordinate representation of the momentum operator for mode (,
p E = -ihd/dqc. Using Eqs. (2.82) and (2.86) the exponent can be written in the operator
form

--4
hE( a )he = g a ( O ( C € - CEf) *

(2.88)

This suggests the introduction of the displacement operator according to
D+(Sa("

=exp(ga(E)G -

c;,} .

(2.89)

Thus, if IN€)corresponds to an eigenstate of some non-shifted reference oscillator Hamiltonian the eigenstates of the shifted oscillator Hamiltonian, I x d ~ =
€)
can be generated
as follows
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and the corresponding wave functions (2.87) are obtained from (qE I x ~ N , ) .
The displacement operator is unitary, i.e.,
D+(ga(E)) = D(-ga(t>) = D - ' ( g a ( m .

(2.91)

Further the following useful property can be derived by expanding the displacement operator
in a power series
D(ga(0)

c:

D + ( g a ( t ) )= P + ( g a ( E ) )

c, D(ga("l+

= CE' - g a ( 0

.

(2.92)

We can rewrite the vibrational Hamiltonian, (2.74), in the form

(2.93)
where we used the unitarity of the displacement operator.
Comparing Eqs. (2.93) and (2.74) we realize that the introduction of the displacement
operator yields a very compact notation for the Hamiltonian of a set of harmonic oscillators
whose equilibrium positions are displaced with respect to each other. This situation we will
encounter in Chapters 5 and 6. There the overlap integral between two shifted oscillator states
will play an important role. Assuming I x a ~and
) Ixt,~)to be two normal mode eigenstates for
a particular mode belonging to the electronic states a and b, respectively, the overlap integral
can be written as (skipping the mode index)
(XaA4IXbN)

= (MID(ga)D+(gh)lN)

(2.94)

1

where I N ) and I M ) are the non-shifted states. In order to rewrite the product of the two
displacement operators we make use of the operator identity

+

a (A B)

=

A ea B -a' [ A ,B]/2

(2.95)

1

which holds if [A, B] commutes with A and B. Here, a is some parameter. For the displacement operators we obtain with the help of Eq. (2.80)
D(ga)D+(gb) = D(Aga6)
-

(2.96)

eA9~bc+e-AS,bce-AS~b/2

with Agab = ga - gb. The action of the exponential operator on the oscillator states is
calculated using a Taylor expansion

n=O

n=O

( N - n)!

( N - n) .

(2.97)
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where we made use of the properties (2.77) and (2.78). Applying the same expansion to the
bra vector we obtain for the matrix elements

M!N!
hM-m,N-n.
( M - m ) ! ( N- n ) !

(2.98)

This expression is called the Franck-Condonfactor (see Chapter 5 ) . The most apparent property of the overlap integral Eq. (2.98) is certainly the fact that due to the exponential prefactor
for any given pair of states the overlap decreases upon increasing the shift between the two
PES . The elements of Eq. (2.98) which are diagonal in the vibrational quantum number can
be further simplified. Since h N - m , N - n = hm, we have

(2.99)
where L N ( z ) is a Laguerre polynomial. Expressions of this type we will meet in Chapter 5
and a generalization to the case of different frequencies as well as a numerical recipe for an
efficient calculation is given in Section 2.8.2.

2.6.3 Reaction Paths
Chemical reaction dynamics can be understood in terms of the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer
PES for nuclear motion.8 Let us consider the simple example of a PES for an isomerization
reaction shown in Fig. 2.7. Suppose that initially the nuclei are in some reactant configuration
corresponding to the left minimum. The properties of nuclear motion in the vicinity of this
minimum (equilibrium configuration) have been considered in the previous section. In order
to understand how the nuclei move to the right minimum corresponding to the product state,
it is necessary to explore the properties of the PES away from the stationary points. For this
purpose we return to the general Hamiltonian
(2.100)
This expression poses a serious problem for polyatomic molecules since the numerical calculation of a full 3Nnuc-6 dimensional potential energy surface becomes prohibitive with
increasing N,,,. In practice, however, the case that all DOF move appreciably during a reaction is rather unlikely. This observation suggests to separate all DOF into active and spectator
or substrate coordinates. This concept can be realized in several ways which differ in the way
the substrate DOF are treated and in the choice of the coordinate system.
'As discussed in Section 2.3 in the general case it might be necessary to include the nonadiabatic coupling between

PES belonging to different electronic states.
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S
Figure 2.12: Upper panel: Schematic plot of a twdimensional PES. The coordinate s is a reaction
coordinate while q describes a harmonic vibration orthogonal to the reaction coordinate. Also shown is
the minimum energy path (solid line) as well as a straight line path (dashed line) connecting reactant and
product wells. In the lower panel we show the contour view (left) together with a cut along the straight
line path where q = 0 (right). The energetic difference between both paths is the reorganization energy
of the oscillator coordinate (see, Eq. (2.1 10)). (Figure courtesy of H. Naundorf)

First, let us consider the standard approach of quantum chemistry. Suppose we have performed a search for stationary points and transitions states on the multi-dimensional PES
(geometry optimization). For simplicity we assume that there are two minima separated by a
single transition state as shown in Fig. 2.12.
This situation may correspond to an isomerization reaction occurring, for example, in the
course of intramolecular proton transfer (cf. Chapter7). In order to learn more about the way
the reaction takes from the reactant to the product well via the transition state, one can follow
the so-called minimum energypath. This path is obtained by starting from the transition state
configuration' and following the steepest descent path to the reactant and product well minima
(see solid line in Fig. 2.12).'"
The 3N,,,,-dimensional vector R(P) which points to the minimum energy path defines a
'In principle one could also start at a minimum and follow the shallowest ascent path to the transition states.
However, it is numerically very difficult to reach to transition state this way, because at a minimum the potential
energy increases in all directions; at a saddle point there is only one downward path.
' O h practice one follows the steepest descent path defined in mass-weighted coordinates.
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curve in the 3Nn,,dimensional space of the nuclear coordinates. This curve s = s(&)),
which is the arc length along the minimum energy path, can be considered as the onedimensional reaction coordinate. This one-dimensional description provides a valuable framework for the understanding of many reaction mechanisms. Looking at Fig. 2.12 it becomes
clear, however, that restricting the reaction dynamics to take place on the minimum energy
path only, may be a rather crude approximation. In many cases the minimum energy path will
be considerably curved if in full 3Nn,,-dimensional space. Let us imagine a (classical) ball
starting at the transition state with some very small velocity. It is clear that unless the ball
moves very slowly down into the reactant/product valley, the trajectory of the ball will not
follow the minimum energy path if this path is curved. This implies that a one-dimensional
description of the dynamics is not adequate.
There are several ways to account for the motion away from the minimum energy path. In
the following we will outline a strategy leading to a Hamiltonian which is particularly suited
for large molecules or condensed phase situations as will be encountered in later chapters."
The first step consists in the identification of those Cartesian coordinates which describe atoms
undergoing arbitrarily large displacements, s = (sl,. . .SN,,). These are the active coordinates. They are separated from the remaining 3NnUc
- N,, substrate Coordinates Z. The
key assumptions is that the substrate coordinates stay close to their equilibrium configurations
Z(')(s) during the reaction. As indicated this equilibrium configuration may depend on the
positions of the reaction coordinates s. As an example consider the transfer of a light atom A
between two heavy fragments B and C, i.e., B-A
C +B
A-C. Such a situation is
typical for intramolecular hydrogen transfer reactions, for instance. Proper choice of the coordinate system allows a onedimensional treatment of the A atom motion along the coordinate
s1. The coordinates describing the fragments are then comprised to the vector Z.
Since the substrate atoms perform only small-amplitude motion around their equilibrium
positions U ( R )= U ( s ,Z) can be expanded in term of the deviations A Z ( s ) = (Z - Z(')(s))
as follows
a

(2.101)
The different terms have a straightforward interpretation: U ( s ,Z(O)( s ) )is the potential energy
on the (in general multi-dimensional) Cartesian reaction surface, with the spectator degrees
of freedom frozen at some reference geometry. This can be, for example, the equilibrium
geometry of the spectator atoms at a given value of the reaction coordinates. The second term
in Eq. (2.101) contains the forces exerted on the substrate atoms due to the motion of the
important DOF away from their equilibrium positions:
(2.102)
"For an alternative formulation, which is based on the minimum energy path and harmonic vibrations perpendicular to it, see [Mi180].
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Finally, the third term describes the change of the Hessian matrix
(2.103)
(and thus of the vibrational frequencies) due to the motion along s.
Since the substrate atoms are assumed to perform small-amplitude harmonic motions we
can introduce normal modes. Note that the normal modes have to be defined with respect
to some fixed reference configuration Z(O)(s,,f) to preserve the decoupling from the external
motions. Thus we have

A Z ( s ) = Z - Z(o)(sr,f) + Z(')(S,,~) - Z(')(S)
= M-''2Aq
Z(O)(S,,f) - Z(')(S),

+

(2.104)

where M is the diagonal matrix containing the atom masses and A is the normal mode transformation matrix (see also Eq. (2.65)). Straightforward application of this transformation to
the Hamiltonian with the potential Eq. (2.101) gives the all-Cartesian form l 2

H = T,

1
+ V ( S Z(')(S))
,
+ Uadc~(s,Z(')(S)) + T, + ZqK(S)q

-

F ( s ) q . (2.105)

Here, T, and T, is the diagonal kinetic energy operator for the reaction coordinates and
the substrate modes, respectively, and K(s) = A f M - 1 / 2 ~ ( ~ ) M - ' / 2isAthe transformed
Hessian. Note that it includes a coupling between different substrate modes due to the motion
of the reaction coordinates away from the reference configuration s,,f. Since this motion is not
restricted to some minimum energy path, there is also a force acting on the substrate modes

[

F ( ~=) f(s) - (z(o)(sref)- z ( ~ ) ( ~ ) ) ~ M
( s -) '] / ~ A

(2.106)

Finally, the special choice of the reference configuration for the definition of the normal modes
leads to an additional potential defined by
U n d d ( S , Z(O)(S))

-f(s)(z(O)(Sr,f) - Z(O)(S))
1
-( Z'O) (sref) - Z(O)( s ) ) K ( s ) (Z'O) (Sref) - Z(') ( s ) ).(2.107)
2
Of course, not all substrate modes will couple strongly to the reaction coordinates. A convenient measure for this coupling is the substrate oscillator's displacement from their equilibrium
value of zero taken at the reference geometry Z(sref), that is,
=

+

q(O)(s)= -[K(s)]-' F(s) .

(2.108)

'?Note that an arbitrary displacement of some active atom in general does not conserve linear and angular momentum of the total system. Strictly speaking, a rigorous treatment of the molecule's rotation would require the use
of curvilinear coordinates and therefore destroy the all-Cartesian character of the Hamiltonian. However, since we
focus on a description of large molecules or even condensed phase reactions, rotatiodtranslation does not play an
important role. In the numerical implementation of this approach it is accounted for approximately by projecting out
infinitesimal rotations and translations of the substrate atoms from the Hessian before performing the normal mode
transformation (for details see [Ruf88]).
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Introducing this quantity into Eq. (2.105) yields after some rearrangement
H = T, U ( S , Z(O'(S))
Uadd(S, Z(O)(S)) - Ex(S)

+

Here, we introduced the so-called reorganization energy defined as
1
E ~ ( s=) -q(0)(s)K(s)q(o)(s).
(2.1 10)
2
The interpretation of the substrate mode part of Eq. (2.109) (second line) is straightforward.
It is the Hamiltonian for a set of shifted oscillators, whose equilibrium positions depend on
the coupling to the reaction coordinates. In our considerations of PES for different electronic
excited states we already met this type of Hamiltonian. There the shift of the PES was due to
different electronic charge distributions in the considered electronic states. In the present case
the shift is a consequence of the motion of the reaction coordinates (5) away from a stationary
point on the PES. This can be rationalized by looking at the two-dimensional case shown
in Fig. 2.12. Let us further assume that the configuration of the left minimum has served
as a fixed reference for the expansion in Eq. (2.101). Therefore, at this minimum the force
on the substrate oscillator is zero. Now we move the reaction coordinate on a straight line
toward the right potential well (dashed line). This force is trying to push the oscillator back
to the minimum energy path (solid line). Restoring the equilibrium position of the substrate
oscillator requires the reorganization energy Ex(.) as indicated in the lower right panel of
Fig. 2.12.
Keeping track of the dependence of the reference geometry for the spectator atoms on
the value of the reaction coordinates is important whenever one wishes to describe a reaction
where reactants and products have quite different geometries. If this is not the case, one
might simplify the expansion (2.101) and consider the spectator atoms remain frozen at some
suitable reference geometry Z(O)(s) = Z(')(s,,f) = Z(O). In this case the additional potential
as well as the second term in the force Eq. (2.106) vanishes.
Let us simplify the reaction surface Hamiltonian Eq. (2.109) to establish the contact with
a widely used system-bath Hamiltonian. To this end we neglect the change of the reference
geometry as well as the coupling between different substrate modes. Furthermore, the normal
mode frequencies are assumed to be independent of the reaction coordinate, i.e. we have
KEEt(s)
M 6cctwi. Then the Hamiltonian can be written as H = Hs
H R Hs-R with
Hs and H R describing the motion of the system (s) and bath (qc) DOF, respectively. Hs-R
contains the interaction between both subsystems:

+

..

E=1

L

+

(2.1 11)

where we used q p ) ( s ) = -Fc(s)/wi.With the reorganization energy given by Ex(s) =
C ~ ~ u c - NF tr( sc)/-264 the renormalized system Hamiltonian becomes
(2.1 12)
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Figure 2.13: Two-dimensional Cartesian reaction surface for the motion of the proton in 8hydroxyimidazo[ 1,2-a]pyridine (The positions of the oxygen and nitrogen atom are indicated.). There
are actually three isomers shown in the upper part of the figure. The most stable one is E l . In the lower
part of the figure we give the displacement vectors of that substrate mode which couples most strongly
to the proton transfer at the transition state between E l and Z. (Grey code: C, 0, N, H (from dark to
light); figure courtesy of H. Naundorf.).

An example for the calculation of a Cartesian reaction surface Hamiltonian as defined in
Eq. (2.109) is given in Fig. 2.13.

2.7 Diabatic versus Adiabatic Representation of the
Molecular Hamiltonian
In Section 2.3 we have given the general form of the molecular wave function as (cf. Eq. (2.20))
(2.113)
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In principle, the summation has to be carried out over the complete set of adiabatic electronic
states. These states are possibly coupled through the nonadiabaticity operator (Eq. (2.17)).
Fortunately, in practice reasonable results are often obtained by including only a finite number
of states in the actual calculation. This happens, for example, if one is interested in the electronic excitation spectrum of a molecule or if one wants to model photodissociation dynamics
occurring upon irradiation by a laser having a certain fixed wavelength (see, for example,
Fig. 2.2).
Let us suppose we have obtained the adiabatic electronic wave function $ a ( ~ R)
;
=
(T;
The representation of the molecular Hamiltonian in this electronic basis is then
obtained as (using the definitions (2.17) and (2.21))
(2.1 14)
ab

Note that H a ( R )and @,b are still operators concerning the nuclear coordinates. We can go
one step further and write down the molecular Hamiltonian in the matrix representation of
the adiabatic states I&M)
= I&) I x a ~which
) define the Born-Oppenheimer wave function
(adiab)
( T ; R ) = ( T ; R I q a ~ We
) . have
(2.22), 1CIaM
Hrnol

=c&aMlQaM)($aN[
aM

+

c

aM,bN

@aM,bN)$aM)($bNI

,

(2.1 15)

where we introduced

(2.1 16)
We note that the coupling is mediated by the momentum operator P, = -ihV,. It is therefore referred to as dynamic coupling and its calculation requires knowledge of the first and
second derivatives of the electronic wave function. This poses a serious computational problem especially for polyatomics. Further, the second term in @ab is often rather sharply peaked
if not singular indicating that the character of the electronic wave function changes rapidly
within a narrow range of configuration space (see Fig. 2.14). Such a behavior of the coupling
is likely to cause numerical problems, for example, in a quantum dynamical calculation based
on the Hamiltonian (2.115) and using the methods which will be introduced in Chapter 2. On
the other hand, since the adiabatic electronic states contain information on the instantaneous
nuclear configuration it can be expected that they will lead to a very compact representation
of the molecular wave function.
However, the question arises whether there is an alternative to the adiabatic representation
of the Hamiltonian. In order to investigate this point consider an electronic basis & ( r ; d o ) ) ,
where the positions of the nuclei arefied at some point R(O)in configuration space. A typical
choice for R(O)could be, for instance, some local minimum of the potential energy surface in
the electronic state a. Of course, $ a ( ~ Ido))
;
is no longer an eigenfunction of Hel except at
R(O).Defining Hel (R('))= H(O) the electronic Hamiltonian can be written as

He,@) = H(O)(R(O))
+ V ( R d, o ) )

(2.117)
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R
Figure 2.14: Schematic view of adiabatic (solid) and diabatic (dashed) potential energy curves along a
nuclear coordinate. For R <( R, both potential curves are well separated; the lower and upper diabatic
states belong to a bound and repulsive electronic state, respectively, and so do the adiabatic potentials
U Land 2 . For R >> R, the character of the potential curves changes; U2 corresponds to a bound state
and U1 is repulsive now. This is reflected in the electronic wave functions and therefore in the state
couplings shown in the lower part.

with the potential coupling given by

V(R,R(O))
= & ( R ) - H(O)(R(O)).

(2.1 18)

The molecular wave function expanded in this so-called diubutic basis set13 reads
(2.119)
where we have used the quantum number 13to distinguish diabatic states from adiabatic ones.
Suppose the diabatic basis is complete and the summations in Eqs. (2.1 13) and (2.1 19)
are carried out with respect to the whole set of quantum numbers, both representations shall
give identical results. In practice, however, one is interested only in a certain subset of the
electronic state manifold in order to model some property of the molecule. Since & ( T ; R(O))
does not account for the change in nuclear configuration it can in general be assumed that the
diabatic representation is not as compact as the adiabatic one. Thus, more terms in the expansion (2.1 19) may be needed to represent some feature of the molecular wave function. On
the other hand, all matrix elements of the nonadiabaticity operator vanish identically because
the diabatic basis functions are not R-dependent. The coupling between different electronic
states is now due to V ( R R(O))
;
defined in Eq. (2.118); the respective matrix elements are
Vab ( R ;
= ( 4a I V( R ,I?(')) 146). Thus, the representation of the molecular Hamiltonian
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in terms of the diabatic electronic states is

(2.120)
Here we introduced the Hamiltonian for the motion of the nuclei in the diabatic electronic
state I&) as

Ha(R) = T",,

+ Ua(R) ,

(2.121)

with

+ vn,,-,,, + Vaa(R,R(O))

U,(R) = Ea(R(O')

(2.122)

being the diabatic potential energy surface. The Ea(R('))are the diabatic electronic energies
according to H(O).The shift of the electronic state coupling from the kinetic to the potential
energy operator is the general feature for a diabatic basis as compared to the adiabatic basis.
Having such a broad definition it should be clear that the crude adiabaticbasis, & ( T ; R(O)),
is not the only possible choice of a diabatic basis. In general one can argue that any complete
basis set is suited which solves the stationary Schrodinger equation for a part of the Hamiltonian and yields negligibly small matrix elements of the nonadiabaticityoperator. The potential
coupling term has to be properly adjusted for each case. A typical situation we will be encountered in Chapter 6 where electron transfer in donor-acceptor complexes is considered.
There one can define local electronic states with respect to donor and acceptor groups.
Finally, we would like to focus on those configurations of the nuclei for which different electronic states approach each other. The situation for a diatomic molecule is shown in
Fig. 2.14. The diabatic potential energy curves (dashed line) intersect at R = R,. This can be
rationalized by looking at the Hamiltonian (2.120). The crossing condition U 2 ( R )= U6(R)
can in principle be fulfilled for any R. However, if one would incorporate the diabatic state
coupling Va6(R), i.e., by plotting the potential curves of the diagonalized diabatic Hamiltonian (cf. Eq. (2.131) below), the crossing is replaced by an avoided crossing. This behavior
(solid lines in Fig. 2.14) is due to the fact that the conditions U a ( R )= U6(R)and V,-,(R)= 0
cannot simultaneously be fulfilled. An exception occurs if Va6(R)vanishes due to the symmetry of the diabatic wave functions. This will usually be the case if the symmetry of the
two diabatic states is different. Since diabatic and adiabatic Hamiltonians describe the same
molecular system, it is clear that adiabatic potential curves of states having the same symmetry will not cross as well. This behavior of potential energy curves is called the non-crossing
rule.

The situation is different in polyatomic molecules. Here the crossing conditions U a ( R )=
U-,(R)and Va6(R)= 0 can be simultaneously fulfilled even for states having the same symmetry. However, for an N-dimensional PES these are only 2 conditions, i.e., the crossing
will only be in N - 2 dimensions (if V , - , ( R )= 0 due to symmetry the crossing is in N - 1
dimensions only). For instance, in the two-dimensional case the PES of two electronic states
of the same symmetry will intersect in a single point (N - 2 = 0). The form of the PES in
the vicinity of this point is usually called a conical intersection (this was first discussed by E.
Teller in 1937). A numerical example is shown in Fig. 2.15(A).
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It is straightforward to derive the equation for the expansion coefficients in (2.1 19), i.e.,
the diabatic nuclear wave functions, along the lines outlined in Section 2.3. One obtains
(2.123)
Neglecting the coupling between different states we get

HSL(R)X&M(R)
= E a M X z M ( R ).

(2.124)

The solutions of this equation, x n ~ ( Rtogether
),
with the diabatic electronic states can be
used to define the molecular Hamiltonian in the diabatic representation ( I T ) ~ M ) = I&) I x a ~ ) )
Hmol = p & M l 4 i L M ) ( $ i L M I
iiM

+

c

VGM,6Nl$'aM)($6NI.

(2.125)

a ~ , 6 ~

Here, E S Lare~the eigenvalues following from Eq. (2.124) and
(2.126)
In contrast to the adiabatic representation the Hamiltonian matrix contains only coupling terms
between different electronic states which stem from the potential energy operator. To distinguish this from the dynamic coupling, the potential coupling is called static. Static couplings
are usually not as sharply peaked as dynamic ones and in general easier to treat in numerical
applications (see Figs. 2.14 and 2.15). But, as already pointed out for a choice such as the
crude adiabatic basis it may be required to take into account many terms in the expansion of
the total wave function. Thus, the dimension of the diabatic Hamiltonian matrix in this case is
likely to be higher than that of the adiabatic matrix.
Quantum chemical ab initio calculations usually provide adiabatic potential energy surfaces and wave functions. But as already emphasized, nonadiabatic couplings are not very
convenient for dynamical calculations, for example. Thus, the question arises, whether it is
possible to construct a diabatic basis which provides a compact representation of the molecular
wave function.
Suppose we know the adiabatic coupling matrix for two electronic states ( a = 1 , 2 ) which
are of interest say for a dynamical simulation (see Fig. 2.14). Then we can make use of the
fact that the general coupled two-state problem can be solved exactly as shown in Section
2.8.3. To this end one expands the diabatic states in terms of the adiabatic states:
(2.127)
have been determined in Section 2.8.3 (cf. Eqs. (2.174) and (2.175),
The coefficients CSL(a)
for instance). They depend on the so-called mixing angle which in the present context is
assumed to be some unknown function of the coordinates q(R). Without referring to any
particular model for the Hamiltonian, it is clear that the asymptotic ( R >> R, and R << R,)
diabatic and adiabatic wave functions should coincide. Further, it is reasonable to assume that
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Figure 2.15: Results of quantum chemical calculations of the potential energy surfaces (PES)for the
S1 (na')and SZ (aa') electronic states of pyrazine along the Q6a and Q I O normal
~
mode coordinates
of the electronic ground state. (A)adiabatic PES showing a conical intersection, (B)diabatic PES,(C)
coupling between diabatic electronic states (Viz), (D) mixing angle (Eq.(2.130)), (E)and (F)singular
part of the nonadiabatic coupling (second term in (2.17)) given as the derivative of the mixing angle with
respect to the two normal mode coordinates (figure courtesy of G . Stock, for details see [Dom97]).

the state coupling is rather localized in the vicinity of Rc, i.e., any appreciable change of the
mixing angle should occur in this region (cf. Fig. 2.15(D)).
The goal is to determine the mixing angle in such a way that the dynamic coupling is as
small as possible. In particular we would like to eliminate the troublesome second term in
(2.17), i.e., we demand that

(2.128)
n
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Inserting the transformation (2.127) into this expression yields the following set of equations
for the mixing angle
(2.129)
n

n

It can be shown that this equation has a unique solution only for the case of a single nuclear degree of freedom (see, for instance [Bae85]). Besides, the numerical calculation of the required
derivative couplings for polyatomic systems presents a difficult task.
An alternative can be developed by starting from a diabatic basis which is constructed in
a way that certain properties such as the dipole moments of the molecule behave smoothly.
A related constraint is that the electronic wave function should not change appreciably when
moving in the configuration space of the nuclear coordinates. Thus, diabatic wave functions
for neighboring points should overlap considerably. The simplest approach in this respect is
certainly to use some parameterized form for the diabatic potential surface, the static coupling,
and if necessary also for other quantities such as the dipole moment. The parameters are then
chosen to make observables, for example, those relevant for dynamic processes, agree with
experiment.
In the following we will mainly be concerned with the situation of two electronic states
and a single nuclear coordinate. In Fig. 2.14 we show typical diabatic and adiabatic potential
curves for this case. Also the diabatic coupling Viz is plotted, which is not as sharply peaked
as the nonadiabatic one. Given the diabatic Hamiltonian, the related mixing angle y ( R )of the
transformation, which has to be distinguished from T ( R ) ,is well-defined and given by (cf.
Eq. (2.173))
(2.130)
It guarantees that the diabatic to adiabatic back transformation (inverse of Eq. (2.127)) brings
the potential energy operator into diagonal form. The adiabatic potential then reads
(2.131)
Of course, Eqs. (2.130) and (2.13 1) are only of practical value if the diabatic potential matrix
is known, which is generally not the case unless a parameterized analytical form is used.
In Fig. 2.15 we show the results of quantum chemical calculations for the coupled S1Sa potential energy surfaces of pyrazine along two normal mode coordinates. Diabatic and
adiabatic potentials are plotted together with the respective state couplings. Note that the
diabatic potentials as well as the diabatic state coupling are rather smooth functions of the
coordinates (panels (B) and (C)). On the other hand, the nonadiabatic potential energy surfaces
form a conical intersection (panel (A)). In the vicinity of this intersection the nonadiabatic
couplings (panels (E) and (F)) change rapidly (in fact they become singular).
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2.8 Supplement
2.8.1 The Hartree-Pock Equations
In the following we will given some details on the variational optimization of the expectation
value of the electronic Hamiltonian Eq. (2.30) which leads to the Hartree-Fock equations
(2.31). For a stationary point such as a minimum we require that a linear variation of the wave
function, I$ = 4 &$ should not affect the energy. Here 64 stands for a small change of the
parameters in 4. Thus, from

+

follows that 6(Hel) = 0. When applying this condition to find the optimum spin orbitals we
will impose an additional restriction, namely that the latter shall be orthonormal

1 c
d3rj

aj

cp;, (rj, gj)cpai(rj, a?)= baj
.

(2.133)

The minimization of the energy using the flexibility of the single-particle orbitals under the
constraint (2.133) can be performed by solving
(2.134)
Here the constraint has been accounted for using the method of Lagrange multipliers; the latter
are denoted c a j .
Next we need to know the expectation value (2.30) in terms of the spin orbitals. The
single-electron part is readily obtained due to the construction of the Slater determinant from
single-particle spin orbitals. These orbitals imply that the two Slater determinants in (2.30)
must contain the same spin orbitals and that only those terms contribute which have identical
permutations in 4* ( T , 0) and 4(r,a). The contributions of all Nel! such permutations are
equal thus canceling the prefactor 1/Ne1!.One obtains

= 2
a

1

d3x cp;(x)h,l(x)cp,(x)
(2.135)

a

To arrive at this result we have used the fact that h,l(rj) carries no spin dependence. Thus,
the summation over the two possible spin states results in a factor of 2. Further the sum over
the electrons has been written as a sum over the Ne1/2 doubly occupied spatial orbitals.
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We now turn to the calculation of the matrix elements of the Coulomb pair interaction
in Eq. (2.30). Apparently, due to the indices of the Coulomb potential V e l - e l ( r i , rj) only
those spin orbitals will be affected which have the same particle indices, (i,j),in the two
determinants. One can distinguish the following two cases: First, the order of the spin orbitals is identical in both determinants and second, the ordering in one determinant has been
changed. Both cases will differ in sign since they differ in a single permutation. Putting this
into formulas we have

(2.136)
Before giving an interpretation we specify Eq. (2.136) to the case of closed shell configurations and perform the summation with respect to the spin functions. Since Vel-el(rz,rJ)
does not depend on spin the first term in Eq. (2.136) gives for the normalized spin functions
Ca, ( g z ) C a , ( 0 2 )
Ca, ( g j ) C a , ( 0 1 ) = 4. Forthe second termonehas
6 , (nz)Ca, ( g z )
x
Ca,
(0))
= 2 , if both electrons have the same spin; otherwise the summation
gives zero.
The respective contribution to the expectation value of the energy is according to (2.30)
obtained by summing over all indices i and j and multiplying the result by 1/2. Instead
of summing over ( i , j ) we can equivalently take the summation with respect to all Ne1/2
occupied spatial orbitals. This finally gives for the ground state energy to be minimized

Xu,

Xu,

X,,

N,I/~

C

(HeI) = 2

a

h a a -t

Em,

N4/2

C

[2Jab - K a b ]

.

(2.137)

ab

From the first term in Eq. (2.136) we have the matrix element J a b defined as
(2.138)
This matrix describes the classical Coulomb interaction between charge densities due to electrons occupying the orbitals cpa(x)and ( P b ( X ) . The second matrix
Kab

=

1

d3Xd3X’(Pa(X)(P:(X’)

v ( x , x ’ )( P l ( x ) ( P b ( x ’ )

(2.139)

has no classical analogue. Compared with (2.138) in (2.139) the electron “labels” x and x’ of
the spatial orbitals are exchanged. Further this term only gives a contribution if the electrons
in the two considered spin orbitals have the same spin. Thus, two electrons having the same
spin experience an extra potential and they do not move independently. This effect is usually
called exchange correlation and it is a direct consequence of the choice of an antisymmetric
ansatz for the total wave fun~ti0n.l~
I4Note that for a = b in (2.137) the sum describes the interaction between electrons in the same spatial orbital but
with different spin. Of course, this is pure Coulomb interaction since K,, = Jaa.
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The matrices J a b and Kab can also be understood as the matrix elements of the Coulomb
operator

Ja(x)=

J

d3~'lqa(~')12
V(X',X)

(2.140)

and the exchange operator

Kb(x)(Pa(x)=

[

1

3 r *

d x

(Pa (x')v ( x ,x') (Pa(x')](Pb(X)7

(2.141)

respectively.
Having specified the expectation value of the electronic energy and using

the variational determinationof the spatial orbitals according to Eq. (2.134) can be performed
by introducing qa = qa 6 9 , as mentioned above. After some straightforwardalgebra one
obtains the Hartree-Fock equation (2.31) for the determination of the optimal orbitals for a
closed shell configuration.

+

2.8.2 Franck-Condon Factors
In Section 2.6.2 we have discussed the Franck-Condon factors which describe the overlap
between wave function of different potential energy surface. The expression Eq. (2.98) is limited to the case of two harmonic potentials of equal curvature. If the curvatures are different
the resulting expressions become more complicated. In terms of the numerical implementation, however, it is much more convenient to express the Franck-Condon factors via recursion
relations. Their derivation for the general case of different curvatures will be outlined in the
following.
Using the operator notation introduced in Section 2.6.2 the Franck-Condon factor reads
(2.143)
where we skipped the normal mode index but accounted for the fact that the operators and
the vacuum states depend on the index of the potential energy surface because of the different
frequencies. To proceed we have to reformulate Eq. (2.143) into a state vector product which
only contains one type of oscillator operator, e.g., C, and one type of vacuum I 0,). This is
possible if we use the so-called squeezing operator

S,+(z)= exp(z(Cz
to write

- C12)/2)

(2.144)
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with zab = ln(wa/wb)/2. After some algebra one finds the following expression for the
Franck-Condon factor
(XaMIXbN)=

CM

(O 1 -D(g)

m

Cf

s(z)

1 0) .

(2.146)

Here, we have introduced g = ga - gb&, E = wa/wb, C = C,, 10) = loa),and z = Z,b =
(In ~ ) / 2holds.
.
Starting with the interchange of one annihilation operator from the left to the
right in Eq. (2.146) a recursion relations for the Franck-Condon factor can be derived. One
obtains

(2.147)
and
(XaMIXbN)

=

-/--

M - 1 ~ 2 % ~

M

l + E

(XaM-2 IXbN)

M l + ( X~a M - 1

IXbN-1)

.

+ rn(291 +

E)

(XaM-1 IXbN)

(2.148)

Notice that terms with “negative” quantum numbers have to be set equal to zero. The initial
value for the recursion relations can be simply calculated in the coordinate representation
which gives
(2.149)
Eqs. (2.147)-(2.149)together with the relation ( X a M I X b N ) = ( ( x b ” x a ~ ) ) * allow for a numerically stable determination of the Franck-Condon overlap integrals.

2.8.3 The Two-Level System
There are many situations where the relevant molecular system can be modeled as an effective
two-level system. A prominent example is given by the one-dimensional double minimum
potential shown in Fig. 2.16. This type of potential is relevant for isomerization reactions such
as intramolecular proton transfer. Provided the temperature is low enough such that thermal
occupation of higher states is negligible the dynamics for the situation of Fig. 2.16 is readily
described in terms of the lowest two states. In the following we will study the eigenstates as
well as the population dynamics of a generic two-level system. This exactly solvable model
will provide a reference case for the subsequent discussions.
The Hamiltonian for a two-level system can be written in two alternative ways. First, we
can assume that we know the eigenstates I&) and eigenenergies €*, for instance, of the model
potential shown in Fig. 2.16. Then we can write
(2.150)
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If we do not know the eigenstates but some zeroth-order states 11) and 12) which correspond
to a situation where, for instance, the coupling between the left and the right well in Fig. 2.16
is switched off, the Hamiltonian reads

H

+

+

+ V*12)(11

(2.15 1)

= &lll)(ll &212)(21 V(l)(2l

Here, the level energies of the zeroth-order states are denoted &,=I ,2 and the coupling between
these states is given by V. Independent of the specific situation the Hamiltonian (2.15 1) can be
transformed to take the form (2.150). In the following we will outline how this diagonalization
of (2.15 1) is achieved.
In a first step we determine the eigenvalues and eigenstates which follow from the stationary Schrodinger equation

HI*) = &I*) .

(2.152)

We expand the state vector with respect to the states la = 1 , 2 )

I*)

= C(1)ll)+ C(2)12)

(2.153)

7

which leads to a matrix equation for the expansion coefficients C(a = 1,2),
(2.154)
The eigenvalues are obtained from the secular equation

(& - € I ) ( & - E 2 ) - IVI2 = 0 .

(2.155)
I

I

reaction coordinate
Figure 2.16: Potential energy surface along a reaction coordinate describing the intramolecular proton
transfer in asymmetrically substituted malonaldehyde. The potential supports two below barrier states
whose probability density is plotted here with a vertical offset corresponding to the respective eigenenergies (figure courtesy of H. Naundorf).
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Solving this quadratic equation gives
(2.156)
To determine the expansion coefficients and thus the eigenstates the En=* are inserted into
the eigenvalue equation (2.154),

(2.157)
Note, that the expansioncoefficients C ( m )have been labeled by the quantum numbers IC, = f.
If we make use of the normalization condition
(2.158)
m

we obtain
(2.159)
From Eq. (2.156) we get the relations
( E K -&1)(&K

-&2)

=

IvI

2

(2.160)

and
&++&-=El

+&2,

(2.161)

which, if inserted into (2.159), gives

(2.162)
To have compact notation we introduced E = f,
if IC, = F.The complex expansion coefficient
itself reads
(2.163)
where the phase X I (6)remains open at this point. In a similar manner we can derive

IC,(2)l =

p=.
EK - &k

(2.164)

However, the phase of C,(2) is not free but has to be determined from
(2.165)
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We note that for K =
it is I, > e2 and for IC = -, one has E, < e2. Consequently, the
) given by X Z ( + ) = X I ( + ) - arg(V) and X Z ( - ) = X I ( - ) - arg(V)
T.
phase x ~ ( K is
There exist alternative formulas for lCK(l)12and lC,(2)I2. Before presenting them we
note that IC,(l)l = ICn(2)l,what is easily demonstrated using, for example Eq. (2.161). To
get the first alternative to the Eqs. (2.163) and (2.163) one introduces

A E = E- - ~2

+

~1

- ~2

+ J ( E ~ - ~ 2 +)41VI2
~ }

.

(2.166)

Using the abbreviation

q=-

AE
IVI

(2.167)

’

it follows that

(2.168)
and
(2.169)
To arrive at another alternative notation one defines the ratio
(2.170)
with Ae = el - e2. We obtain for the expansion coefficients (“sgn” is the sign function)
(2.171)
Next we use the trigonometric relation
(2.172)
which is also valid for the sine function after replacing the plus sign in the bracket on the
right-hand side by a minus sign. We identify

21VI
y = -1 arctan 2

(2.173)

lael ’

and obtain from Eq. (2.171) the expressions

lC+(1)I2= IC-(2)I2 = cos2 (y + -[1
T

4

- sgn(Ae)])

,

(2.174)
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and
n-

IC-(l)l’ = IC+(2)12= sin’ (y - 4[1 - sgn(Ae)]).

(2.175)

The quantity y is the so-called mixing angle. Finally, we point out that the coefficients fulfill
the condition
(2.176)
K

which is obtained by expanding the orthogonal zeroth-rder states in terms of the eigenstates.

2.8.4 The Linear Molecular Chain and the Molecular Ring
The linear molecular chain represents a simple model system for studying transfer phenomena as well as the behavior of energy spectra in dependence on the system size. In different
contexts it is also known as the tight-binding or the Hiickel model. We will encounter this
model when discussing electron and excitation energy transfer in Chapter 6 and 8, respectively. In the present section we will focus on the most simple setup consisting of an arrangement of N identical quantum levels at energy E~ and being coupled via the matrix element
Vm,m+l = V m - ~ , m
= V, i.e., only nearest neighbor couplings are assumed. This situation
might describe, for example, the diabatic states Ipm)of different parts of an electron transfer
system (donor, bridge, acceptor, see Chapter 6). The potential coupling between these diabatic
electronic states is then given by V (see also Eq. (2.120)).
This results in the following Hamiltonian
N

ffchain

=

C

C (V(Cpm+l)(Cpm( + h.c.) .

N-1

E~((Pm)(Cprn(

In a first step we determine the eigenstates IQa)
equation
ffchainI*a)

(2.177)

m= 1

m= 1

=f a l 9 a )

of the chain solving the stationary Schrodinger
(2.178)

*

Since the states Iqm)are supposed to be known we can expand the

IQa)

in this basis:
(2.179)

m

Inserting (2.179) into (2.178) and using (2.177) we obtain the equation for the expansion
coefficients Ca( m )
( f a - Eo)Ca(m)=

V [ C a ( m + 1) + Ca(m - 111

7

(2.180)

which is valid for 1 < m < N . Form = 1and m = N we have to take into account the finite
structure of the chain. This gives two additional equations
(fa - EO)Ca(l)

= VCa(2)7

(2.181)
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and
(Ea

- EO)Ca(N)= VC,(N - 1) .

(2.182)

The set of equations (2.180), (2.181), and (2.182) can be solved using the following ansatz

Ca(m)= C sin(am) ,

(2.183)

where C is a real constant. Inserting (2.183) into (2.180) gives
(&a - E O ) sin(am)

= V (sin(a[m

+ I]) + sin(a[m - I])) .

(2.184)

With the help of some theorems for trigonometric functions this equation can be transformed
into

E, = Eg

+ 2Vcosa.

(2.185)

This expression tells us how the energy spectrum depends on the yet unknown quantum number a; the same result is obtained from Eq. (2.181). Eq. (2.182), however, gives the condition

(E,

- EO)

sin(aN) = V sin(a[N - 11) ,

which can be rewritten as

((€, - €0) - 2V cosa) sin(&)

= -V (sin(aN) cos a
= 0,

(2.186)

+ cos(aN)sin a )
(2.187)

where the second line follows from Eq. (2.185). Rearranging the right-hand side of Eq.
(2.187) gives the condition for the eigenvalues
sin ( a ( N

+ 1)) = 0 ,

(2.188)

which is solved by
a=-

j.
N+1

(j= O , f l , f 2 , . . .) .

(2.189)

Thus the energy spectrum becomes
(2.190)
The normalization constant C appearing in Eq. (2.183) is obtained from the relation
N

(2.191)
m=l

m

Using the tabulated result for the sum one arrives at

N+1

(2.192)
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If one considers the expansion coefficients, Eq. (2.183) it is obvious, that they are identical to
zero for j = 0 and for multiples of N 1. Furthermore, an inspection of Eq. (2.190) and of
Eq (2. I 83) shows that identical results are obtained for j being in the interval 1,. . . ,N , and
for all other j which differ from j by multiples of N . Therefore, j has to be restricted to the
interval 1,.. . ,N .
In the remaining part of this section we will discuss the model of a molecular ring. Such a
system we will encounter, for instance, in Chapter 8 (see, Fig. 8.4). To arrive at a Hamiltonian
for a molecular ring, i.e. a circular and regular arrangement of identical molecules the following specification of the model for the chain becomes necessary. The first molecule of the
chain is connected with the last one in a way that the coupling strength between both takes the
value V which is the strength of the nearest neighbor couplings between all other molecules,
too. For this model we may use the ansatz, Eq. (2.179), but the expansion coefficient have to
fulfill C,(m) = C,(m vN)(where v is an integer). This requirement can be satisfied by
choosing

+

+

C,(m) = Cexp(iam)

(2.193)

with a = 27rj/N, ( j = 0 , . . . , Nm0l - 1). Since I C , ( ~ Z=) ~ICI2
~ one easily verifies that
C = 1 / n . Inserting the expansion coefficients into Eq. (2.180) (the Eqs. (2.181), and
(2.180) are dispensable) it again follows Eq. (2.190) for the eigenvalues E,, but now with a
modified definition of the quantum numbers a as given above
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3 Dynamics of Isolated and Open Quantum Systems

A quantum mechanical description of time-dependent phenomena in two types of molecular

systems is given. First, we consider small systems which are isolated from the surroundings.
This situation can be modelled using the time-dependent Schrodinger equation. Some basic
properties of the time-evolution operator are discussed and the concept of the scattering operator is introduced which can serve as a starting point of a perturbation expansion. It is shown
that with increasing dimensionality of the considered system the treatment of transitions between d@erent manifolds of quantum states can be replaced by a rate description based on
the Golden Rule of quantum mechanics.
To go beyond a description of the system by a single wavefunction the density operator (statistical operator) is introduced. This concept when specijied to the reduced density operator (reduced statistical operator) is used in the second part to treat the dynamics of the system when
interacting with some macroscopic environment. The interaction can be systematically incorporated using the projection operator formalism. The latter is shown to provide a means to
develop a perturbation theory in line with a reduction scheme onto the state space of the small
system. Restricting ourselves to the second order of the perturbation expansion, we derive a
Generalized Master Equation which is the basic equation for the considered system-reservoir
situation. As a consequence of the reduction procedure this equation contains memory effects.
The conditions for neglecting the latter are discussed and the Markovian Quantum Master
Equation is obtained. The key quantity providing the link between both types of equations
is shown to be the reservoir correlation function. As an example the dynamics of a coupled
two-level system is discussed in detail.
Finally, we give a brief introduction into nonperturbative methodsfor dealing with condensed
phase dynamics. In particular we discuss the path integral representation of the reduced density operator and the quantum-classical hybrid approach.
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3.1 Introduction
In the development of quantum theory the pioneers in this field concentratedon simple systems
like the harmonic oscillator or the hydrogen atom assuming them to be isolated from the rest
of the universe. The dynamics of such isolated quantum systems is completely described by
the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for the wave function Q(z,t ) ,

a

i h - Q ( ~ ,t ) = H Q ( 2 ,t ) .

at

(3.1)

Here, z comprises some set of degrees of freedom (DOF). An unambiguous solution of this
first-order differential equation is obtained by fixing an initial wave function Q(z, to). Provided Eq. (3.1) has been solved for a particular Hamilton operator H, the time dependence of
physical observables of the system is given by the expectation values of the associated hermitian operators, A, with respect to the time-dependent wave function, A ( t ) = (Q(t)lAlQ(t)).’
However, the model of an isolated system is an oversimplification and different perturbations from the environment have to be taken into account. One may ask the question how the
dynamics of the quantum system of interest (the system S )is influenced by some environment.
Of course, the answer depends on the actual type of environment,and in particular on its coupling strength to the system. If the environment comprises only a small number of DOF, one
can attempt to solve the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, but now for the system plus
the small environment. A typical example are small clusters embedding a diatomic molecule.
Such an approach is impossible if the environment is large and forms a macroscopic system
R (see Fig. 3.1). If the environment stays in thermal equilibrium at temperature T as it is the
case for many applications it represents a heat bath for the system S and one has to resort to
statistical methods as we will see below.
Any coupling to external DOF results in energy exchange between the system S and its
environment. If initially energy is deposited into S, it will be transferred to the reservoir in the
course of time. The DOF of the reservoir accept the energy and distribute it among themselves.
If the environment is a macroscopic system the energy is distributed over its huge number of
DOE At the end of this process the environment does not “feel” this negligibly small increase
of its internal energy. If the environment stays in thermal equilibrium, S will eventually relax
into a state of thermal equilibrium with R. The situation is different for the case of a small
environment. Here, all DOF may become noticeably excited and it may be possible that the
energy moves back into the system S. This phenomenon is known as recurrence. The energy
transfer from S to its surroundings (possibly followed by a recurrence) is termed relaxation.
If there is no chance for the energy to move back into S the unidirectional energy flow into
the environment is called dissipation.* Obviously, on short time scales the distinction between
relaxation and dissipation is likely to be blurred. Hence, there is often no strict discrimination
between the two terms in literature.
In the short-time limit it is possible that one enters a regime where the interaction of S
with its surroundings is negligible. An upper limit for this time scale would be given, for
example, by the mean time between two scattering events of the molecule of interest with
‘Note that whenever the context requires to distinguish operators from observables we will use a “hat” to mark
the operator.
*If S is “cold” compared to the macroscopic R the reverse energy flow appears, but without any recurrence.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic view of a typical situation encountered in condensed phase chemistry. A small
system interacting with its surroundings (thermal reservoir or microenvironment) is investigated by
means of an externally applied field. The system-reservoir interaction leads to unidirectional dissipation
or bidirectional relaxation of energy initially disposed into the system.

the surrounding molecules. In this time region the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for
the systems S alone may provide an adequate description. This means that for a short time
there exists a time-dependent wave function which, however, will be strongly disturbed in
its evolution at later times. To indicate the existence of a quantum mechanical wave function
during this early state of the time evolution of S the motion is called coherent. If the coupling
to the environment becomes predominant the motion changes to an incoherent one.
The incoherent motion can be described by time-dependent occupation probabilities, Pa ( t ) ,
of certain quantum states of the system, la). The P a ( t ) are obtained as the solution of rate
equations of the type

This equation contains the rates (of probability transfer per unit time), k a b , for the transition
from la) to Ib). In the first term of the right-hand side the decrease of Pa with time due to
probability transfer from la) to all other states is given. The reverse process is described by
the second term which contains the transfer from all other states Ib) into the state. ) .1 Eq. (3.2)
was “intuitively derived” by W. Pauli in 1928. It is frequently called Pauli Master Equation
or just Muster Equation. It is already obvious at this point that a method is required which
allows to connect the description of coherent and incoherent motion. Before dealing with this
problem we will give a more general characterization of the quantum system interacting with
an environment.
There is an impressive number of different experiments which are of the type that rather
small systems are studied under the influence of a thermal environment using external electro-
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magnetic fields. A typical example is optical spectroscopy of dye molecules (the system S ) in
solution (the reservoir R). Studying electronic and vibrational transitions in these molecules,
which are induced by the absorption of photons, one simultaneously detects the influence of
the solvent molecules. This influence is often given by a random sequence of scattering events
between the dye and the solvent molecule^.^ As a consequence there is a stochastic modulation of the initial and final states involved in the optical transition. A closer look at this
example provides us with some general aspects of condensed phase dynamics.
First, experimentalists seek to arrange their setup in such a manner that the external
field exclusively acts on the dye molecule (solute), without directly influencing the solvent
molecules. Indeed, to carry out a good experiment it is necessary to minimize any disturbances
of the medium the molecular system of interest is contained in. This situation demands for
a theoretical description which focused on the DOF of the molecular system but does not a
priori neglect the influence of the environment. In terms of the probabilistic aspect inherent in
quantum mechanics this means that reduced probabilities valid only for the molecular system
S have to be introduced.
Second, if molecular properties are sensitive to the so-called microenvironment, i.e., if
energy levels and other intramolecular quantities change their values with a change of the
molecular structure in close proximity to the studied molecule, a careful description of the
system-reservoir coupling has to be carried out or S is supplemented by the microenvironment. An example for a microenvironment is the first solvation shell of molecules in solution
(see Fig. 3.1).
Third, experiments, although possible, usually do not concentrate on the spectroscopy of
a single molecule. Instead, a large number of molecules is excited simultaneously by the
external field. Therefore, an averaging with respect to this ensemble has to be carried out
also in the theoretical description. According to statistical physics the ensemble average can
be replaced by an average taken with respect to the possible states of the environment R,
provided all molecules are identical. The standard example is a thermal environment where
this averaging is done using the canonical distribution function for a given temperature T.
Fourth, one often studies a system of identical molecules. But it is very likely that every
molecule feels a somewhat different environment and as a result molecular properties like
the electronic energy spectrum, vibrational frequencies, dipole moments etc. may differ from
molecule to molecule. In this case, we have some static disorder in the system and an additional averaging over the different possible values of, for example, the transition frequencies
is necessary. This particular situation may lead to a broad absorption band in the linear optical
spectroscopy of the respective transition. Since this broadening is caused by different values of the transition frequency found for different molecules located at different points in the
probed sample, it is called inhomogeneous broadening. In contrast the line broadening caused
by the rapid stochastic fluctuations of the molecular properties is called homogeneous.
And finally, if the reservoir is noticeably disturbed by the dynamics of the molecular system the state of the microenvironment may be driven away from equilibrium and a description
in terms of a thermal equilibrium distribution of the whole reservoir becomes invalid.
The density matrix formalism is the key to the theoretical description of condensed phase
experiments. It was introduced by L. Landau and J. von Neumann in 1927. Before looking
'Note that a polar solvent may also act on the dye via long-range electrostatic forces.
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at the concept of density matrices in more detail we shall introduce some useful definitions.
In the following we will refer to the molecular system of interest or more specifically to all
those DOF of a molecule which actively participate in a particular experiment as the relevant
system or active system S . All other DOF form the irrelevant part of the system. For nearly
all applications discussed below this irrelevant part forms a macroscopic reservoir R and is
assumed to stay in thermal equilibrium at some temperature T ,i.e., it can be considered as a
heat bath (see Fig. 3.1).
Usually the relevant quantum system S consists of a small number of DOF (< 5) and has
a relatively simple energy spectrum. It is the aim of the theory explained in the following
to study the dynamic properties of S on a microscopic basis. In contrast the reservoir R
consists of a large number of DOF ( lo2 . . .
and may form a macroscopic system. Since
the reservoir does not participate in an active manner in the dynamics initiated, for example,
by an externally applied field, we do not aim at its detailed description. As a matter of fact,
statistical physics tells us that such a detailed knowledge is not only impossible but useless as
well. Instead, a formulation in terms of quantum statistics, classical statistics or of stochastic
concepts is appropriate. Here, the choice of the approach is dictated by the problem at hand.
For instance, most liquid phase environments are very likely to behave classically.
One basic question which will be answered by the theory introduced in this chapter is:
How do the equilibrated reservoir DOF influence the externally induced dynamics of the relevant system? Our starting point for developing the formalism is the general Hamiltonian

H = Hs

+ Hs-R + HR .

(3.3)

It is composed of the Hamiltonian Hs of the relevant system, the Hamiltonian H R of the
reservoir and the interaction Hs-R between them. For the moment let the system be characterized by the set of coordinates s = { s j } and their conjugate momenta p = { p j } . The
reservoir coordinates and momenta are Z = { 2,) and P = { P,}, respectively. Note that this
type of Hamiltonian has already been considered in Section 2.6.3. There, however, isolated
polyatomics were discussed. We shall see in Chapter 4 how the concept of a Taylor expansion
of the global PES around some stable equilibrium configurations leads to Hamiltonians of the
type (3.3) even in the context of condensed phase problems.
Since S and R are coupled by means of Hs-R, it is impossible to introduce a wave function of the system or the reservoir alone. There only exists the total wave function, Q ( s , Z ) ,
which does not factorize into a system part @s(s) and a reservoir part XR(Z),
*(s, 2 ) # @S(s) X R ( Z )

7

(3.4)

unless the coupling between S and R vanishes.
To accomplish the aim of the present approach, i.e., to treat the system dynamics without
an explicit consideration of the reservoir dynamics, one could attempt to reduce the wave
function Q ( s , 2 ) to a part depending on the system coordinates s alone. But, in quantum
mechanics we have a probabilistic interpretation of the square of the wave function. Thus, the
only reduced quantity which can be introduced is the reduced probability density following
from an integration of lQ(s, Z)I2 with respect to all reservoir coordinates 2.
We encounter a generalization of this reduced probability distribution if we try to define
the expectation value of an observable described by the hermitian operator 0 which acts in the
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state space of S only, i.e., we have 0 = O(s). (A dependence on the momenta p is possible
but does not change any conclusion given below.) The expectation value reads

(8)= J d s d z * * ( s , Z ) O ( s ) * ( s , Z ) .

(3.5)

If we introduce
p ( s ,3 ) =

J dZ **(s,

Z)*(S, 2 ) ,

(3.6)

Eq. (3.5) can be rewritten as

In this notation the averaging with respect to the large number of reservoir coordinates is
absorbed in the definition of p ( s ,5). Changing from the coordinate representation to a representation with respect to some discrete system quantum numbers a, b, ... the name density
matrix introduced for pab becomes obvious. The density matrix p(s, S) or pab shall be more
precisely called reduced density matrix, since it is the result of a reduction of the total probability density onto the state space of the relevant system.
If there is no coupling between the system and the reservoir, i.e., if HS-R = 0, the density
matrix is given as a product of wave functions
p ( s , S ) = @G(s)@s(B)
.

(3.8)

Since this expression contains no more information than the wave function itself, it should be
clear that in the case of a quantum system isolated from its environment the characterization
by a wave function should be sufficient.
Besides the convenience of notation, density matrices offer a systematic way to describe
the dynamics of the reduced quantum system embedded in a thermal reservoir. This theme will
explored in the remainder of this chapter. In Section 3.2 we start with reviewing some fundamental aspects of time-dependent quantum mechanics as based on the Schrodinger equation.
This will lead us to the important result of the Golden Rule description of quantum transitions in the relevant system. In Section 3.4 the density matrix formalism will be introduced
in detail. Equations of motion for the reduced density operator are derived whose approximate treatment is considered in Sections 3.5-3.8. Further methods for describing the quantum
dynamics in a molecular system are offered in the Sections 3.9 - 3.1 1.

3.2 Time-Dependent Schrodinger Equation
3.2.1 The Time-Evolution Operator
The time-dependent Schrodingerequation, which has been given in Eq. (3.1) in the coordinate
representation, will be discussed without using a particular representation in the following. To
this end the state vector I*) is introduced which is related to the wave function *(z) through
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(XI*)

) .1( comprises the eigenstates of the system coordinate operators). Using the state
vector notation Eq. (3.1) becomes

a

iti-lQ(t)) = H l Q ( t ) ) ,
at

(3.9)

and the initial value of the state vector is [!PO) E
independent a formal solution of Eq. (3.9) is given by
pj(t)) = , - i W - - t o ) / h

190).

IQ(t0)).

If the Hamiltonian is time(3.10)

The exponential function which contains the Hamiltonian is defined via a Taylor expansion:
e x p { - i H t / h } = 1 - i H t / h + . . .. This expression is conveniently written by introducing
the time-evolution operator

U ( t ,t o )

~ (- tto ) = e--iH(t-to)/h.

(3.11)

Note that in the case of a time-dependent Hamiltonian U ( t ,to) # U ( t - t o ) (see below). The
operator U ( t ,t o ) is unitary and obeys the following equation of motion

a

ih-U(t, t o ) = H U ( t ,t o )

at

,

(3.12)

with the initial condition U ( t 0 ,t o ) = 1 . The time-evolution operator has the important property that it can be decomposed as

(3.13)
where t l 5 ta . . . 5 tlv-1 are arbitrary times in the interval [to, t ] . Note that Eqs. (3.12) (3.13) are also valid if the Hamiltonian depends explicitly on time (see below).
If the solution of the stationary Schrodinger equation

HI4 = Enla)
with eigenstates) . 1 and eigenvalues E,

(3.14)

is known, it is straightforward to solve the timedependent Schrodinger equation (3.9). To do this we expand the state vector with respect to
the states la) which form a complete basis. We have
(3.15)
n

Since the state vector is time-dependent, the expansion coefficients c a ( t ) = ( a l Q ( t ) )are
time-dependent as well. Using Eq. (3.10) and the eigenvalue equation (3.14) we may write
(3.16)
and the solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation is obtained as a superposition of
oscillatory terms4
(3.17)
(I

41f the Hamiltonian has also a continuous spectrum the sum over the states has to be replaced by an integral with
respect to the continuous energy.
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Which oscillations are present is determined by the expansion coefficients Ca (to) = (alQ(t0))
of the initial value of the state vector. In Section 3.8.7 we give a detailed discussion of the
dynamics of a simple yet nontrivial system, the coupled two-level system.
The superposition state Eq.(3.17) is known as a wave packer from standard textbooks on
quantum mechanics. This name has its origin in the fact that such a superposition of state
vectors may correspond to a localized probability distribution if it is transformed into the
coordinate representation. Since the state vector I!P(t))is given here as a superposition of
(time-dependent) states c, (t) la), it is alternatively called coherent superposition state. This
coherent superposition is phase sensitive and so called quantum beats in the time evolution of
the occupation probability of eigenstates can occur (see Fig. 3.2 below).
If we choose the initial state for the solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation
according to lQ0) = la) we get I!P(t)) = exp(-iE,(t - to)/h)la). Here the initial state
is multiplied by a time-dependent phase factor which cancels when looking at probabilities,
[*@)I2.
Hence, we can state that time-dependent phenomena such as quantum beats in an
isolated quantum system can only be expected if a non-eigenstate, i.e., a superposition of
eigenstates, is initially prepared.
Let us calculate the time-dependent expectation value of the operator 0:

0 (t) = (Q ( t )10I!P(t)) =

c

c; ( t o )c, ( t o )( b10Ia)e -i(

- E b )( t - t o / h .

.

(3.18)

a,b

The different time-dependent contributions are determined by transition frequencies Wab =
( E , - & ) / h which follow from combinations of the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian H .
The time-dependent expectation value, Eq. (3.1S), can be rewritten using the time-evolution
operator, Eq. (3.1 I), as

By means of this relation the time-dependence of the state vector can be transferred to the
operator. This yields the so-called Heisenberg picture where time-dependent operators are
defined as

6 y t )= U+(t, tO)dU(t,t o )

(3.20)

and the state vector is time-independent.
In the case where the states la) are also eigenstates of 0 with eigenvalues o,, Eq. (3.18)
simplifies to
(3.21)
a

i.e., the expectation value becomes time-independent. If 0 is the Hamiltonian itself this
relation reflectsenergy conservation during the time evolution of a wave function which is not
an eigenstate of the system Hamiltonian.
If 0 is the projector I Q o ) (QoI on the initial state we obtain (note to = 0)

psUrv(t)
= (Q(t)lQo)(QolQ(t)) =

C
a,b

.

ICa(O) c ~ ( 0 ) 1 2 e - - i w ~ b t

(3.22)
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Figure 3.2: Survival probability for a system with N eigenstates. The energy spectrum is that of a linear
regular chain according to Eq. (2.185), the time is given in units of h/2V, and the initial values ca(0)
have been set equal to l/O.

The expression is called survival probabiliry since ( 9 0I Q ( t ) ) gives the probability amplitude
for the initial state to be present in the actual state Is@))
at time t . Psurv(t)
has a timeindependent part given by all terms with a = b. The summation over the different terms with
(I # b which oscillate with time give rise to a decay of survival probability. Since this is due
to the fact that the different terms are running out of phase one speaks about a dephasing at
this point. Depending on the number of eigenstates a rephasing triggering a recurrence peak
in P,,,,,(t) may occur during a later stage of the evolution.
In order to illustrate dephasing we show in Fig. 3.2 the survival probability for a system
with N eigenstates whose energy spectrum is given by that of a linear molecular chain (cf.
Section 2.8.4). To get a pronounced behavior we take as the initial state an equal distribution
of probability ( ~ ~ ( =0 )1/m).
It is evident from this figure that with increasing N the
structured behavior of Psurv(t)
seen for N = 21 disappears in the considered time interval.
Note that for N = 101 there is some indication of a partial rephasing in the middle of the
interval.
We notice that even when there is complete dephasing the survival amplitude does not
decay to zero, but to the time-independent limit P,,,,(t >> 0) = C, IC~(O)(~.
Since the
coefficients are normalized the asymptotic value PsU,,(t>> 0) will be proportional to the
inverse number of basis states la) present in the initial state IQo). Thus only in the case of
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an infinite number of eigenstates participating in the dynamics is it possible that the survival
amplitude vanishes completely.

3.2.2 The Interaction Representation

+

If the Hamiltonian H of the system under consideration can be decomposed as H = HO V
where V represents a small perturbation of the dynamics given by Ho, a perturbation expansion with respect to V can be performed. Usually one will attempt to separate H such that the
eigenvalue problem of HO can be solved analytically or by means of numerical diagonalization. Provided such a separation can be made the time-dependent state vector

is conveniently written as

This representation makes use of the formal solution which is available for the unperturbed
time-dependent Schrodingerequation for HO(Eq. (3. lo)), i.e.

Uo(t,to) = e- i H o ( t - t o ) l h

.

(3.25)

The new state vector [ Q ( ' ) ( t ) is
) called the state vector in the interaction representation. Since
U ( t o ,to) = 1 we have
IQ(')(tO))

(3.26)

= IQ(t0))

The equation of motion for the state vector in the interaction representation follows directly
from the original time-dependent Schrodinger equation,

a

(

ih-pqt)) = Uo(t,t o ) Hl+(')(t))
at

+ i hata- p y t ) ) )

= H l Q ( t ) ).

(3.27)

After some rearrangement we get (note that U-' = U+)

a

ih-I@(t))

at

= U,'(t, to)VUo(t,t o ) l Q ( ' ) ( t ) )

P ( t ) p ! ( ' ) ( t ).)

(3.28)

The quantity V ( ' ) ( tis) the interaction representation of the perturbational part of the Hamiltonian. This representation is defined for an arbitrary operator 0 as

6(')(t)
= U,+(t,tO)bU,(t,t,)

(3.29)

The formal solution of Eq. (3.28) is obtained by introducing the so-called S-operaror (the
scattering matrix) defined via

I@')(t))= S(t,tO)lQ(')(tO)) S(t,to)l*(to)) ,

(3.30)
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where we made use of Eq. (3.26). Comparison with Eq. (3.24) yields

U(t1 to) = UO(t1 to)S(t,t o ) .

(3.3 1 )

The S-operator can be determined by the iterative solution of the equation of motion (3.28)
for I @ ( I ) ) . Formal time-integration gives
t

(3.32)
to

This equation is suited to develop a perturbation expansion with respect to V ( ' ) .If there is no
interaction one gets
p ( I q t ) )

= 19(')(to)).

(3.33)

If we insert this result into the right-hand side of Eq. (3.32) we get the state vector in the
interaction representation, which is the first-order correction to 19('9')(t))in the presence of
a perturbation,
t

19(1J)(t))
=

2h, ~ d T ~ V ( I ) ( T l ) ~ 9 ( I ~ o. ) ( T l ) )

(3.34)

t 11

Upon further iteration of this procedure one obtains the nth-order correction as

(3.35)
Thus the total formally exact state vector in the interaction representation is
M

(3.36)
n=O

Let us consider the total wave function containing the effect of the interaction up to the order
This function is obtained by explicit insertion of all orders into the right-hand side of Eq.
(3.35)

ri.

to

(3.37)
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In the last part of this expression all integrals are carried out to the upper limit t. Double
counting is compensated for by the factor l/n!. In order to account for the fact that the timedependent operators V ( ' ) do not commute for different time arguments the time ordering
operator T has been introduced. It orders time-dependent operators from the right to the
= V(')(t1)V(')(t2).
left with increasing time arguments, i.e., if tl > t 2 , @[V(')(t2)V(')(tl)]
This formal rearrangement enables us to write for the exact state vector in the interaction
representation

(3.38)

The summation on the right-hand side is formally identical to the expansion of the exponential
function. Comparing this expression with Eq. (3.30)we see that the S-operator can be written
as a time-ordered exponential function

S(t,tO)= T exp

{ -;1

}

dTV(')(T)

to

.

(3.39)

This expression is an example for a compact notation of a resumed perturbation expansion
which is very useful when doing formal manipulations with the time-evolution operator. Nevertheless, for any specific calculation it is necessary to go back to the expansion Eq. (3.37).

3.3 The Golden Rule of Quantum Mechanics
The Golden Rule rate formula is certainly one of the most important and widely used expressions of quantum mechanics. It offers a simple way to determine the transition rate between
different quantum states of some zeroth-order Hamiltonians in the presence of a small coupling. Therefore, the formula enables one to calculate the change of probability of some initial
state due to transition events as a function of time. The basic assumption is that these transitions are irreversible. As discussed earlier (cf. Sections 3.1 and 3.2) such a behavior can
be found whenever the transition proceeds into a macroscopic number of final states forming
an energetic continuum. In such a situation the mutual interferences among the final states
and with the initial state preclude any recurrence of probability back into the initial state. The
recurrences are additionally suppressed when the coupling between the initial and final states
is sufficiently weak. Such an irreversible transition can also be found if a fast relaxation from
the final state to further additional states is possible. Here, the final state itself may be discrete,
but there is a coupling to another continuum of states.
There exist different situations which lead to a description by the Golden Rule formula.
In the following we will present two alternatives before we embed the formalism into a more
general framework in Section 3.4.5.
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Figure 3.3: Coupling of the single state 10) to the manifold of states la)as described by the Hamiltonian
(3.40).

3.3.1 Transition from a Single State into a Continuum
Let us consider quantum transitions between some state 10) with energy Eo and a continuum
with energies E,. The state 10) is supposed to be initially populated and the
of states
transitions into the states la) are due to some inter-state coupling expressed by the matrix
Vo,. The situation is sketched in Fig. 3.3. The total system is described by the Hamiltoniad

IN)

(3.40)
Our goal is to obtain an expression which tells us how the initially prepared state 10) decays
This transfer of occupation probability can be characterized by
into the set of states
looking at the population of state (0) which reads

IN).

U ( t ) is the time-evolution operator, already introduced in Eq. (3.1 l), and defined here by the
Hamiltonian Eq. (3.40). Note, that Po(t) is a survival probability as introduced in Eq. (3.22).
Provided that one would know the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (3.40), the survival amplitude would take the form (3.22). The initial values of the coefficients in (3.22) in the
present case are determined by the projection of the eigenstates of (3.40) onto the initial state
10). Since we are considering a continuum of states it should be clear from the discussion of
Section 3.2 that the recurrence time is very long and the survival amplitude itself is characterized by a rapid decay. Of course, introducing the eigenstates of (3.40) is not the appropriate
way to compute, for example, the decay time since a large Hamiltonian has to be diagonalized.
As an alternative let us derive equations of motion for the matrix elements of the timeevolution operator
(3.42)
The quantum numbers p and v represent the states 10) and la), and the unit-step function
@ ( t )has been introduced to restrict the definition of A,,(t) to times larger than zero. The
’This setup is similar to a system of two diabatic states (see Section 2.7). 10) denotes an initial electron-vibrational
state and the set) . 1 contains the vibrational states belonging to the final electronic state.
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quantity A,,(t) is called transition amplitude and tells us how the state Iv) is contained in the
) time t if at time t = 0 the system was in the state Ip). The survival
propagated state V (t )Ip at
amplitude, Po(t),is equal to lAoo(t)12.
The equations of motion for the transition amplitudes read

(3.43)
In order to solve Eq. (3.43) we introduce the Fourier transform of the transition amplitudes

AVp(w)
=

I

d t eiUtA,,(t) .

(3.44)

Taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (3.43) we obtain for the transition amplitudes the following equations
rWAVp(W)

= iA6Vp6po

+C
n

(vlHIK)AKp(w)

In particular for v = p = 0 this gives

fwAoo(w)= ifL + EoAoo(w)+

c
a

*

VoaAao(w).

(3.45)

(3.46)

The off-diagonal elements, AaO( w ) , can be obtained from

LAao(w)= EaAao(w)+ V ~ O A O. O ( ~ )

(3.47)

Inserting the solution of this equation into the equation for A00 yields a closed equation for
this quantity which can be solved to give
(3.48)

Here, E has to be understood as a small and positive number which we will let go to zero
at the end of the calculation. It guarantees that Aoo(w)is an analytical function in the upper
part of the complex frequency plane and, consequently, that the inverse Fourier transformation
becomes proportional to o(t).Carrying out this back transformation into the time domain we
obtain the desired occupation probability as Po(t) = IAoo(t)12.
The contributions in the denominator of Aoo(w),which are proportional to the square of
the coupling matrix, result in a complicated frequency dependence of Aoo(w).One effect is
apparent: the coupling to the continuum shifts the energy EOof the initial state to a new value.
This shift, which is in general a complex quantity, is commonly called self-energy

(3.49)
6Note, that Dirac’s delta function appears on the right-hand side since the time derivative of the unit-step function
is given by d e ( t ) / d t = b ( t ) .
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The separation into a real and imaginary part gives7
C(w)

hAR(w)

-

ihr(w) =

C P fwlvoat-2 E, - in

0

IVo,12S(fiw

- E,) . (3.50)

If the energies E, form a continuum the summation with respect to a has to be replaced by
an integration. In this case and provided that the coupling constant has no strong dependence
on the quantum number a, the variation of the self-energy in the region where fiw x Eo
can be expected to be rather weak. This means that the frequency dependence of Aoo(w)is
dominated by the resonance at fiw = Eo.Since this will give the major contribution to the
inverse Fourier transform we can approximately replace fiw in C ( w ) by Eo.In contrast, if the
levels E, were discrete, C ( w ) would go to infinity at fiw = E, and the frequency dependence
of the self-energy can no longer be neglected.
To carry out the inverse Fourier transformation we replace the quantity C ( w ) by the
frequency-independent value C(Eo/h)and obtain the desired state population Po(t) as

(3.51)
The integral has been calculated using the residue theorem of the theory of complex functions.
As expected the occupation probability of the initially occupied state 10) decreases in time
due to transitions into the manifold of states la). For the time evolution of PO one gets from
Eq. (3.51) the simple equation
(3.52)
which is a particular example for Eq. (3.2).' Following Eq. (3.2) the rate of change of the
survival probability is called k . It is defined as
(3.53)
This type of expression is known as the Golden Rule of quantum mechanics. It was first
discussed by P. A. M. Dirac and E. Fermi. According to Eq. (3.53) the Golden Rule allows the
determination of the rate for occupation probability transfer from some initial state 10) into
the manifold of final states la). The delta function appearing in the rate expression can be
interpreted as the energy conservation law for the transition. Only those transitions from 10)
to la) are possible for which the energy of the initial state EO matches some energy E, of
the final states. The rate is proportional to the square of the interstate coupling VO,. This is a
direct consequence of replacing the variable energy argument of the self-energy, fw, by Eo.

+

'Here we used the Dirac identity which states that expressions c( l / ( h ZE) appearing in a frequency integral
,
P denotes the principal part evaluation of the integral.
can be rewritten as P 1/Tw - i n 6 ( h ) where
'Note that in principal the right-hand side of the equation has to be supplemented by the term b(t)Po(O)which
stems form the timederivate of the unit-step function.
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Ea

E,
Vaa

Figure 3.4: Coupling of the manifold of initial states { l a ) } to the manifold of final states { l a ) }as
described by the Harniltonian (3.54).

Otherwise, higher-order approximations with respect to the coupling matrix elements would
have been obtained. Furthermore, it should be taken into account that the derivation assumes
an initial population of the discrete state 10) which is not an eigenstate of the complete system.
Therefore, Eq. (3.53) is only justified for the case of a weak coupling matrix VO,. For cases
with stronger coupling the Golden Rule expression for the transition rate would be valid at
best for times less than the recurrence time.

3.3.2 Transition Rate for a Thermal Ensemble
Let us extend the considerationsof the preceding section to the case shown in Fig. 3.4. Here,
we have a manifold of initial states labeled by la) which is coupled to some final states [ a ) .
The generalization of the Hamiltonian (3.40) reads
(3.54)
a

a

a,m

The situation described by this Hamiltonian is typical, for example, for the nonadiabatic coupling between two electronic states in a molecule where the manifolds { l a ) } and { l a ) }take
the role of the different vibrational states. Various realizations of this scenario are discussed
in the forthcoming chapters.
We are interested in the occupation probabilities Pa(t) of the initially populated states la).
The rate in lowest order with respect to the inter-state coupling Vaa can be calculated in close
analogy to Section 3.3.1. We obtain for the survival amplitude of the ath state
~ , ( t=
) O(t)e-"' ,

(3.55)

provided that the initial population of this state was equal to unity. The transition rate characterizing the population decay of this state is
(3.56)
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In a next step let us consider an ensemble of N independent but identical systems of the
two state manifolds. In the most general case the initially prepared state la) may be different
for each member of the ensemble. The total occupation probability of the initial state is
P ( t ) = C , n , e x p ( - k a t ) , where n, = N a / N and N , counts how often the state la) is
initially present in the ensemble. Apparently, the time evolution of every member of the
ensemble is independent of the other members and the total population is given as the sum
with respect to the single-member populations P,.
If the ensemble stays initially in thermal equilibrium with some environment at temperature T we expect a disturbance of that type of population decay given by Eq. (3.55). This
initial equilibrium is the result of a thermalization over all levels, and the quantity na has to
be replaced by the quantum statistical equilibrium distribution
(3.57)
a'

To discuss the case where a finite coupling V,, is present, two characteristic times will be introduced. First, we have the time scale TS-R which characterizes the coupling of the different
members of the ensemble to the thermal reservoir. For example, TS-R could be the collision
time of the system of interest with the atoms or molecules forming the reservoir. Second, the
inter-state coupling introduces a time scale given by l/k,. Now we can distinguish the cases
TS-R >> l/k, (slow thermalization compared to the transition), TS-R <
< l/ka (fast thermalization), and TS-R x l/k, (intermediate case).
Case TS-R. >> l/k,:
We suppose that the interaction with an external field promotes the ensemble into the state
manifold { l a ) } ,where each state occurs N , times in the ensemble. Since the interaction with
the environment is weak compared to the state coupling the population will evolve according
to P ( t ) = C, n, exp(-k,t) as stated above (absence of thermalization on the time-scale of
the transfer).
Case TS-R <( 1 / k , :
Here, thermalization proceeds at every time-step of the transfer and Eq. (3.55) is no longer
applicable. To derive the appropriate equations typical for thermalization let us introduce the
time-step At x TS-R. Usually we will be interested in the time evolution of the system on
time scales much longer than At such that we can consider At to be a continuous quantity on
the time scale of observation. This is, of course, an approximation leading to a course gruining of the time axis. At the initial time the population of the manifold { la)} is thermalized.
Starting at t = 0, Eq. (3.55) tells us that P,(At) N (1 - k,At)P,(O) = ( 1 - k a A t ) f ( E a ) .
Since C, f ( E , ) = 1 = P(0) it follows that P ( A t ) x 1 k a f ( E a ) A t= P(0 ) C , k,f(E,)P(O)At. Because we are using a course-grained time axis where the state population P,(t) is thermalized within the time step At we can generalize this expression and
k,f(E,)P(t)At for each t. Apparently, the occupation probobtain P(t + A t ) x P ( t )ability of state la) decreased from f(Ea)
at t = 0 to f ( E , ) P ( t ) . Since At has been assumed
to be very small we can rewrite the expression for the total population as

c,

c,

~ (+ at t ) - P ( t )
At

rn

a

-P(t) = -kP(t) ,
at

(3.58)
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where we introduced the rate for transitions from a thermalized state manifold

a

a.a

The strong coupling of the system of interest to a thermal reservoir leads to a thermalization
which is fast compared to the transfer, i.e., every step of probability transfer from the manifold
of initial states to the manifold of final states starts from a thermalized initial state population.
Case TS-R M l/ka:
In this case one can no longer make a separation of time scales and the reasoning used in the
previous two cases breaks down. A more general description of the simultaneous influence
of the interstate coupling and the coupling to the reservoir is necessary. This more general
approach is offered by the density matrix theory as will be demonstrated in the forthcoming
sections.
Up to now our discussion has been concentrated on the transitions from the states la) (the
initial states) to the states la) (the final states). Of course, one can consider also the reverse
process along the same line of arguments. We expect that there the rate ki+f = kif
k of
the forward transition from the initial to the final state manifold has a counterpart which is the
reverse rate k f i = k f + i . The latter follows from Eq. (3.59) by interchanging Ea with E, in
the thermal distribution (transfer starts from the thermalized distribution at the state manifold

14)

kji

=

C

ka

2lr
=-

a

ti

C

f(Ea)lKal2h(Ea - ~

a

*

)

(3.60)

a,a

Instead of a single rate equation for P ( t ) one obtains the Pauli Masrer Equations already
discussed in Section 3.1

a

-Pi(t)
= - k i f P i ( t ) + kfiPj(t)
,
at

a

- P f ( t ) = - k f i P f ( t )+ k i f P i ( t ).
at

(3.61)

The possible transfer forth and back between the state manifolds { l a ) }and { l a ) }needs some
comments. It seems as if recurrences (as a result of constructive wave function interference)
are incorporated. However, on a much shorter time scale and resulting from the coupling to
the reservoir any phase relation among the states la) has been destroyed. We can therefore
state that a completely incoherent transfer takes place.
It is easy to find the solution of the above given coupled rate equations. Because conservation of probability Pi(t) P f ( t )= 1 holds, the two equations can be transformed to a
single one for Pi(t)- P f ( t ) .Taking as the initial condition Pi(0) = 1 the solutions read (note
K = kif k f i )

+

+

1
kif - e - K t ) .
P f ( t )= -(I
~ i ( t=) -K( k i f e - K t + k f i ) ,
K
It is instructive to put both solutions (n = i, f) into the form
P,(t) = P,(w)

+ ( ~ ~ (-0P), ( m ) ) e P K t.

(3.62)

(3.63)
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with I??(,.)
= Icft/K and Pf(o0)= k , f / K . As it has to be expected the result indicates a
complete depletion of the initial state if there is no back-transfer ( k f , = 0). Otherwise both
manifolds remain populated.
A generalization of the Pauli Master Equation to a larger set of different states is straightforward. As an example, one may consider diabatic Born-Oppenheimer states, where each
state manifold would represent the vibrational eigenstate for a particular electronic state. To
obtain a general solution of the Eqs. (3.2) we denote the right-hand side as - C bKabPb with
k,, -(1 - bab)kb+a. Given the eigenvalues ~ ( q )
the general rate-matrix K,b = bab &a
and (normalized) eigenvectors e,(q) of Knb, the general solution for the population of state
la) reads as Pa(a(t)= '& c(q)ea( q )exp(-K(r))t) ( q counts the rate-matrix eigenvalues). The
additional factors c ( q ) are determined from the initial conditions. The decay of the various
populations is multi-exponential. Since the smallest ~ ( r l equals
)
zero the respective term in
P,(t) fixes Pa(..).
It is obvious that the given solution (except some special examples) can
be only achieved by numerical computations.
The Pauli Master Equation has found numerous applications and we will return to it in the
subsequent chapters. However, the basic assumptions are those leading to the Golden Rule for
the transition rates which are not always fulfilled (see above). In order to go beyond this level
of description a more flexible theory for open quantum systems has to be introduced. This
will be done in the next section where we discuss the density matrix approach. It goes without
saying that the Pauli Master Equation will be recovered as a limiting case of the more general
Quantum Master Equation which is derived below.

3.4 The Nonequilibrium Statistical Operator and the
Density Matrix
3.4.1 The Density Operator
From elementary quantum mechanics we know that a complefe description of a system is
only possible if a set of observables exists from which all physical quantities can be measured
simultaneously. Within quantum mechanics this situation is described by a set of commuting
i.e., the relation
operators

{a,},

has to be fulfilled for all possible pairs of indices. If for the considered system the maximal
number of such operators is known, a complete description can be accomplished.
The measurement of some set of observables corresponds to the application of the respective operators .A, on the state vector I*). If this exclusively gives the eigenvalues a,, i.e.,
if

the state I *) is called a pure state. Alternatively, one can say that a pure state is prepared if a
measurement of all observables belonging to the operators A, has been carried out (complete

measurement). The expectation value of any operator A can be determined as

(A)= (*[A(*)
.

(3.66)

The choice of a complete set of observables is not unequivocal. There may exist another
complete set {I?/?},independent of the set {A,}. The respective pure states are denoted I@,,).
Then, the siiperposition principle of quantum mechanics states that the superposition of all
pure states related to the complete set { h ~ reproduces
}
any pure state 19):
(3.67)
U

If the complete measurement of all A, has not been carried out, for example, because the
complete set of observables is principally unknown, only an incomplete description of a quantum system is possible (incomplete preparation or measurement of the system). In this case
the state of the quantum system has to be described as a statistical inintiire of pure states I*,,).
The probability for a single state to be in the mixture will be denoted by ui,. The states I@,)
are assumed to be normalized, and therefore the 20, must satisfy the relation

c

U!,

(3.68)

=1

U

Although it is not necessary to demand that the states I*,) form an orthonormal set, it is
convenient to do so in the following. Hence, we require in addition that
(*pl@u)

=

.

(3.69)

According to this characterization of a mixture of pure states the expectation value of an
observable becomes
(3.70)
This expression provides the idea of the density operator (the statistical operator) which will
be defined as
(3.71)
It is a summation of projection operators on the states I@,) weighted by the probabilities w,.
This definition allows a simple notation of the expectation value of any observable using the
truce formula

(6)= tr{<Vd} .

(3.72)

The abbreviation “tr” is defined as the trace with respect to the matrix formed by all matrix
elements which are determined in a complete orthonormal basis) . 1
tr{.} =

C(al ) . 1
0

a

(3.73)
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If 0 and P are two operators acting in the Hilbert space spanned by the basis set la), we have

=

1(blPla)(a161b)= t r ( P 0 )

(3.74)

This property is called cyclic invariance of the operator arrangement in a trace expression
(it is also valid if three or more operators are involved). The density operator is normalized
such that tr{lk'} = 1. If this is not the case it can always be achieved by replacing I&' with
lk'/tr{&}. Furthermore, we mention that the density operator is Hermitian,
= I&'+,
which follows from Eq. (3.71).
As an example we give the canonical density operator for the thermal equilibrium

lk'

(3.75)
Here, 2 is the partition function tr[exp{ -H/lc~3T}]ensuring proper normalization of Weq.
The second part of Eq. (3.75) is obtained using the eigenenergies Ea and eigenstates la) of
the Hamiltonian H.
Further, we quote the density operator of a pure state 1 @) which is defined via the projection operator onto the pure state
*pure

= [*)(*I = Pq

*

(3.76)

Comparing this expression with the general definition of the density operator Eq. (3.71) it is
corresponds to the special case where all probabilities w, are equal to zero
obvious that I$',
except the one related to the state vector I Q ) .
Suppose we expand the state vector I*) with respect to the complete orthogonal basis [ a ) ,

a

Introducing this expansion into the expression for the pure state density operator one obtains

(3.78)
The last part of this equation indicates that this expansion does not result in projections onto
the basis states Icy). Instead, the flip operators la)(Cilintroduce a mixture of states [ a )and 16)
which results in nonvanishing off-diagonal elements of the matrix (c: c a ) . This is typical for
pure states expanded in a particular basis set.
There exists a measure which tells us whether the state is a pure state or not. This measure
is called the degree of coherence and defined as

c =tr{e2} .

(3.79)
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It takes the value 1for pure states since the statistical operator in this case is a projector
CpUre

= tr{@gUre) = t r { P i ) = tr{Pq) = tr{@pure) = 1 ,

(3.80)

where the projector property P i = Pq has been used. For a mixed state it follows that

(3.81)
P

a

P

Hence, the degree of coherence becomes less than one. If one studies this quantity for timedependent density operators the decrease of C indicates the loss of coherence during the time
evolution which is caused by interaction of the relevant system with the reservoir.

3.4.2 The Density Matrix
In Section 3.1 the concept of the density matrix has been introduced. In order to discuss the
density matrix formalism in more detail we consider a complete orthogonal basis of states
la), Ib), ... . Using the completeness relation the density operator can be expanded as
(3.82)
The expansion coefficients are called density matrix and denoted by
Pab

= (al@lb)

(3.83)

Alternatively, we may use the flip operator lb)(uI to write the density matrix as the quantum
statistical average of this operator
Pab

{

= tr @lb)(al} .

(3.84)

Since the density operator @ is Hermitian the density matrix fulfills the relation
Pab

= Pb*a

7

(3.85)

from which one simply deduces

In particular, it follows from this expression that the diagonal elements of the density matrix
are real
Paa

= Re P a a .

(3.87)
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Alternatively, one can use the definition (3.7 1) of the density operator to write
paa

=

(alkla) = C(alwuIQu)(\u,la)
Y

(3.88)
U

which also yields real diagonal elements. Additionally, it shows that paa gives us the probability for the state la) being contained in the statistical mixture described by I@. And indeed,
paa 2 0 since w, and I (a1!Pu)l2 are larger than zero. Taking the off-diagonal matrix elements
of the density operator it follows

(3.89)
with the expansion coefficients c , ( v ) = (.\IDv). Apparently, the density matrix pa6 describes
an incoherent superposition of contributions from different pure states. Depending on the
basis set { l a ) } the different terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.89) can cancel each other
or give a finite P a b . The off-diagonal density matrix are also called coherences.
Since the definition of the density matrix, Eq. (3.82) represents a quadratic form the
Schwarz inequality
paaP66

2

lpabI2

7

(3.90)

holds. Eq. (3.90) is particularly useful for checking the quality of any numerical or analytical
approximation to the density matrix.
The representation of the statistical operator Eq. (3.82) via the density matrix introduced
in Eq. (3.83) is frequently termed state representation. If eigenstates of some Hamiltonian
are used is also called energy representation. Alternatively, it is possible to use, for example,
eigenstutes of the coordinate operator

(3.91)
j

or the momentum operator
(3.92)
j

with coordinate ( s j ) and momentum states ( p j ) for the jth degree of freedom of the system,
respectively. Consequently, the coordinate representation of the statistical operator (density
matrix in the coordinate representation) reads

p ( s , s ) = (slkls)

(3.93)

In the same way the momentum representation can be introduced. This allows us to define
the respective probability distributions in coordinate (p(s, s))and momentum ( p ( p ,p)) space.
However, both types of density matrices cannot straightforwardly be related to the c h s i c a l
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distribution function in phase space. This limit is convenientlyapproached using the so-called
Wigner representation which is defined as
p ( x ,p ; t ) =

1

dr

e-ipr’h

p(z + r / 2 , x - r / 2 ; t ) .

(3.94)

To simplify the notation we first concentrate to the case of a single coordinate. The arguments
of the density matrix in the coordinate representation, p ( s , S) have been transformed to a
difference, T = s - S , and sum, x = (s 4 / 2 , coordinate. The dependence on the momentum
p enters via a Fourier transformation with respect to the difference coordinate. Apparently,
p ( x ,p; t) is aphase space representation of the density operator. (Obviously, its generalization
to the case of many coordinates requires the introduction of difference and sum coordinates
for every DOF). Given p ( x , p ;t), the probability distribution with respect to the coordinate 2
and the momentum p can be obtained by integration over p and x , respectively. As already
mentioned the great advantage of this representation is that in the classical limit (ti + 0)
the density matrix p(z,p ; t) can be directly related to the phase space distribution of classical
statistical physics (see Section 3.4.4).

+

3.4.3 Equation of Motion for the Density Operator
According to the definition of the density operator l@,EQ.(3.71), the probabilities w, represent our reduced knowledge about the state of the system. Furthermore, we note that the state
vectors I$,) of the mixed state evolve in time, of course, according to the time-dependent
Schrodinger equation

a

i t i - p J v ) = HI*,) .
(3.95)
dt
Although any individual state of the mixture changes in time there is no change whatsoever in
the amount of our knowledge about the system. In particular, the probabilities w, weighting
the contribution of the different states I$,) to the mixed state are constant (w, # w,, (t)). The
only exception is given if a measurement has been done on the system. It is known from the
basics of quantum mechanics that the result of a measurement process is a reduction of the
state of the system onto an eigenstates of the operator corresponding to the observable which
has been measured. This means that the mixed state collapses into a pure state. If the pure
state is, for example, I$,),
all w, will be zero except the one related to the final pure state
which is equal to unity: w, = b , , , .
According to this reasoning the time-dependent density operator has the following form
(3.96)
In order to derive an equation of motion we write the solution of the time-dependent Schrodingerequation by meansof the time-evolutionoperator, Eq. (3.1 I),
= U ( t ,tO)I*,(to)).
Then, we get for the density operator

l@(t) =

c

W,U(t, t o ) l * , ( t O ) ) ( ~ v ( t o ) l U + ( t , to)

U

= U ( t ,to)W(to)U+(t,to)

.

(3.97)
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Talung the time derivative of this expression it follows
d i
i
- W ( t ) = - - ( H @ ( t ) - @ ( t ) H ) - - [ H ,@ ( t ) ] .
dt
ti
ti
-

=
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(3.98)

This is the equation of motion for the density operator @. It is called Liouville-von Neumann
or Quantum Liouville equation because of its formal analogy to the equation for the classical
statistical distribution function.' The advantage of the Liouville-von Neumann equation is
its capability to directly propagate mixed states without reference to the underlying timedependent Schrodingerequations. It is also obvious from Eq. (3.98) that any density operator
which is given by a mixture of eigensrares of the respective Hamiltonian remains stationary.
For a concrete example we refer to the canonical density operator, Eq. (3.75).
Next we give the Liouville-von Neurnann equation (3.98) in the state representation, Eq.
(3.83). One easily derives:
(3.99)
The difference of the diagonal matrix elements of the Hamiltonian defines the transition frequency Wab = (Has - Hbb)/ti, whereas the off-diagonal matrix elements describe the interstate coupling.
There exists an alternative notation of the Liouville-von Neumann equation which has
its origin in the Liouville space formulation of quantum statistical dynamics. The Liouville
space is a linear vector space whose elements are the usual operators of the Hilbert space.
An operator acting in Liouville space is called a superoperafor. We will not make full use
of this concept here, but introduce superoperators as a convenient shorthand notation (for
more details see, e.g. [Hu89,0ht89]). The most important example for a superoperator is the
Liouville superoperutor defined via the commutator with the Hamiltonian:
1
(3.100)
Co = - [H,o]- .

ti

We see immediately that the Liouville-von Neumann equation can be written as
(3.101)

(3.102)
The exponential function of the superoperator is defined via the respective power expansion.
In analogy to Eq. (3.1 1) one can introduce the time-evolution superoperator as follows:

U ( t ,to)= e - - z L ( f - t o ) .

(3.103)

Comparing Eqs. (3.102) and (3.97) we see that U ( t ,t o )is acting on some operator from the
left and the right, i.e.

@(t)= U ( t ,t o ) i k ( t , ) = V ( t to)ik(to)V+(t,
,
to) .

This is, of course, a consequence of the definition of C in terms of a commutator.

(3.104)

'The classical distribution function depends on all coordinates and momenta and is defined in the so-called phase
space spanned by all coordinates and momenta.
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3.4.4 Wigner Representation of the Density Operator
It has been discussed in Section 3.4.2 that the matrix elements of the density operator can be
considered in the coordinate representation, in the momentum representation, but also in a
mixture of both which is the Wigner representation p ( x , p ) ,Eq. (3.94). Here, we will derive
the Liouville-von Neumann equation for the density operator in the Wigner representation.
As we will see, for instance, in Section 3.8.8 it is not only of conceptional, but also of great
practical interest to carry out the classical limit and to demonstrate in which way p ( s , p) can
be interpreted as a phase space distribution of classical statistical physics.
Inspecting Eq. (3.98) it is clear that one needs to find the Wigner representation of some
operator product 2 = X Y ; this could be the product H s p ( t ) ,for example. First, we introduce
the coordinate representation of 2 as follows
Z(s,S ) =

s

ds’ X ( S s‘)
, Y ( s ‘ S, ) .

(3.105)

As in Eq. (3.94) we first concentrate to the case of a single coordinate and obtain the Wigner
representation for Z(s,S ) as:

Z(x,p)=

dr ds’ e-ipr’hX(z

+ r / 2 , s’) Y(s’,s - r / 2 ) .

(3.106)

This expression is not yet satisfactory since it contains the coordinate representation of 2 and
Y on the right-hand side. We introduce the Wigner representation for these functions by using
the inverse of Eq. (3.94) and obtain the expression

Z(x,p) =

&

I d r ds’ dp‘dp’‘

+

XX((~ r/2

+ s ’ ) / 2 , p ’ ) Y ( ( s- r / 2 + s 1 ) / 2 , p ‘ ’ ).
(3.107)

For the following the quantities X and Y have to be written as functions of the single coordinate argument s only, that is, the r and s’ dependence has to be eliminated. We achieve this by
changing the coordinate arguments and by using the shift operator introduced in Eq. (2.87).
For example, for X it gives
X ( ( X+ ~ / +2s ’ ) / 2 , p ’ ) = X ( s - ( x - r / 2 - s ‘ ) / 2 , p ’ )
(3.108)
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Inserting this result and the similar one for the function Y into Eq. (3.107) gives

Z(x,p) =

&/
x

x

dr ds’ dp’dp‘’

,p’)Y ( X I ‘ , p”)

(2‘

(3.109)

z’=”’=J!

A more compact notation is obtained if we take into account that the prefactors of the coordinate derivatives in the shift operators appear again in the exponent. Therefore, we write the
integrand in Eq. (3.109) (shorthand notation [o]) as
iti a a +--iti
a
[el =
2 dp“ ax’ 2 ap’ ax”

{reXP(
x

a

)

x ( X I , p‘) Y(x” ,p”) } x’=”’=x

(3.1 10)

This notation enables us to carry out all four integrations in Eq. (3.109). To do this we order
the terms with respect to s’, x , and T . The integration with respect to s‘ results in the delta
function 6(p’ - p”). At the same time the term proportional to x and the $‘-integration
vanishes. Finally, the integration with respect to r leads to p = p’, what removes the p’integration. The final result can be put into a compact notation if one introduces the operator
A

@

a a

a a
ax/ ap

= -- - _ a x apt
.

(3.1 11)

It results the Wigner representation of the operator product 2 = X? as
(3.112)
Although exact, this compact expression can only be handled after expanding the exponential
function.
To introduce the Wigner representation of the Liouville-von Neumann equation we consider from now on the case where any coordinate argument x and any momentum argument
p has to be understood as a set of coordinates and momenta, x = { x j }, and p = { p j } ,respectively. This requires to generalize Eq. (3.11 1) to an expression where a summation with
respect to all derivatives has to be taken. Additionally, we take into account that the Wigner
representation of an operator exclusively defined via the coordinate operator or the momentum
operator is a function depending on the coordinate or the momentum alone. Therefore, one
obtains for the potential and kinetic energy operator U ( x )and T ( p ) ,respectively. Let us start
with the following form of the Liouville-von Neumann equation
(3.1 13)
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To obtain the classical limit, i.e. the limit h + 0, the &operator, Eq. (3.1 1 I), has to be taken
into account up to the first order:

(3.1 14)
The zeroth-order contribution vanishes and the classical limit results as

This relation in known from classical statistical mechanics as the Liouville equation. It describes the reversible time evolution of the phase space probability distribution. To determine
p ( z , p ;t) one has to fix an initial distribution po(z, p). Then, one can solve the partial differential equation (3.115). The solution can be written as
p(x,p; t ) =

1f-wj

&(a: - z(Z,@; t)) S ( P - p ( Z , P ;t ) ) P O ( W ) 7

(3.116)

where z ( Z , p ;t) and p ( Z , p ; t) denote the solution of the classical equations of motion for
the coordinates and momenta, respectively, following from the initial values 5 and p. The
3, Fintegral accounts for all those initial values which have some probability according to the
initial distribution po(5,p).

3.4.5 Dynamics of Coupled Multi-Level Systems in a Heat Bath
As a first application of the density operator method we consider two coupled multi-level
systems as already introduced in Eq. (3.54). It will be not the aim here to derive new results,
rather we would like to give an alternative derivation of what has been introduced in Section
3.3.2. In particular, a number of approximationswill be introduced which we will meet again
later on in Section 3.7.1. Following Section 3.3.2 each multilevel system is described by the
energies Ea and Em,respectively and the coupling between them is due to the matrix element
V, of the coupling operator V. For both quantum numbers, i.e. a and a, we use the running
indices p, v, etc. in the following. Accordingly the Hamiltonian, Eq. (3.54) can be expressed
in the common energies E p and coupling matrices V,,Jof course, Vab = V,p = 0). The
density matrix relevant for this system is p p v ( t ) = (pIW(t)lv)and it obeys an equation of
motion of the type given in Eq. (3.99) with the transition frequencies wpv = (Ep- E,)/h.
As in Section 3.3 the subject of the following consideration is to derive a closed set of
equations of motion for the total population of the state manifold { la)} (the initial state, note

pa = pas)

(3.1 17)
a

and of the manifold { [ a ) (the
} final state, note P, = pa=)
(3.1 18)
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The coupling of the two multi-level systems to the heat bath will not be specified any further here (but it will be just that type of interaction we will concentrate on in the following
sections). The only assumption we will take is that this coupling is much stronger than the
interstate coupling V,, (this is identical to the assumption of Section 3.3.2). Thus the rates
for transitions within the two manifolds, k,,, and
are supposed to be much larger than
those for interstate probability transfer. As a consequence, the populations of the initial and
final state can be assumed to be thermalized within the two manifolds on the time-scale of the
inter-manifold transfer. Accordingly, the populations can be written as
ka,j

Pa(t) = Pf( t )f(&)

P,(t)= Pi(t)f(J%),

.

(3.119)

We remind on the fact that this ansatz corresponds to a coarse graining of the time axis which
has already been introduced in Section 3.3.2. Within this framework we search for equations
of motion obeyed by the total populations Pi and Pf,and which are based on Eq. (3.99).
Since the coupling matrix element should be small, a perturbational treatment is appropriate.
We start with an equation of motion for the diagonal elements of the density matrix, pPp = Pp,
an get from Eq. (3.99)
(3.120)

The off-diagonal density matrix elements which appear on the right-hand side have to be
determined, too. They obey

M

-iwKp~Kp

-

i

i V K p (ppp -

PKK)

.

(3.121)

Since we are looking for the lowest-order approximation in V,,, offdiagonal density matrix
elements have been neglected in the second line. Fixing the initial condition as paa (0) = 0
(absence of a superposition state between both subsystems), we can solve Eq. (3.121) by
formal integration and obtain
pKp(t>= -

i

1

(t -q [pp( E )

vKId dfe-iu-p

-

P, (01.

(3.122)

0

Inserting the result into Eq. (3.120) yields (note the replacement of f b y t - T )

a
-Pp
at

1
= -7cIVp,)22Re
.

s
t

dTe-iuxpr

[P,(t- T ) - P K ( t- T ) ] .

(3.123)

0

The total state populations Pi and Pf are obtained by making use of the thermalization condition, Eq. (3.1 19). If these expressions are introduced into Eq. (3.123) we get
t
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with the integral kernel given by

(3.125)
Interchanging i and f leads to the equation for Pf (t). The quantity G i f ( 7 )is usually named
memory kernel since it reflects that Eq. (3.124) is not an ordinary rate equation like Eq. (3.2).
As a consequence of the time integral the state populations enter the equation at a time 7
earlier than t. In other words, the system retains the memory of its past dynamics. Master
Equations which, like Eq. (3.124), include memory effects are called Generalized Master
Equation (GME).
The time dependence of the memory kernel is determined by the structure of the energy
spectrum related to the initial as well as the final state. If these spectra are dense K i f ( ~ )
would decay in a certain time interval T~~~ due to destructive interference (c.f. Section 3.2). If
7mem is short compared to the characteristic time where the populations Pi and Pf change, the
variation of both quantities within the interval [t-Tmem, t] can be neglected and we can replace
Pi/f(t - T ) by Pi/f
(t) in the integrand. Note that this corresponds to a further coarse graining
of the time axis. According to both coarse graining approximationsthe populations Pi and Pf
are only valid for times much larger than T,~,. Therefore, the result of the integration does
not change if the upper limit is put to infinity, and we arrive at the ordinary rate equation

(3.126)
where the transition rates take the form

/

00

kif =

dt K i f ( t )=

0

+

oc)

2

t;.

a,a

lVao12f ( E , ) R e / d ~exp(iwaaT).

(3.127)

0

We note that Rez = ( z z * ) / 2(where z is an arbitrary complex number) and replace the
integral by one along the total time-axis. Using the Fourier representation of the &function
00

‘I

6(w) = 2T

.

dt eiWt

(3.128)

we get

(3.129)
The derived rate formula is identical to the Golden Rule expression of transition rates of
Eq. (3.60). Of course, this is not surprising since our derivation of Eq. (3.129) followed
the same arguments, i.e., a strong coupling to the reservoir is assumed to give fast thermalization and a quasi<ontinuous final-state energy spectrum is required to prevent probability
revivals from the final to the initial states. Note that the demand for a quasixontinuous energy
spectrum was found to correspond to a short memory time of the kernel entering the GME.
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It is instructive to view the transition rates from a different perspective. Let us go back to
Eq. (3.125) and write
2
Kif(t) = 7Re
lVaalZ f(Ea)i( E, - E m t / h
Fl
a,a

c

(3.130)

+

Introducing the part HO = C, E,la)(al C, Eala)(aIof the total Hamiltonian, Eq. (3.54),
we can replace the energies E, and E, by Ho. Using the completeness relation with respect
to the state manifold la) gives
(3.13 1)

In the last line we introduced the correlation function C ( t )which can be written as
1

C ( t )= -2 tra{Cil,,V(I)(t)V(')(0)} .
h

(3.132)

It represents an autocorrelation function of the interstate coupling V ( I()t ) written in the
interaction representation and taken with respect to thermal equilibrium. The distribution
!(En) has been replaced by the equilibrium density operator
Eq. (3.75) and we used
tr,{o} = C, (a1 0 .).1
Thus, the memory kernel turns out to be proportional to the autocorrelation function of the inter-state coupling. A short memory time thus implies a rapid
decay of this correlation function. The fact that rate expressions like (3.129) in general can
be written in terms of correlation functions of the perturbational part of the Hamiltonian is
of great importance for the understanding as well as the numerical modelling of condensed
phase processes. We will frequently return to this point in the following considerations.

weq,

3.5 The Reduced Density Operator and the Reduced
Density Matrix
3.5.1 The Reduced Density Operator
Having discussed the concept of the density operator we are ready to put the idea of the
reduced density matrix introduced in Section 3.1 into a more rigorous frame. The starting
point will be a Hamiltonian H which is separable into a system part H s , a reservoir part HR,
and the system-reservoir interaction Hs-R (cf. Eq. (3.3))

H = Hs

+ Hs-R -k H R .

(3.133)

First, as in Section 3. I we introduce the density matrix in the coordinate representation, Eq.
(3.93) by using the states Eq. (3.91) separated now into
(3.134)
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defined in the state space of the relevant system, and into the states
(3.135)
defined in the state space of the reservoir. According to the general form of the time-dependent
density operator l&(t),Eq. (3.96) the density matrix in the coordinate representation reads
p ( s , 2 ;s', Z ' ; t ) = (sl (21L@(t)12')Is') =

wuQu(s,2 ;t ) QE(s',2';t)

, (3.136)

21

with q u ( s ,2 ;t) = (sl(Zl!Pu(t)).Following the reasoning of Section 3.1 we introduce the
reduced density matrix defined in the state space of the relevant system only. This quantity is
obtained by carrying out an integration with respect to the set of reservoir coordinates 2, that
is,
p ( s , S; t ) =

LC
dZ

w U Q u ( s2, ;t ) Q:(S, Z ; t )
(3.137)

(3.138)

(3.139)
has been introduced. It is defined by taking the trace of the total density operator with respect
to a particular basis in the reservoir state space. Instead of the coordinate states 12) any basis
la) in the reservoir space may be chosen,
(3.140)
i.e., the trace with respect to the reservoir states reduces the total density operator '$J to the
RDO 6.
Besides the coordinate representation of the density matrix Eq. (3.138), any basis la) in
the state space of the system can be used to define the reduced density matrix
P a d t ) = (alb(t)lb)

.

(3.141)

As in the case of the total density operator we expect the following relation to be fulfilled
(3.142)
a

The relation is easily confirmed if we note that L@(t)entering Eq. (3.140) obeys t r { k ( t ) } =
1.
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3.5.2 Equation of Motion for the Reduced Density Operator
An equation of motion for the reduced density matrix is derived by starting from the respective
operator equation for the RDO. From the Liouville-von Neumann equation (3.98) we obtain

(3.143)
In the first part of this equation we used the fact that the basis which defines the trace in
the reservoir space state is time-independent. Then we took into account that the system
Hamiltonian Hs is not influenced by the reservoir trace. Therefore, it is possible to introduce
the commutator of HS with respect to the RDO directly. Indeed, we could have anticipated
such a contribution since for Hs-R = 0 the equation for the RDO should reduce to the
Liouville-von Neumann equation (3.98).
The commutator notation for the RDO is not possible for the contributions proportional to
Hs-R and H R . To calculate the commutator with H R we take into account Eq. (3.74). The
cyclic interchange of operators can be carried out here since HR exclusively acts in the state
space of the reservoir. As a result the term proportional to HR vanishes and the equation of
motion for the RDO follows as
(3.144)
Before dealing with the case HS-R # 0 we note that the type of equation (3.98) is recovered
if HS-R is neglected. But this Liouville-von Neumann equation is defined by Hs instead of
the full Hamiltonian H and it describes the isolated time evolution of the relevant quantum
system. As already pointed out in Section 3.1 the density matrix description of coherent
dynamics contains some redundancy and a wave function formulation is more appropriate in
this case. However, if the RDO describes a mixed state of the isolated system a generalization
of the ordinary time-dependent Schrodinger equation has been achieved. Changing to the
more interesting case of the presence of Hs-R we realize that Eq.(3.144) is not yet a closed
equation for the RDO. Because of the appearance of Hs-R in the commutator on the righthand side it still contains the total density operator. It will be the main task of the following
sections to develop approximations which yield the second term in Eq. (3.144) as a functional
of the RDO only such that one has a closed equation for the RDO.

3.5.3 Mean-Field Approximation
In a first attempt to close Eq. (3.144) we take the most simple way. Since the total density
operator appears on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.144) which includes HS-R in all orders
(according to the given time dependence of W ( t ) )we expect that a perturbation theory with
respect to Hs-R can be developed. Let us start with the first-order approximation which is
obtained if we replace the total density operator by its Hs-R -+ 0 limit. In this limit there are
no interactions between the two subsystems. k(t)factorizes into b(t) and an operator k(t)
which is defined only in the Hilbert space of the reservoir and which obeys tTR{k} = 1.
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According to our assumptionsthe approximatedequation of motion for the RDO becomes
(3.145)
This equation is of the type of a Liouville-von Neumann equation for the RDO, but with the
only difference here that HS has been supplemented by trR{ H S - R k ( t ) } . The additional term
is the expectation value of the system-reservoir coupling taken with respect to the actual state
of the reservoir. (Note, that HS-R and f i ( t ) can be interchanged under the trace giving the
compact notation of Eq. (3.143.) Since the bath part of Hs-R has been replaced by an expectation value the result is called mean-Jield approximation '. The meaning becomes more
obvious if we assume that the system-reservoir interaction Hamiltonian can be factorized into
system parts K , = K,(s), and into reservoir parts, 9, = QU(Z),that is,
(3.146)
The index u counts the different contributionswhich may follow from a particular microscopic
model for the coupling of the system to the reservoir. Expression (3.146) is called the multiple
factorizedform of the system-reservoir interaction Hamiltonian. Note, that it is not necessary
that the single operator K, or 9, is Hermitian. Only the complete coupling Hamiltonian
needs to be Hermitian. Since no further restriction has been introduced with respect to these
two functions, Eq. (3.146) is sufficiently general to comprise all cases of practical importance.
In the following chapters we will discuss several examples supporting this point of view.
Taking the multiple factorized form of Hs-R, Eq. (3.145) becomes

a
i
= -5 [Hs
-fi(t)
at

+ 1K , t r ~ ( 9 , k ( t ) } , f i ( t )-]
21

(3.147)

For further use we define the mean-field Hamiltonian
(3.148)
Because the time-dependence of the reservoir density operator is not known the equation for
the RDO is not closed. But taking an equilibrium assumption for the reservoir and replacing
&) by
(3.149)
Eq. (3.147) defines a closed equation. The effect of trR{9,fieq} z (@,)R, and thus of the
mean-field term is a shift of the energy scale, i.e., it does not give the relaxation behavior
discussed in the context of the Golden Rule approach. As we will see below relaxation is
"The term mean-field indicates that quantum fluctuations are absent and that the quantum mechanical operators
act only via the "mean-field" given by their expectation values. Such a type of approximation has been already
considered in Section 2.4 in the framework of the derivation of the Hartree-Fock equations. Therefore, the meanfield approximation is often also called Hartree approximation.
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caused bypuctuations, Q U - ( Q U ) ~ , around the mean-field energies. In order to take these
into account we need to go one step further in our perturbation expansion.
But before doing this we consider the more general case where the mean-field term remains time-dependent. In such a situation we have to set up an additional equation for k(t).
Understanding it as the RDO of the reservoir and setting

k(t)= trs{bv(t)} ,

(3.150)

we can repeat the derivation which leads us to Eq. (3.145) (or Eq. (3.147)) and obtain
(3.151)
This equation together with Eq. (3.147) represents a closed set to determine the coupled
evolution of the relevant system and the reservoir once respective initial conditions for both
types of RDO have been set up. Because the solution of Eq. (3.151) for a macroscopic
reservoir becomes impossible the approach is not suited to describe energy dissipation out of
the relevant system. An application of the coupled set of Eqs. (3.147) and (3.151) only make
sense when both subsystems are sufficiently small.

3.5.4 The Interaction Representation of the Reduced Density Operator
In the foregoing section an equation of motion for the RDO has been derived which is of
first order in Hs-R. In the following section we will apply an projection operator technique.
It allows to handle separately the projection of the operator equation onto the subspace of
the relevant system and the formulation of a perturbation theory with respect to the systemreservoir coupling Hs-R. The latter is conveniently developed by changing to the interaction
representation as explained in the following.
Recall that the formal solution of the Liouville-von Neumann equation can be written as
(Eq. (3.97))

@ ( t )= U ( t - to)bv(to)U+(t - t o ) ,

(3.152)

where the time-evolution operator U ( t - t o ) is defined with respect to the total Hamiltonian
H . One can separate this operator into the “free” time-evolution operator

Uo(t - t o ) = exp
E

i
( - -Hs(t
- to))
ti

exp

( - xi H R ( t - t o ) )

U s ( t - t o ) UR(t - t o ) ,

(3.153)
(note that Hs and H R commute with each other) and the related S-operator (cf. Section 3.2.2)

( - ti f drHS’),(.))
t

S(t,t o ) = Texp

.

(3.154)

to

This expression contains the system-reservoir coupling Hamiltonian in the interaction representation
(3.155)
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For the total density operator we can write

k(t)= Uo(t - to)k(')(t)Uof(t - t o ) ,

(3.156)

where the density operator in the interaction representation reads

k ( I ) ( t )= U$(t - tO)@(t)UO(t- t o ) = S ( t ,to)@(to)S+(t,t o )

.

(3.157)

Using this equation the time derivative of Eq. (3.156) can be written as

a -

i

+

a -

= -#io,@@)]- Uo(t - to)-W(')(t)Uof(t - to) .

-W(t)
at

(3.158)

at

If we set this expression equal to the right-hand side of the Liouville-von Neumann equation,
- i [ ~k,( t ) ] - / h , we get after some rearrangement
(3.159)
Notice that this equation can be viewed as the generalization of Eq. (3.28) to the case of a
density operator. Next, we transform the RDO into the interaction representation (using Eq.
(3.153))

b(t)

{

= trR(Lif(t)} = trR Uo(t - to)*(')(t)Uof(t - t o ) }
=

- tO)trR{ UR(t - to)*(')(t)UL(t - t O ) } @ ( t

- to)

.

(3.160)

Using the cyclic invariance of the trace we can write

@(t)= Us(t - to)$"(t)Us+(t - t o )

(3.161)

with the RDO in the interaction representation defined as
(3.162)
With these definitions the equation of motion for p ( ' ) ( t ) follows from Eq. (3.159) as
(3.163)

3.5.5 The Projection Operator
The generation of equations for the RDO of higher order in the system-reservoir coupling
requires the combination of a perturbation theory with a scheme for restricting the operator
equations to the state space of the relevant system. Suppose 0 is an operator acting in the
space of the system and the reservoir states. Let us consider the operator P which acts on 0
as follows
=

fi h R ( 0 ) ) .

(3.164)

By definition, P separates 0 defined in the full space into the part trR(6)) acting only in the
system space and an operator R which by definition exclusively acts in the state space of the
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reservoir. In other words, the operator P factorizes any operator into a system part and into a
reservoir part. If we apply P to the full density operator we obtain by definition the RDO p
and some reservoir operator
P@(t) = R p(t) .

(3.165)

If trR{k} = 1, which we will assume in the following, the operator P is a projector, i.e.,

P z = P , as can be easily proved

p 2 0 = R trR{R trR{O}) = Rtryt{R} trR{O} = PO

.

(3.166)

Since R has a trace equal to unity it can be interpreted as a statistical operator restricted to the
state space of the reservoir. Although in principle a time dependence is possible we take R as
the (time-independent) equilibrium density operator of the reservoir, i.e., we define
Po =

kqt T R ( 0 ) .

(3.167)

It is useful to introduce in addition to P its orthogonal complement

Q=l-P.

(3.168)

The operator Q is a projection operator as well and by construction we have

QP = PQ = 0 .

(3.169)

The action of Q on the total density operator leads to

Q W t ) = @(t)

(3.170)

- /W&q 7

i.e. Q@ is the irrelevant part of the statistical operator.
Both projectors, P and Q,can be used to systematically develop a perturbation expansion
with respect to Hs-R in the equation of motion for the RDO. To achieve this goal we start our
considerations in the interaction representation. We have
p@(I)(t) = kqtrR{@(')(t)) = Reqp(')(t)

.

(3.171)

+

Using the identity @(')(t) = P@(')(t) Q@(I)(t) the Liouville-von Neumann equation
(3.98) can be split into two coupled equations. First we have
(3.172)

Taking the trace with respect to the reservoir states it follows that

In a similar manner one obtains the equation of motion for &@(I)

as
(3.174)
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By means of these formal manipulations we have been able to reduce the equation of motion
for I@(')to a coupled set of equations for b(') and Qk(').
Next we will show that an iterative solution of these coupled equations generates a perturbation expansion with respect to Hs-R on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.173). If we neglect
&I@(') altogether we recover the result of the previous section, i.e., we obtain the mean-field
correction to the system dynamics which is of first order in HS-R (see Eq. (3.145)). The
second-order contribution is calculated from Eq. (3.173) by inserting the formal solution of
Eq. (3.174) which is of first order in Hs-R. The commutator structure of the right-hand side
of Eq. (3.173) then results in second-order terms. The formal first-order solution of the equais obtained by neglecting QI@(') on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.174). One
tion for Qk(')
gets

Here, the first part on the right-hand side tells us, whether or not I@(')initially factorizes
into a system and reservoir part. It is easy to verify that this term vanishes if the total density
operator factorizes at t = to, * ( t o ) + p(to)k,,. If such a factorization is not possible socalled initial correlations between the relevant system and the reservoir have to be taken into
account. The time scale for the decay of these initial correlations depends on the details of the
system-reservoir coupling. For simplicity we will not consider this effect in the following,
i.e., we assume that QI@(')(to)= 0.
The third-order contribution to Eq. (3.173) can be obtained by inserting Eq. (3.175) into
the right-hand side of Eq. (3.174). The formal solution of the resulting equation is then used
in Eq. (3.173). This iteration procedure can be continued to generate all orders of the perturbation expansion. Needless to say that with increasing order the complexity of the equations
increases as well. However, one of the advantages of the projection operator approach is that
an exact summation of the perturbation series is possible. The resulting Nukujima-Zwanzig
equation is discussed in Section 3.12.1. In the following we will focus on the second-order
contribution to the equations of motion of the reduced density operator.

3.5.6 Second-Order Equation of Motion for the Reduced Statistical
Operator
Inserting Eq. (3.175) into Eq. (3.173) we obtain the equation of motion for the RDO which is
of second-order with respect to Hs-R as

to

(3.176)
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In the following we will discuss this equation for the multiple factorized form Eq. (3.146)
of the system-reservoir coupling. The first-order term on the right-hand side corresponds to
that in Eq. (3.145). In order to show this one has to use the cyclic invariance of the trace,
Eq. (3.74) in the space of the reservoir states. The mean-field contribution (in the interaction
representation) to the dynamics of the relevant system becomes
trR{fieq [H:), ( t ), @(I) ( t )-] 1=

C[K;')
( t )(

a v ) R l @(I)( t ) ] E

[H:; ( t ) ,@(I)(t)]- .

21

(3.177)
The general form of the mean-field Hamiltonian H,f has been introduced in Eq. (3.148).
Here, the expectation value has to be taken with the equilibrium reservoir density operator.
Next the second term in Eq. (3.176) is considered in more detail. First let us focus on the
integrand which contains a double commutator. Due to the factor (1- P ) there are altogether
8 terms where those containing the factor P include two trace operations. We consider the
four terms corresponding to the unit operator "1" of (1 - P ) . It reads, using Eq. (3.146) and
(3.178)

(3.179)

(3.180)

(3.181)
Next we will apply the results of Section 3.5.3 to rewrite the expectation values of the reservoir
part of HS-R as follows (first term in Eq. (3.179))

(a!)

(i?)@!:)

(T))R

=

trR {

ah'' (t)@il)( 7 ) k e q )

= trR{keqU,+(t - 7 ) a U u R ( t - T ) + ~ }
=

(@!'(t- T)@L"(O))R

.

(3.182)

Using similar steps we get for the remaining terms in Eq. (3.178)
(3.183)
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and

Apparently, the integrand of Eq. (3.176) can be cast into a form which has only four terms
each containing the following type of function (the superscript (I) on the bath operators will
be suppressed in the following).

Here we combined the reservoir operators with their expectation values to the operator

This operator describes thejuctuations of the reservoir part of Hs-R with respect to its average value. The function Cu,(t) in Eq. (3.186) which is called reservoir correlationfunction
therefore establishes a connection between the fluctuations of the operators a,, (t) and G Z L ( t )
at different times (see also Sec. 3.4.5, a detailed discussion of the correlation functions can be
found in the following section). For most systems the correlations of the fluctuations decay
after a certain correlation time T ~ Note
.
that these fluctuations do not change the quantum
mechanical state of the reservoir which is still described by the canonical density operator.
If a, is a Hermitian operator we have

from which we get the important property

c;,(t)= CvZL(-t)

.

(3.189)

Using the definition of the correlation function the equation of motion for the RDO finally
follows as

t

-

[ d T (C,,(t - T ) [ ~ ~ " ( t ) , ~ ~ " ( T ) ~ ' " ( T ) ] to

-Cv,(-t

+

T)

[ K p( t ) ,#id')(T)KA')(414 .

(3.190)

This equation is valid for non-Hermitian operators K , and aZL.
If the reservoir operators aU
are Hermitian then C,, (- t + T ) can be replaced by C;,,
(t - T ) . Since every term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (3.190) is given by a commutator it is easy to demonstrate that the
RDO equation ensures conservation of total probability, i.e. trs{aP(t)/at} = 0. Furthermore, by computing the Hermitian conjugated of the right-hand side of Eq. (3.190) one may
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demonstrate that the Hermiticity of
is assured for all times (note that in the case of nonHermitian operators I<, and 9, the whole u,w-summation realizes Hermitian operators).
Eq. (3.190) is frequently called Quantum Master Equation (QME) since it generalizes
ordinary rate equations (Master equations) of the type given in Eq. (3.2) to the quantum
case (represented by the reduced density operator). Alternatively, the term densify matrix
equation in the second Born approximation is common. Here, one refers to the second-order
perturbation theory applied to the system-reservoir coupling. (The treatment of higher-order
contributions can be found in [Jan02,Lai91,Kor97,Tan9 11.)
The right-hand side of this equation reveals that the change in time of the RDO is not
only determined by its actual value but by the history of its own time dependence. Therefore,
Eq. (3.190) is specified as the QME with memory effects. This type of memory effect has
been already encountered in our introductory example in Section (3.4.5). In the present case
the memory time T~~~ is obviously determined by the reservoir correlation function but is not
necessarily identical to the correlation time T ~Before
.
we concentrate on the properties of the
QME, the reservoir correlation function will be discussed in the following section.

3.6 The Reservoir Correlation Function
3.6.1 General Properties of C,, ( t )
The importance of the reservoir correlation function for the dynamics of some relevant system
interacting with a reservoir is apparent from the QME (3.190). Before turning to specific
models for C,,(t) we will discuss some of the more general properties of this function as
well as of its Fourier transform

c,,(w)

=

1
S

dt eiUtCUv(t)
.

(3.191)

If Eq. (3.189) is valid it follows immediately that

Cvu(-w) =

dt eiUtC:,,(t) ,

(3.192)

and that Cz,,(w) = C,,(w). It will further be convenient to introduce symmetric and antisymmetric correlation functions

( t )= c,, ( t )+ G v
( t )>

CLU’ ( t )=

c,, ( t ) - c;,( t )

2

(3.193)

respectively. Note, that Ck!’(t) is a real function while C k ’ ( t ) is imaginary. Moreover,
C,(t’(-t) = CL:’(t) as well as Cii’(-t) = -CLL’(t) holds.
Another fundamental property of C,,,(w) can be derived if one starts from the definitions
(3.182)and (3.186) and introduces eigenstates la)and eigenvalues E , of the reservoir Hamiltonian. Using these eigenstates to perform the trace operation we obtain

(3.194)
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The woa = (I30 - E a ) / h are the transition frequencies between the reservoir energy levels
and
f(Ea)

(alkqla) = exp(-&/kBT)/

zeXP(-E0/kBT)
0

(3.195)

denotes the thermal distribution function with respect to the reservoir states. The time integration of the exponential function produces the delta function (Eq. (3.128)), i.e. we get
(3.196)
Now we consider the Fourier transform of the correlation function where the indices u and v
are interchanged. Interchanging also a and /3 gives
(3.197)
According to the identity
exp

{ -”)
kBT

{

~ ( w waO) = exp -

(3.198)

we arrive at the important result
(3.199)
which relates the positive frequency part of the correlation function to its negative frequency
part. Note, that Eq. (3.199) builds upon the definition of C,,( w ) with respect to the thermal
equilibrium of the reservoir.
Using Eq. (3.193) the Fourier transform of the symmetric and antisymmetric part of the
correlation function can be written as
C$(W)

= C,,(w) f Cvu(-w) .

(3.200)

If we replace Cvu(-w)in Eq. (3.200) by the result of Eq. (3.199) it follows that
(3.20 1)
Here, the Bose-Einstein distribution function

n ( w )=

1
exp{h/kBT} - 1

(3.202)

has been used to rewrite the expression for C,,. Combining the two parts of Eq. (3.201) we
get a relation between the Fourier transforms of the symmetric and antisymmetricparts of the
correlation function which reads
(3.203)
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Since a relation between the correlation function and its antisymmetric part CLpI)(w)has
been established it is easy to express Cu,(t) by C $ i ) ( w ) .The inverse Fourier transformation
can then be written in terms of the half-sided Fourier integral

-m
m

/G
dw

(e-yl

+ n ( w ) ] c ; ; ) ( w )+ c"""(w)c;,'(w))

.

(3.204)

0

To summarize, it is possible to express the reservoir correlation function either by its symmetric or antisymmetric part. This freedom of choice will be particularly useful in the context of
classical simulations of the reservoir as we will see in Section 3.6.6.

3.6.2 Harmonic Oscillator Reservoir
The explicit quantum mechanical calculation of Cuv(t)is not feasible in practice since there
is no way to calculate the quantum mechanical states of a general macroscopic reservoir such
as a solvent surrounding some solute molecule. To overcome this difficulty several models for
the reservoir and its interaction with the system have been developed.
In the case of a reservoir which is characterized by a stable crystalline structure the correlation function can readily be calculated using the following reasoning: In many of such
systems where the atoms (or molecules) form a regular lattice with high symmetry lattice
vibrations only appear as small oscillations around the equilibrium positions at sufficiently
low temperature. In this case a harmonic approximation is possible, i.e., the force driving
the atoms back to their equilibrium position can be taken to be proportional to the deviation
from this equilibrium position. In Section 2.6.1 we have seen that a harmonic approximation
to some global potential energy surface allows to introduce normal mode vibrations whose
quantum counterparts in the case of a crystalline structure are called (lattice-) phonons. As
the main result of the introduction of normal mode oscillations the individual atom coordinates are mapped on a set of harmonic oscillator coordinates which are independent of each
other.
It should be remarked that this situation is not the rule: For example, in low temperature
solutions the solvent is essentially frozen into a disordered solid. Here, it is more difficult
to calculate C,,,(t) because the solute is likely to interact with system specific localized vibrational modes of its immediate surroundings. If the temperature is increased such that the
reservoir becomes a liquid the notion of normal modes as small amplitude motions around
stable structures loses its meaning at all. In such situations one has to resort to classical simulations of the reservoir. This approach will be discussed in Section 3.1 1. In fact as we will see
in Section 4.3.2 on ultrashort time scales it is often possible to introduce instantaneous normal
modes.
Having in mind the important concept of a normal mode bath we will adapt the correlation
function to this situation now. In a first step we introduce a more specific structure of the
coupling Hamiltonian, Hs-R. Let us assume that we have performed a Taylor expansion of
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Hs-Rwith respect to the reservoir coordinates. If we focus on the lowest-order contribution
only, Hs-Rwill become linear with respect to the harmonic oscillator reservoir coordinates

2 = {Zt}. Further, Hs-R given in Eq. (3.146) is assumed to contain a single term only.
This restriction is made basically to simplify the notation. The extension to more general
expressions for the coupling Hamiltonian is straightforward. Dropping the index u we can
write

Here, s comprises the coordinates of the system and yc is the system-reservoir coupling
if compared with Eq. (3.146), corresponds to
constant. The given expression for Hs-R,
a reservoir part = CFhy€Zc. Note that (Z,), = 0, that is, the thermal fluctuations
of the reservoir coordinates are taking place symmetrically around 2, = 0. Since we are
dealing with decoupled normal mode oscillators the reservoir Hamiltonian can be written as
HR = Ct HiR'. Here the single-mode Hamiltonian is given by HiR'= hut (C,'Ct
1/2),
where C l and Cc denote normal mode oscillator creation and annihilation operators (cf. Section 2.6.2). In terms of the creation and annihilation operators the reservoir coordinates are
x(C€ C l ) (see Eq. (2.81)). Further, W E is the normal mode
written as 2, =
frequency and the harmonic oscillator eigenstates, IMt) = ( C $ ) M e I O c ) / m will
, be
labelled by the oscillator quantum number Mc. The respective eigenenergies are given by
EM= CEEM( = CEhuc(Mc 1/2) (cf. Eq. (2.71)). With the help of these assumptions
and Eq. (3.196)the correlation function takes the form

+

,/m

+

+

c(w)

c

= 2n c%7Ct f(EN)(Nlz€IM)(MIZ€'IN)d(w
- (EM -EN)/fi)
€.Ct

NM

-

(3.206)
The matrix elements of the reservoir coordinates simply reduce to (cf. Eq. (2.69))

Inserting this result into Eq. (3.206) enables us to carry out the complete summation with
respect to the set of quantum numbers M. Here, care has to be taken when performing the
sum with respect to Mc and Ntt if # <',and the sum with respect to Mc alone if = <'.
We distinguish between these two cases in the &('-summations and get ( W M ~ N=~(EM€-

<

EN€)/@

<
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Since (N~IZ~IM~)
# S N ~ , Mall~ ,terms with

# <'vanish and it follows that

The matrix elements of the oscillator coordinate can be obtained using Eqs. (2.77) and (2.79).
We get for the squared matrix elements entering (3.209):

ti

l(MElzIlN€)12 = - ( N € S M c , N c - I
2WI

+

+ l)SMc,Nc+l) .

(3.2 10)

Inserting this into Eq. (3.209) yields

(3.21 1)
The summations with respect to the oscillator quantum numbers can be carried out after introducing the mean occupation number of a harmonic oscillator mode (Bose-Einstein distribution, see Eq. (3.202))
(3.2 12)
With the help of this expression we obtain
(3.213)
In principle, higher order correlation functions of oscillator coordinates could be obtained
along the same lines. However, there is a more elegant way to such multi-time correlation
functions which makes use of the concept of generating functions. This will be explained in
the next section.

3.6.3 Nonlinear Coupling to a Harmonic Oscillator Reservoir
In the preceding section we argued that the type of system-reservoir coupling introduced
in Eq. (3.205) is the result of a Taylor expansion of Hs-R with respect to the reservoir
coordinates. Here we will consider the case where higher contributions have been taken into
account. For this reason we introduce a general expansion of the reservoir part (again only a
single coupling term is taken and the indices u and v will be dropped). In order to simplify the
notation we change from 21 to the dimensionless coordinate operators QE =
x 2,
= C, + C: and write

,/w
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Such type of bath operator we will encounter, for instance, in Section 4.4. According to

Eq. (3.186) such an expansion results in a correlation function C ( t ) which comprises dif-

ferent reservoir coordinate correlation functions. It will be shown in the following that all
these different types can be calculated since the reservoir is formed by independent harmonic
oscillators.
All the expansion contributionsresult in the following general type of reservoir coordinate
correlation function (compare the notation of Eq. (3.186)).

( t,)Qc1...Q<,)R
CEc ( t )= (Qsl ( t ) - . . & ~
(m*n)

.

(3.2 15)

In our notation the first set of m different time-dependent coordinate operators are positioned
left from the set of n different time-independent operators. Although one can try to compute
C:y’”’(t) directly as presented in Section 3.6.2 the mentioned ordering scheme offers a much
more efficient way. It is based on the introduction of the following so-called generating
function
( 3.21 6)

This function contains the set of constants o~ referring to the time-dependent coordinate operators and the set 6~ referring to the time-independent operators. Taking multiple derivatives
with respect to ot and 2 9 ~the correlation functions C“ll.’fl)(t)are recovered provided that
EE
we take the limit that all UE and 8~ vanish afterwards. Let us first calculate such multiple
derivatives

(3.217)

Obviously, the correlation function C$’”’(t) is reproduced in the limit o~ + 0 and 6 t + 0.
But the importance of this formulation comes from the possibility to derive a simple analytical
expression for the generating function Eq. (3.216). It is explained in detail in the supplementary Section 3.12.2 how such a computation can be carried out. The result is simply
(3.2 18)

with
1

A, = 5

+n ( q ),

Bg(t)= (1+ n(uc))e-i”Et
+ n(wg)eiWft.

(3.219)

Notice that the Fourier transform of the last expression already appeared in Section 3.6.2.
Let us utilize Eq. (3.218) to compute the coordinate correlation functions up to the type
C:;’”’(t) which is related to the third-order part of the expansion Eq. (3.214) (higher-order
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functions are calculated in [Oht89]). We take into account that for a harmonic oscillator reservoir all correlation function C$’”)(t) vanish if m + n is an odd number. A systematic way
how to carry out the calculation is given in the supplementary part to this chapter, Section
3.12.2. Here we only quote the results. First we consider the correlation function which stems
from the linear part of the expansion Eq. (3.2 14).The result is
C:;”’(t) = (QcI ( t )Q ~ , ) R = 6, 1 ,El B,, ( t ) .

(3.220)

The Fourier-transformed expression can be retrieved in Eq. (3.213). Moreover, we obtain

It corresponds to the case of a quadratic dependence of the system-reservoir coupling on the
reservoir coordinates. Besides time-dependent contributions there are also time-independent
terms. As the next higher type of correlation function we obtain

The first term of the right-hand side written explicitly is followed by those terms where the
indicated exchange of arguments has to be carried out (C(3,’)-$f(t)
has the same structure but
different arguments). Finally, we present the correlation function related to a cubic dependence of the system-reservoir coupling on the reservoir coordinates

C:i’3’( t ) = (Qc,

(t)Qc2 (t)QcS ( t )Qcl Qc, QE.~
)R ,

(3.224)

with

~ : z ’ ~ ) (=
t)

+

+

{~e,,~l~,2,~z~,3,~3

(all permutations of

f1,~2,~3)}

XB€l(t)B,z(t)Bcs( t )

{ &el, c 2 2 ~x~ [I~ , 3 , c 1 6 c 2 r c+3 ~(dl~ 2permutations of
+ (all permutations of

.

~ 1 <2,
, ~ 3 ) )

, GI]

~1 ( 2 ,

(3.225)

The expression looks quite complicated but simplifies essentially if it is introduced into the
overall correlation function C ( t )where summations with respect to the different indices are
carried out. Some applications can be found in the Sections 3.8.5 and 4.4.
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3.6.4 The Spectral Density
To simplify the (Fourier transformed) correlation function, Eq. (3.213) or the coordinate correlation functions introduced in the preceeding section one introduces the so-called spectral
density J ( w ) . Here, we will exclusively concentrate on the type of correlation function introduced in Eq. (3.213). Therefore, the spectral density is defined as
(3.226)

d m

= wcgc, what can be related
The dimensionless coupling constant gc is given by ^(E
to Eq. (3.214) viagc = gjl)/wc. With the help of Eq. (3.226) the correlation function (3.213)
can be written as

C ( w ) = 27r w2[1+ n ( w ) ] [J(w)- J ( - w ) ]

.

(3.227)

This notation points out the significance of the spectral density which contains the specific
information about the reservoir and its interaction with the relevant system. We emphasize
that for the case that the reservoir can be modelled as a collection of harmonic oscillators in
thermal equilibrium which are linearly coupled to the system degrees of freedom the reservoir
correlation function is described by a single function J ( w ) .
Using the general relation (3.201) we can also write

c(-)(w)
= 27r w2 [ J ( w )- J ( - w ) ] .

(3.228)

It is important to note that in the literature the factor w2 in (3.227) is often included into
the definition of the spectral density. However, the present notation will be more convenient
in the following chapters since gE is directly related to the dimensionless shift between PES
belonging to different electronic states (cf. Eq. (2.86)).
Although the spectral density, Eq. (3.226) is defined in terms of a sum of delta functions
any macroscopic system will in practice have a continuous spectral density. There exist different models for J ( w ) which are adapted to particular system-environment situations. They are
often characterized by a frequency dependence showing a power law rise for small frequencies which turns, after reaching a cut-off frequency wc, into an exponential decay for large
frequencies:
w 2 J ( w ) = O(w)j ,

wpe-w’wc

.

(3.229)

Here, the unit-step function guarantees that J = 0 for w < 0, and j o is some normalization
factor which depends on the actual definition of the spectral density (see above). For p = 1
and a cut-off frequency wc which is much larger than relevant frequencies of the considered
system we obtain the Ohmic form of the spectral density, w 2 J ( w )0: w . This expression has
to be used with caution, since a real system cannot have oscillator modes at arbitrarily high
frequencies.
A different frequency dependence is given by the so-called Debye spectral density

w”(w)

j0w

= O(w)
w2+w;
~

’

(3.230)
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which is typically used to characterize the coupling between a solute and a polar solvent (cf.
the discussion in Section 6.5). The frequency, W D , appearing in Eq. (3.230) is called the Debye
frequency. Note, that this spectral density also reduces to the ohmic case mentioned above if
the Debye frequency is assumed to be large.
If there exists an unambiguous relation between the mode index ( and the mode frequency
wc the quantity can be defined as a frequency-dependent function. Using the abbreviation
we) = gt it is then possible to rewrite the spectral density by introducing the density of
stares of the reservoir

(3.231)

It follows the relation

which highlights that the spectral density can be viewed as the reservoir density of states which
is weighted by the coupling strength between system and reservoir DOE
Once J ( w ) is fixed the time-dependent correlation function C ( t )can be calculated using
Eq. (3.204) as well as Eq. (3.228) for C ( - ) ( w ) . The obtained expression can be easily
separated into a real and imaginary part

’’

0

fw
cos(wt)coth -- i sin(wt)
2k~T

(3.233)

lndependent on the short-time behavior C ( t )decays for larger times with the correlation time
T~ which characterizes the time range for correlated reservoir fluctuations. To give an example
we will calculate C ( t ) ,Eq. (3.233) for the Debye spectral density introduced in Eq. (3.230).
Note that in the case of zero temperature C ( t )becomes a purely imaginary function. The real
part only enters at finite temperatures. It is easy to calculate C ( t ) in the high-temperature
limit kBT >> FWD where one can approximate c o t h ( f w / 2 k ~ Tby) 2 k ~ T / f wIf. one inserts
this approximation into C ( t ) and replaces w sin(wt) by the time derivative of cos(wt) one
obtains

C ( t )=

( 2 k ~ T+ it,-)a

at

1

M
I

0

dw cos(wt)
w +wD

(3.234)

Since the integrand is an even function we can extend the frequency integral up to --oo and
“Here we used c o t h ( h / 2 k ~ T =
) 1

+ 2n(w).
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calculate it using the residue theorem

(3.235)
Here, C1 and Cs are closed integration contours (with mathematically positive orientation) in
the upper and lower half of the complex frequency plane, respectively. We obtain for the
correlation function

(3.236)
The correlation function decays with a time constant T~ determined by the inverse of WD.
Notice that C ( t )is defined by bath operators, i.e., the correlation time can be considered as a
reservoir property. If the Debye frequency is assumed to be large, the spectral density (3.230)
has an ohmic behavior and the correlation time goes to zero, i.e., C ( t ) M 6 ( t ) ; this is the
Markovian limit.I2
Finally, we point out that in the general case where Hs-Rhas the form (3.146) we arrive
at a spectral density which depends on the same indices u and ZI as the reservoir correlation
function, i.e., J ( w ) is replaced by J,, (w). The dependence of the coupling on some additional
index could occur, for example, if we consider several diabatic electronic states which are
characterized by different coupling strengths to the environment. This point will be further
discussed in Chapter 6.

3.6.5 Linear Response Theory for the Reservoir
In Section 3.5.6 we have seen that the correlation functions Cu,(t) automatically enter the
QME as a result of the second-rder approximation with respect to the system-reservoir coupling. In the following we will demonstrate how these functions, which are exclusively defined
by reservoir quantities, can be introduced in an alternative way. For this reason we change the
point of view taken so far. We will not ask in which manner the system is influenced by the
reservoir but how the reservoir dynamics is modified by the system's motion. To answer this
question it will be sufficient to describe the action of the system on the reservoir via classical
time-dependent fields K,(t). Therefore, we replace HS-Rby

(3.237)
"There exist other model spectral densities that allow to determine the time dependence of the correlation function
analytically (see literature quoted in the Suggested Reading section).
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Here 6, stands for the various reservoir operators. The bath Hamiltonian becomes timedependent too, and is denoted by

As a consequence of the action of the fields K,(t), the reservoir will be driven out of equilibrium. But in the case where the actual nonequilibrium state deviates only slightly from
the equilibrium this deviation can be linearized with respect to the external perturbations. We
argue that in this limit the expectation value of the reservoir operator 6, obeys the relation
(3.239)
The functions xuu(tlf ) are called linear response functions or generalized linear susceptibiliries. In order to derive Eq. (3.239) we start with the definition of the expectation value
(&,(t))which is given by (keqis the reservoir equilibrium density operator)

(&,(t))3 trR{ke,u+(t - t o ) i , U ( t - t o ) } .

(3.240)

To linearize this expression with respect to the external fields the time-evolution operator
U ( t ,t o ) (which does not depend on t - to since the Hamiltonian is time-dependent ( R(t),
Eq. (3.238))) is first separated into the free part U R (-~t o ) defined by H R , and the S-operator
(cf. Section 3.2.2) which reads

s(t,t0)
= peexp

(-

t

J d T VL(. - ~ O ) H ~ ~ ~ ( T )-U to)>
R ( ~.

(3.241)

to

In a second step the S-operator is expanded up to first order in Hext(T ) . The result is inserted
into Eq. (3.240) and we obtain

Here, the time dependence of the reservoir operators 6t’(t)is given in the interaction representation. Comparing Eq. (3.242) with Eq. (3.239) the linear response function can be
identified asI3
(3.243)
First, we notice that the right-hand side depends on the time difference t-fonly (cf. Eq. (3.182)),
that is, xlll,(t1
f ) = x q L D-( t f). Second, a comparison with Eq. (3.193) shows that xuu(t)=
I3Here we assume that the equilibrium expectation values of 4, vanish.
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-iC$i)(t]/h.The important point is that if there exists an experimental setup to measure the
various (Qu(t))one is able to deduce xUv(t)if the K , can be changed in the measurement.
Thus, the response functions xu, (t) are quantities which can be experimentallydetermined at
least in principle. In contrast, the correlation functions C,, (t) which are needed to study dissipation into the reservoir are not directly related to an experiment. However, using Eq. (3.204)
one can compute Cu,(t) if xU,(t)is
Next, we consider how the internal energy of the reservoir changes via the influence of the
external fields K , (t).We obtain the internal energy as

{

E R ( ~=)trR k!equ+(t

- to)?l!(t)u(t
-to)}

The change in time follows as

{

(3.244)

1

~a E =
R trR %,i?l!(t)u+(t,tO)?l!(t)u(t,to)
&qU+(t, to)?l!(t)ix(t)u(t,
to)
(3.245)
The first two terms compensate each other and one finally gets

(3.246)
If the disturbance of the reservoir equilibrium state is weak enough we can insert the linear
susceptibility, Eq. (3.239), and obtain the change of internal energy expressed by the correlation function C$i)(t). The latter describes fluctuations of certain operators of the reservoir
whereas the change of internal energy is a measure of energy dissipation. Therefore, the
relation is called~ucruarion-dissipationtheorem.
Finally, it should be noted that this discussion is not restricted to the present situation.
Whenever some system under the influence of a weak external field is considered, its response
can be described in lowest-order using an appropriate linear response function. The latter is
completely defined by an equilibrium correlation function of some system operators.

3.6.6 Classical description of C,, ( t )
As long as the reservoir can be described by independent harmonic oscillators it is easy to
compute the correlation functions C,, using spectral densities, as has been shown in Section
3.6.2. If this is not possible one can go back to a classical description via molecular dynamics
simulations using the Hamilton function HR(P,2 ) (which is defined by the sets P = { P o
and 2 = { 2,) of momenta and coordinates, respectively). In such a case one has to clarify
14Note that the use of Eq. (3.204) requires in a first step according to Eq. (3.243)the determination of C i ; ' ( w )
from xzLv( t ) .
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how the quantum statistical correlation functions discussed so far have to be expressed via the
results of the classical molecular dynamic simulations. Let us denote the classical correlation
functions by
<U;v(t)

=

(@U(t)@&

.

(3.247)

are functions a U ( P ( t )Z, ( t ) )of the canonically conjugated variables, and the
Here the aU(t)
(0)} and 20z { Z l o ) }of initial
classical average is performed with respect to the set PO { PE

momenta and coordinates corresponding to the thermal equilibrium distribution, f( P, 2 ) =
exp(-H~(P2
, ) / k ~ T ) /( 22 is the partition function). Thus, we have
(3.248)

The classical correlation function is a real quantity which can be determined by a molecular dynamics simulation of the reservoir equilibrium. The problem is that instead of the
relation C,,,(t) = C:u(-t) the classical correlation function fulfills cu,(t) = cU,(-t) as
a result of the time-reversal symmetry of the classical equations of motion. This makes
upward and downward relaxation equally probable, since the relation C,, ( w ) / C u u ( - w ) =
exp{ - h / k B T } does not exist (see Eq. (3.199)). In order to solve this problem one identifies
c;l,(t) with half of the symmetric correlation function Ci:), Eq. (3.193). For the Fourier
transform c,,(w) we use Eq. (3.201) and obtain
(3.249)
and
(3.250)
Due to the temperature dependent prefactor detailed balance is guaranteed by these expressions. However, note that for an arbitrary system the replacement of the symmetrized quantum
correlation function by the classical correlation function represents only an approximation (for
a systematic study see, for instance, [Ego99]).

3.7 Quantum Master Equation
So far we have derived the QME in the interaction representation and studied the properties of
the reservoir correlation function which governs energy dissipation out of the relevant system.
For a number of applications it may be useful to stay in the interaction representation. Often, however, it is more appropriate to go back to the Schrodinger representation. Following
Section 3.5.3 the equation of motion for the RDO can be transformed from the interaction
representation into the Schrodinger representation according to

a

-ij(t)

at

a

=

-[Us(t

-

--[Hs,ij(t)]
i
ti

at

-

to)ij"'U,f(t
-

-

to)]-

+ U s ( t - to)-ij(I)(t)U,f(t
d
- to) .
at

(3.251)
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For Q. (3.190) this gives

-

-Cuu(-t

+ 0[U$(t - t 0 ) K m t - t o ) ,

U $ ( f - to>fi(i)Us(t- to)U$(f- to)K,Us(t- to)]x@(t

-to) .

}
(3.252)

Combining products of time-evolution operators and replacing t - 5 by T,we obtain the QME
in the Schrodinger representation

t-to

Before discussing details of this equation we will estimate the range of validity for the secondorder perturbation theory. Let us assume that the integrand in Eq. (3.190) is constant within
the memory time. Then the contribution of the integral to the right-hand side of the QME is
of the order of T ~ , , , ( H S - R ) ~In
/ ~order
~ . to justify the perturbation expansion, this quantity
(which has the dimension of a rate) has to be small compared to the first term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (3.190), ( H s ) / h .
The first term on the right-hand side is already known from Section (3.5.3). It contains the
mean-field contribution to the system dynamics which is of first order in the system-reservoir
interaction. The dynamics including this mean-field term is reversible. The second term on
the right-hand side which depends on the complex-valued correlation function C,, (t) leads
to a quite different behavior. This can be rationalized by neglecting the time integration for
a moment and considering only the diagonal elements of the density operator (in an arbitrary
representation) which are real. In this case the resulting differential equation is of the type
a f ( t ) / a t = - k f ( t ) , where k is proportional to the real part of the correlation function. The
solution of this type of equation will decay exponentially in time indicating an irreversible
flow of probability in the system. It will be shown in more detail below that the second
term in Eq. (3.253) is responsible for energy dissipation from the relevant system into the
reservoir. Finally, as already discussed at the end of Section 3.5.6, Eq. (3.253) also guarantees
Hermiticity of p and conservation of total probability.
In the QME (3.253) the RDO 6 appears with an retarded time argument, t - T, in the
integrand. This means that the actual change of probabilistic information in time (i.e., the
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right-hand side of Eq. (3.253)) is not determined by the probabilistic information at the same
time t but also by that of earlier times t - T . This type of equation is known from probabilistic
theory as a non-Markovian equation. It is encountered whenever time-local equations of
motion are reduced to equations which only describe a part of the original set of degrees of
freedom. In the present case we changed from the Liouville-von Neumann equation (3.98)
for the full density operator which is Markovian to the non-Markovian QME for the RDO. In
Section 3.7.1 we will show under what conditions the right-hand side only depends on b(t)
and the dynamics becomes Markovian again.
The characteristic feature of non-Markovian behavior is the appearance of memory effects
in the determination of the time dependence of the RDO. As already pointed out in Section
3.5.6 the time span for this memory is mostly determined by the reservoir correlation functions
CtLv(t).The time dependence of CUu(t)can often be characterized by a single or a set of
correlation times, T~ (for more details see, e.g., [Man01,Mei99,Sua92].
The QME (3.253) is a fundamental result of relaxation theory. It has found many applications in different areas of physics, mainly in quantum optics, nuclear magnetic resonance, solid
state physics, and in recent years also for the description of ultrafast phenomena in molecular systems. When using a QME, however, one should keep in mind that the perturbative
treatment of the system-reservoir coupling restricts its applicability and demands for a careful
separation of the full system at hand. In Chapters 5 - 9 we will discuss several examples in
this respect.

3.7.1 Markov Approximation
In the following we we explain in detail the transition from the non-Markovian Quantum
Master Equation (3.253) to a Markovian equation. Let us assume that a characteristic time
T,,~~,,,(memory time) exists which characterizes the time span of memory effects. Now, if the
reduced density operator b (i.e. any of its matrix elements) does not change substantially on
the time scale given by T ~ ~ , , ,memory
,
effects will be negligible. In this case one can invoke
the Murkov upproximation which amounts to setting

b(t - T ) M b(t)

(3.254)

in the time integral Eq. (3.253).
An alternative view is provided, if we suppose that within the Markov approximation the
minimum time step, At, for which information on the reduced density matrix is obtainable
is restricted by the memory time, i.e., At > T,,,~,,,. In case that the continuous time axis is
coarse grained with a mesh size dictated by
memory effects do not play any role for the
dissipative dynamics of the system. Due to this requirement the upper limit of the integration
in Eq. (3.253) exceeds the time interval where the integrand is finite. Thus, we can increase
this limit without changing the value of the integral, i.e., we will set t - to + M in the
following.
In order to discuss in more detail what precisely it means when we assume that the reduced
density operator does not change on the time scale of T~~~ we change to the representation of
b(t)in the eigenstates of H s , Eq. (3.141). Without any coupling to the reservoir the solution
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for P a b can be directly deduced from Eq. (3.99) as

Pab(t)= e-i"'ob(t-tO)

Pab(t0)

-

(3.255)

The diagonal elements are time-independent but the off-diagonal elements may be rapidly
oscillating functions. If 1/b&b << T~~~ the above given reasoning leading to the Markovapproximation breaks down. Thus, it is advisable to split off the oscillatory factor eCiwabt
from the reduced density matrix and invoke the Markov approximation for the remaining
slowly varying envelope. Therefore, we carry out the following replacement
ab

(t - ,-)

= e-iwob(t-T-tO)M

pab(t - T )

e-iwab(t--T-tO) & b ( t )

= ezwnbr
Pab(t)

(3.256)

7

where the tilde denotes the envelope part of the reduced density matrix. This approximation
scheme is equivalent to perform the Markov approximation in the interaction representation
since
pab(t)

=

( ( P a l e - i H s ( t - t o ) / h b ( I )( t ) e i H s ( t - t o ) / h

-

e-iwob(t-tO) ( ( P a I b ( l ) ( t ) l ( P b )

-

I(Pb)

(3.257)

Thus, the general prescription is that first we have to change to the interaction representation
and only then the Markov approximation is made:

b(i! - T )

= Vs(t- 7 - to)b(')(t- T)U:(t - 7 - t o )
M

=

Us(-T)&(t - to)$"(t)Us+(t - to)U,+(-T)
q ( T ) b ( t ) w T ).

(3.258)

Using this approximation the dissipative part of the QME (3.253) becomes

- Cvu(-T)

[Ku,b(t)KY)(-T)]
-

}

7

(3.259)

where K ~ ' ) ( - T=
) US(T)K,U$(T).A more compact form of this equation is obtained after
introduction of the operator

(3.260)
and the operator Ah') following from A, upon replacing C,,( 7 )by C,, (-7) (if any term of
HS-R is Hermitian, then Ah+) = A:). With this definition Eq. (3.259) can be written as

(3.261)
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Carrying out the commutator the resulting expression suggests to supplement the system
Hamiltonian by non-Hermitian contributions which are proportional to KuAu. Therefore,
we introduce the effective non-Hermitian system Hamiltonian

(3.262)
Note that for convenience we included the first-order mean-field term in the definition of
the effective Hamiltonian as well. Using Eq. (3.262) we obtain for the QME in the Markov
approximation the final result (H:")'
has to be understood as the Hermitian conjugated of
H(eff)except that all Au have been replaced by A:)

(3.263)
This equation can be interpreted as follows. We first note that the part of the dissipative
contributions acting exclusively from the left or from the right on the reduced density operator
can be comprised to a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian. According to the general structure of
the density operator, Eq. (3.71), this action can be understood as changing of the state vector
norm. However, the remaining dissipative part acting on the reduced density operator from the
left and the right simultaneously compensates for this normalization change. As a result the
condition trs{p} = 1 is fulfilled (together, of course, with conservation of total probability).
We conclude the discussion of this section by giving an alternative notation of the QME,
Eq. (3.263) based on the superoperator formulation in Liouville space which has already been
introduced in connection with the Liouville-von Neumann equation in Section 3.4.3. In the
present case a Liouville superoperator can only be introduced for the reversible part of the
QME. We set Cso = [Hs,.]-/ti and obtain from Eq. (3.261):

a
-b(t)
at

= -iC@(t) - Db(t) .

(3.264)

In contrast to first term on the right-hand side, the second one cannot be given via a Liouville
superoperator abbreviating a simple commutator. Instead, the so-called dissipative (or relaxation) superoperator Q has been introduced. Its concrete action on the RDO can be obtained
from the right-hand side of Eq. (3.261). Sometimes it is of useful to introduce the formal
solution of Eq. (3.264) as

/qt) = U ( t - to)b(to)

7

(3.265)

with the time-evolution superoperator

U ( t - t o ) = exp ( - i(Cs - iQ)(t- t o ) ) .

(3.266)

The action of Q can be characterized by considering the change of the internal energy of the
relevant system Es = t,rs{fi(t)Hs).Using Eq. (3.264) one immediately obtains
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The second part of the right-hand side follows if V is introduced according to Eq. (3.261). The
resulting expression shows that for cases where the commutator of the system Hamiltonian
with every operator K , vanishes, dissipation does not alter the internal energy. This may be
interpreted as an action of the environment reduced to elastic scattering processes which do
not change the system energy but probably the phase of the system. Because of this particular
property dissipative processes which do not change the system energy are related to what is
known as pure &phasing (for further details see the following section). Assuming that the
[ a ) are eigenstutes of Hs the coupling operator K, = Iu)(uI represents an example for a
system-reservoir coupling which guarantees the conservation of the internal energy Es. This
has to be expected since the system part K, of the system-reservoir coupling does not change
the system-state. To be complete we also remark that the internal energy remains constant if
the dissipation is of such a type that the second term in the trace expression of Eq. (3.267)
vanishes. We will discuss this case in more detail in Section 3.8.2
So far we did not take into account the specific structure Eq. (3.186) of the reservoir correlation function which may contain the factorized and time-independent part ( @ , ) R ( @ ~ ) R .
However, by carrying out the Markov-approximation it needs a separate treatment which is
detailed in the supplementary Section 3.12.4.

3.8 Reduced Density Matrix in Energy Representation
3.8.1 The Quantum Master Equation in Energy Representation
In the following we will transform the QME (3.253) into the energy (state) representation with
respect to the system Hamiltonian. Suppose we have solved the eigenvalue problem for Hs,

Then the reduced density matrix (RDM) is given by pab(t) = (al/i(t)lb)(cf. Eq. (3.141)).
Furthermore, we will introduce the matrix elements of the system part of the system-reservoir
coupling according to

(alK,Jb) = K:;) .

(3.269)

It should be pointed out that even though any other choice of a complete basis set for representing the density matrix is possible, the energy representation offers the advantage that
(3.270)
which simplifies the description of the coherent system dynamics. Taking the respective matrix element of the QME (3.253) we obtain after some rearrangement on the right-hand side
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the following equation of motion for the RDM ( U a b = ( E , - Eb)/h)

t-tn

+ c ,(T)K::)
~ K;,;)f?zWbCTpdb
( t - T)
K
g
- { c,u ( T)
+ C,,(7)K~b")K~~)eiWdaT}PCd(t
- T)) .
-

eiwbcT

(3.271)

A more compact notation of this equation is achieved by introducing the tetradic matrix
(3.272)
U.U

(3.273)
Apparently, h f a b , c d ( t ) determines the time span for correlations. For this reason, it will be
called memory matrix or memory function. Using this notation we can write the dissipative
part of the non-Markovian density matrix equation (3.271) as

In the following let us discuss two important properties of the solutions of the QME in the
energy representation. The first one concerns the normalization condition for the RDM, Eq.
(3.142), which expresses the fact that the total occupation probability of the different eigenstates of Hs is conserved, i.e. C, dp,,/dt = 0. It should be noted here that the basic property
of a probability to be positive, i.e., paa 2 0, cannot be proven in the general case (cf. Section
3.12.3). This requires careful analysis when carrying out the numerical calculation.
As a further property we expect that the stationary solution of the equations of motion for
Pab must correspond to a state which is in equilibrium with the reservoir. Since the reservoir
is at temperature T we demand for the density matrix the limiting behavior
(3.275)
To verify Eq. (3.275) we demonstrate that its right-hand side is an asymptotic solution of the
QME (3.27 1). This means that the right-hand side of the QME should vanish in the stationary
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limit, limt+, dp,,/dt = 0. In the first step of the proof we introduce the limit t + 00 in
every integral in Eq. (3.274). Since the reservoir correlation time T~ is finite we can replace the
- 7) in the integrand by its asymptotic expression Pab(O0). For
time-dependent RDM
Pab(O0) we substitute Eq. (3.275) (omitting the normalization constant) which is supposed to
be the correct solution. It follows

+ Mda,ac(T)eiwdar}d,de-EcIkBT

-

(3.276)
Next we use the properties of the memory matrix and combine various terms of the dissipative
part. Afterwards, the Fourier transform of the correlation function C,, (w)will be introduced

0 = -

+

~ d ~ ( { ~ , c , c o ( - ~ ) e i WMLa c- ,Tc a ( ~ ) e i W " c T } e - E ' ~ k B T
c o

+

)

- { Mca,ac(-~)eiwaerM c a , a c ( ~ ) e i W ' a T } e - E ' ~ k B T

=-&-/(
00

-m

=

C

dT

Mac,,, (7)eiwaCTe-Eal k B T - M,,,,, ( ~ ) e a ~ cePEc
a /kg

>.

- c,u,'u (C,,(w,,)Ki:)Kk~)e-E"/kBT - c , , ( ~ , , ) K ~ ~ ) K ~ ~ ~ ) ~ - E c / ~ B T

(3.277)
To see that the last part vanishes we use relation (3.199). Introducing it into Eq. (3.276) gives
(3.278)
c

u,v

The final result is obtained after an interchangeof u and w in the second term. Thus, the above
given reasoning demonstrates that the asymptotic form of the RDO determined by the QME
reads

The asymptotic form of the RDO which is the equilibrium density operator of the relevant
system was obtained as a result of the second-order perturbational treatment of the systemreservoir coupling Hs-R. Including all orders in a nonperturbative treatment the exact asymptotic form of the RDO has to be derived from the equilibrium density operator of the total
system with the Hamiltonian H. This is achieved by restricting it to the state space of the
relevant system according to trR{exp( - H / k B T ) } .
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3.8.2 Multi-Level Redfield Equations
After having introduced the energy (state) representationof the RDO let us discuss the Markov
limit. Eq. (3.274) gives the dissipative part of the reduced density matrix equations of motion.
Carrying out the Markov approximation, i.e., using Eq. (3.256) and shifting the upper bound
of the time integral to infinity, we obtain

-

[ Md b , a c( - 7 ) e i W b d T

+ ~ d b , a c ( ~ ) e Z w c a T ] P c d ( t ) ).
(3.280)

(Note that we could have started from the operator equation Eq. (3.263) as well.) The time
integrals can be viewed as half-sided Fourier transforms of the memory functions. These
complex quantities define the dissipative part of the QME in the Markov approximation. Their
real part describes an irreversible redistribution of the amplitudescontained in the various parts
of reduced density matrix. The imaginary part introduces terms which can be interpreted as
a modification of the transition frequencies and the respective mean-field matrix elements.
These frequency shifts often give no qualitatively new contribution to the reduced density
matrix equations. They can in these cases be accounted for by changing the energy scale or
adjusting the transition frequencies. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to the discussion of the
real part only leading to the following (damping) matrix

1
00

I'ab,cd(u)
= Re

dr

0

eiwTMab,cd(r)

KL:)KL:)

= Re
u,u

I

d r eiWTC,,(r).

0

(3.281)

In the second part we introduced Eq. (3.272) indicating that the damping matrix is mainly
determined by the half-sided Fourier transform of the reservoir correlation functions. To
establish the connection to the operator equation (3.263) derived in the previous section, we
note that the damping matrix can be written in the alternative form:
(3.282)
(Note that the actual frequency argument is fixed by the matrix elements of (clK!?(-r)ld)
in Eq. (3.260).) Using Eq. (3.281) the dissipative part of the QME in the state representation,
Eq. (3.280) becomes
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the dissipative contribution to the reduced density matrix equations of motion can be finally
written as

(%)

=-

diss.

Rab,cdPcd(t)

.

(3.285)

cd

It should be noted that in the literature the tetradic relaxation matrix, Eq. (3.284), is frequently
termed Redfield tensor after A. G . Redfield who introduced it in the theory of nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy in the early sixties [Red65].
Let us discuss in more detail the Redfield tensor and its effect on the dynamics of the
reduced density matrix P a b ( t ) . Since the density matrix elements can be distinguished as populations ( a = b) and the coherences ( a # b) it is reasonable to discuss Rat+d according to its
effect on the dynamics of Paa and Pab.
1. Population transfer: a = b, c = d
Using Eq. (3.284) the respective matrix elements of the Redfield tensor can be written as
Raa,cc

= 26a c

C

rae,ea(uae)

- 2 r c a , a c ( u c a ) = 6ac

C

kae - kca

.

(3.286)

e

e

Here we introduced the rate k a b (= ka+b) for the transition from state la) to state Ib) according
to
M

(3.287)
The two terms on the last line can be combined to give

k ab

-

1

dT e z u a b r M a b , b a ( T )

Mab,ba(uab)

.

(3.288)

From Eq. (3.286) we see that Raa,,, combines rates for transitions between different system
eigenstates. The first term in Eq. (3.286) corresponds to transitions from the state la) into all
other system states le) thus decreasing the occupation probability of the state la). Conservation of probability is established then by the second term in Eq. (3.286) which represents
transitions from all other states into the state la).
Eq. (3.288) shows that the transfer rate can also be written in terms of the Fouriertransformed memory matrix at the transition frequency w a b . Using Eq. (3.272) for the memory
matrix gives the following alternative expression for the energy relaxation rates

(3.289)
U,V

The amplitude of the rate for a particular transition is determined by the matrix elements of
the operators K , and by the value of the correlation function taken at the respective transition
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Figure 3.5: Transitions among five different quantum states la) of the relevant system with energies E,
( a = 1 , 2 , ..,5) (left part). The transitions are induced by the interaction with the reservoir which is
characterized by the spectral density J ( w ) (right part). The respective transition energies are related to
the shape of the spectral density which particular values represent one measure (besides the coupling
matrix elements) for the strength of the transition.

frequency, CUu(w= W a b ) . This last dependence can be viewed as a “probing” of the spectral
density at this frequency (cf. Fig. 3.5). In terms of the harmonic reservoir model this implies
that there has to be a reservoir oscillator mode which can absorb or emit a reservoir quantum
at the transition frequency of the system. Since the transitions between the system states are
therefore accompanied by energy dissipation into the reservoir, the rates (3.288) are also called
energy relaxation rates.
We can use Eq. (3.199) for C,,(w)to relate the forward rate for the transition from) . 1
to Ib) to the respective backward rate. Interchanging the summation indices u and v in Eq.
(3.289) yields
,721

(3.290)
This result which is a direct consequence of Eq. (3.199) guarantees the proper relation between excitations and de-excitation of the system’s quantum states yielding the equilibrium
according to Eq. (3.275). Eq. (3.290) is also known as the principle of detailed balance.
2. Coherence dephasing: a # b, a = c, b = d

c

In this case we have according to Eq. (3.284)
Rab,ab

Ynb

=

e

(rae,ea(wae)

+

rbe,eb(Wbe)) - raa,bb(O) - rbb,aa(O)

.

(3.291)

The expression determines the damping of the off-diagonal elements of the reduced density
matrix
( t ) .These off-diagonal elements are usually called coherences since they represent
phase relations between different states (here eigenstates of Hs). Consequently, the decay of
coherences is known as the dephasing process, and the T a b are called dephasing rates. We
notice that the first part of the dephasing rate can be written as Y~ Y b where and Y b equals
half of the relaxation rates Eq. (3.288) for the transitions out of the state) . 1 and Ib), respectively. Thus, within the present model energy relaxation is a source of coherence dephasing.

+
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The second part of Eq. (3.291) denoted by
is defined by the reservoir correlation function
at zero frequency, i.e., it represents an elastic type of collision where no energy is exchanged
between system and reservoir. These rates are usually named pure dephasing rates and we
write
(3.292)
with
(3.293)
21.21

However, the presence of pure dephasing not only requires non-zero correlation functions at
zero frequency but also non-vanishing diagonal matrix elements of the operators K,. We already met this requirement at the end of Section 3.7.1 where we discussed types of dissipation
which do not change the internal energy.
Traditionally, the relation 1 / T 2 = 1/2T1 +l/T,* is used to indicate the different contributions to the dephasing rate. Here, the total dephasing time T 2 is called transverse relaxation
time. (The term “transverse” is connected with its early use in the field of magnetic resonance
experiments where only two-level systems with a single relaxation time have to be considered.) 1 / T 2 has to be identified with T a b for a particular pair of levels and the pure dephasing
rate 72“)with l/T,*.Moreover, TI is called longitudinal relaxation time and corresponds to
kae)-’ and the lifetime
k b e ) - ’ (provided that both lifetimes are equal).
the lifetime
It is important to note that we have related the different relaxation times, which often serve
as phenomenological parameters, to a particular microscopic model for the system-reservoir
interaction.

(c,

(ce

3. All elements of R a b . , d which do not correspond to cases (1) and (2):
The remaining elements of the Redfield tensor do not have a simple interpretation in terms of
energy relaxation and coherence dephasing rates. However, we can distinguish the following
transitions induced by R a b , , d . First coherences can be transferred between different pairs of
states: p a b + pcd ( R a b , , d ) . Second, populations can change to coherences: pa, + pcd
(Raa,,d). And finally, the coherences can be transformed into populations: P a b + pcc
(&b,cc).
As a consequence there is a mixing between different types of reduced density
matrix elements. The conditions under which this reservoir induced mixing of populations
and coherences is negligible will be discussed in the following section.
Before doing this we shortly demonstrate that the multi-level Redfield equations also guarantee that the equilibrium density matrix Eq. (3.275) is a stationary solution. The demand
immediately leads to 0 =
R,,,,, exp(-E,/k&Z’). Noting Eq. (3.286) and the principle
of detailed balance, Eq. (3.290), it becomes obvious that the required relation is fulfilled.

c,

3.8.3 The Secular Approximation
The present form of the dissipative contribution to the QME in the state representation, Eq.
(3.285) mixes diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the reduced density matrix, as pointed
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out at the end of the previous section. In order to see under what conditions this mixing
between population and coherence type density matrix elements can be neglected consider
Eq. (3.285) in the interaction representation with respect to the system Hamiltonian (see also
Eq. (3.257)) :
(3.294)
The right-hand side contains various contributions which oscillate with the combined frequency W,b - Wcd. All contributions to the equations of motion where 1 / I W a b - wed( is
much smaller than the time increment At for which the QME is solved will cancel each
other upon integration of the equations of motion due to destructive interference. Let us suppose that we can neglect all those contributions to the dissipative part for which the condition
1/IW,b - u , d l <( At is fulfilled. There are at first glance two types of contributions which
cannot be neglected since lWab - u c d l = 0 holds. These are related to those elements of Rab,cd
which were discussed as cases (1) and (2) in the previous section. However, for systems with
- u c d ( = 0 can be fulfilled
degenerate transition frequencies such as a harmonic oscillator
even if Rab,cd belongs to the category (3) of the previous section. In general the approximation
which builds upon the consideration of only those terms in the dissipative part of the QME
(3.285) for which IWab - wCdl = 0 hofds is called secular appro~imation.'~
Note that within the Markov approximation the smallest possible time step, At, is deter~ If however,
~
~ in .systems with nearly degenerate transition
mined by the memory time T
frequencies the condition l / l W a b - u c d ( > T~~~ is realized the secular approximation determines the coarse graining of the time axis and therefore imposes a lower limit on the time
resolution of the reduced density matrix. On the other hand, even in anharmonic systems the
condition Iwab - Wed( = 0 can also be fulfilled accidentally. In other words, in practice one
should always carefully examine the system at hand and its time scales before using the secular approximation. All contributions to the QME which are beyond the secular approximation
will be called nonsecular in the following.
Thus, we have seen that even in the secular approximation there is a chance that populations and coherences are coupled via*Rab,cd.If we neglect this coupling, i.e. if we suppose
that IWab - wcdl = 0 holds only in the cases (1) and (2) of the previous section we are at
the level of the so-called Bloch'model. This type of approximation is likely to be good in
rather anharmonic systems. Within the Bloch model the right-hand side of Eq. (3.8.3) can be
separately written down for the diagonal part of the reduced density matrix, p::)
pa, = Pa,
and the off-diagonal part. We obtain for the former using a = b and c = d

=

(3.295)
Next, we consider the off-diagonal part of the Eq. (3.8.3), i.e. , a # b. Assuming within the
Bloch model that all transition frequencies are different we obtain from the secular condition
wab = Wcd the relations a = c and b = d , i.e. case (2) of the previous section. Changing from

.

"The approximation is often also termed rotating wwe approxirnarion
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the interaction representation of the reduced density matrix to the Schrodinger representation
the off-diagonal part becomes
(3.296)
Inspecting Eqs. (3.295) and (3.296) we find that these elements of the Redfield tensor do not
mix diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the reduced density matrix as desired. This means
that we can consider the equations for the populations and the coherences separately. The influence of the reservoir on these two types of reduced density matrix elements is characterized
by the energy relaxation and coherence dephasing rates introduced in the foregoing section
(Eqs. (3.289) and (3.289), respectively).

3.8.4 State Expansion of the System-Reservoir Coupling
To illustrate the formulas presented for the damping matrix in Section 3.8.2 we introduce an
expansion of HS-R in the eigenstates of Hs:
(3.297)
This expansion is very fundamental, and we will meet different versions of it in in the following sections. However, Eq. (3.297) is also a special version of the multiple factorized
ansatz, Eq. (3.146) for the system-reservoir interaction Hamiltonian. This conclusion is obvious when identifying the index u with (ab), K , with Ia)(bl (i.e. KL,") = S c a S d b ) , and
aUwith (alHs-~lb). We also stress the fact that the K,-operators do not represent Hermitian operators. In a first step and in accordance with Eq. (3.214) we set ( a ( H s - ~ l b )
a a b = li x
wegab(<)&( (note the replacement g:"/ue by the dimensionless coupling
constant g a b ( c ) introduced in Section 3.6.4). From Eq. (3.289) the (energy) relaxation rates
are obtained as

=

xe

kab

= Cab,ba(uab)

.

(3.298)

In accordance with Eq. (3.227) we get for the correlation function

where we introduced the generalized spectral density
(3.300)
The dephasing rate Y a b can be derived from Eq. (3.292). The pure dephasing contribution
may vanish if the correlation function equals zero for w = 0. A microscopic model for
nonvanishing pure dephasing is introduced below (see also Section 4.4).
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Figure 3.6: Multiquantum transitions among five different states la) of the relevant system with energies
E, (a = 1 , 2 , .., 5 ) . Left part: Case of quadratic coupling with a transition from level 5 to level 1
accompanied by the emission of two reservoir quanta. Pure dephasing between level 4 and level 2 is also
drawn (pair of states for transition indicated by shaded area). It proceeds via an emission and afterwards
an absorption of a reservoir quantum (level 4), and via an absorption followed by an emission of a
reservoir quantum (level2). (The positioning at level 4 and level 2 is not necessary but reminds on those
levels which are concerned.) Right part: case of cubic coupling with a transition from level 5 to level 1
accompanied by the emission of three reservoir quanta and of pure dephasing between level 4 and level
1 (pair of states for transition indicated by shaded area). (Processes which go upwards in energy do
contribute, but are not shown.)

3.8.5 Model for Pure Dephasing Processes
We already indicated in Section 3.6.3 that a coupling to the reservoir which is nonlinear in
the reservoir coordinates offers a mechanism which results in pure dephasing rates. In the
following this statement will be put into more concrete terms. To this end we use the representation of the system-reservoir coupling as introduced in the preceding section but with
expanded according to Eq. (3.214). Since the reservoir part
of the system-reservoir
coupling depends on the system quantum numbers a and b this will be also the case for the
the coeffiexpansion coefficients, i.e. we get instead of the quantities gtl(1),gt,( 2 ,)t 2 , and
@‘(Lb

( 2 )(El, &), and g:’(<l,
cients g6b’(<l),gab

g:y.t2rt3

&, &), respectively. The transition processes which

are caused by these couplings can be classified by the following equations for the related transition frequencies (it will be justified below in considering the respective reservoir correlation
functions, cf. Fig 3.6). For the process described by the linear term we get w,b = we1,indicating as already discussed that transitions in the spectrum of the relevant system are originated
by the absorption or emission of a single reservoir quantum. The quadratic coupling can be
characterized by Wab = wtI f w t 2 and the cubic one by Wab = w t l f w t2 f w t 3 . In both
cases transitions in the spectrum of the relevant system may be accompanied by a combined
emission and absorption of reservoir quanta.
As already underlined we meet processes related to pure dephasing if the given equations
are specified to the case u = b. It requires to take the the limit W E , + 0 for the linear coupling
and utI = wt 2 for the case of quadratic coupling. Here, the absorption and emission of the
same energy quantum appears. But in the case of cubic coupling we get weI f wt2 fwt3 = 0
what underlines that the absorption of a single quantum may be combined with the emission
of two different quanta (case wtI = wt2 we3),and vice versa.
Using Eq. (3.293) we may introduce the pure dephasingrate y(pdJ) caused by the quadratic

+
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coupling and the rate y ( p d i 3 ) caused by the cubic coupling (the interference term between contributions from the linear and cubic coupling will be not discussed here). We may write
y p 2 )

-Idtc

=

E l L 2 El,<,

9:)([1r<2)gbb

(2) (<1>&){

(&sl(t)Q€Z(t)&~lQ~z)~

( Q C , ( ~ ) Q E ~ ( ~(QclQcz)~}
))R

c c

and
7 p 3 1

-I

=

dt

(3.30 1)

9~~)(E1,6,E3)9~~)(~1,~2,6)

<1&&
(t)Qt2(tN.5 ( t )Qcl QczQc33)~
.
€11€2r<3

X(&tl

(3.302)

The first rate 7zd”)contains a nonvanishing factorized part (compare Eq. (3.221)) whereas
such a part equals to zero for the second type of dephasing rate. We continue by inserting
the expressions Eqs. (3.222) and (3.224) (together with Eq. (3.221)). Noting Eq. (3.222) for
(Qt1(t)Qc2(t) Qcl QC~))R
we see that the time independent part is cancelled by the factorized
correlation function. In a next step we account for the fact that the coupling constants g(’) and
g@) are even functions of the mode indices and get (cf. Eq. (3.219) for Bc (t))
7,(pdJ)
b
= -2

c

€1 152

s~)(~1,<z)9~&)(Gr~2)
/ d t B<l(t)B€z(t)
.

(3.303)

The third-order coordinate correlation function determining y(pdv3) is given by a term cubic
in Bc(t)and a linear term. The latter can be neglected since we consider the limit w + 0.
Therefore, it follows
y2”’”)= -6

1.

g ~ ) ( r l , E 2 , E 3 ) 9 : ~ ) ( E 1 , ~ ~ > E 3 B<l(t)B&(t)B<~(t)
)
* (3.304)
€1r621ki

According to Eq. (3.219) for Bl(t) we may systematically arrange the different terms which
contribute. We obtain
yy.2)=

-47r

c

€1 .€2

9~~)(51,E2)9~&’(<~,~2)

{[(I+ n ( w d ) ( 1 + n ( w t z ) ) +n(w€l)n(w€z)]~(wcl
+ Y Z

+w + n(Wcl))n(w€,)GJ€land
(P43)

?a b

=

- 127r
€1 9E2 153

gg)(<l,

,

(2 <3)9::)

WEz)}

)

(3.305)
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{ [(I + n(w<1))(1-t- n(w€~))(l+ n ( w € 3 ) )+ n(w€1)71(Wb)n(‘%)]

+ We2 +
+3[(1 +
+
Xd(W€l

W€3)

n(w€l

X&J€I

+WE2

-%)}

n(w&))n(w&3)

.

+ n(wcl)n(w<Z)(l

+

n(wc3))

(3.306)
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In both formulas we used the definition of the &function and took advantage of the symmeas well as the rate
would only give
try of the coupling constants. The rate
nonvanishing contributions via the term proportional to ~ ( W E ,- weZ) and proportional to
S(wel we2 - w t 3 ) ,respectively. However, in the case of the quadratic coupling pure dephasing is realized by the absorption and emission of reservoir quanta which are degenerated in
energy. This is different from the cubic coupling. Here, a single quantum may be absorbed
by the relevant system and afterwards two quanta with the same total energy may be emitted, or alternatively, two quanta are absorbed and a single quantum is emitted (cf. Fig. 3.6).
This difference between the two coupling mechanisms indicates that the cubic coupling seems
more important since the variety of frequency combinations is much larger then in the case of
quadratic coupling.
Finally, we would like to point out that as for the linear coupling case the summation on
the various mode-indices [ I , (2, etc. can be removed by introducing spectral densities (cf.
Section 4.4).However, these spectral densities will dependent on two frequency arguments in
the case of quadratic coupling and on three in the case of cubic coupling.

~2~’~)

YL:~’~)

+

3.8.6 Some Estimates
After Eq. (3.253), we already discussed the range of validity of the QME. Using the energy
representation introduced in this section, a more detailed account is possible. To do this we
concentrate on the energy representation of the Markovian version of Eq. (3.253) with the
dissipative part given by Eq. (3.285). A necessary criterion for the validity of the QME
would be that the absolute value of any transition frequency Wab is larger than the respective
level broadening determined by the dephasing rates T a b , Eq. (3.292). Using the expression
for HS-R introduced in Eq. (3.297) and noting the absence of pure dephasing we have to
compare Iw,b( with the dephasing rates following from the Eqs. (3.289) and (3.299). Since
every term stemming from Eq. (3.299) has to be small and assuming zero temperature we get
I w a b I > W i r Jae,ea(Wae) + W i e J b e , e b ( W b e ) . If Wab X Wae,Wbe the respective Values O f the
spectral densities have to be small compared to w i t . This restriction can be relaxed whenever
the cut-off frequencies of the spectral densities are smaller than Wac, Wbe. If Wab is much larger
than w,,, Wbe, then the spectral densities have to be small compared to W a b / W i , . This latter
case imposes to the spectral density a much stronger constraint of smallness as the foregoing
relations. The discussion indicates that the concrete structure of the spectrum of the relevant
system decides on the extend at which the system-reservoir coupling can be increased such
that the QME is still valid
Finally, we demonstrate that in case of the Bloch model as introduced in Section 3.8.3 it
is possible to change back from the energy representation to an operator notation of the QME.
One immediately arrives at

(3.307)
The first sum including an anti-commutator is exclusively determined by the energy relaxation
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rate Icab whereas the second sum incorporates the pure dephasing part yy),Eq. (3.293).
Once pure dephasing vanishes the whole dissipative part resembles what is often called
the Lindbladf o m . It is possible to derive this type of dissipative contribution to the equation
of motion of the reduced density operator in a more formal way starting from the assumption
that the diagonal elements of the reduced density operator have to be greater or equal to zero in
any basis set. This has been shown by Lindblad in the 1970s. The advantage of Eq. (3.307) is
that the condition paa(t) 2 0 is guaranteed by construction in contrast to the case of the QME.
The Lindblad form of the dissipative contribution to the equations of motion for the reduced
density operator has become very popular in the context of the so-called Monte Curlo wave
function method which is discussed in Section 3.12.6.
Using the Lindblad form of dissipation (or the Bloch model) which guarantees positivity
of the density matrix one has to pay attention not to over-interpret the results. In contrast
to the multi-level Redfield theory one may increase the system reservoir coupling strength
without obtaining results which apparently behave in a wrong way. Nevertheless, one has
already left the region of applicability of the whole approach, which is of second-order in the
system reservoir coupling, and obtained formally meaningless results.

3.8.7 From Coherent to Dissipative Dynamics: A Simple Example
In the following we will discuss the dynamics of a coupled two-level system using the methods developed in Sections 3.2 and 3.8.2. It should be noted that despite its simplicity the
model of a two-level system provides an important reference for understanding the dynamics in complicated condensed phase situations. We will start by solving the time-dependent
Schrodinger equation for the two-level system. Afterwards the density matrix theory based
on the QME in the Markov approximation will be applied.

Coherent Dynamics
In Section 2.8.3 we obtained the eigenvalues Ea=* and eigenvectors la = k)for a system
~ , ~ by some inconsisting of two zeroth-order states Irn = 1,2) with energies E ~ = coupled
teraction V (cf. Eq. (2.15 I)). The time-evolution operator for the isolated two-level system
U ( t ) = ePiHt/' is conveniently expressed in terms of the eigenstates la = A=). One obtains

This expressioncan be used to determine, for instance, how the initially prepared zeroth-order
state 11) evolves in time. To this end we calculate the probability for transitions between 11)
and 12) which is defined as
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Figure 3.7: Transition amplitude P l + z ( t ) following from Eq. (3.313) for different (scaled) detunings
- ~z1/21VI= 0 (solid), 1 (dotted), 2 (dashed), plotted versus (scaled) time IVlt/h.

Once this quantity is known the survival probability is obtained as P1+1 ( t ) = 1 - Pl+z(t).
Using Eqs. (2.163)and (2.165) we get (6 = F,if a = k)

(3.310)
This gives for the transition probability (w+- = (&+

-

&-)/h)

(3.3
Using
w+- t
[cos(w+- t ) - lIZ sin2 (w+-t)= 2 (1 - cos(w+-t)) = 4 sin2 2
we finally get

+

(3.3

For the case that the zeroth-order states have the same energy this expression simplifies to
~1,2(t)

= sin2 (Ivlt/h).

(3.314)
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The time dependence of the transition probability is shown in Fig. 3.7 for different detunings,
IEI - ~21/21Vl,between the zeroth-order states. From (3.313) we realize that P1+2(t) will
oscillate with a frequency R which depends on the detuning: 52 = J ( E ~ - ~ 2 )41VI2/2h.
~
Given a constant coupling V the oscillation frequency will increase with increasing detuning.
At the same time, due to the prefactor in Eq. (3.313), the transfer will be less complete. A
complete population switching occurs only if the two zeroth-order states are degenerate. The
oscillation frequency is then R = V/h and according to Eq. (3.314) a complete transfer is
realized for the condition t = (2N l).rrh/21VI where N is an integer.
We would like to point out that this simple result reflects the general statement made earlier
namely that time-dependent phenomena in a closed quantum system appear whenever a noneigenstate, that is, a superposition of eigenstates has been prepared initially. In the present
case the initial preparation of state 11) corresponds to a particular superposition of the two
eigenstates I+) and I-).

+

+

Dissipative Dynamics using Eigenstates
The dissipative dynamics of the two-level system will be described using the density matrix in
the state representation. Here in principle we have two possibilities: In a situation where some
zeroth-order initial state has been prepared, one is often interested in the survival amplitude
related to this initial state which is given by pmm(t) (cf. Chapter 3). On the other hand, one
could also use the representation in terms of the eigenstates: p a b . It seems as if there were no
difference between these two representationsbecause we can relate them via
(3.315)
However, we should recall that in Sections 3.7 and 3.263 the equations of motion for the reduced density matrix have been derived in the eigensrare representation. As a consequence
all approximations (Markovian dynamics, secular approximation)make reference to the spectrum of the full Hamiltonian (2.150) and not only to the zeroth-order states. In the following
we will show that simulations using either eigenstates or zeroth-order states can yield different
results.
Let us start by specifying the coupling of the two-level system to its environment. We will
assume that the latter can be described by uncoupled harmonic oscillators with coordinates
2 = { Z t } . To account for energy dissipation from the two-level system into the reservoir we
will consider the simplest version of the coupling Hamiltonian (cf. the final part of Section
3.8.2). Using the general notation, Eq. (3.146), we take the system part to be

Ku = Im)(nl .

(3.316)

The index u in Eq. (3.146) has to be identified with the pair (m,n ) and the reservoir part of
Eq. (3.146) is written as a linear expression in the reservoir coordinates:
(3.317)
Here we have introduced the dimensionlesscoupling constant gmn(<) which has already been
used in Section 3.6.4. Concentratingon energy exchange with the environment via transitions
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between both zeroth-order system states we will assume that g m n ( t ) has only off-diagonal
elements.
The definition of the system-environment coupling in terms of the zeroth-order states
will often have practical reasons. For instance, in Chapter 6 we will discuss the electron
transfer between a donor and an acceptor state (i.e., in an electronic two-level system). Since
the electronic donor and acceptor states are well-defined, it may be more straightforward to
model their interaction with the environment separately, i.e., without taking into account their
mutual interaction.
The eigenstate representation of the system-reservoir coupling Hamiltonian HS-R is easily obtained. For the system part we have

K , = la)(bl

(3.318)

(u= (a,b) in Eq. (3.146)). The reservoir part has diagonal and off-diagonal contributions
(3.319)

(3.320)
The density matrix equations in the eigenstate representation are directly obtained from
the QME (3.283). Restricting ourselves to the secular approximation (cf. Section 3.8.3), we
get for the state populations the equation of motion

a

+ k-+p--

= -k+-P++

&P++

(3.321)

.

Due to the secular approximation this equation is decoupled from the equation for the coherence which reads with w+- = (€+ - & - ) / h :

a = -i[w+atP+-

(3.322)

- iY+-]P+-.

(The other two matrix elements follow from p - - = 1- p++ and p - + = p;- .) The transition
rates can be directly adapted from Eq. (3.289). We obtain for the rate ka+b G k a b
k b

=
=

ReCab,ba("-'ab)

2 r 4 , ( 1 + n ( u a b ) ) [ J a b ( W a b ) - Jab(-uab)]

(3.323)

I

where the spectral density is given by
Jab(u)

=

c&(t)

6(w - W E )

.

(3.324)

E

The dephasing rates follow from Eq. (3.292) as (note that 6 =
Yab

1
= Z(ka6

+ k b a ) + T a(Pd)
b .

if a = 5 )

(3.325)
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Figure 3.8: Dissipative dynamics in a coupled two-level system as obtained from the eigenstate representation (left) and the zeroth-order state representation (right). The parameters are: detuning
I E ~ - ~21/21VI= 1, relaxation rate k+- = 0.51VI/R, initial state: 11). The time is given in units
of R/V (figure courtesy of H. Naundorf).

In the low-temperature limit, kBT << h+-,
we can neglect n(w+-), and the rate for upward
transitions k-+ vanishes.
The solutions for the equations of motion, (3.321) and (3.322), can be given right away.
Consideringthe low-temperature limit for simplicity we obtain

(3.326)
and

P+-W

= P+-(O)

e-i(w+-

--iy+-)t

(3.327)

Thus, nonequilibriumpopulations of the eigenstates decay exponentiallywhile the coherences
will oscillate with the transition frequency w+-. The amplitude of this oscillation will decrease exponentially,too, i.e., any initial coherence between the two eigenstates is destroyed.
This time dependence can be easily translated into the picture of zeroth-order states using
Eq. (3.3 15). For illustration let us consider the case of an initially prepared zeroth-order state,
i.e., pmn(t = 0) = G m n S m l . Since the transformation (3.315) couples populations and coherences in the different representations, the respective initial density matrix in the eigenstate
representation will have non-zero diagonal and off-diagonal elements. In Fig. 3.8 we show
the subsequent time evolution of the density matrix in both representations. Notice that the
dynamics of the zeroth-order state population reflects the oscillatory behavior obtained for
the coherent regime in Fig. 3.7. Further the off-diagonal elements pl2 do not vanish at long
times. This reflects the fact that the eigenstate I-), which is populated in the stationary limit,
is a superposition state with respect to the zeroth-order states 11) and 12) (cf. Eq. (2.153)).
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Dissipative Dynamics using Zeroth-Order States
Let us compare the eigenstate formulation of the equations of motion with their zeroth-order
version. In this case the equations of motion read
(3.328)
and

a

-P21

at

=

-+J21

- i(r2

i

+ Y l ) ] P 2 1 -v
h (PI1
-

- p22)

.

(3.329)

Suppose we would consider a problem which involves many zeroth-order states such that the
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian may be rather time consuming. In this case it would be
tempting to formulate the rates in the zeroth-order states only, i.e.

with the spectral density now given by

(3.331)
At first glance there appears to be nothing wrong with this expression. However, writing down
the detailed balance condition which follows from Eq. (3.330) (cf. Eq. (3.290))

k,21

- eh ~ 2 1 / h 7 1 k
12

(3.332)

we realize that this will guide the system to an equilibrium distribution with respect to the
zeroth-order states, i.e., the coupling V is not accounted for. In order to understand the

reason for this behavior we have to go back to Section 3.7.1. There we had introduced the operators A, in Eq. (3.260) which contain the information about the system-bath interaction. In
particular they include the operators K , defined in the interaction representation with respect
to Hs. Let us inspect the matrix elements of the operator A, with respect to the zeroth-order
basis (u (rnn))
(3.333)

f i ) require to use the eigenstates. This
Strictly speaking the calculation of ( f i / K i : ) ( - ~ ) lwould
would result in the expression
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Inserting this into Eq (3.333) gives
00

(3.335)
On the other hand neglecting the coupling V in Eq. (3.334) one gets
(3.336)
Whether the half-sided Fourier transform of the correlation function Cmn,cd(t)is taken with
respect to (&, - & b ) / f i or &d determines the frequency argument in the Bose-Einstein distribution function. This in turn fixes the detailed balance condition to the respective spectrum.
Finally, we point out that the quality of the approximation which neglects the detailed
structure of the spectrum and only takes into account some zeroth-rder states depends of
course on the strength of the coupling. Moreover, if one is only interested in the short-time
behavior and not in the stationary solutions of the equations of motion, a formulation of the
relaxation rates in terms of zeroth-rder states may be acceptable. We will return to this point
in the context of electron (Section 6.8) and exciton (Section 8.6) transfer.

3.8.8 Coordinate and Wigner Representation of the Reduced Density
Matrix
In the preceding parts of this section we concentrated on the energy representation of the density matrix. There may be situations where the eigenstate of the Hamiltonian are not easily
available, for example, for problems involving dissociation. In this case the coordinate representation may offer a convenient alternative. In the following we will derive the coordinate
representation of the QME in the Markov approximation,Eq. (3.263).
As in Section 3.1 we assume that the total system has been separated into a relevant part
and a reservoir. The relevant system will be described by the set of coordinates s z {sj}.
Then, according to Eq. (3.138) the density matrix in the coordinate representation follows as
p(s, S ; t ) = (s(G(t)(S),
i.e., the matrix elements of the RSO are taken with the eigenstates Is)
of the coordinate operator. In contrast to the energy representation the RDM introduced here
is a continuous function of the coordinates s j .
The equation of motion for p(s, S ; t) is obtained by taking the respective matrix elements
of the Markovian QME, Eq.(3.263). First, we have to calculate matrix elements of the system
Hamiltonian, (slHsIS). It is well-known from quantum mechanics that these matrix elements
follow as Hs(s,p)G(s- S ) (here and in the following the &function abbreviates a product
of the single coordinate expressions 6 ( s j - Sj)). The momentum operators in Hs are given
by p j = -itid/asj. (The notation H s ( s , p ) used in the following indicates the coordinate
representation of the system Hamiltonian.)
The QME in the Markov approximationfollows as
(3.337)
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Here, the mean-field contribution is not considered explicitly; it is supposed to be included
into the definition of Hs (see Eq. (3.262)). The dissipative part can be rewritten as a nonlocal
(integral) operator. For the present purpose it is sufficient to assume that the operators K , in
Eq. (3.146) only depend on the coordinates s. Thus, we have (slK,IS) = 6(s - S)KzL(s)
and
the dissipative part reads

x

/

ds’( (sIA,Is’)p(s’, 8; t ) - (BIA,Is’)*p(s,s’; t ) )

(3.338)
Note, that J ds’ abbreviates the multi-dimensional integration with respect to all coordinates
{s;}. In order to elucidate the influence of the reservoir further let us combine the dissipative
part and the reversible part of the equation of motion. This can be done by introducing a
complex potential as follows
R(.Y,S’;

s) = ~

( -s s ’ ) ~ ( s ) itix ( ~ , ( s ) - K,(s)) (sl~,ls‘)

.

(3.339)

21

It is a combination of the real and local part V ( s )stemming from HS and a nonlocal and
complex contribution which results from the coupling to the environment. Using this potential
the QME can be written as (7’denotes the kinetic energy operator)

d

-p(s,S;t)
at

=

-

)

- i /tid s ‘ ( n ( s , s ‘ ; A ) p ( s ’ , s ; t ) - p ( s , s ‘ ; t ) R * ( s , s ‘ ; s ) .
(3.340)
This equation shows that the action of the environment has the same effect as a complex and
nonlocal potential added to the system potential U ( s ) . We notice that using such a potential
within the formalism of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, the related Hamiltonian
would no longer be Hermitian and the conservation of the wave function norm would not be
guaranteed (cf. the discussion in Section 3.7.1). For the reduced density matrix the appearance
of a complex potential reflects phenomena known from the energy representation as finite state
lifetime and coherence dephasing.
To establish the relation to the approximations discussed in Section 3.8.2 we compute
the coordinate matrix elements of the A-operator Eq. (3.260). In doing so it is necessary to
determine (slKil)(--7)(B) which will have nonvanishing off-diagonal elements for r > 0.
All elements are easily calculated if one uses the eigenstates cp,(s) of Hs. Inserting the result
into the matrix elements of the A-operator gives (for the matrix elements of the operators K,
see Eq. (3.269))
(3.341)
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As in Section 3.8.2 we would like to relate the given description for the complex potential Eq.
(3.339) to the concept of the spectral density Eq. (3.226) of a harmonic oscillator environment. Therefore the system-reservoir coupling of Eq. (3.205) is used, resulting in a single
K-operator and a single correlation function C ( t ) .The approximation made in Section 3.8.2
which takes into account only the real expression I'ab,cd(w), Eq. (3.281) ,is in the present context equivalent to the replacement of the half-sided Fourier transform of C(t) by half of the
fully transformed expression C(w)I6.Therefore, Eq. (3.341) is expressed by C(-wab). Noting Eq. (3.227) which relates C ( w ) to J ( w ) we finally obtain the following specific expression
for the complex potential Eq. (3.339)

q s ,s'; 3) = b(s - s ' ) U ( s ) - i n h ( K ( s )- K ( S ) )
(3.342)
Let us discuss a case where the potential reduces to a local one. First, we concentrate on the
high-temperature limit where n ( w ) M k B T / h holds. If one takes an Ohmic spectral density,
w 2 J ( w ) = jou,the Wba stemming from n(wba) and those coming from the spectral density
cancel each other. If we assume Kaa = 0 there is no need to care about the case a = b and
the a, &summation gives (slK(s)ls')= 6(s - s')K(s).According to Eq. (3.338) we obtain
the dissipative part of the QME in the coordinate representation as

(3.343)
The s, S-dependence of the right-hand side nicely reflects the destruction of coherences contained in the off-diagonal elements of the reduced density matrix.
Next we use the coordinate representation of the reduced density operator to introduce the
respective Wigner representation. For simplicity we consider the case of a single coordinate
and a coupling function to the reservoir K ( s )= s (i.e. the so-called bilinear system-reservoir
coupling is used). In Section 3.4.4 the change to the Wigner representation has been demonstrated for the total density operator, putting emphasis on the relation to classical statistical
mechanics. This will be repeated here for the RDO but including the dissipative part. Following Section 3.4.4 we can directly adopt Eq. (3.115) to transform the reversible part of the
QME. One obtains

(3.344)
Next we determine the dissipative part of the QME in the Wigner representation using expression (3.343). To compute the respective Wigner representation we introduce sum and
''The half-sided Fourier transform if expressed by the complete Fourier-transformed correlation function
reads C ( w ) = iooo
d t e x p ( i w t ) 1&/2a x e x p ( - - i D t ) C ( O ) . A rearrangement of the integrations leads to
d t e x p ( i A w t ) where we introduced Aw = w - 9.The integral gives i / ( A w ia) ( with E --t +O). As
a result we obtain &(w) = - &/27ri x C ( O ) / ( A w i~). Since C ( O ) is a real function (c. f. Section 3.6.1) the
separation of & ( w ) results in a principle-value integral and a &function from which the relation R e C ( w ) = C ( w )
can be verified.

sooo

+

+
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difference coordinates and take into account that

I

dr e-ZpTlhr 2 p ( x , rt;) = - h 2 ~a2p ( x , p ; .t )
aP

(3.345)

This directly gives
(3.346)
Combining this expression with Eq. (3.344) we obtain the I..,rkovian Quantum Master Equation in the Wigner representation as follows
(3.347)
As required for a classical limit, Eq. (3.347) is of zeroth-order in ti. Eq. (3.347) is also known
as the Fokker-Plunck equation (note that it is common to replace 27rjo by the friction constant
rl) ".

3.9 Generalized Rate Equations: The Liouville Space
Approach
In the previous sections we have focused on a second-order perturbational treatment of the
system-reservoir coupling. This approach is particularly useful if it can be combined with a
normal mode description of the reservoir. Of course, second+rder perturbation theory may
not always be appropriate, even if we did our best to separate the total system into active and
spectator degrees of freedom. Including higher-order perturbation terms is of course a way
for improvement, but the resulting expressions become very soon rather cumbersome (see, for
example [Jan02,Kor97,Lai91]).In the next sections we will deal with approaches which may
overcome the second-order treatment of the system-reservoir coupling. In Section 3.10 we
introduce the path integral representation of the density operator, and in the last Section 3.1 1
we present a classical description of the reservoir coordinates. The present section is devoted
to a derivation of generalized rate equations which are also going beyond a perturbational
treatment of the system-reservoir coupling.
The approach focuses on the derivation of Generalized Rate Equations (Generalized Master Equations) for the populations P , ( t ) of the system eigenstates (an elementary version of
what will follow here we already encountered in Section 3.4.5). Once such equations have
been established one can easily extract the transition rates which are valid in any order of perturbation theory. To this end we will use the projection operator technique. Since the projection operator P is a superoperatoracting in the Liouville space formed by the usual operators,
we will refer to the following treatment as the Liouville space approach [Hu89,Spa88]. But
"A term proportional to a p ( z ,p; t ) / a p may also appear for a slightly different derivation. Moreover, if necessary,
a term proportional z2 (the counter term) has to be added to U ( x )to avoid divergencies caused by the spectral density
(for details see [Ca183,Tan91]).
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before introducing the projection operator P we will separate the total Hamiltonian Eq. (3.3)
into a zeroth-rder and coupling term. This separation starts from the expansion of H S - R
with respect to the system eigenstates (cf. Section 3.8.6). Here we assume that the diagonal
) much larger than the off-diagonal ones. Therefore, a
elements of @ab = ( u I H s - R ~ ~are
different treatment of the two types of couplings is reasonable. In particular a perturbational
description of the off-diagonal elements might be possible. But we will assume in the following that the diagonal elements are so large that they cannot be handled in a perturbation
theory. (Such a situation, for example, is typical for nonadiabatic electron transfer and will be
discussed in greater detail in the Sections 6.4,6.6, and 6.7.)
We write the system-reservoir Hamiltonian as follows

H=Ho+V,

(3.348)

where the "zeroth-order" part is given by

HO = HS

+

aaa(z)la)(al
a

+

+HR

a

(..+ H R +

@ a a ( z ) ) ICl)(UI

. (3.349)

+

The second part suggests that Ea HR aaa(Z)can be understood as the reservoir Hamiltonian H a defined with respect to the reservoir coordinates and valid for the system eigenstate
la). The perturbation P accounts for the off-diagonal elements of @ a b ( Z ) and reads
(3.350)
Once the diagonal matrix elements aaacan be accounted for exactly, a nonperturbative description of the system-reservoir coupling has been achieved.

3.9.1 Projection Operator Technique
In order to establish a nonperturbative description of the system-reservoir coupling let us
introduce an appropriate projection operator. Since a simultaneous description of various
states la) is necessary, we generalize the projection operator, Eq. (3.164). The new quantity
acting on an arbitrary operator 0 follows as
(3.351)
Instead of including the full state space related to the system Hamiltonian (as it would be the
case for the projection operator according to Eq. (3.5.5)) the quantity P projects on the diagonal matrix element of some operator. The reservoir coordinates are fixed by the equilibrium
H R aaa(cf. (3.75)). If P acts on the
statistical operators Ra defined by Ha = E,
complete statistical operator we obtain

+

+

(3.352)
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The state populations are extracted if we take the trace with respect to the complete systemreservoir state space. This procedure is equivalent to choosing the respective diagonal matrix
element of (3.352) and taking the trace with respect to the reservoir states

{

Pa(t) = t r R ( a l P W ( t ) l a ) } .

(3.353)

Starting with the Liouville-von Neumann equation18

a -

-W(t) = -iLW(t) ,

(3.354)

at

and introducing the orthogonal complement, Q = 1
parts yields

P , a separation into two orthogonal

a

- P W ( t ) = -iPC ( P W ( t )+ Q W ( t ) ) ,

(3.355)

+ QPv(t)) .

(3.356)

at

and

-QW(t)
a
= -iQL ( P W ( t )
at

The solution of the equation for QW including the assumption Q@(to) = 0 can be written
as follows
t

QW(t) = -i

J

to

dfUQ(t - f , ) Q c P k ( q,

(3.357)

where the time-propagation superoperator

UQ(t)= exp {-iQLt}

(3.358)

has been introduced. The resulting equation for PW is closed and reads

a

-Pk(t)
at

zr

-iPLPk(t) -

i

df PC UQ(t- OQc P

~ ( .0

(3.359)

to

Using Eq. (3.353) it is possible to derive the related equations of motion for the state populations. This derivation will be explained step by step in the following. First, we determine
(aJtrR{PLd}la), where 0 is aoperator acting in the electron reservoir state space. We obtain
trR

{ (alpLdla)} = trR { (alLdla))

.

(3.360)

''In the following we do not change to the interaction representation as it had been done, for example, in Section
3.5.6. Instead we stay in the Schrodinger representation which has the technical advantage that we can avoid the
introduction of 2 time-ordered S-superoperator (compare Eq. (3.433)). However, the basic idea to anive at a closed
equation for P W is the same.
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This type of matrix element results from both terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.359)
(6 = P I @ ( t )as well as 6 = U ~ ( t - f ) & C P l @ ( f )If) we
. replace 0 by PI@, we easily verify
that this term vanishes. The second term leads to the memory kernel of a Generalized Master
Equation for the populations of the system eigenstates (cf. Section 3.4.5 and in particular
Eq. (3.124)). After introducing the unit-step function @ ( t - i?it) reads
(3.361)
where we have defined the memory kernel

Kab(t) = -@(t)trR {(.I

(LuQ(t)QfhbIb)(bl)).I}

(3.362)

It will be the aim of the following considerationsto derive a more comprehensible expression
for the memory kernel.

3.9.2 Rate Equations
Before deriving an expression for the Kab(t) we briefly explain their relation to transition
rates. Suppose we can neglect memory effects and change to the rate equation limit (cf.
Section 3.4.5). Then Eq. (3.361) becomes (note the change from f t o T = t - f )
(3.363)
with
(3.364)

For further application we interpreted the total time integral with respect to the memory kernel
as the zero-frequency part of the respective Fourier-transformed quantity. The Eqs. (3.363)
have to fulfill the conservation of total probability,
(3.365)
Since this expression should be valid for any time t one can deduce 0 =
yields Kbb = Kab. Therefore, we obtain the standard rate equation

caZb

caKab, which
(3.366)

with transition rates from state a to state b given by ka+b = Kba(W = 0). To carry out a
perturbational expansion of the memory kernel it is advantageousto introduce the projector

iia = /.)(.I.

(3.367)
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Taking the trace with respect to the complete system-reservoir state space we obtain

Kha(t)= -O(t)tr

{ fi!,C,??!Q(t)Qlkafia}.

(3.368)

This is still a rather complicated expression. A more appealing form of the memory kernel
can be obtained if a number of formal manipulations are carried out.

3.9.3 Perturbational Expansion of the Rate Expressions
The memory kernel will be rewritten using the superoperatornotation and finally by introducing a power expansion with respect to the coupling. For this reason we write

C=C()+Cv,

(3.369)

where LO corresponds to the commutator with the zeroth-order Hamiltonian HO (divided by
h). The commutator with the coupling operator V / h is denoted by CV.By construction we
have the important properties

PCO

= COP = 0 ,

(3.370)

and

PCVP = 0 .

(3.371)

Both relations are simply verified using the definition of the projector and taking into account
that HO is diagonal with respect to the states lu), whereas V has only off-diagonal contributions. Eq. (3.370) leads to

QC = Co

+ QCV

.

(3.372)

This results in the following notation of the time-propagation superoperatorUQ,Eq. (3.358),

U Q ( t )= exp {-i(Co

+ QCv)t} .

(3.373)

Next let us have a closer look at the Fourier transformed memory function, Eq. (3.368). The
one-sided Fourier transform of the time-propagation superoperator leads to
M

(3.374)
0

If introduced for ordinary operators the quantity GQ(w) is known as the resolvent operator or
Green 's operator. The present formula gives an extension of this concept to superoperators.
Inserting GQ(w) into the Fourier transformed version of Eq. (3.368) yields
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A detailed inspection of the trace expression shows that the operators L appearing on the leftand right-hand side can be replaced by Lv. (LOon the left-hand side vanishes because the
trace of the commutator equals zero. On the right-hand side LO gives no contribution because
of the property (3.370).)
The desired perturbation expansion with respect to the coupling follows if an equation of
motion for GQ(t) is established. The Fourier transformed version reads

(3.376)

( w - LO - QLV)GQ(w) = 1 .
We introduce a zeroth-order Green's operator according to

(w- Lo) Go(w) = 1

(3.377)

1

and write

A multiplication by

GO( w ) leads to

GQ(w) = GO(w) + GO(w)QCVGQ(w)*

(3.379)

This equation is a version of the ubiquitous Dyson equation . If rearranged it gives a solution
for GQ (w)in terms of Go (w)and QCV.
Let us inspect the Dyson equation in more detail using a special property of the memory
function, Eq. (3.375). Apparently, the memory function is defined as a diagonal matrix element by virtue of the trace operation. We expect that a power expansion with respect to the
coupling part $' will contain only non-vanishing terms with even powers of $'. Therefore, it
is advantageous to choose the formal solution for GQ in such a manner that it also contains
even powers of the coupling only. We get from Eq.(3.379)

c
00

GQ(w) = (1 - GO(u)QLV)-' 6O(w) =

c

n=O

( 6 0 ( w ) Q C v ) n GO(U)

00

( G o , ( ~ ) Q C V G o ( ~ ) Q C VGo(w)
)n

n=O

= (1 - Go((W)QLVGoO(W)Q~V)-l
Goow) .

(3.380)

his expression is inserted into Eq. (3.375). Let us concentrate on the pure superoperator part
first. We write

CV QGQ( w )&cV =

cc
M

n=O

V Q ( G O (u)&CV G O (w)Q L V ) n G O (w)
QLv

*

(3.381)

The expression can be arranged in a more symmetric manner by using a particular property of
Go ( w ). We consider

Uo(t) = C i L O t ,

(3.382)
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and use Eqs. (3.370) and (3.371). It follows that

(3.383)

PUo(t) = Uo(t)P = P .
This gives

QUo(t) = Uo(t)Q = Uo(t) - P

= QUo(t)Q .

(3.384)

If changed to the Fourier-transformed Green's operator & ( w ) it reads (note that the Fourier
transform of the unit-step function appears here)
QGo(W)

= G o ( U ) Q = Q G 0 h ) Q = Go(w) -

1

P

= Go(w).

(3.385)

In our derivation of the more symmetric version of Eq. (3.381) we obtain

M

2m+l

(3.386)

m=O

Combined with the two projection operators fi, and f i b (Eq. (3.367)) the resulting frequencydependent memory kernel Kb, which will be identified with the frequency-dependent transition rate k n 4 , reads

(3.387)
m=O

It is given as an infinity summation of ratesi:rk
coupling V :

which are of mth order in the square of the

(3.388)
This expression may serve as a starting point for different perturbation expansions. Considering a system of two coupled levels, for instance, one is able to go beyond simple second-order
Golden Rule rate expression like those derived in Section 3.4.5. If more than two states are
involved already the lowest-order contribution is higher than second order. Applications of
this kind will be discussed in more detail in Chapters 5 - 8.
In order to connect this formal results to the discussion in Section 3.4.5 we concentrate on
the lowest-order two-state version of Eq. (3.388). The transition rate is obtained as (note the
replacement of Pfil by klfi~and of & ( w ) by Go(w))

(3.389)
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In a next step we replace the Green’s operator (in the frequency-domain) by the time-evolution
superoperator and introduce the explicit form of LV
k1+2

=

-1
T d t tm{ (21
ti2

[(91211)(21

x Uo(t)[(91211)(21

+ h.c.1, A1011

0

+ h.c.),
-

@ ( t ) ] -12)) .

(3.390)

Performing the commutation operations we finally get

If the Hermitian conjugate part is replaced by the time integral from -m to 0 the rate k1+2
follows as the Fourier-transform (with zero frequency argument) of the coupling potential
correlation function (cf. Eq. (3.132)). The perturbation theory with respect to this small
quantity can be extended as will be shown in different applications in the following sections.
However, in any case the approach is beyond a perturbation theory with respect to the diagonal
coupling functions a, since those are incorporated in the Hamiltonian HI and H2 defining
the time-evolution operators in Eq. (3.391). This result looks very promising, and indeed the
whole Liouville Space Approach enables one to derive Master Equations with rate expressions
beyond simple Golden Rule formulas. However, the approach is less suited when transitions
among the states) . 1 are induced by external fields (for example via optical excitations). For
these cases off-diagonal density matrix elements may become important which do not appear
in the present technique.

3.10 The Path Integral Representation of the Density
Matrix
The second-order perturbational treatment of the system-reservoir coupling and the Markov
approximation are restrictions inherent to the density matrix theory presented particularly in
Section 3.8.2. If we focus on harmonic oscillator reservoirs it is possible to derive an exact,
i.e., nonperturbative and non-Markovian, expression for the reduced density matrix within the
framework of Feynman’s path integral approach to quantum dynamics. This will be demonstrated in the present section.
In order to illustrate the basic idea we go back to Section 3.4.3 where the time evolution of
the total density operator was given in Eq. (3.97). Let us suppose that we slice the time interval
[to$ = t ~into
] N pieces of length At = ( t -~t o ) / N , i.e., ti = to iAt (i = 0 , . . . , N).
If we use the decomposition property of the time-evolution operator, Eq. (3.13), the matrix
elements of this operator with respect to the coordinate representation become

+
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In a next step we insert the identity 1 = J dsilzi)(sil between all operator products in Eq.
(3.392). This gives

(3.393)

Within this representation the matrix elements of the time-evolution operator, i.e., the transition amplitudes for the particle for going from point xo to point X N in the time interval [ t o , t ~ ]
have a simple interpretation which is illustrated in Fig. 3.9. The vertical axis in this figure
represents the coordinate, the horizontal one is the discretized time. Starting from a particular
xo the system explores all possible paths which lead to X N in the interval [to, t ~ ]because
,
at each intermediate time step ti, Eq. (3.393) demands for an integration with respect to the
coordinate xi. Within this intuitive picture the differential equations for the time-evolution
operator presented in the previous sections are replaced by a high-dimensional integration in
coordinate space.
A fundamental property of the representation (3.393) can be derived starting for simplicity
from the single particle Hamiltonian H = T($) V ( i ) .We further suppose that the time
step At is small enough to justify the decomposition

+

e-iHAt/h

,-iV(i)At/fi,-iT(p)At/h

(3.394)

According to Eq. (2.95) the error here will be of the order At'[V(?), T ( @ ) ] -For
. the matrix

,
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elements of the time-evolution operator in Eq. (3.393) we can then write

(qIU ( t j ,t j -

)I+

1

1)

M

(xjI,-iV(j)At/h,-iT(P)At/h

lxj-1)

(3.395)
where we used (xjlV(2)lx)= V ( z j ) 6 ( x
- xj), ( z l p j ) = exp{ipp/h}, and (PjIT(fi)Ip)=
2 ~ h T ( p j ) S (-p p i ) . Inserting this expression into Eq. (3.393) we have

(3.396)
The momentum integrals can be performed analytically if the kinetic energy operator has the
form T = p2/2m.One obtains

(3.397)
If we now take the continuum limit, At + 0, the sum in the exponent becomes an integral
over time in the interval [ t O , t N ] . Since ( s j - x+l)/At + i ( t ) ,the integrand turns into
the Lagrange function known from classical mechanics. Introducing the symbol Vx for the
At + 0 limit of the integration over the different intermediate points along the time sliced
path the matrix elements of the time-evolution operator can be written as

(3.398)
The exponent is just the classical action corresponding to the Lagrangian L ( x ,j.,t) = mx2/2V ( z ,t). (Note that we have tacitly assumed a general time-dependent potential here for which
the derivation proceeds along the same lines.) Since Vx denotes the integration over all possible paths leading from xo to X N the interpretation of (3.398) is as follows: The transition
amplitude for going from zo to X N during the time interval [to, t N ] is obtained by summing all
different paths and assigning aphase to each path which corresponds to i / h times the classical
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action. The exponent in Eq. (3.398)is of course a rapidly oscillating function on a scale given
by Planck's constant. Thus, most of the terms in this sum will interfere in such a way that
their net contributions are small. The main contribution is likely to come, however, from the
classical path which makes the action stationary. This offers the intriguing possibility to understand quantum mechanical transition amplitudes in terms of classical paths supplemented
by fluctuations around these paths which are responsible for quantum effects.
We now turn to the density matrix. Here we have to account for the time evolution of the
bra and ket vectors. Going back to Eq. (3.152) we can write for the total density operator
using Eq. (3.398)

w ( ~ xLi ,; tN>

=
=

J dz$(x+,~ ~ ( t rto)v ,

IXZ)(XZ

lotN
{ -f lotN

J dx: J v,+v~exp { f
x(zofIW(t0)lz;)exp

Iw ( t o ) ~ x i ) (IU+
z i ( t N ,t o ) ~ z ~ )
dtL(x+,i+,t ) }

dtL(x-,i-, t ) } .

(3.399)

This path integral expression for the total system's density matrix shows that the bra and the
ket part of the density operator have to be propagated forward and backward, respectively.
Thereby all paths x*(t) connecting z$ with x h and z; with ,z; respectively, in the interval
[to,tN] have to be explored. The initial points are subject to an additional integration.
In order to develop the expression for the reduced density matrix for a one-dimensional
system (s)embedded in a harmonic bath ( q = { q t } ) we start with the Lagrangian corresponding to the generic bilinear system-bath Hamiltonian (cf. Section 2.6.3)

(3.400)

+

+

Apparently this Lagrangian is of the form L = Ls L R Ls-R. Using Eq. (3.400) and
(3.399) with z = (s,q ) we obtain for the reduced density matrix
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Note that due to the trace operation with respect to the reservoir degrees of freedom the endpoints for the forward and backward reservoir paths are identical ( Q N ) . For simplicity let us
assume that the density matrix factorizes initially according to

Then Eq. (3.402)can be written as

x exp

{

l:N

dt (Ls(s+,i + ,t ) - L s ( s - , i-, t ) }

.

(3.404)

The structure of the equation is such that all the influence of the environment on the system
dynamics is contained in the so-called Feynman-Vernon injuencefunctional which is defined
as

- LS-R(S-,

i-, q - , q - , t ) } .

(3.405)

Even though we arrived at Eqs. (3.404) and (3.405) in a rather straightforward manner, the
physical content of these expressions is remarkable. The system's density matrix evolution is
given as a path integral over all paths s + ( t ) , connecting so' with s& (forward time evolution),
and all paths s - ( t ) , connecting SO with ;s (backward time evolution). The free system
dynamics is modified by the interaction with the environment introduced by the influence
functional .F(s+, s-). Inspecting Eq. (3.405)we realize immediately that .F(s+, s-) contains
interactions which are nonlocal in time and span, in principle, the whole time interval of the
density matrix evolution. This is just another way of saying that Eq. (3.404) contains all
memory effects. Further we notice that LS-R can be interpreted as an extra potential for
the environmental oscillators; they experience a force which changes along the system paths.
For the Lagrangian (3.400) it is possible to obtain an analytical expression for the influence
functional. It reads

F(s+,s-)

= exp

{

6"lr
dt'

dt" [s+(t') - s - ( t ' ) ]

x [cw(t'- t")s+(t") -a*@' - t")s-(t")]}

(3.406)
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Here, a ( t ) is the correlation function for the harmonic oscillator reservoir coordinates which
was discussed in Section 3.6.2.
Eqs. (3.404) and (3.405) represent an exact analytical solution to the problem of the time
evolution of the reduced density matrix for a one-dimensional system in a harmonic oscillator
bath. However, the bottleneck for its straightforward numerical implementation is the multidimensional integration of a highly oscillatory function. Since the time step and the number of
integrations are directly related (cf. Eqs. (3.392) to (3.394)) until recently only the short-time
dynamics was accessible by this method. However, in a typical condensed phase situation
the memory time of the bath degrees of freedom does not extend over arbitrarily large time
intervals. Stated in another way, the spectral density of the environment is often a rather
smooth function in the spectral range of interest. Thus, the correlation function C ( t )can be
expected to decay rather rapidly. Note, that the extreme limit C ( t )0: h ( t )leads directly to the
Markov approximation. Here the interactions introduced by the influence functional become
local in time and the time evolution of the density matrix can be solved in an iterative fashion.
Needless to say that this does not yet correspond to the level of theory adopted in Section
3.7. I ; the system-bath interaction is still treated nonperturbatively. Along these lines it is
possible now, to develop a systematic procedure for incorporation of finite memory effects.
A limitation of the approach outlined so far is its restriction to harmonic oscillator reservoirs.
A generalization to arbitrary reservoirs is possible, however, only at the expense of additional
assumptions.
Finally, we refer the reader to Chapter 6 dealing with electron transfer reactions. There,
an application for the path integral propagation of the reduced density matrix will be given in
Fig. 6.33.

3.1 1 Quantum-Classical Hybrid Methods
3.11.1 The Mean-Field Approach
The theoretical description of condensed phase dynamics given so far has been focused on
situations where the reservoir degrees of freedom can be modelled by a collection of harmonic
oscillators. Of course, in many cases, for example, in a liquid environment, this will be an
oversimplification. Here, one can often resort to a description of the reservoir (the solvent)
in terms of classical mechanics. For the solute, however, quantum effects may be important
and a quantum approach is necessary. In the following we will introduce some basic concepts
behind such a quantum-classical hybrid description . Specific realizations will be discussed
in Sections 4.3.2,7.3, and 7.5.2.
In a first step let us consider an approach based on the time-dependent Schrodinger equation. We start with the Hamiltonian (3.133). The classical reservoir coordinates and momenta are denoted Z = (2,) and P = { P , } , respectively. As before we assume that
HS-R = H s - R ( s , Z ) , where s is the coordinate (set of coordinates) of the relevant quantum system. Hs-R can be considered as an external potential acting on the relevant quantum
system and the Schrodinger equation for the quantum system reads

a

ih-*(s,

at

t ) = ( H s + H S - R ( S , Z ( t ) ) )*(s, t ) .

(3.407)
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It describes the quantum part of the coupled quantum mechanical and classical dynamics of
the full system. Hs-R(s, Z ( t ) )is now time-dependent, where the time dependence is induced
by the classical reservoir coordinates.
Let us take the perspective of the classical reservoir now. If the coupling among both
subsystems vanishes, i.e., if we have Hs-R = 0, the reservoir coordinates 2, and momenta
Pt satisfy the canonical equations of motion
(3.408)
If the coupling is taken into account we would expect to have an additional potential on the
right-hand side of (3.408). In order to link classical and quantum mechanics this potential is
taken as the quantum mechanical expectation value of the system-reservoir coupling according the instantaneous values of the classical coordinates and the wave function of the quantum
degrees of freedom

The canonical equations are then given by Eqs. (3.408), where HR has to be replaced by HR+
(Hs-R(Z,t ) ) s .This leads to an additional force

ds **(S,t)HS-R(S,Z)*(S,t)

(3.4 10)

on the classical coordinates 2.
The coupled equations of motion (3.407) and (3.408) are solved simultaneously by imposing appropriate initial conditions such as

*(s,t = 0) =

*\I(s)

,
(3.41 1)

The set of Eqs. (3.407) and (3.408) (extended by the system-reservoir coupling) determines
the quantum dynamics of the relevant quantum system coupled to the reservoir which is described by classical mechanics. While the presence of the classical degrees of freedom results
in an additional potential for the motion of the quantum system, the classical reservoir feels
the quantum mechanically averaged force of the relevant quantum system. Therefore, this is
just another example for a mean-field approach.''
Within this description it is possible to determine how the small quantum system is influenced by the macroscopic reservoir. In many applications the reservoir is in thermal equilibrium characterized by a temperature T. Then the quantum system is influenced by external
forces which change in time according to a thermal equilibrium state of the reservoir. We also
note that besides the action of the reservoir on the system dynamics, it is also possible that
the system dynamics drives the reservoir out of the equilibrium. In this case a nonequilibrium
"Note that this approach is also called Erne-Dependenr Self-Consistenf Field method which expresses the fact
that the simultaneous time-evolution of both subsystems i s self-consistently coupled by the Hamiltonian H,,t(t).
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state of the reservoir influences the system dynamics. This can also be viewed as a back reaction of the system dynamics on itself by means of the nonequilibrium state of the reservoir.
Such a behavior may be observed if the system-reservoir coupling is strong enough. In the
case of a sufficiently weak coupling it is appropriate to study the system dynamics under the
influence of a reservoir staying in thermal equilibrium.
To describe the coupling between the thermal reservoir and the quantum system within
the hybrid approach, classical molecular dynamics simulations for the reservoir have to be
performed. Although the concept of a thermal reservoir is not applied directly, a temperature
can be introduced by choosing the initial conditions for the reservoir according to a thermal
distribution. To this end we introduce a set of different initial conditions ( Z ( o > iP(O,i))
),
with
i = 1 . . . N for which the coupled equations (3.407) and (3.408) have to be solved. The
initial conditions are taken from the related thermal distribution, i.e. they have to fulfill
(3.412)
where ERdenotes the internal energy of the reservoir and 2, is the related partition function.
The solutions of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation can then be labelled by the specific
initial condition,
Qi(S,t)

= *(s, t ; Z(O’i),P(0,Z)).

(3.413)

Calculating the expectation value of a system operator 0 we have to introduce an additional
averaging with respect to the distribution of the initial values of the reservoir coordinates

( ( 0 ) s ) ~=

C f ( Z ( 0 3 i ) , P ( 011si ds) @ ; ( s , t ) 0 Q i ( s , t ) .
N

(3.414)

i= 1

The success of a numerical implementation of this approach depends on the proper choice
of representative initial values
P(O12))such that N does not become too large. The
thermal distribution function can be used in this respect since it gives a weight to the different
(Z(03i),

(Z(04,P(0,i)).

There are some characteristics of the hybrid approach which we would like to point out:
First, the dynamics is obtained starting with a specific initial state of the reservoir, i.e., no
thermal averaged equation of motion is introduced. Any averaging with respect to the reservoir
can be carried out after solving the coupled equations of motion (see Eq. (3.414)). Second, the
approach does not contain any approximation with respect to the coupling between S and R,
and any type of complex reservoir dynamics can be introduced. Third, it is necessary to note
that the simulation of a thermal reservoir acting on a quantum system assumes that there are
no initial correlations between system and reservoir. Any coupling between S and R in the
initial state of the correlated dynamics has been removed by choosing the initial reservoir state
from a distribution defined by the reservoir Hamiltonian function HR(P,2 ) alone. Finally, a
clear disadvantage of the described method is the fact that the reservoir coordinates move only
under the influence of the quantum mechanically averaged system-reservoir coupling. This
is very different from the quantum dynamics where the reservoir wave function would ”feel”
a concrete system-reservoir coupling Hamiltonian (as it is the case for a dependence on the
electronic states of the system). The method outlined in the following section is designed such
as to compensate for this disadvantage.
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3.11.2 The Surface Hopping Method
In the foregoing section we did not elaborate on the solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger
equation (3.407) which has to be determined simultaneouslywith the classical propagation of
the coordinates 2. For condensed phase systems this is a tremendous task. Therefore, most
applications focus on the special case of a light particle (electron, proton) in a heavy atom environment. Of course, this is a situation where one would also expect that a quantum-classical
hybrid treatment is sensible. In this case one can, in the spirit of the Born-Oppenheimer ansatz
introduced in Section 2.3, solve the electron-nuclear Schrodinger equation, define adiabatic
basis functions according to the stationary Schrodinger equation for fixed classical coordinates:
It includes the influence of the classical coordinates via HS-R and, in this way, it may account for the influence of the reservoir in a quantum mechanically correct way. In analogy to
Eq. (2.12) the eigenstates as well as the eigenvalues of Eq. (3.415) depend parametrically on
the reservoir coordinates 2.
The solution of the time-dependent Schrodingerequation (3.407) can then be obtained by
expanding Q ( s , t ) with respect to &(s, 2):
(3.4 16)
a

Inserting the expansion into Eq. (3.407) one may derive an equation of motion for the c a ( t ) .
However, we have to be aware that the basis functions become time-dependent according to
the time-dependence of the reservoir coordinates. It follows
(3.417)
The matrix elements which couple different adiabatic basis states read
(+a(Z(t>)I

a

I+b(Z(t))) = / d s

$:(S,Z(t))

a

& d)b(S,Z(t))

This coupling is a consequence of the fact that the reservoir coordinates Z change with time
so that there will be an overlap between state +a and the time-derivative of state +b. Consequently, the coupling is of the nonadiabatic type. Note that according to the correspondence
principle we can replace the classical velocity by the respective momentum operator, i.e.,
-iE3Z</at + h2//M$VE.
Thus the coupling between different adiabatic states in Eq. (3.418)
corresponds to the second term in the nonadiabaticityoperator in Eq. (2.17). The first term in
Eq. (2.17), that is, the matrix elements of the kinetic energy operator are neglected here.
If one computes the expectation value, Eq. (3.409),
(HS-R(Z,t))S =

C:(t)Cb(t)
a.b

1 d:(s,
ds

z(t))

Z ( t ) ) H S - R ( S ,Z(t))$b(s,

7

(3.419)
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it appears to be a sum of diagonal as well as off-diagonal contributions with respect to the
basis states. Thus, in principle, Eq. (3.419) contains the information on the forces which are
specific for a given adiabatic state of the quantum system. Moreover, there is a contribution
from the nonadiabatic transition between these states. However, this information has to be
disentangled in order to go beyond the mean-field treatment of the previous section. A recipe
for turning this concept into a practical scheme is the surface hopping approach which is
sketched in the following.
Let us assume that there is some initial set of classical reservoir coordinates Z ( O ) for
which the Schrodinger equation (3.416) has been solved. Suppose that the quantum system
is initially in the state &(s, A'(')) such that ~ ~ ( =0 S,i) in Eq. (3.417). Thus only the initial
state contributes the expectation value ( 4 i l H s - ~ l & )to Eq. (3.419). The forces (3.410) are
calculated and the classical degrees of freedom are propagated for one time step At. For the
new configuration Eq. (3.416) is solved and the new expansion coefficients are obtained from
Eq. (3.417). Due to the nonadiabatic couplings entering Eq. (3.417) other states I$,+) may
become populated at time At.
The information about these population changes can now be used to decide whether the
adiabatic state for calculating the expectation value of Hs-R, i.e., the forces in Eq. (3.410), is
changed during the propagation of the classical trajectory.
Let us consider two adiabatic states for simplicity. Suppose we have calculated the coefficients as Ici(t At)12 < lci(t)I2 and Ica(t At)I2 > Ica(t)12,i.e., a transition from l4i)
to I&) occurred. The probability pi+,(t, t At) for switching from Iq5i) to 14,) within the
time step At is therefore equal to

+

+
+

(3.420)
Whether the potential for the actual trajectory is really changed is decided by drawing a random number 6 in between 0 and 1; if p i + , @ , t At) < S, the potential for the trajectory is
changed, otherwise it stays the same during the next propagation step. If the state is changed
the trajectory is interrupted and continues to move according to the potential ( & ~ H S - R ( & ) .
This procedure is repeated for every time-step and it introduces a discontinuous classical dynamics which mimics the population changes of the quantum states. Notice, however, that
these interruptions are influencing the time-evolution of the expansion coefficients as well
since Eq. (3.417) also depends on Z ( t ) . Moreover, it should be clear that along a trajectory
many jumps between different quantum states are possible which introduces some averaging
with respect to the random choice of the number 6 at every time step. Finally, the whole
procedure has to be repeated for an ensemble of classical trajectories starting from different
initial conditions.
Since the method introduces jumps from one potential
I H s - R ~ ~ ~to, )another potential (potential energy surface) (&lHs-~l&,) it is frequently called surface hopping method
[Tu190]. It is important to emphasize that the quantum jumps are introduced in an ad hoc
fashion, i.e., the method has no strict theoretical foundation. There are numerous studies of
the performance of surface hopping which enable one to appreciate its advantages and shortcomings; an example is given in Fig. 3.10. After all it often presents the only choice to treat
complex problems such as, e.g., condensed phase proton transfer (cf. Section 7.5).

+
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Figure 3.10: Performance of the surface hopping quantum-classical hybrid method for two examples
with a single (upper panels) and a double (lower panels) avoided crossing between two adiabatic potential curves along a single reservoir coordinate Z. The two states (solid lines) correspond to adiabatic
eigenstates of Eq. (3.415) which, by virtue of the interaction H s - R , depend parametrically on the reservoir coordinate 2. The respective nonadiabatic couplings which are also due to Hs-Rare shown as
dashed lines. In the right panels exact quantum mechanical (QM) and surface-hopping (SHT) results
are shown for the population of the upper (upper panel) and lower (lower panel) adiabatic state. The
initial condition has been given by a Gaussian wave packet centered at Z = 0.4 on the upper adiabatic
state in the single crossing case, whereas it was centered at Z = -4 on the lower adiabatic potential in
the double crossing case. For the single crossing setup surface hopping trajectories perform rather well,
but the performance deteriorates dramatically for the double crossing case. This is a consequence of the
incorrect treatment of quantum mechanical interference in the surface hopping approach. Notice that the
actual calculations have been performed in the context of the partial Wigner representation method (cf.
Section 3.11.3). (figure courtesy of B. Schmidt, for more details see also [HorO2])

3.11.3 Partial Wigner Representation as a Quantum-Classical Hybrid
Method
In the following the quantum-classical hybrid method is formulated in a more general way as
compared to the preceding sections by using the method of the Wigner representation of the
statistical operator (cf. Section 3.4.4). This will give us a systematic technique which allows
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for a classical description of the reservoir dynamics and which enables us, at least in principle,
to compute quantum corrections to this classical dynamics. (This is not possible when using
the wave function approach of the previous sections.)
Since the classical description will be restricted to the reservoir DOF only, the Wigner
representation of the density operator * ( t ) is exclusively introduced in the state space of
the reservoir. The action of * ( t ) in the state space of the relevant system will be not specified. First, we introduce the representation of the total density operator with respect to the
coordinates 2 of the reservoir (cf. Eq. (3.136)). We obtain the expression

b(Z12;
t ) = (Zl * ( t ) 12)

(3.421 )

1

which remains an operator in the state space of the relevant system. To establish the relation to a classical description of the reservoir we introduce the partial Wigner representation
of b(2,2;t ) with respect to the reservoir coordinates, that is, b ( X ,P ; t ) . Here, X denotes
the set of coordinates and P the set of respective momenta. Taking the eigenstates la) of the
system-Hamiltonian to form matrix elements of j ( X lP ; t ) we end up with ( a l b ( X ,P ; t ) l b ) =
Pnb (Z, 2;t ) . The derived expression has to be understood as an ordinary density matrix defined by the relevant-system states. Additionally, the dependence on the reservoir coordinates
and momenta as explained in Section 3.4.4 allows for the classical description of the reservoir
dynamics. Note that this description is different from the one taken in the foregoing Sections
3.11 and 3.11.2, because P a b ( Z , 2;t ) is a continuous function of the reservoir coordinates
and momenta. Forming a density matrix from the wave function expansion Eq. (3.416), there
would be no continuous dependence on the set of coordinates Z and 2; instead all quantities
become well defined functions of the time. This property of the present approach does not
rely on any assumptions for the classical reservoir dynamics like the use of a mean coupling
potential or the surface hopping approach.
In order to determine Pab(Z, 2 ;t ) we have to introduce the mixed representation of the
whole Liouville-von Neumann equation (3.98). However, in contrast to Eq. (3.98) the total
Hamiltonian has to be separated according to Eq. (3.3). The matrix elements with respect to
the reservoir coordinates are obtained as

{ + H S - R ( Z ) + HR(z)}6(z - 2 ) .

(ZlHlz)= HS

(3.422)

The equation contains HS and Hs-R(Z) which are both operators in the state space of the
on the reservoir coordinates 2
relevant system. The additional dependence of Hs-R(Z)
accounts for the system-reservoir coupling. The coordinate representation HR(2) of the
reservoir Hamiltonian acts via the kinetic energy part TR as a differential operator on the
Z-dependence of the &-function.The potential energy of the reservoir is denoted by u ~ ( 2 ) .
According to Eq. (3.422) the density operator, Eq. (3.421) obeys the following equation
of motion (which is still exact)

d

-@(z>
2;t )
dt

=

-zi (HS +

+ HR(2)) b(2,z i t )
-b(z,2 ;t ) (HS + HS-R(Z) + HR(2) .
HS-R(Z)

(3.423)

In order to derive the partial Wigner representation of this equation of motion we follow the
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procedure given in Section 3.4.4. The result is written in the following form

(3.424)
The first term of the right-hand side describes the quantum part of the dynamics determined
by Hs and Hs-R

(3.425)
This is a standard commutator expression we are already familiar with. But the coupling to
the reservoir enters via a dependence on the classically described reservoir coordinates X.
However, Hs-R is also responsible for the coupling between the quantum and the classical
dynamics (qc-coupling,second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.424))

This expression would become more involved in the case of a momentum dependence of
HS-R. Finally, the classical part of Eq. (3.424)reads as

(3.427)
what is identical to Eq. (3.115).
In a next step we will expand b(X, P ; t) and Eq. (3.423) in the basis set used in the
foregoing section (cf. Eq. (3.415)).The density matrix follows as ( & ( X ) l I j ( X P
, ; t)Jqh(X))
= pab(X, P;t) (note that expansion functions have been taken which depend on the same set
of reservoir coordinates) and the different parts of the equation of motion (3.424) read

(3.428)
and

(3.429)
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as well as

Here, we introduced the coordinate dependent transition frequencies wab( X )between the energy levels &(X) and & , ( X ) ,which completely determine the quantum part of the total
equation of motion. The coupling term between quantum and classical degrees of freedom
includes derivatives of HS-R with respect to the reservoir coordinates. When comparing the
obtained equation of motion (3.424) with that derived in the foregoing Section 3.1 1, we note
the absence of such derivatives in the tirne-dependent Schrodinger equation. The systematic
construction of mixed quantum-classical dynamics by means of the partial Wigner representation introduces such derivatives leading to a nonlocal system-reservoir coupling. If necessary the matrix elements of coordinate derivatives of operators can be rewritten as coordinate
derivatives of matrix elements (using standard rules of partial differentiation).
The practical application of the given quantumxlassical hybrid description is connected
with a number of difficulties (cf. discussion in [Kap99]). First of all, one has to solve partial
differential equations for a potentially large number of coordinates and momenta. In practice
this is impossible and can be circumvented in a way already used in Sections 3.1 1. To this end
one replaces all X and P by time-dependent functions determined by the classical canonical
equations (cf. Eq. (3.408)). But there are further problems related, for example, to the conservation of energy (for a time-independent total Hamiltonian) and the positivity of the density
matrix. Despite of that, the present approach can be used, for instance, to justify the surface
hopping method discussed in Section 3.1 1.2. The latter turns out to be based on neglecting
certain coherences described by the off-diagonal density matrix elements (for more details
see also [Kap99]).
The partial Wigner representation method will be used in the Sections 5.3.5 and 6.7.

3.12 Supplement
3.12.1 Different Equations of Motion for the Reduced Density Operator
The Nakajima-Zwanzig Equation
In Section 3.5.6 we derived the Quantum Master Equation as a closed equation of motion
for the reduced density operator by restricting ourselves to the second order in the coupling,
Hs-R, between the active system and the reservoir. In the following we will show that,
in principle, one can sum up the complete perturbation series. To this end we start again
with Eqs. (3.173) and (3.174). To have a more compact notation the commutator with the
(1)
interaction Hamiltonian (1) is replaced by the interaction Liouville superoperator Ls-R
defined as
(3.431)
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We introduce this notation into Eq. (3.174) and obtain after integration

1

Q@(')(t)= S ~ ( t , t o ) Q @ ( ' ) ( ti~ ) d f S ~ ( t , f ) Q l r L , ( f ) f i ~ ~ f i .( ' ) ((3.432)
f)
to

Here, the time-ordered superoperator

(3.433)

b

has been introduced. As all other types of S-operators Eq. (3.433) is defined via the Taylor
expansion of the exponential function.
Since we are not interested in the problem of initial correlations the first term on the righthand side of Eq. (3.432) will be neglected by assuming that at time to the density operator of
the total system factorizes into the density operator of the relevant system and the reservoir,

w(to>= fi(to>geq.

Inserting Eq. (3.432) into Eq. (3.173) we get an equation of motion which allows an
exact determination of the reduced statistical operator of the relevant system. This so-called
Nakajima-Zwanzig equation reads

1
t

-

d f t r R { l r i R ( t ) S Q ( t , f)QL:lR(f)&q}fi""(f)

.

to

(3.434)
Since according to Eq. (3.433), CS-R is contained in the time-ordered exponential operator,
the system-reservoir interaction enters the right-hand side of Eq. (3.434) in infinite order. In
other words, the whole perturbation series with respect to Hs-R is summed up in Eq. (3.434).
A more compact notation of the Nakajima-Zwanzig equation is given by

a

-fi'')(t) =

at

t

-i ( C t l R ( t ) ) R f i ( I ) ( t ) / d f M " ) ( t , f ) f i ( ' ) ( f .)

(3.435)

tu

Here we used the short-hand notation for the averaging with respect to the reservoir equilibrium density operator: (...)R = tTR{ ..&q}. The first term in (3.435) can easily be identified
as as the mean-field contribution (cf. Section 3.5.3). In the second term of Eq. (3.435) we
have introduced the memory kernel superoperator (in the interaction representation)

~ ( ' ) (Qt =
, (.c$LR(t)sQ(tl~ Q @ L R ( Q ) R.

(3.436)

According to the definition of the kernel we have t > T,and, additionally, any expansion of
the S-superoperator guarantees time-ordered expressions. Therefore, the approach leading
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to the Nakajima-Zwanzig equation is often named chronological time ordering prescription
(COP). In most practical cases it is impossible to derive a closed expression for this memory
kernel even if we restrict ourselves to a partial summation only. However, the formal exact
Nakajima-Zwanzig equation is well suited for the development of approximation schemes to
the propagation for the reduced density operator. For example, the QME (3.176) is easily
recovered if the SQ-operator is treated in zeroth-order with respect to the system-reservoir
coupling.
Finally, it is important to note here that the special choice Eq. (3.167) for the projection
operator does not imply that the reservoir stays in equilibrium in the course of the time evolution of the relevant system. Instead, a time dependence of the reduced density operator of
the reservoir can be expected. This nonequilibrium behavior is induced by the coupling to the
relevant system. Let us define the reduced density operator for the reservoir as

R q t ) = t r s { W ( t ) } = trs(P%')(t) + Q W ( t ) } .

(3.437)

Using the definition of the projection operator P and Eq. (3.432) gives

R q t ) = Re, - i

S is,(t,t7&Lt~,(t7Re,8")(t7}.
dftrs

(3.438)

to

Since it is only the equilibrium density operator Re, which enters the Nakajima-Zwanzig
equation (3.434), the time dependence of A(')@)does not affect b(')(t)directly. It is only
indirectly accounted for via CS-R which is contained in the S-superoperator Eq. (3.433).

Convolution-Less Equations of Motion
So far we have discussed equations of motion for the RDO which are originally of the nonMarkovian type, that is, earlier dynamics of the RDO influence the actual time-behavior. In
the following it shall be demonstrated that such a type of RDO equation is not necessarily
obtained and that equations of motion which do not refer to the RDO at earlier times can be
derived. Since a time-convolution between the memory kernel superoperator and the RDO is
absent, such types of equations are often termed convolution-less equations of motions.
Let us start from the Liouville-von Neumann equation (3.159), but now written with the
interaction Liouville superoperatorC t i R , Eq. (3.43 1). A formal integration yields
W ( t )= q

t ,t

0 ) W

(to) ,

(3.439)

with the the S-superoperator defined similar to Eq. (3.433) except that QLgi, has to be

replaced by CtL,. The time-propagation of the density operator can also be written as a
transformation from the actual time t back to the initial time to:

L W ( t 0 ) = s + ( t , t o ) ( P w ( t+) Q W ( t ) )

(3.440)

Note that we introduced the projection superoperator P and its orthogonal complement Q on
the right-hand side. In a next step we use this relation to rewrite Eq. (3.432) which determines
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&k(')(t).
As in the foregoing section we assume the absence of initial correlations and
introduce the time-evolution superoperator

d(t,t o ) =

1

to

df &(t, f ) &cr!R(f)Ps+(ti9

(3.441)

Then, Eq. (3.432)can be cast into the following form:

{ 1+ i d ( t , t o ) } Q W ' ) ( t )

= - i d ( t , tO)PW')(t).

(3.442)

Next we assume the existenceof the inverse of (l+id)and derive an expression for GI*(') ( t ).
Afterwards we insert the result into Eq. (3.173) and obtain a closed equation for the RDO. In
particular, the time integral with respect to the memory kernel superoperator appearing in Eq.
(3.435) is replaced by the time-local expression

-D(')(t)fi(')(t)= -(&?R(t)[l

+ id(t,t 0 ) ] - ~ d ( t , t 0 ) ) ~ j ( ' ) ( t .)

(3.443)

The time-local character of this time-dependent dissipative superoperator has been obtained
by introducing a complete propagation backward in time into Eq. (3.441). Because A contains
two different types of S-superoperators (Sand SQ)and determines D(')via an infinite power
expansion a complete time-ordering is not achieved. This property is different as compared
to the case of the memory kernel superoperatorEq. (3.436). Therefore, the approach is called
partial time ordering prescription (POP).
Of course, it is impossible to further simplify the exact expression of the dissipative superoperator. But we can carry out a second-order approximation of D(')(t) with respect to the
system-reservoir coupling. This procedure is similar to that leading to the QME in Section
3.5.6. In doing so the inverse of (1 i d ) has to be replaced by the unity operator and the
operator A, Eq. (3.441) has to be simplified by removing SQ and P S f ( t ,f). We obtain the
second-order approximation

+

-D(')(t)

%

-

1

to

dE ( c ~ ~ , ( t ) & ~ ~ ~ R ( .f ) ) R

(3.444)

It is identical to the second-order approximation of the memory kernel superoperator, Eq.
(3.436) but results in an equation for the RDO which is obtained from Eq. (3.435) when
( t )(Markov approximation).
replacing j ( ' )( T ) by
The derivation demonstrates that there does not exist a unique equation of motion for the
RDO, either in an exact form nor in an approximate version. Which of the types given so
far is most appropriate can only be decided when comparing with an exact solution of the
dissipative dynamics, for example, by a path integral formulation (cf. Section 3.5.6).
At the end of this section we will present some general properties of the dissipative superoperator introduced in Eq. (3.443). We change to the Schrodinger representation and note
that the action of D ( t ) on the density operator (as well as any other type, for example, that of
Eq. (3.5.6))can be written in the following general form

+

- D ( t ) i ( t ) = A ( t ) j ( t )+ j ( t ) B ( t )

c
j

Cj(t)i@)Bj(t)
I

(3.445)
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The action of V has been expressed by a set of ordinary time-dependent operators, the single
operator Act) acting from the left, the operator h(t)acting from the right, and the operators
Cj and D j acting from the left and the right, respectively. However, all these operators are
not independent one from another. We first use the Hermiticity of @(t)to get the identity
qp =^(Dfi)+. Provided that all terms in Eq. (3.445) are linear independent we may deduce
il = B+ and C j = DT. Next we apply the basic property of the RDO equation to conserve
probability, i.e. trs{a@/at}= 0. It follows tr{D@}= 0 what leads to (after using the cyclic
invariance of the trace)
(3.446)
Since this has to be fulfilled for every set of basis functions used for the trace operation we get

A( t)+ A + @ )= - ZCT(t)Cj(t)
.

(34 7 )

j

This equation may be solved by
1

A@)= - -

2

1CT(t)Cj(t)+ &(t) ,

(3.448)

j

where h is a Hermitian operator. As a result, the so-called Lindbludform (cf. Section 3.12.3)
is derived, but generalized here to time-dependent operators
1

-D(t)fi(t) =

c

-5

[ C ; ( t ) C j ( t ) , @ ( t+) ]- i [ A ( t ) , i ( t-) ]

+ X Cj(t)@(t)C;(t).
j

(3.449)

j

There exists an alternative solution of Vi = (V@)+.This becomes obvious if one groups
together pairs of terms Cj(t)@(t)fij(t) and C j t ( t ) p ( t ) D j t( t )such that one gets a Hermitian
expression like C j ( t ) @ ( t ) h j ( t )fiT(t)@(t)C;(t).Here, we identified D j ( t ) = C;(t) and
C j ( t ) = f i ; ( t ) . Then, instead of Eq. (3.447), tr{D@}= 0 results in

+

+

A ( t ) A+(t)= -

1( D j ( t ) C j ( t )+ C;(t)fif(t))

(3.450)

j

with a possible solution

A ( t )= -

C fij(t)Cj(t)

(3.451)

i

The dissipative part of the density matrix equation reads
1

-D(t)@(t) =

-2

C ( f i j ( t ) C j ( t ) @+( t@(t)c;(t)fi;(t)
)
j

+ f i j ( t ) i ( t ) C j ( t+) C;(t)@(t)fif(t))

-

(3.452)
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If we neglect the time dependence of all operators this is just the structure of the Markovian
QME derived in Section 3.7.1 and we may identify the various operators K , and A$ with
Djf fiand Cij/fi.

3.12.2 Correlation Function for Nonlinear Couplings to the Reservoir
In the first part of this section we will derive the formula for the generating function .F of the
reservoir correlation function as given in Eq. (3.2 18). Afterwards, this generating function
is used to determine different types of reservoir coordinate correlation functions C::'n) (T).
In order to calculate a compact expression for 7 we note that it can be written as a product
Fc.The expression for .Fc looks similar to
with respect to the various coordinates 7 =
that of Eq. (3.216) but is restricted to a single coordinate. To simplify the notation the mode
index will be neglected as long as the single mode part of .F is considered. Furthermore, we
replace the trace by a summation with respect to the oscillator eigenstates IN). This yields
(the prefactor is the single-mode partition function)

n,

<

Fc = (1- e - f i w ~ i b / k e T )

(NI

e-fiUvibN/kBT

, U Q ( t ) e8Q IN).

(3.453)

N

Before computing the sum with respect to the vibrational quantum number N we rearrange
the oscillator annihilation and creation operators C and C+,respectively. This will be done
in such a manner that the annihilation operators are positioned to the right from the creation
operators. This arrangement is known as the normal ordering of boson operators. For the
matrix elements of Eq. (3.453) this is achieved using the following identity valid for boson
operators (cf. Eq. (2.95))
,aC

+ bC+ - e-ab/2

,aC ebCi - eab/2 ,bC+

eaC .

(3.454)

For a further treatment the time-dependence of the coordinate operator in Eq. (3.453) is
absorbedin ~ ( t=)oexp(-iw,ibt) and we obtain oQ(t)= o(t)C+u*(t)C+.Consequently,
we may write for the oscillator state matrix element in Eq. (3.453)
( ~ l e ~ Qe'Q&IN)
( ~ ) = ( N I, u ( t ) C + u * ( t ) C + eBC+6C+ IN) .

This expression is rewritten by using Eq. (3.454) twice
(Nle'Q(t)e'QIN) = (Nlelu(t)12/2 e u * ( t ) c + e u ( t ) c e ' 2 / 2

(3.455)
,'G+

,'C

IN)

-

,;(lu(t)l2

+

-

,;(Iu(t)l2

+ '2+2u(t)19) ( N l e ( " * ( t ) + B ) C +,-(a(t)+')c:

'2)

(~~eu*~t~c+eu~t~"e~~+eu~t~ce~c

IN)

IN) .
(3.456)

Next we introduce the abbreviation

e(t)= o ( t )+ 6 = oe-"Vibt

+6 ,

(3.457)

and take into account that
Io(t)12

+ d 2 + 2 4 4 6 = I6(t)l2 + (o(t)- o*(t))t9.

(3.458)
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Then we obtain the normal ordering of the original matrix elements in the trace formula as

To determine the oscillator matrix elements we use Eqs. (2.97)-(2.99) and obtain for Eq.
(3.453)

F

5

=

(1-e-

hW,,b/bT)

, ( l d ( t ) 1 * + [ ~ ( t ) - ~ (* t ) ] 0 ) / 2

ca

(3.460)
N=O

Here, we introduced the Laguerre polynomials L N of order N (cf. Eq. (2.99)). The relation
between the Laguerre polynomials and their generating function is given by
(3.46 1)

I

We identify X = exp{ - t U J v i b / k g T }
FC = exp

and obtain

+ [ o ( t )- o * ( t ) ] d )+ 1

-(18(t)12

e- fiWvib / hT
- e-hWvib/bT

l8(t)l2} .

(3.462)

The last term of the exponent can be rewritten if we introduce the Bose-Einstein distribution
n(w,ib) (cf. Section 3.6) which determines the mean number of vibrational quanta excited in
the mode with frequency Wvib at temperature T . The final result for Ft will be obtained if the
exponent denoted by Gt is rearranged according to

G<

zr

1
-{
(1 +
2

+ d 2 + [o(t)+ p * ( t ) ] d )+ [o(t)

2 n ( w v i b ) ) (02

-

c*(t)ld}

This expression can be easily used to reproduce the multimode generating function, Eq.
(3.218). For further use will take here the more compact notation

F(t)= eg(t) ,

(3.464)

with
(3.465)
(for At and Bt and see Eq. (3.219)). Taking into account Eq. (3.217), the various types of
reservoir coordinate correlation functions can be obtained from the derivatives of the generating function. It is obvious that multiple derivatives of F result in derivatives of 6. To simplify
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the notation the derivative in Eq. (3.217) will be abbreviated by F ( c l , . . . i E ~ l F 1 i . . . ~The
< N in)
dices in the left part correspond to derivatives with respect to (J and those in the right part to
derivatives with respect to 6.
Being interested
_ _ _in correlation functions up to the third order we expect_ derivatives
_ _
of the
which in the highest order may lead to 6 ( € 1 t € z t E 3 1 c 1 1 t 2 7 c 3 ) . Therefore
type F(€13Ez*t31t19tz9c3)
we start to calculate the various derivatives of 6. According to Eq. (3.465) we obtain for the
first derivatives

6"" = 2 A c ~ c+ B€(t)6<,

(3.466)

G(lF)= 2A<6<+ B<(t)a<.

(3.467)

and

Both expressions vanish in the limit (J,6
6(E11521) = 6, 1,€22A€1 7

+ 0. The second derivatives follow as
(3.468)

and
-

_

(j(IE1&)

= 6E-l &- 2A-€ 1

'

(3.469)

as well as

g c m = 6€,<-B€ (t ) .

(3.470)

Since there is no further dependence on u and 6 any higher derivative vanishes. However, all
the expression Eqs. (3.468), (3.469), and (3.470) exist in the limit 0,6 4 0. Next we compute
the derivatives of T .We obtain for those with respect to 6

F.(IF)= @l<)F
,

(3.471)

(3.472)

i.e. only first and second-order derivatives of 6 enter. Now we consider additional derivatives
with respect to (J.We have

and obtain
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From this we may deduce
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3.12.3 Limit of Ultrashort Reservoir Correlation Time
It has already been pointed out several times that the reservoir correlation functions C,, ( t )determine to what extent memory effects influence the dynamics of the reduced density operator.
In view of the complicationsone faces with the practical solution of the QME for multi-level
systems there is a natural desire to ask under what conditions these memory effects are negligible. As mentioned in Section 3.5.6 the correlation functions are usually characterized by a
correlation time, T,, giving the time scale during which C,,(t) decays to zero. In our attempt
to simplify the QME we start with the assumption that this correlation time is short compared
to any other characteristic time scale of the considered system. This allows us to write
(3.484)
C u v ( t ) M ' ( t ) c(u,w) .
In terms of the spectral density this assumption implies that the latter is a continuous featureless functions which depends only weakly on frequency. Replacing w by a representative
constant value wo in C,,,(w) one can identify c(u, w) = C,,(wo).
Inserting Eq. (3.484) into the non-Markovian QME (3.253) it becomes Markovian and the
dissipative part reads
(3.485)
If the c(uw) are real and diagonal this expression reduces to *O (note the anticommutator on
the right-hand side)
(3.486)
diss.

21

*'If the c(u,v ) are not diagonal we can diagonalize the complete matrix to get a similar result as in Eq. (3.486).
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This is another version of the Lindblad form of dissipation already discussed in Section 3.8.6.
Quite often in practical calculationsone starts from the rather general expression (3.486) without making any particular model for the system-reservoir interaction operator. In this case the
choice of the operators K, as well as of the prefactor c ( u , u)has to be guided by intuition.

3.12.4 Markov-Approximation and the Factorized Part of the
Reservoir Correlation Function
If the reservoir correlation function contains a nonvanishing factorized part (@,)R(@,)R the
Markov-approximation needs a separate treatment, what becomes obvious if one takes a
closer look at Eq. (3.260). Once the correlation functions C,, have been replaced by their
factorized parts only the latter can be taken out of the time-integral. Moreover, expanding
Au with respect to the eigenstates la) and Ib) of Hs, the time integration yields b(w,b). The
appearance of this singular term indicates the inadequacy of the Markov approximation. We
shortly demonstrate how to proceed in this case. Let us start from Eq. (3.253) concentrating
on the factorized part of C,,, only. We obtain
t-t"

(3.487)
where we introduced the mean-field Hamiltonian, Eq. (3.148). Next we replace T by t - f
and take the t-depended terms out of the time integral. This yields
(3.488)
with the newly introduced operator
tn

(3.489)
The advantage of this expression is that it can be easily translated into an equation of motion
for B ( t ) which completes the equation for the RDO fi with the part Eq. (3.488). It follows
(3.490)
Now the original equation for the RDO has to be solved simultaneously with that for 6.

3.12.5 Numerical Propagation Methods
In the following we present some numerical techniques for solving the time-dependent Schrodinger equation and the Liouville-von Neumann equation. The list is of course far from
being complete and primarily serves as an illustration of some of the general ideas in this
respect. We start with the simplest situation, where the eigenfunctions of some zeroth-order
part of the Hamiltonian are known. Then we pay attention to the more general case where
the Hamiltonian is defined on a grid in coordinate space. The split-operator method for time
propagation of the wave function and the density matrix are described in some detail.
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Basis Set Methods
The numerical solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for a Hamiltonian of
the form H = Ho + V is most easily performed if the eigenfunctions of the zeroth-order
part HO are known, H o J a ) = Eala). Expanding the wave function in terms of this basis,
IQ(t))=
c,(t)la). inserting it into the Schrodinger equation, and multiplying the result
with (a'l from the left yields

c,

(3.49 1)
This is a set of coupled ordinary, linear, first-order differential equation which can be solved
by standard methods such as the Runge-Kutta procedure.
The density matrix equations of motion in the representation of some zeroth-order basis
set has already been given in Eq. (3.99). From the numerical point of view the only difference
to Eq. (3.491) is that one deals with N 2 instead of N equations if N is the number of basis
states which need to be included. Using the density matrix property paat = p:,,, the number
of equations can be reduced to N ( N 1)/2.

+

Grid Representation of Operators

If the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H = T + V are not known but H is defined on
N specific points x, = xo nAx (n = 0,. . .,N - 1) of some finite interval [xo,ZN-I],
a different strategy is necessary (For simplicity we discuss the one dimensional case only.).
First, the wave function is discretized on the same grid, i.e. Q ( x ) 4 Q ( x n ) .Next the action
of the Hamilton operator on Q ( x n ) has to be specified. The potential energy operator is
diagonal in the coordinate representation and its action on Q ( x n )is a simple multiplication:
V(xn)Q(xn). The kinetic energy operator, however, is nonlocal in this representation. Its
action on the wave function can be written using a three-point finite difference formula for
the derivative operator

+

Apparently, the error will depend on the choice of the grid spacing Ax. If one switches
to the momentum representation of the kinetic energy operator defined through (3.492) one
gets 0, = hk): T ( k ) = h2/2m[2sin(kAx/2)/Ax]2. This approaches the exact expression
h2k2/2monly in the limit Ax + 0. The correct momentum space representation is, however,
trivially obtained, if instead of (3.492) the action of T on Q ( x n )is calculated in momentum
space. This leads to the so-called Fast Fourier Transform (FIT) method which involves three
steps to get T@(x,).First, a discrete Fourier transform of the wave function is performed,
~

N-1

(3.493)
Due to the finite grid size, Ax, the momentum space is also discretized, k k = 2rj/(xN-I xo), ( j = -(N/2 - l),. . . ,N/2). This implies that the largest momentum which can be represented is pmaX= hr/Ax. Thus, the maximum possible energy is Em,, = h27r2/2mAx2

+
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V,,,. The action of the kinetic energy operator in momentum space is a simple multiplication,
i.e.
T(kk)@(ICk)= - h k i / 2 m @ ( k k ) = G ( k k ) .

(3.494)

The final step of the FFT method is the back transformation of G ( k k ) into coordinate space.
Making use of the Fourier transformation the FlT method requires the wave function to be
bounded in momentum space. In practice the size and the spacing of the coordinate grid is
chosen such that the wave function in coordinate and momentum space is localized well within
the grid boundaries. The great popularity the FFT method enjoys is due to the efficiency of
the numerical calculation of the Fourier transform. The computational effort scales only like
NlogN with the grid size.
In order to propagate the density matrix on a grid one has to specify the action of coordinate and momentum space operators on the density matrix, p ( z n ,zm),in the commutator
form (zJ[T+ V ,p11x'). Assuming that p is defined on a grid the commutator with the potential
energy operator is simply:

(~nI[V,pIlzrn)
= (V(xn)- V ( z m ) ) P ( % , ~ m. )

(3.495)

The commutator with the kinetic energy operator is calculated after Fourier transforming the
density matrix into momentum space,

(3.496)
The commutation relation in momentum space are local,

(kil[T,p]-\kj)= h2/2m(k; - k ; ) p ( k i , k j ) .

(3.497)

The final step is again the back-transformation into the coordinate representation.

Split-Operator Method
Having specified how H @ ( z )or (zI[H,p]lz') can be efficiently calculated on a grid we turn
to the time evolution next. Let us first consider the Schrodinger equation. Usually it is more
convenient to use the tirne-evolution operator U ( t ' ,t ) (Eq. (3.11)) and calculate its action on
some initial wave function. Assuming a discretized time axis with spacing At we are looking
for

I@(t+ A t ) ) = U ( t + A t , t ) l Q ( t ) ).

(3.498)

+

Since T and V do not commute we have U ( t A t , t ) # exp(-iTAt/h) exp(-iVAt/h).
However, the error made in this decomposition is of the order [V,T ]A t 2 ,as can be shown
using a Taylor expansion of the exponential operators (see also Eq.(2.95)).With the symmetric
splitting
e-iHAt/h

- ,-iTAt/2he-zVAt/h,-iTAt/2h

(3.499)
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the error even goes as At3 only. We conclude that a splitting of the time evolution operator,
for instance, according to Eq. (3.499) is possible in a numerical propagation provided the time
step At is sufficiently small .
The basic propagation step then involves calculating the action of exp( -iTAt/2h) and
exp(-iVAt/h) on the discretized wave function Q(zn,t). The former is done using the EFT
method while the latter is just a multiplication on the coordinate grid. We note in passing that
using the FIT method gives itself an upper limit for the time increment At. Since the grid
spacing determines a maximum energy E m a x , the uncertainty principle dictates that At <
h/Emax.

Next we turn to the time evolution of the density matrix according to the Quantum Master
Equation. It is convenient for the following to use the superoperator notation introduced in
Eq. (3.264). The formal solution of Eq. (3.264) can be written as (cf. Eq. (3.103))

(3 SOO)
Here U ( t ) is the time-evolution operator propagating the density operator. Note that due to
the commutator structure it acts from the left and from the right on p ( 0 ) . In analogy with the
splitting in Eq. (3.499) we can write

U ( t + At) M Ukin(At/2)Upot(At)Ukin(At/a)
9

(3.501)

where Ukin(t) and Upot
(t) are defined with respect to the commutator with the kinetic and
potential energy operator, respectively. As in the case of the Schrodinger equation the error of
this splitting will be of the order At3.

3.12.6 The Monte Carlo Wave Function Method
In Sections 3.8.2 and 3.8.8 we derived equations of motion for the reduced density matrix
in the energy and coordinate representation, respectively. The question whether this type of
approach can be used to treat the dynamics of multi-dimensional relevant systems has to be
answered negatively. The bottleneck is certainly that the representation of the density matrix
requires to keep track of N 2 matrix elements, if N is, for example, the number of basis
functions needed for the state expansion (see also Section 3.12.5).
In the following we will outline an approximate method which can be used to solve this
problem. To this end let us return to the definition Eq. (3.71) of the full (relevant system plus
reservoir) density operator @(t).At first glance it would appear as if one could calculate this
quantity by separate propagation of every pure state contained in k(t).
And indeed this was
the method used in Section 3.4.3 to derive the Liouville-von Neumann equation. However,
for the reduced density operator a representation like Eq. (3.71) does not exist. Nevertheless,
let us postulate the following expansion

(3.502)
Since this formula cannot be derived from Eq. (3.71) for the full density operator, we have to
accept that the state vectors l$j (t)) are propagated according to an e$ecrive time-dependent
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Schrodinger equation. This effective equation is based on a non-Hermitian system Hamiltonian Hzff given in Eq. (3.262). Since a propagation by means of a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian does not conserve the norm of the state vector one has to introduce a particular correction
procedure. In the Monte Carlo wave function method this correction is combined with a prescription for the introduction of quantum transitions. These transitions account in some way
for those terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.263) which could not be comprised into the
effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian.
The Monte Carlo wave function approach is based on the Lindblad form of the dissipative
contribution to the QME as given in Section 3.12.3. Let us assume that we have obtained
the state vector at some time t as I&(t)) and the loss in the norm is equal to A = 1 (+j(t)[+j(t)).
At this point we select a random number between 0 and 1. If E < A we
apply the operator K , to this state vector to obtain the new state vector K , l $ j ( t ) ) which
has to be normalized. The change of the state vector is called a quantum jump. Otherwise
(E > A) the state vector is just normalized. This procedure is repeated at each time step
during the propagation of the state vector.
As a consequence of the random quantum jumps the wave function propagation becomes
srochasric. In order to obtain a reasonable result one has to carry out the full propagation
many times. However, instead of a matrix (pab) we only propagate a vector ( q b j ) . Therefore,
the numerical effort is reduced considerably and an application to multi-dimensional relevant
systems becomes feasible. Moreover, the justification of the ansatz (3.502) can be given for
the special case of the Lindblad form of the dissipative part of the QME. One can show that
in the limit of an infinite number of stochastic propagations of $j one reproduces the time
dependence of the reduced density operator, that is, we have

<

.

M

(3.503)
Comparing this expression with the one given in Eq. (3.502) one notices that the method determines the probabilities wj to be equal to 1/M.
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4 Vibrational Energy Redistribution and Relaxation

In Chapter 3 we have introduced some fundamental concepts for the description of quantum
dynamics ranging from the coherent (Schrodinger equation) to the incoherent (Pauli Master
Equation) regime. Density matrix theory was shown to provide a versatile tool for all types
of dynamics thus establishing the link between these two limits. The type of dynamics which
is realized in an actual system, of course, depends on the Hamiltonian describing the way
active and reservoir degrees of freedom interact with each other: The definition of the active
coordinates is closely related to the type of preparation of the initial state, for instance, in
laser spectroscopy. A general approach for constructing a Hamiltonian for molecular systems
based on the Born-Oppenheimer separation of electronic and nuclear motions has been introduced in Chapter 2. This type of Hamiltoniun sets up the stage for inter- and intramolecular
vibrational energyjow within a given adiabatic electronic state.
In the present chapter we will discuss difSerent scenarios ranging from simple diatomic molecules in solution to large polyatomic molecules in the gas or the condensed phase. The key
to the derivation of vibrational energy transfer rates is provided by a low-order expansion of
the respective interaction Hamiltonian. In this respect we will introduce the model of instantaneous normal modes for solvents. This approach allows to define the parameters entering
the system-reservoir Hamiltonian on a microscopic level.
As an example we give a detailed account on the transition between coherent and dissipative
dynamics in u single harmonic potential energy surjiice.
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4.1 Introduction
The investigation of vibrational energy flow in polyatomic molecules is of pivotal importance
for the understanding of chemical reaction dynamics. In Section 2.6.3 it has been pointed
out that the definition of reaction coordinates is closely related to the incorporation of a large
number of environmental degrees of freedom. If the latter are only weakly coupled they still
might cause energy dissipation out of the reaction coordinate. If there is a stronger coupling
to specific environmental motions, this might provide a means, for instance, to accelerate
the reaction dynamics by helping to overcome a potential barrier. These two examples already
indicate that the type of energy transfer may cover the whole range from incoherent to coherent
processes.
The starting point for the descriptionof vibrational energy flow will be a situation in which
energy is contained in specific vibrational modes of a molecule. Such a state could have been
prepared, for example, by an external laser field (cf. Section 5.5). Taking a time-dependent
point of view this initial state often can be thought of as a superposition of eigenstates of
the vibrational Hamiltonian (cf. Eq. (5.124)). Then the subsequent dynamics of the system
as characterized, for example, by the survival amplitude (3.22) will show a behavior similar
to the ones shown in Fig. 3.2; an experimental example is given in Fig. 4.1. On the other
hand, high resolution spectroscopy of polyatomics in the frequency domain can provide direct
insight into the spectrum of the molecular eigenstates itself.
For large polyatomics knowledge of these eigenstates is, however, hardly available. Therefore, the interpretation of both types of experiments conveniently starts with some zerothorder states which are chosen according to the preparation conditions. For an excitation with
a laser field, for instance, this leads to a definition of zeroth-order states in close relation to the
classification into optically (or infrared) bright and dark states; depending on whether there is
some oscillator strength for the transition to the considered state. Typical choices for zerothorder states are, for example, normal modes or localized vibrational modes along particular
internal coordinates. In terms of the vibrational Hamiltonian this approach implies a Taylor

0

time [ns]

5

Figure 4.1: Fluorescence decay from the S1 excited state of anthracene. The signal is proportional to the
survival amplitude P,,,,. (reprinted with permission from [Fe185]; copyright (1985) American Institute
of Physics)
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Figure 4.2: Pumpprobe spectroscopy of the vibrational dynamics of a two-atomic molecule (12) in a
rare gas lattice (Kr). Left panel: Potential energy curves of the ground state X, the valence B state, and
an ionic E state of IZ if embedded in the Kr lattice. The solid lines correspond to calculations where
the Kr lattice is relaxed to its minimum configuration for a given 12 distance. In contrast, the dashed
lines display results for the Kr lattice frozen at its equilibrium configuration (in the absence of the guest
molecule). The dotted ionic state curve corresponds to a fixed lattice as well. Right panel: Pumpprobe
spectra (the signal is measured in terms of the fluorescence from the ionic states) for pumping at 500
nm (transition from the X to the B state) and probing at different wavelength (from the B to the E
state, cf. the arrows in the left panel). Shown are oscillating spectra of the probe beam absorption versus
the delay time between the pump and the probe pulse and for different probe wavelengths (numbers at
the curves in right panel). Upon increasing the probe wavelength the wave packet dynamics is tested at
different energies and thus bond lengths in the B state. The phase and frequency of the oscillations due
to coherent 12 bond vibration changes as does the decay time of the oscillatory signal. This information
from different pumpprobe measurements can be used to construct an effective potential which is shown
with solid squares in the left panel. ([Bar021-Reproduced by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies)

expansion of the adiabatic potential energy surface allowing the specification of zeroth-order
states and the couplings between them. At least in principle, this concept is straightforwardly
applied to polyatomics in the gas phase. However, as we will see below under certain conditions it can be transferred to the condensed phase as well where optically bright and dark
zeroth-order states constitute the system and the reservoir Hamiltonian, respectively.
The relaxation of energy from an initially excited state into other vibrational degrees of
freedom of a polyatomic molecule is called inrramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR).
IVR will be on focus in Section 4.2 where we consider collision-free polyatomic molecules
as being observable in a molecular beam, for instance. Neglecting also radiative couplings
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leading to emission it is clear from the outset that the total energy of the molecule is conserved. Depending on the number of degrees of freedom and the couplings between them, the
vibrational dynamics as observed in time-domain spectroscopy can cover a broad range of
regimes. It may extend from a damped oscillatory to an exponential decay at early times, and
to a power law decay at intermediate times before a stationary value is reached. In Section
4.2 it will be discussed how these different regimes can be rationalized. Golden Rule type
approaches to IVR apparently cannot account for such a rich dynamics. However, anything
beyond the simple Golden Rule requires knowledge of the molecule’s Hamiltonian which is
not easily obtained for larger systems. The useful concepts of the tier model and the state
space approach will be introduced in Section 4.2.
The simplest condensed phase situation one can study is the vibrational dynamics of a single diatomic solute molecule in an atomic solvent (infinite dilution limit). Here, the interaction
between both subsystems will lead to energy dissipation into the solvent, where it is stored as
translational motion. The irreversible energy transfer between solute and solvent is termed
vibrational energy relaxation (VER) and will be on focus in Section 4.3.1.’ An example for
the case that the solvent is a rare gas matrix is shown in Fig. 4.2.
The dynamics will of course become more complex if we go to molecular solvents. However, as will be shown in Section 4.3.2the theoretical framework for modelling VER dynamics
is rather generic, provided that the above mentioned low-order expansion of the total potential
energy surface can be performed. This is most straightforward if the solvent is, for instance,
a low temperature solid state matrix. Here, the atoms perform only small amplitude motions
around their equilibrium positions (Section 4.3.1). In the case of a solvent at liquid state temperatures, a low-order expansion of the interaction potential leads to relaxation rates which
are determined by the equilibrium correlation function of the force which is exerted by the
solvent on the static solute (Section 4.3.2). Often the decay of these types of correlation functions takes place on a rather short time scale. This allows for a modelling of the solvent in
terms of collective harmonic oscillators in the vicinity of each instantaneous configuration,
even though the liquid’s dynamics is inherently anharmonic on longer time scales (Section
4.3.2).
The most general situation of a polyatomic molecule in solution will be treated in Section
4.4. Here it is shown how the system-bath concept can be applied resulting in relaxation rates
which enter the density matrix equations of motion discussed in Section 3.7. Since energy
conservation constrains relaxation dynamics, different types of multiple quantum transitions
will become important, in particular for the relaxation of high frequency modes.
There are various motivations for studying vibrational energy flow besides its general importance for reaction dynamics mentioned in the beginning of this section. On a fundamental
level the understanding of such processes requires knowledge about the molecular Hamiltonian, and in particular of the potential energy hypersurfaces for nuclear motions, as well as
a sophisticated treatment of the dynamics. Thus, combining experimental observations with
theoretical predictions provides an excellent testing ground for theoretical models in this respect. On the more practical side one can imagine, for instance, that vibrational energy has
been deposited into a particular mode in order to trigger a chemical reaction (cf. Chapter 9).
‘Note, that according to our classification this type of energy transfer would be of the dissipative type. Using the
term “vibrational energy relaxation” in this chapter we follow the convention which is widely adopted.
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In such a case it would be desirable to know to what extent this energy is lost, for example,
due to the release of heat into the surrounding solvent.

4.2 Intramolecular Energy Redistribution
4.2.1 Zeroth-Order Basis
In this section we consider the case of isolated polyatomic molecules in the electronic ground
state. We are interested in the redistribution of vibrational energy after it has been deposited
into some state, e.g., by means of an infrared excitation.2 The central question concerns the
microscopic origins and mechanism of IVR? Let us recall that in Section 2.6.1 we learned
about the normal mode expansion of the vibrational Hamiltonian obtained from the BornOppenheimer separation of electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom. This description was
based on the harmonic approximation to the potential energy surface which is supposed to
be reasonable close to stationary points. Away from these stationary points, with increasing
vibrational energy, the harmonic approximation breaks down and anharmonic effects have to
be included. An empirical anharmonic potential is given by the Morse potential shown in
Fig. 2.6. In more general terms the PES can be expanded with respect to the (mass-weighted)
normal mode coordinates, { q t } = (qE1,qCz . . . qc,,,), to obtain the N-dimensional vibrational
Hamiltonian
1
Hvib
= 5
(p,"+
+
K%i<~%k q<iq<jq<k

c
%

wiqi)

c

<i<j<k

Here, KFi... are the anharmonic coupling constants, i.e., the derivatives of the PES with respect
to the normal mode coordinates. It should be emphasized that the usually collective normal
mode coordinates are not the only choice for a representation of the vibrational Hamiltonian.
Alternatively, we could have used, for instance, local modes pertaining to individual bonds.
Then the Hamiltonian contains couplings between these local modes.
An eigenstate of the harmonic part of H v i b in Eq. (4.1) can be classified according to
the quanta contained in the different normal modes, i.e.IMel, M<, . . . McN).The possible
types of anharmonic mode couplings can easily be rationalized by inspection of matrix elements with respect to such state vectors. For example, consider two DOF and the anharmonic
coupling term IX Klz2q1qi which gives non-vanishing matrix elements of the type

This so-called Fermi resonance interaction is typical for the coupling between a hydrogenic
vibrational stretching (41) fundamental and a bending overtone transition ( q 2 ) as observed in
infrared spectroscopy. The relevant excited states are sketched in Fig. 4.3. In the harmonic
'We do not take into account the effect of rotations in the following discussion. Whereas the overall rotation of
large molecules can be safely neglected on the time scale of interest here (< 1 ns), internal rotations will have an
effect on the density of states.
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eigenstates

anharmonic
coupling

Figure 4.3: Vibrational eigenstate formation due to anharmonic coupling. Left part: Zeroth-rder harmonic oscillator states with quantum numbers (Mcl, M r z ) for a two-mode model where the second
excited state of mode 62, (0,2), is close to resonance with the first excited state of mode 6 1 , (1,O). In
harmonic approximation only the transition (0,O) + ( 1 , O ) shall be allowed. The respective (infrared)

absorption spectrum shows a single peak (as indicated in the outermost left part). Right part: As a consequence of the anharmonic coupling oc K122414; the states (1,O) and (0,2) are mixed, giving rise
to an increase of their energetic difference as well as to a sharing of the oscillator strength among the
two eigenstates. Depending on the frequency distribution in the exciting radiation field (indicated by the
envelopes in the right spectra), either an eigenstate (solid line) or a superposition state (dashed line) is
prepared (right part). The situation is typical, for instance, for hydrogenic stretching (41 and bending
(42)vibrations in infrared spectroscopy.

limit and assuming a dipole which depends linearly on the coordinates, only the fundamental
transition of the q1 mode will carry oscillator strength. However, due to the anharmonic
coupling (K122),according to Eq. (4.2) the states I1,O) and 10,2) are mixed and two peaks
appear in the spectrum, i.e., an eigenstate with overtone transition character (42) “borrows”
oscillator strength. The details can be easily appreciated by using the exact results available
for a coupled two-level system (see Section 2.8.3). Here, we want to focus on another issue
which concerns the most suitable description of the vibrational dynamics.
In principle, there are different possibilities for the so-called zeroth-order basis and the
best choice will depend on the experimental situation at hand. For example, using the normal
mode Hamiltonian (4.1) the presence of, for instance, a strong Fermi resonance between two
DOFs leaves the question whether or not to diagonalize the Hamiltonian in the subspace of
these two modes and work with the respective eigenstates whose residual coupling to the
remaining modes, of course, would be modified. At this point the type of preparation of the
initial state plays an important role as shown in Fig. 4.3. Let us assume that the excitation
is due to an infrared laser having a narrow spectral bandwidth. In this case the prepared
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state will be close to an eigenstate of the full Hamiltonian. Therefore, a pre-diagonalization
of the Fermi resonance interaction might be suitable, i.e., the zeroth-order basis set would
include the strongest anharmonic coupling. On the other hand, if the excitation is due to an
ultrafast broad-band laser infrared pulse, a coherent superposition state is prepared which
will be of more local character (cf. Section 5.3, i.e., in our example it would be closer to
the fundamental stretching transition. In this case the use of the normal mode basis would be
appropriate.
Let us assume that we would be able to obtain the eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian,
Eq. (4. l), although this is, of course, impossible for larger systems. In terms of high-resolution
frequency-domain spectra this give the means to reproduce the numerous spectral lines which
upon increasing the excitation energy merge into a quasi-continuum. However, unless these
eigenstates are expressed as superposition states of, for instance, harmonic oscillator states
there would be little insight gained into the nature of the eigenstates and the resulting transitions. In time-domain experiments, the initially prepared wave packet will be a complicated
superposition of many eigenstates. However, as in our Fermi-resonance example, only the
choice of a suitable basis which captures the nature of the initially excited state enables a
straightforward analysis of the vibrational dynamics .
This discussion reflects the influence of selection rules and the initial state preparation
time scale on the choice of the zeroth-order basis for the description of the IVR process.
Using another terminology one has, depending on the situation, different choices for the identification of bright and dark states. In any case there will be a residual coupling between the
initially excited bright states and the usually large number of dark states. This situation which
comprises the essential theme of IVR dynamics is illustrated in Fig. 4.4.

4.2.2 Golden Rule and Beyond
The zeroth-order bright state basis which is shown in Fig. 4.4 reminds of the discussion of the
Golden Rule in the previous chapter (see Section 3.3). In the context of IVR the Golden Rule
description has been given by Bixon and Jortner in the 1960s [Bix68]. In order to emphasize
the basic idea let us assume that there is initially only a single bright state appreciably populated. For simplicity we suppose that the vibrational Hamiltonian has been pre-diagonalized
with the single bright state 10) with energy EOprojected out. Let E, denote the energy of
the pre-diagonalized bath (dark) states and VO,the coupling of the bright state to the prediagonalized bath (cf. Fig. 4.4). If we further assume that the bath has a quasi-continuous
spectrum, we recovered the Hamiltonian Eq. (3.40), and the Golden Rule rate for IVR is according to Eq. (3.53) given by
(4.3)
First, we should recall that Eq. (4.3) is a result which is valid in second-order perturbation
theory, i.e., IVo, l2 has to be sufficiently small. This assumption is reasonable since upon prediagonalization the bath the anharmonic coupling strengths are distributed over many bath
eigenstates. This means that on average they are likely to be small, provided that there is
a quasi-continuous manifold of eigenstates. It is important to remember, however, that the
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Figure 4.4: Preparation of bright (zeroth-order) states (for example, by laser light absorption, cf. Chapter 5) starting from some set of initial states. The subsequent dynamics will be influenced by the coupling
between bright and dark states. In the lower right part the structure of the Hamiltonian is sketched for
the case of a single bright state 10) (Eo,black) and a bath of dark states la) (Eargrey). The residual
couplings VO, ( V ~ J
are) shown as hatched areas.

coupling has to be much larger than the mean level spacing of the bath in order to validate the
Golden Rule description. In a next step we replace the coupling matrix by its root mean square
value across the bath spectrum, V&,. In other words we throw away all details of this coupling
such as its energy dependence or correlations between different couplings. Replacing the sum
over the delta functions by the global density of states,
(4.4)
a=l

we obtain the Bixon-Jortner rate for IVR

v,",, and N ( E ) ,
which are experimentally available from an analysis of the positions and relative intensities of
spectral lines in high-resolution frequency domain vibrational spectroscopy. Thus, provided
that we have obtained these values and the conditions leading to the Golden Rule expression
are fulfilled the IVR rate will by construction match the experimentally observed rate. But
As a matter Eq. (4.5) expresses the IVR rate in terms of the quantities,
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Figure 4.5: Fluorescence depletion decay signal from the S1 excited state of pcyclohexylaniline. In this
pumpprobe experiment a known electron-vibrational transition is first excited by the pump pulse and
then stimulated back onto the electronic ground state by the probe pulse. Increasing the delay between
pump and probe pulse the probability for stimulated emission decreases due to the decay of the initially
prepared state. This gives rise to an enhanced fluorescence signal which is proportional to 1 - P,,,,,.
(reprinted with permission from [Smi90];copyright (1990) American Institute of Physics)

one should be aware at this point that there is no direct link between V,,, and the anharmonic
coupling constants entering Eq. (4.1).
So far we have assumed that there is an infinite number of accessible bath states. However,
at not too high energies the number of accessible states, N I V R in
, polyatomic molecules may
be rather large but still finite. This fact is characterized by the so-called dilution factor 0 =
p,,,, (t --+ m), i.e., the time-averaged long-time survival probability. Assuming that all
states are equally populated the latter is proportional to
and experimentally accessible
(see Fig. 4.7 below). Taking this into account the decay of the survival probability should be
characterized by the function:
(4.6)
There are many examples where this Golden Rule approach had been successfully applied.
In the following we will concentrate, however, on situations where the dynamics cannot be
described by a single exponential decay. In Figs. 4.1 and 4.5 we show experimental data
indicating a quantum beat type behavior and a nonexponential decay of the survival amplitude
as revealed by fluorescence spectroscopy. The possibility of these types of dynamics has
already been discussed in more general terms in Section 3.3. In principle the existence of a
finite dilution factor already indicates that there is the possibility for a revival of the survival
amplitude after a finite time. In the context of IVR there are several more points which need
to be addressed:
First, given an initial bright state one can imagine that it is not equally strongly coupled
to all energetically possible dark states, in contrast to the assumption which led to Eq. (4.5).
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1st tier

2nd tier

Figure 4.6: Hierarchical structure of IVR as described by the tier model. A single bright state is strongly
coupled only to a finite set of dark states constituting the first tier. The first tier is then coupled to another
set of dark states in the second tier and so on.

Thus there will be a certain finite set of dark states coupled to the initial state 10). This can be
seen as a direct consequence of the local character of chemical bonding. This reasoning can
be extended to the first set of strongly coupled dark states, i.e., they in turn will be strongly
coupled to a finite set of different dark states only. This leads to the so-called tier model of
IVR which is illustrated in Fig. 4.6. Given a local normal mode expansion of the vibrational
Hamiltonian, the partitioning of the dark states into different tiers can proceed, for instance, by
using a classification with respect to the order of the anharmonic coupling. However, one has
to keep in mind that resonance conditions have to be considered as well when judging efficient
IVR pathways. For instance, it is possible that high-order couplings dominate when the respective dark states are in better resonance than those coupled via low-order anharmonicities.
The tier model is in fact a two-dimensional projection of the vibrational state space model.
Here the energy flow is considered in the space spanned, e.g., by the N-dimensional harmonic
oscillator vectors IM t l , Mt2 . . . M.tN).This is illustrated in Fig. 4.7 where we also see another
important feature of IVR, namely its energy dependence. For a given state 10) there is a certain
threshold below which this state will be effectively isolated from the rest of state space. Upon
increasing the energy of the initial state, the average number of dark states increases and so
does the average strength of anharmonic couplings. Panels (A) to (C) schematically show
three different cases realized when moving across the ZVR threshold. They correspond to a
situation of small, moderate, and large couplings. Clearly, the number of relevant couplings
indicated thick lines increases with energy such that from some initial state 10) an increasing
number of states becomes accessible. Notice, however, that the IVR threshold is not a strictly
defined quantity but reflects the averaged structure of state space.
In the tier model these possible pathways are projected onto a single axis. In terms of the
observed absorption the increasing number of couplings results in a spectrum which becomes
more and more structured as seen in the right panels of Fig. 4.7(A-C). In other words, due
to the coupling, the zeroth+xder states share oscillator strength and appear as pairs (see also
Fig. 4.3). Still not all states are equally accessible and one has to state that it is not the total
but a local density of states which is responsible for the energy flow. Furthermore, Fig. 4.7
illustrates that there are likely to exist correlations between different couplings. In other words,
the basic assumption made in the derivation of the Golden Rule expression Eq. (4.5) are not
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Figure 4.7: IVR in a polyatomic system. Panels A - C show the IVR process in a three-dimensional
section of the space of quantum numbers (McI,Mt2 . . . M c N )(shown as open circles, thick solid lines
connect strongly coupled states, and the dashed triangle is a surface of constant vibrational energy). The
position corresponding to some initial state 10) is indicated by a full circle. The coupling strength of
10) to other states increases from panel A to C (depending on the energetic position relative to the IVR
threshold). The related (infrared) absorption lines (right panels) show a an increasing splitting. In panels D and E the decay of the survival probability is shown for SCCl2 as obtained from the experiment
(fluorescence and stimulated emission pumping) and quantum dynamics simulation, respectively. Exponential (Eq. (4.6)) and power law (Eq. (4.7))fits of the decay are shown as thin lines. (figure courtesy of
M. Gruebele, for more details see also [Gru03])

fulfilled here.
How is this reflected in the behavior of the survival probability? Once the state is at the
IVR threshold there might be a few other states (denoted 11) and 12) in Fig. 4.7B) which
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dominate the coupling and lead to quantum beats (Fig. 4.5). Going beyond this threshold
the number of possible zeroth-order states for energy transfer increases and P,,,, will decay
almost exponentially. During a certain time interval the decay is reasonably reproduced by a
single exponential function. After a characteristictime, however, the energy flow will become
dominated by the details of the local density of states and the local anharmonic couplings for
a given point in state space. It was found that in this intermediate time range, the decay of
P,,,, will no longer be exponential and it is better described by a power law:

-

PS",,(t) (1- a)t-6/2 + fJ .

(4.7)

Here the exponent S is a parameter which reflects the local dimensionality of IVR; usually one
finds 6 <( N (cf. Figs. 4.7D and E). This period of power law decay is considerably longer
than the initial exponential decay. Finally, P,,,, will fluctuate around the value of the dilution
factor which is a manifestation of the finite size of the state space.

4.3 Intermolecular Vibrational Energy Relaxation
In the previous section we considered the intramolecular energy flow in large polyatomic
molecules. The latter where assumed to be isolated from any environment such that intermolecular processes could be neglected. The complicated IVR dynamics already indicated
that large polyatomics may form a reservoir on their own. However, the flow of energy out of
an initially prepared state cannot necessarily be described by a single exponentially decaying
function at all times. In the following sections we will extend the scope and add an additional
external reservoir which is provided by a solid state matrix or a solvent. On general grounds
it is to be expected that this will considerably enhance the density of states for vibrational energy flow such that for an appropriate separation of relevant and bath DOFs one may recover
rate dynamics. To set the stage we will start with the discussion of diatomic molecules in condensed phase in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 before focusing on the polyatomic case in Section
4.4.

4.3.1 Diatomic Molecule in Solid State Environment
The System-Reservoir Hamiltonian
The simplest setup for studying vibrational relaxation is certainly the situation of a single diatomic molecule in a monoatomic solid state environment. npical examples are dihalogens
such as 12 or ClF, for instance, built into a rare gas matrix at low temperatures (cf. Fig. 4.2).
A preliminary stage in terms of the system size of such a matrix environment would be a
cluster which offer in particular the intriguing possibility to study the transition from small to
large bulk-like systems. In this section we will focus, however, on diatomics in low temperature rare gas matrix environments as shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.8. The separation into
system and bath degrees of freedom in the sense of Chapter 2 strongly depends on the considered dynamics. If, for instance, the diatomic molecule is photoexcited onto a PES which
is dissociative in the gas phase (Fig. 4.8A) the fragments might be able to escape the matrix
cage. However, if their energy is not sufficient they will recombine after collision with the
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Figure 4.8: Photodissociation of a diatomic molecule (CIF) in a rare gas lattice (Ar). Left panel: Ar
lattice structure with CIF on a mono-substitutional site. The equilateral triangles mark the window for
a possible cage exit after photodissociation. Right panel: Potential energy curves for the lowest singlet
and triplet states in the gas phase (A) and in the Ar lattice (B). Upon photoexcitation to the 'n state the
CI-F bond dissociates in the gas phase. In the Ar lattice the fragments recombine after collision with the
lattice atoms. (figure courtesy of M. Schriider)

nearest matrix atoms as shown in Fig. 4.8B (cage effect). This process can be accompanied by
a nonadiabatic transition, e.g., back onto the electronic ground state. Here, the vibrationally
hot diatomic bond will relax into thermal equilibrium as a consequence of the interaction with
the matrix environment. Clearly, the theoretical modelling of the collision process requires to
take into account the solvent cage explicitly, e.g., in the spirit of a supermolecule approach
(cf. Chapter 3). On the other hand, the relaxation in the ground state the matrix acts merely as
a thermal heat bath. It is the latter process which we will discuss in the following.
The bond length, s, is taken as the relevant system degree of freedom and the remaining
coordinates, 2 G {Zk},form the bath. The Hamiltonian can therefore be written in the
standard form

where

Hs = - + V s ( s ) ,
P2

2PLs

(4.9)
(4.10)

and
(4.1 1)
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To simplify our considerationswe will restrict ourselves to the case where the diatomic guest
molecule does not appreciably disturb the host's lattice of rare gas atoms. Further we will
allow for only small vibrations of all atoms with respect to their equilibrium positions (low
temperature limit). Thus, we can simplify the system potential by assuming a harmonic approximation to be valid:3
(4.12)
with ps being the reduced mass of the diatomic and R, its vibrational frequency. In this case
the eigenfunctions and eigenenergiesof Hs are given by Eq. (2.70) and (2.7l), respectively.
Concerning the reservoir (matrix) degrees of freedom it is customary to map the small
amplitude vibrations of the coordinates 2 with respect to their equilibrium values to collective
normal modes q = { q c } (lattice phonons, see Section 2.6.1). Thus, the reservoir Hamiltonian
becomes a sum of decoupled harmonic oscillators (cf. Eq.(2.67))

(4.13)
The interaction potential in Eq. (4.11) is written in terms of the introduced normal mode
coordinates, V ( s ,(45)). Suppose we expand this potential with respect to the equilibrium
configuration (s = 0, {qc} = 0) the lowest-order nontrivial term is of first order with respect
to both types of coordinates

=

SC"EQE.

(4.14)

E

Note that we will frequently assume that the trivial zeroth-order term V ( s = 0, { q g } = 0)
has been included in the definition of either the system or the bath Hamiltonian. Further we
assume that the Taylor expansion is performed around a minimum of the total PES where
first order derivatives vanish. In the last line of Eq. (4.14) we introduced the coupling constant C E , thus transforming the interaction Hamiltonian into the form (3.205) which has been
discussed in Section 3.6.2. Note that in Section 3.6.2 the system part K ( s ) of the interaction Hamiltonian was chosen to be dimensionless. For the present case this means that
K ( s )=
Accordingly, the reservoir part of the interaction Hamiltonian is given

sd-.

dmct

ctqc.
by @ ( 4 ) =
In the following we will investigate the influence of the system-reservoir interaction on
the system dynamics. First, we will discuss the case of no interaction, that is, the regime of
coherent dynamics. In a second step this is confronted with the dissipative dynamics observed
in the condensed phase.
'Note that the extension to anharmonic potentials such as shown in Fig. 4.8B is not a principal problem but might
require to calculate matrix elements numerically (see below).
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Coherent Dynamics
If we neglect the system-reservoir interaction Hamiltonian, Hs-R, the problem is reduced to
the solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian, H s , given in Eqs. (4.9) and (4.12). A convenient representation of the Hamiltonian
is in terms of creation (C+)and annihilation (C) operators as introduced in Section 2.6.2 (cf.
Eqs. (2.76), (2.81), and (2.82)). Since we are considering only a single mode, the Hamiltonian
in this representation is given by Hs = hR, (C+C 1/2); the eigenvalues and eigenstates
are E N = AR, ( N 1/2) and IN) = ( C + ) N fi lo), respectively. In the following we
will use the dimensionlesscoordinate S =
s.
Let us consider the dynamics of an initially displaced oscillator ground state:

+

+

d&

(Slx(t= 0)) = (SIXO)= xo(S - S(O)).

(4.15)

Here the non-displaced ground state wave function is given by (cf. Eq. (2.70))
(4.16)
and the shift is S('). In Chapter 5 we will discuss how this type of initial state can be prepared
during an ultrafast optical transition between two electronic potential energy surfaces, for
is no eigenstate but a superposition state
example. It is important to note that xo(S of the oscillator Hamiltonian. This superposition state is called vibrarional wave packer. The
calculation of the subsequent dynamics of this wave packet can be based on an expansion of
the time-dependent state vector with respect to the oscillator eigenstates :
(4.17)
In this case we would have to calculate the Franck-Condon factors (cf. Eq. (2.98))

("Xo)

=

I d s X;v(S)xo(S - S(O)).

(4.1 8)

In the supplementary Section 4.5.1 a more intuitive expression for the time-dependent state
vector is derived using the displacement operator introduced in Section 2.6.2. The resulting
time dependence of the state vector x(S,t ) follows as:

{

X ( S , t ) = exp -(i/2)

(n,t

-

( ~ ( 0 ) 2 / 4 s) i n ( z ~ , t ) ) }

{

~ ( S exp
I
-i(s(o)/2)sin(R,t) S} D + ( - ( s ( o ) / ~ )cos(0,t))10)

{

= exp -(i/2) (0,t

x

-

( ~ ( 0 ) 2 / / 4 sin(20,t)
)
- ~ ( 0 sin(0,t)))
)s

xo(S - S(O)cos(R,t)) .

(4.19)

First we note that the oscillating phase factor cancels if we consider the time evolution of
the probability distribution P ( S ,t ) = Ix(S,t)I2. This probability distribution will retain
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S

S

Figure 4.9: Illustration of the time-dependent probability distribution for an initially displaced harmonic oscillator (xo(S- S('))) in the coherent (left) and dissipative (right) regime. (figure courtesy of
H. Naundorf)

the Gaussian shape of the ground state wave function, but its maximum moves according to
S ( t ) = S(O)cos Rst between fS('). Therefore, the time evolution of the expectation value
of the coordinate operator follows the classical trajectory if the initial value of the coordinate
is given by S(O)and the initial momentum is zero. The coherent wave packet dynamics is
illustrated in Fig. 4.9 (left panel).

Dissipative Dynamics
Next we will incorporate the interaction between relevant system and reservoir, Hs-R. This
will be done by using the Quantum Master Equation in the representation of the relevant
system's eigenstates {IN)}. Further we invoke the Markov approximation and for simplicity
also the secular approximation. Thus, the equations of motion given in Section 3.8.3 can be
straightforwardly adapted to the present situation. We obtain the expression

According to EQ.(3.289) the energy relaxation rates, ~
kMN =

I ( M l ~ ( s ) l N ) I C2 ( W M N )

-

M =
N ~ M + N .are

given by
(4.21)

2 .
Assuming that C(0) = 0 holds, we have for the dephasing rates y~ = E Nk ~ ~ / The
correlation function C ( w ) has been given in Eq. (3.227). The transition rates can be calculated
straightforwardlyfor the interaction Hamiltonian given in Eq. (4.14). We obtain for the matrix
elements of the system part (cf. Section 3.6.2)
(4.22)
using this result the rate for the vibrational transition between the states IM) and IN),
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Figure 4.10: Schematic view of vibrational relaxation out of the harmonic oscillator state with quantum
number A4 due to the coupling to some environment, characterized by the spectral density J ( w ) .

Eq. (3.289), becomes
kMN

=

(dM,N-l(M

+ 1)c(-%)
+bM,N+lMC(%))

.

(4.23)

For the oscillator reservoir the Fourier transform of the correlation function was given in
Eq. (3.213). Inspecting this rate one can draw a number of conclusions as visualized in
Fig. 4.10:
First, only transitions between neighboring system oscillator states are possible if Hs-H. is
linear in the system coordinate s. Second, the relaxation rates grow linearly with the quantum
number of the excited state. If we define the inverse lifetime of the state IM), 7 i 1 , in terms
of all possibilities to make transitions out of this state we obtain
(4.24)
Thus, with increasing quantum number the lifetime is decreasing as 1/M.
Third, according to Eq. (3.227) the correlation function C ( w ) is proportional to the spectral
density of the matrix environment. From Eq. (4.23) we see that the spectral density is “probed’
only at the system’s oscillator frequency R, (cf. Section 3.8.2).
Finally, for the bilinear coupling, upward transitions from IM) to IM 1) require that
there is a bath mode at frequency R, which is also thermally accessible according to the
distribution function n(0,) (see Eq. (3.227)). Downward transitions release energy into the
bath and occur due to the factor 1 n(R,) even if the temperature goes to zero. They also
require a bath mode having the same frequency. Thus, in both cases energy conservation is
fulfilled.
A comparison between the coherent and the dissipative dynamics is most conveniently
performed by inspection of the time evolution of the probability distribution for the oscillator
coordinate. This quantity is readily obtained from the knowledge of the time evolution of the
reduced density matrix p ~ ~ ( t ) :

+

+

(4.25)
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This result generalizes the information contained in Ix(S,t)12to the case of an open quantum
system. In Fig. 4.9 (right panel) we have plotted the resulting dissipative wave packet motion
of the harmonic oscillator. As in the case of coherent dynamics, the shape of the moving wave
packet is not modified. However, stressing the classical analogy we notice that the dynamics
resembles the behavior of a classical damped oscillator. This is also what one expects for the
motion of a wave packet representing the bond vibration of a diatomic in a solid state matrix
as illustrated in Figs. 4.2 and 4.8.

4.3.2 Diatomic Molecules in Polyatomic Solution
Classical Force-Force Correlation Functions
The introduction of normal modes for the bath in Eq. (4.13) presupposes an environment
which performs only small oscillations around its equilibrium configuration. The situation in
solution at liquid state temperatures is of course different even though normal modes can be
introduced under certain assumptions, as we will see below. We will start, however, with the
more general case. In the simulation of solvents it is customary to use a classical description
since quantum effects are not expected to play any appreciablerole for most systems. In recent
years classical molecular dynamics based on the numerical solution of Newton’s equations
has been developed into a versatile tool for studying systems ranging from atomic solvents to
complex proteins. Most of the interaction potentials between different atoms, groups of atoms
within a molecule, or molecules can ultimately be traced back to the Coulomb interaction
between electronic and nuclear charges (see Section 2.2). Especially for the long-range part
of the interaction potential this implies that there are contributions which can be identified
as purely classical interactions between point charges. However, the quantum mechanical
character of the electronic degrees of freedom modifies the classical energy particularly for
short distances where the wave functions overlap.
Instead of taking into account the Coulomb interactions on an ab initio level it is customary to use parameterized empirical potentials whose parameters are chosen in a way to obtain
agreement with experimental results, for example, for thermodynamic properties of the solvent. These empirical interaction potentials are usually partitioned into parts involving only
a single atom (for instance, potentials describing external fields or container walls), pairs of
atoms (bonding or repulsive interaction), three atoms (for instance, bending motions), four
atoms (for instance, dihedral motions), etc. Thus, we can write for a potential depending on
the nuclear coordinates R of some system
n

m>n

k>m>n

The pair potential most successfully applied is the so-called Lennard-Jones potential
(4.27)
It has a steeply rising repulsive wall for inter-particle separationsless than u (effectiveparticle
diameter due to non-bonding interactions in the region of wave function overlap), a negative
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well of depth F, and a long-range attractive T - ~tail (van der Waals interaction, for instance,
due to so-called dispersion interactions originating from the correlated electronic motion in
different molecules). We would like to stress that this effective pair potential may contain the
effect of complicated many body interactions in an averaged way. Further it should be noted
that for situations where long-range electrostatic interactions are important (for example, if the
system contains ions), the Lennard-Jones potential is not sufficient and the classical Coulomb
interaction has to be taken into account explicitly.
For the following we will assume that the potentials for the interaction between the solvent
molecules and between solvent and solute, V ( s ,Z ) , are known. Here, 2 = (2,)is the
respective set of the nuclear solvent molecule coordinates. In a first step we suppose that this
potential can be expanded in terms of the internal coordinate s of the diatomic molecule as
follows

V ( s 2)
, = V ( s= 0 , Z )

+ av;; z,(,=os

t

(4.28)

The first term is a potential for the bath coordinates if the system coordinate is kept fixed
at its equilibrium value, s = 0. It can be incorporated into the reservoir Hamiltonian HR.
The second part is the force of the solvent acting on the diatomic (if it is kept fixed at its
equilibrium position). This term is the system-reservoir coupling we are looking for, and we
write
(4.29)
At this point F is still an operator. Its autocorrelation function ( F ( t ) F ( O ) ) Ris the reservoir correlation function whose Fourier transform according to Eq. (3.289) enters the desired
relaxation rates. Since we are aiming at a classical description of the reservoir the quantum correlation function has to be replaced by its classical counterpart given in Eq. (3.247)
(Gu= Gu = F ) . As explained in Section 3.6.6 detailed balance can be fulfilled despite the
time reversal symmetry of the classical correlation function, if we identify ( F ( t ) F ( O ) ) ,with
the symmetrized quantum correlation function C(+)(t). Suppose the eigenvalue problem,
H s l M ) = E M ~ M for
) , the system part of the Hamiltonian has been solved, the relaxation
rates are obtained from (3.289) as ( F L ~ M N= EM - E N )

(4.30)
Here c( ~ M . I Nis)the Fourier cosine transform of the classical force-force autocorrelation function which is obtained within the present model using classical equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations. In the limit that the system is harmonic we can calculate the matrix elements
S M N and recover Eq. (3.289) with C(n,) + 2c(n,)/(l
exp(-FLn2,/kBT))(to establish
this relation completely, s has to be transformed into a dimensionless form, see above).
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Figure 4.11: Molecular dynamics simulations of HgI in ethanol solution. (A) Classical autocorrelation
function of the force acting along the HgI bond, and (B) the respective relaxation rate. In the actual
experiment the diatomic molecule is produced as a fragment in the photodissociation of HgIz. (reprinted
with permission from [Gna96];copyright (1996)American Institute of Physics)

In Fig. 4.1 1A we plot as an example the correlation function of the force an ethanol solvent
exerts on the bond of HgI which is obtained as a fragment in the photodissociation of HgIz.
There are two regimes easily discernible in this figure. First there is a rapid decay on the time
scale of about 60 . . . 100 fs which is rationalized as follows: Given some initial configuration
chosen from an equilibrium ensemble (see Eq.(3.248)) the molecules perform inertial motions
up to a point where collisions with neighboring molecules set in. After such collisions the
forces get randomized. Thus, the decay time of the correlation function represents the average
time between two collision events, i.e., it reflects mostly the short-range part of the interaction
potential. After this initial phase the Correlation function does not decay to zero in the time
window shown in Fig. 4.1 1. Instead the decay rate slows done appreciably. In this regime
the long-range forces give the major contributions to the correlation function. There appears
to be also some oscillatory behavior which can be traced back to the internal vibrations of
the solvent. The vibrational relaxation rate (which is proportional to the Fourier transform of
this correlation function, see Eq. (4.23)) is shown in Fig. 4.11B. In order to see what types
of motions of the solvent are responsible for the relaxation of the HgI bond vibration in the
harmonic approximation one has to analyze the spectrum at the vibrational frequency, which
is 130 cm-'. This leads to the conclusion that mostly the Lennard-Jones type collisions are
responsible for the relaxation in this system. The high-frequency peaks (>900 cm-') which
are due to internal modes of the ethanol have no influence on the relaxation of HgI.
Finally, we would like to point out that there is a limitation involved in the calculation of
the relaxation rates we have outlined so far. Remember that the system coordinate has been
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fixed at its equilibrium value. For the symmetric oscillator potential this can be viewed as if
the environment only sees the time-averaged position of the system oscillator. Any type of
back reaction, where the reservoir notices the actual position of the system coordinate whose
dynamics it influences would be beyond the QME treatment. In the spirit of an adiabatic
separation of system and bath motions the rigid bond approximation will be particularly good
for high frequency system oscillators.
Instantaneous Normal Modes
In Fig. 4.1 1 we have seen that the initial stage of the solvent's force autocorrelation function is
characterized by a rapid decay. This behavior is typical also for other solvent correlation functions, for example, of the velocity or the position. Focusing on the short time dynamics of the
solvent the instantaneous normal mode approach maps the motions of the solvent molecules
onto the dynamics of independent collective oscillators which interact with the solute. This
results in a microscopically defined system-bath Hamiltonian.
Suppose we have chosen some initial configuration for the solute and solvent coordinates,
(s(O),Z(O)),from the classical equilibrium distribution function as given in Eq. (3.248).4For
short enough times it is possible to expand the potential energy in terms of the deviation from
this initial configuration, A s ( t ) = s ( t ) - s(0) and A Z ( t ) = Z ( t ) - Z ( 0 ) .Considering, for
example, the solvent potential in Eq. (4.10) one can write

(4.31)
It goes without saying that the time range where this expansion applies is intimately connected
to the specific situation, that is, to the form of the potential, the masses of the particles and
so on. With this type of potential the Hamiltonian (4.10) is readily diagonalized by a linear
normal mode transformation (see Eq. (2.65)),A Z k ( t ) = CEM;'" A k c ( Z ( 0 )qc(t)
)
leading
to the time-dependent collective (mass-weighted) reservoir coordinates qt ( t ) . The reservoir
potential then becomes

(4.32)
Here, the frequencies are resulting from the diagonalization of the (mass-weighted) Hessian
matrix (see Section 2.6.1)at the initial configuration and the forces for this configuration are

(4.33)
41n practice it is customary to solve Newton's equations of motion starting from some guessed initial configuration.
After the configuration has equilibrated initial conditions for configuration averaging are picked along the trajectories
of the equilibrium simulation.
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Figure 4.12: Instantaneous normal mode density of states for an h 1 3 cluster at 10 K (upper panel)
and 40 K (lower panel). (reprinted with permission from [Str95]; copyright (1995) American Chemical

Society)

Let us neglect the presence of the solute for a moment. In this case the spectral distribution of
the instantaneous eigenvalues of the Hessian gives important information about the solvent.
To discuss the instantaneous density of states for the liquid normal modes it is appropriate to
use the following quantity
(4.34)

which contains the average with respect to different initial configurations. In Fig. 4.12 we
show the instantaneous normal mode density of states for a small Argon cluster at different
temperatures. Within the instantaneous normal mode approach it is typical that the Hessian
also has negative eigenvalues, w t ( Z ( 0 ) ) < 0, implying “imaginary” frequencies. This indicates that the chosen initial configuration is not a minimum in all directions of the potential
energy surface as it is reasonable for liquids. Notice, however, that upon decreasing the temperature the cluster is frozen and the negative frequency contributions disappear in the example
of Fig. 4.12.
We now return to the solute-solvent system and consider the interaction Hamiltonian
(4.11). Assuming that the same type of short time expansion is valid we can write after
introducing the solvent normal modes
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o [cm-I]
Figure 4.13: The instantaneous normal mode spectral density according to Eq. (4.37) (dashed line) is
compared with the exact result (solid line) for a model homonuclear diatomic in a rare gas environment.
(reprinted with permission from [Goo96]; copyright ( 1996) American Institute of Physics)

Here, we have retained the bilinear term only (cf. Eq. (4.14)) and the solvent-solute coupling
constant is given by

Comparing Eq. (4.35) with (3.205)we realize that we have obtained the classical system-bath
Hamiltonian function in the generic form with all parameters microscopically well defined.
Therefore, the results of Section 3.6 can readily be adapted to the present case. In particular
one can define the spectral density within the instantaneous normal mode approach as
(4.37)
In Fig. 4.13 we show results of a calculation of JINM
( w ) for a model homonuclear diatomic
molecule in an atomic solvent. For comparison also the exact result is shown. The most pronounced differences are for low and for high frequencies. The deviation in the low-frequency
part is due to motions which take place on a time scale well beyond the short-time approximation made in the present approach. The failure at high frequencies can be attributed to the
low-order expansion of the interaction potential, which neglects transitions involving more
than one vibrational quantum. Such so-called multi-phonon transitions would contribute in
particular to the high frequency part of the spectral density (see Section 4.4).
Despite the fact that a liquid is inherently unstable as compared with a solid state environment the idea of extracting information on the solute-solvent dynamics from the short time
behavior of classical trajectories has proven to be quite powerful. Using simple test systems,
results of exact molecular dynamics simulations have been compared with predictions by the
instantaneous normal mode approach, thus elucidating the range of validity for the latter (see
Fig. 4.13) In addition, from the conceptually desirable link between the formal system-bath
Hamiltonian and actual microscopic dynamics, analysis of instantaneous normal modes provides the key to the understanding of energy relaxation processes in terms of collective solvent
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motions. In contrast, within standard molecular dynamics simulations the collective character
of the solvent response is usually hidden in the correlation functions.

4.4 Polyatomic Molecules in Solution
4.4.1

System-Bath Hamiltonian

After having discussed aspects of intramolecularvibrational dynamics of isolated polyatomics
as well as vibrational energy relaxation of diatomics in solution we are now in the position
to address the general situation of a polyatomic solute in a polyatomic solvent. On the one
hand we know that the intramolecularmotions can be adequately described in terms of zerothorder states such as given by the normal mode expansion. On the other hand, we have seen
that even the complex dynamics of a polyatomic solvent can be mapped onto a set of collective
harmonic oscillators provided one is interested in the short time behavior of solvent correlation
functions, for instance. Given this information there appears to be still some freedom in
the choice of the zeroth-order states for the solute plus the solvent. The most frequently
used approach to this problem is as follows: Assume that we have identified a bright state of
the solute corresponding, for example, to a local vibrational mode. In this case the system
Hamiltonian is given by

Hs = P2
2PLs

+

U(S),

(4.38)

with U ( s ) being the system potential along the considered mode which in the general case
may be anharmonic. The remaining degrees of freedom, i.e., the intramolecular as well as
the solvent degrees of freedom, are then treated within the harmonic approximation. If the
corresponding normal mode coordinates, { q t } , are introduced, HR is given by Eq. (4.10).
For the solvent this may imply, for instance, the introduction of instantaneous normal modes.
Since it is assumed that the bath has been diagonalized without the system degrees of freedom,
there will be a coupling between both subsystems
(4.39)
In the next step we introduce a Taylor expansion of this interaction potential with respect to
both types of coordinates. We write

(4.40)
Note that this expansion illustrates the appropriateness of the ansatz we made for Hs-R in
Eq. (3.146) since it is a sum of terms which can be factorized into a system part ( K ( s ) )

and a reservoir part ( @ ( ( I ) ) . This is in accord with another statement made in Section 3.5.3,
that is. the factorized system-bath interaction Hamiltonian provides sufficient flexibility to
model dissipative quantum dynamics. Before continuing it may be useful to compare this
approach with an alternative one which assumes that the normal modes of ull degrees of
freedom, denoted here as {ijt} to distinguish them from the set {ye}, are used as a zerothorder basis. For simplicity suppose we are able to identify the bright mode mentioned above
;IS ij<l.
Let us further assume that the Hamiltonian has been expanded in these normal modes
according to Eq. (4.1). Then we can partition the Hamiltonian to fourth-order as follows

(4.42)
and

(4.43)
For a large polyatoniic molecule in a complex solvent exact microscopic knowledge about the
individual anharmonic couplings is out of reach. So one may as well assume that the KCle,e, ,
l ~ ~ ,I ~
< e,1~E I,etc.
E,I ~factorize
2
intoa system and a bath part. Ifwe treat the bath in harmonic
approximation we are back to the level of approximation of Eq. (4.40). Note that the coupling
constants are defined differently because of the different basis sets used. Comparing HA-R
and HAL,<,however, we notice that there is no bilinear term in HA!,{ since we have assumed
a normal mode expansion with respect to cill degrees of freedom around a minimum of the
tot"/ potential surface.
This consideration can be viewed a s a variation on the theme of which basis should be
used for actual calculations. Depending o n the choice, i s . , here zeroth-order system and
bath Hamiltonian plus coupling versus expansion of the total Hamiltonian and subsequent
partitioning into system and bath, different types of transitions between the considered system
and bath states due to the coupling may occur. It goes without saying that for a comparable
level of approximation both representations should give the same results for experimental
observable quantities such as decay rates.
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4.4.2 Higher-Order Multi-Quantum Relaxation
In the following we will focus on the effect of higher-order terms in the normal mode expansion Eq. (4.40), i.e., we use the interaction Hamiltonian HA-R (the superscript will be
omitted). For simplicity we will take a single contribution K(s)iP(q)of the complete expansion of VS-R(S,q). Which part of the expansion we take, i.e., the concrete structure of K ( s )
and 'P(q), will be specified below. In Section 3.8.2 we have seen that the transition rates between vibrational state ( M )and IN) of the relevant system (HslN) = E N I N ) )can be written
as

/

+m

ICMN

=

1
- I ( M I K ( s ) ~ N ) ( ~ dt e i w M N(A@(')(q,
t
t)A@(')(q,0))R
ti2

(4.44)
It has also been shown that this is just a particular element of the damping matrix r K L , M , v
which can be calculated by the same procedure we will follow now. The rates for the bilinear
form of the interaction Hamiltonian have already been discussed after Eq. (4.23) (we just have
to keep in mind that the coupling constant entering the spectral density is defined differently
in the present case).
In connection with Eq. (4.23) we have highlighted the role of energy conservation in the
relaxation process. A particularly interesting case in this respect is the relaxation of an intramolecular high-frequency mode. If we assume that intramolecular and solvent modes do
not mix appreciably there are two possibilities: Either there is another intramolecular mode
in this frequency range or the solvent normal mode spectrum supports such a high frequency.
Usually the collective solvent modes are of rather low frequency (see Fig. 4.13). Thus, vibrational energy acceptors in the solvent can only be specific intramolecular modes of the
solvent molecules in the surroundingof the solute. From these restricting conditions it should
become clear that relaxation of high-frequency vibrations due to the bilinear coupling term is
not always possible since this implies a one quantum transition.
As an example we mention the studies of the CO asymmetric stretch relaxation of tungsten
hexacarbonyl (W(CO)6) in chloroform (CHC13). Here the 1976 cm-' CO mode cannot relax
via a mechanism involving a single transition in the bath only: The next W(CO)6 vibrational
normal mode is at 580 cm-' and CHC13 supports a mode at 1250 cm-l, both out of reach
for the CO stretch. Therefore, a quartic process is most likely to be responsible for relaxation
behavior. Changing the solvent to carbon tetrachloride (highest frequency mode 780 cm-' )
even led to the conclusion that a quintic order process might be involved (for details, see
[Tok94]).
This is where the higher-order terms in the expansion of HS-R in Eq. (4.40) come into
play. Here the relaxation proceeds with participation of different bath modes, that is, multiquantum transitions occur in the bath. For a given order in the system coordinate s, we have
which will contain
to identify the bath part of HS-Rin Eq. (4.40) with @(QE= qcd-)
a product of harmonic bath coordinates. The calculation of the rates in Eq. (4.44) requires to
determine the multi-time correlationfunction of these bath coordinate. Such expressions have
been derived in Sections 3.6.3 and 3.12.2, where a general m n-time correlation function
C::'")(t) had been defined in Eq. (3.215). In the present case the respective correlation

+
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Figure 4.14: Multiquantum relaxation processes in a two-level system. Downward relaxation of the
system mode (left) can be accompanied by different transitions in the reservoir if the system-reservoir
coupling is quadratic in the reservoir coordinates. Diagrams (A)-(D) correspond to the four terms of the
right-hand side of Eq. (4.47).

function takes the form

<

where = ([I, &, . . . ,Ern) and ( = ((I, (2,. . . , &). The coupling constant gim) comprises
the mth derivative of the coupling with respect to the bath coordinates as well as the factor

rIL dQG.5

In order to illustrate the principal effect of higher-order system-bath interactions let us
consider the term linear in the system coordinate but quadratic in the bath normal mode coordinates. This requires the calculation of the bath correlation function C ~ ~ ~ 'which
( t )was
given in Eq. (3.222). Notice that the correlation function of A@enters Eq. (4.44),
i.e. we need
C::t'(t)as well which in fact cancels the last term in Eq. (3.222). Collecting the different
contributions we obtain

+ n(w€,))e-iWE1f
+ n(q,)eiwEit]

(A@(')(q,t ) A @ ( ' ) ( q , O ) ) ~
=t 2

2 [(l
[gE1,Fz]
(2)
€1 >€Z

+

+

x [(l n(w€z))e-iWEzt n(w€2)eiwezt]
. (4.46)

The frequency-domain correlation function entering Eq. (4.44)can be written as
5Notice that in contrast to Section 3.8.5 in the present model the coupling constants do not depend on the system
coordinate. This is a consequence of the fact that in Eq. (4.40)the derivatives are taken at the minimum of the PES.
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(4.47)
If the system is harmonic with frequency R, we have upward and downward transitions with
rates proportional to C(n,) (see Eq. (4.23)). For illustration of the transitions which are
possible according to Eq. (4.47) let us consider downward relaxation. Note that all transitions
are weighted with the proper thermal equilibrium distribution for the environmental modes.
In Fig. 4.14 we have shown diagrams visualizing the different terms in Eq. (4.47). The first
term (A) corresponds to an excitation of two vibrational modes of the environment, while
the second (B) and the third (C) term incorporate excitation as well as de-excitation. The
last term (D) represents the simultaneous de-excitation of the system and the environment.
This last process is very unlikely and is usually neglected within the so-called rotating wave
approximation. However, if we would have considered upward transitions, this process of
de-excitation of two bath modes and simultaneous excitation of the system mode in principle
could give a contribution.
The exact resonance conditions will be hardly met in any realistic solute-solvent system
taking into account only high-frequency intramolecular modes. However, we have not yet
discussed the low-frequency collective modes of the solvent. Often they will provide the
continuum of states which is necessary to ensure energy conservation (see Fig. 4.13). To be
specific suppose that the modes with index q belong to the low-frequency solvent continuum
of states; the intramolecular high-frequency modes are labelled by 0.Let us further assume
that the coupling matrix factorizes with respect to the oscillators having quite different origin
such that we can use: [gg;l2 + tic;. If we then introduce the spectral density of the low
frequency solvent modes as
(4.48)
17

we can cast the correlation function into the form

C(n) = 4 a C ~ ~ [ ( l + 1 ~ ( ~ , ) ) ( 1 + 7 1 ( n - - , ) )-Ju iUf) ( n
U

- (1 + 4 4 7 ) ) ( 1 + n(n - %))Jlf(-n +
+ n ( w o ) ( l + 4 0 + (JU))Jlf(R + a,)

WU)

(4.49)
-+b)(l+ 4 0 + 47))JIf(-n - W U ) ] .
(Here we have taken only those contributionsinto account which mix low and high-frequency
modes.) If we think of the mode 0 as being a high-frequency mode of the solute itself or
of the neighboring solvent molecules whose frequency we know, the transfer rates can be
immediately calculated provided we have knowledge about the instantaneous normal mode
solvent spectrum, for instance.
Generalizing the results we have obtained for the case of a system-bath interaction quadratic
in the bath normal modes, we want to point out that of course the next (cubic) term gives rise
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to three quantum transitions in the bath and so on. Even though the coupling might at first
glance seem to be rather weak compared to the low-order terms in the Taylor expansion, energy conservation can take over such that higher-order quantum transitions provide the only
relaxation channel.
Up to this point we have considered the situation typical for the relaxation of a highfrequency solute mode, which is basically a transition between the first excited and the ground
vibrational state of that mode. In the following we would like to discuss the relaxation of a
mode having some intermediate frequency. The initial condition might be provided by an excitation of an electronic transition. In the electronically excited state we suppose an excitation
along a vibrational mode involving high quantum number states (see also Chapter 5). In the
bilinear model the relaxation would proceed via relaxation down the vibrational ladder step by
step. What happens if we include the next higher order, i.e., the term quadratic in the system
coordinate? For simplicity we assume that the environment provides a dense spectrum and
all relaxation takes place via single quantum transition in the bath. The system coordinate is
assumed to describe a harmonic oscillator with frequency 0,. The quadratic contribution to
the interaction Hamiltonian can be written in dimensionless form as K ( s ) = s22R,p,/h. The
respective transition rate is given by
kMN =

I (MIK (s) IN)I

(4.50)

C ( w M N)

with C(w) given by Eq. (3.227). The matrix elements can be calculated straightforwardly
using, for instance, the second quantization representation for harmonic oscillator states introduced in Section 2.6.2. We obtain

(4.5 1 )
As to be expected two-quantum transitions become possible at this point. Provided that the
spectral density is flat such that J(R,) x J(2R,), the difference between the one quantum

and twoquantum transitions comes from the thermal prefactor. Thus, the rates for downward
transitions behave like (1 n ( a , ) ) / ( l n(2R,)) = (1 exp(-R,/k,J'))
and for upward
transitions we have n(R,)/n(20,) = (1 exp(R,/kBT)). Therefore, for moderate temperatures in particular the two-quantum upward transitions will be much less probable than the
respective one-quantum transitions. In general however, estimating the relative importance
of one- and two-quantum transitions one has to take into account the form of the spectral
density. There is another term in Eq. (4.51) which is proportional to SMN.This term is nothing but energy conserving pure dephasing, a process which has already been discussed for a
generic multilevel system in Section 3.8.5.

+

+
+

+

4.5 Supplement
4.5.1 Coherent Wave Packet Motion in a Harmonic Oscillator
In the following the derivation of Eq. (4.19) for the time-dependent state vector of an initially
shifted harmonic oscillator ground state is sketched. In particular we will make use of the dis-
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placement operator, D+(g) = e g(c-c+), which has already been introduced in Eq. (2.89).
Here, the quantity g is the dimensionless displacement, -S(O)/2.
First, note that the position ket vector IS) is an eigenstate of the coordinate operator S =
C -I
C+. Since

S O I S )= D D + S D I S =
) D (S - s(O))ls)
= (s- s ( O ) ) D I S )

,

Consequently,
01s)is the eigenstate of the coordinate operator with eigenvalue S 01s)has to be identified with IS S(O)).With the help of Eq. (2.92), i.e., D+ C D = C + g,
-

we obtain the following identity

xo(S -

= (SlD+(-S(O)/2)10).

(4.52)

In order to calculate the time evolution of the initial state given in Eq.(4.15) we write

X ( S , t ) = (Sle- i H s t / h g + l o ) = (~I~-iHst/h~+~iHst/h~e-in.t/2
10) *

(4.53)

The Heisenberg representation of the displacement operator contained in the right-hand side
of this expression follows as

e- i H s t / h D + e i H s t / h

=

-iHst / h. exp

{

-

}

(C - c+)

s(0)

eiHstlh

(4.54)
The exponent can be rewritten according to (S is the coordinate operator)

c

eiRat

- C+

= (C -

c+)cos(n,t) + iS sin(R,t) .

(4.55)

With the help of the operator identity Eq. (2.95) we obtain
exp

{ - ( s ( o ) / (C
~ )e i 0 . t - C+ e - i n s t ) } = exp { - i ( ~ ( 0 ) / 2sin(0,t)
)
S}
x exp { - ( s ( o )cos(0,t)
/ ~ ) (C - c+)}
x exp { - i ( S ( 0 ) 2 / 8 )cos(n,t) sin(n,t) [S,C - C']-} .

(4.56)

Using this result we finally obtain for the time dependence of the state vector x(S,t):

{

X ( S , ~ ) = exp - ( i / 2 )

(n,t

- ( ~ ( 0 ) 2 / 4sin(zn,t))}
)

{

x (Sl exp -i(SC0)/2)
sin(0,t) S} D + ( - ( S C 0 ) / 2 cos(R,t))
)
10)

{

= exp - ( i / 2 ) (n,t - ( s ( o ) ~ / s~i)n ( 2 ~ -) S ( O ) S
sin(n.t))}

x XO(S - S(O)cos(n,t))

.

which is the desired result quoted in Eq. (4.19).

(4.57)
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5 Intramolecular Electronic Transitions

Photoinduced intramolecular electronic transitions as well as transitions caused by intramolecular state couplings will be discussed in the following. In contrast to more complex transfer
reactions, which we will encounter in later chapters, these processes exclusively take place in
a single molecule where an electron is promoted from an initial electronic state I$i) to a$nal
electronic state 14f).We will explain in detail that the interplay of the dynamics of the electronic transition and the accompanying vibrational motion is at the heart of such transitions.
If the vibrational relaxation within the considered potential energy surface is fast compared
to the electronic motion, a simple perturbational treatment with respect to the electronic coupling between the states I&) and l $ f ) becomes possible. A s an important examplefor such a
transition linear optical absorption is discussed. Here the state coupling is due to an external
electromagnetic$eld. DiTerent waysfor calculating the absorption spectrum are introduced
which highlight particular aspects of the coupled electronic and nuclear motions during the
transition event and which demonstrate different types of approximations. Nonlinear optical
processes are also shortly discussed.
On the basis of this discussion we are in the position to describe the internal conversion
process which is an intrumolecular electronic transition that results from the nonadiabatic
coupling between different adiabatic electronic states. Here we willfocus on the cases of slow
and fast vibrational relaxation as compared to the electronic transition rate.
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5.1 Introduction
Adiabatic electronic states are approximate solutions of the stationary electronic Schrodinger
equation for the molecule (cf. Section 2.3). Since they are not eigenstates of the molecular
Hamiltonian, there exists a residual interaction between adiabatic states. Different situations
can be identified where this nonadiabatic coupling has to be taken into account. For example,
if bound electronic states are considered, an overlap of the related PES indicates that nonadiabatic transitions may be important. If a molecule is initially prepared in a particular excited
adiabatic state, a spontaneous transition to the electronic ground state will take place. In the
general case, this may involve a sequence of transitions via intermediate electronic states. This
type of transition is called internal conversion (IC). It is characterized by the conservation of
the total molecular spin. Hence, starting in an excited singlet state S,, IC proceeds down to
the singlet ground state SO.Normally, the transitions down to the first excited singlet state,
S1, are rather rapid (so-called Kasha rule). However, the transition S1 -+ SOis so slow that
it competes with possible optical transitions (luminescence). IC processes are also observed
within the manifold of triplet states, whereas singlet-triplet transitions (and vice versa) are
known as inter-system crossing processes.
In Section 2.19 we discussed how the nuclear configuration of a molecule changes upon
the change of the electronic state. This is the reason why the dynamics of intramolecular
electronic transitions may strongly depend on the coupling between electronic and nuclear
degrees of freedom. Let us consider transitions between two adiabatic electronic states, Iq$i)
(initial state) and Iq$r) (final state). If the relaxation of the nuclear degrees of freedom in
these two electronic states is fast compared to the transition time, the process is electronically
incoherent. Electronic coherences between the two states can exist if the nuclear motion is
comparable or slow in relation to the electron dynamics. Then, a time-dependent wave function is formed which is a superposition of the initial and final state. In general intramolecular
electronic transitions are not necessarily induced by internal couplings, such as nonadiabatic
or spin-orbit couplings. Scatteringprocesses of the considered molecule with other molecules
as well as the interaction with external electromagneticfields can cause electronic transitions,
too. The most common example is the absorption of light energy via an electronic transition
from the ground state of the molecule to a particular excited state. This process conserves
the total spin; it is a transition from the singlet ground state SOto an excited singlet state S,
(n = 1,2, . . .). We expect many similarities between externally induced electronic transitions
and those induced by internal perturbations. In particular, this holds when the coupling is
weak, which allows for a perturbational treatment. Such an assumption is the main reason to
discuss the theoretical description of optical absorption in some detail. Many of the relations
we introduce here will be valid also for the other types of transfer processes treated in the
following chapters.

5.1.1 Optical Transitions
We start with some qualitative considerations of optical absorption in a simple diatomic
molecule. Let the ground state be characterizedby the PES U,(R), whereas the excited state
PES is given by Ue (R ).R denotes the relative distance between the two atoms, and rotational
motion will be neglected. Both PES are supposed to have a single minimum at R, (a = 9,e).
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Figure 5.1: Ground and excited state PES of a diatomic molecule versus bond distance R. Different
vertical transition are shown which correspond to different relative positions in the sense of classical
physics.

Usually, R, > R,, since an electronic excitation results in a weakening of the bond. The
electronic transition can be considered to take place on a time scale which is fast compared
to the relative motion of both nuclei (bond vibration).’ We can disregard the nuclear motion
during the time of the electronic transition (conservation of nuclear momenta). In the picture
of PES this means that the electronic transition is vertical and the nuclei are frozen during the
transition as shown in Fig. 5.1. This scheme for optical transitions in molecules is known as
the Franck-Condon principle.
Next, we discuss how this principle can affect the details of absorption spectra. We start
with a classical description of the relative motion of the two nuclei. Although the nuclear
motion in molecules is of quantum nature, the classical description is correct if the energy of
a characteristic vibrational quantum tiWyib is much smaller than a characteristic mean energy
of the vibrational motion, for example, smaller than the thermal energy ~ B T .
According to the classical description the state of lowest energy in the electronic ground
state PES U, corresponds to R = R,, i.e., the bond distance takes its equilibrium value.
After the optical excitation the electronic state has been changed to the excited state without
any change of R. Optical absorption is possible whenever the photon energy h equals to
Ue(Rg) U,( R,). It results in a sharp absorption line at this photon energy. Usually we have
R = R, < R, and the bond is elongated according to the new equilibrium length Re. As a
consequence there will be vibrational motion with respect to Re.
‘Although this picture is useful we remind the reader on the fact that quantum mechanics does not make any
statement concerning the actual time at which an electron jumps and how long it takes for the electron to jump. We
exclusively get information on the change of the particle wave function with time (cf. Section 5.5).
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Figure 5.2: Ground and excite state PES of a diatomic molecule are shown versus bond distance. Different vibrational states in both electronic states together with the respective wave function are sketched.
Transitions to the excited electronic state are possible for different values of the bond length R .

If collisions with other molecules take place, for example, in a condensed phase environment (solvent), R may deviate from R, in the initial state, and absorption becomes possible at
) U,(R,). Since the experiments we have in mind are
photon energies different from U e ( R g done with a macroscopically large number of molecules, a multitude of transitions becomes
possible at photon energy U e ( R )- U,(R), with values of R being determined by the type
and the strength of the collision processes. If the environment is in thermal equilibrium with
temperature T , we can use statistical mechanics to determine possible values of R from the
thermal distribution
(5.1)

with the partition function 2 = dR e - u g ( R ) / k B T . As a consequence of the thermal distribution of bond lengths, the measured absorption spectrum will be broadened having a width
which is approximately equal to kBT. Since R = R, occurs with highest probability, the
maximum of the absorption line is located at the photon energy U , (R,) - U, (R,) (vertical
transition).
Next we assume kBT < fw,it, and change to a quantum description as illustrated in Fig.
5.2. In this case the vibrational motion is characterized by discrete vibrational levels E,M
and E e of~the electronic ground and excited state, respectively. Consequently, (one-photon)
absorption processes of a monochromatic radiation field take place only if the energy fw of
a photon equals to a possible transition energy E,N - E,M. Let us again make use of the
Franck-Condon principle to understand details of these transitions. For simplicity we assume
that only the vibrational ground state, X , M = O ( R),is populated before the absorption process.
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Figure 5.3: Scheme of pump-probe spectroscopy at a molecule with three electronic states 14,). I&)
and IC#Jf).One radiation field with frequency upump
drives the transition from the ground state PES U,
to the first excited PES U,. A second radiation field with frequency uprobe probes the population of the
excited state I&) by a transition to the higher excited state I4f). (If the pump pulse is shorter than the
time scale of vibrational motion, it places the ground state vibrational wave function to the excited state
PES around R, where it moves as a wave packet in the PES U,. For a short enough probe pulse the
transition of the wave packet to U f may occur. This is possible for a probe pulse which carries out the
excitation at the right delay time with respect to the pump pulse and with the proper frequency.)

The description in terms of a wave function implies that the coordinate R does not possess
the sharp value Rg but is distributed around it. As a consequence vertical transitions to the
excited state are also possible for R # R g .To what extent the various vibrational states in the
PES U, are excited, is determined by the overlap between the initial wave function x g O ( R )
and the final state wave functions x e ( R~ ) :

The square of these overlap matrix elements is proportional to the respective transition strength
(see below); the individual spectral lines will be sharp in the simple one-dimensional model
considered here. If excited vibrational states in the electronic ground state are thermally occupied, additional transitions to the excited electronic state are possible. Considering a large
number of molecules in thermal equilibrium with a particular environment, every transition is
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weighted by the probability

by which a molecule of the thermal ensemble is in the initial state I x ~ M ) .
So far we have assumed that the spectrum can be calculated from the knowledge of the
eigenstates of the relevant system. In a condensed phase environment, however, one has to
account for the interaction between the relevant system and the reservoir (for example, the
solvent). Without adapting a specific model for the reservoir and its interaction with the system we can discuss two principal effects. To this end we assign a certain time scale to the
modulation of the system’s properties (for example, the transition energies) by the reservoir.
If this time scale is long compared with some characteristic time for the experiment (typically
given by the optical pulse length which can be nanoseconds for absorption measurements) the
effect of the environment is to introduce static disorder. This means that there will be a static
distribution of transition energies in Eq. (5.33), for example. This induces in addition to a
quantum mechanical broadening a further broadening of the molecular absorption caused by
the fact that the absorption spectra of individual molecules are not identical. Usually it is referred to as inhomogeneousbroadening of absorption lines (cf. Section 8.7). In contrast, if the
modulation of molecular properties by the environment is fast with respect to the time of the
measurement, we have dynamic disorder. It results in the so-called homogeneous broadening,
which can be rationalized in terms of dephasing rates which have to be added to the transition
energies in Eq. (5.33). In Section 5.2.5 these two limits will emerge from a particular model
for a spectral density which can be introduced in similarity to Section 3.6.4.
Having discussed optical processes where a single photon is absorbed by the molecule we
now turn to the case of higher intensities of the incoming light. The increasing number of
photons increases the probability to absorb two or even more photons simultaneously. Fig.
5.3 displays the absorption of two photons; one results in the transition from the electronic
ground-state to the excited state I&) and the other from this excited state to a higher excited
states I4f).Since in the described process two or even more photons of the incoming radiation
field may be absorbed the process is named nonlinear absorption. It can also take place as
process where one photon comes from one type of radiation field (for example one laser beam)
and the other photon from a different field (separate laser beam). In this way one may construct
an important scheme of nonlinear optical experiments the so-called pump-pmbe spectroscopy
(cf. Fig. 5.3).
In the preceding discussion we concentrated on the absorption of photons, but the reverse
process is also possible. Optical recombination, i.e., emission is simply the inversion of the
optical absorption process as shown in Fig. 5.3. Since the life-time of the first excited singlet
state is in most cases large compared to every characteristic time of the vibrational motion
and relaxation, a thermal equilibrium is established of the vibrational motion in the excited
electronic state before recombination. Therefore, the initial state of this process has to be
characterized by a thermal distribution function like in Eq. (5.3) but related to the first excited
state. Emission from this equilibrium distribution in the excited electronic state takes place to
different excited vibrational states belonging to the electronic ground state. Finally, we note
that emission can take place as a spontaneous as well as stimulated process.
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Figure 5.4: Internal conversion of the population of electronic levels E m into a population of electronic
levels EZN.
Every vibrational level loses its population via transitions induced by the nonadiabatic coupling. (If the nonadiabatic transition is fast compared to vibrational relaxation, recurrences of population
becomes possible. In the contrary case the transfer is irreversible and energetic degeneracy between the
levels of state 1 and of state 2 is a necessary condition for the transition.)

5.1.2 Internal Conversion Processes
A possible scheme for IC processes is given in Fig. 5.4 indicating the transition from the

adiabatic electron-vibrational states E I Mto the states E Z N .If the nonadiabatic coupling is
weak so that the characteristic time for the transition is large compared to the time vibrational
relaxation needs to establish thermal equilibrium, the IC process starts from such a thermal
.
if the transition is also fast, vibradistribution among the vibrational levels E ~ MHowever,
tional relaxation is accompanied by transitions to the vibrational levels E Z N .Of course, the
details of this process are not only determined by the strength of the nonadiabatic coupling.
There is also a considerable influence of the initial state preparation. For instance, if the
preparation time is long compared to the time of the nonadiabatic transition any detail of the
IC process may be smeared out (for more details on this problem we refer to Section 5.5).
In the following section different approaches for computing the absorption coefficient as
a function of the incoming radiation field frequency will be presented. Nonlinear optical
processes will be briefly introduced afterwards. IC is described in Section 5.7. Since the
absorption coefficient is determined for a large ensemble of identical molecules, macroscopic
electrodynamics for dielectrics has to be used. The essentials of classical electrodynamics
needed for the discussion are briefly summarized.
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5.2 The Optical Absorption Coefficient
5.2.1 Basic Theoretical Concepts
In the following we will consider the standard experimental situation in which a macroscopic
large number of molecules, for instance, dye molecules in solution, are studied by shining
light on them.* For simplicity we only consider transitions within the spectrum of electronvibrational states; any rotational contributionswill be neglected. Although light has a quantum
nature exemplified in many experiments, often it is sufficient to use classical theory. For example, if the light field is intense, quantum fluctuations can be neglected and the theory can
be formulated using a classical description based on Maxwell’s equations. In contrast, if the
molecular dynamics is mainly characterized by electronic transitions, it must be described by
quantum mechanics. This hybrid version of the molecule-light interaction is called semiclassical.

Molecules in the condensed phase form a dielectric with electronically polarizable units
(cf. Section 2.5). Having in mind the macroscopic nature of the absorption experiments, this
justifies the to use Maxwell’s macroscopic electrodynamics for dielectrics. The term macroscopic indicates that the description does not account for those parts of the electromagnetic
field varying on a microscopic length scale of some nanometer. These parts are not measurable in standard experiments where the spectrometer is far away from the illuminated sample.
In other words, only the so-called far-field is measured and any near-field contribution is
eliminated from the the01-y.~To include the far-field only, we proceed as in Section 2.5 and
carry out an averaging of the field with respect to a volume element AV. This volume element
should contain a sufficiently large number of molecules. In particular AV has to be large in
comparison to the molecular extension. Furthermore, the externally applied field should vary
weakly inside AV. Then, we can discretize the sample volume by the elements AV and label
every element by the spatial vector x. These vectors are discrete on the length scale of the
volume elements, but from a macroscopic point of view, they can be considered as continuous
quantities.
The key quantity of the electrostatics as well as of the electrodynamics of dielectrics is
the macroscopic polarization vector P(xlt ) . As long as the description of the response of the
dielectric to the applied field can be restricted to the formation of electric molecular dipoles
(and not higher multipoles), P(xlt ) corresponds to the dipole density of the medium. As a
macroscopic vector field its definition must contain the averaging with respect to the volume
elements AV. This has already been done in Eq. (2.47), which can be generalized from the
static to the dynamic case as follows

It gives the polarization as the sum of molecular dipole moments d,(t) contained in the
volume element AV in the neighborhood of the point x versus A V (dipole density). The
21t should be noted that in recent years it became possible to measure optical properties of single molecules.
3The situation is different in the recently developed near-field spectroscopy where the near-field on a subwavelength scale is measured.
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time-dependent expectation value of the dipole operator can be written in two ways:
d,(t) = tr{i$'e,Vf(t,to)fimU(t,t o ) }

tr{i$'(t)fi,}

.

(5.5)

In the first expression Weq = exp{ - H , , I / L B T } / Z is the equilibrium statistical operator
in the absence of an external field. The time dependence of the dipole operator is given by
the Hamiltonian which includes the electromagnetic field via Hfield(t) (see Eq. (5.9)). In the
second part of Eq. (5.5) the time evolution has been transferred to the statical operator to give
i$'(t) = V ( t t, o ) k e q U + ( t ,to). Both variants to compute d, will be used in the following.
The operator fi, is the operator of the (electric) dipole moment of a single molecule labelled
by ni. It contains electronic as well as nuclear contributions (cf. the notation in Eq. (2.46))
fi, = - er,,j
Enez,,,R,,,. Introducing an expansion with respect to the (adiabatic) electronic states of the mth molecule 14m,a)as

cj

+

it is straightforward to select all those electronic states involved in a particular experiment and
to exclude all unimportant states from the summation. For example, it often suffices to use
off-diagonal matrix elements only, leading to the transition dipole moments (transition matrix
elements)

dkb'")= (4m,nlfiml4m,b)

'

(5.7)

To arrive at the Hamiltonian for the coupling between the electromagnetic field and the molecule, we use the expression of medium electrodynamics for the interaction energy Eint =
d3x E(x,t)P(x,t ) . If we replace the various fi, in Eq (5.4) by the related quantum
mechanical operators, one obtains the Hamiltonian Hint( t )of light-matter interaction. Since
the electric field, as an external macroscopic field, does not vary within the small volume
element AV(x),we can incorporate E(x,t ) with x = x, into the m-summation (Eq. (5.4)).
After carrying out the volume integration it follows that

(field)

The various H,,& ( t ) describe the coupling of the mth molecule located at x, with the
external field.
This Hamiltonian of light-matter interaction supplements the Hamiltonian of the molecular system. In contrast to the following chapters we will neglect molecule-molecule interactions responsible for charge and energy transfer here. Therefore, the Hamiltonian of all
molecules in the sample can be written as a sum of individual molecular contribution^.^ Neglecting intermolecular interactions the macroscopic optical properties of the material system
4This single molecule concept is extended in the so-called loculjield approximution to include the effect of the
averaged field of all other molecules on a particular molecule. While this approach is reasonable for weakly to
moderately interacting molecules it cannot account for many effects which occur in strongly interacting molecular
aggregates (see Chapter 8).
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are calculated by determining the interaction of a single molecule with the radiation field first.
In a second step all individual molecular contributions are summed to give the macroscopic
response.
Before considering the description of the radiation field let us specify Eq. (5.4) for the
polarization field to the case where the ensemble of molecular systems does not show the phenomenon if inhomogeneous broadening. In such a situation all molecules within the volume
element AV(x) around point x are identical, and we may replace the summation with respect to the various dipole moments by a representative dipole moment at x times the volume
density nmolof molecules in the sample volume:

P(x;t) = nmold(X;
t)

.

(5.10)

Note that in the present case the spatial variation of d is exclusively determined by the spatial
dependence of the radiation field.
To get this dependence the radiation field and the molecules have to be considered as
two coupled dynamic subsystems. Suppose one has solved the dynamic equations for the
molecules under the action of the electromagneticfield, i.e., the time-dependent Schrodinger
equation or the density operator equation. Then, one knows how the molecules react to the
field, and the polarization introduced in Eq. (5.4) is known as a function (functional) P[E] of
the electric field strength. Inserting this into Maxwell's equations one gets a closed equation
for the electric field strength5

(g

- c2A)

a2

E = -4n -P[E]
at2

(5.1 1)

In general the polarization P will be a nonlinear functional of the electric field E. For the
present purpose, however, a linear approximation is sufficient. In the simplest case one has
the relation P = XE (or D = EE)(cf. Section 2.5.1) and the response of the molecular
system is completely determined by the electric susceptibility x (or dielectric constant E).
Next, we briefly recall the definition of the linear absorption coefficient a. For this reason
we consider a platelet of a dielectric medium of thickness d extending into z-direction. In
the z and y-direction (lateral directions) there should be no geometric restriction. The strictly
monochromatic light is supposed to propagate in z-direction with perpendicular incidence on
the platelet. For simplicity we let the platelet thickness d go to infinity, d -+ 00 such that there
is a single reflecting boundary between the dielectric and the vacuum (dielectric half-space).
Thus, the complete electric field strength along the propagation direction can be written as

E(z,t)= ee-iwt (@(-Z){E,@'~~'+ Ere-ikvacz}+ @(z)EteikmedZ)
+c.c.. (5.12)
The unit-step function O ( z )has been used to discriminate between the part in the medium
(transmitted part) with amplitude Et and wave number kmed = &w/c in z-direction, and
5Actually one has to start from Maxwell's equations for a non-magnetic medium. If changed from their microscopic version containing any details of the fields to the averaged form they read for the curls of the fields
V x E = - l / c aH/at as well as V x H = 1/c aD/at, and for the field sources V D = 0 and VH = 0.
Note the absence of external charge and current densities. Taking the curl of the equation for V x E one obtains
AE = 1/c2 a2D/at2.Finally we use D = E 47rP and arrive at Eq. (5.1 I).
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the field in the vacuum. The latter contains the incoming part with amplitude EO and the
reflected part with amplitude E,, both with wave number Ic,
= w/c. The unit vector e
defines the polarization direction of the field. The different field components are determined
via the boundary conditions for the electric and magnetic field. For the field intensity inside
the medium one has (Beer’s law)

I ( z )= I(0)e-az .

(5.13)

The exponential decrease is determined by the absorption coefficient a, which will depend on
the frequency of the light wave travelling through the platelet. The absorption coefficient can
be expressed as

4TW
a(w) = -Imx(w) ,
nc

(5.14)

where n denotes the reflection coefficient which is assumed to be constant and x(w) is the
susceptibility.
The actual frequency dependence of the absorption coefficient is determined by the properties of the molecules as will be explained in the following section. There we will calculate
the change of light intensity d l versus length segment dz in propagation direction
(5.15)

which gives direct access to the absorption coefficient.

5.2.2

Golden Rule Formulation

We start our discussion of the absorption coefficient by deriving the expression for the rate
kg+, of transitions between the electronic ground state 14,) and some excited state 14,) due
to the absorption of a single photon. During this process energy of the electromagnetic field
is converted into molecular excitation energy. For the molecular Hamiltonian the representation in terms of the electron-vibrational states I&)lxa~) will be used (cf. Section 2.7). The
interaction with the field is accounted for in the semiclassical approximation discussed in the
previous section. Note that describing electronic transitions in a system of two electronic
states with the Golden Rule formula means that the coupling between both states is weak and
that any coherence between the initial and final state is suppressed.
It will be the main aim of the following to determine the transition rate for a single
molecule using a point of view which establishes a relation between optical absorption to
other types of electronic transitions induced by intramolecular perturbations. Therefore, the
absorption process is viewed as the transition from the initial state Iq5,)Ixs~)with energy
levels Fu + E,M to the final states I q 5 , ) l ~ ~in~ the
) excited electronic state with energy levels
E , N . In other words, the energy of the absorbed photon tW is incorporated by defining the
PES for the initial state as U, Fu (cf. Fig. 5.5). We consider situations where this PES overlaps with the final state PES U,. Then the optical absorption can be interpreted as a charge
transfer between PES belonging to different adiabatic electronic states. Such a arrangement
of two overlapping PES is usually called a curve-crossing system.

+
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Figure 5.5: Description of optical absorption as a curve-crossing problem with initial state PES tW +U,
and final state PES U,.The type of curve-crossing determines the degree of initial state and final state
vibrational wave function overlap. (S is the Stokes shift parameter.)

First the concept of the energetically shifted electronic ground state PES is introduced into
the molecular Hamiltonian (two-level version of Eq. (2.115) with the neglect of nonadiabatic
couplings). Including also the external field the Hamiltonian reads (cf. Eq. (5.9))

Here q comprises the relevant nuclear coordinates of the molecule. The external field is taken
to be monochromatic: E(t) = Eo exp( -iwt) +c.c.. Let us rearrange the Hamiltonian according to

H ( t ) = No + % ( t ) ,

(5.17)

with ZO= - huI~$~)(+~l.
The remaining part gives the Hamiltonian with the shifted electronic ground state spectrum

x1(t) =

(Hg(q)

+ h)
14g)(4gI + He(q)I$e)(4el

-E(t)

(degl+e)($gl+

h.c.1 .
(5.18)

=

Next we will use this particular representation to calculate the transition rate k g e
kg+e.
To do so, we follow the approach presented in Section 3.3 where the Golden Rule formula
has been derived. The manifold of initial states la) is identified with the adiabatic electronvibrational states
J x g ~ )whereas
, the final states Icy) are the excited electron-vibrational
states I4 e ) IX e N ).
To apply the results of Section 3.3 we have to specify the time-evolution operator. This
is done here by taking the (zeroth-order) time-evolution operator Uo(t) = exp{-iNot/h}
and changing to the interaction picture with respect to the (zeroth-order) Hamiltonian 310.
According to Section 3.2.2 the total time-evolution operator reads U ( t ,to) = Uo(t)S(t,to).
The S-operator is defined as the time-ordered exponential of %I (t) taken in the interaction
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picture,
(5.19)
with 31i')(t) = U:(t)31, (t)Uo(t).One easily
Uo(t)l4,) = eiWt14g) 7

Uof(t)l4g) =

Applying these results we get

(5.22)
and a part oscillating at twice the field frequency w. If one neglects these high-frequency
oscillations, the interaction picture introduced in this way leads to a time-independent Hamiltonian X,,
(1) . It is known as the Hamiltonian in the rotating wave approximation.6
Accepting the time-independent Hamiltonian as a good approximation for 31,(1) ( t ) ,the Soperator becomes very simple since no time-ordering is necessary. We obtain the complete
time-evolution operator as

U ( t ) = exp{iwt14g)(4gl} exp{iR!?t/h} .

(5.23)

Following the derivation of the Golden Rule formula in Section 3.3 we introduce the transition amplitude, Eq. (3.42), A g ~ , e ~ =
( t@)( t )(4g)(xg~IU(t)J4e)Jxe~),
which simplifies
) ( t )exp(iwt)($,l(x,MI exp{i31tl!r?t/h}14e)lx~~).
Except for the unimto A g ~ f , e ~=( t@
portant time-dependent phase factor the transition amplitude is identical with that discussed
in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.59. We identify Hamiltonian, Eq. (5.22) with that of Eq. (3.40) and
get from Eq. (3.60) the desired transition rate
kg+e

'C

271.

=-

M.N

f(EgM)I(XgMIE;d~gIXcN)12 6

( h+E

~ M- EeN) .

(5.24)

Before discussing this expression in more detail we will give its relation to the absorption
. that end a macroscopic sample volume V is considered, containing Nmo1
coefficient ~ ( w )To
non-interacting molecules absorbing light at frequency w. The sample volume should have a
surface cross section of area A where the light goes through perpendicular. We take a small
%ince '?&
is time-independent, one can imagine that it has been defined in a frame rotating with the frequency
of the externally applied light field.
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section of length dz and volume Adz and determine the change of radiation field energy d E
if absorption takes place. It is given during the time interval dt as

Adz
dE = -Nmol-fw

V

kg+, dt .

(5.25)

Here, Nm,IAdz/V gives the fraction of molecules inside the considered segment, and fw
xk,+,dt is the mean energy absorbed by a single molecule in the time interval dt. Since the
field energy decreases the minus sign has been introduced.
Instead of d E we can calculate the change of field energy density du = d E / A d z . Given
the volume density nmol = Nm,l/V of absorbing molecules the change of energy density per
time follows as

(5.26)
The continuity equation duldt = d I / d z , which is a direct consequence of Maxwell's equations, allows to change from the energy density to the field intensity I. We further note that
I = c E:/27r which is valid for a monochromatic field, and get
(5.27)

Comparing this expression with Eq. (5.15) enables us to identify the frequency-dependent
absorption coefficient as
(5.28)

Using Eq. (5.24) we finally obtain (here and in the following c has to be understood as the
medium velocity of light nc,,,,)

This result assumes that the molecular transition matrix elements d,, of the single molecules
are identical, and that all molecules possess the same spatial orientation. Then the scalar
product d,,Eo can be calculated. The quantity d,, in Eq. (5.29) is the component of the
vector d,, along the direction of the field ~ e c t o r .Often,
~
one simplifies the matrix element
(XgMldegl x , ~ to) the expression d,,(x,nnlX,N). This approximation is known as the Condon approximation which replaces the exact matrix element by the pure electronic matrix
~ ) .simplielement d,, of the dipole operator and the Franck-Condon factor ( x g ~ I x e The
fication is possible whenever the dependence of d,, on the nuclear degrees of freedom (via
the parametric dependence of the electronic wave functions &(r; R), cf. Section 2.3) is sufficiently weak to be negligible.
'In the case of random orientations an additional factor 1/3 appears on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.29) as a
consequence of orientational averaging.
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5.2.3 The Density of States
The obtained result for the absorption coefficient will be transformed into a more compact
form by introducing the lineshape function Dabs.We assume that the Condon approximation
can be used and get for a sample of randomly oriented molecules
(5.30)
with

For convenience the transition frequency
begu,")- u(0)
9 '

(5.32)

defined via the values of the PES at the respective vibrational equilibrium configuration has
been separated.
The lineshape function can be understood as a density of states (DOS) which combines
two electronic states, the ground state and the considered excited state. Therefore, it is often
called Franck-Condon weighted and thermally averaged combined density of states. Dabs
can be written in an alternative way after introduction of the Fourier representation of the
delta function. Then it follows from Eq. (5.31) that
Dabs (w -

(5.33)

The actual calculation of Dabs and thus of the absorption coefficient requires the detailed
knowledge of the vibrational energy spectrum for both PES. This knowledge may be attained
for small systems in the gas phase or whenever only a small number of vibrational degrees
of freedom is coupled to an electronic transition. However, Eq. (5.31) is inadequate for more
complex systems or for systems in the condensed phase. Therefore, our aim is to formulate
D a b s without making use of any eigenstates of the system. For this purpose Eq. (5.33) is
better suited even though at first glance the replacement of the delta function may appear as a
formal mathematical trick. However, we should recall that in Section 3.4.5, where the Golden
Rule had been derived via the Liouville-von Neumann equation of the statistical operator,
this type of time integration emerged in a natural way. In Section 5.3 we will discuss such a
time-dependent formulation for the absorption coefficient. Here, we only derive some general
relations used later in this chapter,
Let us follow Section 3.4.5 and eliminate the vibrational energy spectra by using the vi7 ) obtain
.
brational eigenvalue equations I l a l ~ a=~E) a 1 ~~ ~ ~ We

(5.34)
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If we introduce this result into D a b s and use the completeness relation for the vibrational states
it follows that

(5.35)

Here, we inserted the equilibrium statistical operator for the vibrational motion in the electronic ground state

(5.36)
This way the DOS (lineshape function) has been obtained as a Fourier transformed correlation function, which relates the vibrational motion in the electronic ground state PES to the
motion in the excited state PES. The averaging has to be taken with respect to the vibrational
equilibrium statistical operator for the electronic ground state.
For later use we give an alternative notation of Eq. (5.35) which found many applications
which is used to rewrite
(cf. Section 5.3.3). There we introduce AH,, = He - Hg - he,,
the time-evolution operator for H e . This can be achieved in accordance with the identity
Eq. (3.31) which is introduced to obtain the S-operator. It follows that

Ue(t) =
-

e-iHet/h.
e-iwegt

= e-iw,gte-i(Hg+AH,g)t/h

Ug (t>Seg(tlO>

(5.37)

1

with U , ( t ) = e-iHgt/h.The S-operator has the form

(5.38)
where the abbreviation AH$'(E) = U:(f)AHegUg(i?) has been introduced. Thus, the Soperator describes that part of the time evolution which is driven by the difference between
U e ( t )and U , ( t ) . Using this notation the lineshape function is obtained in the compact form
Dabs(w - w

eg

's

)- 2Th

dtei(w-"eg)tt r v i b { k g S e g ( t , O ) }

,

(5.39)

If the trace expression in the foregoing formula or in Eq. (5.35) becomes proportional to
+ 00, the time-constant T is known as the dephasing time. It describes the
decay of the long-time correlations between the electronic ground and excited state vibrational
dynamics (cf. Eq. 5.35). In this way it determines the broadening of the transition from the
vibrational ground state level Egoin the electronic ground state to the vibrational ground state
level E,o in the excited electronic states (so-called zero-phonon transition). The constant T is
called pure-dephasing time if it is exclusively caused by the vibrational motion (for example
by anharmonicities).

e x p ( - t / T ) at t
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Although Eq. (5.35) or Eq. (5.39) do not require any knowledge about the system's eigenstates the determination of the correlation function is still a formidable task. The best strategy
depends on the details of the system under consideration. For systems with a few number
of vibrational degrees of freedom (3 to 5 ) , the time-dependent Schrodinger equation subject
to particular initial conditions can be solved as will be presented in Section 5.3.2. For larger
systems a direct solution of the Schrodingerequation (either time-dependent or stationary) is
impossible. Instead, approximationshave to be introduced. They can be based on an approximate description of the vibrational degrees of freedom as a thermal reservoir in the spirit of the
Quantum Master Equation discussed in Section 3.7 (cf. Section 5.3.4 for this approach to the
absorption spectrum). A classical description of the vibrational coordinates (or a part of it) is
given in Section 5.3.5. In Section 5.3.3 the so-called curnulant expansion is introduced which
is of particular importance when considering nonlinear optical processes (see, e.g. [Muk95]).
For the case that the vibrational motion proceeds within the harmonic approximation such
that it can be mapped onto those of independent harmonic oscillators (via a normal mode
analysis, see Section 2.6. I), an analytical computation of the correlation function in Eq. (5.35)
becomes possible.

5.2.4 Absorption Coefficient for Harmonic Potential Energy Surfaces
In the case that the vibrations are described by independent harmonic oscillators an analytical
expression for Eq. (5.35) can be derived starting from the vibrational Hamiltonian introduced
in Eq. (2.74). The various vibrational frequencies should be independent on the electronic
state but both PES are shifted relative to each other along the different normal mode coordinates. The related dimensionless displacements ga(<) are given in Eq. (2.86). Within this
model we obtain the lineshape function as (for details see the supplementary Section 5.8.1)
(5.40)
with the transition frequency introduced in Eq. (5.32). The time-dependent function in the
exponent of Eq. (5.40) reads

~ ( t=)

C (ge(<) - g g ( < ) ) 2 [(I + n(us))e-iwEt+ n ( w g ) e i w ~ t .]

(5.41)

E

This expression includes the dimensionlessrelative displacement ge (<) - gg ( E ) between both
PES. The W E denote the frequencies of the normal mode oscillators, and n ( w ) is the BoseEinstein distribution which introduces the temperature dependence. Obviously, the function
G ( t )carries the complete information on the influence of the nuclear degrees of freedom. Neglecting G ( t )the absorption profile reduces to a sharp line at w = weg. The time-independent
Part
~ ( 0=) C

E

( g e ( O - gg(<))'(l+

2n(w<))

includes the so-called Huang-Rhys factor Cs(ge(E)- gg([))'.

(5.42)
It is related to the expression
(5.43)
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which is known as the Stokes shift and experimentally obtainable by comparing the peak shift
between absorption and fluorescence spectra (for details see literature list).
Starting with the Golden Rule expression, Eq. (5.31), where the thermal averaging with
respect to the initial vibrational eigenstates has to be carried out directly, the final result includes thermally averaged quantities in the exponent. This can be formally rationalized by
means of the cumulant expansion as explained in Section 5.3.3. Once the function G ( t ) is
given, a single time integration generates the complete absorption spectrum according to
(5.44)

The general character of this expression becomes obvious when discussing limiting cases for
G ( t ) .We start consideringthe limit where only a single vibrational mode with frequency Wvib
couples to the electronic transition. From Eq.(5.41) it follows that (Ag = ge - gg)

G ( t ) = Ag2 (e-Zwvib'(l+ n(Wvib))

+ eiwvibtn(Wvib)) .

(5.45)

Expanding the exponential function in Eq. (5.40) yields

exp{G(t)} =

"
M=O

1

- [Ag2(1-I-n(Wvib))]

M!

e-iMWvibt

(5.46)

Inserting this result into the expression of the combined DOS allows to carry out the time
integration for every contribution in the double sum. It simply gives

Using this expression, the absorption coefficient, Eq. (5.30),becomes a collection of sharp
lines corresponding to transitions at frequencies weg - (M - N) Wvib (vibrational progression). In contrast to Eq. (5.31) the Franck-Condon factor and the thermal distribution has
been replaced by powers of Ag and n(wvib), respectively.
Before discussing this result further, we consider the zero-temperature case:
(5.48)

+

The absorption spectrum is a sequence of sharp lines (see Fig. 5.6) at frequenciesWeg Muvib
with weighting factors
(5.49)
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Figure 5.6: Stick spectrum of the absorption described by Eq. (5.48). The weighting factors, Eq. (5.49)
are plotted versus frequency (Ag= 1.5).

These weighting factors follow from a so-called Poisson distribution. They become maximal
at M x Ag2 or, in terms of energies, at M h v i b w tw,ibAg2. Note that the vibrational
quantum number at which the absorption reaches its maximum is given by the difference
U e ( Q = q g ) - Ue(Q = q e ) = fwvibAg2. This corresponds to a vertical transition which is
in accord with the Franck-Condon principle introduced at the beginning of this chapter. The
shape of the spectrum following from Eq. (5.48) is illustrated in Fig. 5.5.
At finite temperatures we have to consider the double summation in Eq. (5.47). Nevertheless, a more compact expression can be derived. If M > N we introduce K = M - N and
N = L, where L and K run from 0 to 00. In case M < N we set M = L which again runs
from 0 to 00,but K is in between the interval from 0 to -00. Rearranging the combined DOS
gives

(5.50)

Using the definition of the modified Bessel function
(5.51)

we get
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This compact expression contains only a single sum with respect to the difference in vibrational quanta between the electronic ground and the excited state.

5.2.5 Absorption Lineshape and Spectral Density
If many vibrational modes couple to the electronic transition, we expect a quasi-continuous
spectrum of vibrational frequencies. In such a case it is convenient to introduce the spectral
density
Jeg(W)

= C ( g e ( O - gg(t))’ 6(w - a<)

(5.53)

E

into Eq. (5.41) (cf. Section 3.6.4). This function enables us to write

G(t) =

s
s

dw [(I + n(w))e-iwt + n(u)eiwt]Jeg(W) .

0

(5.54)

Furthermore, we can use the spectral density to write the Stokes shift introduced in Eq. (5.43)
as

S = 2h

dw w J e g ( w ).

0

(5.55)

For further use it is convenient to introduce the real and imaginary parts of the function G(t),
Eq. (5.41),

G(t) = Gl(t) - iGz(t) ,

(5.56)

(5.57)

G’(t) =

1
0

dw sin(wt)Jeg(w).

(5.58)

Note that the imaginary part is temperature independent, whereas the real part includes all
temperature effects. Apparently, the real and imaginary part of G(t), Eq. (5.41), have to obey
GI (t) = G1(-t) and Gz(t)= -Gz(-t), respectively. In particular, these properties have to
be fulfilled if both functions are calculated from model spectral density.
According to this separation of G(t) the density of states reads

‘s

D ~ ~ -~weg( ) w- 2lrh

dt exp{i [(w - weg)t - Gz(t)]+ Gi(t) - Gi(0))

(5.59)
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The imaginary part of G(t) introduces a shift of the electronic transition frequency weg,
whereas the real part leads to an exponential decay of the integrand in Eq. (5.59). We expect that this exponential decay has something to do with the broadening of the absorption
lines.
To be more specific let us discuss the absorption in terms of the spectral density. In real
molecular systems the spectrum of possible vibrational frequencies has an upper limit. Thus,
according to the definition (5.53) of the spectral density, we can say that J e g ( w )should go to
zero if w is larger than a certain cut-off frequency. How Jeg( w )behaves for w + 0 cannot be
further specified in general. However, according to Eq. (5.55) the frequency integral of wJeg
should give the finite quantity S / 2 h Consequently, the spectral density cannot diverge for
w + 0. Because of this property, the quantity wJeg instead of Jeg is often used to characterize
a system (cf. discussion in Section 3.6.4).
One example for J e g ,the Debye spectral density, has already been introduced in Section
3.6.4. Within the present notation it reads

s

WD

(5.60)

WJ,,(W) = @(w)2
7ri-i w +w;

How this function is related, for example, to the dynamics of a polar solvents will be explained
in detail in Section 6.5.
We note that the simple form (5.60) has the advantage that a number of quantities defined
via the spectral density (including the absorption coefficient) can be calculated analytically.
This has already been demonstrated in Section 3.6.4 for the case of the reservoir correlation
function.
Next we calculate the absorption coefficient using the Debye spectral density. It is easy
to obtain the imaginary part G2(t) of G(t). First we extend the frequency integral to -GO.
Then, to carry out the Fourier transform, we replace sin(wt)/wby a time integral with respect
to cos(wt).This gives

(5.61)
The frequency integral has already been calculated in Section 3.6.4 (Eq. (3.235)). The remaining .r-integration results in the final expression

(5.62)
The calculation of the real part of G is more complicated. Here we only consider the
high-temperature limit, k e T >> h~
and approximate 1 2n(w) M 2 k ~ T l h . dIf. one inserts
this approximation into G1( t ) ,one can proceed as in the case of Gz(t).First, one extends the
limits for the frequency integration over the whole axis. Afterwards, cos(wt)/w2is replaced
by a double time integral. The resulting frequency integral can be performed as in the case of
Gz ( t ) .After carrying out the final double time integration we get

+

(5.63)
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The frequency4ependent combined density of states is obtained after the time integration
in Eq. (5.59)has been carried out.
In order to discuss this result we introduce two time scales. First we have the time scale
for vibrational motion characterized by Tvib x l / w ~ The
.
second time scale is related to the
strength of the coupling between electronic and nuclear motions (S).It can be interpreted as
the time scale for fluctuations of the electronic energy gap, we have Tfl,, = h / J m . We
can distinguish two limits:
Slow nuclear motion:
We suppose that Tvib >> Tflucand, in particular, that it is possible to perform a short time
expansion of G ( t )with respect to UDt. One obtains

(5.64)
This case is known as the limit of inhomogeneous broadening, where the time scale for nuclear
motion is such that the nuclei can be considered to be frozen (cf. Fig. 5.1). We have a Gaussian
absorption lineshape centered around the vertical Franck-Condon transition w = weg S/2.
Fast nuclear motion:
Here, Tvib << TR,, and the exponential factors in G ( t )can be neglected. Setting w ~ t -1 M
w D t and neglecting GZ(t) which is of the order of (TVib/Tfl,$hD/kBT, one arrives at
G ( t )% Tvibltl/T&,. The absorption lineshape follows as a Lorentzian

+

- -1

7rh (w - weg)2 - y2

(5.65)

The linewidth is given by y = TVib/T,”,,.This is the limit of homogeneous broadening. Note
that the absorption is now centered at the electronic transition frequency and the Stokes shift
does not appear. This can be rationalized by the fact that the nuclear motion is so fast that only
the electronic transition which is averaged with respect to the nuclear dynamics is detected in
the experiment.
Finally, we point out that the transition between the limits of inhomogeneous and homogeneous broadening can be observed upon changing the temperature. While at low temperature
the nuclear motions are frozen and the lineshape is Gaussian, at higher temperature it becomes
Lorentzian. This phenomenon is also known as motional line narrowing .
The model described so far can be generalized to a case which is often met in praxis, a
single vibrational coordinate coupled to further vibrations (often named Brownian oscillator
model). The latter vibrations might be additional intramolecular vibrations or those of a solvent as well as any other type of a condensed-phase environment (bath vibrations). In the
most simplest case the single vibrational coordinate (the active vibration) might correspond
to a bond vibration of a diatomic molecule. Since it moves like a Brownian particle undergoing random kicks of the environment it is called a Brownian oscillator. However, the active
vibration can also be understood as a collective coordinate which is dominantly coupled to
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Figure 5.7: Linear absorption coefficient (arbitrary units) versus frequency (in units of W,ib and relative
10w e s )for a diatomic molecule embedded in a condensed-phase environment at two different temperatures (left part: @ = k B T / h , i t , = 1/2, right part: @ = keT/Tw,;t, = 1, for easy comparison the left
curves are multiplied with 1/2) and different coupling strength to the reservoir vibrations (see text for
these numbers and all other parameters). FQM denotes the results of the correct (full) quantum mechanical calculation. DCL and SCL curves are the result of semiclassical descriptions as explained in Section
5.3.5 (reprinted with permission from [Ego98]; copyright (1998) American Institute of Physics).

the electronic transition. In any case it is responsible for a vibrational progression in the linear absorption as displayed in Fig. 5.6. While this progression consists of sharp lines for an
isolated oscillator, the present study includes a coupling to additional vibrations which should
introduce a broadening of the absorption lines. We expect a dependence of this broadening on
the coupling strength to the secondary vibrations and on temperature.
The related Hamiltonian represents a particular example for the generic system-reservoir
Hamiltonian, Eq. (3.3). Here, Hs describes the active vibration, H R denotes the Hamiltonian
of all bath vibrations, and HS-R is responsible for the coupling between both. We assume
an expression for Hs which is identical with the molecular part of Eq. (5.16) (of course
restricted to a single vibration). HR, for simplicity, should be independent on the electronic
states entering Hs. However, the system-bath coupling Hamiltonian is written as HS-R =
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C, I$a)($al
K , ( q ) @ , ( Z ) with
,
K , (aa)
depending on the primary (secondary) vibrational
coordinates, i.e. on q (2 = {&}).
As already pointed out there exists a case where the linear absorption spectrum of a Brownian oscillator can be described by a combined density of states Dabs according to Eq. (5.59).
This becomes possible if all vibrations are described by harmonic oscillators, and if the coupling between the Brownian oscillator and all secondary vibrations is linear in both types
of coordinates. This corresponds to the case Ka(q) = q - qa (here qa is the respective
= CEhk, 2,. Because of the bilinear form of the coupling
equilibrium position) and
Hamiltonian, Hs-R, the complete Hamiltonian Hs Hs-R HR can be diagonalized for
both electronic states just leading again to a Hamiltonian of the type Eq. (5.16) whose linear
absorption spectrum can be calculated according to Eq. (5.59).
Fig. 5.7 displays the absorption spectra for such a particular case of a Brownian oscillator.
The exact results are obtained after a discretization of the bath modes followed by the introduction of 100 normal mode vibrations (derived from 99 bath modes and the single Brownian
oscillator). Related spectra (FQM results, thin lines) are displayed for two different temperatures each with three different coupling strength between the active vibration and the bath
vibrations. Furthermore, Ag = -4 for the primary oscillator (cf. Eq. (5.45)). The spectral
density J ( w ) is of the type given in Eq. (3.229) but differs between the ground and the excited electronic state ( J , = qaJ, a = g , e). The factors qa have been set equal to vg = 0.05,
q e = 0.125 (part (A) and (B) of Fig. 5.7), qg = 0.0625, qe = 0.025 (part (C) and (D)), and
qg = 0.125, qe = 0.05 (part (E) and (F)). Upon decreasing the temperature and the coupling
to the secondary vibrations. the vibrational progression can be clearly identified.

+

5.3

+

Time-Dependent Formulation of the Absorption
Coefficient

In the following different derivations of the frequency-dependent absorption coefficient will
be given, based on the solution of dynamic equations for respective time-dependent wave
functions or density matrices. The basic idea behind these approaches has been already
encountered in Section 5.2.4, where the absorption coefficient was expressed in terms of a
Fourier-transform of a particular correlation function (see, Eq. (5.35)). Having different ways
of calculating particular correlation functions at least approximately is of great importance
not only to get the linear absorption coefficient but to compute any type of transfer rates in
molecular systems.
In order to keep the connection with the previous section we will adopt the same electronic
two-level model for our discussion. The time-dependent description of the stationary absorption will also enable us to bridge a gap between fast intramolecular dynamic phenomena, i.e.,
phenomena in the time domain, and properties observed in the frequency domain. We start
our considerationswith an alternative derivation of the linear susceptibility and consequently
of the absorption coefficient. This will be based on the idea of general linear response theory
introduced already in Section 3.6.5.
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5.3.1 Dipole-Dipole Correlation Function
Our objective is to obtain a formula for the absorption coefficient which does not rely on
a particular representation of the Hamiltonian, but is based on a general description of the
molecular quantum dynamics. Further, we do not want to invoke any approximation for the
PES as it was done in the previous section.
For simplicity let us neglect inhomogeneous broadening and therefore let us start with
Eq. (5.10) for the macroscopic polarization including Eq. (5.5) for the time-dependent expectation value of the dipole operator. In order to carry out a perturbation expansion with respect
to Hfield(t), i.e. in powers of the electric field-strength, we separate U ( t ,to) in Eq. (5.5)
into the molecular part U,,l(t - t o ) = exp(-iH,,l(t - to)/h)and into the S-operator (cf.
Section 3.2.2)
(5.66)
The coupling Hamiltonian in the interaction representation reads H,$/,(t) = U,&,(t - t o )
x Hfieltl( t )Ulnol( t - t o ) . Accordingly, Eq. (5.5) becomes

d(x;t ) = tr{PVeqS+(t,to)ji(”(t)S(t,t o ) } .

(5.67)

The different contributions in powers of the field-strength are obtained by a power expansion
of S ( t ,t o ) . Here, we concentrate on the first-order contribution (higher-order terms have to
be considered in the case of nonlinear spectroscopy, cf. Section 5.6). The expansion of (ji) up
to the first order in the field-strength gives (the zeroth-order term does not contribute because
of the absence of a macroscopic dipole density in the equilibrium)

d(x;t ) x

+

+

tfr{keq[l S ( l ) f ( t , t o ) ] ~ ( ’ ) ( t ) [ l S(”(t,to)]>
t

%

ih J’dt’

tr{keq[ji(Ij(t

-

t ’ ) , j i ( ~ ) ( o ) ]~- }( x ; t ’. )

(5.68)

to

Here, S(’j denotes the first-order expansion of the S-operator, Eq. (5.66) with respect to
the electric field-strength (in linear approximation the term containing S(’)+ and S(l)is
neglected). Inserting the last expression of Eq. (5.68) into Eq. (5.10) for the macroscopic
polarization, the linear dielectric susceptibility is obtained as (cf. Section 5.2.1)

i
h

XJ3’ ( t - t ’ ) = -O(t - t’)nmolC!!?(t
33

- t‘) ,

(5.69)

where we introduced the dipole-dipole correlation function
(5.70)
8We remind here on the fact that the operator f i ( ‘ ) ( t ) is independent on the spatial position x since inhomogeneous
broadening has been neglected. However, the electric field-strength depends on x,and just this dependence enters
the expectation value via the field-dependence of the S-perator.
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Since the trace has been taken with respect to the equilibrium statistical operator the susceptibility (and thus the correlation function) depends on the time difference only (cf. Section
3.6.5). Furthermore, we note that the linear susceptibility as well as the dipole-dipole correlation function are tensors of second rank which components are given by the vector components
of fi(') ( t-t') and fi@)(0). In the following we will only consider the case of randomly oriented
molecules where it is sufficient to use
(5.71)
The absorption coefficient follows from Eq. (5.14) as
m

(5.72)
0

Expression (5.29) is easily recovered, if the adiabatic electron-vibrational states I&) Ixajv)
(a = 9, e) are used to calculate the trace. Moreover, Eq. (5.30) introducing the linear absorption via the combined density of states DDabs(W) shows that we have to identify 7r1degl2 D a b s ( w ) h
with the real part of the half-sided Fourier transform of C d - d ( t ) (provided that a system with
two electronic states is con~idered).~
In the derivation we did not refer so far to any specific form of the molecular Hamiltonian.
It can in principle describe any type of PES but can also contain contributions from an environment. Thus, Eq. (5.72) is suitable for computationof the absorption spectrum of molecular
systems in the condensed phase. Before studying such a situation we will show in the next
section how, in the case of a molecular system with a small number of vibrational degrees of
freedom, the dipole-dipole correlation function can be calculated by propagation of a nuclear
wave function.

5.3.2 Absorption Coefficient and Wave Packet Propagation
Alternatively to Eq. (5.70) one can derive an expression for the dipole-dipole correlation
function based on the time evolution of a particular statistical operator. To this end Eq. (5.70)
is rewritten as (the Cartesian index on both dipole operators has been omitted since they form
a scalar product)
Cd-d(t) = t r { fiUmol(t)

[b,*eq]-

ULo,(t)}

tr{ fis(t)} *

(5.73)

This formula results from a simple rearrangement of the various operators under the trace in
Eq. (5.70) and we introduced b ( t ) = U,,l(t) [fi, Peg]U:+,,(t). Now, we may calculate
the correlation function via a propagation of the the commutator of the equilibrium statistical
operator with the dipole operator (which induces the transitions according to the coupling with
the radiation field).
This statement can be put into a more transparent formula, if one changes from the propagation of mixed states to that of pure states. Such a situation is encountered in the gas phase
9Note that this result is a particular example for the Ructuation-dissipation theorem introduced in Section 3.6.5.
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Figure 5.8: Wave packet motion used to describe the absorption coefficient according to Eq. (5.75).
A single PES versus the vibrational coordinate R is shown (infrared light absorption within a single
electronic state). The wave function x90(R)is the unperturbed vibrational ground state. Due to the
action of the dipole operator the new wave function p ( R ) x 9 0 ( R )is created (upper left wave packet,
note that this requires that the dipole operator depends on the coordinate). As a non-eigenstate of the
vibrational Hamiltonian the wave function p ( R ) x 9 0 ( R )propagates forth and back in the PES (upper
right wave packet). The half-sided Fourier transformation of the time-dependent overlap between the
initially displaced and the propagated wave packet gives the absorption spectrum.

in the absence of any environmental influence. Hence, we replace Lkeqby /$)($I where I$)
is an eigenstate of Hmolwith energy &. Using Umol(t)l$)= exp(-i&t/h)l$) we obtain for
the dipole-dipole correlation function
(5.74)

Next, we rearrange the matrix elements formed by the pure state vector I@) and those states
used to calculate the trace. We can profit from the completeness relation for the state vectors
defining the trace formula and obtain
Cd-d(t)

= (ciEt”($l f i U m o l ( t )fi[$) - C . C . )

.

(5.75)

The interpretation which is illustrated in Fig. 5.8 is straightforward: The dipole operator
induces a transition from the initial state I$) to the state PI$). This is usually not an eigenstate of Hmol.Therefore, one can expect wave packet motion to take place. At time t the
propagated state Umol(t)bI$)is multiplied by ($1fi to give the dipole autocorrelation function ($ lfiUmol(t)bl$).Its half-sided Fourier transform determines the absorption according
to Eq. (5.72).
For the specific case of an electronic two-level system, the state I@) is replaced by the
) .
that the Condon
vibrational ground state in the electronic ground state, 1q5g) 1 ~ ~ 0 Provided
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Figure 5.9: Wave packet motion used to describe the absorption coefficient according to Eq. (5.77). A
system of two PES versus a single vibrational coordinate R is shown. The horizontal displacement of
the two PES with respect to each other will give an initial state d,,lxso) which is not an eigenstate of
the vibrational Hamiltonian of the electronically excited state. Thus, wave packet dynamics will occur.

approximation is valid, we obtain p14g)1xgo)= degl4e)lxgo). Therefore, due to the action
of the dipole operator, the vibrational state Ixg0) of the electronic ground state PES, has been
promoted to the excited electronic state 14e).
The resulting time dependence reads
(5.76)

The vibrational state Ixg0)propagates under the action of the vibrational Hamiltonian of the
This is illustrated in Fig. 5.9.
excited electronic state, since Ixg0) is not an eigenstate of He.
We neglect the antiresonant contribution and get the absorption coefficient as
(5.77)
Thus, the absorption coefficient is obtained by solving the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for nuclear motion on the electronic excited PES (indicated by the superscript “e” at
x$‘d).The initial condition is given by Ix$)(t = 0) = 1 ~ ~ 0 At
) .each time the overlap integral
between the propagated and the initial wave function has to be calculated to get the spectrum.
The wave packet description of absorption is particular useful if the excited electronic
state I&) is dissociative. Because no reference is made to eigenstates, there is no need to
calculate the continuous energy spectrum. Instead one solves the Schrodinger equation in the
coordinate representation as outlined in Section (3.12.5). Additionally, Eq. (5.77) combines
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Figure 5.10: Numerical results for the SO- S1 absorption spectrum of FNO obtained using the wave
packet propagation method. The dynamics has been restricted to two dimensions, i.e., the NO bond
distance (RN-o(from 1.8 8, to 3.2 A)) and the distance between F and the center of mass of the NO
fragment (RF-NO(from 2.5 A to 5 A)). In the lower part the correlation function I(XsoIx$)(ct))l (left)
as well as the linear absorption spectrum are given (reprinted with permission from [Sut92]; copyright
1992 American Institute of Physics).

a frequency domain quantity, a ( w ) , with a time domain quantity, x$)(q,t ) . Therefore, the
approach enables one to draw conclusions on the molecular system both in the frequency and
in the time domain'".
In Fig. 5 . I0 we show the results of a numerical wave packet simulation of the So - S1
absorption spectrum of FNO. The initial wave packet on the excited state is given according
to x ( e )( R N - 0R
, F - N Ot ;= 0) = x g 0 ( R ~ &-NO).
-~,
The subsequent dynamics is char-

90

acterized by an oscillatory motion in the bound region of the potential and a simultaneous
dissociation indicated by those parts of the wave packet which leave along the exit channel
RF-NO+ M. The interplay between bond vibration and dissociation is reflected in the
'OAs a note in caution we point out that in principle only thefull time propagation of the wave packet up to t
gives the absorption coefficient.
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damped oscillations of the correlation function shown in the lower part of Fig. 5.10 (left).
Consequently, the Fourier transform of this correlation function, which gives the absorption
spectrum, is quite structured (right).
It is easy to extend the considerations carried out so far to the case where the absorption
process starts from a mixed state (as already assumed in Eq. (5.73)). We may generalize Eq.
= E Mf ( E g ~ )
(5.77) in setting for the equilibrium statistical operator in Eq. (5.73) Peq
( x g ~ ) ( x gi.e.~ (we, assume a thermal distribution over the vibrational levels of the electronic
ground state. Since every (pure) state in this mixtures enters the formula for the absorption
coefficient additively we directly obtain

Instead of a single wave function overlap as in Eq. (5.77) we obtained a multiple overlap
( X ~ M (t)) between the vibrational wave functions X ~ M
and its time-dependent form
propagated at the excited state PES. Moreover, every part is weighted by the thermal distribution function.

IxFk

A complication appears if several coupled electronic states become accessible after photon
absorption. Let us consider the case of two coupled states I&) and Iq5f). Here the excited state
cannot be described by the single vibrational Hamiltonian He but by the Hamiltonians He
and H I coupled via the nonadiabaticity operator Of,. This is another example for a curvecrossing problem. The coupling has to be accounted for in the numerical solution of the
Schrodingerequation for the wave function determining the correlation function in Eq. (5.77).
As a consequence of the nonadiabatic coupling, the spectrum changes, that is, the positions of
the transitions are modified and new transitions appear (cf. Fig. 5.11). We will return to the
dynamics within coupled PES in more detail in Section 5.7 as well as in Chapter 6.

5.3.3 Cumulant Expansion of the Absorption Coefficient
Assuming that the PES for both electronic states are harmonic it is possible to compute the
linear absorption coefficient exactly. This has been demonstrated in Section 5.2.4. For anharmonic PES one has to chose a different approach. Here, we explain the method which
is known from probability theory as the cumulant expansion. It enables us to put the thermal average appearing in the combined density of states Dabs(w),Eq. (5.33, directly into
the exponent (cf. Eq. (5.40)). In practice this corresponds to a partial resummation of the
perturbation series, in the present case, with respect to the electron-vibrational coupling and,
afterwards, to a computation of certain correlation functions.
The following calculations are based on Eq. (5.39) which defines the dipole-dipole correlation function, Eq. (5.70), by a time-orderedexponential. To determine the trace in Eq. (5.39)
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Figure 5.11: Linear absorption spectrum for a curve crossing system (states
and I#,)) along a
one-dimensional reaction coordinate Q (dimensionless oscillator coordinate). The ground state is at
Q = 0 and the transition dipole moment is nonzero only for the transition to the diabatic state I&). It

is assumed to be constant, that is, only the bare Franck-Condon factors between the ground state wave
function and the eigenstates of the coupled excited states determine the spectrum. The left column shows
the diagonalized potential curves and the coordinate probability distribution for the lowest eigenstates
(energy in units of the oscillator frequency and the detuning between the diabatic potentials is 0.5).
The right column shows the absorption spectrum for the case of no, weak (El,, = O.l), and strong
(eej= 0.5) inter-state coupling. Upon increasing the inter-state coupling, new peaks appear and the
spectrum is shifted.

it is necessary to expand the S-operator

(5.79)
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Translating the exact calculation of Section 5.2.4 to the present notation suggests the identification of (Seg(t10)),with exp{G(t)} (Eq. (5.40)). This leads us to the ansatz
Cd-d(t)

=)dege-iwegl2 (Seg(t,O)),=I d,,

l2

e--iweg-r(t),

(5.80)

where r(t) has still to be computed. In order to calculate r(t) let us introduce a power
expansion with respect to AH,':' like

r(t)= rl(t)+ r2(t)+ r3(t)+ . . . ,

(5.81)

where r,(t) is of nth order in AH$'. It is reasonable that this expansion exists because
it exists for (Se,(t,O)),. Because the exponent of the (time-ordered) S-operator is of first
order with respect to AH,':), there is no zeroth-order contribution in Eq. (5.81). Clearly,
or r2 would be known, we would have
even if only some low-order contributions like
( S e g ( t 1 0 ) )for
, any order in AH!:'. However, in general retaining only low-order terms
in r ( t )would not give the exact expression for (Se,(t,O)),. The type of expansion which
follows from the introduction of the function r(t)is known as the cumulunf expansion.
In order to compare the present approach with the direct expansion of (Seg(tlO))g
in
Eq. (5.79) we expand Eq. (5.80) and insert Eq. (5.81). This gives
e-r(t)

(rl(t)+ r2(t)+ r3(t)+ . . .)
+z(rl(t)+r2(t)+r3(t)+
...)2+...

= 11

.

(5.82)

Restricting ourselves to terms up to the second order with respect to AH!:' yields

e-r(t)

+

+ 1 (r,(t)+ r2(t))2
+ .. .

M

1 - (rl(t) r2(t))

M

1 -rl(t)- r2(t)- -r2(t

(

h).

(5.83)

A direct comparison with Eq. (5.79) gives
t

rl(t)= i / d t l ( a H , ' z ) ( t ~ ) ) ,

(5.84)

0

and
(5.85)

Whether the derived expression for the dipole-dipole correlation function
(5.86)
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is a good approximation or not cannot be decided in general. Clearly, if higher-order cumulants do not exist the result is exact. Otherwise, only a comparison with experiments can give
some information about the quality of this approach.
In the supplementary Section 5.8.2 the harmonic oscillator description of the vibrational
modes as given in Section 5.2.4 is repeated in the cumulant expansion formalism. In particular,
it is demonstrated that the second-ordercumulant expansion of r(t),Eq. (5.81) gives the exact
result for the absorption coefficient, Eq. (5.44).

5.3.4 Absorption Coefficient and Reduced Density Operator
Propagation
In the foregoing section we used the rearrangement Eq. (5.73) of the dipole-dipole correlation
function to give an interpretation of the absorption coefficient in terms of a wave packet propagation, which holds if the initial state of the transition is a pure or a mixed state. Here, we
will briefly demonstrate how to proceed if the system which undergoes the optical transition
is in a condensed phase environment and is characterized by a reduced density operator. To
be more specific we will assume that the vibrational degrees of freedom described in the preceding section by the states X ~ M( a, = g, e) are coupled to a solvent which acts as a thermal
bath in the sense of Section 3.7. As a result every state x a has
~ a finite life-time because of
transitions accompanied by the emission or absorption of environmental (bath) quanta.
The most simple example for such a situation would be a diatomic molecule in a solvent
where the relative coordinate of the molecule is linearly coupled to generalized solvent coordinates. However, if both are assumed to move in parabolic PES the bilinear coupling allows
to introduce common harmonic coordinates and the whole system can be described exactly as
outlined in Section 5.2.4. It is the advantage of the following treatment that it is also valid in
the case of a general coupling to the condensed phase environment. Nevertheless, the treatment of the active system reservoir coupling is still approximately according to the use of the
quantum master equation.
To obtain the dipole-dipole correlation function in the present case we again have to start
from Eq. (5.10) for the polarization and have to introduce its Linearized version with respect
to the radiation field. However, if the radiation field only affects the (active) molecular system
and does not induce optical transitions in the environment, Eq. (5.5) for the dipole operator
expectation value can be written as
(5.87)

Here, the trace is taken with respect to the state space of the active molecular system responsible for the absorption processes. @(t)denotes the reduced density operator which is
propagated under the action of the external field starting with the equilibrium value beq". The
environment enters the expression via the time-evolution of &. In a next step we linearize
Eq. (5.87) with respect to the electric field-strength to find a generalization of Eq. (5.73) for
"To be complete we remind the reader on the fact that the assumption of an equilibrium reduced density operator
implies a factorization of the total initial statistical operator into a system and a reservoir part (neglect of initial
correlations, cf. Section 3.12.1).
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the dipole-dipole correlation function:

The operator 6 ( t )has to be propagated according to the respective quantum master equation
(without the external field) and with the initial value [fi, fie,]- (at t = 0). Therefore, we may
write 6 ( t ) = U(t)[fi,fie,]-, where U ( t )denotes the dissipative time-evolution superoperator
(cf. Eq. (3.265)).
To obtain a deeper insight into the expression for the dipole-dipole correlation function
we specify it to a system with two electronic states ($g and &) already used in the preceding
sections. Introducing an expansion with respect to these electronic states and noting first
fie, = Rg ($g I, where Rgis the vibrational equilibrium statisticaloperator of the electronic
ground state, we get from Eq. (5.88)

This expression generalizes Eq. (5.75) or Eq. (5.77) to the condensed phase situation. The
propagation of electronic ground state vibrational wave functions in the excited state PES (cf.
Eq. (5.77)) has been replaced by a propagation of the off-diagonal electronic matrix elements
of the density operator 6.
If the equation of motion for the density matrix elements follow, e.g. from the Bloch
approximation, Section 3.8.3, an analytical expression for the linear absorption coefficient
may be derived. The Bloch approximationhas the advantage that the propagation of the offdiagonal density matrix elements is separated from that of the diagonal elements. We intro( t )
duce the electron-vibrational energy representation a a N , b M ( t ) = ( ~ ~ N l ( $ ~ l 6I+g)IXbM)
and obtain for a # b

The LdaN,bM are transition frequencies, and the Y a N , b M describe dephasing rates (cf. Eqs.
(3.291), (3.292) and (3.296)). There is no need for the following to specify the dephasing
rates any further (for concrete expressions compare Section 6.8). After specifying initial conditions, o,N,,M(O) = d,, ( x e ~ I x g ~ ) f ( E gthe
~ )time-dependence
,
of DaN,bM is simply
obtained as a damped oscillation. A Fourier-transformation like in Eq. (5.72) results in the
final expression for the absorption coefficient. If C T , N , ~ M (is~ )Fourier-transformed there appears the exponent w - U , N , ~ Mwhich describes resonant transitions. In contrast D ~ N , , M ( ~ )
results in the exponent w which is completely off-resonant. These contributions
can be neglected (cf. Eq. (5.77)) and we only consider a e N , g M ( t ) . Then, the trace formula in
Eq. (5.89) can be specified as follows:
trvib{

( 4 e le(t)l$g)

I

( X g M ( 4 e 16.(t)lXgM) 1$9)

M

(5.91)
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where in the last part the complete set of vibrational states belonging to the excited electronic
state has been introduced. The final expression for the absorption coefficient reads

(5.92)
This expression is a direct generalization of Eq. (5.29) since the various sharp transitions (described by a &-function) are broadened here to a Lorentzian-like lineshape. The amount of
. dephasing which was introbroadening is determined by the dephasing rates Y ~ N , ~ MPure
duced in Section 5.2.3 is described here by the line-broadening y e ~ ,corresponding
g~
to a transition between the vibrational ground states of both considered electronic levels. It depends
O
a contribution or
on the concrete model of the system-reservoir coupling whether Y ~ O , ~ gives
not (cf., for example, [Rei96,Ski86]).
if the present model is reduced to the case of a single active coordinate (relative coordinate in a diatomic system) coupled linearly to a harmonic oscillator bath it may result in an
absorption spectrum similar (but not identical) to that shown by the full lines in Fig. 5.7.

5.3.5

Quasi-Classical Computation of the Absorption Coefficient

We finish our considerations of different ways to compute the linear absorption spectrum of a
molecular system by an approach which accounts for the vibrational degrees of freedom (either of an intramolecular nature or of the surrounding solvent) by using classical mechanics.
Again, we will demonstrate this for a transition including an electronic excitation. The classical (as well as quasi-classical) description of the vibrational dynamics is invoked by changing
to a partial Wigner representation of the statistical operator. This partial Wigner representation
has to be taken since the electronic degrees of freedom will be considered quantum mechanically. In similarity to Eq. (5.89) and after specifying the trace with respect to the vibrational
states to coordinate operator eigenstates we write
Cd-d(t) =

=

/

dq

{ dge

($el ( q l & ( t ) l q ) l $ g )

- d e g ( $ g 1(416(t)lq)I$e)}

.

(5.93)

Here, q { q t } denotes the h/ vibrational coordinates, 14) is the product of respective eigenU20,(t).
states of the coordinate operators, and &(t)is given by Um,l(t) [,G,kgl$g)($g~]The introduction of the partial Wigner representation of 6 ( t )results in the quantity 6 ( z , p ;t )
which is an operator in the electronic state space. Having introduced the partial Wigner representation we can directly use Eqs. (3.424)- (3.427) to obtain an equation of motion for
6(z, p ; t ) in the semiclassical limit. Here, we introduced a more compact notation (note the
appearance of commutators and anti-commutators), that is:
d
i
-6(z,p;t) = --[Hm0*,6]at
h
dHm01 88
1
d H d 86
(5.94)

+?c{[,,~,].[ay,~as,l+l~
E

As it is the case for 6,the Hamiltonian Hmoldepends on the classical coordinates and momenta but remains an operator in the electronic state space. Therefore, also Planck’s constant
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appears in Eq. (5.94). Let us neglect for a moment the second term on the right-hand side.
Then, the remaining equation is solved by
b(z1~;t)= umol(%c,P;t

) ~ ( z , ~ ; ~ ) U ~ .~ l ( z , ~ ; t )

(5.95)

The time-evolution operators have been defined by Hmoland, therefore, they depend on the
classical coordinates and momenta, too. Moreover, we note that

w))= ~ i m 4 , ) ( 4 g I l -

(5.96)

1

l+,)($,l

what leads to the Wigner representation as & ( z , p ;0) = degfg
- h.c. (the quantity
fg denotes the classical distribution function defined by the vibrational Hamilton function
Hg(zlp)).Then, after taking electronic matrix elements, it follows for & ( z , p ;t) (as in the
foregoing Section 5.3.4 we concentrate on the resonant contribution)

( 4 e I&(.,

P; t)l4g)

=

(4.zlumol (z, P; t ) d e g f g I 4 e ) (dg Iu201(z, P; t )14,)
i

= d e g f g ( z , P )exp ( - jp-uz)

-

Ug(4,t) .

(5.97)

Since the time-evolution operators are defined in terms of the classical vibrational Hamiltonians H g ( z , p )and H , ( z , p ) the exponent in the last part only contains the difference
U e ( 2 ) - U,(z)of the related PES. If we insert Eq. (5.97) into Eq. (5.93) for the dipoledipole correlation function the absorption coefficient is obtained as
M

(5.98)

-

In the final expression the momentum integration has been carried out leading to the reexp(-U,/kBT). The &function follows from the timeduced distribution function f,(.)
integral. The result for the linear absorption coefficient reflects the qualitative discussion
carried out in Section 5.1 and related to Fig. 5.1. As explained in this first part of the present
chapter, absorption of a radiation quantum becomes possible if its energy h equals to the
difference, U e ( z )- U,(z),between the PES of the ground and the excited electronic state
(vertical transitions). This is the essence of Eq. (5.98).
Assuming parabolic PES the z-integration in Eq. (5.98) can be carried out. This will
be demonstrated in detail in Section 6.4.1, where electron transfer between two states is discussed. We refer the reader to all calculation following Eq. (6.64). Here we use only the result
(cf. Eq. (6.73))adopted to the case of the absorption coefficient

Note the introduction of the transition frequency we, according to Eq. (5.32)and of the Stokes
shift, Eq. (5.43). In Section 5.2.5 this type of expression had been derived for the case of slow
nuclear motion (cf. Eq. (5.64)). This can be brought into a different perspective, that is, the
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neglect of any dynamic corrections to the solution, Eq. (5.97), of the density operator equation
in the Wigner representation (Eq. (5.94))results in a sraric approximation. In other words,
during the absorption process there is no classical vibrational motion. Respective numerical
results are given in Fig. 5.7 by the curves labeled as SCL (static classical limit). They wrap
the more structured spectra showing the progression of a single vibration (for more details cf.
Section 5.2.5). Because the static approximation is of fundamental character we will meet it
again at various places in later chapters.
In order to go beyond the static approximation one has to include nonvertical transitions
but also account for quantum effects. Respective results can also be found in Fig. 5.7. These
have been derived for a single vibration coupled to additional vibrations. The absorption
shows the progression of this single vibrations broadened to some extent (see Section 5.2.5
for more details). The curves labelled by DCL (dynamical classical limit) reproduce those
curves quite well which are obtained by accounting for the derivatives in Eq. (5.94) (cf. also
Eq. (3.1 16)). However, one has to note that the mentioned DCL-approximation is based on
the classical counterpart of Eq. (5.39), where the S-operator has been obtained by a classical
quantity which is not time-ordered and where the trace has been replaced by a multiple integral over initial vibrational coordinates and momenta weighted by the thermal distribution.
Although the DCL-approximation cannot reproduce the sharp absorption lines at low temperature (or weaker coupling to the secondary oscillators) it gives a satisfactory reproduction of
the spectrum and the correct position of the various lines in the overall spectrum.

5.4 The Rate of Spontaneous Emission
If an excited electronic state has been prepared as a result of a photoabsorption process in the
molecule, this state has a finite lifetime. This is a consequence of spontaneous transitions to
the electronic ground state accompanied by a photoemission process. Alternatively, a radiationless internal conversion type transition to the ground state is also possible. The radiative
decay results from the coupling of the molecule to the vacuum state of the electromagnetic
field. The appropriate description therefore demands for a quantization of the radiation field.
Here, we only give an intuitive picture and present some formulas for further use in Chapter
8.
Since the radiation field can be considered as a reservoir coupled to the molecular electronic states, the spontaneous emission of a photon is described in analogy to the transition
processes resulting from system-reservoir coupling discussed in Chapter 3. The specific point
here, of course, is the form of the coupling operator Hint between electronic states and quantized radiation field. One usually starts with the so-called minimal coupling Hamiltonian.
There, the momenta of the electrons are replaced by pj - A(rj)e/c, with the vector potential
A. The appropriate interaction Hamiltonian takes the form
(5.100)

Field quantization can be achieved by expanding the vector potential A(rj) in terms of plane
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waves with wave vectors k:

A(r) =

d3k
J o3
A(k) eikr

(5.101)

The expansion coefficients A(k) have the particular property that they are perpendicular to
the actual wave vector k, i.e. A(k) k = 0. The vector potential is a transverse field and
every partial wave can be characterized by two (linear independent) transverse polarization
directions with unity vectors eX (A = 1,2). Upon quantization the expansion coefficients
become operators describing creation or annihilation of a photon with energy h k = tielk1
(photon dispersion relation).
In analogy to the absorption rate, Eq. (5.24). we can introduce the rate ke-,g for transitions
accompanied by the spontaneous
from the excited electronic state I$e) to the ground state
emission of a photon with energy f w k . It reads

xb(EeM

- f w k - EgN)

*

(5.102)

The excited electron-vibrational state with energy E e and
~ with zero photons (vacuum state
10)) decays into the state with energy E g of~the electronic ground state releasing a photon
in state Ik) and of energy f w k . The initial population of the vibrational levels of the excited
) , a summation
electronic states has been described by the thermal distribution f ( E e ~ and
with respect to all vibrational levels of the final state is performed. Inserting the expression
for the interaction Hamiltonian one obtains

(5.103)

Here, the three-dimensional wave vector integral has been rewritten by introducing spherical
coordinates, and, afterwards, by replacing the I k I-integral by a frequency integral. The
integration with respect to the unit sphere in k-space gives d f l / 2 n . As a consequence of
the minimal coupling Hamiltonian the coordinates rj and momenta pj of the electrons appear
in the matrix elements.
For light in the visible region the wavelength is much larger than typical molecular sizes.
Therefore, one can consider k r j as a small quantity and replace the exponential function in
the matrix element by 1. This corresponds to the dipole approximation, since one can replace
the electronic matrix element of the momentum operator by the transition dipole moment. To
show this we start with the equation of motion for the electronic coordinate operator rj given
by
(5.104)
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Thus, the matrix elements of the momentum operator can be written as

(5.105)
Here, d,, is the transition dipole matrix element and E, and Eg are electronic energy levels.
The radiative lifetime T,,d of the excited electronic state follows from the inverse of k,+g.
We write

ke+g

1

00

== S d W I ( w ),
Trad

(5.106)

0

where I ( w ) is the emission rate per frequency interval. The quantity I ( w ) can be identified
with the emission spectrum of the considered molecule. Performing the orientational averaging in Eq. (5.103) one obtains for the emission spectrum

This expression will be encountered in Chapter 8 in the context of the Forster theory of resonance energy transfer in molecular aggregates. It is obvious from the general structure that
the emission spectrum can be calculated in complete analogy to the absorption coefficient.
Following Section 5.2.2 we obtain
(5.108)

where the combined density of states Demcharacterizes the emission process. In complete
analogy to Eq. (5.31) we may write
Dern(W - w e g )

=

C f ( E e M ) I ( X e M I X g N ) 1 2 6 ( E c M-

EgN

- h)
.

(5.109)

M,N

This expression differs in two respects from the density of states characterizing the absorption
process, Eq. (5.35). First, the electronic quantum numbers g and e have been interchanged,
and second w has been replaced by -w. Thus we obtain
(5.1 10)
Reducing this expression to the case of harmonic PES as demonstrated in Section 5.2.4 we
have

V e m ( W - weg )

'S

-- 2xR

dt

-i(w - w e

) t -G(0)+G ( t )
>

(5.1 11)

+

w e g ) . This shows that for
directly demonstrating the property D e m ( w - w e g ) = D a b s ( - w
harmonic oscillator PES (with the same curvature in the ground as well as excited state) the
absorption and emission spectrum lie mirror symmetric to w = weg.
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5.5 Optical Preparation of an Excited Electronic State
The following considerations will focus on the preparation of an excited electronic state via
an optical transition from the electronic ground state. A detailed understanding of such a
transition is of great importance for the study of photoinduced transfer phenomena occurring
in excited electronic states. This goes beyond the linear absorption and thus linear optics,
since the preparation and possible detection of the excited state dynamics includes the field in
higher than first order. Before studying the preparation in the general frame of density matrix
theory, a simpler approach will be given which is based on the solution of the time-dependent
Schrodinger equation.

5.5.1 Wave Function Formulation
Let us consider again the two-state Hamiltonian Eq. (5.16), however, instead of a strictly
monochromatic electromagneticfield, a pulsed$eld (laser pulse) will be assumed. It has the
form

E(t) = eE(t)e-iWt+ C.C.

.

(5.1 12)

Here, the vector e defines the polarization of the field and w is the carrier-frequency (center
A f ( t ) denotes the pulse envelope with pulse
frequency of the pulse spectrum). E ( t )
amplitude A and normalized pulse envelope f(t). The pulse duration is fixed by the pulse
envelope. Frequently, a Gaussian pulse shape centered at t = t p is used:
(5.1 13)
This envelope is normalized to unity and contains rp as the pulse duration.'* To solve the
time-dependent Schrodingerequation
(5.114)
defined by the time-dependent Hamiltonian, Eq. (5.16) and the initial condition \$(to)), we
change to the interaction representation (compare Section 3.2.2). The unperturbed Hamiltonian is given by the molecular part Hmol = Ca=g,e
Ha(q)l&)(&1 of Eq. (5.16), whereas
the perturbation is represented by the external-field contribution Hfield(t). Consequently,the
state vector in the interaction representation reads I$(')(t))= U,',,(t - to)l$(t)),with the
time-evolutionoperator Umo,defined via Hmol.The determinationof I$(*) (t)) can be reduced
to the solution of an integral equation of type (3.36). Here, we concentrate on the first-order
correction with respect to the external field and obtain

to

I2Gaussian pulse envelopes are also characterized by the full width at half maximum which is

T ~ .
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After switching back to the Schrodinger representation the complete state vector including the
first-order correction reads13

1

+ I$W)= U,,l(t

l$(o)(t))

p4(t)) =

-1
tr.

- to)l$(to))

d f U d ( t- to)u:ol(fto)~field(OUrnol(f- to))!b(to)) .

to

(5.1 16)
The initial condition will be specified to
I$(to))

(5.1 17)

= ~ a g 1 4 g ) I x ! 2 0 )I

thus assuming that the system is in the vibrational ground state of the electronic ground state.
In a next step we take into account that
(5.1 18)
a

and expand the time-dependent state vector, Eq.(5.1 16), with respect to the electronic basis.
The zeroth*rder part I $ ( 0 ) ( t ) )corresponds to a stationary vibrational state on the electronic
ground state PES.The expansion of the first-order contribution with respect to the excited
electronic state gives the related state vector for vibrational motion:
Ixe(t))

=

($eIlCl(l)(t))

-

-!
h J,jfe-iH.(t-f)/h

t

(-d eg E(O) e - i H i , ( f - t O ) / h

1x90)

.

to

(5.119)
This expression offers a simple picture of the excitation process. From the initial time t o up
to time t the initial vibrational state Ixgo) is propagated on the electronic ground state PES
( t o has to be taken well before the pulse arrives). Since the initial state is an eigenstate of H g ,
one obtains the phase factor exp{ -iEgo(f - t o ) / h } The
. dynamics on the excited state PES
starts at f and proceeds up to the actual time t. Note that the transition occurs instantaneously,
which supports the picture of vertical transitions discussed in the introduction to this chapter.
But the moment of transition to the excited state is not fixed, instead an integration over all
possible times f has to be performed. If the time t lies in the region where the pulse is present,
Eq. (5.1 19) describes the preparation process. For larger times it shows how the optically
prepared state develops further in the absence of the field.
To determine the &-dependenceof the integrand in (5.1 19) we change to the representation
given by the eigenstates I x e ~of) the excited state Hamiltonian H e . The expansion of lxe( t ) )
gives an example for a wave packet (see Eq. (3.17))
(5.120)
'"Note that as long as we concentrate on a strict linearization with respect to the external field, a normalization of
the state vector is not necessary since it gives terms which are of higher order in the field.
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The expansion coefficients are obtained as
CeM(t)

=

(xeMlxe(t>)

to

(5.12 1)
The magnitude of the expansion coefficients is determined by the Franck-Condon factors
( x e ~ I x g 0 and
)
by a certain time integral. If we let to + -oo and take t at a time at which the
pulse has already passed through the sample (t >> t P )the time integral reduces to the Fouriertransformed pulse envelope f ( R ) with R = weM - wg0 - w . Thus, the different vibrational
states I x e ~are
) weighted according to the form of the Fourier-transformed pulse envelope.
For the Gaussian-shaped envelope, Eq. (5.1 13), we get

This function becomes maximal for R M w , -~wg0 (vertical Franck-Condon transition) and
~ .
goes to zero for values of R which are larger than the inverse pulse duration 1 / ~ Apparently,
the shorter the pulse duration the larger its spectral width.
Case of short pulse duration:
If some vibrational levels away from the vertical Franck-Condon transition should be populated, the inverse pulse duration 1 / has
~ to~amount to the respective frequency difference at
the excited state PES. The situation is sketched in Fig. 5.12. If sufficient vibrational levels are
covered, a transfer of the “frozen” ground state wave function x 9 0 ( q ) to the excited electronic
state becomes possible. This picture can be idealized in the limit of impulsive excitation
( T ~+ 0), where one replaces the pulse envelope by a delta function. Then the expansion
coefficients introduced in Eq. (5.121) read (t > t P )
(5.123)

A vibrational wave packet is formed on the excited state PES which results from a projection
of the initial state Ix90) onto the excited state PES at time t,. The related population of the
vibrational levels is exclusively determined by the Franck-Condon factors,
(5.124)
It is also of interest to obtain the electronic occupation probability, Pe(t),transferred to the
excited state. It can be calculated from Eq. (5.124) or directly from Eq. (5.1 19) as Pe(t)=
( ~ ( ‘ ) ( t ) l ~ e ) ( ~ e l ~ ( ’ ) (According
t)).
to the case of impulsive excitation one gets
(5.125)
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I

Figure 1 Population of an excited state PES via an ultrashort laser pulse. In L;Franc Condon
transition region the wave packet is shown for the case of an impulsive preparation. The distribution
f(w),Eq. (5.122) is drawn on the right versus the frequency around the Franck-Condon transition
region. The case of a shorter laser pulse (full line) and longer pulse (dashed line) are given. Note that
the actual excitation probability also depends on the Franck-Condon factors.

Note that we wrote E ( t p ) ~instead
p
of using the amplitude A. This corresponds to the more
realistic case of a finite but still short pulse duration. This expression shows the dependence
on the field intensity via the factor IEI2. Note that [El2has to be small enough to guarantee
that P, << 1 as required for the perturbational treatment.
Case of long Duke duration:
Upon increasing T~ the frequency transformed envelope f (0)concentrates around the
vertical Franck-Condon transition region, and for a very long pulse ( T ~4 00) we obtain
f ( R ) = &rp6(R).
An optical excitation is only possible for w = W,M - wg0 which
corresponds to the condition found in the previous section for stationary linear absorption.

5.5.2 Density Matrix Formulation
In this section we will generalize the results of the previous section and formulate the optical
preparation of an excited state via the density matrix, p a ~ , b ~ ( represented
t),
with respect to
electron-vibrational states. In the preceding section we obtained a non-vanishing excited state
population, P,, indicating that density matrix elements diugonul in the excited state electronic
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quantum numbers and proportional to the field intensity have to be considered. Concerning
the vibrational quantum numbers, however, diagonal as well as off-diagonal elements may
appear.
Let us consider the density matrix taken with respect to electronic states only,
Wab(t)

= ($aI+(t)l$b)

(5.126)

3

which is still an operator in the state space of the vibrational degrees of freedom. The equations of motion obtained from the general Eq. (3.98) reads

(5.127)
Writing down the equation of motion for the desired density operator elements Weeg'ives a
(and the hermitian conjugate
contribution linear in E(t), which is also proportional to
expression). The solution reads (the Ua denote the time-evolution operators defined by the
vibrational Hamiltonian H a , and we assume that k e e ( t 0 )= 0)
V$'ee(t)

t

i

= -- / d f (dgeE(t)Ue(t- f)l&',g(t)U,f(t- f ) - h.c.)

h

.

(5.128)

to

The equation for Weggives again contributions linear in the electric field strength, but now
and
Since we are
proportional to both types of diagonal density operators, i.e. kee
interested in the second-order of perturbation theory with respect to E(t), we can use the
zeroth-order approximation for these diagonal density operators. Thus, Wee= 0, and Wgg=
R,. The last quantity defines the thermal equilibrium of the vibrational coordinates in the
electronic ground state (cf. Eq. (5.36)). Consequently, the electronic off-diagonal density
operator reads

k,,.

t

W e g ( t=
) -

has

dfdegE(f)Ue(t
- f)A,Ul(t

- E)

.

(5.129)

to

If we insert this expression into Eq. (5.128), the excited state population linearized in the field
intensity can be determined. In general this requires the solution of a double time integral.
However, in the impulsive limit the integrations can be performed analytically. We obtain the
optically prepared electronic density matrix as
*ee(tp)

1

= PldegE(tp)TpI2Rg.

(5.130)

Resulting from the impulsive excitation the vibrational state in the electronic ground state,
as represented by the ground state equilibrium density operator R, , is instantaneously transferred onto the excited electronic state. Therefore, Eq. (5.130) is a mixed state generalization of Eq. (5.124). This becomes obvious if we note that R, c( E Me x p { - E , M / k B T }
I x g ~ ) ( x g At
~ I low
. temperatures it corresponds to the transfer of the ground state vibrational wave function to the excited state (cf. Fig. 5.12).
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Figure 5.13: Scheme of a pump-probe experiment with the pump pulse (probe pulse) characterized by
(kprobe), the frequency upump
(Uprobe), and the time tpump(tprobe) the pulse
the wave vector kpump
reaches its maximum in the probe (tprobe - tpumpdefines the so-called delay time). Besides the two
incoming pulses only the related transmitted pulses are drawn (any scattered pulse is not shown).

5.6 Nonlinear Optical Response
The field of nonlinear optics is of a diversity which goes far beyond the scope of this book.
Therefore, we will only outline some basic concepts which provide the background for understanding the methods for detecting elementary charge and energy transfer processes. For any
more detailed discussion we refer to the various textbooks existing on the different facets of
this rapidly developing field (see Suggested Reading section).
Two basic ways to characterize the optical response of an ensemble of molecular systems can be distinguished. On the one hand side one can solve exactly the time-dependent
Schrodinger equation (or the density operator equation) in the presence of the radiation field.
As a result the polarization field, Eq. (5.10), given by the time-dependent expectation value
of the dipole operator according to Eq. (5.67) is obtained as a function of the electric field
strength. In the general case this function of the electric field would be a nonlinear function.
However, often such a rigorous treatment is unnecessary since the field is so weak that an
expansion of the polarization field in powers of the field strength is sufficient. This expansion
represents the second way to analyze the optical response.
Before concentrating on one of the two mentioned ways to study the optical response of
molecular system we start with some rather general considerations. In order to obtain some
insight into the characteristics of the nonlinear response of a molecular system we go back
to Eq. (5.67) which expresses the expectation value of the molecular dipole operator via the
field-dependent S-operator, Eq. (5.66). Once the S-operator has been expanded in powers
of Hi:& we have, at the same time, an expansion in powers of the field strength E(x, t ) . Let
us proceed with the following ansatz for the externally applied field:
N

E(x,t ) =

npEp(t)exp{i(k,r
p= 1

-

upt)}+ C.C.

I

(5.131)
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The expression generalizes Eq. (5.1 12) to the case where N different partial waves (counted
by p ) with polarization unit vector np,envelope E p ,wave vector k,, and frequency wpform
the total field. These partial waves may interfere or may be separated in time to give different
independent pulses (see Fig. 5.13).
Because the expectation value of the molecular dipole operator and thus the total polarization field contains all powers of the electric field strength, every partial wave of the total
electric field, Eq. (5.131) should appear with any power. Therefore, we expect the following
form for the polarization field:

c c
00

P(r, t ) =

00

...

711=-00

e ( n ) P ( " ) ( exp{i(K(n)r
t)
- n(n)t)}.

(5.132)

71NZ-00

Note that n abbreviates the whole set {nl ,..., n ~of }
numbers counting the power at which the
respective partial wave appears in the actual part of the total polarization field. The multiples
of the wave vector and the frequency are abbreviated by K(n) = C pnpkp and by O ( n ) =
C pnpwp,respectively.
In a first step of our analysis of Eq. (5.132) we consider the case that the total electric
field is given by a single wave (case N = 1). As a result we obtain n(n) F n(n1) =
w1,2w1, 3w3,... (negative frequencies appear, too). Here, the nth multiple of w1 corresponds
to the nth-order nonlinear response of the molecular system (generation of the nth-order harmonic). Apart from the linear response there may appear frequency doubling as the quadratic
response and frequency triplication as the third-order nonlinear response (two- and threephoton absorption, respectively). Besides the frequency of the polarization field we have to
consider the wave vector K(n). It contains multiples of kl but all having the same direction
what indicates that the field corresponding to the nonlinear response propagates in the same
direction as the incoming field.
Changing to the case of two partial waves with frequency w1 and w2 the resulting frequencies of the polarization n(n) 3 R(n1, n2) may take the following values: w1, w1 f w2,
w1 f2w2, etc. as well as w2, w2 f w l , w2 f2w1, etc.. These frequency combinationsmay be of
the first, second and third order in the field-strength, respectively, but may also contain higher
orders. This is due to the fact that the combination of the positive and the negative frequency
part of every partial wave, i.e. exp(-iwpt) x exp(iw,t), results in a vanishing contribution to
the total frequency. For example, we have w1 = w1 w2 - w2 indicating that it may belong to
a third-order process. This type of process is of basic importance for the pumpprobe spectroscopy which has already been explained in Fig. 5.3. The partial wave with frequency w2
introduces a nonequilibrium population (of some electronic and/or vibrational levels) in the
molecule (the respective amplitude enters via IE2 (t)I2as in Eq. (5.130) describing the optical
preparation of an excited state). Via the partial wave with frequency w1 one measures the
linear response of the excited molecule. Thus partial wave 2 corresponds to the pump-beam
and partial wave 1 to the probe-beam. Since for this case K(n1, n2) equals kl the optical
response of the molecular system propagates into the direction of the probe-beam.
Considering, however, the frequency doubling with R(n1 = 1,n2 = 1) = w1 w2, in the
general case the respective wave vector kl +k2 neither shows into the direction of partial wave
1 nor in that of partial wave 2. This is also valid for the case with R(n1 = 2,nz = -1) =
2wl - w2 where the wave vector is given by 2kl - k2. If the magnitude of both frequencies is

+

+
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Figure 5.14: Scheme of a three pulse experiment with the different pulses p = 1 , 2 , 3 with wave vector
k,, frequency up,and time t , where the pulse reaches its maximum in the probe. Besides the three
incoming pulses two outgoing as representatives of the many scattered pulses are shown, too.

comparable the mixed frequency 2wl - w:, lies in the same region. Thus this type of nonlinear
response does not include frequency multiplication. But it forms a type of response which
propagates in the direction 2kl - kp and which is known as the photon echo (if subpulse 1
corresponding to partial wave 1 and subpulse 2 corresponding to partial wave 2 are clearly
separated in time and pulse 2 comes first) and the transient grating technique (pulse 1 comes
first).
When studying the case of three partial waves N = 3 the situation becomes even more
complex and we will restrict ourselves to some selected examples. First of a all the new
frequency R(n1 = 1,n2 = 2, n3 = 3) = w1 + wp + w3 may be generated which has to be
considered as a generalization of the third-order harmonic generation. Furthermore, we may
introduce R(n1 = 1 , n 2 = 2 , n 3 = -1) = w1 + w2 - w3. If all three basic frequencies lie
in the same spectral region this is also valid for the mixed frequency R(1,1, -1) as well all
other combinations R(1, -1,1) and Cl-1, 1 , l ) . However, the wave vector kl kp - k3 as
well as the two other combinations may define directions different from that of k l , kz, and
k3 in which all these third-order response signals propagate. If every partial wave forms a
separate pulse this type of spectroscopy is known as three pulse technique including the three
pulse photon echo (for details see, e.g. [Muk95]).
Apparently, the extent to which higher order processes become important essentially depends on the considered molecular system. To obtain a more detailed understanding we have
to carry out an expansion with respect to the field-strength.

+

5.6.1 Nonlinear Susceptibilities
The expansion of the polarization field in powers of the field-strength reads

P(x;t ) = P y x ;t ) + P q x ;t ) + P(3)(x;t ) + ... .

(5.133)
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Here, the quantity P(,) (n = 1 , 2 , ...) should be of the nth order in the field-strength (a zerothorder contribution does not appear since we assumed the absence of a permanent polarization).
The function which relates P(,) to the nth power of E is known as the nth-order nonlinear
response function or, alternatively the nonlinear susceptibility:

P(,)(x;t ) =

I

dtl...dt,X(n)(t, t i , ...,t,)E(x; t i ) * ... * E(x;t,) .

(5.134)

The expression has to be understood as a n-fold multiplication of the electric field-strength
with the nonlinear susceptibility which forms a tensor of rank n 1. Note that Eq. (5.134) implies the limit to + -GO. The introduced nonlinear susceptibilitiesare a direct generalization
of the linear susceptibility introduced in Section 5.3.1.
The concrete structureof the various susceptibilitiesfollow from the expansion Eq. (5.134).
We do not present details of the respective expressionsbut refer, for instance, to [Muk95]. The
expansion of the S-operator up to third order in the field strength reads

+

+

+

d(t) = tr{keq[1 S(')+(t,t o ) + S(2)f(t,t o ) S ( 3 ) + ( t , t o ) ] b ( ' ) ( t )
(5.135)
x [l P ( t , t o ) S ( 2 ) ( tt o, ) S ( 3 ) ( t ,o ) ] } .

+

+

+

The parts of the S-operator which are of different order in the field-strength have the following form
(5.136)

(5.137)

and

(5.138)
If inserted into Eq. (5.135) the various nonlinear response functions can be deduced as
higher-order dipole-dipole correlation functions. Their computation has been extensively
documented in literature and will not be repeated here (see, for instance, [Muk95]).

5.7 Internal Conversion Dynamics
In Section 5.2.2 we already stressed the similarity of optical absorption studied so far and
intramolecular electronic transitions induced by the nonadiabatic coupling (internal conversion). We will focus on the latter in more detail now. If a higher lying singlet state S, (n > 1)
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is excited, it is the internal conversion process which induces transitions to lower electronic
states. Within this process the electronic excitation energy is distributed among the different vibrational degrees of freedom. Since the radiation field does not take part in this type
transition, it is also called r~diutionless.’~
Often the internal conversion is slow compared to the time scale of vibrational relaxation
within an electronic state and therefore it can be characterized by a transition rate. This is
the situation where the Golden Rule formula introduced in Chapter 3 can be applied. The respective rate will be calculated in the following section. If the nonadiabatic coupling becomes
stronger, one cannot assume complete vibrational equilibrium for every step of the transition.
If vibrational relaxation can be completely neglected a description of ultrafast internal conversion in terms of wave functions becomes possible as shown in Section 5.7.2. The intermediate
case needs a more involved description. However, having followed the present discussion and
in anticipation of Chapter 6 dealing with electron transfer, the reader will realize a number
of similarities. Therefore, the subject of internal conversion dynamics is outlined very briefly
only. More involved questions related to charge transfer dynamics will be discussed in the
context of electron transfer reactions in Chapter 6.

5.7.1

The Internal Conversion Rate

In order to describe internal conversion via a rate expression like ka,b
(IC) the condition has to be
fulfilled that the characteristic time for the transition process l / k y z i is long compared to any
vibrational relaxation (in the initial as well as in the final state of the transition, compare also
the similar discussion on electron transfer reactions in Section 6.3). If this condition implies
that the nonadiabatic coupling can be considered as a weak perturbation, we can follow the
argument of Section 5.2.2. In analogy to Eq. (5.24), the rate of nonadiabatic transitions from
state 14,) to state I 4 h ) can be determined by a ”Golden rule”-expression. Before doing this we
briefly recall the Hamiltonian describing the system which undergoes an internal conversion
process. In Chapter 2 we introduced the following notation for the molecular Hamiltonian
(compare Eq. (2.1 14)):
(5.139)
Here, Ha denotes the vibrational Hamiltonian for the adiabatic electronic state I&). The
nonadiabatic coupling between different states is described by the nonadiabaticity operator
acting on the nuclear coordinates. The Hamiltonian is similar to expression (5.16) but
with @,b replacing the interaction term, -E(t)d,b.
According to the form of the molecular Hamiltonian the internal conversion rate follows
as
(5.140)
“Kusha ’Y rule states that because of strong internal conversion processes any appreciable fluorescence from S,
states (n > 1) is absent in polyatomic molecules. Even fluorescence from the S1 state can be reduced by radiationless
transitions to the ground state.
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Figure 5.15: Ultrafast internal conversion from the 5'1 to the So-state of the pyridinium N-phenolate
dye betaine-30. (Betaine-30 represents a very sensitive solvatochromic probe often used for polarity
measurements.) Left panel: molecular structure (carbon atoms are shown in grey, nitrogen in weak grey,
and oxygen in black). The ground state is characterized by a large dipole moment mainly according
to the charge separation between nitrogen and oxygen. Upon excitation into the &-state the dipole
moment is reduced since the negative charge moves to a carbon atom (shown by a grey sphere above the
nitrogen atom). Right panel: decay of the reactant population (proportional to the transient absorption
signal) for different solvents (solid lines are a monoexponential fit of the measured data). (reprinted with
permission from [KovOI]; copyright (2001) American Chemical Society).

As indicated in Fig. 5.4 the internal conversion process is a transition from an initial manifold
E a of~ vibrational levels into the final manifold E b N . How to tackle such a problem within
lowest-order perturbation theory has already been explained in detail in Section 3.59. Taking
the general rate expression Eq. (3.129) for the present case one recovers Eq. (5.140).
Since there is no time-dependent external field involved, the argument in the delta function of Eq. (5.140) contains only the bare molecular transition frequencies (cf. Eq. (5.24)).
For optical transitions one often neglects the nuclear coordinate dependence of the electronic
transition dipole moment (Condon approximation). A similar approximation which replaces
the operator @ab by a constant (or by a certain averaged value G a b with respect to the nuclear coordinates) results here in the replacement of the full matrix element by the simpler
expression G a b ( x aI X ~~ N ) . Introducing the zero-frequency density of states (see Eq. (5.3 1))
(5.141)
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we can write

As in the case of the absorption coefficient the result for the zero-frequency density of states
can be put into a more specific form if the model of parabolic PES is used. Then we obtain
(cf. Eq. (5.40))

The function Gab(t)has been introduced in Eq. (5.41). The index ''ab" indicates for which
states the displacements enter in Eq. (5.41). This clearly demonstrates the formal analogy
between the different transition processes as stressed above.

5.7.2 Ultrafast Internal Conversion
In many organic molecules the internal conversion process proceeds on a time scale which is
much shorter than any vibrational relaxation time. As already pointed out, it is possible to
neglect in this ultrafast limit any vibrational energy dissipation and to describe the internal
conversion process by the solution of the respective time-dependent Schrodinger equation.
Since different coupled adiabatic electronic states have to be considered, the time-dependent
state vector includes different electronic contributions,
(5.144)
a

Obviously, this ansatz represents the time-dependent version of the solution of the timeindependent Schrodinger equation (2.13) describing stationary states of the molecule. The
different vibrational state vectors follow from the solution of the equation

This equation is often called coupled-channel equation since different electronic levels (channels) are possible for the propagation of vibrational wave packets. In the general case the
coupled-channel equations can be solved numerically using, for instance, a discrete representation of the vibrational coordinates on a grid (see Section 3.12.5).
According to the normalization of I!P(t))and of the adiabatic electronic state vectors,
the single vibrational state vectors are not normalized. Instead, the Ixa( t ) ) determine the
electronic state population as

Pa(t) = ( x a ( t ) l x a ( t ) ).
But, the probability density P ( R ) for the nuclear coordinates R
tions from different electronic states:

(5.146)

{R,} contains contribu(5.147)
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Figure 5.16: Left part: PES of the SO,5’1, and S2 states of pyrazine for an empirical model of reduced
dimensionality with three normal mode coordinates Q I , Q G ~and
, QIO,. Note that the Q1 and
modes modulate the energy gap between the SI and SZ states (tuning modes). The Q1oa mode (B1,
symmetry), on the other hand, couples both electronic states which leads to a conical intersection modulate the energy gap between the S1 and SZ states (tuning modes). The Q 1 o a mode (B1,symmetry),
on the other hand, couples both electronic states which leads to a conical intersection (cf. the twodimensional quantum chemical calculations for the S1 and S2 states shown in Fig. 2.15). Right part:
Vibrational energy redistribution during the SZ-S~internal conversion in pyrazine. The expectation values for the vibrational energy of the pyrazine normal modes &I (solid line), &sa (dotted line), and Q1oa
(dash-dot line) are plotted. The S2 state has been initially prepared. (reprinted with permission from
[Sch90]; copyright (1990) American Institute of Physics)

If only two adiabatic electronic states are involved one usually speaks about the curve-crossing
problem.
In Section 2.7 it has been discussed that the numerical treatment of electron-vibrational
dynamics in coupled electronic states is conveniently done in the diabatic representation. Let
us suppose that we have obtained a diabatic Hamiltonian where the nuclear motion in the
different diabatic PES is harmonic with frequencies Wvjb (the extension to many vibrational
modes with state dependent frequencies is straightforward). In the present case the eigenstates
of the displaced harmonic oscillator PES, I x a ~ ) 0
: IM) can be used. Expanding the time-

=
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dependent state vector in terms of the diabatic states (in analogy to Eq. (5.144)) and setting

we obtain from Eq. (5.145) the coupled set of first-order differential equations
(5.149)
were introduced in Section
The matrix elements of the diabatic coupling operator, Va~,b,-,r,
2.7. In actual calculations the infinite set of equations (5.149) can be truncated to a finite
number by simple energetic arguments.
In Fig. 5.16 we show the adiabatic PES and the time evolution of the expectation values
of the vibrational energy for different normal modes, respectively, for a three-dimensional
model calculation of the SZ + 5’1 internal conversion in pyrazine. The rapid increase of the
vibrational energy content in the different modes indicates that, as a result of the electronvibrational coupling, electronic excitation energy is transformed into vibrational energy.

5.8

Supplement

5.8.1 Absorption Coefficient for Displaced Harmonic Oscillators
In this section we will show how to simplify expression (5.35) for the lineshape function
DDabs(u)
of linear absorption, if the two vibrational Hamiltonians H g and He describe independent harmonic oscillators (normal mode vibrations). The derivation will be a particularly
illuminating since the model is exactly solvable. For simplicity the normal mode oscillators
should not change their vibrational frequencies if the electronic state changes but merely attain
a new equilibrium position (see Section 2.6.1 and Fig. 2.1 1). Using the displacement operator
(cf. Eq. (2.89))
(5.150)
the two vibrational Hamiltonians can be generated from the Hamiltonian of a non-shifted
oscillator

Here,
(5.152)
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denotes the reference vibrational Hamiltonian. Accordingly, the trace formula introduced in
Eq. (5.35) can be rewritten as (the statistical operator R, is given in Eq. (5.36))
tr,{Rg eiHgt/h e-iHet/h)
= e-iwegt t r v i b { D g D l k v i b D, D l eiHVibtlh

xD,
-

-

D$e-iHv,bt/hDe

D+

9 )

e-iwegt
iHvibt/h D D-ke-iHvibt/hD D+
Xtrvib{hvib e
9
e
9 )
e-iw'gt
iHvibt/h D e-iHvibtlhD+
trvib{Rvib e
ge
gel

.

(5.153)
Here we have used the notations tr, and trvib to distinguish between the trace taken with
respect to the electronic ground state vibrations and the eigenstates IN) of the non-displaced
reference Hamiltonian H v i b , respectively. Additionally, we introduced he,= Uio' - Uio),
(5.154)
and the combined displacement operator

D,, = D,D:.

(5.155)

Using the Heisenberg representation of D,, which is given by
Dge(t)

=

eiH,ibt/h

D

ge

e-iHvibtlh

(5.156)

I

the trace formula becomes

T ( t )= trg{Rg eiHgt/h

e-iHet/h}

= e-iuegt

trvib{ h v i b D g e ( t ) D & ( O ) }

. (5.157)

This is the autocorrelationfunction of the combined displacementoperators taken with respect
to the equilibrium of the non-displaced reference oscillators.
Since we are dealing with normal mode oscillators, there is no coupling among the modes.
The vibrational Hamiltonian H v i b is additive with respect to the mode index and the vibrational state IN) factorizes into the single oscillator states IN<). As a result the trace in Eq.
(5.157) factorizes into single mode traces

<

(5.158)
Therefore, we can deal in the following with a single-mode contributionTE(t)to the complete
trace. To simplify the notation the mode index will be dropped, and wE is replaced by Wvib.
First we note that

<

Dge

= D(gg)

D+(ge)

(5.159)

= D(gg - ge) = o(Ag) 7

where Ag = g, - ge. The time-dependent displacement operator appearing in Eq. (5.157)
(the single-mode contribution to it) can be written as
Dge(t)= D(Ag;t) = e i w v i b ~ + ~D(Ag)
t
e-iWvib C + C t
= exp { -Ag(Ce-iwvibt -

C+eiwvibt)}

.

(5.160)
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Consequently, the single-mode contribution to the trace reads ( 2 is the single-mode partition
function)
(5.161)
For the further treatment of this expression we may profit from the calculations done in Section
3.12.2. (Note that we calculated there a correlation function where the oscillator coordinate
operator appeared in the exponent. Here, we have the momentum operator instead of the
coordinate operator in the exponent.) Of particular interest will be Eq. (3.454) which allows
to rearrange the oscillator operators in the matrix element of Eq. (5.161) (cf. Eq. (2.95)).
Using the relation
(5.162)

la(t)lz+ Ia(0)12- 2a(t) a*(O)= lAa(t)12 - 2 i Im(a(t) a*(O)).

(5.164)

Then we obtain the normal ordering of the original matrix elements in the trace formula as

(NJD(Ag;t ) D+(Ag;O)lN) = exp { -lAaI2/2 - i Im(cr*(t) ~ ( 0 ) ) )
x (Nle

Aa'c'

,-A~CIN)

.

(5.165)

To determine the oscillator matrix elements we use Eqs. (2.97)-(2.99) and obtain for Eq.
(5.161)

Tc(t) = (1 - e - h W ~ i b / k B T )

C
00

e-z/z-iIrn

(a*(t)a(o))

,-h.WvibN/kBT

LN ( Z ) .

N=O

(5.166)

) order N
Note the introduction of z = lAa(t)12, and of the Laguerre polynomial L N ( z of
(cf. Eq. (2.99)). The relation between the Laguerre polynomials and their generating function
Eq. (3.461)results in Tc(t)= expE((t) with
e-hwvib/k~T

Ec(t) = -2/2 - iIm(a*(t)a ( 0 ) ) - 1 - e - h w v i b / k B T

2.

(5.167)
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The Bose-Einstein distribution n(&ib) (cf. Section 3.6.1) allows us to rewrite the last term
of the exponent. The final result for T € ( t will
) be obtained if the exponent is rearranged with
respect to Aa(t) and Aa*(t)according to

E t ( t ) = -2/2 - i Im a*(t)a(O)- 7&(uvib)Z
- -1(1+ 2n(uvib))
Ag2(2- eiwvibt- e-iwvibt)
2

--A92
1

(eiwvibt

- e-’&ibt

2

)

- 2 ( 1 + n(uvib))(e-Zwvibt
- 1)+ 2n(uVib)(eiwvibt
- 1)) . (5.168)
Ag2
2
The result will be denoted by Ec ( t )= - Gt ( 0 ) + GE( t )with

(

-

+

G t ( t ) = Ag2(C) [ePiWEt(l n ( q ) )

+ eiWEtn(y)].

(5.169)

The complete trace is the product with respect to the various single-mode contributions Tt ( t ) ,
hence the total exponent is determined by
G ( t )=

c

Gdt)

(5.170)

7

E

This exact result is used in the definition of the density of states, Eq. (5.40).

5.8.2 Cumulant Expansion for Harmonic Potential Energy Surfaces
In the following we will demonstratethat the second-order cumulant expansion (up to r2( t ) )
for the absorption coefficient as introduced Section 5.3.3 is identical with the exact result
provided that the harmonic oscillator description of the vibrational modes has been assumed
(cf. Section 5.2.4). We will prove this statement by reproducing Eq. (5.40) in the following.
Within the model of shifted harmonic potentials the vibrational Hamiltonians He and Hg take
the form Eq. (2.93) and we obtain AH,, = D$ HvibDe- DzHvibDg,

AHii)(t) = D,fU:b(t)DgAHegD,fUvib(t)Dg

= D,fUzb(t) (D&HvibDeg- Hvib) Uvib(t)Dg .
(5.171)
Here, D,, abbreviates DeD:. The Hamiltonian H v i b defines a fictitious reference oscillator
system which had been introduced in Eq. (2.93). Inserting the explicit expressions for the
Hamiltonians yields finally (note the application of the displacement operator and the abbreviation geg (t)= ge - 9g (0)

AH;:) ( t )= D,f

C b t (QE( t )+
E

geg

(0)geg ( 5 P g .

(5.172)

The time dependence of the dimensionlessoscillator coordinate QE( t )is determined by Hvib
and reads Qc(t) = Ct exp(-iqt) + C l exp(iyt). The trace operation necessary to calculate the different correlation functions of AH$’(t) will be rewritten in terms of to the nondisplaced vibrational states of the oscillator Hamiltonian Hvib as (...),
trvib{&bDg ...0,’ },
with i i v i b = exp(-Hvib/k~T)/2.
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Now we can determine the correlation functions of interest. The correlation function of
first order becomes time independent

(5.173)
Here, we took into account that the equilibrium expectation values of Cc and C: vanish.
Further, we recovered the expression for the Stokes shifi already introduced in Eq. (5.55). In a
similar manner we obtain

(AH!;)(t)AH!i'(fl),

= trvib{ k v i b

C h<hbJ(
FF

(Q<(t)

+

geg(E))

(Q&q+ geg (0)g e g (n}

xgeg (I)

=

C ( f i u < g e g ( t ) ) 2 trvib{&ibQ<(t)Q<(t)} + S2/4 .
F

The trace with respect to the dimensionless oscillator coordinate vanishes for

+

+

<#

t r v i b { k v i ~ Q ~ ( t ) Q ~=( f(1
l } n ( q ) )e-iw€(t--f) n ( wd eiWE(*-q.

(5.174)
and reads
(5.175)

It follows directly from Eqs. (5.84) and (5.173)
Now it is easy to determine I'l and I?.
that rl(t)= iSt/2h. To obtain r2 some additional calculations have to be carried out.
gives the contribution
First, we note that the double time integration necessary to get
(St/h)'/2. This follows directly from the part of Eq. (5.174) containing S2. It can be
written as -r:(t)/2.With Eq. (5.85) we obtain
t

tl

(5.176)
The calculation of the time integrals results in ra(t) = -I'l(t) - G(t)with the function G ( t )
introduced in Eq. (5.41). Thus, we get as the final result

rl(t)+ rz(t)= G(O)- ~

( t, )

(5.177)

and reproduced the expression Eq. (5.40) for the combined density of states D&s(W). Since
Eq. (5.40) gives the exact result for the combined density of states, the cumulant expansion
only contains contributions up to the second-order cumulant r2. Cumulants of type r3and
higher are not necessary to calculate (Seg(t,
O))g within the model of shifted harmonic oscillators PES as mentioned above. However, in principle the cumulant expansion provides a
means for incorporating also the effect of anharmonic contributions to the PES.
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6 Electron Transfer

Spatial electronic charge redistribution in single molecules as well as in molecular complexes
will be described. The charge transfer process occurs as a spontaneous transition from a
metastable initial state to a stable final state. The initial state is prepared either by photoabsorption or charge injection from external sources. The electronic transition can be understood as a tunneling process through barriers separating different localization centers of the
moving electron, This causes a mod$cation of the electrostatic field in the molecule which
leads to a change of the nuclear equilibrium configuration. To develop an understanding for
the interplay between electron transfer and the accompanying nuclear rearrangement is the
principal aim of electron transfer theories.
Different transfer regimes will be discussed which are distinguished by the time scales for electronic and nuclear motion. The limits of classical and quantum mechanical descriptions of
the nuclear dynamics are described and appropriate rate expressions will be derived. Finally,
ultrafast photoinduced electron transfer is introduced as a phenomenon whose theoretical
description is beyond a simple rate equation.
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6.1 Introduction
Electron transfer (ET) must be considered as one of the basic types of chemical processes. It
represents the initial step of a number of reactions like the making and breaking of chemical
bonds or the change of molecular conformations (see Fig. 6.1). In all fields of inorganic,
organic and biochemistry ET reactions are common. For example, corrosion is caused by the
ET between some metal surface and oxygen. In biological systems ET reactions are a basic
step of enzymatic activity in the living cells of bacteria, plants and animals. Electron transfer
in proteins or protein complexes plays an important role in the cell metabolism and energy
balance. ATP, for instance, is produced in oxidative phosphorylation where NADH releases
electrons.' These are captured by dioxygen to form water; the total process generates a large
amount of excess energy. Another prominent example is given by the electron transferring
system of photosynthesis. Here, a transmembrane potential is created which acts as a proton
pump to produce ATP (cf. Chapter 7). ET in the reaction center of purple bacteria has been
unraveled on an atomic length scale and a time scale down to the femtosecond region (see
Fig. 6.2).
To give a working definition of ET we will characterize it as a sponfaneous charge redistribution between an initially prepared reactant state and a well defined product state. ET
reactions proceed in such a manner that the transferred electron remains in a bound state with
respect to the particular molecule or molecular system. In other words, the electron is nof
activated above the ionization threshold and in this way transferred to a different region of the
molecular complex. This means that ET reactions occur as funneling processes; the reaction
barriers which the moving electron experiences are penetrated via tunneling.'
In this respect it is important to note that the motion of the considered electron does not
take place while the configuration of the other electrons is fixed. Instead the electronic wavefunction changes from that describing the reactant state (&a) to that of the product state
According to the ansatz Eq. (2.29) introduced in Section 2.4 we may say that all
molecular orbitals (MO) of the system will be modified during this transition. This change
can be characterized by the electronic charge density (a = rea, pro, the whole set of spatial
electron coordinates is denoted by T )

which is the probability distribution for the Nel electrons reduced to a single-particle density. Although the whole electronic wavefunction changes in the course of the ET, in many
reactions the change of the electronic charge density corresponds to the change induced by a
single electron. Therefore, it is often sufficient to discuss ET as the result of the transition of
a single electron from an initial MO (donor state) to the MO of the final state (acceptor state).
Due to the change of the electronic charge distribution during an ET reaction the internal
electrostatic field of the molecular complex is modified. This in turn causes new equilibrium
'ATP is the abbreviation for adenosine triphosphate, the compound which acts as an energy storage in any living
system. NADH stands for nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide which plays an important rule in respiration.
2This definition of ET excludes processes in biological systems where special enzymes act as charges carriers
transporting electrons over large spatial distances.
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Figure 6.1: ET from sodium to benzyl halide resulting in bond breaking and benzyl halide radical formation.

positions of the nuclei. First, when mentioning nuclei, we have in mind those of the considered
molecule. If the environment is polarizable as it is the case for a polar solvent a polarization
and rearrangement of the solvent molecules may take place, too. Hence, an ET reaction
(as any other change of the electronic state of the molecule) is accompanied by a change
of the equilibrium configuration of the nuclei. This process may be viewed as the motion
of the electron carrying along a polarization cloud with respect to the surrounding molecular
structure.
There is some apparent similarity between intramolecular electronic transitions, induced
by the radiation field or by the nonadiabatic coupling, discussed in Chapter 5, and the ET
reaction. Therefore, one expects that also in the case of ET there exists a coupling between
the reactant and the product state. If this inter-state coupling V is small, one is in the limit
of nonadiabatic ET. The opposite case is called adiabatic transfer. These terms and also the
meaning of a small or large coupling will be explained in more detail below. At the moment
we only state that in most cases nonadiabatic ET can be understood as a particular type of
spatial charge redistribution as shown in Fig. 6.3.
In the reactant state the transferred electron is localized at the electron donor part of the
molecular systems (it occupies the donor MO). From the donor it moves to the acceptor region,
where it is in some spatially localized acceptor MO (product state).
In contrast, the adiabatic ET is not connected with a characteristic spatial redistribution of
charge. It is usually described in terms of chemical reaction kinetics, for which the doublewell potential provides a good model (see Fig. 6.4). In this approach the internal energy of the
reaction (or if entropic effects are important, the free energy) is considered in dependence on
a reaction coordinate, which is a particularly chosen collective coordinate for the nuclei (cf.
Section 2.6.3). The metastable initial (reactant) state and the stable final (product) state are
separated by a potential barrier along this reaction coordinate. To overcome this barrier the
reaction requires thermal activation. Alternatively, a tunneling transition through the barrier
is possible. This is in contrast to the electron motion which exclusively occurs via a tunneling
process.
Given the definition of donor (D) and acceptor (A) states of a molecular system the ET
reaction is most simply characterized by the following scheme

D- means that in the reactant state there is a so-called excess electron localized at the donor.
After the electron has moved to the acceptor the product state is formed.
This basic event can occur in different variants and numerous generalizations are possible. First, we have to distinguish whether or not the donor and acceptor belong to the same
molecule. In the first case the reaction is called intramolecular ET or alternatively unimolec-
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ular ET. In contrast, if at least two distinct molecules are involved, the reaction is called
intermolecular ET or bimolecular ET. Independently of this distinction the common structure formed by the donor and acceptor which enables the ET is called donor-acceptor (DA)
complex.
In Fig. 6.5 the energy level diagram is shown for the ET reaction according to scheme
(6.2). We will concentrate on the highest occupied MO (HOMO) (cf. Section 2.4) as well
as the lowest unoccupied MO (LUMO) of the donor-acceptor complex (remember that these
states have to be computed in a selfconsistent way as explained in Section 2.4). The excess
electron initially occupies the LUMO of the donor (donor state) and then moves to the LUMO
of the acceptor (acceptor state). The excess electron can be injected into the DA complex, for
example, from a metal electrode to which the complex is attached, from a redox compound
contained in the solution where DA complex has been dissolved, or via an electron beam.
Alternatively,the transferred electron may come from the donor itself. This is the case if the
ET reaction involves an excited electron:

D*A + DfA- .

(6.3)

The excitation of the donor may be the result of a scattering process with another molecule,
or it may be introduced via excitation energy transfer (exciton transfer, see Chapter 8). The
excitation can also be achieved via optical absorption as discussed in Chapter 5. After optical
excitation an electron of the donor is placed into LUMO, D + D*, where D* indicates
the excited state of the donor. Then the ET proceeds between donor and acceptor LUMOs

Figure 6.2: Chromophores of the photosynthetic bacterial reaction center (the protein the chromophores
are embedded in is not shown). In the upper part the special pair of two bacteriochlorophyll molecules
is shown acting after an excitation process as the ET donor. The ET takes place along the right branch of
the reaction center formed by a further bacteriochlorophyll molecule, a metal-free bacteriochlorophyll
molecule, and a quinone as the ET acceptor (from top to bottom ).
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Figure 6.3: ET in a schematically drawn DA complex. The initial spatial localization of the transferred
electron at the donor is shown by the left hatched area. The right hatched area corresponds to the final
localization at the acceptor, and ~ E denotes
T
the transfer rate.

as shown in Fig. 6.6. This type of ET is usually called a photoinduced reaction. After the
transfer event there is an electron missing at the donor, which becomes positively charged.
Accordingly, the acceptor is negatively charged resulting in the formation of a dipole moment
in the DA complex.
Fig. 6.6 suggests the possibility of a back reaction where the transferred electron moves
directly from the acceptor LUMO into the empty donor HOMO. In most cases this back reaction is much slower than the forward ET, which makes it possible to clearly describe the
reaction displayed in Fig. 6.6 as an ET.
Alternatively to the transfer of the excited electron from the donor LUMO to the acceptor
LUMO, an unexcited electron may move in the opposite direction from the acceptor HOMO
to the donor HOMO:

D*A + D-A'.

(6.4)

t

reaction coordinate

Figure 6.4: Double well-potential versus reaction coordinate which can be some collective nuclear
coordinate triggering the adiabatic ET. In the initial state of the ET reaction the system is localized in the
left metastable well. It can reach the right stable state by crossing the barrier (full line), or by tunneling
through the barrier (broken line).
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Fig. 6.7 shows this so-called hole transfer. The name has been introduced since the reaction
can be alternatively understood as the motion of a missing electron (hole) from the donor to
the acceptor. (The reverse of this process, i.e. the optical excitation of the acceptor and the
motion of the whole from the acceptor to the donor is also possible.)
Let us turn to the discussion of bimolecular ET as it occurs for an intermolecular reaction
in solution. If we suppose that initially the donor as well as the acceptor molecules are moving randomly, any reasonable description should include the mechanism which leads to the
formation of the DA complex. For this purpose, it is also necessary to assess the probability at
which the two molecules meet to form the so-called encounter complex. Within this encounter
complex the donor and the acceptor are close together allowing for the ET to proceed. Afterwards, the encounter complex is destroyed and the donor and acceptor molecule move again
independently. The following scheme displays the complete reaction assuming that the side
groups R and R’ of the individual molecules are relevant for the formation of the encounter
complex:

D--R+R’-A

+

D--R ...R‘-A+D-R...R’-A-

+

D-R+R‘-A-.

(6.5)

As already indicated those ET reactions are of particular significance which occur in polar
solvents. Here, every solvent molecule carries a permanent dipole moment which will be very
sensitive to the change of the charge distribution taking place in the DA complex upon ET.
If the ET is not too fast the solvent molecules react via the formation of a polarization cloud
with an extension large compared to that of the DA complex. Then the macroscopic dielectric
properties of the solvent comprised in the dielectric function can be used to characterize the

26
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Figure 6.5: ET reaction of an excess electron in a DA complex with spatial donor position X D and
acceptor position Z A (thick lines - electronic levels, thin lines - vibrational levels). The reactant state
electron configuration is shown. The electron spin is represented by an upward or downward arrow, and
the curved arrow indicates the pathway the transferred electron takes toward the product state.
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Figure 6.6: Photoinduced ET reaction in a DA complex. (thick lines - electronic levels, thin lines vibrational levels, for further details compare Fig. 6.5)

solvent influence on the ET. If the ET is influenced mainly by solvent molecules it is of outersphere type. On the other hand, it is of inner-sphere type whenever intramolecular nuclear
motions are dominant.
The intramolecular ET reactions discussed above for a simple two-state DA complex may

I

D-LUMo

A-LUMO

A-HOMO

Figure 6.7: Photoinduced hole transfer reaction in a DA complex (thick lines - electronic levels, thin
lines - vibrational levels, for further details compare Fig. 6.5).
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Eo
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Figure 6.8: Ultrafast photoinduced ET reaction from hexamethylbenzene (HMB, donor, see upper part)
to tetracyanoethylene (TCNE, acceptor) forming a DA-complex in a CCZr-solvent. The fluorescence
decay (at two wavelengths) together with the oscillatory component of the signal at 774 nm are shown in
the lower part. An out-off-plane vibrational mode of TCNE could be assigned to these vibrations (top
view on TCNE: upper central part part, side view on TCNE: upper right part). (reprinted with permission
from [Rub99]; copyright (1999) American Chemical Society)

also take place in this more difficult framework. From scheme (6.5) it is obvious that a particular bimolecular ET reaction can be realized at various geometries and orientations of the donor
and acceptor parts of the complex. Therefore, an experimental investigation of an ensemble
of encounter complexes will include an averaging with respect to these different realizations.
(Note the similarity to inhomogeneous broadening of optical lineshapes introduced in Chapter 5 . ) An additional complication arises if one takes into account that in the experiment the
actual charge transfer act is masked by the random sequence of formation and destruction of
the encounter complex. In view of these difficulties it is of great advantage to focus on ET in
systems withJixed DA distance. Such experiments can be carried out, for example, in frozen
solutions or in other types of solid carrier matrices such as polymer layers. But if the ET pro-
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Figure 6.9: Bridge-mediated ET between a donor and an acceptor level connected by a linear chain
of bridging units (thick lines - electronic levels, thin lines - vibrational levels). In the upper panel the
bridge levels are energetically well separated from the donor and acceptor levels. In the lower panel a
situation is shown where the energy levels of donor and acceptor are approximately resonant with the
bridge levels.

ceeds as a bimolecular reaction the DA distance still enters as a random quantity. In order to
avoid all these complications we will focus on the simpler case of intramolecular ET reactions
in the following.
Next we discuss ET reactions which are beyond the two-state model used so far for the DA
complex. For instance, various types of molecules or molecular building blocks can bridge the
donor and the acceptor. If the ET proceeds directly from the donor to the acceptor, although
some bridging units are separating them, the process is called through-space transfer. If some
LUMOs of the bridge participate in the ET, the reaction is called through-bond transfer. The
through-space transfer is only possible for DA distances less than 20 A. (We will see below
that this value is mainly determined by the overlap of the wave functions of the transferred
electron in the reactant and product state.) The ET distance can become larger for the case of
the through-bond transfer. This long-range ET is typical for conducting polymers or for the
ET in proteins. (The ET distance in the photosynthetic reaction center, Fig. 6.2, amounts to
27 A.) Through-bond ET is alternative named bridge-assisted ET (see Fig. 6.9):

D-BA

-+ DB-A + DBA- .

(6.6)
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Figure 6.10: A Porphyrin quinone complex (M = Zn) with different bridging molecules as a typical
example for the through-bond ET reaction is shown. The ET proceeds from the photoexcited zinc
porphyrin (left part) to the quinone (right part), and the ET rate is determined according to kET =
1/7obs - 1/70, where 70bs is the observed fluorescence lifetime and 70 denotes the natural fluorescence
lifetime of the porphyrin taken from the upper compound. Varying the solvent, IEET equals 5 x lo9 to
1 . 5 x l o l o sC1 for the middle compound and is 5 l o 7 s
for the lower compound (reprinted with
permission from [Le185]; copyright (1985) American Chemical Society).

-'

The electron moves from the donor to the acceptor via different bridge molecules (comprised
here by the symbol B). Often, these bridging molecules are called spacers since they fix the
donor and the acceptor at a particular distance one from another (this term is also common
if the bridging molecules do not participate in the ET). Note that in contrast to the bimolecular ET, in the encounter complex the properties of the bridge, B, are rather well-defined as
compared to R . . . R'. There are two distinct mechanisms for bridge-mediated ET as shown
in Fig. 6.9. The LUMOs of donor and acceptor may be either resonant or off-resonant with
respect to the bridge levels. In the latter case it is reasonable to assume that there will be only
a very small probability for population of these levels by the transferred e l e ~ t r o n This
. ~ situation is called superexchange ET (upper panel of Fig. 6.9). Here the most important function
of the bridge units is to provide a means for delocalization of the donor state wave function
across the whole bridge. In the case of ET the charge jumps stepwise from one part to the
other of the whole DBA chain. This process is often called sequential or hopping transfer.
Obviously, superexchange as well as sequential ET are through-bond transfer reactions. Fig.
30ften one characterizes this very small population of the bridge state as being a virtual one.

6.2 Theoretical Modelsfor Electron Transfer Systems
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Figure 6.11: ET pathways in the blue copper protein azurin. There are six surface positions of azurin
where a ruthenium complex can be coordinated. ET reactions are possible from the native copper atom
(donor) to the ruthenium atom (acceptor, cf. left part). There exist different pathways for the electron to
move from the donor to acceptor (cf. right part, the width of the arrows corresponds to the magnitude
of the electronic coupling matrix elements). (reprinted with permission from [KawOI]; copyright (2001)
American Chemical Society)

6.10 displays a concrete example for bridge-mediated ET (for more details we also refer to
Section 6.6). If the different bridge molecules are not positioned in a linear arrangement but
form a three-dimensional network the electron may move on different pathways from the
donor to the acceptor. Such a situation is typical for ET reactions in proteins (cf. Fig. 6.11
and [Reg99]).

6.2 Theoretical Models for Electron Transfer Systems
The derivation of the ET Hamiltonian proceeds in close analogy to the reasoning which led to
the molecular Schrodinger equation in Section 2.3. The problem is split up into an electronic
part at frozen nuclear configuration and a nuclear part. However, since there are a number
of approximations which are special to the ET problem we will explain in some detail how
to arrive at the electron-vibrational Hamiltonian governing the transfer of a single electron
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through a DA complex. The electronic Hamiltonian of the DA complex including possible
bridging units will be denoted as
whereas the full Hamiltonian including vibrational
H
D
B
A
.
contributions is written as

6.2.1 The Electron Transfer Hamiltonian
Although ET comes along with the modification of many molecular orbitals, and thus has to
be considered as a process in which different electrons take part, we will proceed here with
a simple and intuitive picture. It is based on the notion of a single excess electron injected
from the outside into the DA complex. The transfer of this excess electron will be described
by introducing an effective potential experienced by the excess electron after entering the DA
complex
m

The individual contributions Vm (r) belong to the donor, the acceptor, or to some bridging
molecules. (In the following,the bridging units are counted by m = 1, . . . , NB,starting at the
donor site, whereas the donor and acceptor are labeled by rn = D and A, respectively.)
The introduction of the effective potential V(r) appears to be reasonable even though there
is no unique way of separating it into the various V, (r). Only in the case of bimolecular ET
reactions where independent molecules are involved the separation scheme is obvious. For
unimolecular transfer one would relate the Vm(r) to those fragments of the DA complex on
which the excess electron is localized for an appreciable time.
Each contribution Vm (r) can be understood as a so-calledpseudo-potential which mimics
the action of the total electronic system of the molecular fragment on the excess electron.
Within this picture all exchange and correlation effects among the excess electron and the
electrons of the molecule are replaced by a simple single-particle potential which is local in
space. The techniques and approximation schemes for establishing these pseudwpotentials
are provided by the theory of many-particle systems. Here, we define the various Vm(r) by
demanding that their ground state energy level Emshould coincide with the electronic ground
state of the isolated molecular unit plus the excess electron. The mentioned approach is nor
identical to a single-particle model which neglects any charge relaxation in the course of the
excess electron motion. The excess electron does not move through an arrangement of frozen
molecular orbitals. It is taken into account that thefull many-electron wave function adjusts
itself during the ET reaction. But this is done by reducing the many-particle dynamics to the
action of an effective local single-particle potential.
Independent of the specific definition of the localized states, the single level treatment is
only a good approximation if the next unoccupied orbital has a much higher energy. Otherwise, the number of unoccupied orbitals per pseudo-potential Vm(r) has to be adjusted. The
pseudwpotential Vm (r) enters the single-electron Schrodinger equation which determines
the single-particle energies Emand wave functions pm(r):
Again, only the lowest eigenvalue Em is of interest in the following, although higher-energetic
solutions may exist. Since the energies Em correspond to different sites in the complex they
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Figure 6.12: One-dimensional sketch of the pseudo-potential V(r), introduced in Eq. (6.7) (full line).
mark the spatial position of the different units of the ET system. The pseudo-potentials
Vm(r) of the individual molecular units (broken lines) and the levels Em occupied by the excess electron are also shown. The motion of the excess electron among the various energy levels proceeds as a
tunneling process through the barriers separating different potential wells.
21).X B , etc.

are usually called sire energies. The states pmare reminiscent of the diabatic states introduced
in Section 2.7. Hence, using these states as an expansion basis a diabatic representation is
provided. (Whether these states are diabatic states in the strict sense of Section 2.7, that is,
whether they minimize the nonadiabatic coupling, will not be discussed any further.) According to its definition the set of states pmdoes not form a normalized and orthogonal basis, i.e.,
nonvanishing overlap integrals exist: (pmlpn)# bmn. If convenient we will write in the
,
(here, IB) stands
following ID),IB),and IA) instead of Ipo), Ipm),and l p ~ )respectively
for a particular bridge state).
In order to construct the ET Hamiltonian we consider the electronic Schrodinger equation
for the total DA complex. Since we assume spin-degeneracy of the considered excess electron states spin quantum numbers do not appear in the following. The total DA Schrodinger
equation reads
VeI+

V I P ) = €14) .

(6.9)

Let us expand this equation with respect to the basis set Ipm):
m

Inserting this into Eq. (6.9)and multiplication by (pnlfrom the left gives
(6.1 1)
k

or
(6.12)
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This set of equations contains the overlap integrals and the three-center integrals (cpn I v k 1 ~ 4 . ~
Although a more general description is possible, in the following we will introduce two
approximations. First, we assume that the two-center overlap integrals can be neglected, i.e.,
we set (cpnIcpm) M dnm. Within this approximation the set of states cpm forms an orthogonal
basis. Second, because of their smallness compared to the two-center integrals, all threecenter integrals are neglected. We will only take into account one- and two-center integrals.
The latter contain terms of the type (cp,lVk(cp,), which introduce a shift of the site energies
Em due to the presence of the pseudo-potential v
k at site Ic. The other two-center integrals
are of the type (cpnlVnlvm).This expression couples the state Icpm) to the state Icpn) via the
tail of the potential V, at site m.
An expansion of the electronic part of the DA Hamiltonian gives
(6.13)
m,n

with the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian given by
kfm

(6.14)
Vm + V n l ~ n.)
The off-diagonal part can be rewritten in different forms. We use the eigenvalue equation
(6.8) and get
1
(VmlTei + Vm + V n l ~ n ) = s(pmI(Te1
Vm) (GI+ Vn) (Vm V n ) l ~ n )
1
= -(cpmlEm + E n + (Vm + Vn)lcpn)
2
1
- s('PmlVm + Vnlcpn) = v m n *
(6.15)

+(I

- dmn)(vmlTel+

+

+

+

+

The final expression V,, is usually called transfer integral or alternatively inter-state caupling. Since the motion of the electron through the DA complex proceeds via tunneling processes, the term tunneling matrix element is also common. Alternatively to Eq. (6.15) one can
also write Vmn(m# n ) in terms of the matrix element of the kinetic energy operator:

Vmn = (pmlTel+ Vrn + Tel+ Vn - Tellpn)
= ( ( ~ m l E m+ En - Teilvn) = - ( ~ m l T e ~ l ( ~* n )

(6.16)

The complete electronic Hamiltonian for the DA complex reads
(6.17)
m

.

m,n

Here we included the diagonal matrix elements of the pseudo-potentials into the definition of
the site energies Em.6
4The integrand has contributions from sites n,k , and m, i.e., from three different spatial positions.
50fcourse, a transformation to a new set of states may remove the overlap integrals. But in this case the intuitive
picture of the states Ivm)is lost.
61n the solid-state physics literature the electronic part of the full DA complex Hamiltonian (6.17) is often called
@-binding Hamiltonian. This emphasizes the strong coupling of the electrons to the various localization sites.
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The construction of the Hamiltonian, Eq. (6.17) was mainly based on the concept of a
single excess electron moving in a particular spatial arrangement of pseudo-potentials which
refer to the donor, the bridge, and the acceptor. But a derivation would also be possible if a
many-electron generalization of the wave functions for the excess electron pm(r)could be
achieved. Let @ ( T , 0)be the full many-electron wave function of the neutral DA complex
in its ground state (with the set of spatial and spin coordinates T and 0,respectively). Then,
we assume the existence of the wave function
o;rexc)referring to the DA complex
plus the excess electron which is in adiabatic state localized at site m. The expansion of some
suitable many-electron generalization of the DA Hamiltonian H:pBA1(whose definition starts
from the general expressions of Section 2.2) then gives the respective diabatic energies Em in
the diagonal parts.
Although this many-electron extension seems to be simple, it essentially depends on the
a; rexc).In particular one has to clarify how to define
proper definition of the states
these states as diabatic states of the total DA complex, as well as how to separate the DA
complex into isolated units and to define the localized excess electron states for these units.
We will not further comment on these more involved issues but refer the reader to the literature
listed in the Suggested Reading section below.
In a similar way it becomes possible to construct the Hamiltonian which describes photoinduced ET (cf. Fig. 6.6). Here, we have to assume the existence of the many-electron wave
functions GTn(r,0)which correspond to the excited donor state as well as the presence of the
transferred electron at the bridge units and the acceptor. One may argue that for those states
where the electron already left the donor the Coulomb interaction should be accounted for
and the other parts of the DA complex with an
between the donor without one electron (D+)
additional electron (e.g. A - ) . But often one interprets the states 9
, (and the related energies
E m ) as defined in such a manner that this Coulomb interaction is already contained in their
definition. Of course, all these states are not eigenstates of the electronic part of the molecular Hamiltonian. They describe spatial charge localization in the DA complex and should be
coupled weakly one to another. (If this latter restriction is not fulfilled the introduction of the
9
, becomes meaningless.) Expanding the electronic part
of the DA Hamiltonian
with respect to these states am we again arrive at an expression as given by Eq. (6.17). This
indicates the universal form of the ET Hamiltonian, Eq. (6.17). Only the actual interpretation
of the involved matrix elements and expansion states specifies H,':'"'
to a concrete type of
ET reaction.

@k)(r,

@k)(r,

6.2.2 The Electron-Vibrational Hamiltonian of a Donor-Acceptor
Complex
The vibrational degrees of freedom may couple in two different ways to the transferred electron as has been already explained for the case of nonadiabatic transitions in Section 5.7. In
principle one can distinguish between accepting modes which change their equilibrium configuration if the electronic charge density changes, and promoting modes. The latter enter the
transfer integral, Eq. (6.15) and thus may accelerate the ET. (We note that in general this distinction is not always clear, i.e., accepting modes may act simultaneously as promoting modes
and vice versa.)
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Including the vibrational degrees of freedom, {R,} R (note that we use the index u
instead of n as in Chapter 2 to avoid confusion with the site indices), the complete Hamiltonian
of the DA complex becomes

HDBA = H,!PBA)(R)+ Tnuc + Vnuc-nuc(R)
= C(Tnuc
m

+ ~ r n ( ~+) Vnuc-nuc(R)) + o m m ~ ( ~ m ) ( ( ~ r n I

+ C (Vmn(R) + o m n ) l ( ~ r n ) ( ( ~ n l *

(6.18)

m#n

Now, the Em and Vmn which belong to the electronic part of the complete Hamiltonian have
been labeled by their dependence on the vibrational coordinate^.^ TnUc
gives the kinetic energy of all the vibrations coupled to the ET reaction and Vnuc-nuc(R)results from the coupling among the vibrational degrees of freedom (electrostatic coupling among the nuclei, see
Section 2.2). The off-diagonal part includes the nonadiabaticity operator Om, defined in
Eq.(2.17). According to the specific form of HDBAwe can introduce PES which relate to
those state with the excess electron localized at site m:

For the following we assume that the nonadiabatic coupling is small and neglect its contribution to the off-diagonal part of Hamiltonian Eq. (6.18). This assumption is motivated by the
localization of the wave functions (Pm(r)at the various units of the DA complex (its diabatic
character). Then the total electron-vibrational Hamiltonian is obtained as

The dependence on the nuclear coordinates can be made more concrete by introducing PES
which depend on normal mode coordinates { q t } G q (see Section 2.6.1). In this case it is
advantageous to choose a particular electronic state to define a reference configuration of the
nuclei. We take the state of the neutral DA complex for that purpose, that is, the state where
the excess electron is absent. This state is supposed to be characterized by the PES Uo(R)
having the equilibrium configuration at {Rho)}
=- Ido).Next we carry out an expansion of
U o ( R )around R(O)up to the second order with respect to the deviations ARLO' = Ru - R?)
and obtain
(6.21)
Here, we used U0(R(O))= Uio), and the K::, denote the second derivatives of the PES
(Hessian matrix). As discussed in Section 2.6.1 the introduction of (mass-weighted) normal
7There is also a dependence of the expansion states P,(,, on the vibrational coordinates. But this dependence has
been already accounted for by the introduction of the nonadiabaticity operator it can be neglected when considering
the vm.
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Figure 6.13: PES of the DA complex according to Eq. (6.26) versus a single normal mode coordinate
qt (all other coordinates with [' # [ are fixed at @) for every PES Urn).While UOis the reference PES
of the neutral complex, the PES Urn correspond to the situation where one excess electron is present at
the donor ( m = D ) , the acceptor (m = A) or at a bridge unit ( m = 1'2, note that the position of the
PES along the qc-axis has nothing to do with the spatial position of the related electronic wavefunctions
Vm ).

mode coordinates according to the linear transformation

(6.22)
leads to a diagonalization of the vibrational Hamiltonian with the potential energy given by

(6.23)
Next we consider the PES U m ( R )relevant if the excess electron is localized at site rn. Let
us suppose that this electronic state can be described by the same normal mode coordinates
(Eq. (6.22)). This means that the quadratic form resulting from the expansion of the PES
U m ( R )with respect to the Cartesian nuclear coordinates can be also diagonalized by the
same transformation matrix A,,(0). The expansion of the PES U m ( R )reads
(6.24)

(6.25)
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where qkm’ corresponds to the linear transformation of the difference Rim)- Rf),we get
(see also Section 2.6.1)
(6.26)
In this manner we have been able to introduce a particular model for the PES of the DA
system. The PES are parabolic, their minima are shifted with respect to each other in the space
of the normal mode coordinates, and they have different energetic offsets (see Fig. 6.13). If
necessary, they can additionally be characterized by vibrational frequencies depending on the
site index m. The related vibrational Hamiltonian reads
(6.27)
In the general case the inter-site couplings V,, also depend on the nuclear coordinates. Since
the magnitude of V,, is mainly determined by the overlap of the exponential tail of the wave
functions localized at sites m and n (see Eq. (6.15)), we expect an exponential dependence on
the distance x, between the two sites:
(6.28)

V22

The reference value
of the inter-site couplings is reached for the reference (equilibrium)
distance
and Pmn is some characteristic inverse length determined by the wave function
overlap. Often the dependence of V,, on the nuclear coordinates is neglected in comparison
with the on-site vibrational dynamics. We will use this simplificationin the following and set
Vmn(R)
G V,,
(Condon approximation).
Using this model the total Hamiltonian (6.20) becomes

xii

(6.29)
The simplest but non-trivial version of the DA Hamiltonian, Eq. (6.29), is obtained if one
neglects any bridging unit and if the vibrational frequencies are independent of the actual
electronic state. We then have

There exists a widely used alternative notation, which employs the formal similarity of a twolevel system with a spin one-half system. In analogy to the quantum mechanical treatment of
the spin we define the spin-operator components rX,fly, and ~7~as
ID)(Al +IA)(DI
oy = i (ID)(Al - IA)(Dl)

gx

=

flz

=

IWDl-

IA)(Al*

(6.3 I )
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Furthermore, we write the Hamiltonian (6.30) in a way similar to Section 2.6.2 where we introduced a reference vibrational Hamiltonian Hvib and a linear electron-vibrational coupling
with dimensionless vibrational coordinates qc
= C l C, and coupling constants
gm (El

d m

HDA

+

+

+ctw€(c:

= V;’~D)(D~+
U ~ ) I A ) ( AHvjt,
J

+c€)(gD(E)ID)(DI+ gA(<)IA)(AI)

€

+v~~lo)(Al+
VADIA)(DI.

If we introduce

u,(0)-- u- ( o )

(6.32)

(6.33)

+E/2,

and

with U ( O ) = (U,’,“’ + U f ’ ) / 2 ,E = U f ) - U r ) , assume that the shift of the two PES along
the qc-axis is symmetric ( g o ( < ) = - g A ( < ) = gt), and take a real transfer coupling V = VDA
= VAD,
the Hamiltonian (6.32) becomes
(6.35)

+

(Note that lD)(Dl IA)(AIdefines the completeness relation for the electronic states which
can be replaced by the unit operator.)
According to this prescription the electronic two-state system (the acceptor and the donor)
has been mapped onto the problem of an effective spin one-half particle. Eq. (6.35) gives
the so-called spin-bosun Hamiltonian. The term ”boson” indicates that the equilibrium distribution of vibrational energy quanta for the various normal modes follows Bose-Einstein
statistics. The spin-boson model represents the archetype to study the interplay of particle
(electron) transfer and vibrational motion [Leg87,Wei98].

6.2.3 Two Independent Sets of Vibrational Coordinates
In the foregoing considerations we assumed that there exists a common set of normal mode
coordinates modulating the donor as well as acceptor electronic states. In the case of a bimolecular ET reaction, however, the electron moves between two independent molecules.
Therefore, one needs separate sets of coordinates for the donor ( 4 0 { q D E ) )and the acceptor ( q A
{ f J A < } ) molecule. For simplicity we consider the reaction scheme (6.5) without
additional bridging units and introduce four different electronic states for the expansion of
the Hamiltonian. They will be denoted by I ~ D - ) , I ~ D ) , I ~ A ) . and I ~ A - ) . and describe the
donor with the excess electron, the neutral donor, the neutral acceptor, and the acceptor plus
the excess electron, respectively. Thus, the reactant state is given by Ipo-, ( P A ) , whereas the

=
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product state is [(PO,
( P A - ) . Generalizing Eq. (6.30) the Hamiltonian for a bimolecular ET
reaction follows as
fg-yol)

=

[ H D - ( q D ) -k H A ( q A ) ] ( ' P D - , ' P A ) ( ' P D - , ( P A I

+( H D ( q D ) + H A - ( Q A ) )\'PO,'PA- ) ('PO,(PA- 1
+(VDAILPD,' P A ) ( ( P D ,(PA- I + h . ~ . ).

(6.36)

All PES are of the type Eq. (6.26), but here we have four sets of equilibrium configurations
{ q i i } with rn = D-,D ,A, A- and four correspondingvalues of U (,0 ).

6.2.4 State Representation of the Hamiltonian
For further applications it is useful to give a representation of the DA Hamiltonian using the
complete diabatic electron-vibrational basis defined by the states (cf. Section 2.7)

Id = ImM) = I(Pm)lXmM)

(6.37)

*

which belong to the electronic states Iqm)are the eigenstates of
The vibrational states I x , M )
the vibrational Hamiltonian, Eq.(6.27),
(6.38)

HmlXmM) = ~ m M l X m M )'

The respective eigenvalues
(6.39)
give the energy spectrum of the normal mode oscillators. According to the introduction of
normal mode vibrations the state vector l x , ~ )factorizes into products corresponding to the
different normal modes with mode index
IXrnM)

=

n

<

IXrnMO

.

(6.40)

E

The Hamiltonian (6.18) can be expanded in the diabatic electron-vibrational basis as follows
(6.41)
If the transfer integral V,, is coordinate independent the coupling matrix element follows as
V,, = V m n ( x m ~ ( x n ~where
),
( X ~ M ( X , N )is the overlap integral of the vibrational wave
functions belonging to different sites (Franck-Condon factor).'
The total DA system described by the Hamiltonian (6.41) can be viewed as a set of multilevel systems with energy spectrum E p and mutual level coupling V,,. A similar system
has already been considered in Section 3.4.5 from a more formal point of view. There, we
calculated the total transition rate for the transfer of occupation probability from site m to site
n. Here, we expect a similar relation for the description of ET reactions. Under what precise
conditions this rate formula is valid will be discussed in detail below.
*Obviously, this approximation is identical to the Condon approximation introduced for computing the absorption
spectrum in Chapter 5.
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6.3 Regimes of Electron Transfer
In the forthcomingdiscussion we will concentrate on a simple model of a DA complex neglecting any further bridging units. The respective Hamiltonian has been introduced in Eq. (6.30)
where the diabatic donor and acceptor electronic states have been abbreviated by ID)f I ~ D ) ,
and [ A ) J(PA), respectively (see also Fig. 6.14). For the time being it will be convenient to
consider the vibrational degrees of freedom as classical quantities.
It is obvious from the previous section that one of the crucial parameters of ET theory
should be the inter-site coupling. For the considered electronic two-state model it is a simple
task to consider this coupling exactly, what means to change to the adiabatic representation as
an alternative to the diabatic representation. Therefore, we start our discussion by introducing
this representation. It is obtained after diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (6.30). According
to the results for a two-level system (see Section 2.8.3) and the fact that the vibrational kinetic
energies are not affected', we obtain the two adiabatic PES U+ and U- as (compare Section
2.7)

These adiabatic PES together with the diabatic PES are plotted in Fig. 6.14 versus a single
coordinate q. The crossing point q* of the two diabatic PES is defined by uD(q*) = U A ( q * ) .
According to Eq. (6.42) there is a splitting of the adiabatic PES by 2lVDA) at the crossing
point. The splitting becomes smaller if q deviates from q* and the adiabatic and diabatic
curves coincide for Iq - q * ( >> 0. Clearly, the shape of the adiabatic PES is much more
complicated if two or more vibrational coordinates are involved.
Which type of representation is more appropriate depends on the problem under discussion. To give some guidance using quantitative arguments we introduce two different characteristic times. A time typical for electronic quantum motion is
(6.43)
This quantity is proportional to the time the electronic wave function needs to move from the
donor site to the acceptor site if the respective energy levels are degenerate (cf. the discussion
of the two-level system dynamics in Section 3.8.7). The degeneracy of the electronic levels
occurs if one fixes the vibrational configuration at the crossing point q*. Provided that the
vibrational motion is not effected by strong damping the characteristic time of the vibrational
motion is given by the vibrational frequency"
27r

t vib
' --- .

(6.44)

'The nuclear kinetic energy operators enter as T,,,,] B) (El ST,,,, I A ) (A [ . According to the completeness relation for the electronic states this is identical with T,,,,, what demonstrates that the kinetic energy part remains
unaffected by the transformation.
"'Usually molecular systems will have vibrational modes with different vibrational frequencies. Then W,;b represents a mean frequency. Clearly, if the various frequencies are quite different, the introduction of a mean frequency
is meaningless. Instead, one can use different groups of frequencies (high-frequency and low-frequency vibrations
etc.). Of course. particular relations valid for one type of frequencies may be invalid for the other type.
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4
Figure 6.14: Donor and acceptor PES versus a single reaction coordinate. The diabatic (full line) as
well as adiabatic curves (dashed line) are shown. There is a splitting between the adiabatic curves which
has a magnitude of 2 l V ~ aI at the crossing point q*.

Let us first assume t,l <( tvib. In this case the electron will move many times between
the donor and acceptor before any change of the nuclear configuration occurs. This is just
the situation we used in Section 2.3 to motivate the introduction of the Born-Oppenheimer
(adiabatic) approximation. We expect that the electronic states will be delocalized over the
whole DA complex. The electron is in an adiabatic state, and if one is interested in a time
scale much larger than t,l it becomes advantageous to change from the localized diabatic to the
delocalized adiabatic representation. In particular, any vibrational motion has to be described
within the adiabatic PES. Note that for the case that the vibrational motion triggers electronic
transitions, a quantum mechanical treatment including the nonadiabaticity operator may be
required (cf. Eq. (6.18)).
If the energetic difference between the lower and the upper adiabatic PES is large enough
one has the situation shown in Fig. 6.4 where the motion along the reaction coordinate is subject to a double-well potential. Now, we can specify Fig. 6.4 noting that for adiabatic ET the
formal reaction coordinate can be identified with some - possibly collective - vibrational coordinate coupled to the ET. Therefore, adiabatic ET has to be understood as the rearrangement
of the vibrational degrees of freedom from their reactant configuration (minimum of diabatic
donor PES) to the product configuration (minimum of diabatic acceptor PES). This rearrangement is connected with a barrier crossing, and we expect for the ET rate an expression of the
standard Arrhenius type

.' '

with the respective activation energy EaCt

"The use of the term activation energy becomes inadequate if there is a macroscopic number of nuclear degrees
of freedom involved. For example, in the case of ET in polar solvents entropic effects enter the description and one
has to replace the activation energy by the activationfree energy.
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The opposite situation is encountered, if t,l >> tvib, i.e., if the vibrational motion is much
faster than the electronic one. This reaction type is called nonadiabatic ET. (This should not
be confused with the ”nonadiabatic” coupling.) The initial and final states of the nonadiabatic
ET reaction are spatially rather localized, and the motion of the reaction coordinate through
the crossing region is so fast that the electronic wave function has not enough time to move
completely from the donor to the acceptor. Only a small fraction of electronic probability
density will reach the donor state.I2
Since the coupling VDAis small, it is possible to describe the ET carrying out a perturbaA the diabatic states represent the zeroth-order states.
tion expansion with respect to V ~ where
In the lowest order of perturbation theory (Golden Rule formula) ET occurs, if the donor and
acceptor levels are degenerated, that is, in the crossing region of the two PES. The transfer
rate becomes proportional to ~ V D12, Abut it also depends on the probability at which the crossing region on the donor PES U u is reached by the vibrational coordinates. Accordingly, we
expect the following expression for the ET rate
0;

IVUA12e - E a 4 - T .

(6.46)

Following Fig. 6.14, Eactdenotes the activation energy needed to enter the crossing region
starting at the minimum position of the donor PES, hence we have E,,, = u D ( q * ) - uD(q‘D’).
Of course, this activation energy is different from the one appearing in the case of the adiabatic
ET, since the latter has been introduced with respect to the barrier in the lower adiabatic PES
U - , Eq. (6.42).
Although the two types of ET introduced so far are the result of very different values
of the two characteristic times t,l and &,, the adiabatic as well as the nonadiabatic ET can
cover a wide range of time scales up to milliseconds or even slower. On the other hand, if
there is a strong DA coupling, ET reactions can proceed ultrafast (in the picosecond or even
femtosecond region). This situation is usually encountered in photoinduced ET reactions (see
below). Here, experimental observation requires to use ultrafast preparation and detection
schemes as well (cf. discussion in Chapter 5).
The foregoing discussion was based on characteristic times for the electronic and vibrational motion. Alternatively, one can introduce characteristic energies. Let us concentrate on
the model of an excess electron. If the excess electron is absent the minimum position of the
PES Uo is given by qc = 0 (compare Eq. (6.23)). If the excess electron is introduced into the
complex and its wave function is localized at the state m = D, A the localization energy
(6.47)
is gained. On the contrary, if the vibrational coordinates are fixed at the crossing point such
that the electronic wave function becomes delocalized, the system may gain the delocalization
121t should be noted here that we use the term ”electronic probability density” instead of ”electron” indicating that
quantum mechanics only fixes the change of the wave function in the course of the time propagation. It is meaningless
to ask how fast or slow the electron itself moves within the ET reaction. The reader should also note the similarity
between the nonadiabatic ET and the electronic transition occumng in a linear absorption experiment. There the weak
transfer coupling of ET is replaced by the weak external electromagnetic field, both realizing an inter-state coupling
(cf. discussion in Chapter 5).
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energy (according to the energetic splitting between the D and the A level)
Edel

= [VADl *

(6.48)

According to the definition of the characteristic energies we can conclude that nonadiabatic
ET occurs if El,, >> Edel. If it is energetically more favorable for the electron to be in a
delocalized state (Eloc << &el) the ET is adiabatic.
Let us return to ET rate formulas whose limiting cases, the adiabatic and the nonadiabatic
ET, were estimated above. Both ET rates have been characterized by formulas of type

kET = v e - E a ~ t / k ~ T

(6.49)

This rate includes the activation energy for barrier crossing and the quantity v. The latter has
the dimension of a frequency and is usually calledfrequencyfacror. In the case of adiabatic
ET (which has also been studied in the framework of Kramers-theory [Hae90])the inverse of
the frequency factor is simply given by the time it takes to move along the reaction coordinate
over the top of the barrier. A more detailed inspection shows that this reasoning is not correct
for every type of adiabatic ET. For instance, consider a DA complex dissolved in a polar
solvent. Here, the transferred electron may be strongly coupled to the solvent and the motion
of the reaction coordinate of the ET is overdamped. The rate will be mainly determined by
the way the reaction coordinate reaches the crossing point. In particular, the frequency factor
v becomes proportional to 1 / ~ ~the
~ linverse
,
of the solvent relaxation time (more precisely,
to the inverse of the longitudinal dielectric relaxation time, for more details see Section 6.5).
This type of ET is often called solvent-controlled. If the nuclear coordinates (and solvent
degrees of freedom) which are coupled to the ET reaction move in a manner such that the
reaction coordinate is only weakly perturbed the motion is called uniform. If, however, there
is a strong perturbation, the motion on the respective PES becomes irregular difision-like.
This example shows that it is of importance to understand how one can formulate a theory
for ET reactions which is not only valid for the two described limiting cases but also in the
intermediate regime. To bridge the gap between the nonadiabatic ET and the adiabatic ET
with uniform reaction coordinate dynamics Lundau-2ner theory is appropriate as will be
explained in the next section. In passing we note that the transition from the solvent-controlled
ET to the uniform adiabatic reaction dynamics as well as to the nonadiabatic ET reaction has
also been investigated [Bix99a].
The classical consideration of the vibrational motion assumes for the ET a thermal activation of the vibrational degrees of freedom to reach the crossing region. If the temperature
decreases such that kBT << Eact,ET has to proceed via tunneling through the bamer between
the donor and acceptor nuclear equilibrium configurations. This so-called nuclear tunneling
case can be found in nonadiabatic as well as adiabatic ET reactions. It requires a quantum
mechanical consideration of the vibrational coordinates.
In the case of nonadiabatic ET one can use the Hamiltonian, Eq. (6.41) with energy levels
em^. Considering a DA complex without further interveningbridge units and neglecting the
coupling to any environment, the system of the two sets of energy spectra, E D Mand EAN
represents a closed quantum system and reversible quantum dynamics has to be expected in
this multi-level systems (cf. Fig. 6.15). In the presence of an environment, one has an open
system and every electron-vibrational state ImM) has ajnite lifetime T ~ MFor
. simplicity we
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reaction coordinate
Figure 6.15: Ultrafast ET in a system of two coupled PES with donor vibrational levels E D Mand
are also drawn). Left scheme:
acceptor vibrational levels E A N (the coupling matrix elements VDM,AN
population PD of the donor levels after optical excitation (cf. Fig. 5.12), right scheme: population PA
of the acceptor levels after relaxation took place. (If both spectra are degenerated a direct transfer from

a selected level E D Mto a level E A N becomes possible, probably connected with a back transfer. If
degeneracy is absent a set of different levels is coupled simultaneously.)

will assume the existence of a single representative lifetime ~~~l for the following discussion.
If T,,! < t v i b and tel, a fast relaxation occurs before any ET takes place,” and a description
based on transition rates is suitable. This will be the case for the nonadiabatic ET discussed
in Section 6.4.
If the lifetime of electron-vibrational states is larger than the characteristic times t v i b and
t , ~ ,only a weak disturbance of wave-like nuclear motions in the course of the ET appears.
This is typical for photoinduced ET where vibrational coherences at the donor and acceptor
state can be observed on a sub-picosecond time scale (see Section 6.8).

6.3.1 Landau-Zener Theory of Electron Transfer
To characterize the ET in a DA complex we will make the reader familiar with a classical
treatment which is widely used and which has been developed by Landau and independently
by Zener. Originally, Landau considered a scattering of two atoms whereas Zener focused on
the electronic levels of a diatomic molecule. In both cases, level coupling has been considered
under the condition that the level separation is changed by an external perturbation. This
approach is easily mapped on the description of ET in a DA complex. The advantage is that
one can derive an analytical formula for the transfer rate which is valid for any value of the
coupling V D ,spanning
~
the range between adiabatic and nonadiabatic ET.
I3Note that we have to guarantee that the coupling to the particular environment is not too strong. If 1 / ~ , ~>>l W,ib
the energy levels E,A~ become meaningless since in this case of strong coupling a separate definition of the diabatic
energy spectrum E n L ucannot be justified.
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W - t A q

Ag++m

Figure 6.16: The coupled PES of a DA complex versus a single reaction coordinate. According to the
treatment in the Landau-Zener theory the PES are approximated by straight lines around the crossing
point. The asymptotic regions Aq + f m are also indicated.

In order to deal with the ET reaction in a DA complex according to Landau and Zener one
has to choose a classical description for a single vibrational coordinate. To obtain the ET rate
we let the vibrational coordinate start to move on the donor PES far away from the crossing
point q* with the acceptor PES. If the coordinate moves through the crossing region we will
determine the probability that the electron is transferred to the acceptor level as well as the
probability for remaining at the donor level.
The respective Hamiltonian of the DA complex has been introduced in Eq. (6.30). The
vibrational Hamiltonian H m ( q ) ( m = D ,A ) includes the donor and acceptor PES U D( q ) and
u A ( q ) , respectively. Both depend on the single vibrational coordinate q and may in principle
have an arbitrary shape. Since the crossing point q* between the PES is crucial for the transfer
we expand both PES around q*

Here.
(6.5 1)

denotes the force the vibrational coordinate experiences at the crossing point when the electron
is in state m = D, A. Furthermore, we introduced Aq = q-q*, and U* abbreviates U D ( q * ) =
u A ( q * ) (Cf. Fig. 6.16).
The time dependence of the coordinate q (or Aq) is unknown so far. Since we expect the
ET reaction to take place at the curve crossing around Aq M 0, we set Aq M w*t, where w* is
the yet unknown velocity at the crossing point. It represents a parameter of the theory which
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should be estimated. By virtue of these approximations the Hamiltonian becomes formally
time-dependent
HDA

= Tvjb

+ u' + HlJ(t)+ V .

The classical part Tvjb

+ U'

(6.52)

is of less interest for the following; the time-dependent part reads

Ho(t) = -FD v't lD)(Dl - F A v*t IA)(AI .

(6.53)

Further the inter-state coupling is comprised in

V = VDAID)(AI+ h.c. .

(6.54)

The reactant state of the transfer corresponds to t = -cc (Aq = -cc) whereas the product
state is characterized by t = cc ( 4 4 = 00, see Fig. 6.16).
In a first step we will calculate the asymptotic value of the survival probability of the
electron for remaining at the donor, Po
Po(t = 00). This quantity follows as the square
of the transition amplitude (compare Section 3.3.1)

Po = I ( q u ( ~
-cc)lD)12
,
,

(6.55)

+

where the time-evolution operator U ( t ' ,t ) is given by the Hamiltonian Ho(t) V , Eq. (6.52).
Interestingly,the present model allows to calculate this transition amplitude exactly, as demonstrated in detail in the supplementary Section 6.9.1. Here, we only quote the result for the
donor survival probability:

Po = e-'- .

(6.56)

It depends on the so-called Massey parameter which is defined as
(6.57)
Although it is of interest to have an expression for the survival probability PO we aim
to get the ET rate kDA based on our knowledge of Po. The ET rate can be defined by the
redistribution of probability between donor and acceptor within the characteristic time interval
t v j b = 27r/Wvjb. This time interval is a good estimate for the time the vibrational coordinate
needs to go from the region around the minimum of the donor PES to that around the minimum
of the acceptor PES and back. Considering the coordinate Aq this vibrational motion formally
corresponds to the motion between the two asymptotic values fcc, that is, to the transition
from Aq = -cc to Aq = 00 and back to Aq = -cc (cf. Fig. 6.16). Determining the rate
for a single transition event from the donor to the acceptor within the time interval tvjb one
has to account for two alternative ways: Either one goes from Aq = -cc to 4 q = 00 and a
transition to the acceptor takes place. Then, on the way back to Aq = -cc the system has to
remain at the acceptor state. Or, the system remains at the donor state during the motion from
4 4 = -cc to Aq = m, but on the way back, when passing the crossing region, it moves to
the acceptor state.
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To calculate the ET rate for the first pathway we note that the probability for going to the
acceptor as the coordinate moves from Aq = -m to Aq = 00 is 1 -PO.Due to the symmetry
of the problem the probability to make no transition on the way back to Aq = -m is identical
to PO.In conclusion, we obtain the change of the probability within a single oscillation period
as (1 - PD)PD.In the second case of realizing the ET, the system remains with probability
PD in the donor state as the coordinate moves from Aq = -m to Aq = 00. On the way back
a transition to the acceptor state occurs with probability 1 - PO.This is indeed the same result
as for the first transition pathway. Therefore, we obtain the transition rate as
(6.58)
The expression is valid for every value of VDA,thus covering the case of adiabatic as well as
nonadiabatic ET. For large I? (and hence large VDA)we obtain the rate for adiabatic ETI4
(6.59)
while for small I? the nonadiabatic limit follows
(6.60)
with a rate proportional to the square of the electronic coupling. For the intermediate regime
that rate has to be calculated according to (6.58).
Introducing the Landau-Zener length
(6.61)
the Massey parameter becomes
(6.62)
The Landau-Zener length can be understood as the distance from the crossing point where the
difference UD - U A in the potential energy reaches the magnitude of the electronic coupling
VDA.l5 Therefore, it gives an estimate for those Aq values up to which the coupling VDA has
some influence on the transfer dynamics.
Let us consider a liquid phase situation next. Here ET reactions can be characterized by
introducing a mean free path length lf for the reaction coordinate. It corresponds to the average
distance between two collision events of the reaction coordinate with solvent molecules. If
If >> ~ L Zthe reaction coordinate can be considered to carry out a ballistic motion (or uniform
''0bviously the limit V D A-+ 00 is meaningless since for this case / C D Avanishes.
I5T0show this let us consider the expression U D(4' Aq) - U A(q' Aq) which measures the potential energy
difference between the case where the electron is at the donor and the case where it is at the acceptor. Expanding
this expression with respect to the deviation Aq from the crossing point of both PES, we estimate the PES difference
as IFD - FAI lAql. Using now Eq. (6.61) we may write I(F0 - F A ) [ ~ L=Z 2alV~al.
what justifies the given
explanation of the the Landau-Zener length.

+

+
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adiabatic

t
1-

+
nonadiabatic

Figure 6.17: Schematic representation of the different ET regions. The horizontal axis distinguishes
between uniform and diffusive motion of the reaction coordinate by plotting the Landau-Zener length
l ~ zEq.
, (6.61) in relation to a given mean free path length Zf. Along the vertical axis adiabatic and
nonadiabatic transfer is differentiated using the Massey parameter r defined in Eq. (6.62).

motion) on the time-scale of the ET with only minor influence of collisions with the solvent
z motion is diffusive on the time-scale of the ET.
molecules. In the opposite case Zf <( 1 ~ the
Of course, in both cases the ET can take place either in the adiabatic or nonadiabatic regime,
depending on the actual value of r. This situation is visualized in Fig. 6.17.
The Landau-Zener theory enjoys great popularity in the description of ET reactions, since
it gives a simple but powerful tool for estimating transition rates. In more recent years it has
been used to incorporate electronic transitions into the framework of classical simulations of
the nuclear degrees of freedom of large molecules.

6.4 Nonadiabatic Electron Transfer in a Donor-Acceptor
Complex
The concept of nonadiabatic ET has been already introduced in the preceding section as a
charge transition process for which the vibrational motion is much faster than the motion of
the transferred electron. The type of rate equation we have to expect can be found in Eq.
(6.46). In the following we will consider this important type of ET reaction in more detail.
The interest in nonadiabatic ET reactions stems from the fact that bridge mediated long-range
ET usually proceeds in the this limit. This more complex type of ET will be dealt with in
Section 6.6. Here, we concentrate on nonadiabatic ET in a simple DA complex.
Since for nonadiabatic ET we have to account for the transfer coupling between the donor
and the acceptor in lowest order of perturbation theory we are in the position to write down
the general rate formula (valid at any temperature) using the results of Chapter 5 which deals
with transitions between different adiabatic electronic states. There, it has been shown that
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the computation of the transition rate can be reduced to the determination of a properly defined spectral density. Once this quantity is obtained (which requires the harmonic oscillator
approximation for the related PES) the transfer rate can be calculated for all temperatures. In
addition vibrational modes with frequencies extending over a broad region can be incorporated. However, to provide the reader with an overview of the various approaches which can
be found in the literature, we will discuss different limiting cases of nonadiabatic ET. Thus we
approach the most general description of ET dynamics step by step, starting our considerations
in the high-temperature limit.

6.4.1 High-Temperature Case
The high-temperature limit is applicable if the relation k B T >> t i w ~holds for all vibrational
modes I . In such a situation it is possible to describe the vibrational dynamics in the framework of classical physics. If the classical description is not possible for all types of vibrations,
one has to study the subset of the high-frequency quantum modes by means of quantum mechanics (see the following section).
To derive the rate expression for the ET process we consider the case of an excess electron
in the DA complex. Then the appropriate Hamiltonian is given by Eq. (6.30), where the PES
U,(q) ( q { q t } ) for the electron at the donor or acceptor site (rn = D ,A) follows from
Eq. (6.26). Since we consider classical vibrational dynamics, the Hamiltonian H , is replaced
by the Hamiltonian functions H , ( q ( t ) ,p ( t)) defined via the time-dependent vibrational momenta and coordinates. As it has been demonstrated in Section 3.1 1 the incorporation of
classical dynamics into the quantum dynamical description of transfer process is conveniently
done using the Wigner representation (cf. Section 3.4.4). Its application to reaction rates is
outlined in the supplementary Section 6.9.4. In the following we will give a discussion of the
rate k E T f k D A for the ET from the donor to the acceptor which is based on more simpler
arguments.
Since the vibrational coordinates are described classically the ET system reduces to a
simple electronic two-level system (covering the electronic donor and acceptor level). But the
two-level system is characterizedby a time-dependent modulation of the energetic position of
the two levels due to the classical vibrational motion. Furthermore, in standard experimental
situations only an average with respect to a large number of identical DA complexes is of
interest. This average can be replaced by an ensemble average with respect to the thermal
equilibrium distribution function f ( q ,p) (cf. Section 3.59) which represents the probability
distribution for the vibrational degrees of freedom in the reactant state. Applying the reasoning
which leads to the Golden Rule of quantum mechanics we arrive at a formula for the rate
similar to Eq. (3.59) (however, the summation with respect to the quantum levels has been
replaced by an integration over all vibrational coordinates and momenta). Since H D( q ,p) and
H A ( q , p) enter the &function part of the Golden Rule formula the kinetic energy contributions
compensate each other. The average with respect to the momenta can be carried out leading
to the coordinate distribution function

=

(6.63)
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and the following rate expression is obtained:
kET

=

t7

(6.64)

dq f ( q ) ( V D A 1 2 b( u D ( q ) - u A ( q ) ) .

This formula gives the ET rate as the transition rate between the initial electronic state with
) the final state with energy U A ( q ) averaged with respect to all possible conenergy U D ( Q and
figurations of the vibrational coordinates. The averaging is weighted by the thermal distribution, Eq. (6.63). Therefore, Eq. (6.64) implies that there is no change of the vibrational kinetic
energy during electron transfer. In the supplementary Section 6.9.4 we will give a justification
for the present treatment (as well as a possible extension), and Section 6.4.3 demonstrates that
the high-temperature case can be obtained as a certain limit of a rate expression valid for any
temperature.
If parabolic PES are used, an analytical expression for the ET rate can be obtained. Let us
start with the simple case of a single coordinate q oscillating with frequency Wvib. Note that we
also will neglect any dependence of the transfer integral VDAon this coordinate (Condon-like
approximation). We obtain for the argument of the delta function in Eq. (6.64)

= AE

-

w:ib(q(D)

+

2

- q(A))q T
“‘vib( q( D ) 2 - q ( A ) 2 ) .

(6.65)
Here, we introduced the energetic difference between the donor and acceptor PES

AE = U (0)
, -

up

7

(6.66)

which is frequently called drivingforce of the ET reaction. The argument of the delta function
in (6.64) is linear with respect to q and vanishes at

(6.67)
This particular value of q defines the crossing point of both PES (see Fig. 6.18). The thermal
distribution introduced in Eq. (6.63) reads
(6.68)
and performing the q-integration results in
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The obtained rate formula is of the type of Eq. (6.46). It represents the activation law for
reaching the crossing point q = q* between the donor and the acceptor PES. The activation
energy is given by

(6.70)
This expression can be rewritten to give

Eact =

( A E - EX)'
4Ex

(6.7 1)

The quantity

(6.72)
is the potential energy of the vibrational coordinate which corresponds to the following situation: Initially the electron is at the donor and the vibrational coordinate has the value q = q ( D ) .
Then a sudden change of the electronic state occurs (see Fig. 6.18). In order to reorganize the
vibrational coordinate (nuclear configuration) to the new equilibrium value q ( A ) the energy
Ex has to be removed from the system. Therefore, this energy is usually called reorganization
energy (cf. the discussion of the reaction path Hamiltonian in Chapter 2). If the ET reaction
proceeds in a solvent, the change of the electronic charge density in the DA complex is accompanied by a rearrangement of the solvent polarization field (see the detailed discussion in
Section 6.5). Thus, the name polarization energy is also common for Ex.
The rate expression which follows upon introducing Ex is usually named after R. A. Marcus, who pioneered the theory of ET reactions starting in the 1950s. It reads

(6.73)
Before discussing this result in detail we note that the same expression is valid if we
consider not a single but a large number of vibrational coordinates for the donor and acceptor
PES as introduced in Eq. (6.26) . The only change concerns the reorganization energy, which
has to be generalized from Eq. (6.72) to the case of many vibrational degrees of freedom
according to (details can be found in the supplementary Section 6.9.2)16

(6.74)
It is the main advantage of the Marcus formula that it allows to describe the complex
vibrational dynamics accompanying the electronic transition by a small number of parameters,
namely the transfer coupling VDA,
the driving force A E , and the reorganization energy Ex."
I6If the shapes of the two coupled PES differ, i.e. if the vibrational frequencies become electronic state dependent
a generalization of Eq. (6.73) can be derived [Cas02,Tan94].
"If the number of vibrational degrees of freedom is macroscopic, the energy difference of the PES minima has to
be replaced by the free energy difference.
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Figure 6.18: Potential energy surfaces for a DA complex in harmonic approximation. The definition of
the driving force A E and the reorganization energy Ex are indicated.

In particular, the introduction of the reorganization energy reduces the complicated behavior
of many intramolecular and intermolecular nuclear degrees of freedom (or the polarization in
case of a polar solvent, see below) to a single number.
Since the Marcus formula includes only three unknown quantities a straightforward fit
of experimental ET data often becomes possible, particularly if the temperature dependence
of the rate is measured. Usually one plots log LET versus 1/T in the so-called Arrhenius
plot. Doing experiments on ET reactions in DA complexes dissolved in a polar solvent, the
reorganization energy can be varied using solvents with different polarity (Section 6.5 will
provide more details). A controllable change of A E and VDAis also possible altering details
of the chemical structure of the complex.
Eq. (6.73) describes the ET reaction proceeding from the donor to the acceptor. The rate
for the back transfer from the acceptor to the donor can be easily derived in the used model
of donor and acceptor PES with identical parabolic shapes. It is only necessary to interchange
the donor and the acceptor index leading to a change of the sign of A E . We get
(6.75)
The ratio of the forward and backward rate is given by exp{AE/lcBT},that is, the validity of
the detailed balance condition is guaranteed.
Let us consider the ET rate in dependence on the driving force A E of the reaction at a
given value of VDAand Ex. The situation already displayed in Fig. 6.18 is called the normal
region of ET. Starting in this ET region and increasing AE moves q* to the left until the
activation energy becomes zero for AE = Ex (see Fig. 6.19). Now, the activationless case
is reached. This regime of ET is observed in the experiment if the rate becomes independent
of temperature. Increasing AE further the activation energy increases again. This is the socalled inverted region. Looking at the lower panel of Fig. 6.19 one may notice the possible
strong overlap of vibrational wave functions corresponding to the presence of the transferred
electron at the donor and at the acceptor. Hence, in the inverted region nuclear tunneling may
become important instead of the thermally activated transfer studied so far.
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Figure 6.19: The normal region (upper panel), the activationless case (middle panel) and the inverted
region (lower panel) of ET in a DA complex.

ET in the inverted region has been originally proposed by R. A. Marcus in the 195Os, but

it could be verified experimentally only in the late 1980s. Fig. 6.20 shows how one enters the

inverted region by changing systematically the acceptor compound such that A E is increased.

6.4.2 High-Temperature Case: Two Independent Sets of Vibrational
Coordinates
In the foregoing section we applied a model which assumed a common set of vibrational coordinates q { q c } for both the reactant and the product state. This is typical for a unirnolecular
reaction. Next let us consider a bimolecular ET reaction proceeding in solution where the sep-
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Figure 6.20: ET rate versus driving force of the reaction for a DA complex showing transfer in the
inverted region. A steroid spacer (androstane) links a 4-biphenylyl donor group with different acceptors
(shown below the curve). An excess electron has been attached to the donor by means of a pulsed
electron beam. The complex was dissolved in methyltetrahydrofuran. The full curve has been computed
from Eq. (6.106) using known parameters for the specific system. (reprinted with permission from
[Clo88]; copyright (1988) Science)

arate donor and acceptor molecules form an encounter complex to trigger ET. Here it seems
more appropriate to use a separate set of vibrational coordinates QD G { q D < } for the donor
molecule and q A G {qA,C} the acceptor molecule as discussed in Section 6.2.3. Of course, if
solvent contributions become important the two separate sets of vibrational coordinates have
to be supplemented by an additional third set of common coordinates.
Having separate sets of coordinates for the donor and acceptor requires a separate description of the initial and final states of the donor and the acceptor. We consider the scheme (6.5)
) the product state is I ~ D , 4 ~ - (cf.
) Section
to be valid, i.e., the reactant state is I ~ D - , 4 ~and
(6.2.3) for the notation).
The ET rate Eq. (6.64) is easily generalized to the present case and reads (note that
d q D dqA is a shorthand notation for the multi-dimensional integration)
(bimol)

kET

x s ( [ U D -( 4 0 )

+ U A ( q A ) ] - [ U D ( q D ) -k U A - ( q A ) ] ) .

(6.76)

Since there is a separation into vibrational coordinates belonging to the donor and the acceptor,
the energy conserving delta function in the rate formula can be split up into a donor part
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Figure 6.21: PES for the case of independent vibrational coordinates of the donor and acceptor part.
Left part: PES of the ionized and neutral donor. Right part: PES of the ionized and neutral acceptor. The
respective reorganization energies and driving forces are also shown.

and into an acceptor part. This is achieved by introducing an additional frequency integral
according to

a(AU) = 6 ( U D - ( 4 0 ) + U A ( q A ) - U D ( q D ) - U A - ( Q A - ) )

=

/dE&(uD-(qD) -E-UD(qD))d(UA(qA)

+h-UA-(qA-))

.

(6.77)
Let us define the auxiliary functions
(6.78)
and
a(w) =

s

&A

fA(qA)

8 (UA(qA)+~

- UA(qA-))

J J

.

(6.79)

Then the rate follows as a frequency overlap of the two auxiliary functions

kf$mo') = 2 n l V D A l2

1

dw d(w)a(w) .

(6.80)

Inspecting the argument of the delta functions in Eqs. (6.78) and (6.79), it is possible to give
a physically appealing interpretation. The function d(w) can be understood as the frequencyresolved strength of the detachment process where the excess electron is removed from the
donor. In the same manner we understand a(w) as the spectrum for the attachment of the
excess electron at the acceptor.18
lsWe will encounter such a type of rate formula again in Chapter 8 when studying the transfer of intramolecular
excitation energy.
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Using the results of the preceding section we are able to derive explicit expressions for the
auxiliary functions. We obtain

(6.81)
and
1

a(w)=

(6.82)

The two newly introduced driving forces read

AE,=U;?-U!)-F~~,

(6.83)

A E A = U(0)~ + t w - U A( 0-) .

(6.84)

and

The reorganization energies are obtained as
(6.85)
and
(6.86)
The frequency integration in the rate formula (6.80) can be performed straightforwardly.
Again one obtains the Marcus-type expression Eq. (6.73), but with the driving force given
by the electronic energy difference of the reactant and product states

A E = ugl

-

u!’ + u f ) - ufj

.

(6.87)

The reorganization energy follows as the sum of the energies of the donor and the acceptor:

Ex = ELD)+ E?’ .

(6.88)

6.4.3 Low-Temperature Case: Nuclear nnneling
We now return to the case of a common set of vibrational coordinates for the donor and acceptor. Additionally we suppose that kBT < tiW, holds for all vibrational degrees of freedom
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participating in the ET reaction. Hence, a quantum mechanical description becomes necessary. In this situation the appropriate DA Hamiltonian is given by Eq. (6.41) (neglecting any
bridge units).
As in the case of the classical description of the nuclear motion discussed so far we consider ET reactions which proceed in an ensemble of identical DA complexes. The initial state
is characterized by the vibrational energy levels E D Mand
, the levels EANbelong to the final
acceptor states. How to obtain the rate for the total probability transfer from the donor state to
the acceptor state has been discussed in Section 3.3, and in another context in Section 3.4.5.
The similarity between ET reactions and nonadiabatic transition has been already stressed in
the introduction to Chapter 5 . Again, we remind the reader that the time r,,l characterizing
vibrational relaxation in the donor or the acceptor state has to be much shorter than all other
characteristic times (t,l and tvib, see Eqs. (6.43)and (6.44),cf. discussion at the end of Section
6.3). Adapting these earlier results to the present situation we obtain the rate for nonadiabatic
ET as
2?r
(6.89)
~EET= ~(EDM)IVDM,ANI~~(ED
-M
EAN) .

C

M,N

This Golden Rule formula describes the coupling of the initial manifold of states with that of
the final states via a certain interaction matrix element. A thermal averaging of all initial vibrational states is carried out, and the rate contains the sum with respect to all final vibrational
states. Neglecting the dependence of the electronic transfer integrals VDA on the nuclear degrees of freedom, VDM,AN splits up into the purely electronic transfer coupling VDA and the
Franck-Condon overlap integral ( X D M I X A N ) .
As stated above there is a formal similarity between the nonadiabatic ET from the donor
to the acceptor and the optically induced electronic transition from the ground state to a particular excited electronic state of some molecule (cf. Section 5.2). This analogy suggests the
introduction of the combined thermally averaged and Franck-Condon weighted density of
states, V ,such that for the present case the ET rate becomes
kET

2.rr

(6.90)

=-[VDA[~~)(AE/~).

ti

The density of states reads

(6.91)
and has to be taken at the driving force A E introduced in Eq. (6.73) to get
the considerations in Section 5.2.4 we can rewrite V via a time integral as

kET.

Following

(6.92)
with''

(6.93)
''Here gn (<), m = D , A are dimensionless displacements of the vibrational coordinates qc and have been defined
in Eq. (2.86).
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The function G ( t ) has been already introduced in Section 5.2.4. It is of an universal character and appears whenever transitions among different electronic levels are accompanied by
the rearrangement of nuclear coordinates which have been mapped on a set of independent
harmonic oscillators (normal mode vibrations).
If the number of different vibrational modes becomes large it is advisable to introduce a
special type of spectral densiry responsible for the electron transfer reaction in a DA complex
(different types of spectral densities have been already discussed in Sections 3.6.4,4.3.2and
5.2.5). For the present application we write in analogy to the case of nonadiabatic transitions
(cf. Eq. (5.53))

(6.94)
If we can write tq = ( g o ( ( ) - gA(())'
K ( W E ) , we get the more transparent form of the
spectral density . J D A ( ~ )= ~ ( w ) N ( w )Here
.
we used the oscillator density of states defined
as N(w)= CES(w - q).
This reminds the reader on the fact that the spectral density can
be interpreted as the density of oscillator states weighted by the electron-vibrational coupling
constant (cf. Section 3.6.4).
The reorganization energy Eq. (6.72) can be expressed via the spectral density as

(6.95)
The introduction of the spectral density enables us to write (see Eq. (5.54))

(6.96)
At this point it is useful to clarify what approximations will lead to the rate formula of the
high-temperature limit derived in Section 6.4.1. To this end we note that irrespective of the
actual frequency dependence, the spectral density rapidly goes to zero beyond a certain cutoff frequency wc. Hence in the high-temperature limit we have l c ~ T>> fw,. This enables us
to introduce for all frequencies less than wc the approximation 1 2 n ( w ) M 2k~Tlh.d>> 1.
To utilize this inequality we separate the function G ( t )into its real and imaginary parts as
in Eq. (5.56):

+

G ( t )=

i
0

dw

m s w t (1

+ 2 n ( w ) )JDA(W)- i

i
0

dw sinUtJDA(w) .

(6.97)

If w,JtJ < 7r/2, the quantity exp{G(t) - G(0)) rapidly approaches zero since the expression
coswt - 1, which appears in the exponent, is negative. But for w c l t J > 7r/2 the different

contributions to the time integral may interfere destructively. Consequently, it is possible
to approximate G ( t )in the exponent by the leading expansion terms of the sine and cosine
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functions. (This is known as the short-time expansion and identical with the slow fluctuation
limit introduced in Section 5.2.5.) Using the definition Eq. (6.94) of the spectral density gives
(6.98)
Both frequency integrals define the reorganization energy according to Eq. (6.95), and the
combined density of states determining the ET rate follows as
(6.99)
-m

The remaining integral is easily calculated as

(6.100)
If inserted into expression (6.90) the classical (high-temperature) limit of the consequent
quantum description of nonadiabatic ET reactions reproduces the Marcus formula, Eq. (6.73).
In principle the concept of the spectral density enables us to describe nonadiabatic ET also
for vibrational modes differing strongly in their frequencies. For example, it is typical for the
ET in dissolved DA complexes that low-frequency solvent modes as well as high-frequency
intramolecular vibrations are involved in the ET reaction. Therefore, one has to split up the
For simplicspectral density into a solvent part Jsol(w),and an intramolecularpart Jintra(u).
ity we assume that Jsol( w ) is different from zero only in the low-frequency region (the cut-off
frequency for collective solvent modes typically amounts to values less than 100 cm-'). This
makes a classical description of the solvent modes possible. Further, it is reasonable to suppose that there is no overlap with Jintra(w).The ET rate expressed in terms of these spectral
densities will be given in Section 6.4.5. First, however, we will introduce a model for this
situation which is more common in the literature in the next section.

6.4.4 The Mixed Quantum-Classical Case
Let us consider the case that the ET is coupled to high-frequency intramolecular (quantum)
modes and low-frequency (classical) modes, for example those of a solvent. Then the highfrequency modes are conveniently taken into account by using the electron-vibrational representation of the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (6.41). The solvent modes, on the other hand, are
described using classical mechanics. Assuming a decoupling of both types of DOF, this leads
us to a combination of the Hamiltonian Eq. (6.29) (where the vibrational Hamiltonian H, is
interpreted as a classical Hamiltonian function) with the Hamiltonian, Eq.(6.41) given in the
electron-vibrational representation. The respective vibrational energies Ep are supplemented
(45).
by the vibrational Hamiltonian function Hm(q)of low-frequency normal modes q
Accordingly,the complete DA Hamiltonian can be written as
HDA

=

c
PU

+ H m ( q ) ) + (1

( b p y ( ~ p

- ~ n ) v p v IP)(VI
)

-

(6.101)
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The PES u D ( q ) and u A ( q ) related to H D and H A , respectively, are defined as in Eq. (6.26),
but with UE’ = 0. A more general expression would be obtained if the PES and thus the
. we will asrelated Hamilton function differed for different vibrational states I x m ~ )But
sume that there is no considerable rearrangement of the solvent, if the vibrational state of the
intramolecular modes changes.
Using this model one can generalize the ET rate, Eq. (6.64) to the case where transitions
from a manifold of donor states I ~ D ) I x D M )
to many acceptor states I$A)IxAN)
are included.
The ET rate for this mixed case follows as

x6 ( E D M

+ uD(q)- E A N

-

(6.102)

uA(q))

The rate can be determined similarly as in Section 6.4.1 leading to the following multi-channel
generalization of the Marcus formula (6.73)
kET

=

C

(6.103)

~ ( E D M k) M + N

M,N

with

Each transfer channel from the initial vibrational level EDMto the final level E A Ncontributes
its own ET rate k M N . The reorganization energy is identical with that in Eq. (6.72), but the
driving forces appear in the generalized form
(6.105)

AEDM,AN
= E D M- E AN

which accounts for the different initial and final states of the high-frequency mode.
The rate expression simplifies if we note that usually the energy of the high-frequency
vibrational quanta exceeds the thermal energy even at room temperature. Therefore, only the
vibrational ground state of this mode is occupied in the reactant state. We will concentrate on
a single high-frequency normal mode, i.e., E A N = E A hintr,(N $) (see Fig. 6.22), and
get the rate as

+

+

(6.106)
Here, the reference driving force A E z EDO- EAOhas been introduced; its actual value
is reduced by bintraN.Often Eq. (6.106) for the ET rate is written using a more explicit
expression for the Franck-Condon factor I(XDO I X A N ) 12. Making use of the derivations given
in Section 2.98 and replacing the shift gintraof the PES of the intramolecular vibration by
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N=4
N=3
N=2

N= 1

N=O

dD’dA’

9

Figure 6.22: PES for the ET in the case of a single high-frequency intramolecular vibration and a lowfrequency solvent coordinate q. According to the assumption hintra
>> l c ~ Ta single solvent coordinate
) been drawn for the reactant state. The various product state solvent coordinate
PES E D U D ( ~has
PES E A hintraN U A ( ~which
) can be reached in the course of the reaction are also shown. The
product state PES with N = 0 and N = 1 correspond to the ET in the inverted region.

+
+

Efntra)/tUJintra

+

one easily obtains

(6.107)

Fig. 6.22 shows the various PES involved in the ET reaction in the mixed quantumclassical case. The product state PES with N = 0 corresponds to the ET in the inverted
region. But the character of the ET changes to the normal region with increasing vibrational
quantum number N. The presence of the intramolecular vibrations opens additional channels
for the ET reaction. But starting with the (N = 0)-PES in the normal region, the activation
energy for the solvent coordinate increases for those PES with N > 0. Therefore, the rate will
be dominated by the transition into the (N = 0)-state of the acceptor. If this (N = 0)-state
refers to the inverted region, the PES with N > 0 may result in a reduction of the activation
energy for the solvent coordinate, and even the activationlesscase may contribute to the total
rate.
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6.4.5 Description of the Mixed Quantum-Classical Case by a Spectral
Density
Next we will make consequent use of the spectral density introduced in Eq. (6.94) to calculate
the ET rate Eq. (6.90). Further, we incorporate into the discussion different types of spectral
densities which were given in Section 5.2.5 in the context of optical absorption.
In the following we shortly show how one can calculate the ET rate derived in the foregoing section for the presence of a single high-frequency intramolecular vibration and lowfrequency solvent vibrations. We set
J D A ( ~=
) Jintra(w)

+ J s o ~ ( w ).

(6.108)

The high-frequency contribution reads
Jintra(W)

= jintrah(w - Wintra)

.

(6.109)

i.e., as the ratio of the related reorgaThe prefactor is given by jirltra = Efntra)/JiWintra,
nization energy and the energy of a vibrational quantum, what can be easily verified using
Eq. (6.95). A widely used form of a solvent spectral density is given by the Debye type
detailed justification will be given in the following Section 6.5,
(with Debye frequency w ~a .
compare also Section 5.2.5)
(6.1 10)
Here, we can identify j s o l = 2 E p 1 ) w ~ / 7 r h .
According to the partitioning of the spectral density we can split up the function G(t),
Eq. (6.96) into the solvent and intramolecular contribution Gsol( t )and Gintra( t). respectively.
Using for Gintra(t)Eq. (6.96) and assuming that h i n t r a >> kBT one can write Gintra(t) M
e--i"ii31rafjin+,ra.
We insert Gso1( t ) and Gintra(t) into Eq. (6.92) and afterwards expand the
expression exp{Gi,,tra(t)}with respect to exp{ -iWintrat}. It yields
(6.111)
The solvent contribution to the density of states is similar to Eq. (6.92) but with A E / h Nwintrainstead of A E l h , reflecting the presence of the high-frequency vibrational mode.
If we take Dsol in the slow fluctuation limit, Eq. (5.64) or Eq. (6.100), we can write (note
that TflUc= h/d-

in Eq. (5.64))
(6.1 12)

Since jilltra = Efntra)/hintra
we have reproduced Eq. (6.106).
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Figure 6.23: Dissolved DA complex in a polar solvent. The donor is a methylaniline molecule (left
part) and the acceptor anthracene (right part, note that ET only takes place after optical excitation of the

acceptor [Hei87]).The first solvation shell has been made obvious.

6.5 Nonadiabatic Electron Transfer in Polar Solvents
Most of the relevant ET transfer reactions occur in polar solution. Here, the solvent molecules
such as water are characterized by permanent dipoles (see in Fig. 2.4). The ET can take place
as a unimolecular reaction or as a transfer between independent donor and acceptor molecules.
In either case we expect a pronounced interaction between the charge redistribution in the
DA complex and the solvent. By changing the type of solvent it is possible to change the
magnitude of the molecular dipoles. In this manner one can control an additional external
parameter (besides temperature) influencing the ET characteristics.
Around the dissolved DA complex the so-calledfirst solvation shell is formed, which is
a layer of solvent molecules (see Fig. 6.23). In nonpolar solvents the mutual interaction is of
short range and the first solvation shell will react very sensitively to any change of the charge
distribution within the DA complex. However, in polar solvents more distant parts of the
solvent will take notice of the ET reaction due to the long-range electrostatic forces. The DA
complex interacts with a larger number of solvent molecules, and therefore the dynamics of the
first solvation shell does not necessarily dominate the ET reaction. Thus, the application of a
macroscopic continuum description neglecting any microscopic details of the solvent becomes
possible. This is a main advantage of studying ET in polar solvents. It has been shown in many
investigationsthat this somewhat coarser description of the solvent which utilizes the ideas of
the macroscopic theory of dielectrics can yield good results [Ca183,Ke~74,Kim90,Rip87].~~
The dielectric continuum model is based on the concept of the dielectric polarization field
'"The approach fails in the presence of hydrogen bonds in the solvent or between the solvent and the solute. The
different states of the ET reaction may alter the characteristics of these bonds and a continuum theory becomes
inapplicable. Then the dynamics of the first solvation shell can be included in the description, for example, by
supplementing the intramolecular vibrational degrees of freedom by some solvation shell coordinates.
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(electric dipole density) P, and the key quantity is given by the frequency dependent dielectric
function E ( W ) of the solvent (compare Sections 2.5 and 5.2.1). The dielectric function can be
determined independently of the ET reaction process and offers a characteristic macroscopic
function fixing the dielectric properties of the solvent. The electron transferring DA complex
contributes to the macroscopic polarization of the solvent by the electric field the complex
generates. This external field enters the theory of dielectrics as the dielectric displacement
field D (see Section 2.5).
In the following we concentrate on the nonadiabatic ET in a polar solvent. Therefore, we
assume the existence of a diabatic representation with vibrational Hamiltonians No and H A
valid for the initial and final electronic state of the ET reaction plus a static coupling VDA.
For the ET reactions described in the foregoing sections it was typical that the vibrational
Hamiltonian depends on intramolecular normal mode coordinates q
{ q c } . Here, these
coordinates will be supplemented by the values of the solvent polarization at any spatial point
x, that is, by the vector field P(x).Hence, we may write H r n = ~ , ~P(x)).
( q , The dependence
on the polarization has to be understood in the sense of a functional dependence, and the set
q has to be interpreted as the set of intramolecular coordinates. It will be the task of the next
sections to define the polarization field and to find a proper Hamiltonian.

6.5.1 The Solvent Polarization Field and the Dielectric Function
Since the dielectric function is of central importance, we briefly recall its definition and physical meaning (cf. Sections 2.5 and 5.2.1). If an (external) field Eextis applied to a dielectric
material, it becomes polarized. This polarization results from a deformation of the electron
cloud of the molecules forming the dielectric. If these molecules possess a permanent dipole
moment and if they are not very densely packed they may also reorient in the course of time.
This results in the orientational polarization. Usually a deformation of the nuclear geometry
is of less importance. All polarization contributions can be comprised in the macroscopic
vector field of the dipole density (polarization vector) P(x,t ) (see Eq. (5.4)). There will be a
dependence of the polarization field on the external field, i.e. P becomes an (in general) nonof the electric field. Identifying this external field with the dielectric
linear functional P[EeXt]
displacement (compare Eq. (2.5 I)) one can also write P[D].
The mentioned functional can be derived using the general technique to calculate quantum
mechanical (or quantum statistical) expectation values in the presence of an external perturbation (see Section 3.6.5). In this case the polarization has to be replaced by the operator P
(note the formal similarity to Eq. (5.4)). Moreover, we have to assume the existence of the
Hamiltonian Hp which determines the free motion of the solvent polarization (via the evolution operator U p ( t ) = exp(-iHpt/h,)), what will be discussed in more detail in the next
section. In accordance with the general considerations presented in Section 3.6.5 we have to
introduce the perturbation Hint( t ) describing the coupling between the polarization field and
the external field (similar to the expression in Eq. (5.9)). This coupling is formally accounted
for by the field-dependent S-operator, and the expectation value of the polarization reads

{

P(x,t ) = t,r L@e,Sf(t, to;E,,t)U$(t - to)P(x)Up(t- to)S(t,to;Eext)} , (6.1 13)
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where the S-operator is defined as (see Section 3.2.2)

If the externally applied field is weak (in comparison to the strength of the electric field
inside and in between the molecules) the functional P[D] can be linearized with respect to D,
leading to (details of such a linearization have been given in Section 3.6.5)

P(x, t ) =

d3X

df a(x,t ;x, i?)D(x,f )

.

(6.1 15)

The function mediating this linear dependence is known as the linear molecularpolarizability;
it is a second-rank tensor. (This symbol should not be confused with the absorption coefficient
discussed in Chapter 5 . ) The linearization of Eq. (6.1 13) gives an explicit expression for the
molecular polarizability
a ( x , t ; X , f )= --O(t-f)tr{vke,
hi

[P(X,t),P(X,f)] -

}.

(6.116)

The two-fold dependence of the response function on spatial coordinates - called sparial dispersion - expresses spatial correlations between different molecules. The presence of spatial
anisotropy in the solvent is accounted for by the tensor character of the molecular polarizability. For the following we assume a homogeneous and isotropic medium and neglect the
spatial dispersion and anisotropy. Therefore, the molecular polarizability tensor reduces to a
As any other type of correlation
scalar which is independent of the spatial coordinates.
functions defined with respect to a thermal equilibrium state (cf. Section 3.6.5) the molecular
polarizability depends only on the difference of the two time arguments.
Alternatively to the dependence of P on D, one can define P as a functional of the total
cf. Section
macroscopic electric field E. (In the following we will write E instead of EmiLC,
2.5.1 .) In doing so we already have taken into account that the dielectric medium was influenced by the external field leading to the resulting field E. We use the relation (see Section
2.5.1)

*'

D(E) = E + 4xP(E) ,

(6.1 17)

and identify -4nP(E) as the field induced by the dielectric solvent.
If the dependence of the dielectric displacement on the electric field strength remains weak
a linear dependence between both fields can be introduced (note that spatial dispersion and
anisotropy are again neglected)

D(x, t ) =

s

df

E ( t - f ) E(x, f )

.

(6.1 18)

+

Defining the dielectric function according to ~ ( t=)b ( t ) 4xx(')(t),the linear susceptibility
x ( ' ) ( t establishes
)
a linear relation between P and E. The introduction of the susceptibility
*'More precisely the Cartesian tensor components aij are reduced to bija with the single polarizability a.
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is very appealing because it describes the influence of the total field present in the solvent on
the individual solvent molecules.
For the following it is of interest to have a relation between P and D expressed via the
dielectric tensor. We use Eq. (6.1 18) to rewrite Eq. (6.1 17) as D = E - ~ D
+ 47rP, which
gives
47r

di?

(s(t-f)-E-'(t-f))

D(x,~.

(6.1 19)

Here, the inverse of E has to be understood as the inverse of the integral operator used in
Eq. (6.1 18). Comparing this with Eq. (6.1 15) the polarizability follows as
1
a ( t ) = - ( s ( t )- E - l ( t ) ) .

(6.120)

471.

Carrying out a Fourier transform of Eq. (6.1 18) one gets

D(x,w)= E ( W ) E(x,w),

(6.121)

and Eq. (6.1 19)reads

P(x,w)= a ( w ) D(x,w)

(6.122)

with
.(W)

=

1
(1 - & - 1 ( w ) )
47r

-

.

(6.123)

This frequency-domain function as well as the time-domain version, Eq. (6.1 19), contain the
response of the solvent polarization to an externally applied time-dependent field.
For many applications it suffices to consider two distinct contributions to the complete
polarization field P. The first contribution Pel refers to the polarization of the electron cloud
of the molecules. Due to the small mass of the electrons compared to that of the nuclei and
of the total molecule this polarization may respond to high-frequency external fields. It forms
the high-frequency part P, of the total polarization field, P,
Pel. The second contribution is related to an orientational polarization Po, which follows from an reorientation of
the molecules carrying a permanent dipole moment. This type of polarization responds much
more slowly to an external disturbance than Pel. Together with the electronic contribution it
results in the low-frequency part PO,and we can set PO Po, Pel.
This simple separation of P into a high and a low-frequency part can be expressed by the
following type of dielectric function

+

(6.124)
It describes the so-called Debye dielectric relaxation, approaching in the high-frequency
range (w + 00) the value E, whereas for very low frequencies (w -+ 0) it gives EO. The intermediate range where the dielectric function becomes frequency dependent is characterized
by the relaxation rate ~ / T D .
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We briefly comment on the relation between the low- and the high-frequency limits of the
dielectric function (6.124) and the respective components of the polarization field. Suppose
that the external field D is monochromatic. Then, in the low-frequency limit, we can write

D(t) = D~owe-iw~owt
+ C.C. .

(6.125)

Inserting this into Eq. (6.119) gives

'(l-d>.
4n

x

(6.126)

If exclusively high-frequency components are contained in the external field, one can deduce
in the same manner

1

P, = - ( 1 4T

1
-)D.

(6.127)

E m

In contrast to this expression, Eq. (6.126) for the low-frequency part does not give the orientational contribution alone. Po also contains an electronic contribution which has to be
eliminated. We get

(-

1 1 - $)D.
Po, = Po - P, = 4n E,

(6.128)

The combination
(6.129)
of the inverse dielectric constants is known as the Pekur factor.

6.5.2 The Free Energy of the Solvent
In order to complete the total ET Hamiltonian, Eq. (6.29) by solvent contributions we will
use the model of two contributions P e l and Po, to the solvent polarizations introduced in
the preceding section. For simplicity we will not take into account quantum effects, and
thus we will not obtain a Hamiltonian but a free energy functional. This treatment implies the
interpretationof the polarization field as a special type of generalized coordinate. The essential
point for the following considerations is that the solvent will be exclusively described by its
dielectric function. Thus, we assume the validity of linear response theory for the description
of the solvent polarization.
The supplementary Section 6.9.3 is devoted to a detailed introduction of such a free energy
functional Fp [Pel,Po,,D], which depends on both types of solvent polarizations as well as
on the external field D (which is due to the electron transferring DA complex). As a central
supposition for the following we assume that the rate of ET is much larger than the frequency
of the orientational polarization but at the same time much smaller than the frequency of
the electronic polarization. This enables us to introduce a reduced free energy functional
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which is only determined by nonequilibrium values of the orientational polarization. The fast
electronic polarization is described by its equilibrium values corresponding to the actual state
of the ET as well as the form of the orientational polarization. The derivation of this reduced
functional, Eq. (6.230) is also presented in the supplementary Section 6.9.3. It is simplified
if one reduces it to a two-state expression with the transferred electron being either at the
donor or the acceptor (any intermediate state is neglected). Moreover, we neglect all other
vibrational degrees of freedom of the solvent. Then the expectation value of H D B Aentering
the reduced functional, Eq. (6.230) is approximated by the electronic energies ED or E A . The
displacement field D, is fixed for the case where the electron is at the donor or at the acceptor
(cf. Eq. (6.224)). In this manner we obtain two diabatic free energy surfaces (rn = D ,A )

F,,[P,D,]

= Em -

+*CPek /d3xP2(x,t) - /d3xD,(x)P(x,t)

.

(6.130)

Besides the electronic levels renormalized with respect to the solvation energy (second term on
the right-hand side), the free energy contains a freely fluctuating polarization contribution. It
o .addition we have, as a coupling
is the renormalized orientational polarization P = P o r / ~ oIn
to an external field, the interaction between the solvent polarization and the DA complex (last
term). The new constant ce1 is defined in supplementary Section 6.9.3 (cf. Eq. (6.229)).
We can use Eq. (6.130) to introduce the diabatic vibrational Hamiltonian with diabatic
PES including the orientational polarization of a polar solvent. Additionally, we are in a
position to calculate the reorganization energy of the solvent.
The diabatic PES of the DA complex can be directly deduced from Eq. (6.130) if we
identify F,,[P, D] with the PES Um[P] of the solvent polarization. This identification of a
potential energy with a free energy is possible, since the free energy functional has been introduced as a quantity depending on quasi-static fields without any kinetic energy contribution.
According to the considered state, the related PES leads to a distinct equilibrium value of P.
It is obtained from SUm/GP = 0 and given by

PeL

CPek

= -D

41r

(6.131)

m

To illustrate the obtained result we calculate the complete equilibrium free energy functional
by inserting the equilibrium polarization into Eq. (6.130). One obtains:

Fkq)[D,] = Em -

8lr / d 3 x D k ( x ) .

(6.132)

The last term gives the orientational contribution to the so-called Born solvation energy
1/2celx Jd3xD2(x,t ) (see also Eq. (6.231)). Therefore, the total free energy expression
describes complete solvation at thermal equilibrium conditions including electronic and orientational contributions. It reads

's

1
Fkq)[D,] = E,, - - (1 - -)
8lr
EO

d3xDk(x).

(6.133)
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Figure 6.24: Simple scheme of a DA complex in a polar solvent. The solvent is approximated as a
dielectric continuum. The donor as well as the acceptor are described as conducting spheres of radius

RDand R A .respectively, carrying the charge of the transferred electron. The intra-complex distance is
denoted by RAD.

Now, we are in the position to compute the reorganization energy as the energy of the product state (electron at the acceptor) if the polarization has the equilibrium value valid for the
reactant state (electron at the donor):

(6.134)
Usually one approximates this expression further in assuming a spherical charge distribution
of the transferred electron at the donor as well as the acceptor (i.e., D(x) = ex/lx13,see Fig.
6.24):

(6.135)
Here, the R, are the radii of the spheres, and RDAdenotes the distance between the donor
and acceptor.
Since our treatment of the solvent polarization turns out to be identical with the description of vibrational modes coupled to the ET reaction, we can argue that the reorganization
energy E f O ' ) , Eq. (6.134), represents the solvent contribution to the complete reorganization energy Ex. Together with the vibrational contribution Epib),Eq. (6.74), we obtain
Ex = Erib)-kE!go').This expression enters the Marcus rate formula Eq. (6.73). An independent justification of interpreting E y ) as the solvent reorganization energy will be given in
the following section. This is achieved by embedding the solvent influence on the ET reaction
into a general computational scheme for the respective transfer rate.
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6.5.3 The Rate of Nonadiabatic Electron Transfer in Polar Solvents
In Section 6.4.3 we obtained a general formula for the nonadiabatic ET rate. Since we will
concentrate here on the nonadiabatic case, too, we will take the transfer rate according to
Eq. (6.89) as k ~ r r ~ D A= ~ ~ ~ J V D A J ' V ( A EIt) / will
~ L . be the aim of the following considerations to express the density of states V by the dielectric function of the polar solvent.
Any reference to further intramolecular vibrations will be neglected, but how to include them
should be obvious from Section 6.4.5.
As in the foregoing section we will assume a clear separation of the three characteristic
time constants involved, the ET time 1 / k E T , and the time constants 1/Ldhigh and 1/qOw
for
the electronic and orientational polarization of the solvent, respectively. This enables us to
use the free energy expression, Eq. (6.130) to introduce the diabatic vibrational Hamiltonians
H n and H A . In principle this would require two additional steps: First, we have to define a
proper kinetic energy expression for the polarization field, and second the quantization of the
polarization has to be carried out. However, it will become clear in the following that there is
no need to have the kinetic energy operator at hand. Furthermore, it is not necessary to carry
out the polarization field quantization explicitly. We only suppose that it is possible to replace
the nonequilibrium polarization field P by a quantum mechanical operator P. Since P is only
needed to define a quantum statistical correlation function related to the dielectric function we
do not further comment on the replacement of P by P (see, e.g. [Kim90]).
A general expression for the density of states valid for nonadiabatic transitions has been
already derived in Section 5.3.3. We can directly use the result to obtain a general formula for
nonadiabatic ET reactions considered here. Following Eq. (5.39) we write
(6.136)
where A E denotes the operator-free part of the difference Hamiltonian HA- H D . The statisused to determine the expectation value of the S-operator describes the
tical operator L$'Jf)
thermal equilibrium of the solvent if the donor state is occupied. The kinetic energy contributions cancel in H A - H D . This result makes it clear that it is not necessary to specify the
kinetic energy part. We identify the difference HA - H D by the difference of the free energy
expressions Eq. (6.130), replace the orientational polarization field by the related quantum
mechanical operator, and obtain
H.4 - H D

= -AE -

1

d3x ADAD(x)P ( x ) .

(6.137)

The driving force of the ET, A E , includes the reorganization of the electronic levels by the
Born solvation energy
(6.138)
and we used ADAD(x)= DA(x)- DD(x).The S-operator in Eq. (6.136) reads
(6.139)
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As in Section 5.3.3 we write

AHk",'(f)

V,'(Q ( H A - H D + AE)UD(f) = -

/

d3x A D A D ( x ) P ( (x,
~) f).
(6.140)

The superscript D indicates that the Heisenberg representationdefined via H D has to be taken.
Since the above expressions have been defined by the dielectric displacement fields, we expect to obtain correlation functions which are of the type of molecular polarizabilities a,
Eq. (6.123) (instead of susceptibilitiesx).
The density of states Eq. (6.136) can be calculated using the cumulant expansion discussed
in Section 5.3.3. According to Eq. (5.80) we obtain the second-order cumulant approximation
as t~vib{kDSAD(t,O)} ( s A D ( ~ , o ) )M~ exp(-rl(t) - r2(t)).
The two quantities in the
exponent are given by (see Eq. (5.84) and Eq. (5.85), respectively)

(6.141)
and
t

tl

(6.142)
For the first quantity I71 we obtain

- - -it ti

Cpek
4R

J d 3 x ADAD(x) DD(x).

(6.143)

The expectation value of the polarization operator has been replaced by the equilibrium poz
A present if the transferred electron is fixed at the donor (see Eq. (6.13 l)). The
larization P
quantity r 2 includes a polarization correlation function22
t

tl

22Thisexpression has to be understood as formed by two scalar products of the type A D ~ D P ( ~ ) .
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This correlation function can be related to the molecular polarizability if one splits up the
complete polarization operator according to

PCU)(x,t ) =

PZh + A P ( D ) ( t~) ,.

(6.145)

PgA

and can
The operator APCD) describes the deviation from the equilibrium polarization
be easily related to the dielectric function. This is possible since the fluctuation operator does
not dependent on the electronic charge at the donor.
Inserting Eq. (6.145) into Eq. (6.144) the contribution of
to the polarization correlation function is equal to -I':(t)/2, and we obtain

PEA

t
r2(t)=

tl

& I d t i / d t z /d:'x1d3x2 ADAD(XI)Cp-p(Xirti;Xz,h)A D ~ o ( x s ) ,
h2
0

0

(6.146)
where the correlation function (tensor) of polarization fluctuations

Cp-p(Xi,tl;X2,tz)= (AP(D)(Xi,ti)AP'(D)(Xz,
tz))

(6.147)

has been introduced. Note that the index D at the expectation value could have been omitThe
ted since the respective statistical operator (cf. Eq. (6.136)) is independent of
correlation function includes freely fluctuating polarization fields, and it can be linked to the
dielectric function. To this end, we neglect spatial dispersion and anisotropy to get a scalar
and coordinate independent correlation function

Pgh.

CP-F(Xlrtl;X2,t2)+ d(x1 - Xa)CP-P(tl

-ta)

.

(6.148)

The result is a single spatial integral with respect to the square of ADAD.Using Eq. (6.134)
for the solvent reorganization energy one can write
(6.149)

Next we show how the correlation function can be expressed by the frequency dependent
dielectric function. For this purpose we note that Cp-p(t) is defined with respect to the complete time axis, whereas the dielectric function vanishes fort < 0. Therefore, we introduce the
antisymmetrizedcorrelation function (compare Section 3.6), CiI)p(t)= Cp-p(t)-CG-p(t),
which directly gives the linear polarizability
(6.150)
Performing a Fourier transform results in23
(6.151)
"Recall that the step function O ( t )can be expressed by the Fourier integral

-

& exp(-zwt)/(w +

it)
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We further note that Cbl\(w) E ReCbI)p(w). Therefore, taking the imaginary part of
In a next step we relate a ( u ) to E(w ).
Eq. (6.151) we obtain Ima(w) = -Ci:\(w)/2h.
According to Eq. (6.123) it follows that I m a = - 1 m ~ - ' / 4 ~E I m e / 4 ~ 1 ~ Finally,
1 ~ . we use
Eq. (3.204), which establishes a relation between the time-dependent correlation function and
its Fourier-transformed antisymmetrized version, to get
(6.152)

Now we have a representation of the correlation function Cp-p(t) which allows us to
carry out the double time integration in Eq. (6.149). We obtain

x ( [epiwt- 11 [I

+ n ( w ) ] + [eiwt- 11 n ( w ) + iwt)

.

(6.153)

A comparison with the ET rate expression, Eqs. (6.90) and (6.92), and in particular with the
function G(t),Eq. (6.93) and (6.96) enables us to introduce the spectral density of the polar
solvent:
J(so')(w)

2 E y 1 )1 Ime(w)
=~

TficPek W 2

.

IE(Q)I2

(6.154)

Inserting the simple dielectric function, Eq. (6.124) one obtains
(6.155)
This is just the spectral density of the Debye type already introduced in Eq. (3.230), where
is given by E O / E W~ D . The inverse of qong
is known as the longitudinal
the frequency qong
relaxation time of the solvent.
It can easily be shown that the relation (6.95) is fulfilled, and we have
(6.156)
In particular, this yields
(6.157)
with the function G ( t )from Eq. (6.96) where J D A is replaced by .I(''').
To get the final expression for the ET rate according to Eqs. (6.90) and (6.136), we collect
all terms contributing to the exponent under the time integral in the definition of the density
of states. All terms except G ( t )can be combined to get the free energy difference

A F ( ~ =~ F) ~ ) ( D D )

-F

~)(D*),

(6.158)
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where FP)(D,), ( m = D, A ) has been introduced in Eq. (6.132) as the complete equilibrium Born solvation free energy (including electronic and orientational contributions). Accordingly, the final result for the ET rate in polar solvents reads
(6.159)
The expression is similar to that used in Section 6.4.3. But the driving force A E given as a
simple energy difference is replaced here by the equilibrium free energy difference (for the
polarity dependence of the solvent surrounding a charge transfer reaction we refer to Fig.
5.15).

6.6 Bridge-Assisted Electron Transfer
In many cases the simple picture of a direct transfer of an electron from the donor site to the
acceptor site does not apply. The reaction may proceed across bridging units between the
donor and the acceptor (cf. Section 6.1). In cases where the donor and acceptor are connected
by a rather rigid polymer strand, the bridging units can be considered as a linear arrangement
of identical sites; an example is given in Fig. 6.25 (see also Fig. 6.10). A less homogeneous
bridge structure is encountered in the ET system of the bacterial photosynthetic reaction center
shown in Fig. 6.2. Finally, considering ET in proteins the bridge becomes a three-dimensional
network of LUMOs (of the amino acid residues) connecting donor and acceptor.
Bridge-mediated ET may take place via two different mechanisms: the superexchange ET
or the sequential (hopping) transfer (cf. Fig. 6.9). In the first case the bridge units support a
delocalization of the donor state wave function (upper panel of Fig. 6.26). This delocalization
will essentially modify the (electronic) coupling between the donor and the acceptor which can
be expressed by introducing an effective DA transfer integral. Since an extended electronic
wave function is formed, a definite phase relation between the electronic states of the different
bridge units as well as the bridge and the donor exists. According to this picture superexchange
ET is intimately connected to the presence of electronic coherences. Due to the off-resonance
conditions between the donor level and the bridge levels, small energetic fluctuations of the
levels due to a weak coupling to vibrational modes should have a minor effect. However, a
strong vibrational modulation of the energy levels of the bridge units or of the transfer coupling
between them, might prevent the formation of a delocalized electronic wave function.
A delocalized wave function and thus coherences in the ET can be also found if the bridge
states are in near resonance to the donor and acceptor levels as is the case in the lower panel
of Fig. 6.9. But this requires that the time scale for electronic motion is comparable to or even
faster than characteristic vibrational relaxation times. As mentioned above, the vibrational
modulation of the electronic states and their mutual coupling can become predominant such
that an extended wave function cannot be formed. The electron jumps from bridge level to
bridge level and one has a sequential ET as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 6.26. We expect
, type of ET can be described by a
that in the case of fast vibrational relaxation, T,.~I << t , ~this
set of rate equations (cf. Section 3.4.5) which includes various ET rates connecting different
bridging sites (see Section 6.4).
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Figure 6.25: Bridge-mediated ET using a molecular wire of p-phenylenevinylene oligomers. The donor
is given by tetracene and the acceptor by pyroelectricity. The five different types of wires together with
the donor and acceptor are shown in the upper panel (DA distances R D Afor wire 1 up to 5 are 11.1,
17.7, 24.3, 30.9, and 38.0 A). The distance dependence of the transfer rate is shown in the lower panel.
(reprinted with permission from [Dav98]; copyright (1998) Nature)

In the following discussion of bridge-mediated ET we will concentrate on the superexchange mechanism. Usually, the transfer coupling between the various units is not so strong
and the ET takes place in the nonadiabatic regime. Since superexchangeET is of the throughbond type (cf. Section 6.1) the incorporationof intermediate units increases the rate compared
to the case where no bridging units are present. In this latter through-space type of reactions,
the ET rate is proportional to the square of the transfer integral and therefore determined by
the tails of the overlapping donor and acceptor wave functions (cf. Eq. (6.28)). It will be of
interest in the following to understand how the intermediate bridge molecules influence the
ET rate.
The appropriate Hamiltonian for the present case has already been introduced in Eq. (6.29).
In order to have a clear identification of the donor and acceptor levels we write (remember
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Figure 6.26: Bridge-mediated ET between a donor and an acceptor level. The upper part gives a scheme
of the superexchange ET where the initial state wave function (shaded area) extends over the whole
bridge. For the sequential ET (lower part) the electronic wave function is localized on the various sites
during the transfer.

IPD)

= 10)and
HDBA

[PA)

= [A))

+ C (vDml~)((pml
+ 11.c.)

= H~ID)(DI

m

+HAIA)(AI +

m

(VA~LIA)(V
+~h.c.)
I

+ Hbridge .

(6.160)

The bridge Hamiltonian Hbridge is identical to expression (6.29) with the summation restricted
to the bridge sites, m = 1,.. . ,N B . Note that in the most general way the model should
include that donor and acceptor levels may couple to every level of the bridge via the transfer
integrals VD, and V A ~ .

6.6.1 The Superexchange Mechanism
To discuss the way a molecular bridge mediates the ET from the donor to the acceptor we first
consider the case of a single bridge unit. For such a situation the bridge Hamiltonian is written
as: Hbridge = HBIB)(BI(note IB) Ivl), the related vibrational Hamiltonian is denoted
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as H s ) . Furthermore, two transfer integrals VDBand VABappear which couple the bridge to
the donor and the acceptor, respectively.
Let us first derive the bridge-mediated effective transfer integral without the consideration
of vibrational contributions. The delocalization of the donor wave function induced by the
bridge can be estimated by perturbation theory. The lowest-order correction to the donor state
ID)following from the coupling to the bridge is given by

(6.161)
In the nonadiabatic scheme of ET (cf. the qualitative discussion in Section 6.3) the rate is
calculated via the Golden Rule formula. According to Section 3.3 we need the square of the
effective coupling matrix element Vt:) between the modified donor state 24 ID)+ SlD) and
the acceptor state /A).The coupling is obtained as

Jm.

This simple
The formula holds as long as IED - Eg I is nonzero and larger than
calculation can easily be extended by incorporating the vibrational levels of the DBA-system.
Now, the correction of the electron vibrational donor state ID)IxDM)follows as

(6.163)
As in Section 6.2.4 we assumed the independence of the coupling matrix elements on the
vibrational coordinates. Additionally, we introduced the electron-vibrational energies, Eq.
(6.39).Then, the effective DA-coupling Eq. (6.162)is generalized to the following expression

=c
K

V D B ~ B A ( X D M ~( XXBBK JKX)A N )
EDM- EBK

(6.164)

Since this expression directly connects the manifold of vibrational states of the donor with
that of the acceptor we can introduce it into formula (6.89) to get the superexchange ET rate
as

(6.165)
The rate expression itself has been discussed at length in Section 6.4.3. What is of main
interest here is the structure of the effective coupling matrix element, Eq. (6.164). Again the
24Note,that the proper normalization of the state ID)
respective transfer integrals.

+ 61D ) can be neglected since it is of higher order in the
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energy denominator should not become equal to zero and should be larger then the square
root of the numerator to justify perturbation theory. However, the inclusion of vibrational
levels may lead to the case E D M= E B K .But if the electronic levels ED and EA strongly
deviate from the energetic degeneracy, this case may be connected with very small vibrational
and ( X B K ~ X A Nand
) the smallness of V,$$!AN is guaranteed.
overlap integrals ( X D M I X B K )
Following this reasoning we may conclude that only terms with EBK >> EDMcontribute to
V f : ! A N . Hence, it often suffices to replace the denominator by the pure electronic energy
difference E D = E o . The completeness relation for the bridge vibrational states finally
results in the effective coupling Eq. (6.162), and we may set in Eq. (6.165) Vt$!AN M
l'$;;)(XDMlXAN)

to get
(6.166)

The combined density of states 27 depends on the driving force AEDAof the donor-acceptor
transition (as well as the vibrational overlap integrals ( X D M I X A N ) )
and has been introduced in
Eq. (6.91). The expressions for the superexchange mediated effective donor acceptor coupling
are widely used in literature. But the derivation given so far reveals the shortcomings of the
approach. First, it is only valid if the bridge levels are energetically well separated from the
donor as well as acceptor levels. And second, any vibrational relaxation of the transferred
electron in the bridge has been neglected. Therefore, it is instructive to embed the description
of superexchange ET in a more general treatment. It is based on a consequent perturbation
expansion with respect to the transfer integral and will be outlined in Section 6.7. Next we will
derive expressions for the superexchange ET rate if the bridge is of a more complex structure
as discussed so far.

6.6.2 Electron Transfer Through Long Bridges
Having discussed bridge mediated ET for the simple case where the whole bridge is given
by a single electronic level the more general case of a larger number of bridge units will be
described now. There are two possibilities to deal with this case. First, one can extend the perturbational scheme of the foregoing section. This would be possible if the transfer couplings
V, among the bridge levels are sufficiently small. However, one may also be confronted
with the situation that all these couplings are large (although the coupling of the bridge levels
to the donor and the acceptor remains small to justify the description of the ET as a nonadiabatic process). In this latter case one may change from the description of the bridge levels by
localized states (diabatic states) to a description by delocalized adiabatic states.
Case of weak intra-bridge transfer integrals:
For the sake of clarity let us consider a linear arrangement of bridge molecules, which is a
realistic model of a molecular bridge realized, for example, if the donor and acceptor are
connected by a polymer strand (see Figs. 6.25 and 6.28). Moreover, we will not take into
account vibrational levels when determining the effective transfer coupling, i.e. we follow the
arguments of the foregoing section which lead us to a description in terms of electronic levels
and electronic transfer integrals only. Then the superexchange mechanisms of ET through the
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bridge is described as follows. We first assume that the state ID ...NB - 1 ) of the DBA system
is known, where the electron is delocalized across all bridge units except the last one. Then,
an effective donor-acceptor coupling VF:’ is obtained in a way demonstrated in the forgoing
section since the last bridge level remains as the single intermediate level:
(6.167)
The formulacontains the effective coupling V y 2 Bbetween the state ID ...N B - l),where the
electron is delocalized up to the bridge unit NB - 1 , and the last unit NB of the bridge. To
determine V$zB we introduce the similar effective coupling Vj$$iB-l which now describes
the interaction between the state ID ...NB - 2), where the electron is delocalized up to the
bridge unit NB - 2, and the bridge unit NB - 1. We obtain
(6.168)
In the same way we may compute V $ z B - l . If this procedure is repeated until the donor level
is reached the effective donor acceptor coupling follows as
(6.169)
Introducing this expression into Eq. (6.166), we obtain the superexchange ET rate for cases
where the transfer coupling within the bridge is weak enough to be handled by perturbation
theory.
To further characterize this special situation we compute how kg;) depends on the number NB of bridge units, assuming identical bridge units with energy EB and only include
nearest-neighbor couplings VB (cf. Fig. 6.9). The effective coupling, Eq. (6.168) follows as
V~:)(NB)= V $ I ) ( l ) C N B - l . Here, we introduced V f f ’ ( 1 ) = V D ~ V N ~ A / ( EEDB ) ,
what can be interpreted as the effective superexchange coupling for the case of a single bridge
unit. The parameter C = V B / ( E D- E B ) describes the decrease of the coupling with increasing number of bridge units. The decrease of the total rate follows an exponential law:
/$;)(NB) 0: c Z ( N B - 1 ) .
Case of strong intra-bridge transfer integrals:
If the intra-bridge transfer integrals are large the situation is best described by introducing the
eigenstates of the bridge Hamiltonian. Again we assume that there is a large energetic distance
of all bridge levels to the donor as well as to acceptor level and neglect any vibrational level
of the bridge. Then, the bridge eigenstates 4, and eigenenergies E, (cf. Fig. 6.27) can be obtained by diagonalization of the electronic part of the bridge Hamiltonian. The eigenstates are
written as an expansion with respect to the localized bridge states: I&) = C, cn(nz)l+,).
In general the coefficients c, ( m )have to be determined numerically; for certain model bridge
systems an analytical solution might exist as well (see below). Expressed in the basis of its
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Figure 6.27: Bridge-mediated ET between a donor and an acceptor level. The individual LUMOs of
the bridge units are replaced by the band of bridge eigenstates E,.

eigenstates the electronic part of the bridge Hamiltonian becomes
=
a

E, 14,) (4, I .

(6.170)

Since the inter-site couplings are transformed to (X = D ,A)
(6.171)
Eq. (6.29) can be written as

Now we are in the position to derive the bridge-mediated effective transfer integral. Although there is not a single intermediate bridge level as discussed in Section 6.6.l, but a whole
set of levels labelled by a we can follow the reasoning of this section since all bridge levels
couple independently to the donor or acceptor. In generalizing Eq. (6.162) the effective DAcoupling follows as
(6.173)

If inserted into Eq. (6.166)the superexchange ET rate for the case of a strong transfer coupling
in the bridge is obtained.
To compute the bridge-length dependence we consider the model of a regular bridge with
common energy levels ED and nearest-neighbor couplings V,. The bridge energies E, read
EO 2Vu cos(a) where the quantum number is a = r j / ( N ~ l), with j = 1 , . . . , NB

+

+
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r

Figure 6.28: The porphyrin quinone complex in the upper panel which is similar to one shown in
Fig. 6.10 has been proposed to work as the basic unit of a molecular shift register. This requires that
the single complexes are polymerized and placed in between microelectrodes. The lower panel of the
figure displays the energy level scheme responsible for bridge-mediated ET in the polymeric chain. The
energetically lowest reference state is thought to be obtained by an electrochemical oxidation of the porphyrins. If a reduction of the porphyrin at the left terminal part occurs the electron can be shifted to the
right. This is triggered by switching a light source on and off to excite the porphyrin. After photoexcitation the electron moves to the right via bridge-mediated ET. (reprinted with permission from [Hop89];
copyright (1989) American Chemical Society)

(cf. Section 2.8.4), and the expansion coefficients c,(rn) follow as d m s i n ( a r n ) .
Hence, we obtain the coupling matrix elements, Eq. (6.17 1) between the donor and the various
x sin(rj/[NB 11) and between the bridge levels
bridge levels as VD, = VDI
= VAN^ ,
/x sin(njNB/[Ns 11). Then, the bridgeand the acceptor as
mediated effective DA coupling, Eq. (6.173) can be calculated:

d

m

+

+

(6.174)
with the effective superexchange coupling for the case of a single bridge unit VE:)(l) =
- V D I V N ~ A/ ( E o - E D )and with C = VB/(EO - E D ) .(Note, that in the present case the
latter quantity may become 0.1 and larger whereas in the case of weak intra-bridge transfer
integrals C remains a small quantity.)
To compare bridge-mediated ET with the direct through-space transfer let us recall that
the through-space ET rate would become proportional to IVgl12 exp{ - 2 P Z D A ) (Eq. (6.28),
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denotes the DA distance, and Vf, is a reference value of VDA taken at a reference dis= vfiefff’(1)
exp(-2pzDI) eXp(-2p2NBA).
tance). In the same way we may write ~::’(1)
The distance between the donor and the left bridge terminal is given by X D ,~and X N , A denotes
the distance of the right bridge terminal to the acceptor (see also Fig. 6.9). For simplicity we
assumed all transfer integrals to vary with the same constant 8. The expression Vfieff’(l)
is
the reference value of the effective coupling. The superexchange mechanism can increase the
ET rate drastically. Compared with the through-space ET rate the small factor exp{ - 2 p 2 ~ )
( 2 8 = Z D A - zu1 - X N ~ is
A the bridge length) has been replaced by I Vgieff’(l)
l2 multiplied by
(case of weak intra-bridge transfer integrals) or multiplied by the square
of the second factor on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.174). In both cases values larger than
exp{ -2/?28} x lop9 are possible ( p x 1A-’ and 28 = 20A).
XDA

6.7 Nonequilibrium Quantum Statistical Description of
Electron Transfer
In this section we will generalize the treatment of ET reactions presented so far. In particular,
the generalized approach will enable us to fully include the vibrational degrees of freedom
into the bridge-mediated ET as well as to go beyond the nonadiabatic limit for the ET in a
DA complex. To achieve this goal the apparatus of nonequilibrium quantum statistics will be
utilized as introduced in Section 3.9. There, the ubiquitous system-reservoir Hamiltonian has
been rearranged in a manner which is most suitable for the following considerations. First,
it has been expanded with respect to the eigenstates of the system part. Following from this,
the resulting matrix elements of the system-reservoir coupling separate into diagonal and offdiagonal elements. The former enter the zeroth-order Hamiltonian HO whereas the latter form
the perturbation V . Then, applying a particular projection operator approach one could derive
rate equations for the populations of the system eigenstates containing rate expressions which
are given as a complete perturbational expansion with respect to V .
It is already obvious from this short explanation that such an approach shall be capable
of providing a unified description of ET reactions. If we identify the system states of the
general approach of Section 3.9 with the diabatic electronic states prnand the vibrational
degrees of freedom of the ET system with the reservoir coordinates of Section 3.9 we may
derive general expressions for the ET rates
These describe all transitions in the system
including nonadiabatic processes as well as processes which are of higher order in the interstate couplings Vmn,among them the superexchange ET rates.
To establish the relation with the approach of Section 3.9 we separate the ET Hamiltonian
Eq. (6.29) according to HDBA= HO V with

+

(6.175)
7n

and
(6.176)
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Figure 6.29: Graphical representation of the (nonfactorized) fourth-order rate, Eq. (6.178), by three
distinct Liouville space pathways [Hu89]. To indicate the sequence of applying the operators in the
trace expression of Eq. (6.178) respective electronic quantum numbers are drawn inside the circles.

Those correspond to the actual value of the density operator. Its initial value describes population of the
donor state and a respective vibrational equilibrium. The first and the second pathways correspond to a
process where the density operator becomes diagonal with respect to the bridge state electronic quantum
number and vibrational relaxation might be possible in this state (sequential transfer). In contrast, the
third pathway describes a superexchange-type of transition without diagonal electronic density operator
matrix elements (for more details see the supplementary Section 6.9.5 and Fig. 6.37).
As shown in Section 3.9 the approach has to be based on the general projection superoperator
'P, Eq. (3.351), here, however, defined by the diabatic states Ip,) instead of the states
The formalism leads to rate equations for the diabatic state populations P, and, simultaneously, to transition rates ,,k
which, according to Eq. (3.388), represent a power expansion
with respect to the inter-state couplings Vmn.The expression which is of the 2Nth order
with respect to V,, reads for the present case of ET reactions (note the general frequency
dependence of the rates which, however, is reduced here to the case w = 0)

(6.177)
The fi, and fin project on the diabatic states Ip,) and Ip,), respectively. The Liouville superoperator CV is defined via the commutator with the inter-state coupling +/ti, Eq. (6.176).
The zeroth+xder part LOspecifies the Green's superoperator & ( w ) (cf. Eqs. (3.385)). It is
The expression under
given as go(w) -(w
ie)-l P with &,(w) = (w ie the trace can be understood as the frequencydomain form of the multiple action of the interstate coupling V (via C") and the subsequent action of time-evolution operators (via Go(w)).
Therefore, provided that the different Green's superoperators are transformed into the timedomain, one arrives at the multi-time correlation function expression for the transfer rate. The
following section should give the reader an impression on the usefulness if this technique.

+

+

25Notingthis definition the action of P on an arbitrary operator 0can be written as PO = E mtr{~m6}Pmkm
with the vibrational equilibrium density operator R,,, of the diabatic state vm.
26Thecombination of GOwith the part proportional to P ensures that every rate of the order 2N with respect to
does not depend on those contributions which are already contained in lower-order rates. Of course, the divergency
at w = 0 in the second term of & ( w ) will be compensated by the first term.
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6.7.1 Unified Description of Electron Transfer in a
Donor-Bridge-Acceptor System
As explained in Section 6.6 the determination of rates for bridge-mediated ET requires the
consideration of higher-order contributions with respect to the inter-state coupling. Here we
may account for the simultaneous influence of the ordinary nonadiabatic transition rates between neighboring states and, for example, the superexchange rates describing a direct transition from the donor to the acceptor (or vice versa). We remind the reader that both cases
correspond to weak intra-bridge transfer integrals as discussed first in Section 6.6.2. The
= 0), whereas the nonasuperexchange rates would follow from Eq. (6.177) as IC~?;~)(W
(2)
( w = 0). Of course, all other types of rates
diabatic rates are second-order rates km+m*l
have to be examined concerning their relevance for the whole ET reaction, too.
To keep the matter simple we will deal in the following with a three-site system of a donor,
a single-bridge unit, and an acceptor state (rn = D, B , A ) . As in Section 6.6.2, we consider
the transfer integrals VDB,
and VBA,but neglect the direct coupling V ~ AIn. this three-site
system we expect the rates k g + B , k B + A . and k g + A as well as the reverse ones. If expanded
with respect to the transfer coupling the first two start with second-order rates (nonadiabatic
(2)
rates k g( 2+) B and k B
+ A , cf. Section 6.4). The lowest-order contribution to the rate k g + A
would be of fourth order in Vmn. Since Go (cf. Eq. (6.177)) contains a part proportional to the
projector P , there will be a separation of k g L A into different terms. These can be evaluated
using the fact that terms which are of odd order in the inter-state coupling vanish. We obtain
(at w # 0)

The complete fourth-order rate can be decomposed into two second-order rate expressions
and a (non-factorizable) fourth-order part. (The case w # 0 has to be considered because of
the divergency in the first term at w = 0 which, however, will be compensated by the second
term.) For the given transfer coupling matrix elements there are no other combinations of
second-order rates. These second-order rates are the standard nonadiabatic transition rates
which read in the present notation
(6.179)
Both types of rates will be used to solve the respective set of rate equations, i.e. second-order
rates for the nearest neighbor transitions ( k g + ~ k, s + g , IEB+A, and ~ A + B )and on fourthorder rates for the donor-acceptor transition ( k g + ~and
, ~ A + L ) ) .Details of the derivation and
specification of the second and fourth-order rates can be found in the supplementary Sections
6.9.4 and 6.9.5, respectively. Fig. 6.29 gives a graphical representation of the three terms
contributing to the fourth-order rate.
Having discussed the different approximations for the rate expressions we present the rate
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Figure 6.30 Bridge mediated ET in a system where the donor given by a metal complex of Ruthenium
(left terminal site) and the acceptor by a Cobalt complex (right terminal site). The bridge is formed by an
oligomer of the amino acid proline (the chemical structure is [(~~~)~RU(II)L'(P~O),CO(III)(NH~)~]~+,
carbon atoms are shown in grey, nitrogen in weak grey, oxygen as well as the Ruthenium and Cobalt
atoms in black).

equations referring to the simple DBA system:

As the initial condition we set up P,(O) = 6 , ~ . A standard way to solve such differential
equations is to make the ansatz P,(t) = exp(- K t ) . In the present case one obtains two rates
K which are non-zero, and one which is equal to zero. The first two are simply computed
using the conservation of total probability (for example, PB can be replaced by 1- PD- PA).
Once the resulting two inhomogeneousrate equations have been solved the rates K read:
(6.181)

+

kB+D
kB+A, b = kA+B+ kB+A
k A+D3 andc = ~ ( ~ D + A - ~ B + A )
( k A + D - ~ B + D ) .It is apparent from these formulas that the rates characterizing the basic

With a = kD+B+

nearest neighbor hopping transitions and the superexchange transitions are strongly mixed.
They enter the total rate as independent addend only in a special case. It is characterized
by rates k g + D and kB+A describing the outflow of charge from the bridge, which are much
larger than all other rates. This would be the case for a DBA system with the bridge level being
positioned highly above the donor and the acceptor level (EB- ED,EB - EA,>> ED - EA).
For such a situation the thermally activated transfer into the bridge level is much smaller than
the transfer out of the bridge. Introducing an expansion of the rates K h around the leading
contributionkB+D -k kB+A O M obtains K+ % kB+D
kB+A and

K-

KET= k g + A -k kA+D

+
A+B~B+D
+ ~ D + B~ ~BB++D++A ~kB+A

(6.182)

The rate K+ is responsible for a fast transfer process but at the same time it only causes a
small deviation from the initial charge distribution. The actual but slower ET is characterized
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Figure 6.31: Length-dependence of the overall ET rate at room temperature for the donor bridge acceptor complex shown in Fig. 6.30). Comparison of experimental data (open circles, after [Isi92] and
theoretical computations [PetOl] (full squares). The thin lines show an estimate of the bridge number dependence of the rate if it is dominated by the superexchange mechanisms or the sequential one.
(reprinted with permission from [PetOl]; copyright (2001) American Chemical Society)

by the rate KET [PetOl]. This overall donor-acceptor transfer rate contains the superexchange
forward and backward rate in its first and second term, respectively. The third term comprises
the sequential transfer from the donor to the bridge unit and afterwards to the acceptor as well
as the reverse part of this transition. In this way KETaccounts for the superexchange and the
sequential mechanism of ET by two independent addend.
Although Eq. (6.182) has been derived for a single bridge unit only, it is well-suited to
describe the change of the measured ET rate when increasing the number of bridge units. In
particular this is possible when the total bridge is given by a polymer strands whose length
can be easily varied. Prominent examples are polymer strands of amino acids [hi921 (cf. Fig.
6.30) as well DNA fragments [Gie99,Ke199,Lew00].We briefly justify the use of Eq. (6.182)
to determine the ET rate for a case where all bridge units are identical (use of a so called
homo-polymer as a bridge). Provided that the bridge-internal hopping transitions are much
faster than the transitions into and out of the bridge (and the use of diabatic bridge states is
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justified) one can assume a bridge-internal equilibrium distribution with P,(t) = P B ( ~ ) / N B ,
where P B ( ~is)the total bridge population C, P,(t) and m runs over all bridge units (from
1to N B ) .It follows a reduction of the multitude of rate equations for the bridge populations to
a single one governing the total bridge population. Such an equation is similar to the second
one of the Eqs. (6.180), but with the rates k g + B , k g + A (as well as the reverse ones) replaced
by rates divided by the number of bridge units NB. Of course, the rates k D + A and k A + D
have to be computed with effective transfer couplings V t I ’ like that of Eq. (6.169).
If we again assume that the rates k B + D and k B + A are much larger than all other rates
[Pet011 we can describe the bridge length dependence of the rate by Eq. (6.182). In this
case the two basic mechanisms of bridge-mediated ET enter the total rate as separate addend,
and we expect that one of both might dominate the other for a given number of bridge units.
Fig. 6.31 displays such a behavior via the length-dependence of the overall ET rate in the
(cf. Fig. 6.30). The donor is given
DBA complex [(bpy)~Ru(II)L’(Pro)nCo(III)(NH~)~]3+
by a Ruthenium and the acceptor by a Cobalt complex, whereas a oligopeptide of the amino
acid proline connects the donor and the acceptor. The oligopeptide forms a linear bridge
which has the advantage to be relatively stiff (when compared with other oligopeptides). As
demonstrated by Fig. 6.3 1 the ET is mainly determined by the superexchangemechanisms if
the bridge is short. Followed by a small transition region the sequential mechanism of bridge
mediated ET characterizesthe length-dependence of the rate for longer bridges. This behavior
has also been described for other systems (cf. [Ber02,Bix00]).

6.7.2 Transition to the Adiabatic Electron Transfer
Finally, we would like to return to the two-site system, i.e. a simple DA complex and show
how to go beyond the second-order approximationwith respect to the DA transfer integral, i.e.
to leave the regime of nonadiabatic ET. A number of higher-order approximationshave been
derived in the literature (see, for example, [Rip87,Spa88]).Considering the high-temperature
limit a typical expression for the rate reads
(6.183)
where k,,(nonad) is the rate of nonadiabatic transfer given in Eq. (6.73) (Marcus-type formula).
The adiabatic correction obtained for example for the ET in polar solvents is given by
(6.184)
of the solvent has been introduced in Eq. (6.155) and
The longitudinal relaxation time qOng
Ex denotes the reorganization energy. (More involved expression with a generalization of the
definition of qonghave also been derived.) For a very small transfer coupling the nonadiabatic
rate expression is recovered, whereas for a large I VDAI the rate becomes independent of the
coupling. In this manner expression (6.183) interpolates between the two limiting cases of
adiabatic and nonadiabatic ET.
An interpolation formula of this kind can also be generated using the so-called Pude
approximation. We note that Eq. (6.177) gives an expansion of the ET rate like k D A =
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Figure 6.32: Ground state PES as well as donor and acceptor diabatic PES appropriate for photoinduced
ET. If the initial state preparation becomes ultrafast, the limit of impulsive excitation can be applied
resulting in an instantaneous shift of the electronic ground state vibrational wave function to the donor
PES.

+

~ V . I J A ~ ~ C=( ~
0)) (W
I V D A 1 4 d 4 ) ( W = 0)
. . .. Here, the C ( N )are Fourier-transformed
N-time correlation functions of the type encountered in Eq. (6.177). The Pade approximation
but restricted to the two types, C(2)and
leads to a rate expression of infinite order in VDA,
C(4),of correlation functions. Such a resummation of the rate reads ~ C D A= ~ V DI2C(')(w
A
=
0)/(1 \ V D A l a C ( 4 ) ( W = 0 ) / d 2 ) ( w = 0)). The expression produces a reasonable approximation for the adiabatic case where it becomes independent of the transfer integral. Interpolation formulas inspired by the Landau-Zener ET rate formula have also been proposed.

+

6.8 Photoinduced Ultrafast Electron Transfer
Photoinduced ET reactions have already been introduced in Section 6.1 (cf. Fig. 6.6). In
the following we will concentrate on ET processes which are so fast that in the course of the
electron motion from the donor to the acceptor no complete vibrational relaxation is possible,
that is, T,.~I> ~ E T .Since vibrational relaxation usually occurs on a picosecond
s) or
sub-picosecond time scale, ultrufust ET reactions have to proceed in the same time region.
Of course, this is also valid for the time resolution of the optical pulses used to initiate (to
prepare the excited donor state D', see scheme (6.3)) and to observe the ET. With the advent
of laser technology ultrafast laser pulses became available which have a duration comparable
to or even shorter than the relevant system time scales tET, and ~ ~ The
~ vibrational
1
.
motion is
partly coherent and the related wave packet dynamics can be observed using nonlinear optical
spectroscopy. In this way it became possible to take snapshots of the electron-vibrational
dynamics.
If the inequality T,.~I> ~ E Tis valid the ET is no longer of the nonadiabatic type. In the
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Figure 6.33: Room temperature ET in the photosynthetic bacterial reaction center, Fig. 6.2, described
within the path integral method of Section 3.10. The approach accounts for the photoexcited special pair
(state I), the reduced accessory bacteriochlorophyll (state 2), and the reduced pheophytin (state 3); the
latter was used instead of the wild-type bacteriopheophytin. Panel (A): Spectral density following from
classical molecular dynamics simulations including crystallization water molecules. Panel (B): Real
(solid) and imaginary (dashed) part of the correlation function corresponding to this spectral density (cf.
Eq. (3.406)) . Panel (C): Populations of the three electronic states ( P I :solid line, P2: dashed line, P3:
dotted line, El = E3 = 0 , EZ = -400 cm-', and V12 = v23 = 22 cm-I). Panel (D): Populations
of a modified setup with El = E3 = 0, E2 = 200 cm-', and V12 = v 2 3 = 30 cm-'. Comparing
panels (C) and (D) we notice that the intermediate population of the bridge (state 2) depends strongly
on its energetic position relative to the donor and acceptor states. (figure courtesy of N. Makri, for more
details see [Mak96]; the data for panel (a) have been published in [Mar93])

foregoing section (and in the related supplementary parts) we demonstrated how to go beyond
the limit of nonadiabatic ET by improving the lowest-order perturbation theory with respect
to the transfer integral VDA.An alternative would have been to use the path integral approach
outlined in Section 3.10, which can account for arbitrary state couplings, while providing at
the same time an exact treatment of the coupling to harmonic oscillator reservoirs. An appli-
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cation of this method is given in Fig. 6.33. Here, we will present yet another alternative way
which is numerically less demanding as compared to a path integral study. The drawback,
however, is that only a few vibrational degrees of freedom can be incorporated nonperturbatively; the majority forms a heat bath which is treated by the QME approach.
Instead of writing down the perturbation expansion as in the previous section, we derive
equations of motion whose solutions describe the ET in a nonperturbative manner with respect
To do this we will introduce a density matrix approach capato the interaction strength VDA.
ble of describing the time evolution of an initially defined density matrix. Thus the limits of
adiabatic and nonadiabatic ET are naturally included. And, all types of electronic and vibrational coherences are accounted for. Furthermore, it is a particular advantage of this approach
that one can easily include the radiation field and compute ultrafast optical spectra. In Section
6.8.2 different prescriptions for defining ET rates starting with the time-dependent density
matrix will be also discussed.
According to scheme (6.3) the photoinduced ET considered in the following requires the
excitation of an electron from the ground state to the donor state. Therefore, the manifold of
electronic states considered so far has to be supplemented by the electronic ground state of the
donor part of the complex (compare Fig. 6.6).
Often, only a small number of active vibrational coordinates (at least one coordinate s)
couple to the external field and to the ET reaction. All remaining inter- and intramolecular
vibrational degrees of freedom (denoted q = (45)) are only incorporated in an indirect manner
in the optical preparation process and the ET reaction. They are assumed to form a heat bath
(uncoupled normal mode oscillators) for the active coordinates. This assumption directly
results in a separation of the complete Hamiltonian into the (active) system part Hs and into
the reservoir contribution HR. (This has been discussed in Chapter 3 as the basic idea behind
the concept of the reduced density operator). We write
(6.185)
The system part is time dependent since it includes the optical preparation of the initial state. It
splits up into the molecular part Hmol and the coupling to the external field H F ( ~(described
)
in a semiclassical approach and within the electric dipole approximation, cf. Eq. (5.9))
(6.186)
The molecular part comprises the vibrational Hamiltonian H g of the electronic ground state
Ivy)and the part describing the ET reaction. The latter coincides with the DA Hamiltonian,
Eq. (6.32), and we have
(6.187)
This Hamiltonian allows us to describe the excitation process of the donor and thus the preparation process of the ET reactant state. Note that this extends our previous considerations
where the preparation process of the initial state of the excess electron had not been considered.
The coupling to the reservoir degrees of freedom can be written as in Eq. (3.146):
(6.188)
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The structure of the coupling to reservoir degrees of freedom, Hs-R can be motivated
as follows. First, we note that the original form of Hmol,Eq. (6.187), determined by the
vibrational Hamiltonian of the various diabatic states as well as transfer integrals depends on
the active as well as the reservoir coordinates. If we neglect the respective dependencies of
the transfer integrals there remains for every diabatic state a coupling potential U,(s, 2). It
depends on both types of coordinates and becomes responsible for energy dissipation from
the ET system into the reservoir. Although U m ( S ,2 ) may depend on the coordinates in a
more complicated way we will restrict ourselves in the following on a bilinear coupling, i.e. a
potential U,(s, 2 ) which depends linearly on all s as well as 2. To establish the connection to
Eq. (3.146) which gives a multiple factorized expression of the system-reservoir coupling the
reservoir part 9, follows (after an identification of the summation index u with the diabatic
electronic quantum number m) as

=

(BU(Z) (B,(Z) =

1kc(m)Zg .

(6.189)

€

Concerning the system contributionto HS-R we will restriction ourselves to a single harmonic
reaction coordinate (vibrational frequency RB,reduced mass ps)and obtain
(6.190)
The used system-reservoir coupling depends on the electronic state and increases with the
(Note that we introdistance of the system coordinate s from its equilibrium position
duced K m( s )as a dimensionless quantity (cf. the discussion in Section 4.3.1).) The spectral
density J,,(w) referring to the given system-reservoir coupling can be obtained in analogy
to Eq. (3.226) (but here with an additional dependence on the electronic quantum numbers m
and n).
Before introducing the density matrix, we specify the preparation process of the reactant
state. A general description of the optical preparation of an excited electronic state has been
already given in Section 5.5. We follow this scheme here and assume an exclusive population
of the donor state (see Fig. 6.32). Obviously, for large values of VDAa certain combination
of donor and acceptor levels will be populated and the description in terms of adiabatic states
becomes more convenient (see also the discussion below). Additionally, it is assumed that the
pulse duration T is short compared to the time scales of vibrational motion as well as of ET
(limit of impulsive excitation, cf. Section 5.5). As shown in Section 5.5 this enables us to
eliminate the nuclear dynamics on the electronic ground state PES from the considerations.
The optically prepared initial state for the ET reaction is obtained as (cf. Eq. (5.130))
(6.191)
Here, E(tp) is the electric field strength at pulse maximum t p , and T denotes the respective
pulse duration. We emphasize that, as a result of the impulsive excitation, the vibrational
state in the electronic ground state represented by the ground state vibrational equilibrium
density operator R , has been instantaneously transferred onto the donor diabatic electronic
state. At low temperatures this corresponds to the projection of the ground state vibrational
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wave function onto the donor state as shown in Fig. 6.32. Again, although Eq. (6.191) contains the vibrational statistical operator of the electronic ground state, the dynamics within the
electronic ground state could be eliminated. Eq. (6.191) gives the initial value for the density
matrix which is exclusively defined with respect to the electronic DA levels. If the underlying
time scale separation is not possible, it is necessary to incorporate the coupled dynamics of
ground and excited states into the equations of motion.
Having specified the total Hamiltonian (6.185) we are in a position to use density matrix
theory introduced in Section 3.8. However, our molecular Hamiltonian (the H D A part) is not in
diagonal form. This might become a problem insofar as a direct use of the state representation
of Section 3.8.2 requires the knowledge of the respective eigenstates (see also the similar
discussion in Section 3.8.7 dealing with the dynamics of a two-levels system).
Suppose these eigenstates have been calculated from

HDAI&) = &I&)

.

(6.192)

This equation defines the adiabatic electron-vibrational states of the DA Hamiltonian. (Although it would be possible to classify the states according to their relation to the upper and
lower adiabatic PES, Eq. (6.42), we do not introduce such a specification.) In general terms,
) adiabatic states are related via a linear transformation (see also Secdiabatic Ipm)I x m ~and
tion 2.7)
(6.193)
Once the adiabatic states and energies are known it is possible to introduce the density matrix
in the adiabatic state representation
Padt) =

(hYIb@)l&3) >

(6.194)

and to derive the respective equations of motion (see Section (3.8.2)). Such an approach
is most appropriate for the case of strong inter-state coupling VDA.In particular, VDAis
nonperturbatively incorporated into the description of dissipative processes via the Redfield
tensor, Eq. (3.284).
Alternatively one can define the density matrix in the diabatic state representation
ppv(t)

5

P ~ M , ~ N ( =~ (I x ~ M I ( ( P ~ I ~ ( ~ ) I ( P ~ ) I x ~ N )

>

(6.195)

where it is straightforward to compute the diabatic electronic state populations
(6.196)
which can be directly related to the ET rate (for details see Section 6.8.2). To characterize the
dynamics of the vibrational mode accompanying the ET reaction one can use the probability
distribution
~ ( st ,) = ( s I t m { ~ ( t ) ) I S ) =

C

m,MN

x ~ M ( s ) P ~ M , ~ N ( ~ ) x ~, N ( s )

(6.197)
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which replaces the square of the vibrational wave function in the case of dissipative dynamics.
For further use we also give the internal energy of the DA electron-vibrational system (for the
notation compare also Section 6.2.4):
(6.198)
Eqs. (6.196)-(6.198) demonstrate that observables of interest can be determined using the
density matrix in the diabatic state representation. Finally, we would like to point out that
the diabatic state representation can be used in the case of strong inter-state coupling, too.
However, one has to make sure that the Redfield tensor is calculated using the eigenstates
(adiabatic states) of HDA.The last point is of less importance if VDAis small. In this case
dissipation can often be simulated using the diabatic states. This issue will be addressed in
more detail in the next section.

6.8.1 Quantum Master Equation for Electron Transfer Reactions
In the following we will consider photoinduced ultrafast ET in the limit where the dissipation of electron-vibrational energy can be described within the Markov approximation. The
applicability of this approximation is not straightforward and deserves some comments (cf.
the discussion in Section 3.7.1). Let us assume that the Markov approximation is valid in the
absence of an external field. It is obvious that the situation would not change if the system
interacts with an optical pulse which is long compared to T~~~ (the characteristic time during
which the memory function, describing dissipation, decays, cf. Section 3.7.1). Also in the
limit of impulsive excitation we would expect that the Markov approximation is still valid
(the initial state preparation is short compared to any other characteristic time of the system).
However, if the pulse duration is comparable to rmem,
the external driving introduces a new
characteristic time and no time scale separation is possible. As a consequence the theoretical
description based on the QME in the Markov approximation (as presented below) becomes
invalid.
In the following we will focus on the limit of impulsive excitation and assume the validity
of the Markov approximation. The QME in the adiabatic state representation follows as
(6.199)

thew,^ are the transition frequencies between the adiabatic energy levels, and the dissipative
part can be calculated following the derivation given in Section 3.8.2. We skip further details
here and consider the representation of the QME in the diabatic basis. Using wpv = ( E, E,)/h we have

To obtain the dissipative part of the density matrix equation we cannot directly use the general
formulas given in Eq. (3.284), since the diabatic representation is no energy representation.
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Therefore, we start with the QME in the notation of Eq. (3.263), which does not refer to any
specific representation. The indices u and 21 used in Eq. (3.263) can be directly identified with
the electronic state index. Taking the system part of the interaction operator, K,(s), from
Eq. (6.190) we obtain for the respective diabatic state matrix elements
(XCKI('PklKm(S)I'PI)IX1L)=

The operator A,

= A,

bkrndlrn ( 6 K , L - - 1 a -t6 K ,L+ 1 - )

.
(6.201)

(cf. Eq. (3.260))
(6.202)

contains time-evolution operators defined by the complete DA complex Hamiltonian HDA.
To calculate the diabatic matrix elements of UDA(T)K,U&(T) we first use the adiabatic
states I$a) introduced in Eq. (6.192) and obtain
($a

IUDA

( 7 ) 1 ( 7 n ~ D f A(7)

1 ~ s=) e-iw"o

($0

I K ~

.

(6.203)

The adiabatic matrix element can be expressed by the diabatic elements, Eq. (6.201), using
Eq. (6.193) as
C ; t ( I c K ) c a ( z L ) ( X L K ( ( ' P k l K m I ( P I ) I X I .~ )

(@alKml@O)=
kK

(6.204)

IL

As in the general treatment in Section 3.8.2 we omit the imaginary contribution to the Redfield
tensor. This is achieved in the present notation by replacing the half-sided Fourier transform
of the correlation function C,,(T) appearing in Eq. (6.202) by Cmn(w)/2.Then the diabatic
matrix elements of the A-operator, Eq. (6.202) read

Introducing this expression together with the matrix elements of K,(s) into the dissipative
part of Eq. (6.200) gives the full density matrix equation in the diabatic representation. This
equation is exact with respect to the transfer integral VDA.Consequently, ET for any value
of VDAcan be studied covering the range from the adiabatic ET to the nonadiabatic ET. In
contrast, possible values of the coupling strength to the reservoir are limited by the secondorder perturbational treatment. However, this restriction is not severe as long as the total
system is properly separated into a relevant system and a reservoir.
The formulation of the relaxation in terms of the eigenstates of the system Hamiltonian
guarantees in particular the correct longtime behavior of the system dynamics. The density
matrix equations of motion, if expanded with respect to the adiabatic states, will give the
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canonical equilibrium distribution as a stationary solution (cf. Section 3.8.2). Therefore, the
density matrix in the diabatic representation reads

(6.206)

Note that although in thermal equilibrium the system is in a mixed state, off-diagonal elements
of the density matrix are present in the diabatic representation. For a weak coupling VDAit is
possible to consider the relaxation within the diabatic states, thus choosing the dissipative part
in zeroth-order approximation with respect to the transfer integral. This has the advantage
that there is no need for diagonalizingthe system Hamiltonian.
We do not give the complete Redfield tensor, but consider the vibrational energy relaxation
rates which can be derived from the general formula (3.289) in the limit of VDA= 0:

x 0: Jmm(fls)

(6.207)

*

Note, that all constants have been included in the definition of the spectral density. In contrast
to Eq. (6.205) only electronic diagonal contributions of the spectral density given at a single
frequency 0, enter the rate formula. The inverse lifetime of the state lp) follows as 27.

This expression leads to the dephasing rate
= 1 / 2 7 , ~+1/2TnN (cf. Eq. (3.292)).
Figure 6.34 gives some examples for ultrafast ET reactions by showing the probability distribution Eq. (6.197)of the vibrational coordinate at different instants of the time evolution. The
vertical position indicates the actual value of the internal energy, Eq. (6.198). As a consequence of energy dissipation the vibrational wave packet performs a damped motion within
the coupled potential energy surfaces. As an initial state the vibrational ground state probability distribution displaced into the donor PES has been taken. Moving in part (A) of Figure
6.34 from the left to the crossing point of both PES, the wave packet splits up into two parts.
This results from a partial reflection in the region around the crossing point. A destructive as
well as constructive interference of both parts of the wave packet follows. In panel B (activationless case of ET, c.f. Section 6.4.1) and C (inverted case) this behavior is not so clear.
The relaxation down to the vibrational ground state of the acceptor PES is most pronounced
in part (C).
The derived formulas (with or without the inclusion of V'A in the dissipative part) give a
solid basis for simulation of ultrafast photoinduced ET reactions. And if compared with more
~

~

*'The inverse lifetime of the vibrational ground 1/~,0
becomes proportional to n ( 0 , ) . Because of this fact the
bilinear system-reservoir coupling as applied here results in a long vibrational ground-skate life time. The inverse
lifetime leads to dephasing rates Y,M,,,N
= 1/27,~ + 1 / 2 ~ ~ ~ n N which may also small if the vibrational ground-skate is involved on no pure dephasing is present (cf. Eq. (3.291)).

+ ~$2
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Figure 6.34: Probability distribution of the vibrational coordinate, Eq. (6.197) in the system of a coupled
donor and acceptor PES ( h a , = I V D A =
~ ~100meV, hJ,,(R,)
= lOmeV, kBT << hR,). The
position of the probability distribution with respect to the energy axis corresponds to the actual internal
energy, Eq. (6.198) at different time steps of the propagation ( (A) t = 0,20,40,100,500 fs, (B)
t = 0,20,50,100,500 fs, and (C) t = 0,20,45,115,500 fs, (from top)). The chosen configurations of
both PES correspond to the different types of ET reactions discussed in Section 6.4.1 ((A) normal region
of ET reactions, (B) activationless case, (C) ET in the inverted region).

involved approaches they seem to be sufficiently accurate (cf. Fig. 6.35). Complemented by
the study of the response to additional radiation fields, they allow to describe different nonlinear optical experiments. Within the presented approach one can directly include the external
fields into the density matrix equations. An alternative description is given by a perturbation
expansion with respect to external fields. This leads to nonlinear response functions characterizing the molecular system (cf. Chapter 5). However, as a consequence of the expansion
with respect to the electric field strength, one is practically limited to low-order processes.
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Figure 6.35: Population P2 of the acceptor in a system of a coupled donor and acceptor PES similar
to case A of Fig. 6.34 (T = 0: panel a to c, T = 300K: panel d, spectral density according to Eq.
(3.229), j o = 0: panel a, jo = 0.2/7r: panel b, j o = l/r: panel c and d). Dashed lines: solution of
Eq. (6.200), dotted-dashed line: use of a time-dependent Redfield-tensor as introduced in (3.444), full
line: results of computations based on the description of the reservoir modes by a multi-configuration
version of the approach discussed in Section 7.5.1. (reprinted with permission from [Ego03];copyright
(2003) American Institute of Physics)

The outlined density matrix approach, however, provides the tools to study effects depending
on the field intensity as well, such as the dynamical Stark effect.

6.8.2

Rate Expressions

In the previous section photoinduced ET has been described via the complete time-dependent
density matrix. In order to establish the connection with the considerations of Sections 6.6 6.7, we will concentrate on the question of how to introduce transfer rates within the present
approach.
According to the general type of rate equations (3.2) we expect an exponential decay, for
example, for the donor state population, P D ( ~IX) exp{-kE:.rt}. Although such a behavior is
unlikely at early times (here it could be oscillatory and multi-exponential), it is reasonable to
expect it after all coherences have decayed. Therefore, one can define the ET rate kET as
1
lim - lnPo(t) ,

t+m

t

(6.209)

where the donor state population is obtained from the solution of the general density matrix
equations (6.200). The deviation from an exponential decay at early times reflects an initial
time dependence of kET.
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Figure 6.36: ET rate k E T as a function of the square of the transfer integral VDAfor a donor-acceptor
complex including a single rclcvant coordinate (upper panel: A E = 100 cm-'; lower panel: A E =
125 em-'). Full squares: k E T according to the Golden Rule like formula (6.21 I), open squares: ~ E
according to the requirement PO(l / k ~ =
~ )1/e (note that this definition is not completely the same as
Eq. (6.209)), full diamonds: ~ E according
T
to the averaged expression (6.210). (fWvib = 100 em-'),
g D - g A = 0.5, Cnlm(~,;t,)/h
= 16 em-'), T = 200K. The excitation energy to prepare the initial
state has been placed 25 em-' above the bottom of the donor PES. (reprinted with permission from
[Jea92]; copyright 1992 American Institute of Physics)

Alternatively, one can introduce a transfer rate via the inverse of the mean lifetime of the
electron at the donor state as
(6.2 10)
Finally, in the nonadiabatic limit it is also possible to compute an explicit expression for ICET.
The derivation is similar to that of Section 3.4.5which resulted in the Golden Rule formula.
In correspondence to Eq. (3.120) we start with an equation of motion for the diagonal density
matrix elements pp,. We get the same type of equation as in Section 3.4.5, but supplemented
by relaxation contributions - C,,(k,,p,,
- kv,p,,,,). In Eq. (3.121) for the off-diagonal part,
the transition frequency wLLvhave to include dephasing rates 7, resulting in the replacement

T
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+

of w,, by the complex transition frequency GP, = w P , - i(y, 7,).Then, one can follow
the reasoning in Section 3.4.5 up to Eq. (3.129) taking into account, however, the coupling to
a thermal reservoir.
If the rates k,, are large, the theory describes fast relaxation within the two diabatic states.
This point had to be introduced as an additional assumption in the derivation of Section 3.4.5.
Here, the approach automatically gives the thermalization introduced via the assumptions in
Eqs. (3.1 19). Taking Eq. (3.129) the only difference is the appearance of complex transition
frequencies leading to a "broadened" delta function. Thus we have the final rate
kET

kDA

(6.21 1)
The expression describes nonadiabatic ET from the different vibrational donor levels EDM
to the final acceptor levels, both broadened by ~ Y D Mand TAN, respectively. A thermal
averaging and weighting by the respective Franck-Condon factors is also incorporated.
Figure 6.36 compares this nonadiabatic rate with those following from Eq. (6.209) and
Eq. (6.210). Obviously, the Golden Rule expression, Eq. (6.211) increases linearly with
I V D A ~The
~ . two other rates obtained from a nonperturbative consideration of the transfer
coupling via the solution of the density matrix equations show a sublinear behavior for larger
values of IVDAI~.
This is to be expected since the rate should become independent of the
transfer integral if the ET reaction changes to the adiabatic type (cf. Section 6.3).

6.9 Supplement
6.9.1 Landau-Zener Transition Amplitude
The description of the ET reaction in a DA complex according to Landau and Zener can be
reduced to the calculation of a particular transition amplitude as explained in Section 6.3.1.
Here we show how to compute the transition amplitude, Eq. (6.55). In a first step the timeevolution operator is split up into a part VOdefined by HO and a remaining S-operator related
to the transfer coupling Reversing the general treatment given in Section 3.2.2, the Hamiltonian defining Uo is time-dependent. Nevertheless, it can be calculated analytically. Let us
consider this operator in more detail:

c.

(6.212)

,
commute
The two parts forming Hc, and being proportional to ID)(Dland to / A )( A / however,
with each other and the time-evolution operator can easily be calculated as
Uo(t,i) = exp (i(w*Fo)(t2
- P)/2h)lD)(Dl
+exp ( i ( . * F ~ ) ( t~ P)/2h)lA)(Al
(6.213)
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If we want to calculate the S-operator, the interaction representation V ( ' )of the inter-state
coupling has to be determined. It reads

6 " " ' ( t , ~= exp (~v*(FA
- F D ) ( t 2 - 2)/2h)V~~lD>(Al
+ C.C. .

(6.214)

Therefore, the transition amplitude can be written as

ADD = ( D I U o ( 0 ,-OO)S(W,
-..)ID)

= (Dls(00,-..)ID)

.

(6.215)

The part related to Uo can be eliminated from the matrix element, and it reduces to 1 in the
limit t + cc and f + -m. It remains to calculate the S-operator matrix element. This will
be done by expanding the S-operator with respect to the inter-state coupling. It gives (cf.
Section 3.2.2)
00

(DIS(m,-oa)(D) =

(i)
/ /
n

dt,

n=O

-m

/

tz

tn

+O0

dtnPl ...

-m

dtl

-M

x(D1vytn,
-m) V ) ( t n - l ,-0)
. . . v q t 1 , -..)ID)

.

(6.216)
The matrix element corresponds ton jumps of the electron between the donor and the acceptor
level starting at the donor level but also and ending there. Consequently, the number of jumps
must be even. Taking into account the concrete structure of the transfer coupling, Eq. (6.214)
we can write

i v*(FA
- FD)
( ( t i , - r 2 )- (tin-, - 7 2 )
x T+-m
lim exp{E
2
z t . . . -(tS - r " ) } .

(6.217)
The contributions proportional to r2 cancel, and we introduce new time variables (rl, . . . , .m)
and ( T I , . . ,Tn) which replace the set ( t l ,. . . , t 2 n ) . This is done such that the Jacobian of
this transformation remains unchanged. We set 7 1 = t l , Tm = tl rE;l(taj+l - t z j ) for
2 5 ni 5 n, and T,, = tam - t2m-1 for 1 5 m 5 n. For the transition amplitude we obtain

+

x .. .

J'

/

m

00

drn

dT1 . . dTn

(6.218)
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Any interchange of the variables T, does not alter the total integral. Therefore, we can extend
all T,-integrations to -co. Doing so it is necessary to introduce the prefactor l/n!. The
remaining integrals can be calculated and we have

(6.219)

(6.220)
This result has been used in Section 6.3.1

6.9.2 The Multi-Mode Marcus Formula
In the following we explain in some detail how to derive the Marcus formula, Eq. (6.73) for the
case of many vibrational degrees of freedom leading to the multi-mode reorganization energy
Eq. (6.74). To achieve this goal we start again with formula (6.64) for the ET rate. However,
to tackle the rate calculation it is advantageous to replace the delta function by its respective
Fourier integral. We obtain (notice that q = {qc} and the introduction of the partition function
2)

In a first step one calculates the integrals with respect to the vibrational coordinates. Due to
the replacement of the delta function by a Fourier integral the multiple coordinate integral
factorizes into a product of simple integrals. These can be reduced to integrals with respect
to Gaussian functions. (A detailed inspection shows that one has to shift formally the various
qc-integrals into the complex qc-plane.) We obtain

(6.222)
The expression u A ( q D ) - Uf’ can be identified as the reorganization energy, Eq. (6.74).
The remaining time integral again is of Gaussian type and can easily be performed. A proper
collection of all constants finally yields the multi-mode Marcus-type formula, Eq. (6.73).
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6.9.3 The Free Energy Functional of the Solvent Polarization
The aim of the present section is the construction of a free energy functional Fp[Pe,, Po,,D],
which should be determined by the two types of solvent polarizations and the external field
D (cf., for example, [Ca183,Fe177,Kim90]). It is important for the following that all fields
involved are quasi-static in the sense that they are time-dependent but do not emit energy via
a radiation field. These types of fields are called longitudinal fields.**
We will concentrate on such longitudinal fields and, additionally, we will neglect image
charge effects at the interface between the dielectric and the DA complex. It is appropriate to
start with the external field contribution to the equilibrium free energy of a dielectricz9
(6.223)
The term equilibrium indicates that the polarization field of the dielectric is in equilibrium
with the (external and stationary) charge distribution. For the present application this external
charge distribution is given by QDA, the charge density of the DA complex (at the actual state
of the ET reaction). The related dielectric displacement field D follows as (see also Section
2.5.1)
(6.224)
The simplest approximation for D is obtained assuming a spherical charge distribution of the
transferred electron located either at the donor or the acceptor site x, (rn = D ,A ) .
We will take Feq,Eq. (6.223) as the reference expression, which should be generalized
to the case of an arbitrary polarization field which is not in equilibrium with the external
charge distribution. Such a nonequilibrium situation would arise in the course of the ET
reaction. The motion of the transferred electron may be faster or slower than the two different
contributions to the polarization field. To obtain the nonequilibrium generalization of the free
energy functional, Eq. (6.223), we make the following guess which will be motivated below
[Ca183,Fe177,Kim90](the nonequilibrium character of the polarization field is characterized
by its additional time dependence)

Fp[P] = ~ J ' d 3 x P ( x , t ) / l i t X - ' ( t - i P(x,Q
)

(6.225)
First we note that according to our assumption this expression does not account for any surface charge effects, which could be present at the interface of the cavity (including the DA
"It is known from Maxwell's theory that an electromagnetic field which has been emitted from an antenna moves
independently from its source as a travelling wave. In addition, it is polarized perpendicular to its propagation
direction. These ficlds are called trmwer.se fields. All other types of fields which do not lead to the radiation of
energy are longitudinal fields.
"This expression is obtained by calculating the work necessary to move the solvent from infinity into the external
field D.
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complex) and the dielectric continuum (cf. Fig. 6.24) (for their incorporation see the literature
mentioned below). The first contribution to the free energy expression can be interpreted as a
self-energy term. The second part is nonlocal and describes the Coulomb interaction among
different polarization charges (recall the definition of the charge density referring to the dipole
density, Eq. (2.49)). The interaction of the polarization charges with the external field related
to the DA complex is given by the last contribution to Eq. (6.225).30
To show that the guess for F[P] is correct, in a first step one determines the extremum
of Fp[P] with respect to a variation of the polarization, i.e., one computes the functional
derivative GFp[P]/SP(x,t) = 0.3’ The solution of this equation determines the equilibrium
polarization. We obtain the relation

which determines the total electric field E(x,t) as x-’P and splits up into an external contribution - V ~ D Aand an internal contribution. (Again, we stress that the occurrence of the
linear susceptibility is a consequence of linear response theory.) Replacing P by its value
at this minimum (at the equilibrium), it is possible to reproduce the equilibrium functional
Eq. (6.223).
In a next step we will see how this functional can be rewritten, if the separation of the
polarization field into a high- and a low-frequency part is introduced. Therefore, we take the
self-energy part F,?) of the free energy functional, Eq. (6.225) and introduce the two components of the polarization oscillating with a high and a low frequency. Since both frequency
ranges differ by orders of magnitude, we introduce a representative high frequency Whjgh and
a representative low frequency wlow. It follows that

(6.227)
In the second part of this expression we took into account that the mixed terms coming from
the high and low-frequency polarization oscillate with the difference frequency Whigh - wlOw
and can be neglected in the sense of a time averaged free energy functional.
3”The term is identical with the single contribution to the equilibrium free energy expression Eq. (6.223)if surface
P be converted to - V ~ D Ax P
charges are neglected. In this case using Gauss’ theorem the integrand ~ D A V can
yielding the expression in Eq. (6.223).
”Let us consider a functional 4[y](z) determined by the function y(3). The functional derivative 6~#~[y](z)/6y(Z)
is defined via the special limit l i r n ~ , limAy,o{4[y
~
qAy](z) - +[y](z)}/A . Ay(3). Here, q = ~ ( 3A,)
is a function which is equal to 1 in the interval A around 3 and zero othenvise, and A y denotes a deviation
from the function y(2). The limit in the definition of the functional derivative has to be taken in such a way that
6y(z)/6y(3) = 6(z - 2).Combining this relation with the chain rule of differential calculus one can determine all
functional derivatives which are of interest in this book.

+
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We obtain the desired general energy functional as

(6.228)
Now, the self-energy term contains two types of contributions (with polarizations proportional
to xo/03= (
~ - 1)/4r).
~
1The ~
second and third term remain unchanged in comparison to
Eq. (6.225). However, since surface effects are supposed to play no role we could change
to a representation using the fields instead of the respective charge distributions, that is, the
derivatives VP could be eliminated.
The free energy functional of the complete system including the energy contribution of the
DA complex follows if the expectation value (HDBA)
of the ET Hamiltonian, Eq. (6.29) is
added. The easiest way to compute this expectation value is to use a suitable molecular wave
function (a quantum statistical calculation would also be possible). Rearranging the resulting
expression yields

+

(6.229)

~car
) = 4 r ( 1 ~ / ( E o- E ~ ) ) .
where we introduced C,I = 4n/(1 - l / ~and
For the following we assume that the low-frequency range is characterized by frequencies
~ . the high-frequency range
which are much smaller than the ET rate, i.e., wlow <( l c ~ For
is taken. (Clearly, such a separation into three distinct frequency
the inequality Uhigh >>
regions will not always be valid.) Since the solvent electronic polarization should be fast
compared to the ET reaction, we can assume that Pel instantaneously adapts itself to the
actual electronic configurations during the ET reaction. In other words, Pel is equilibrated
with respect to D and Po,. In this case it would be useful to restrict the free energy functional,
Eq. (6.229) to the case of an equilibrated high-frequency polarization. It can be determined
from the extremum of the functional F[P,I,Po,,D], Eq. (6.229) with respect to Pel. Hence,
we have to calculate bFp/6Pel = 0, which enables us to express Pel by means of the two
other fields. The calculation gives Pel = l/ceI x (D - 47rP0,).Substituting this relation into
the functional Eq. (6.229) leads to the effective functional

(6.230)
The functional includes the effective Hamiltonian
(6.231 )
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where the correction to the DA Hamiltonian is known as the Born solvation energy. Furthermore, we defined the scaled polarization P =
The effective functional Eq. (6.230) is
valid for any type of nonequilibrium orienrational polarization P(x, t) and any charge distribution related to the ET reaction. It has been originally introduced by R.A. Marcus in the
1950s and found a widespread application (see Suggested Reading section). Eq. (6.230) forms
the basis for the analysis of ET reactions in polar solvents as given in Section 6.5.3.

%.

6.9.4 Second-Order Electron Transfer Rate
The rate which is of second-order with respect to the transfer coupling describes nonadiabatic
ET and has been already computed in Sections 6.4. Here, we will give an alternative view on
the high-temperature version of this rate. It is based on a quasi-classical approximation of
the vibrational dynamics accompanying the ET, and in this way, the treatment will justify the
ansatz we used in Section 6.4.1 (cf. also Section 5.3.5). Furthermore, the approach will be
applied when calculating higher-order transfer rates in the supplementary part 6.9.5.
A quasi-classical approximation can be easily introduced if the vibrational part of the
trace expression in Eq. (6.179)

+(k

H n))

.

(6.232)

is transformed into the Wigner-representation (cf. Section 3.4.4 and Section 3.1 1.3). Therefore, we replace the frequency-dependent Green's superoperator by the respective time-evolution operators. The latter quantities appear in the newly introduced operator

d " ) ( t ) = vo(t)C"amiimv,f(t)
.

(6.233)

The introduction of this quantity is advantageously since a related equation of motion can
be simply derived, and, it can be transformed into the Wigner-representation without further
difficulties. We note that
trvib{dm)(t)}=

J

dq ( q l d m ) ( t ) 1 q )

J

dx-

dP
(2rfi)N

d m ) ( x , p ;t) .

(6.234)

In the first part of this equation we specialized the trace by using the complete set of vibraI{ qc }). Then, in the second part, this particular
tional coordinate operator eigenstates lq)
choice of the trace has been transformed from the coordinate representation of &(m) to the
(t)14) correspondsto a partial WignerWigner-representation. This transformation of (41dm)
transformation as introduced in Section 3.1 1.3. dm)
(x,p; t) which depends on the set of N
classical vibrational coordinates z = {xc} and vibrational momentap = {pc} remains an operator in the electronic state space (the integrations in Eq. (6.234) are N-fold integrals with
respect to the vibrational coordinates and momenta). According to Eq. (6.233) we obtain the

=
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initial value
(6.235)
As a result of the Wigner-representation the equilibrium statistical operator Rm has been
replaced by the equilibrium distribution fm(x,p) of the vibrational coordinates and momenta
corresponding to the electronic state vm.
Having introduced the (partial) Wigner-representation of d m(t)
) we can directly use the
; in
Eqs. (3.424), (3.425), (3.426), and (3.427) to obtain an equation of motion for d m ) ( x , p t)
the semiclassical limit. We use a more compact notation and obtain (note the appearance of
commutators and anti-commutators)

As it is the case for d m )the Hamiltonian HO depends on the classical coordinates and mo-

menta but remains an operator in the electronic state space. Let us neglect for a moment the
second term on the right-hand side. Then, it is easy to solve the remaining equation. After
taking electronic matrix elements it follows

(cpkle(m)(z,P;
tllcpl) = (cpklUo(t)8(m)(x,p;
t = O)U,+(t)lcpl)
=

1

p n l V k m - &nkVml)fm(x,P)

i

exp ( - %(Uk -

w ).

(6.237)
Since the vibrational kinetic energy is independent on the actual electronic state the action of
the time evolution operators UOand U,f present in the first part of this equation reduces to
exp(-i[Uk - Ul]t/ti).
The diabatic difference potential carries the only time-dependence of
the whole expression. There is no direct time-dependency of the coordinates and momenta.
Their distribution remains fixed at the initial equilibrium distribution fm(x,p). Because of
this special property of the solution Eq. (6.237) it is named static approximation.
To finally get the (frequency-independent) nonadiabatic rate according to Eq. (6.179) we
have to insert Eq. (6.237) into Eq. (6.232) (at w = 0). It follows

The two types of integrations contained in this formula can be carried out. The momentum
integration simply reduces fm(x,p) to the coordinate distribution function f m (x),Eq. (6.63),
and the time-integral can be computed resulting in 6(Um - Un).Thus we amve at a type
of ET rate as given in Eq. (6.64). With this result we justify the ansatz taken to start with
Eq. (6.64) and to compute the ET rate in the high-temperature limit. As shown, the static
approximation of Eq. (6.236) results in the &function which guarantees ET at the crossing of
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the PES. If one goes beyond the static approximationthe restriction on ET at the PES crossing
points only is abandoned.
This derivation puts the obtained rate expression into an alternative frame indicating in
particular, how MD simulations for the vibrational coordinates may be used to calculate transition rates. Furthermore, the adopted static approximation offers an easy way to compute
higher-order rates as it is demonstrated in the subsequent section.

6.9.5 Fourth-Order Donor-Acceptor Transition Rate
In the following, details are given for the calculation of the fourth-order rate k g L A , Eq.
(6.178), which describes a direct transition from the donor via a single bridge molecule to the
acceptor (fourth-order rates which describe the transfer of neighboring sites will be briefly
mentioned at the end of this section). In calculating this rate we will follow the approach given
in the preceding section which takes advantage of changing to the Winger-representation
and applying a static approximation for the classical vibrational dynamics. We start with a
consideration of the non-factorized part of the fourth-order rate. The rate is built up by a
threefold action of the transfer coupling and the (Fourier-transformed) time-evolution. The
expression RDPD on the right-hand of the trace formula can be understood as the initial
equilibrium statistical operator @g$ID)(Dl.Then the action of CV on this operator results
in

WBDIB)(DI

- *DBID)(BI .

(6.239)

Thus the electronic matrix element of the initial statistical operator kzz)G RD has been
~ WDB = RDVDB/FL.
If in a
transferred to the two new quantities WBD = R D V D B /and
next step (2'0 contained in Eq. (6.178) is transformed into the time-domain a propagation of,
for example, WBDfollows with the time-evolution operator UB = exp(-iHBtl/h) from the
left and with UD = exp(iHDtl/ti) from the right. It results the quantity
The complete
time propagation with respect to the time-axis tl has been indicated by the index 1. Taking a
further step in unravelling the matrix elements in Eq. (6.178), GOCVacts on the two statistical
The whole procedure starting with l&'g$
operators ik:i leading to four new quantities L@$'.
and ending with a certain Wf" is visualized in Fig. 6.37. It contains all six so-called Liouville
space pathways from
):$%I
to
But only three pathways have to be considered (see Fig.
6.29), since for each pathway there exists the complex conjugate by construction. Pathways
1 and 2 of Fig. 6.29 contain the statistical operator 6'cL,which is diagonal in the electronic
quantum number of the intermediate bridge state. Thus it describes the population of this state
which may undergo vibrational relaxations (these pathways will be named sequential ones).
In contrast, the pathway 3 of Fig. 6.29 does not contain any intermediate diagonal density
operator. It will result in an ET rate of the superexchangetype.
To obtain a concrete expression for the fourth-order rate we will demonstrate its computation in the most simple case. It is characterized by a classical description of the vibrational
dynamics and has been already used in Section 6.9.4 to calculate the nonadiabatic ET rate. In

WgL.

l$'yl.
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Figure 6.37: Liouville space pathways for the bridge-mediated ET rate kDa of fourth-order starting
from the donor state and ending at the acceptor state. Every circle represents a particular electronic
matrix element of the statistical operator. Lines connecting the circles show the action of a certain
transfer integral Vmn. The different steps of the time evolution are indicated by the subscripts 1,. . . , 3 .
The way from the initial to the final state proceeds from the upper-left to the lower-right circle.

a first step we write the nonfactorized part of the fourth-order rate as

To change to the Wigner-representation of the operator expressions under the trace we introduce in analogy to Section 6.9.4, Eq. (6.233) the operator

)
The newly introduced operator d D l 2 ) ( t 2 ) is defined in the same way but with d D ? ' ) ( t 1on
the right-hand side. Finally, the initial value of d D ? ' ) ( t 1is
) given by L v R D ~ I DSince
.
one
operator determines the initial value for the following one a sequential computation of the
total rate becomes possible. The related electronic matrix elements will be selected according
to the three pathways of Fig. 6.29.
p ; t l ) of 6(Di1)
( t l ) (cf. Eq. (6.234)).
Let us start with the Wigner-representation &(D,l)(zl
This is a partial representation taken with respect to the vibrational degrees of freedom. The
initial value is given similar to Eq. (6.235) (with m = D).The concrete value depends on the
chosen pathway of Fig. 6.29. But in any case the coordinate and momentum dependence is exclusively given by the equilibrium distribution f ~ ( ~ , pThe
) . determination of b(D*l)(zl
p;tl)
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in the static approximation (cf. Section 6.9.4) follows similar to Eq. (6.237). The particular electronic matrix element (cp,l~?(~J)(x,p;
tl)lp,) reads as exp(-i(U, - U n ) t l / f i )
( p m 1 6 ( D 7 1 ) ( X tl
, p ; = O)Ipn). If we carry out the partial Fourier-transformation (necessary to obtain the w-dependent rate) we end UP with fi(Cpm18(D71)(Z7p;
tl = O)Ipn)/ AEmn.
The energy denominator is determined by the PES U, and U, and has the form AE,, =
fw i€ - (U, - U,).
To get the contribution of 6(Di2)
( t 2 ) to the total rate we proceed similar as in the case of
d D > l ) ( t l The
) . initial value for d D Y 2 ) ( t z ) is given by the solution constructed for c?(Dil)(tl)
and the action of Cv. The electronic matrix elements of the static solution for the Wignerrepresentation 6 ( D ’ 2 ) ( x , pt ;2 )read f i ( ~ p , l d ( ~ ~ ~ )t(2x=
~ pO)lp,)/AEmn.
;
In the same way
also the contribution of d D i 2 ) ( t 2 ) to the rate can be calculated. Then, all three single contributions have to be collected to obtain the rate expression. Since we ordered the rate according
to the different pathways given in Fig. 6.29 we will start to compute the pathway three. It
has already explained how to do this in general. Now, we have concrete expressions for the
different intermediate statistical operators at hand. Therefore, pathway three gives

+

(6.242)
The pathway 111 of Fig. 6.29 can be directly identified by the different factors in the first term
of the right-hand side (the second term of the right-hand corresponds to the conjugated complex pathway). The third factor originates from 8(D>1),
and the fourth factor from do,2).
The
second factor follows from d o t 3 ) and the first factor is the result of the final action of Cv .
Since only the thermal distribution function depends on the vibrational momenta the whole expression taken in the Wigner-representation could be reduced to a multiple coordinate integral
together with the coordinate distribution function f D (x).
According to the described scheme one can also calculate the contributions of pathway I
and 11. If combined with the factorized part of the total rate Eq. (6.178) one notices that these
contributions compensate each other in the w = 0-limit. Therefore, the whole rate reads in
this limit
(6.243)
This expression will be specified to the case A E B D ,AEBA >> AEDA > 0 (note AE,, =
Em - En). Hence, we can ignore the vibrational coordinate dependence of the transition
energies to the bridge state and obtain

(6.244)
with
(6.245)
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and the combined density of states used in Section 6.4.3. The effective bridge molecule mediated coupling Vf;’
we already met in Eq. (6.166); it describes the superexchange mechanism
of ET. However, here we obtained a symmetric expressions which contains AEBDas well as
A E B A . Nevertheless the structure of the effective coupling, Eq. (6.245) justifies to assign
- ( 4 111)
the rate kDbA
(and the related pathway of Fig. 6.29) to originate from the superexchange
mechanism.
However, k D
( 4 )+ A is determined by the superexchange mechanism alone, only in the limit
of the static approximation. Fourth-order rates like kD+B
(4)
and k (B4 )+ A (which give a higherorder correction to the nonadiabatic transition rates) also vanish for the static approximation.
If we allow for internal vibrational relaxation of bridge molecules we are beyond the static
(4)
(4)
and kB+A
contribute, too.
approximation and pathway 1 and 2 of Fig. 6.29 as well as kD+B
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7 Proton Transfer

We discussfundamental aspects of the theory of proton transfer across inter- or intramolecular hydrogen-bondedsystems immersed in a solvent or protein environment. Since the strength
of the hydrogen bond depends on the distance between proton donor and acceptor entities, vibrational motions modifying the latter are strongly coupled to the proton transfer: We give a
classijication of such vibrational modes and elaborate on their effect on quantum mechanical
proton tunneling.
A central observation is that often the proton dynamics can be adiabatically separated from
the slow motions of the environmental degrees of freedom. This suggests a close analogy to the
treatment of coupled electronic-nuclear dynamics presented in Chapters 2, 5, and 6. Similar
to the case of electron transfer; proton transfer can occur in the adiabatic as well as in the
nonadiabatic limit. The former requires the proton wave function to adjust instantaneously
to any change in the environmental configuration, whereas the latter assumes that the proton
dynamics is slow compared to typical relaxation timesfor the environment.
Since proton transfer reactions usually take place in the condensed phase, we discuss the application of approximate quantum and quantum-classical hybrid methods to the solution of
the nuclear Schrodinger equation in some detail. A powerjiul tool in this respect is provided
by the surjiace-hopping method which allows to treat nonudiabatic transitions between the
adiabatic protonic states while retaining the classical nature of the environment. This is indispensable in the nonadiabatic limit where proton transfer takes place via tunneling between
different diubatic states. In the limit of weak coupling the introduction of diabatic protonic
states allows to express transfer rates in close analogy to the case of electron transfer:
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7.1 Introduction
As a second type of charge transfer we will consider the proton transfer (PT) in intra- and
intermolecular hydrogen bonds as shown in Fig. 7.1. At first glance the reader might wonder
why dealing with the transfer of a positive charge if that of a negative charge (electron transfer)
has been discussed in quite some detail before. And, indeed we will find many similarities
between electron and proton transfer. However, there are also some features which are unique
to PT. After all, protons are much heavier than electrons and therefore their wave function will
be much more localized in space. On the other hand, the proton is still a quantum particle. This
means that its motion has to be treated quantum mechanically and PT is influenced not only by
zero-point energy effects but also by quantum tunneling even at room temperature. Further,
the simultaneous motion of several protons may be subject to strong correlation effects. As an
example we have shown the intermolecular double proton transfer in carboxylic acid dimers
in Fig. 7.1B. An important question is related to the fact that the double proton transfer can
proceed either stepwise or concerted (as shown in the figure). For larger systems with many
hydrogen bonds such as, e.g., water clusters the correlated motion of several protons may lead
to interesting collective phenomena.
Many intriguing possibilities in PT studies are opened by the fact that there are four isotopes of hydrogen with mass ratios which are higher than for any other element of the periodic
table. This gives rise to the so-called kinetic isotope effect, from which, for instance, the relative importance of tunneling can be inferred.

H

Figure 7.1: (A) Single FT in malonaldehyde which is one of the standard examples for an intramolecular
proton transfer system with strong coupling between the proton motion and heavy atom vibration. In
particular the 0-0 wagging vibration modulates the reaction barrier for isomerization. (B) Double PT
across the intermolecular hydrogen bonds in carboxylic acid dimers (typical choice for R are R=H or
R=CH3).
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Figure 7.2: Artificial proton pump realizing the conversion of light energy into an electrochemical potential which is used to synthesize ATP (adenosine triphosphate). The “reaction center”, which is inside
a bilayer of a liposome, is a donor-acceptor complex linked by a porphyrin group (bottom). After photoexcitation electronic charge separation occurs establishing a redox potential gradient across the bilayer.
A freely diffusing quinone (Qs) experiencing this potential will shuffle protons across the membrane.
The established proton concentration gradient then drives ATP production. (reprinted with permission
from [Ste98];copyright (1998) Nature)

Finally, FT transfer is often strongly coupled to low-frequency (heavy atom) modes of
its immediate surroundings. A standard example in this respect is malonaldehyde shown in
Fig. 7.1A. Here, the intramolecular 0-0 wagging vibration has a strong influence on the
reaction barrier and therefore on the isomerization reaction shown in Fig. 7.1A. The interplay
between quantum mechanical tunneling and the strong coupling to low-frequency skeleton
modes in PT reactions has some interesting consequences for the tunneling splittings or the
related tunneling transfer rates. Some ideas in this respect will be discussed in Section 7.2.3.
PT has an enormous importance for many processes in biology and chemistry. We have already discussed the initial electron transfer steps of photosynthesis in Chapter 6. Subsequently
to the electron transfer, a PT across the membrane occurs and the concerted action of elec-
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tron and proton transfer establishes the storage of solar energy in terms of a transmembrane
electrochemical potential. This is one example for a proton pump. A second one is given,
for instance, by the transmembrane protein bacteriorhodopsin which encapsulates a chain of
water molecules (water wire) through which a proton can be transferred. There are also first
attempts to mimic photosynthesis by creating artificial proton pumps as shown in Fig. 7.2.
The transfer of excess protons in water networks as well as PT processes taking place in ice
has also attracted a lot of attention. In particular PT on ice surfaces is believed to have some
importance for the ozone depletion in the stratosphere. PT is often a key event in enzyme
catalysis where it leads to activation of the proton donor after PT has been triggered, for instance, by polar residues in the protein surroundings. In more general terms one can say that
PT is at the heart of acid-base reactions.
Traditionally, hydrogen bonds are characterized by means of their stationary infrared (IR)
spectra. Whereas this allows a general characterization, for instance, in terms of the strength
of the hydrogen bond (see Section 7.2.1), it was shown to be ultrafast IR spectroscopy which
allows to uncover the details of such spectra in the condensed phase. An example is given in
Fig. 7.3: In panels C and D IR pumpprobe signals are shown for different laser frequencies
across the broad absorption band of phthalic acid monomethylester in the OH-stretching region. The analysis of the oscillations in the signal provided evidence for a mechanism where
the laser excites a superposition of states involving a low-frequency mode which modulates
the 0-H-0 distance. In the linear absorption spectrum (panel A) these transitions are hidden
under a broad band.
Whereas the dynamics observed with IR spectroscopy occurs in the electronic ground
state, photochemical reactions involving PT in excited electronic states have also been studied
extensively. The sudden change of the electronic state leads to a strong modification of the
charge distribution within the hydrogen bond (acidityibasicity), thus giving rise to a large
driving force for PT which occurs on a time scale below 100 femtoseconds. This transfer can
be strongly coupled to intramolecular vibrational modes of the molecular skeleton and indeed
signatures of multidimensional coherent nuclear wave packet motion have been observed for
a number of excited state PT reactions (see, Fig. 7.4).
The theoretical description of PT often rests on the large mass difference between the
proton and the heavier atoms being involved in the reaction. This makes it possible to introduce a second Born-Oppenheimerseparation after the electronic problem has been split off as
shown in Section 2.3. As with electron transfer, PT can then be characterized as being in the
adiabatic or in the nonadiabatic limit (or in between). If the proton motion is fast and the proton is able to adjust instantaneously to the actual configuration of the environmental degrees
of freedom a description in terms of adiabatic proton states and a corresponding delocalized
wave function is appropriate (Section 7.3). The PT rate may become proportional to some
frequency factor characterizing the shape of the adiabatic reaction barrier. On the other hand,
in the nonadiabatic limit the proton motion is much slower than characteristic time scales
for the environment (Section 7.4). The potential energy surface is conveniently described in
terms of weakly interacting diabatic proton states, and the transfer occurs via tunneling. As
for the case of electron transfer the related transfer rates will be proportional to the square of
the coupling matrix elements (cf. Section 6.46). In both cases the surrounding solvent has an
important influence, for it may stabilize reactants and products but also provide the fluctuating
force which triggers the transfer event.
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Figure 7.3: Coherent oscillations in a hydrogen bond after ultrashort IR pulse excitation. (A) Linear
absorption spectrum of phthalic acid monomethylester (solid line, c.f. also the lower part of Fig. 7.6)
and its deuterated form (dashed line) in solution (Czc14). (B) IR pump pulse intensity profiles for
the different excitation conditions leading to the pumpprobe signals which are shown as a function
of the delay time between the pulses in panels C and D. The oscillatory component of the signal can
be attributed to the excitation of a wave packet with respect to a low-frequency mode (100 cm-')
which couples strongly to the OH stretching vibration. The decay of the signal is due to relaxation and
dephasing processes introduced by the interaction with the solvent. Panel E shows the signal which
comes solely from the solvent. (reprinted with permission from [Mad02]; copyright (2002) Chemical
Society of Japan)

Quantum effects are of considerable importance for the proton motion. However, only if
the dynamics can be reduced to a reasonably small number of degrees of freedom PT will
be amenable to wave packet propagation methods as outlined in Section 7.5.1. On the other
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Figure 7.4: Infrared transient transmission change due to stimulated emission of 2-(2hydroxypheny1)benzothiazole (upper left) detected at 500 nm after ultrafast excitation at 340 nm.
PT takes place as a wave packet motion from the enol (shown here) to the keto (-0.
. . H-N-) form in
about 50 fs. The reaction coordinate is dominated by a low-frequency bending type mode at 1 13 cmwhich modulates the hydrogen bond such that the donor-acceptor (0.
. . N) distance is reduced (right
part). In the keto-form several modes are coherently excited as seen from the Fourier transform of the
oscillatory signal. Most notably is a symmetric mode at 255 cm-' . The normal mode displacements
shown in the right correspond to the enol configuration of the electronic ground state. Their character is
assumed to change not appreciably in the excited electronic state. (figure courtesy of S . Lochbrunner,
for more details see also [LOCOO])

hand, for real condensed phase environmentssolvent and low frequency intramolecular modes
have to be treated classically within a quantum4assical hybrid approach (cf. Section 3.1 1).
Here, a unified description of the different regimes of F
T is provided by the surjiice hopping
method which combines classical trajectories with quantum transitions (see Sections 3.1 1.2
and 7.5.2).

In the following section we will elaborate on the discussion of the properties of hydrogen
bonds. Further, we will introduce the Hamiltonian for a PT complex which sets the stage for
the subsequent discussions of the different dynamics regimes.
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7.2 Proton Transfer Hamiltonian
7.2.1 Hydrogen Bonds
In Section 2.3 the coupled motion of electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom has been
treated by making use of their adiabatic separability. This resulted in potential energy surfaces
for the nuclear motions corresponding to the various adiabatic electronic states. As a consequence of nonadiabatic couplings electronic transitions between different adiabatic states are
possible, especially in the vicinity of avoided crossings. For the following discussion we will
assume that the electronic problem has been solved and the adiabatic potential energy surface
is known. We will restrict our considerations to the electronic ground state only, although the
concepts in principle apply to any other electronic state as long as nonadiabatic couplings can
be neglected.
Considering the motion of the proton within the hydrogen-bonded complex, we note that
in general it is not a bare proton which is transferred, but part of the electronic charge is
dragged with the proton. This makes the distinction between PT and “hydrogen atom” transfer sometimes a little ambiguous. There is also quite some electronic charge flow in the
donor-acceptor groups which goes in the opposite direction to that of the PT. This leads to a
large variation of the molecule’s dipole moment which is a characteristic feature of PT. Consequently the hydrogen bond is highly polarizable and a polar solvent or charged residues in
a protein environment can be expected to have a large influence on PT.
The potential energy surface U ( R )will be a function of some PT coordinate(s), all other
nuclear coordinates of the PT complex, plus the environmental coordinates. Of course, such a
high-dimensional potential energy surface cannot be obtained on an ab initio level of quantum
chemistry. This level of theory is usually reserved for a small subset of relevant coordinates
only, while the majority of degrees of freedom is treated approximately (see below). The most
important coordinates are, of course, those which are directly related to the proton motion.
For simplicity let us consider a linear hydrogen-bonded complex as shown in Fig. 7.5. The
hydrogen bond is formed between a proton donor, X-H, and a proton acceptor, Y. Here X and
Y may represent parts of the same molecule (intramolecular hydrogen bond) or of different
molecules (intermolecular hydrogen bond). In case of Fig. 7.5 the PT (reaction) coordinate s
can be chosen as the difference between the X-H distance, &H, and the H-Y distance, d ~ y ,
i.e., s = &H - & y .
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The minimum requirement for a potential energy surface of the simple system shown
in Fig. 7.5 would include besides the PT coordinate s, the information about the distance
~ X H d ~ between
y
donor and acceptor fragments. Depending on the complexity of X and
Y,an ab initio calculation of a two-dimensional potential energy surface U ( s ,~ X H ~ H Y ) ,
may be possible, for instance, by using the methods introduced in Section 2.6.3.
Before incorporating possible environmental degrees of freedom of a solvent or a protein,
let us briefly discuss some features of the hydrogen-bonded complex shown in Fig. 7.5. First
of all, hydrogen bonds may be characterized by the fact that proton donor X-H and acceptor
Y retain their integrity in the complex. While the X-H bond is covalent, the hydrogen bond
He . .Y is of noncovalent character. A widely accepted point of view is that the hydrogen
bond has the characteristics of a strong van der Waals interaction. At long distances ~ H Y
this comprises electrostatic, dispersion, and induction energies. At short distances repulsive
exchange interactions between the overlapping electron densities of X-H and Y dominate.
The process of hydrogen bond formation comes along with a decrease of the donor-acceptor
distance ~ X H d ~ and
y an increase of the X-H bond length ~ X H The
.
latter effect weakens
the X-H bond and therefore reduces the vibrational frequency of the X-H stretching mode.
In addition the infrared X-H absorption band is broadened. This broadening is a consequence
of the larger anharmonicity of the potential energy surface in the region of the X-H vibration,
which may come along with a pronounced coupling to low-frequency modes of the complex.
A comparison between the spectra of a free OH-stretching vibration and of an OH vibrations
in inter- and intramolecularhydrogen bonds is shown in Fig. 7.6.
The strength of hydrogen bonding depends on the properties of the donor and acceptor
entities, i.e., in particular on their electronegativity. However it also is a function of the sep,
donor and acceptor which may be imposed by external means.
aration, d x ~ d ~ ybetween
We can distinguish between weak and strong hydrogen bonds.' For weak hydrogen bonds the
donor-acceptor distance is relatively large (> 3A) and the potential energy profile for moving the proton along the reaction coordinate s between X and Y shows the typical doubleminimum behavior plotted in Fig. 7.7 (top). The barrier will be high enough to allow for
several protonic states to be energetically below its top.
This situation might be characteristicfor intramolecularhydrogen bonds, where the donoracceptor distance is more or less fixed by the rigid molecular frame. On the other hand, intermolecular hydrogen bonds are often much stronger. Here the larger structural flexibility
allows for relatively short distances between donor and acceptor. Thus the barrier along the
FT
' coordinate s is rather low if existent at all. This is sketched in Fig. 7.7 (bottom). In the
middle panel of Fig. 7.7 we have shown schematically the dependence of the potential energy
curve for PT on the distance, ~ X H d ~ ybetween
,
donor and acceptor.
Weak and strong hydrogen bonds may also be distinguished by the extent at which they
modify the infrared absorption spectra of the X-H stretching vibration. Upon forming a
weak hydrogen bond, the frequency of the X-H stretching vibration moves by about 100300 cm-I to the red due to the bond lengthening. A strong hydrogen bond, on the other hand,
is characterized by a much larger red shift and a considerable broadening of the absorption
line (cf. Fig. 7.6).

+

+

+

+

+

'Note that this classification scheme is not rigorously defined in literature and it may vary in dependence on the
properties which are used for characterizing the strength of the hydrogen bond. Often one also distinguishes the range
between these two extrema as belonging to medium strong hydrogen bonds.
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Figure 7.6: Infrared absorption spectra show clear signatures of hydrogen bond formation. Compared
to the narrow line of a free OH-stretching vibration (upper part), the absorption band shifts to lower frequencies and broadens considerably if a condensed phase situation is considered (middle part: absorption
of the OH-vibration in deuterated water). The absorption may also develop a peculiar substructure as
shown for an intramolecular hydrogen bond (lower part). (reprinted with permission from [Mad02];
copyright (2002) Chemical Society of Japan)

In the following, we will discuss the effect of the coupling between the PT coordinate
and intramolecular modes first. The interaction with environmental degrees of freedom is
included in Section 7.2.4.The separate consideration of intramolecular modes is motivated by
the distinct influence of strongly coupled intramolecular modes, for instance, on the hydrogen
bond geometry. The effect of the environment can often be characterized as leading to phase
and energy relaxation or, in the case of polar environments, to a stabilization of a specific
configuration of the hydrogen bond. Of course, such a separation is not always obvious, for
instance, for intermolecular PT in a protein environment. Here, the motion of the protein in
principle may influence the PT distance as well.

w
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Figure 7.7: Potential energy profile along a PT reaction coordinate, for example, s in Fig. 7.5, in
dependence on the donor-acceptor (DA) distance LZXH
~ H Y .Compounds characterized by a large

+

distance form weak hydrogen bonds (top), while strong hydrogen bonds typically involve a small DA
distance. The strength of the hydrogen bond and the exact shape of the potential, of course, depend on
the donor and acceptor entities. The symmetric situation plotted here may correspond to the case X = Y.

7.2.2 Reaction Surface Hamiltonian for Intramolecular Proton
Transfer
We will discuss the potential energy surface for the intramolecular degrees of freedom of a
system like that in Fig. 7.5. Note, that malonaldehyde shown in Fig. 7.1 would be particular
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Figure 7.8: Schematic view of two-dimensional potential energy surface for linear (left)and quadratic
(right)coupling between the PT coordinate s and a harmonic heavy atom mode q. The minima for zero
coupling are at s = 4x1 Q O in both cases. For a specific example see Fig. 7.10.

example for such a system. Suppose that q = { q t } comprises all so-called heavy atom vibrational coordinates of the total X-H. . Y complex which have a strong influence on the I
T
insofar as they modulate, for instance, the distance
d ~ y Further,
.
we assume that these
modes can be treated in harmonic approximation. This scenario has already been discussed
in Section 2.6.3, where we derived a suitable reaction surface Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.105); an
example for a PT reaction was shown in Fig. 2.13. If we neglect the dependence of the force
constant matrix on the proton coordinate, the reaction surface Hamiltonian can be written as

-

+

Here, the T, is the kinetic energy operator for the proton motion and U ( s ) is the respective
potential as obtained, for example, from a quantum chemistry calculation of the adiabatic
electronic ground state energy in dependence on the proton position (cf. Eq. (2.19)). The last
term in Eq. (7.1) describes the coupling between the PT coordinate and the heavy atom modes.
Note that for a coordinate independent force constant matrix, these modes are not coupled by
the motion of the proton (cf. Eq. (2.105)).
The principal effect of the coupling term on the PT dynamics can be highlighted by considering two typical cases, i.e., a linear coupling, F ( s ) = C I S and a quadratic coupling
F ( s ) = c2s2. In Fig. 7.8 we show some schematic potential energy surfaces for both situations in the case of a single heavy atom mode. A linear coupling apparently is not favorable
to the PT since it effectively increases the distance between donor and acceptor, and therefore
according to Fig. 7.7 the barrier for PT will be increased. A mode which is quadratically
coupled, however, can reduce the barrier for PT dramatically. In fact if we follow the minimum energy path on the two4imensional potential energy surface in Fig. 7.8 (right) we find
that at the saddle point (transition state) the heavy atom mode is compressed. This type of
mode is frequently also called promoring or gating mode. In fact gating modes will often be
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Figure 7.9: One-dimensional potential energy curve along a PT coordinate s with the lowest eigenfunctions. There are two tunneling doublets below the barrier with the splitting given by AEo and AE1. The
entrance points for barrier penetration for the ground state doublet are labelled ~ S B .

of donor-acceptor stretching type.2 A prominent example for a promoting mode is the 0-0
wagging vibration in malonaldehyde (cf. Fig. 7.1). We note in passing that the principal behavior discussed in Fig. 7.7 can be viewed as representing cuts through the two-dimensional
potential energy surface of Fig. 7.8. In the next Section we will elaborate on the influence of
intramolecular modes on the quantum tunneling of the proton which is expressed in terms of
the spectroscopically accessible tunneling splitting.

7.2.3 'hnneling Splittings
Quantum tunneling of the proton through the reaction barrier is one of the most characteristic
features in particular for PT in symmetric potentials. Proton tunneling can be viewed in timeand energy domain. Consider, for example, the case of a one-dimensional reaction coordinate
shown in Fig. 7.9 and focus on the two lowest eigenstates. If we neglect the higher excited
states for the moment, we have essentially recovered the two-level system discussed in Section
2.8.3 (cf. Fig. 2.16). There the coupling between two localized states was shown to give rise to
a splitting of the respective eigenstates. In the present case the appearance of a splitting AE,
can be viewed as a consequence of the coupling between two almost localized states (in the
left and right well) due to the wave function overlap in the barrier region. The eigenfunctions
'There is a third kind of coupling mode which is called squeezing type. Here, only the frequency changes upon
PT. Such modes are often related to out-f-plane motions of planar molecules.
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in Fig. 7.9 are then the symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of these local states.
An alternative view is provided by a time-domain approach. Let us take a state which is
localized in one of the minima (i.e. a superposition of the two lowest eigenstates shown in
Fig. 7.9) as an initial wave packet. This wave packet will oscillate between the two wells,
that is, it will tunnel through the potential barrier. Adopting the results of Section 3.8.7 the
oscillation period is given by 27rAlAEo (cf. Eq. (3.313)).
In the following we will focus on the (energy-domain) tunneling splitting, which is experimentally accessible, e.g., by high-resolution vibration-rotation spectroscopy. In particular we will address the question how this tunneling splitting is influenced by the coupling to intramolecular modes. However, let us start with the one-dimensional case shown
in Fig. 7.9. An expression for the splitting can be obtained from standard quasi-classical
Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin theory, which gives

AE, = -exp{-"
fuJ
7r

SB

fl

-sg

(7.2)

Here w is a characteristic frequency in the lefdright well and E is the energy of the localized
lefdright states. From Eq. (7.2) it is obvious that the tunneling splitting is rather sensitive to
the details of the potential energy surface and in particular to the energetic separation between
the considered state and the top of the barrier as well as to the tunneling distance 2sB. Thus
the splitting increases for excited states as shown in Fig. 7.9. From the dynamics perspective
this implies that, for instance, an initially prepared localized wave packet on the left side of
the barrier will be transferred faster with increasing energy.
So far we have considered a one-dimensional situation. However, from Fig. 7.8 it is clear
the PT in principle is a multidimensional process and an accurate treatment has to take into
account the coupling, e.g., to the heavy atom vibrations of the immediate surrounding. Due to
the exponential dependence of the tunneling splitting on the details of the overlapping wave
functions in the classically forbidden region, the calculation of tunneling splittings can be
considered as a critical test of the accuracy of theoretical methods. This holds in particular
as tunneling splittings can be rather accurately measured, e.g., with gas phase high resolution
spectroscopy.
Let us discuss the effect of linear coupling (antisymmetric) and promoting (symmetric)
modes on the tunneling splitting. In Fig. 7.10 we give an example of a four-dimensional
reaction surface calculation (see, Eq. (2.105)) for the PT in a derivative of tropolone (for the
reaction scheme see panel (A)). The potential includes the two coordinates for the motion of
the proton in the plane of the molecule as well as a symmetrically and an antisymmetrically
coupled skeleton normal mode (for the normal mode displacement vectors see panel (B)). We
have also plotted two-dimensional projections of the full four-dimensional potential as well
as of selected eigenfunctions in Fig. 7.1 OC.
Let us first consider the effect of a promoting type (symmetric coupling) mode. Already
from Fig. 7.8 it is clear that a symmetric coupling leads to an effective reduction of the barrier.
In the left panel of Fig. 7.10 it is seen that the overall bending of the two-dimensional potential
is reflected in the ground state wave functions. Thus the overlap in the barrier region will be
increased and the tunneling splitting is larger as compared to the case of no coupling to this
mode. Upon excitation of the symmetric mode only (not to be confused with the excited
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Figure 7.10: PES and eigenfunctions of (in plane) PT in 3,74ichlorotropolone (panel A). The twodimensional projections of the potential energy surface (first row of panel C) and the related probability
densities (second and third row of panel C) correspond to some eigenfunctions of a four-dimensional
ab initio quantum chemical Cartesian reaction surface Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.105). The influence of a
symmetric (left column) and an antisymmetric (right column) normal mode (displacement vectors in
panel B) is shown. The results have been obtained for the case that the proton moves on a straight
line (3) orthogonal to Cz symmetry axis going through the transition state. The ground state tunneling
splitting is 3 cm-' (upper eigenfunctions). For the excitation of the symmetric/antisymmetricmode
(lower lefdlower right) the splitting amounts to 17 cm-'/4 cm-'. (figure courtesy of K. Giese)
doublet in Fig. 7.9) the wave function overlap increases further and so does the splitting in the
excited doublet.
The situation is more complicated for the linear (antisymmetric) coupling mode shown in
the right panel of Fig. 7.10. From the projection of the ground state wave function on the PT
coordinate s and the antisymmetric coordinate qas it is seen that the presence of an antisym-
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metric mode may reduce the tunneling splitting since left and right parts of the ground state
wave function are shifted in opposite directions. In principle one would expect such a behavior also for the excited states with respect to this mode (see lower right panel in Fig. 7.10).
However, for the excited state wave functions a comparison with the ground state already indicates that the details of the overlap in the barrier region will strongly depend on the position
of the nodes along the oscillator coordinate in the left and right well. Therefore, in principle it
is possible that the magnitude of the tunnel splitting even may oscillate when going to higher
excited states due to interference between the localized wave functions which overlap in the
barrier region and give rise to the tunneling splitting.

7.2.4 The Proton Transfer Hamiltonian in the Condensed Phase
After having discussed the influence of intramolecular modes which are immediately coupled
to the PT coordinate let us next include the interaction with some environmental degrees of
freedom such as a solvent. In principle one should distinguish between intramolecular and
environmental coordinates in the following discussion. This would be particularly important,
if some intramolecular modes have a distinct effect on the PT coordinate such that they cannot
be treated on the same level of approximation as the remaining environment (see below). For
simplicity, however, we do not make this distinction and comprise all degrees of freedom
(intramolecular and environment) into the coordinate 2 = {Zk}.The total Hamiltonian can
then be written as follows
( s ) is given by the first term in Eq. (7.1)
Here, the Hamiltonian of the PT coordinate HProt,,,,
is the Hamiltonian for
(notice that in general s can be 3 three-dimensional vector), HR(Z)
, ) comprises the
the environment (solvent or protein plus intramolecular modes), and V ( s 2
interaction between the PT coordinate and the environment. Notice that Eq. (7.3) has the form
of a system-bath Hamiltonian (cf. Eq. (3.3)); in the spirit of Chapter 3 the proton coordinate
can be considered as being the relevant system while the remaining coordinates 2 form the
reservoir.
The interaction potential V ( s ,2 ) can be partitioned into a short-range and a long-range
part. Quite often it is reasonable to assume that the short-range part will be dominated by
the interaction of the solvent with the intramolecular modes, since the respective donor and
acceptor groups will shield the proton from direct collisions with the solvent. The long-range
Coulomb interaction, however, influences the PT directly, since the latter is often accompanied
by a large change of the dipole moment. In fact a polar solvent is very likely to stabilize one
of the two configurations found in the gas phase double-well potential. This is typical, for
instance, for hydrogen-bonded acid-base complexes, where the ionic form may be stabilized
in polar solution.
In practical condensed phase calculations the environmental degrees of freedom are normally treated by classical mechanics. On the other hand, it is often necessary to describe the
proton quantum mechanically. The Hamiltonian HprOton
( s )may be obtained, for instance, by
performing gas phase quantum chemical calculations for an appropriately chosen reference
system which contains the PT coordinate. The interaction V ( s ;2 ) then may enter via effective pair (e.g.. Lennard-Jones) and Coulomb potentials. One of the essential ingredients here
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Figure 7.11: Quantum4assical hybrid treatment of the hydride (H-) transfer reaction catalyzed by
the enzyme dihydrofolate reductase. In the three-dimensional structure (for Eschen'chia coli, left) the
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) cofactor to the (protonated) 7,84ihydrofolate
(DHF) are labelled. The hydride transfer takes place from the donor carbon (CD)of the NADPH to the
acceptor carbon (CA) of DHF. In the right panel adiabatic wave functions are plotted for the hydride
at three representative configurations of the environmental (DHF substrate, NADPH cofactor, protein,
solvating water molecules) coordinates along the reaction path. The immediate surrounding of the donor
and acceptor sites are also shown. (figure courtesy of S. Hammes-Schiffer, for more details see also
[Aga02])

is a detailed model for the charge distribution along the FT
' coordinate. Besides this atomistic
view one can also introduce the solvent by means of a continuum model in close analogy to
the treatment of electron transfer (cf. Section 6.5).
In the following we will consider two different ways of rewriting the Hamiltonian (7.3)
such that it becomes suitable for treating F T in the adiabatic and nonadiabatic limits.

Adiabatic Representation
The Born-Oppenheimer separation of electronic and nuclear motions provided the key to
electronic and vibrational spectra and dynamics (cf. Chapter 2). In fact the small mass of the
proton makes it tempting to separate its motion from the slow dynamics of its environment
(for example, intramolecular heavy atom modes or collective protein modes etc.). Assuming
that the set { Z k } of coordinates and the proton coordinate s are adiabatically separable, it
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is reasonable to define an adiabatic proton wave function as the solution of the following
Schrodinger equation for fixed values of the environmental coordinates 2:
(Hproton(*g) f

v(s7 2 ) )X A ( S 7

z)= E A ( Z ) X A ( S , 2 )

(7.4)

*

Here, the eigenenergies along the proton coordinate E A ( Z )( A = 0 , 1 , 2 , .. .) and the wave
function X A (s, 2 ) depend parametrically on the coordinates Z in analogy to the parametric
dependence of the electronic energies on the nuclear coordinates in Chapter 2. Given the
adiabatic basis functions I X A ) the total nuclear wave function can be expanded as follows
(7.5)

Stressing the analogy with the electronic-nuclear situation of Section 2.3, the Z A ( Z )can
be considered as the wave functions for the motion of the slow (environmental) degrees of
freedom in the protonic adiabatic state J x A ) . The respective equations for their determination
follow in analogy to Eq. (2.18) and will not be repeated here.
It should be pointed out, that for a condensed phase environment a classical treatment
of the reservoir coordinates 2 will be necessary using, e.g., the quantum-classical hybrid
methods discussed in Section 3.1 1. In Fig. 7.1 1 we show an example for an adiabatic protonic
wave function in a classical environment. Three snapshots are plotted along the reaction path
of a hydride (H-) transfer reaction catalyzed by an enzyme.

Diabatic Representation
The diabatic representation is convenient if the proton wave function is rather localized at
the donor or acceptor site of the hydrogen bond. This will be the case for systems with a
rather high barrier (weak hydrogen bonds). Following the strategy of Section 2.7 we define
diabatic proton states for the reactant and the product configuration according to some properly
chosen Hamiltonian H R ( s , 2 ) and H p ( s , Z),respectively. This means that we have solved
the eigenvalue problem
HR/P(S7 z ) x j R / j p ( s ,

2 ) = E j R / j p ( Z ) X j R / j p (s,

z)
3

(jR/jP)

= 0,17 2 , . . .. (7.6)

Here, the E j R / j P ( 2 )define the diabatic potential energy surfaces for the motion of the environmental degrees of freedom in the reactantlproduct state. The total PT Hamiltonian in the
diabatic representation can then be written as
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The diabatic basis can be used for expansion of the total wave function:
(7.9)
The analogy between the present treatment and that of the electron-vibrational problem discussed in Chapters 2,5, and 6 is apparent. In the spirit of the diabatic representation introduced
in Section 2.7, the diabatic Hamiltonians H R , P ( S ,2)will be conveniently chosen such that
the coupling is only in the potential energy operator (static coupling).

7.3 Adiabatic Proton Transfer
The regime of adiabatic F
T is characteristic for strong hydrogen bonds. In this situation the
potential energy curve often has only a single minimum or a rather low barrier. The heavy
atom coordinates will move so slowly that the proton can respond “instantaneously” to any
, as a solution of the Schrodinger equation (7.4)
change in 2.Thus its wave functions x ~ ( s2)
will always correspond to the potential which follows from the actual configuration of 2 (see
Figs. 7.1 1 and 7.12).
In order to explore some general features of the potential energy curve for adiabatic PT
let us consider the situation of a reactant state with equilibrated heavy atom coordinates as
shown in left panel of Fig. 7.12. The potential obtained by varying the PT coordinate but
keeping the heavy atom coordinates in V ( s ,2 ) f i e d will be asymmetric. On the other hand,
any displacement of the heavy atom coordinates will influence the potential for PT. Suppose
we have moved the heavy atom configuration such that it corresponds to some symmetric
transition state. Then the potential for PT will be symmetric (upper panel of Fig. 7.12) with
the lowest eigenstate along the proton coordinate being possibly above the top of the barrier.
If we promote the heavy atom coordinates to their equilibrated product configuration, the PT
potential will become asymmetric again but with the more stable configuration being on the
product side (right panel of Fig. 7.12). For the asymmetric reactant and product states it is
reasonable to assume that the protonic wave function will be rather localized in these states.
In the symmetric case, however, it may be delocalized with respect to the FT coordinate s.
Suppose the system was initially in the lowest proton eigenstate XO(S, 2)corresponding
to the reactant configuration of 2. From the discussion above it is clear that it requires some
flucruations of the heavy atom coordinates in order to move the system from the reactant to
the product state. In practice it can be either the fluctuation of the dipole moments of the
solvent or the fluctuation of some strongly coupled mode. Looking at Fig. 7.12 we notice that
adiabatic F’T corresponds to the situation where the proton remains in its lowest eigenstate
when the heavy atom coordinates move towards the product configuration.
In principle we have separated our total system into a relevant and an environmental part
(cf. Eq. (7.3)). This would suggest to use the methods of quantum statistical dynamics which
have been introduced in Chapter 3. In particular one could straightforwardly write down a
Quantum Master Equation for the time evolution of the reduced proton density matrix. This
would require to make some assumptions concerning the spectral density of the environment,
or to do some classical simulation of the spectral density as outlined in Section 4.3. In fact
there might be cases where such a treatment is justified. However, in general the interaction
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Figure 7.12: Schematic view of the potential energy curve for PT in the adiabatic regime. Here the
proton wave function adjusts instantaneously to the actual configuration of its environment. The three
different panels correspondto environmental degrees of freedom “frozen” at their reactant (R), transition,
and product (P) configuration (from left to right). The proton is always in its lowest eigenstate (for an
application, see Fig. 7.1 I).

with the surroundings cannot be treated using perturbation theory. This already becomes
obvious by inspecting the schematic potential energy surface shown in Fig. 7.12.
Therefore, a realistic modelling of PT in solution can only be achieved by resorting to
quantum-classical hybrid approach; the proton coordinate is treated quantum mechanically
and the environment classically. We note in passing that there may be situations where some
of the strongly coupled modes must be treated quantum mechanically as well. This can occur especially for coupled intramolecular modes whose frequency may exceed l c ~ Tat room
temperature.
According to Section 3.1 1 the hybrid approach requires to solve the coupled set of equations (3.407). In the present case of adiabatic dynamics the simultaneous solution of the timedependent Schrodinger equation is not necessary. Since the classical particles are assumed to
move very slowly it suffices to solve the time-independent Schrodinger equation for fixed positions of the heavy atoms. Thus, the hybrid approach can be cast into the following scheme:
Given some configuration of the environment, Z ( t ) ,the stationary Schrodinger equation (7.4)
is solved numerically. This defines, for instance, the “instantaneous” adiabatic ground state
proton wave function X O ( S , Z ( t ) )(for an example see Fig. 7.1 1).
This wave function is used to calculate the mean-field force Fk on the environmental
degrees of freedom which is given by (cf. 3.410)
Fk

=

(7.10)
Here, we used the fact that 1x0) depends only adiabatically on the coordinates Z k such that
the respective derivatives are negligibly small. The expression (7.10) is called the HellmannFeynman force. This force is now used to propagate the classical degrees of freedom by one
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Figure 7.13: The probability for the proton to be in the reactant configuration is shown for an adiabatic
PT situation. The model system is a strongly bonded XH+-X complex immersed in a polar aprotic diatomic solvent (reprinted with permission from [Bor92];copyright (1 992) American Chemical Society).

time step according to the canonical equations:

(7.1 1)
From the new positions obtained in this way, a new interaction potential V ( s ,2 ) is calculated
and the stationary Schrodinger equation for the proton wave function is solved again. This
procedure is continued until some desired final time. We emphasize that in contrast to the
general situation of Section 3.1 1 the adiabatic limit does not require a simultaneous selfconsistent solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation and Newton's equations of
motion.
How can we use the results of such a simulation to obtain, for instance, reaction rates.
Let us consider the situation of a PT system where the position of the barrier along the PT
coordinate is at s = S*. Then the probability PR that the proton is in the reactant configuration
can be calculated from the adiabatic ground state proton wave function as follows
(7.12)
This probability will be a function of time, since the adiabatic proton wave function depends
on the actual configuration of the classical coordinates, Z ( t ) . The probability PR will approach unity in the reactant state and zero after a complete transition to the product state
occurred. In Fig. 7.13 we show pR for a model PT reaction as described in the figure caption.
Here the interaction with the solvent is rather strong such that the proton is most of the time
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stabilized either on the reactant or the product side. Large fluctuations of the solvent dipoles,
however, cause occasional transitions between the two configurations, that is, the reaction
barrier is crossed.
From the knowledge of the time dependence of the reactant state population one can in
principle obtain the transition rate by simple counting the reactive barrier crossings in Fig. 7.13
during a long-time quantum-classical propagation. On the other hand, one could also adapt
the definitions of transfer rates given in Section 6.8.2. Alternatively one can use PR to calculate the reactive flux of quantum and classical particles across some surface dividing reactants
from products.

7.4 Nonadiabatic Proton Transfer
Whenever we have a situation where the hydrogen bond is rather weak, the concepts of adiabatic PT discussed in the previous section can no longer be applied. Here the reaction barrier
will be rather high and consequently the splitting between the two lowest eigenstates is small.
Thus the different adiabatic states come close to each other and nonadiabatic transitions become rather likely at normal temperatures (cf. upper panel of Fig. 7.7). On the other hand, the
transfer time will be long compared with typical relaxation time scales for the environment.
We have already seen in Chapter 6 that this situation is most conveniently described using a
diabatic representation of the Hamiltonian as given by Eq. (7.7). We will focus on a situation
of a protonic two-state system. This may be appropriate at temperatures low enough such that
the second pair of vibrational states (in an only modestly asymmetric PT potential, cf. Fig.
7.7) is thermally not occupied. The two states will be labelled as j = ( R ,P ) .
Since we have assumed that the conditions for nonadiabatic PT are fulfilled we can straightforwardly write down the rate for transitions between the diabatic reactant and product states
using the Golden Rule expression of Section 3.59. Suppose the stationary Schrodinger equation for the environmental degrees of freedom
[Ej(z)

+ H R ( Z ) ) ]E j , N ( z ) = E j , N z j , N ( z ) >

j = ( R ,P )

(7.13)

has been solved, the Golden Rule transition rate reads

Here the N = { N k } comprises the quantum numbers for the environmental degrees of freedom Z , in the reactant and product diabatic state. Of course, expression (7.14) is only of
limited value since calculating the eigenstates of the environment is in the general case impossible. However, as in the case of electron transfer one can obtain analytical expression for the
limit of a harmonic oscillator environment. We are not going to repeat the derivations given
in Section 6.4 which can easily be adapted to the present situation. Also the general reasoning
which led to the introduction of the dielectric continuum model for the solvent in Section 6.5
applies and the respective expressions can be translated into the present situation.
For PT reactions, however, it may often be necessary to include a coordinate dependence
of the diabatic state coupling, that is, to go beyond the Condon approximation, which has
been used in the treatment of nonadiabatic electron transfer. This is basically due to the
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intramolecular promoting modes which may have a drastic influence on the FT rate. Note
that this influence will be even more pronounced in the nonadiabatic regime, where the tunnel
coupling is rather small. Compared to the dominant effect of possible promoting modes, the
dependence of the diabatic coupling on the solvent coordinates is often neglected. For the
actual form of this dependence it is reasonable to assume an expression which is similar to the
one introduced for electron transfer in Eq. (6.28). Note, however, that the parameter p which
characterizes the wave function overlap is much larger for PT than for electron transfer, since
the protonic wave function will be more localized.
In case of a coordinate dependent state coupling, but also for more general (not harmonic)
environments it is necessary to return to the definition of the transfer rate in terms of correlation functions as given in Eq. (3.131). Adopting Eq. (3.131) to the present situation, the PT
rate can be written as
kR+P

= 'R
2ht!

Jd"

dt

trR

{ ~ R e " H ~ ' t / h v R p ( z ) e - i H ~ ) t / .h v ~ ~(7.15)
(z)}
+

Here we used the shorthand notation
= E ~ / p ( z ) H R ( Z ) ,RR is the statistical
operator for the reactant state, and the trace is also performed with respect to the reactant
states. Equation (7.15) can be transformed into a more convenient form by using the operator
identity

(7.16)
Introducing the time-dependent energy gap between reactant and product state configurations
as

AH(I)(t)= , i H g ' t / h H
():

-

~ g ,)- i H) g ' t / h

>

(7.17)

we can rewrite Eq. (7.15) as

(7.18)
where the interaction representation of V ~ p ( 2is)with respect to HE'. In the context of
linear optical spectroscopy of molecular systems expressions of the type (7.18) have been
shown to be amenable to a classical treatment (cf. Section 5.3.5). This requires to replace the
quantum dynamics of the environment, which is introduced via V$j!,(Z,t ) and AH(')(t),by
classical dynamics on the diabatic reactant state potential energy surface, or more specifically
V i J ( Z t, ) is replaced by V R p ( Z ( t )and
) A H ( ' ) ( t )by A H ( Z ( t ) ) Here
.
the time dependence
of the coordinates is governed by the equations of motion of classical mechanics. In addition
the time-ordered exponential in Eq. (7.18) can be replaced by an ordinary exponential in the
classical approximation. Finally, the thermal averaging in Eq. (7.18) has to be performed with
respect to some classical thermal distribution function for the reactant state as discussed in
Section 3.1 1.
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7.5 The Intermediate Regime: From Quantum to
Quantum-Classical Hybrid Methods
The Golden Rule description in the previous section was based on the assumption of weak
hydrogen bonding. In other words, the energetic separation between the two lowest vibrational
states of the PT coordinate (tunnel splitting) has to be small. One consequence is that the
adiabatic approximation is no longer justified and transitions between different proton states
occur. In the previous section this has been described using coupled diabatic proton states.
In Section 7.2 we have already mentioned that the actual barrier height and therefore the
tunnel splitting is subject to strong modifications in the presence of a fluctuating environment.
Thus unless hydrogen bonding is really strong there may be no clear separation between the
adiabatic regime and some intermediate or even the nonadiabatic regime. In this case one has
to use an alternative formulation which is suited for all regimes and in particular incorporates
transitions between adiabatic proton states.
In principle one could apply the Quantum Master Equation approach of Chapter 3 and
treat the quantum dynamics of the relevant system under the influence of the dissipative environment. We have already mentioned, however, that the consideration of only a single relevant
coordinate, that is, the proton coordinate, may not be sufficient and it might be necessary to
include, for instance, several modes of the environment into the relevant system in order to
allow for a perturbative treatment of the system-environment coupling. But, in practice the
propagation of reduced density matrices in more than three dimensions requires an immense
numerical effort.
In the following we will first discuss a fully quantum mechanical wave packet method in
Section 7.5.1 before focusing on a quantumdassical hybrid approach in Section 7.5.2.

7.5.1 Multidimensional Wave Packet Dynamics
Suppose it is sufficient to restrict the dynamics to the proton transfer coordinate and a finite
number of nuclear coordinates. Let us further assume that the Hamiltonian is available in the
reaction surface form given by Eq. (7.1), i.e., with some (intramolecular) oscillator modes
qF. The simplest possible wave function would have the form of a Hartree product (cf. Eq.
(2.28)):
(7.19)
Using the time-dependent Dirac-Frenkel variational principle for finding the wave functions
for the different degrees of freedom such that
(7.20)
is fulfilled gives the Schrodinger equation for the reaction coordinate

a

ih-X(

at

S,

t ) = [Ts
+ uSC>F(s,t ) ]x ( s ,t ) ,

(7.21)
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where the effective potential
(7.22)
has been introduced. It contains the time-dependent mean-field potential due to the interaction
with the oscillator modes. For the latter we obtain the equations of motion
(7.23)
Here, we defined the time-dependent linear driving forces for the oscillator dynamics F< (t) =
(X(t)lFE(s)IX(t)).This quantity is averaged with respect to the proton coordinate, that is,
it contains the mean-field interaction for the oscillator modes. Furthermore, notice that
Eq. (7.23) describes a harmonic oscillator with time-dependent driving force. Therefore, if
the reservoir is initially in the ground state and described by an uncorrelated Gaussian wave
packet, the dynamics which is initiated by the interaction with the proton coordinate is that
of a Gaussian wave packet with a time-dependent mean value. Since the dynamics of both
subsystems is determined by simultaneous solution of Eqs. (7.21) and (7.23) this approach is
called time-dependent self-consistent$eld method.
The approach outlined so far is rather appealing for it allows to treat a fair number of
degrees of freedom on a quantum mechanical level. It may provide a reasonable description
for hydrogen bond motion in the vicinity of a minimum on the potential energy surface or
for strong hydrogen bonds. On the other hand, for proton transfer reactions between reactant
and product potential wells it is likely to run into trouble. The reason lies in the mean-field
character of the coupling. To illustrate this, suppose that we are interested in the force which
acts on some oscillator coordinate if the proton is in its vibrational ground state X O ( S ) . For
a symmetric double minimum potential the ground state wave function will obey X O ( S ) =
X O ( - S ) (cf. Fig. 7.9). Hence, given an antisymmetric coupling like F<(s) 0: s (cf. Fig. 7.8,
right panel), the mean force will vanish. Although this is an extreme example it becomes
clear that upon PT the force on the oscillator modes may change considerably such that for
a rather delocalized proton wave packet details of this coupling are averaged out leading to a
qualitatively wrong behavior.
Whenever only a few degrees of freedom have to be considered one can resort to numerically exact methods which allow to account for all relevant correlations. Here, the most
versatile approach is the extension of the self-consistent field approach to include a superposition of different Hartree-products, i.e. the multi-configuration time-dependent Hartree
method (for an overview, see [BecOO]).
A recipe for including correlations beyond the mean-field approximation even for rather
large systems is most easily appreciated if we return to the diabatic picture of some general
system-bath Hamiltonian as given by Eq. (7.7).3 Having defined diabatic proton states for the
reactant and product we can use the coupled-channel approach introduced in Section 5.7.2.
To this end let us expand the time-dependent total wave function in terms of the stationary
'It is rather straightforward to map this general Hamiltonian onto the specific reaction surface Hamiltonian for an
oscillator reservoir.
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diabaric proton states as follows (cf. Eq. (7.9))
(b(.s,Z;t)=

a,(z;t)Xj(s,Z).

(7.24)

j=(jR ,jp)

In analogy to Section 5.7.2 one obtains the following coupled-channel equation for the time) t),
dependent wave function of the environment, E j = ( j R , j p(2;

a

i h--"'(Z; t ) = ( E j ( 2 )+ H R ( Z ) ) a j ( Z ; t )+
ataJ

& j t ( z )E

jJ(z;t).

(7.25)

j'#j

Given a diabatic Hamiltonian as in Eq. (7.7) this equation is in principle exact. However,
unless the number of environmental degrees of freedom can be restricted to just a few the
numerical effort for solving the coupled channel equations is prohibitive. Therefore, it is
customary to neglect correlations between different environmental coordinates and assume
that the wave function for the different diabatic states of the proton, Z j (2;t ) ,can be factorized
as follows4

(7.26)
Using this factorization ansatz and employing again the Dirac-Frenkel time-dependent variational principle (cf. Eq. (7.20)) one obtains the following equation for the wave function
zj ( Z k ;

t)

(7.27)
We can identify this as a mean-jield approach, i.e., the time evolution of the wave function for
the environmental degree of freedom Zk is determined by the averaged potential of all other
degrees of freedom Z k ' # k . The effective time-dependent Hamiltonian entering Eq. (7.27) is
given by

H j( je ,m ( 2 k ; t ) =

s

dZE3f(Z;t)[c5jjt (Ej(Z)+H~(Z))+(l-c5jj~)~j~(Z)]Zj~(Z;
(7.28)

Here we introduced 2 as the shorthand notation for all coordinates 2 except z
have used

-. = j ( Z ; t )=

n

zj(2k';t).

k .

Further we

(7.29)

k'#k

This approximate treatment allows to consider much larger environments but neglects any
correlation effects in the dynamics of different environmental degrees of freedom. However, in
contrast to the time-dependent self-consistent field approach the force acting on the reservoir
particles depends on the diabatic state of the reaction coordinate.
'Note that the following treatment is not unique to proton transfer, i.e.,it can be applied to the electron-vibrational
dynamics as well.
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7.5.2

Surface Hopping

Due to the complexity of the environment, however, one often wants to retain its classical
description. From Eq.(7.24) it is obvious that in general the total system is in a superposition
state with respect to the diabatic proton states. This introduces some conceptual difficulty
since the classical environment cannot be in such a state, i.e., it cannot experience the forces
due to both diabatic proton states at the same time. One possibility to solve this problem
approximately is to average the forces on the classical degrees of freedom with respect to the
quantum states. However, this will only be a good approximation if these forces are not very
different in the two quantum states which is often not the case.
An alternative and simple classical approach incorporatingquantum transitions is given by
the su$ace hopping method which had been introduced in Section 3.1 I .2. Here, the classical
propagation of the environmental degrees of freedom is combined with certain prescriptions
for quantum transitions in the quantum subsystem.
For the simulation of PT reactions one employs the instantaneous adiabaric proton states
which have to be determined according to Eq. (7.4) for each time step. The protonic wave
function at any time step can then be expanded in terms of this instantaneous adiabatic basis
set according to5
(7.30)
Inserting this expression into the time-dependent Schrodinger equation with the Hamiltonian
given by Eq. (7.4) one obtains the following set of equations
(7.31)
The last factor on the right-hand side can be identified with the nonadiabatic coupling matrix
(cf. Eq. (3.418)). The quantum-classical propagation then proceeds as explained in Section
3.1 1.2. The surface hopping method gives a means to calculate, for instance, transitions rates
without referring to any particular limit of PT.6 Since the proton coordinate is treated quantum
mechanically, effects of tunneling and zero-point motion are naturally included. It should be
emphasized again that the incorporation of nonadiabatic transitions relies on some ad hoc
stochastic model which, however, uses information about the probability distribution with
respect to the proton states.
In the enzymatic catalysis example given in Fig. 7.1 1, the surface hopping method was
used to address the influence of quantum effects for hydride (H-)transfer. Nonadiabatic transitions where found to have only a minor effect on the rate for this process.

5Note that in general any suitable basis set can be used, but this would require to calculate matrix elements of the
protonic Hamiltonian on the right-hand side of EQ. (7.31).
6This can be done, for instance, by partitioning the possible values of the PT coordinate into reactant and product
side configuration. Based on the expectation value of the FT' coordinate for a given classical trajectory, it can be
decided whether a reactive transition between the reactant and the product configuration occurred.
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8 Exciton Transfer

The transfer of electronic excitation energy within a molecular aggregate will be considered.
Attention is focused on the so-called Frenkel exciton model, where the moving excitation energy is completely built up as an intramolecular excitation and no charge transfer between
different molecules occurs. The construction of the Hamiltonian governing Frenkel exciton
motion is explained in detail. We will discuss the coupling of electronic excitations between
different molecules which causes excitation delocalization and exciton transfer; as well as the
interaction with the vurious types of vibrational degrees of freedom. Exciton transfer in a
situation of weak and of strong dissipation is described. The latter case directly leads to the
well-established Forster theory for incoherent exciton hopping. It is shown how the Forster
trunsfer rate cun be expressed in terms of the emission and absorption spectra of the donor
molecule and the acceptor molecule, respectively. The optical absorption spectra of the whole
uggregate are also computed. Finally, the exciton-exciton annihilation process is shortly described.
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8.1 Introduction
In the following we will discuss the electronic excitation energy transfer (XT) between two
molecules according to the general scheme

MT + Mz

+ Mi + M; .

(8.1)

For clarity each molecule is described by two states, that is, a LUMO and a HOMO. The
starting point is a situation where molecule 1 has been excited (MI), for instance, by means
of an external laser pulse, and molecule 2 is in its ground state ( M z ) . Then the Coulomb
interaction between these molecules leads to a reaction where molecule 1 is de-excited and the
electrostaticenergy is transferred to molecule 2 which is excited (see Fig. 8.1). Alternatively,
the product state can be also reached via an electron exchange between M1 and M2. The
electron in the LUMO of M I moves to the LUMO of M2 and the hole in the HOMO of M I is
filled by an electron of the HOMO of M z . The latter process requires that the wave functions
overlap between M1 and M z ,while the former process may take place even if both molecules
are spatially well separated. The quantum mechanical state consisting of an excited electron
and an unoccupieQHOM0 (a hole) at the same molecule is called Frenkel exciton.
Frenkel excitons are encountered in associated and non-covalently bound complexes. Examples are molecular crystals of aromatic compounds such as benzene or naphthalene, for
instance, and rare gases in the solid phase. Another important class of Frenkel exciton systems are dye aggregates (for instance, isocyanine or pseudo-isocyanine). Upon aggregation
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Figure 8.1: Excitation energy transfer between molecules M1 and Mz. MI is initially in the excited
state in which one electron has been promoted from the HOMO to the LUMO (left panels). In the final
state MI is in its ground state and M:!is excited (right panel). In the upper-left scheme the Coulomb
interaction J triggers the exchange of excitation energy. In the lower-left scheme the exchange of
excitation energy is combined with an exchange of electrons.
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Figure 8.2: Molecular structure of the dye TDBC (5,5’,6,6’-tetrachloro-l,1 ’-diethyl-3,3’-di(4sulfobuty1)- benzimidazolcarbocyanine) forming J-aggregates, together with the room temperature
monomer absorption (in methanol) and the J-band (in water). (reprinted with permission from [Mo195];
copyright (1995) American Institute of Physics)

which occurs in solution or in thin solid films, the dyes form rod-like arrangements consisting
of several hundreds of molecules (see Figs. 8.2 and 8.3). In the last two decades also biological chromophore complexes attracted broad interest. The light-harvesting complex of natural
photosynthetic antenna systems represents one of the most fascinating examples where the
concept of Frenkel excitons could be applied. Both primary steps of photosynthesis, that is,
directed excitation energy transfer in the antenna (solar energy collection) and charge transfer
in the reaction center (connected with charge separation), have been subject to considerable
efforts over the last decades. Schematic views of two types of antenna systems which form
pigment-protein complexes are shown in Figs. 8.4 and 8.5.
An indication for the formation of an aggregate is the change from a broad monomeric
absorption band to a comparatively sharp and shifted aggregate absorption band as is shown
for TDBC in Fig. 8.2. This narrowing of the absorption is due to the mutual interaction of the
monomers in the aggregate. It will be discussed in more detail in Section 8.7 .
The theoretical and experimental investigation of the behavior of excitons in molecular
aggregates has a long tradition. Early theoretical contributions by T. Forster and D. L. Dexter
were based on an incoherent rate equation approach. The variety of phenomena highlighted
in recent discussions ranges from cooperative radiative decay (superradiance) and disorderinduced localization to nonlinear effects like exciton annihilation and two-exciton state for-
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Figure 8.3: Cylindrical J-aggregate of an amphiphilic dye. The basic structure is shown in the lowerleft part in a box with L = 1.9 nm, D = 0.4 nm, and H = 1 .O nm. The transition dipole moment lies in the
direction of the long edge. Upper-left part: single circle built by 10 molecules, right part: tenfold helix
formed by five of the shown circles. (reprinted with permission from [SpiO2] ;copyright (2002) Elsevier
Science B.V.)

mation. There exists also a large number of theoretical investigations focusing on exciton
transport in molecular systems beyond the rate limit. Particularly successful in this respect
has been the so-called Huken-Sfmbl-Reineker model, which describes the influence of the
environment on the exciton motion in terms of a stochastic process.
The case opposite to the Frenkel exciton, where electron and hole are separated by a
distance much larger than the spacing between neighboring molecules, is called WannierMot? exciton. It occurs in systems with strong binding forces between constituent molecules
or atoms such as covalently bound semiconductors. Frequently, also an intermediate form, the
charge transfer exciton, is discussed. Here electrons and holes reside on molecules which are
not too far apart. This type of exciton appears if the wave functions of the involved molecules
are sufficiently overlapping, as is necessary for an electron transfer reaction (cf. Chapter 6).
Charge transfer excitons can be found, for example, in polymeric chains formed by silicon
compounds (polysilanes).
This chapter will focus on the description of Frenkel excitons in molecular aggregates.
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Figure 8.4: Schematic view of the so-called LH2 antenna which is typical for a number of photosynthetic bacteria (left panel). The active pigments are bacteriochlorophylla molecules (BChl a), of which
only the porphyrine planes are shown. These pigment molecules form two rings interconnected by
carotenoids (Car) and stabilized by proteins (not shown). Since the two pigment rings differ by their
absorption wavelength (800 nm and 850 nm) they are labelled as B800 and B850. Important excited
electronic states of all pigments are displayed in the right panel. (LH2 figure courtesy of J. Herek)

The term “aggregate” is used to characterize a molecular system which consists, at least, of
some hundred non-covalently bound molecules. Occasionally, we will also use the term chromophore complex. The electronic excitation energy in an aggregate can move as an exciton
over the whole system according to the reaction scheme given in Eq. (8.1).’ The initial state
relevant for the transfer process is often created by means of an external laser pulse resonant to
the respective So + S
1 transitions. In general, this state is a superposition of eigenstates of the
molecular system including the mutual Coulomb interaction, i.e., it may contain contributions
of all monomers. In terms of the corresponding wave functions this implies a delocalization
over the whole aggregate (provided that the wavelength of the exciting light is large compared
to the aggregate size). The degree of delocalization and the type of motion initiated by the
external field (cf. Fig. 8.6) depends crucially on the interaction between the exciton system
with environmental DOF such as intramolecular nuclear motions. As it has been already discussed in connection with our studies on electron transfer reactions (cf. Section 6.3) the ratio
between the characteristic times of intramolecular (vibrational) relaxation and intermolecular
transitions decides on the particular way the XT proceeds. Two limiting cases are displayed in
Fig. 8.6. If the intramolecular relaxation is fast (compared with the intermolecular transitions)
then the excitation remains localized and the XT is named incoherent. In the contrary case the
excitation may move as a delocalized state through the aggregate, i.e. the XT is a coherent
transfer. A more detailed discussion will be given in Section 8.4
‘Since in the experiment any regular structure of the aggregate is disturbed by external influences exciton motion

is restricted to smaller parts of the whole aggregate (see below).
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Figure 8.5: Schematic view on a single subunit of the Fenna-Mathew-Olsen complex (located in the
base plate of the green sulphur bacterium Prosthecochloris aestuarii). Shown are the seven bacteriochlorophylla molecules as well as the backbone of the carrier protein. The right panel displays the
energetic position of the seven single-exciton levels (around 1.54 eV) and of the 21 tw-xciton
levels
(around 3.8 eV, together with seven higher singlet excitations, cf. Sections 8.2.3 and 8.8.1).

First, we give in Section 8.2 some fundamentals of exciton theory, introducing the single
and the two-exciton states, and discussing the coupling to vibrational DOE Although we
introduce the higher excited aggregate states which contain two (or even more) excitations
(cf. Figs. 8.7 and 8.16), only the related phenomenon of exciton-exciton annihilation will be
discussed in the supplementary Section 8.8.1. Techniques to describe the different regimes
of exciton dynamics are presented in the Sections 8.5 and 8.6. Optical properties of different
aggregates are described in Section 8.7.

8.2 The Exciton Hamiltonian
Let us consider a molecular aggregate consisting of Nmolmolecules arranged in an arbitrary
geometry and with the center of mass of the mth molecule located at X
, with respect to the
origin of some coordinate system. The aggregate Hamiltonian Haggcan be constructed in
similarity to the Hamiltonian Hmolof a single molecule (cf. Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.7). In
the present case, however, a separation into intramolecular and intermolecular contributions is
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Figure 8.6: Schematic illustration o f coherent (left) and incoherent (right) exciton motion in a chromophore complex (formed by pheophorbide-a molecules in a layer of behenic acid molecules, after
[Kor98]). The shaded area symbolizes the exciton extending over several monomers in the left panel. In
the right panel the excitation hops from molecule to molecule (at a certain time the excitation is present
at the different molecules with a certain probability corresponding to the grey scale).

advisable:
rri

mn

The intramolecular contributions H , describe individual molecules and are identical with
the expression of HIllOl
in Eq. (2.1 14). All types of intermolecular Coulomb interaction are
(el-el)
comprised in V,, ( R ) ,the intermolecular electron4ectron interaction Vm,
, the inter(nur-nur)
(el-nuc)
molecular coupling among the nuclei Vm,
, and the electron-nuclei coupling Vmn
(between electrons of molecule m with the nuclei of molecule n ) as well as the coupling
\,( rluc-el)
, where electrons and nuclei have been interchanged. Note that for situations where
mn
we can restrict the description to valence electrons only, “nuclei” means nuclei plus core electrons. Since an aggregate formed by single molecules is considered, the nuclear (vibrational)
coordinates can be split up into intramolecular coordinates Rintra,and intermolecular coordinates Rinter.The set Rilltraseparates into single-molecule contributions, Rintra= { R c t r a ) } ,
and the Rint,erdescribe the motion of the molecules relative to one another. However, all environmental degrees of freedom, for example, those of a solvent, will also be included into the
set Rintrr.’
*Different models of the description of a solvent have been presented in the foregoing chapters. In Chapter 3
we introduced models to handle the coupling of a solvent to intramolecular vibrational processes. If the solvent
molecules posses a permanent dipole moment, a description by means of macroscopic electrodynamics for dielectric
media becomes possible. This has been presented in Chapter 6.
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For further treatment we split up the electronic part Hk') of the Hamiltonian H, in
Eq. (8.2). It is formally identical to the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (2.1 I), but in the present
case the set R of all nuclear coordinates of the aggregate enters the electronic-nuclear interaction (cf. Eq. (2.6)). Therefore, the electronic spectrum of Hk" will differ from that in the
gas phase. In order to obtain a classification of transfer processes with respect to intramolecular electronic excitations, we expand the aggregate Hamiltonian Eq. (8.2) in terms of the
of the single molecules m. The label a counts the actual
adiabatic electronic states, Iqma),
electronic state (SO,S1, etc.). These states are defined via the stationary Schrodinger equation
for a single molecule (cf. Eq. (2.12), r, denotes the set of electronic coordinates of the mth
molecule)

(8.3)
Note that states belonging to different molecules are not orthogonal. Further it is important
to keep in mind that all quantities in Eq. (8.3) depend on the complete set R of all nuclear

coordinate^.^

Next we construct an expansion basis for the electronic states of the total aggregate. This
will be done in analogy to the treatment presented in Section 2.4. First, we define the Hartree
product ansatz (see Eq. (2.28))

m=l

In a second step we generate an antisymmetric wave function (see Eq. (2.29)):

Here, P generates a permutation of electron coordinates of different molecules in the aggregate, and p counts the number, Np, of permutations: The set { u } of single-molecule
electronic quantum numbers describes the electronic configuration of the total aggregate.
In contrast to the Hartree-Fock procedure of Section 2.4, however, for simplicity the
single-molecule state vectors Iqma)are assumed to be known and not the subject to a variational procedure. We note again that the functions Eq. (8.5) are neither orthogonal nor normalized. This becomes particularly obvious upon expanding the Schrodinger equation for the
aggregate electronic state I$) with respect to the basis (8.5). We write

{a}

'The present use of nonorthogonal single-molecule states is similar to the treatment of bridge-mediated electron
transfer in a DA complex discussed in Section 6.2.1.
4The number N p of necessary permutations is obtained as Nel!/ n,(N,';"'!), where Nel denotes the total
number of electrons belonging to the different molecules of the aggregate. The number of electrons of the single
molecule m is given by Ne(;n).
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and obtain

As an example let us consider a simple aggregate consisting of two molecules (molecular
(el-el)
dimer). At the moment it suffices to concentrate on the electronic part V12
of the intermolecular interaction. Then, one recovers matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction which
are similar to Eq. (2.138) and Eq. (2.139). They describe the direct and the exchange contributions, respectively. For the dimer we have

=

j;I-eI)

(0102, b 2 h )

(el-el)

-K12

(0102, b 2 b i )

.

(8.8)

The direct Coulomb interaction is given by a single term as in Eq. (2.138). But the exchange
part K i : - e l ) ( u l u2, bzbl) contains different contributions depending on the number of electrons which have been interchanged between the two molecules. If only a single electron
has been exchanged between certain molecular orbitals, we recover an expression similar to
Eq. (2.139). A closer inspection of Eq. (2.139) reveals that the spatial overlap between the
two molecular orbitals, which belong to molecule 1 and to molecule 2, is responsible for the
exchange contribution (cf. Fig. 8.1). Such a wave function overlap decreases exponentially
with increasing intermolecular distance. Usually for distances larger than about 1 nanometer
one can neglect the exchange contributions to the interaction energy.
In the following we assume that the intermolecular exchange contribution can be neglected. This means that we can use the Hartree product ansatz (8.4) for the electronic wave
function of the aggregate. As a consequence of the neglect of intermolecular wave function
form a complete basis.
overlap, i.e. of the assumption ( ( P m a I p n b ) = b m a , n b , the states 147):
The expansion of the Hamiltonian Eq. (8.2) gives
=

c

(4y:IK%gl4y;)

x

lq$($y6ll

tn},{b}

(8.9)
The expression implies that Haggacts in the state space spanned by the states 475, Eq. (8.4).'
The quantities Hm(ab) are the matrix elements ( p m a ( H mI V m b ) of the single molecule part of
5The given expression avoids a notation where I'pnLa)(pmbland I'pn&a$onb)(pnc'pmdI act on the unit operator
ldrZ)(4?6I of the electronic state space. However, any use of Hagg has to be understood in this

1=
Way.

xIa),Ib)
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Eq. (8.2). They have off-diagonal contributions due to nonadiabatic couplings. The diagonal
parts are given by the eigenvalues E,, of Eq. (8.3).
The matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction (with the electron4ectron coupling reduced to the direct part) read

Jmn(ab, cd) E
=

1

((Prna(PnbIVmnI(Pnc(Prnd)

drrndrn

(el-el)
(Pka(Tfn)(Pib(Tn)Vmn
(Tmr Tn)(PnC(Tn)(Pmd(Trn)

+ 6ad6bcv$~c-nuc)
+ 6bc drm(Pk,(Trn)Vmn(el-nuc)( T m , Rintra))(Prnd(Tm)
+ 6bc

1
/

drn'PLb(Tn)V,n (nuc-el)( R p r a ) , n ) ( P n c ( T n ) .

(8.10)

To be complete we have to mentioned here that all terms in that expression depend on the
intermolecular coordinates, too, indicating, for example, a distance modulation among the
molecules. A detailed discussion of the processes corresponding to the various types of matrix
elements will be given in the next section. So far we have also assumed that the vibrational
DOF are fixed. The inclusion of their dynamics, i.e., the vibrational part of the aggregate
Hamiltonian Eq. (8.2), is investigated in Section 8.3 .

8.2.1 The %a-Level Model
In this section we will specify the Hamiltonian (8.9) to a situation where besides the electronic
ground state, SO,only the first excited singlet state, S1, of the different molecules is incorporated in the excitation energy transfer. Such a restriction is possible, for example, if a single
Sl state is initially excited, and if the S1 states of all other molecules have approximately
the same transition energy. The incorporation of further states such as triplet states or higher
excited singlet states is straightforward.

Classification of the Coulomb Couplings
We start our discussion of the Hamiltonian, Eq. (8.9), by considering the matrix elements of
(el-el)
(ab, cd).
the Coulomb interaction, J,,(ab, cd), and here first the electron4ectronpart J,,
According to the two-level assumption all electronic quantum numbers can take only two values corresponding to the ground state SO(a = g), and the excited state S1 (a = e). In Table
8.1 we summarize the physical processes contained in the different matrix elements and the
combinations of electronic state indices they correspond to. In the first row (I) all matrix
elements are listed which describe the electrostatic interaction between electronic charge densities located at molecule m and molecule n. These charge densities follow directly from the
electronic wave function of the SOor S1 state. The second row of Table 8.1 (11) contains
those matrix elements which are responsible for the interaction of the transition from g to e
(or reverse) at molecule m with the charge density of the states g and e at molecule n. Next
we have those matrix elements which cause the motion of the Frenkel excitons between different molecular sites in the aggregate (111). They describe the transition of molecule n from
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interaction process

between charges
at molecules m and n

between transitions at
molecule m with charges at n

between SO+ S1 transition at molecule n
and S1 + SOtransition at m

simultaneous excitation and de-excitation
of molecules m and n
Table 8.1: Classification of the Coulomb interaction matrix elements in Eiq. (8.10) for electronic twclevel systems (note, that JgL-"' is symmetric with respect to the site indices).

the ground to the excited state, while the reverse process takes place at molecule m. This situation is sketched in Fig. 8.1. Finally, the last row contains the processes of the simultaneous
excitation or de-excitation of both molecules (IV).
Noting Eq. (8.10) for the total coupling matrix elements, we see that those electronic
matrix elements of Table 8.1 positioned in the first and second row have to be completed by
nuclear contributions but those of row (111) and (IV) not. The total matrix elements corresponding to the type (I) describe the electrostatic interactions of two neutral molecules which
may be in different electronic states:
J*n(ab, ha) =

(el-el)
((PmacPnbll/,,
I(Pnb(Pma)
(el-nur)
+(cPmaIVmn
((Pnblv2nc-e1)I(Pnb)

Ivma) +

+v:r-nuc)

(8.1 1 )

If the electrostatic interaction energy between all charge carriers of both molecules is wellbalanced, the contribution of these matrix elements to Eq. (8.9) is negligible. In the same way
we may argue for the types of matrix elements given in row (11) of Table 8.1. We obtain, for
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example,
J m n ( a b , bc)

=

(el -nuc)
+ ((PmaIVmn
I(Pmc)

(el-el)
((Pma(Pnb1Vmn
I(Pnb(Pmc)

*

(8.12)

For a further analysis let us define the transition density as
Pmeg ( r m ; R )

= ~pk,( r m ; R)Prng ( r m ;R ) .

(8.13)

We can introduce this quantity into J m n ( a b , bc) (provided that we identified a = e , c =
9). Then, the matrix element, Eq. (8.12) determines the interaction energy of the electronic
transition density of molecule m with the electronic charge distribution (in state b ) of molecule
n as well as with the charge of its nuclei. Again, we assume that both parts of this energy
compensate each other. As a result, the matrix elements Eq. (8.12) do not contribute to Eq.
@.lo), and it remains to discuss the pure electronic matrix elements given by the type (111)
and (IV) of Table 8.1. However, the latter lead to off-resonant interaction processes which do
not conserve energy and thus give negligible contributions. The neglect of these processes is
frequently called Heitler-London approximation .
Therefore, the following discussion will be exclusively based on the use of the matrix
elements of type (111) which give resonant contributions to the Hamiltonian. They will be
denoted as
Jma

= J m n ( e , g, e, 9) .

(8.14)

and read after introduction of the transition density, Eq. (8.13)
(8.15)
The transition density gives a measure for the degree of local wave function overlap between
the electronic ground state and the excited state of molecule rn. If the transition densities
of both molecules have a spatial extension similar to the intermolecular distance one cannot
invoke any further approximation at this point. However, if the intermoleculardistance is large
compared with the transition density extension, there is no need to account for all the details
of the transition densities.

Dipole-Dipole Coupling
We will adopt this point of view and carry out a treatment similar to that of Section (2.5). There
it was shown how to remove the short-range part of the intermolecular Coulomb interaction
by employing a multipole expansion. To this end the Coulomb interaction is written in terms
of the electronic coordinates related to the center of masses, X, and X n , of the considered
molecules
(8.16)
Here, we have introduced the intermoleculardistance X m , = X m - X n , and rj(m) ( r k ( n ) )
denotes the coordinates of the jth (kth) electron at molecule rn. In a next step the multipole
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expansion in powers of Irj(m) - rk(n)l/lXmnlis performedup to the second4rderterm (cf.
Section 2.5). We abbreviate X,, = X and rj ( m )- rk ( n )= r and obtain

(8.17)
The two types of derivatives read in detail

(8.18)
and
1
(XI

r2
~(I-X)~
(XI3

(rVx)(rVx)- = --

+F

(8.19)

(el-el)

If we insert the obtained approximation for V,,
into the matrix element, Eq. (8.15), several terms will vanish because of the orthonormality of the electronic wave functions pma
(the transition density pmeg vanishes if simply integrated with respect to the electronic coordinates). We immediately see that the zeroth- and first-order terms do not contribute. If we
replace in the second-order expression r by rj (7n)- r k ( n ) ,we obtain terms where rj ( m )or
rk ( n )appear twice. Since we have drrnpmeg = 0 these terms are equal to zero. Only those
terms contribute which depend on the electronic coordinates of both molecules. They can be
collected to give the Coulomb interaction in dipole-dipole upproximarion as follows
(8.20)
The electronic dipole operator reads

(8.21)
Introducing Eq. (8.20) into Eq. (8.15) the dipole operators are replaced by transition dipole
moments (cf. Eq. (5.7))

(8.22)
Thus the electronic matrix element of Eq. (8.20) can be cast into the form
(8.23)
Note that this notation accounts for the fact that matrix element only exist for m
thermore. we introduced an orientational factor defined as

# n. Fur-
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where n, and em, are the unit vectors pointing in the directions of the transition dipole moment d , , and the distance vector X m n , respectively. As already stated, this approximate form
of the Coulomb interaction is applicable if the spatial extension of both transition densities
appearing in Eq. (8.15) is small compared to the intermolecular distance lXmnl. Now, the aggregate Hamiltonian Eq. (8.2) takes the form (to incorporate off-diagonal parts of the single
molecule Hamiltonian is postponed to Section 8.8.1)
(8.25)
m a=g,e

mn

Remember that this notation includes the property Jmm = 0. For the following discussion it
is useful to separate from the aggregate Hamiltonian the electronic part H e [ . This is achieved
by fixing the nuclear coordinates by their values corresponding to the aggregate ground state
(R + I&). If we replace the Hma in Eq. (8.25) by the electronic energies (at Ro)we obtain
m a=g,e

mn

Finally, we recall the important approximation already introduced in the first part of Section
(8.2). It concerns the neglect of the exchange interaction between the considered molecules.
In contrast to the singlet-singlet energy transfer facilitated by the dipole-dipole Coulomb
interaction, exchange interaction provides a major mechanism for energy transfer between
triplet states. It could also be effective, if singlet-singlet transfer is symmetry-forbidden.

Second Quantization Notation
It is also customary in exciton theory to introduce creation and annihilation operators as follows

This results in

The first term on the right-hand side denotes the electronic aggregate ground-state energy
(8.29)
m

The operators are of the Pauli type obeying the commutation relations

6The fact that the aggregate ground state energy is a sum of the molecular electronic ground state energies results
from the approximations introduced with respect to the intermolecular Coulomb interaction in Section 8.2.1.
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and

I can be interpreted as the completeness
The relation [I?;, B,]+ = Ipmg)((PmgI +Ipme)(pme
relation for the electronic state space of the mth molecule, i.e., it can be set equal to unity.
This relation has been used to derive Eq. (8.28) from Eq. (8.26). Form = n the excitations
behave like Fennions and two of them cannot occupy the same molecular state. This local
(exciton-exciton) repulsion gives rise to interesting effects in nonlinear optical spectroscopy
of aggregates.
8.2.2 Single and Double Excitations of the Aggregate
Since we have restricted our discussion to the two-level exciton model including SOand 5’1
states only, we are in a position to classify the total wave function according to the number
of excited molecules, N*. This is particularly useful when studying optical properties of
aggregates where the number of excited molecules can be related to the number of photons
absorbed by a single aggregate. The quantum mechanical electronic state of the aggregate
147;) contains the subset of N * excited molecules and the subset of Nmol- N * molecules
in the ground state (see Fig. 8.16). The superposition of all states with fixed N * can be used
as an ansatz for the N*-exciton eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (8.9).
Multi-exciton states play an important role for the nonlinear optical properties of molecular aggregates. Therefore, we will consider single-exciton states (N* = 1)as well as twoexciton states ( N * = 2, cf. Fig. 8.7). The single-exciton state can be reached from the aggregate ground state via an optical excitation process which involves the absorption of a single
photon. A subsequent absorption step may lead from the single-exciton to the two-exciton
state (excited state absorption). At this point it is important to emphasize that two-exciton
states are not only a formal theoretical extension of the single-exciton levels. They have been
clearly identified in different experiments [Fid93].
In order to make sure that the aggregate contains not more than two SO-+ S1 excitations,
the completenessrelation for the electronic aggregate states has to be rearranged according to
the number of molecules which are in the excited state S1:
m

{a)

m,n

We restrict the expansion to the first three contributions. The first term contains the aggregate
ground state wave function
(8.33)
m

The presence of a single excitation in the aggregate is accounted for by the second term according to (cf. Fig. 8.7, left panel)
(8.34)
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The third term in Eq. (8.32) corresponds to the presence two excitations in a single aggregate
(Fig, 8.7, right panel, the expression vanishes form = n )

Imn>

= brne)IPne)

n

b k g )

1

(8.35)

k#(m,n)

According to the ordering scheme, Eq. (8.32) we approximate the Hamiltonian, Eq. (8.26) as
(8.36)
The three terms on the right-hand side correspond to the case of no, a single, and two excitations in the aggregate; they can be deduced from the matrix elements of Eq. (8.26). The
ground state contribution of Eq. (8.36) is given by
(8.37)
with the electronic ground state energy EOintroduced in Eq. (8.29). The single-excitation
(single+xciton) Hamiltonian is given by
(8.38)
We note that the energy of the single excitation at molecule m, eme - e m g rhas been added to
the ground state energy Eo. For the two-excitation (two-exciton) Hamiltonian we obtain

(8.39)

8.2.3 Delocalized Exciton States
In the present model there is no coupling between the aggregate ground state and the singleand two-exciton states. Therefore, we may solve separate eigenvalue equations for singly and
doubly excited states. To remove the unimportant ground state energy we set in the present
section EO= 0. In the case of a single excitation the eigenvalue equation reads

@)la) = &,la) .

(8.40)

To construct the solutions to this equation we expand the eigenstate la) with respect to the
complete basis of singly excited states:
(8.41)
m
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Figure 8.7: Schematic illustration of the presence of a singly excited state, Eq. (8.34), (left panel) and
of a doubly excited state, Eq. (8.35). (right panel) of the type of chromophore complex introduced in
Fig. 8.6. (The grey circle labels the molecule which is in the excited state. To get the one- and the
two-exciton states the localized excitations have to be delocalized over the whole complex.)

Introducing this ansatz into Eq. (8.40) and multiplying it by (nl from the left yields (note the
abbreviation El, = cne - eng)
m

m

the exciton Hamiltonian and write

In the following we will call
cy

To determine the eigenstates corresponding to the presence of two excitations in the considered aggregate we have to solve the eigenvalue equation (note the replacement of cy by 6)
H;;)I6) = &&Id) .

(8.44)

c

The two-exciton states are defined as
16) =

,

(8.45)

c&(7rL71,)/mn)

mn

with the expansion coefficients following from (remember EO = 0 and the definition of Em
and EIJ

+

&&ca(nLn)= (Em E,)c,(mn)

+

c

(J,kC&(h)

k

+ Jknc&(mk)).

(8.46)
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Note that there are Nmo~(Nmol
- 1)/2 possible two-exciton states. Fig. 8.5 displays the single
and two-exciton energies corresponding to the pigment-protein complex also shown in this
figure. Before turning to the consideration of the exciton-vibrational coupling two examples
of single- and two-exciton spectra are discussed where analytical expressions can be derived.
The Molecular Heterodimer
As the simplest example we consider the so-called heterodimer which consists of two monomers
with different excitation energies El and EZand a coupling J = J12. The eigenvalue problem
for two coupled two-level molecules has already been solved in Section 2.8.3. The singleexciton eigenvalues are given by

(8.47)

For the details of the corresponding eigenfunctions we refer to Section 2.8.3. Here we set the
arbitrary phase factors appearing in the solution of the two-level problem equal to 1and write

(8.48)
The parameter 11 (cf. Eq. (2.167)) is equal to zero for J = 0 and otherwise given by

El - Ez

+ J(E1

-E

Z )+~41JlZ/.

(8.49)

Eq. (8.48) nicely illustrates the delocalization of the wave function over the dimer. In the
case of the two exciton state in a molecular dimer there is no way to form a delocalized wave
function. Hence it follows && = El EZ and the corresponding eigenstate is Imn).

+

The Finite Molecular Chain and the Molecular Ring
First we consider an aggregate which consists of a linear arrangement of Nm,~identical
molecules with SO -+ S1 excitation energies E,,, and nearest-neighbor dipole-dipole coupling J . The neglect of long-range dipole-dipole interactions is justified in cases where
the distance between molecular entities is not too small (note that according to Eq. (8.23)
Jm,m+l = 23Jm,m+2). Such regular structures can be found in systems which show a rodlike arrangement of the molecules after aggregation.
The determination of the energy spectrum of a finite linear chain has already been explained in Section 2.8.4. In the present notation we obtain

&, = E,,,

+ 2Jcos(a)

7

(8.50)

with a = rj/(Nmo1+ l),( j = 1 , . . . Nmol).The wave function expansion coefficients read
(8.51)
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This result is confronted with that obtained for a regular molecular ring (cf. Fig. 8.4), a
system which was discussed already in Section 2.8.4. We again consider identical molecules
with excitation energy E,,, and nearest-neighbor dipole-dipole coupling J but now in a ringlike spatial arrangement. It can be easily shown that Eq. (8.50) remains valid but with cy =
27rj/NmO1,( j = 0 , . . . , NmOl
- 1) and
(8.52)
Note that due to the periodicity of the aggregate the sine-function in Eq. (8.51) has been
replaced by a complex exponential. Moreover, we get the site independent probability distribution I c,(m) l2 = l/Nmolfor the molecular ring, what is different from the probability
distribution following for the regular chain.
The two-exciton states for the linear chain can also be constructed [Muk95]. The respective eigenvalues read

+

EG = 2Eexc 4 J ( COS(CX)

+ COS(~))

(8.53)

with cx = rj/Nm,,l, = rj’/Nm,,l ( j ,j ‘ = 1 , 3 , .. . , 2Nm01 - 1) and similar for ,b (note that
for this particular case the quantum number ii is given by the pair cy and p). The expansion
coefficients of the related eigenstates are obtained as:
(8.54)
where sgn(m - n ) = (1 - S,,)(m - n)/lm- nl.
Apparently, for a more complex structure of the aggregate excitonic spectra are only obtainable by numerical means. For example, this is valid for the single and two exciton levels of
the biological chromophore complex which is shown in Fig. 8.5 together with the respective
energy levels.

8.3 Exciton-Vibrational Interaction
Having discussed the electronic problem of an aggregate with the nuclear configurations
frozen at R, a description which incorporates the nuclear dynamics will be given next. As
already explained in Section 8.2 the set R of all vibrational DOF will be decomposed into
Rintra = { R p r a ) }where every R,(intra) describes the intramolecular nuclear coordinates of
molecule m, and Rint,erwhich stands for all intermolecular and solvent coordinates. Both
types of vibrational coordinates enter the aggregate Hamiltonian, Eq. (8.25) in two ways.
First, the vibrational Hamiltonian H,, ( a = e, g ) depend on the set R of all vibrational degrees of freedom. Second, the dipole-dipole coupling J,,,, depends via Eq. (8.23) on the
distance X,,, between molecules m and n. Thus it is subject to modulations resulting from
vibrational dynamics. Moreover, as can be seen from Eq. (8.23), fluctuations of the mutual
orientations of the transition dipole moments may also influence Jmn. Finally, so-called
non-Condon contributions become important, if the transition dipole moments depend on the
nuclear coordinates (cf. Section 5.2.2).
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In order to account for the coupling to vibrational degrees of freedoms we concentrate on
single-exciton states only (described in a two-level model for every molecule). Noting the
ordering scheme of the electronic Hamiltonian, Eq. (8.36), the total aggregate Hamiltonian
(8.2) will be written as:
(8.55)

The aggregate ground state Hamiltonian reads
(8.56)
m

with PES defined as

The ground-state energy (at R = &) has been introduced in Eq. (8.29), and V&,uc
is
the part of the nuclei-nuclei interaction which follows from the intramolecular contributions
V7Pc-nuc) (which, however, may depend on all types of vibrations).
The single excitation part of the aggregate Hamiltonian takes the following form:

The PES for the excited electronic state follows as

Considering for a moment the vibrational coordinates and momenta as classical quantities it
is possible to introduce (single) exciton states in analogy to Section 8.2.3. We set
(8.60)
and obtain the aggregate Hamiltonian as
(8.61)
The Ua(R)are the potential energy surfaces for the exciton level with quantum number a. It
is important to notice that besides the potential energy surfaces also the exciton state vectors
depend on the actual nuclear configuration. This type of state is often called the adiabatic
exciton state. However, its introduction has the disadvantage of a complicated coordinate
dependence of the state vectors and potential energy surfaces. In order to introduce delocalized
exciton states, therefore, we will proceed in a different way described in Section 8.3.2.
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8.3.1 Coupling to Intramolecular Vibrations
Let us specify the PES Eqs. (8.57) and (8.59) to the case of an exclusive coupling to (highfrequency) intramolecular coordinates {Rk?)}. First, we note that only the set R,(intra) of
coordinates which belongs to molecule m enters the molecular energy level ern, and erne.
(intra)
Furthermore, V$'ur-nuc) only depends on the R,
. Therefore, we obtain the ground state
PES Eq. (8.57) as
(8.62)
m

with the single molecule PES Umg.The PES, Eq. (8.59) for the singly excited aggregate state
reads:
(8.63)
Here, the PES U,,(R$Ftra)) of the excited state of molecule m follows from c,
- em,
+Urn,. If we introduce a similar separation of the total nuclear kinetic energy operator we
may introduce a vibrational Hamiltonian for every molecule which may refer to the electronic
ground state, H,,, or to the excited state H,,. This description is particularly important for
systems where the molecules are well separated one from another and where intermolecular
vibrations have only a minor influence on the excitation energy transfer (cf. Section 8.5).

8.3.2 Coupling to Aggregate Normal-Mode Vibrations
The following considerations focus on the coupling to (low-frequency) intermolecular and
solvent coordinates Rinter(but we will use R instead of Rinter).Let us suppose that a restriction to the harmonic approximation for the nuclear motions will be sufficient. This allows us
to introduce vibrational normal modes { q g } . Then, the ground state PES given in Eq. (8.57)
becomes
(8.64)
Here, the reference energy Uio) 3 Uo(R0)is related to the nuclear equilibrium configuration
& of the aggregate ground state. With respect to the normal mode coordinates, the set RO
corresponds to { q g = 0). For the following we set 1
7:) plus the zero-point energy of the
vibrations equal to zero. The normal mode coordinates can be expressed in terms of oscillator
QEwith Qc = (Cc + C:).
creation and annihilation operators Cc and C: as qc =
Using this notation the vibrational Hamiltonian can be written as

d m

(8.65)
Next let us consider the single+xcitation Hamiltonian Eq. (8.58). Following Section 2.6.1 we
assume that the excited electronic state can be described by the same normal mode coordinates
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as the ground state. Then, the excited state PES, Eq. (8.59) is obtained as

+ Cw i $ / 2

u m ( q ) = €me (R(q))- Emg (Wq))

7

(8.66)

E

where we indicated the dependence of the Cartesian nuclear coordinates on the normal mode
coordinates introduced for the ground state, R = R(q).An expansion of the excitation energy
cme - cmg with respect to the various qt gives in the lowest order

(R(q)) M

€me (R(q))- c m g

€me

Em

(Ra)- cmg (Ra)

+ C h € g m ( E ) ( C €+ CE+).

(8.67)

€

Here, we introduced the Franck-Condon transition energy
E m = Gne(Ro) -

(8.68)

1

and the dimensionless coupling constants read
(8.69)
Eq. (8.67) enables us to write the excited state PES as
(8.70)
E

€

To account for the modification of the dipole-dipole coupling by vibrational motions we introduce the equilibrium value
between molecule m and n. Expanding the dipole-dipole
coupling with respect to { q t } around the equilibrium configuration we get in first order

JgL

where the we defined the coupling matrix jmn(E). Alternatively to the inclusion into the
definition of the excited state PES Eq. (8.70), the gm(E) can be combined with i j m n ( E ) to the
exciton-vibrational coupling matrix
gmn(E)

= &nngm(E) + (1 - 6mn)Bmn(E) .

(8.72)

The resulting exciton-vibrational Hamiltonian, which describes the motion of a single excitation in the aggregate under the influence of the nuclear degrees of freedom, reads
= Hex

+ Hvib +

Hex-vib

(8.73)
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It contains the electronic (excitonic) part
(8.74)
mn

which has to be distinguished from Eq. (8.58), the vibrational part

'
(8.75)

E

m

and for the coupling to the vibrational DOF we obtain
(8.76)
mn

F

If the intermolecular electronic coupling dominates it is advisable to introduce delocalized
exciton states. This will be done in the following section.

8.3.3 Exciton-Vibrational Hamiltonian and Excitonic Potential Energy
Surfaces
The aggregate Hamiltonian Ifagg.
( 1 ) Eq. (8.73) is rewritten in terms of the eigenstates of the
exciton Hamiltonian (8.74), i.e. the exciron sfures, by using the expansion, Eq. (8.41). As(1)
suming the same separation of Hagg
as in Eq. (8.73) we obtain the excitonic part Hexas in
Eq. (8.43), and the exciton-vibrational coupling reads
(8.77)
Here, the exciton-vibrational coupling matrix is given by
gap

=

c

c~ (m)grnn(E)cU(71)

(8.78)

.

m,n

The vibrational part remains unaffected, only ErnIm)(rnlis replaced by C, Ia)(aI.
This model of linear exciton-vibrational coupling has found wide application in the study
of optical properties of excitons in molecular aggregates as well as in the description of exciton
dynamics. We will return to this Hamiltonian when describing partly coherent exciton motion
in Section 8.6.
If diagonal elements of gag ( E ) are much larger than the off diagonal ones one can introduce a notation of HLih leading to a certain type of potential energy surfaces (cf. Eq. (8.61)).
To this end, we take the potential energy part
tuJEQz/4 of H v i b and combine it with the
term 0: QF of Eq. (8.77) to define the (shifted) excironic PES

xE

(8.79)
'The projector C , Im)(mlensures that the vibrational Hamiltonian acts in the state space of single excitations
of the aggregate.
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Then, the exciton representation of the aggregate Hamiltonian is obtained as
a,B

+(I -

C h c g a p ( J ) Q E ) 14(P1 .

(8.80)

E

This expression is particularly suitable for carrying out a perturbational expansion with respect
to gap((). In this respect it is of interest to clarify the type of the states which are of zerothorder with respect to the off-diagonal elements. Neglecting their contribution in the aggregate
Hamiltonian one easily obtains the zeroth-order states as
(8.81)

This state vector contains the shift of every normal mode oscillator upon excitation of the
exciton state la). The magnitude of this shift is determined by Sea((). It is related to the nonshifted normal mode oscillator states IN€) with NE excited vibrational quanta. The exciton
state has been expressed in terms of local excitations. This type of exciton-vibrational state
is usually called Davydov ansatz; it has been widely used (in a time-dependent version) to
describe soliton motion in molecular chains [Dav79]. Notice, that it is well-known that this
type of state, if understood as an ansatz for a variational determination of the respective energy
(with c(m) and g(J) to be determined), does not give the best result for the ground state
energy of the so-called excitonic polaron. A more general ansatz would contain the g(J) in
the exponent of the shift operator as a function of the molecule index m. Then, the state
incorporates a superposition of vibrational displacements which depends on the different sites
[Toy611 (see also [Mei97] for a recent application).

8.4 Regimes of Exciton Transfer
As already discussed in connection with the description of electron transfer reactions in Chapter 6, the actual type of excitation energy motion is determined by the mutual relation between
two time scales. The intramolecular vibrational relaxation time, T , ~ I ,determines the time
which the nuclear vibrations of each molecule need to return to thermal equilibrium after the
electronic transition took place. The transfer time, Ttrans, is given by the inverse of the characteristic interaction energy between two molecules. It is the time the exciton needs to move
from one molecule to another neglecting any additional perturbations. The different regimes
of XT are indicated in Fig. 8.8 (to have a clearer presentation the XT regimes have been drawn
along the inverses of the characteristic times, i. e. along the intramolecular and intermolecular
interaction strength).
If
<( rtrans,
it is impossible to construct a wave function which involves different
molecules. Intramolecular relaxation introduces fast dephasing and we are in the regime of
incoherent transfer labelled by I in Fig. 8.8. The exciton motion proceeds diffusively, similar
to the random walk known from statistical physics (see right part of Fig. 8.6). This type of
transfer is characterized by an occupation probability P,(t) for the exciton to be at molecule
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'm but not by a wave function extending over different molecules. It will be discussed in

Section 8.5.
If on the other hand, Ttrans <( ~ ~ the~ exciton
1
, can move almost freely from molecule to
molecule according to the respective Schrodinger equation. The exciton travels through the
aggregate as a spatially confined quantum mechanical wave packet (see left part of Fig. 8.6).
Since such a type of motion requires fixed phase relations between exciton wave functions of
different molecules, it is called coherent transfer. (In Chapter 3 we discussed that this type
of motion is typical for closed quantum systems not subject to the influence of environmental
forces.) The respective region of coherent motion is indicated as region I1 in Fig. 8.8, and the
related theoretical description will be given in Section 8.6.
Clearly, there are regions of XT between the coherent an the incoherent type ( ~ M~
Ttrans). This motion is calledpartially coherent XT (region I1 in Fig. 8.8), but notice that such
a characterization of the intermediate region of XT processes is often not straightforward.
In general, various mixtures of the different types of motion within the same aggregate
are possible. For example, if there are two groups of closely packed molecules in the aggregate, XT within any group may appear to be coherent (or partially coherent), but between
the groups the XT takes place as a hopping process (cf. Section 8.5.3 and also Fig. 8.4).
Moreover, moving in region I11 of Fig. 8.8 to the upper right corner both basic couplings become large. This region characterizes qualitatively a type of XT motion where the excitation
is delocalized but connected with a noticeable displacement of the vibrational DOF (we refer

I
I11

-

I1

intermol. interaction

Figure 8.8: Schematic representation of different XT regimes. The strength of intermolecular interactions increases along the horizontal axis and that of intramolecular couplings along the vertical axis.
Fiirstcr transfer as described in Section 8.5 is typical for region 1 whereas the density matrix description given in Section 8.6 can be applied in Section 11. In the intermediate region I11 delocalizcd exciton
formation and exciton-vibrational coupling have to be dealt with on an equal footing.

~

1
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to the similarity with the ultrafast ET described in Section 6.8). Its theoretical description
has been intensively discussed at the end of the 198O's, although there was little progress in
experimental verifications (see, for example [Dav86,Sco92]).

8.5 Forster Theory of Incoherent Exciton Transfer
In this section we will be concerned with the regime of incoherent transfer where a localized
excitation jumps from molecule to molecule. From our general discussion in Chapter 3 we
know that incoherent quantum particle motion is adequately described by the rate equation for
the state occupation probabilities, P, (t). They describe the presence of a single excitation at
molecule m:

where @(t)is the statistical operator characterizing the time-dependent nonequilibriumstate
of the exciton-vibrational system and trvib{...} denotes the trace with respect to the vibrational degrees of freedom. According to Section 3.4.5, P, follows from the solution of the
rate equation
(8.83)
Here we will concentrate on the case where the rates,,k
are proportional to the square
of the intermolecular Coulomb interaction leading to a Golden Rule expression. The XT is
considered for a system of two molecules which are not necessarily identical (heterodimer).
Instead of using the labels m and n, and in analogy with the discussion of electron transfer,
the heterodimer will be called a donor-acceptor complex.
First, we will concentrate on the case of two independent sets of vibrational coordinates,
defined either for the donor or acceptor part of the dimer (cf. Section 6.4.2 where a similar
situation has been discussed for the electron transfer). This case is of particular importance if
intramolecular vibrations of the donor and acceptor molecules dominate the transfer.

8.5.1 The Forster Transfer Rate
In order to describe the XT in a donor-acceptor complex, where donor and acceptor are characterized by independent sets of vibrational coordinates, we have to generalize the preceding considerations. Let us introduce (independent) wave functions for both molecules as
(intra)

(intra)

(intra)

= p r n a ( ~ , ; R m ) x m a ~ ( R m) (m = D , A ; a = g , e (S0,SI);
T, are the electronic coordinates). The SO + S1 transition energies are given by E m e ~
E m g ~and
, the R,(intra) comprise the intramolecular nuclear coordinates. If necessary, they
also include donor/acceptor specific environmental (solvent) coordinates. We would like to
(intra)
point out that the assumption that every single molecule has its own set R,
is particularly
reasonable at large intermoleculardistances (> 10 A).
*ma~(~m;Rm

8.5
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According to Fig. 8.1 the transfer proceeds via de-excitation of the donor and simultaneous excitation of the acceptor. This results in the following general transfer rate:

(8.84)

The matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction have already been discussed in Section 8.2.1.
The electronic part contains a direct as well as an exchange contribution. Let us assume that
the distance between the molecules in the complex exceeds one nanometer. Then, intermolecular wave function overlap is of less importance and we may follow the reasoning given in
Section 8.2 and neglect the exchange contributions. Furthermore, we take the coupling matrix
elements in the dipole-dipole interaction form, Eq. (8.23). Invoking the Condon approximaA not depend on the nuclear coordinates, we obtain
tion, i.e. assuming that J ~ does
( * D c M D > * A ~ N AIVDAI*AeMA

7

*DgND)

=

J L ) A ( X D ~ M DI X D g N D )
(XAgN.4 IXAeMA)

.

(8.85)

Taking all assumptions together we notice that we have recovered the model which had been
derived in the context of electron transfer reactions in Section 6.4.2. There it was shown that
in the case of two independent sets of vibrational coordinates the energy conservation for the
transfer reaction contained in the &function of the Golden Rule formula could be separated
into two parts. This separation will also be applied in the present case.
From Fig. 8.1 it is clear that the process of excitation energy transfer can formally be
viewed as the combined process of optical recombination at the donor and simultaneous optical absorption at the acceptor. The Forster approach is built upon this analogy. Hence the
1 + SOdonor emission spectrum and the
transfer rate shall be expressed in terms of the S
So + S1 acceptor absorption spectrum. In order to obtain this appealing form of the transfer
rate we rewrite the delta function in Eq. (8.84) as

Here, the first delta function on the right-hand side accounts for the donor emission. The
energy, E = tuj, which is set free in this process is used to excite the acceptor; it can be
considered as the energy of the exciton.
The donor emission spectrum is given by (cf. Section 5.4)

(8.87)
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I

donor

Chl a
Chl b
P-carotene

I I
acceptor

Chla
Chla
Chla
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RF [nm]
8-9
10
5

Table 8.2: Forster radii for typical biological donor-acceptor systems (data taken from [Gro85]).

and the acceptor absorption coefficient is (cf. Section 5.29)

x

~ ( E A- ~
E A
N ~~ +
Mh).
~

(8.88)

Using Eqs. (8.86)-(8.88) we obtain the Forster formula which expresses the energy transfer
rate in terms of the spectral overlap between the monomeric emission and absorption characteristics:

(8.89)
with the orientation factor ~ C D given
A
in Eq. (8.24).
The rate, Eq. (8.89), decreases like the sixth power with increasing distance between the
monomers. The distance, R F ,for which the transfer rate is equal to the radiative decay rate of
the donor,

(8.90)
is called the Forster radius. In Table 8.2 we have listed Forster radii for some typical biological donor-acceptor systems. In terms of the Forster radius the transfer rate is

(8.91)
The absolute value of the Forster rate is determined by the donor emission rate and the acceptor absorption coefficient.8 The intuitive and experimentally accessible form of the transfer
'Although the idea of the combination of an optical emission and absorption process has been used to derive the
Forster rate, the transfer does nor involve the exchange of a photon. The interaction Eq. (8.8) or (8.10) is of pure
Coulombic type. The term photon can only be used if the coupling between donor and acceptor molecule includes
retarded (transverse) contributions of the radiation field (see also the discussion in the first part of Section 6.5.2 and
the literature list).
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rate has led to a wide use of Forster theory. It should be noted, however, that Eq. (8.89) is
strictly valid only for homogeneously broadened spectra. Moreover, molecular systems where
the dipole-dipole coupling is of the order or even larger than the homogeneous line width,
cannot be described using the incoherent Forster approach which is based on the Pauli Master
equation. This situation requires the solution of the density matrix equation taking into account coherent exciton dynamics. Before discussing this in Section 8.6 some variants of the
excitation transfer processes discussed so far will be considered.

8.5.2 Nonequilibrium Quantum Statistical Description of Forster
Transfer
It is of general interest to apply the technique introduced in Section 3.9 to derive rate equations
for excitation energy transfer. If we aim at a nonequilibrium quantum statistical description
of Forster transfer we are interested in transfer rates of the type km+n. These are derived via
a perturbation series with respect to the intermolecular coupling Jmn, whereby the excitonvibrational coupling is treated exactly.
We can directly translate the treatment of Section 3.9 if we neglect the nuclear coordinate
dependence of the dipole-dipole coupling in the single-exciton Hamiltonian, Eq. (8.73). The
single-exciton aggregate Hamiltonian
has to be split up according to Section 3.9 into a
zero-order part HO and into a perturbation V . To describe the Forster transfer the zero order
Hamiltonian is given by

(8.92)
and the inter-site coupling defines the perturbation
(8.93)
mn

The PES U,(q) introduced in HO have already been given in Eq. (8.70); T,,, is the kinetic
energy operator of the vibrational degrees of freedom.
According to Section 3.9.2 we obtain a rate equation like Eq. (8.83) for the probability
Pm, Eq. (8.82) that the mth molecule has been excited. The respective transition rate (of
second order with respect to Jmn) can be deduced from the general result Eq. (3.391) as:
(8.94)
Here, we introduced the combined density of states ’D,, for a transition from molecule m to
molecule n (cf. e.g. Eq. (6.90))
(8.95)
The transition frequencies are defined via the minima of the PES introduced in Eq. (8.92), i.e.
w,, = ( U g ’ - UAo’)/h.Moreover, the Urn( t )denote the time-evolution operator describing
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nuclear motions at molecule m (note the inclusion of the minima of the PES into 0
, ( t ) ;R ,
is the respective statistical operator).'
The Forster rate can be recovered after introducing two sets of independent excitonvibrational states as in Section 8.5.1. But in the following we shortly present a computation
where the (combined) density of states for the intramolecular transitions are used (cf. Section
5.2.3). As demonstrated in Section 8.3.1 the complete vibrational Hamiltonian can be decomposed into local vibrational Hatniltonian corresponding either to the ground or to the excited
electronic level. Accordingly, the vibrational equilibrium statistical operator in Eq. (8.94)
takes the following form R, = kme
Rng. In a similar manner the time-evolution
operator is obtained as c,(t) = ome(t)
As a result the trace expression in
Eq. (8.95) reads

nnZm
nnzmcng(t).

trvib

{

(t)cn(t ) } =

tr,

x

{R r n e c L , ( t )

n

( t )}tr,

{&gcZg

1

( t ) c n e( t )

.

trk{~kg~&(t)~kg(t)}

(8.96)

k#m,n

Since the total set of vibrational DOF separate into sets of site-local modes the complete
trace could be factorized into site-local traces, and the last product exclusively referring to
the electronic ground state equals to one. To proceed we introduce the density of states for
individual molecules into Eq. (8.96). The de-excitation of molecule m can be characterized
by Dkm)(w -wmeg),Eq. (5.1 lo), and the excitation of molecule n is described by DPbS)(w wneg),Eq. (5.35) (wmegand wneg denote the local transition frequencies corresponding to the
difference between the minima of the excited state and the ground state PES, cf. Eq. (5.32)).
Then Eq. (8.95) becomes (note the specification of the transition frequency urn,)
Dmn(wrneg - w n e g ) =

J

abs)
~ k ~ ) -( wrneg)Di
w
(w - wneg) .

(8.97)

In order to illustrate this results let us focus on the case of harmonic intramolecularvibrations,
and in particular on the high-temperature case where both densities of states can be described
by the expression (cf. Eq. (5.99))
(8.98)
The Stokes shift S was introduced in Eq. (5.43),here it has to be defined separately for
molecule m and n. Setting D:"'(w - wmeg)= D(-w wmeg,S,) as well as D ? b S )-( ~
wneg) = D(w - wneg,S,), and carrying out the integration in Eq. (8.97) gives V,, =
D ( W m e g - Wnegr S,
The total Forster rate follows as

+

+ s,).

(8.99)
in dependence on the energetic detuning between the electronic
In Fig. 8.9 we plotted ,,k
transition frequencies, w, - w,, for different temperatures.
9T0avoid confusion with the PES we write cm(t)
instead of U , ( t ) .
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Figure
8.9: Left panel: fluorescence spectrum of molecule m (dotted) and absorption spectrum of
molecule n (solid); the overlap between both determines the Forster transfer rate according to Eq. (8.99)
(ti(w,, - w,) = 400cm-', T=300 K, S, = S,, = 1OOcm-'). Right panel: k,
in dependence on
h(w, - w,) for T=300 K (solid) and T=100 K (dotted).

8.5.3 Energy Transfer Between Delocalized States
As demonstrated in the previous section Forster theory is based on the assumption of the motion of excitations which are localized at a single molecule of the aggregate. In the following
we shortly comment on the calculation of transition rates if such a localization on a single
molecule does not exist and the electronic excitation has to be described by a delocalized
exciton (cf. Fig. 8.6). First, we compute the rate for transitions between different exciton
levels of an aggregate. Afterwards, the formulation is generalized to the case of excitation
energy transfer between two aggregates or molecular complexes where the internal Coulomb
coupling is strong but the coupling between both aggregates is weak.
An appropriate model would be the adiabatic exciton Hamiltonian, Eq. (8.61). Here one
has to carry out an expansion of the PES up to the second order with respect to the deviation
from the equilibrium position. Then the introduction of normal mode vibrations leads to
excitonic potential energy surfaces as introduced in Eq. (8.79). Nonadiabatic couplings
will appear which induce transitions between the different PES. Alternatively, one could start
with IT::;, Eq. (8.80), where the off-diagonal part of the exciton-vibrational coupling, Eq.
(8.77), would be responsible for such transitions. In any case one obtains the lowest-order
transition rate between different exciton levels as
27r
(8.100)
k+fi= f ( & a M ) I ( X a M l @ a f l ( X O N ) l2 6(&acrM - & D N )

eaO

'

3

M,N

where the excitonic energies include the set of vibrational quantum numbers M or N . One
should emphasize that this rate expression Eq. (8.100) can be understood as a rate for an
internal conversion process between delocalized excitonic aggregate states. In Section 8.6.2 a
similar transition rate between delocalized states will be discussed (however in the framework
of a perturbational description of the exciton-vibrational coupling). Therefore, we do not
further comment on Eq. (8.100).
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Another situation is realized in the case of two weakly coupled aggregates which have,
however, strong internal Coulomb couplings. For the derivation of the transfer rate one can
closely follow the argument of Section 8.5.1. However, the initial and the final state of the
transitions are not those of a single molecule, but of the whole aggregate. To see how this
modifies the rate let us first consider the coupling matrix (cf. Eq. (8.15)). We neglect as in
Eq. (8.85) the dependence of the electronic matrix elements on the vibrational coordinates
and discuss the transition from the exciton levels IDa) of the donor aggregate to the exciton
levels [A@)of the acceptor aggregate. If we expand the exciton states according to Eq. (8.41)
we obtain

(8.101)
m,n

Invoking the dipoledipole approximation J D ~ , describes
A ~
the dipole-dipole coupling between a molecule rn of the donor aggregate and a molecule n of the acceptor aggregate.
where Nmolis the number of
Since both expansion coefficients are proportional to 1/-,
molecules in every aggregate, a rough estimate of the coupling matrix elements gives NmolJ.
Here, J is a representative mean value of the various Jmn.Hence we have to expect a certain
enhancement of the excitation energy transfer rate in relation to the ordinary Forster transfer,
if the transitions take place between delocalized states of two separated aggregates (provided
that the spectral overlap does not become to small).
The transition rate can be written as

~ ( E D ~ IM( X )D ~ M I X A ~ N )

x
M,N

l2

~ ( E D ~-M
E A ~ N .)

(8.102)

Obviously, a similar expression like Eq. (8.89) for the total rate k D A = Ca,skD,,Ap can
be derived, where the emission and absorption spectrum now belongs to the whole donor and
acceptor aggregate, respectively. In principle one can also go beyond the dipole-dipole coupling and take all multipole contributions into account. If one in addition describes the donor
emission and acceptor absorption without invoking the dipole approximation the electronic
contribution the rate becomes proportional to the square of the exact Coulomb interaction
matrix element, Eq. (8.15), (see, also [Dam99,Scho91]).
This type of XT mechanism has been extensively discussed in relation to the excitation
energy transfer in the photosynthetic light harvesting complex shown in Fig. 8.4.Inspecting
this figure it becomes obvious that there are chromophores which are closely packed (the B850
bacteriochlorophyll molecules) and chromophores where this is not the case (the carotenoids
and the B800 bacteriochlorophylls). Table 8.3 presents the Coulombic interaction energy
Jm, (without invoking the dipole approximation) and the transfer rate according to the generalization, Eq. (8.102), of the Forster rate for different chromophores and exciton levels.
Apparently, the effect of an enhanced electronic coupling on the transfer rate may be reduced
if the spectral overlap part remains small.
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Type of Transfer
B800 + B850

kg+A

1.6. 10 -2

in l/s

2.9. 10 l 2

El

2.7 . 10

-'

8.2 . 10

B800+

&,3

8.7 . 10

-'

8.6. 10

B800+

&4,5

1.0. 10-2

B800+

8.8. 10 l 2

B800 + B850-exciton

Car + B850

1.4. 10 l3
5.4. l o p 3 (1.4. lo-'')

4.4 * 10 l1

'

Car + El

1.8. 10 - 2

2.3 . 10

car+

6.4. 10 -3

3.4. 109

&g

Table 8.3: Coulomb interaction and excitation energy transfer rates for a biological antenna similar to
that shown in Fig. 8.4 (purple bacterium Rs. molischiunum with 24 instead of 27 chromophores). B800
labels one bacteriochlorophyll molecule from the lower ring and B850 one of the upper ring (both in the
lowest excited a w a l l e d Q,-state ) whereas Car stands for the second excited state of the carotenoid.
€1 J , , , are the various exciton states of the B850 ring, and "B850-exciton" labels the contribution from all
exciton levels of the B850 ring. The couplings and transition rates between single molecules are related
to those which are positioned close together. Calculations are based on Eq. (8.10) for the Coulomb
interaction (withoul invoking the dipole-dipole coupling approximation) and Eqs. (8.84) and Eq. (8.102)
for the transfer rate (the number in the bracket gives the related exchange coupling, data taken from
[Dam99]).

8.6 Transfer Dynamics in the Case of Weak
Exciton-Vibrational Coupling
The Forster theory of XT as discussed in the previous section corresponds to the case of fast
intramolecular relaxation as compared to the transfer time. It has to be considered as the
incoherent transport of excitation energy which is localized at single molecules. In the present
section we will discuss the case where the exciton-vibrational coupling is weak compared
to the dipole-dipole interaction. The appropriate theoretical tool for discussing this limit is
density matrix theory introduced in Section (3.5.6). We identify the electronic excitations
(limited to the singly excited electronic states of the aggregate) with the refevanr system in
the sense of Chapter 3. The vibrational DOF of the aggregate are considered as the reservoir
(heat bath), responsible for electronic energy dissipation and dephasing of the coherent exciton
motion. The adequate description of the exciton dynamics is given by the Quantum Master
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Equation approach of Section 3.7.1.
In principle there are two possibilities for the representation of the single-exciton reduced
density matrix (cf. Section 3.8.7) which follows from the reduced statistical operator, @(t)=
tr,it,{p(t)}. First, one may choose a site representation in terms of the localized basis set
Im) defined in Eq. (8.34). This gives the reduced density matrix
Pmn(t)

= (ml@(t)ln)
1

(8.103)

Since the Forster transfer is realized as a hopping process between different sites it is reasonable to assume that a site representation is well-suited for establishing the link between
Forster theory and the density matrix approach. However, we have repeatedly pointed out
that a non-eigenstate representation like Eq. (8.103) requires some caution when calculating relaxation and dephasing rates (cf. Section 3.8.7). In order to simplify the discussion
of the site representation we will assume that there is a considerable detuning between different monomer transition energies, ItiWmnl > IJmnl,in order to justify the neglect of the
dipole-dipole interaction in the calculation of the relaxation matrix (cf. Eq. (8.107) below).
The alternative to this treatment is provided by an eigenstate (energy) representation of the
single-exciton reduced density matrix:
Padt) = ( 4 i W l P ) *

(8.104)

Here the equations of motion are based on the exciton Hamiltonian introduced in Section
8.3 (Eq. (8.73)). Of course, it is straightforward to calculate from the density matrix in the
representation of delocalized exciton states, for example, the probability P, (t) the molecule
m is excited at time t. Using the expansion coefficients ca(rn) introduced in Eq. (8.41) it
follows that
(8.105)
There is a further aspect of the present density matrix approach on XT dynamics which particularly favors it for the study of optical properties. This statement is related to the fact that the
definition Eq. (8.103) or Eq. (8.104) can be easily extended to include the ground state 10) as
well as the states Imn), Eq. (8.35), with two excitations in the aggregate (or the two-exciton
state, Eq. (8.45)). Accordingly, one may compute off-diagonal density matrix elements like
(al@(t)lO).
The latter is proportional to the polarization between the ground state and the single exciton state ICY) and allows to directly include the coupling to the radiation field (written
like in Eq. (5.9)) into the density matrix equation. Then, as described in Section 5.6, there
is no need to introduce any linear or nonlinear response function characterizing the exciton
system. Instead the density matrix obtained at a finite strength of the radiation field offers a
direct access to nonlinear spectra (cf., e.g., [RenOl]). However, we will not further touch this
issue and refer to the application of this concept in Section 8.7.3.

8.6.1 Site Representation
To study exciton motion in space we choose the local (site) representation given by the singleexciton states Im) of Eq. (8.34); the density matrix is defined by Eq. (8.103). In order to
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write down the equations of motion for the single-exciton reduced density matrix, we start
by identifying the different contributions to the Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (8.73). As already mentioned the basic assumption for the following is that the elements of the excitonvibrational coupling matrix gmn(E) are weak enough to justify the second-order perturbation expansion which leads to the relaxation matrix (Eq. (3.284)). Accordingly, He, can be
identified with the system Hamiltonian Hs as used in Chapter 3 to characterize the active
(relevant) system. The reservoir Hamiltonian H R is given by the vibrational Hamiltonian
Hvit,, Eq. (8.65). Finally, the system-reservoir coupling HS-R corresponds to the excitonvibrational coupling H e x - v i b (Eq. (8.76)). To use the general formulas of Section 3.8.2 we
have to rewrite H e x - v i b in the form of Eq. (3.146). In the present case the summation in
Eq. (3.146) is carried out with respect to the index u = (m, n ) combining the two possible
site indices. Therefore, the system part of the interaction Hamiltonian is K , = Im)(nland
= EFfwFgmn(<)(C: CE).
the bath part is atL
This identification enables us to write down the reservoir correlation function Eq. (3.186)
as

+

Ck/,rnn(t) =

C w ~ g k l ( < ) g m n ( < ) t r v i b { ~ e : e q ( c : ( t )-k

F

=

c<(t))
(c:+ c<)}

C w ; g k l ( E ) g m n ( t ) [(I+ n ( q ) )e-iWct
F

+ 71(wF)ezWq.
(8.106)

(The equilibrium correlation function of the dimensionless normal mode coordinates has been
calculated before in Section (3.6.2).) The damping matrix, Eq. (3.28 l), entering the expression
(3.284) for the relaxation matrix (Redfield tensor) can now be written as
r k l , m n ( w )= 7rwz (1

++I)

( J k l , m n ( w )- J k l , m n ( - w ) )

*

(8.107)

Here we introduced the spectral density of the vibrational modes
(8.108)
In contrast to Section 3.6.4 it contains correlations between four molecular sites.
Let us discuss the equations of motion for the single-exciton reduced density matrix in
view of the present model for exciton-vibrational coupling. As outlined in Section 3.8.2 the
relaxation matrix rkl,mn
( w ) contains population relaxation and dephasing rates. Population
relaxation corresponds to energy relaxation accompanied by the transfer of excitons from one
molecule to another. The respective (Golden Rule type ) rate for a transition from state Im) to
state In) reads
km,,

Obviously, k,,,,

= 2rmlL,nm(wmn)
= 27r4&
n ( w m n ) )( J m n , n m ( w m n )- J m n , n m ( w n m ) ) .

+

(8.109)

is only different from zero, if the coupling to the vibrational modes is

of-diagonal in the site index m. This requires that g m n ( ( ) # 0 for m # n. Since the offdiagonal elements of gmn(E) derive from the modulation of the dipole-dipole interaction (cf.
Eq. (8.7 I)), this is in accordance with the mentioned transfer character of energy relaxation.
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The energy relaxation rates can now be used to express the dephasing rate of the exciton
state Im) (cf. Eq. (3.291)) as
(8.1 10)

In the following we will assume the validity of the Bloch model and neglect all elements of the
relaxation matrix which cannot be written in terms of energy relaxation and dephasing rates
(cf. Section 3.8.3). This decouples the equation of motion for the population and coherence
type density matrix elements and we obtain

-4nn

c

(krHlPrnm - k+mPll) -

(1 - ~ m n ) ( r m
+Y

n h n

.

1

(8.111)
First, let us discuss the coherent contribution to the right-hand side which derives from the
matrix elements of He, (first line). Apparently, the motion of a single-exciton in the aggregate
is enforced by the dipole-dipole coupling. This means that an exciton initially localized at a
single molecule or at a small number of molecules, will move through the aggregate like a
wave packet. This motion is reversible and results from a nonperturbative consideration of the
dipole-dipole coupling.
The dissipative part on the right-hand side of Eq. (8.1 11) (second line) is responsible for
irreversibility. In particular we have energy relaxation which affects the occupation probabilities, p m m ( t ) = Pm(t),and dephasing of the single+xciton coherences described by Pmn(t).
It has already been discussed in Section 3.8.7 that for a definition of the relaxation rates in the
site representation, the asymptotic state is given by a thermal distribution over the localized
molecular states according to
(8.1 12)
For an aggregate having identical monomer transition energies, such as the regular chain discussed in Section 8.2.3, the occupation probabilities at thermal equilibrium should be equal
for all monomers. However, an initial preparation of an exciton at a particular molecule will
result in a coherent motion over the whole aggregate since urnn= 0 leads to vanishing energy relaxation rates (cf. Eq. (8.109)). This contradiction is due to the restriction to a linear
exciton-vibrational interaction. In particular the incorporation of pure dephasing contributions (cf. Eq (3.292)) would result in a proper equilibration. Nevertheless, the theory in its
present form is appropriate for situations where some irregularity of the monomeric SO+ SI
transitions is present. But, this is already required to justify the neglect of the dipole-dipole
interaction when calculating the relaxation rates.
In order to illustrate the dynamics according to Eq. (8.11 1), we consider a linear chain
model as shown in Fig. 8.10. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to situations where a factorization of the exciton-vibrational coupling matrix according to gmn([) = gmng([) is justified
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Figure 8.10: Dissipative exciton dynamics according to Eq. (8.1 1 1 ) for a linear aggregate shown in the
inset of the upper panel (Pm(t= 0) = 6,0, A E = 25,, = 26,,,*15). The upper panel shows the
rates (8. I 14) corresponding to the different situations in the lower panel. The basic parameters are: solid
line (A) - g m n = 0.55,,,, T = 300 K, hw, = AE/2. They are then modified as follows: dashed line
(B) - hc= 1.7AE, dotted line (C) - T = 4 K, and dash-dot line (D) - gmn = 0.55,,.

(cf. Section 3.6.4). In this case the dissipative influence of the aggregates's vibrational modes
can be described by a single, exciton state independent, spectral density
(8.1 13)
and the energy relaxation rates become

It has already been pointed out in Section 3.6.4 that the microscopic calculation of spectral
densities is a rather complicated task for realistic systems. Quite often one resorts to model
functions which, for instance, reproduce experimental spectra reasonably well. In our exam-
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ple we used the type j ( w ) = O ( w )exp{-w/w,} /2w,3. Here wc is a cut-off frequency (cf.
discussion in Section 3.6.4).
In Fig. 8.10 we have plotted the population dynamics for a linear aggregate consisting of
at
seven molecules. The behavior of P, (t) apparently reflects the magnitude of the rate k,,
the relevant transition frequency (tiw = AE, see inset of upper panel). The resulting exciton
motion covers different dynamic regimes ranging from the almost incoherent motion (A), and
the partly coherent motion (B,C), to the almost coherent motion (D).
In order to examine in which manner the present density matrix theory includes hoppinglike Forster transfer as a limiting case, we will derive the respective hopping transfer rate
.,k
We notice that Forster theory implies a weak Coulomb interaction and the transfer
dynamics can be categorized as being in the nonadiabatic limit according to the terminology
introduced for electron transfer in Section 6.3. Stressing the similarity to the case of electron
transfer we can adopt the results of Section 6.8.2, where the nonadiabatic electron transfer rate
has been derived from density matrix theory (Eq. (6.21 1)). In the present case the nonadiabatic
rate for exciton (hopping) transfer is given by
(8.1 15)

This formula contains a broadening of the transition energy wmn which is of Lorentzian type.
Any vibrational substructure which is accounted for in the overlap integral of Forster’s rate
formula Eq. (8.89) is absent. This is a consequence of the treatment of vibrational modes
within lowest order of perturbation theory.

8.6.2 Energy Representation
In this section we extend the foregoing discussion by including the effect of the dipole-dipole
interaction into the definition of the relaxation rates. Therefore, the results presented below
will be valid for strongly coupled aggregates with and without intrinsic energetic disorder.
By construction the stationary limit of the equations of motion for the single+xciton reduced
density matrix will be given by
e- E , / k B T

P a S ( W ) = 6aS

ca,e-E,llkBT ’

(8.1 16)

instead of Eq. (8.112) which was obtained in the site representation. (The reduced density
matrix was defined in Eq. (8.104).)
In order to describe aggregates having appreciable dipole-dipole interaction energies,
which is reflected in a rather large shift of the absorption band upon aggregation (cf. Fig. 8.2),
we formulate the equations of motion for the density matrix in the eigenstate representation,
Eq. (8.104). The derivation proceeds along the same lines as for the site representation.
First, we take He, from Eq. (8.43) as the system Hamiltonian Hs. The reservoir Hamiltonian H R again is given by the vibrational Hamiltonian Hvib, Eq. (8.65). Finally, the systemreservoir coupling HS-Ris defined by the exciton-vibrational coupling, Eq. (8.77). Since
we have performed a simple basis set transformation only, the reservoir correlation function

8.6
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Eq. (3.186) (and thus the relaxation matrix) has the same structure as in the previous section:
cafi,76(t)

x m : g a P ( < ) g T 6 ( ' $ ) [[I
E

+ n(uE)]e-iW't + 71(uE)eZWCt].
(8.1 17)

Following Chapter 3 and Section 8.6.1 we obtain for the reduced density matrix pap the
following equations of motion in the Bloch approximation

a

at PeB

-

--rWa?

c

PaB

-b?

(ka+nPaa

- k K - m P K K ) - (1 - &8)(Ya

+ %)Pa8

.

K

(8.1 18)
Since the basis la) diagonalizes the single+xciton Hamiltonian He,, the coherent part on the
right-hand side contains only the transition frequencies between exciton eigenstates, wa8 =
(&a - & ~ ) / h , The
.
transition rates are similar to Eq. (8.109), but now formulated in the
delocalized exciton states
ka+p

= 2raL?,/3abJUL?)= 2 7 r d p ( 1

+ n(waL3))(JcY4,8a(Wap)- Ja?,L?a(wBa))

*

(8.1 19)

They define the dephasing rates as in Eq. (8.1 10):
(8.120)

Assuming again that the exciton-vibrational coupling matrix factorizes, gap(<) = ga8g(f),
the relaxation rates are given by
k a + ~= 2 r n p , ~ a ( ~ a =
o ) 2~IgapI'~Wgp
[1+

7 h ( w a ~ )[J(uao)
]
-

J ( ~ o n ) ] (8.121)

Even though Eqs. (8.1 18)-(8.120) look formally identical with the respective equations in the
site representation (Eqs. (8.109)-(8.11 I)), there is a fundamental difference since the dipoledipole interaction has been fully accounted for in the determination of the relaxation rates in
Eq. (8.121). This can be seen from the argument of the spectral density and the distribution
function (see related discussion in Section 3.8.7). It guarantees that the energy relaxation
rates (8.12 1 ) fulfill detailed balance with respect to the exciton eigenstates ka+D /k8+cr =
exp{ -fiW,@/koT}.Accordingly, the system will relax to the correct equilibrium distribution
(Eq. (8. I 16)) after initial preparation in a nonequilibrium state. We note in passing that Eq.
(8.1 18) also highlights that applying the limit of the Bloch model in the site and the eigenstate
representation has a different physical meaning in terms of the exciton dynamics.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the assumption of a linear exciton-vibrational coupling
which neglects pure dephasing, for instance, leads to a relaxation matrix according to which
coherences between degenerate eigenstates ( u , ~
= 0) are not subject to dephasing processes.
The equations of motion (8.1 18) might therefore not be appropriate for the description of
highly symmetric aggregates having degenerate exciton eigenenergies such as regular molecular rings. In realistic systems, however, static distributions of monomer transition energies
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Figure 8.11: Dissipative dynamics in a regular chain of seven molecules: (a) transition amplitudes
at the corresponding single-exciton eigenenergies, (b) relaxation matrix wla for gmn = 0.775 and
Fw, = 0.255 (black T=300 K, grey T=4 K). Panels (c) and (d): pea (t) = P, ( t )for T=300 K (c) and
T=4 K (d).

and dipole-dipole interactions are likely to remove any degeneracy thus justifying the use of
Eq. (8.1 18).
To illustrate the dynamics in the eigenstate representation we show in Fig. 8.1 1 the numerical solution of Eq. (8.1 18) for a regular chain with seven sites, using the same model spectral
density as in the example of Fig. 8.10. First, we plotted in panel (a) the transition amplitudes
defined in Eq. (8.127). Being in H-aggregate configuration, the energetically highest exciton
state has by far the largest transition amplitude. This allows us to assume that an external field
can prepare the system in this particular state. With the highest state being initially excited
with probability one, the subsequent dynamics shows no oscillations but a relaxation towards
the equilibrium distribution (8.116). The latter will be different for different temperatures
(panels (c) and (d)). The relaxation proceeds via emission and absorption of single vibrational
quanta. The relaxation rates relevant for the initial excited state are shown in panel (b).
As a final remark we like to point out that in analogy to the creation of vibrational wave
packets which was discussed in Section 5.5, a spatially localized excironic wave packer can in
principle be prepared by an ultrafast optical excitation. This requires the pulse to be spectrally
broad enough to excite a coherent superposition of exciton states ). . 1
However, unless the
exciton energies are equidistant the wave packet is likely to become rapidly delocalized due
to wave packet dispersion.
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8.7 The Aggregate Absorption Coefficient
Having considered dissipative exciton dynamics we now discuss the stationary linear absorption (cf. Fig. 8.12) coefficient of the aggregate and its relation to the energy spectrum of the
single-exciton Hamiltonian, Eq.(8.74). Following the discussions given in Chapter 5 and in
particular in Section 5.2.2, we expect an expression for the absorption coefficient which is
similar to Eq. (5.29), that is, there should be an absorption line for every possible transition
from the ground to some excited exciton-vibrational state. To be more precise, the initial state
is defined by the Hamiltonian Ho, Eq. (8.65). The final states of the transition are obtained
from eigenstates of the single-exciton Hamiltonian Eq. (8.73). Unlike for the initial states, a
general expression for the final states cannot be derived in a simple way. This is due to the
fact that one would have to account for arbitrarily strong exciton-vibrational and Coulomb
coupling at the same time. If there are many vibrational modes this is practically impossible.
Therefore, we concentrate on a situation similar to that of Section 8.6 where the excitonvibrational coupling is sufficiently small compared to the Coulomb coupling,
h q g k , (E)
< Jmn. If we neglect any contribution of the exciton-vibrational coupling to the absorption
spectrum we obtain the absorption as sharp lines at the different exciton energies &., This
will provide a reference for further discussions. Including the exciton-vibrational coupling
a broadening of the sharp lines will occur as already discussed in Section 5.3.4. We start
by giving a short derivation of the absorption coefficient a ( u )for an ensemble of aggregates
using the general expression Eq. (5.72) which defines a ( u )via the dipole-dipole correlation
function C d - d ( t ) , Eq. (5.70).
In the present case the dipole operator comprises the contributions fim, Eq. (8.21) of all
molecules in the aggregate according to fi = E mf i m . This expression is valid for optical
transitions into all excited states as well as for transitions between different excited states. For
the present purposes, however, it is sufficient to restrict the model to transitions into the single
exciton state (corresponding to a SpS', transition). Therefore, the aggregate dipole operator
which is used in the following reads

'&

m

m

where d, is the transition matrix element of the two-level model of Section 8.2.1. Further,
we note that when computing a ( u )the volume density of molecules appearing in Eq. (5.72)
has to be replaced by that of the aggregates nagg.Let us first study the coherent case where
exciton-vibrational coupling is neglected.

8.7.1 Absence of Exciton-Vibrational Coupling
We start by introducing the exciton representation of the dipole operator as

fi

d,la)(OI

=

+ h.c.

(8.123)

01

with the transition matrix elements given by

(8.124)
m

m
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Figure 8.12: Absorption spectra of p-distyrylbenzene nanoaggregates. Upper-left part: single molecule
with the transition dipole moment shown. Lower-left part: two types of nanoaggregates studied (mows
represent the transition dipole moments projected along the short molecular axis, the configurations
correspond to known crystal structures of related molecules). Right panel: change of the absorption
spectra with aggregate size (part a: aggregate type I, part b: aggregate type 11). (reprinted with permission
from [Spa02]; copyright (2002) American Institute of Physics).

Then, the time-dependent dipole operator entering the dipole-dipole correlation function
Cd-d(t), Eq. (5.70) simply reads
P(t) =

c
c
a

M

a

d,e"~:ktlhltu)(Ole-iH~~htlh
+ h.c.

+

daeiEatlhla)(Ol h.c. .

(8.125)

The second line follows since Hex-vib is set equal to zero. Using the same approximation the
trace in C d - d ( t ) reduces to a trace with respect to the electronic states 10) and Im).Furthermore, the equilibrium statistical operator gives a projection onto the electronic ground state
of the aggregate, k e q = lO)(Ol. Inserting this into Eq. (5.72) and neglecting antiresonant
contributions gives (the prefactor 1/3 follows from the orientational averaging, cf. Chapter 5 )
(8.126)
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Figure 8.13: Dependence of the transition amplitudes of the eigenstates of a molecular dimer on the
mutual arrangement of the monomeric transition dipole moments depicted by the arrows on the left-hand
side. Changing the sign of one dipole leads to excitation of the antisymmetric state without changing the
spectrum.

The strength for transitions from the ground state into the single-exciton state) . 1 is determined by the respective transition dipole moment, Eq. (8.124), where the expansion coefficients c , ( m ) give the contribution of the mth molecule to the single+xciton eigenstate. ) . 1
In order to characterize this quantity we compute the oscillator strength. For a collection of
molecules with identical transition dipole moments (same magnitude and same spatial orientation), d, = d, it reads
(8.127)
Note that as a consequence of the neglect of environmental influences the external field can
in principle excite exciton states which are delocalized over the whole aggregate according to
Eq. (8.124).
To illustrate the derived formulas let us first consider the molecular heterodimer which
energy levels have been already introduced in Section 8.2.3. The oscillator strength defined in
Eq. (8.127) for transitions into the symmetric and antisymmetric eigenstates is (for 17 see Eq.
8.49)
(8.128)

In Fig. 8.13 we show the distribution of oscillator strength in the dimer absorption spectrum
for the degenerate case, El = E2 = EO(€+ = EOf IJI), in dependence on the geometry
of the transition dipole moments. The sign of the dipole-dipole coupling can be positive
or negative, as indicated for two extreme cases in Fig. 8.13. For dipoles pointing in the same
direction, this implies that the energy shift €+ - EOcorresponding to the symmetric eigenstate
I+) carrying all oscillator strength can be positive, €+ = EO J , or negative, €+ = EO- IJI.
In molecular aggregates this energy shift can be observed upon aggregation. Depending on
whether the absorption band shifts to the red or to the blue, aggregates are classified as J- or
H-aggregates, respectively. An example for a J-aggregate was TDBC shown in Fig. 8.2.

+
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If there is some detuning between the monomer transition energies (El # E2), which
can be caused by different local environments for two otherwise identical molecules (static
disorder), both eigenstates will carry oscillator strength. In the limit that [El - E2 I >> I JI, the
absorption spectrum becomes monomeric and the eigenstates are localized at the respective
molecules.
Next let us consider an aggregate consisting of a linear arrangement of Nmol identical
molecules as also introduced in Section 8.2.3. If we consider the absorption spectrum we note
that the single-exciton state €0 = EO 25 will have the lowest (highest) energy for a J- (H-)
aggregate. It also has the largest transition amplitude for optical absorption. The respective
oscillator strengths, Eq. (8.127), are given by

+

0, =

1 - (-l)j
2

(8.129)

The expression for 0, shows that nearly all oscillator strength is contained in a single exciton
state (j= 1, cf. part of Fig. 8.1 1). As an example of a linear chain type aggregate we show
the absorption spectrum of TDBC in Fig. 8.2. It is a J-aggregate and the interaction induces a
red-shift of the band upon aggregation.

8.7.2 Static Disorder
An important factor determining the width of absorption lines of artificially prepared or naturally occurring aggregates is static disorder. In this section we will outline an approach which
takes the effect of energetic and structural disorder into account. The formulation is rather
general and can be applied to the much simpler case of single molecules in solution as well.
As has already been discussed in Section 5.2, a change of the energy level structure, for
example, from aggregate to aggregate leads to an additional broadening of the absorption
which is measured on a sample containing a large number of aggregates. In general one can
characterize such a behavior by a set of parameters y {yj} which enter the Hamiltonian and
describe a specific energetic and structural situation in the aggregate. The parameters y will
be additionally labelled by A, which counts all aggregates contained in the sample volume
V. This should indicate that set y varies from aggregate to aggregate. Accordingly, every
aggregate will have its own absorption cross section D = D(U; Y A ) . The cross section follows
from the absorption coefficient as D = a/naggand we may write:
(8.130)
"

AEV

The inhomogeneous broadening can be described as an averaging with respect to different
realizations of the aggregate's structure and energy spectrum. This is called a conjigurational average. If there exist a large number of different realizations one can change from the
summation to the integration with respect to the different parameters y j
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Figure 8.14: Linear absorption of the pigment-protein complex shown in Fig. 8.5 at two different
temperatures. The calculated spectra including inhomogeneous broadening are drawn as thick lines.
Thin lines show the related homogeneous spectra, Eq. (8.137) (i.e., before convoluting with a Gaussian
distribution function). The points represent the experimental values measured in [Fre97].

The integration extends over the whole set of parameters. The appropriate normalized distribution function F ( y )can formally be introduced as
(8.132)
For specific applications F ( y ) is taken to be a continuous function of the parameters yj.
In the following we consider the simple case, where disorder can be described by Gaussian
distributions of the various exciton levels around certain mean values Fa. In fact the Gaussian
form of the distribution function can be justified from the central limit theorem of probability
theory. We set
(8.133)
with
(8.134)
Here A, is the width of the Gaussian distribution for the state la). Taking the cross section
according to Eq. (8.126), the inhomogeneously broadened absorption spectrum is obtained as
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In this simple case the distribution of microscopic parameters directly determines the lineshape of the inhomogeneously broadened spectrum. If the disorder should be related in a
more direct manner to the actual situation, for example, to fluctuations of the intermolecular
distance and thus to Jmn,a numerical calculation of the configurational average becomes necessary. Fig. 8.14 compares the absorption spectra of the biological pigment-protein complex
shown in Fig. 8.5 with and without static disorder. In the absence of disorder four absorption lines can be identified which are homogeneously broadened. The way to calculate these
spectra is briefly explained in the next section.

8.7.3 Limit of Weak Exciton-Vibrational Coupling
If the exciton-vibrational coupling is sufficient weak we may compute the absorption coefficient following the procedure of Section 5.3.4.There, the coupling of a single molecule to a
thermal environment has been taken into account perturbatively. This situation is similar to the
case of weak exciton vibrational coupling as already discussed in Section 8.6. The following
computation is based on the arguments given, in particular, in Section 8.6.2.
To calculate the absorption coefficient we start with Eq. (5.88) where the dipole-dipole
correlation function C d - d ( t ) is determined by a density operator propagation. If we translate
the notation of Section 8.6 to the present case we obtain Eq. (5.89) in the following form:
(8.136)
Instead of a single excited state as in Eq. (5.89) we have here the set of exciton levels, but the
trace with respect to the vibrational states does not appear. The density operator & ( t )follows
lO)(Ol]-. Taking into account the density
from the propagation of the initial state & ( O ) =
matrix equations introduced in Section 8.6.2 (but generalized here to the off-diagonal type
of functions p , ~ )and the dephasing rates Eq. (8.120) we obtain the absorption spectrum in
analogy to Eq. (5.92) as

[a,

(8.137)

This formula is apparently a generalizationof Eq.(8.126) with the transitions into the exciton
states broadened by the dephasing rates --yo. An application one may find in Fig. 8.14. It
displays the absorption spectrum of the biological pigment-protein complex presented in Fig.
8.5. There, the four exciton levels which mainly contribute to the absorption are broadened
to a different extend. This is mainly caused by the spectral density entering Eq. (8.121). The
different values of J(wap) at different transition frequencies finally lead to different values
of the dephasing rates (cf. also Fig. 3.5). Notice that the homogeneously broadened spectra
become relatively structureless if inhomogeneous broadening is introduced.
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Figure 8.15: Scheme of exciton-exciton annihilation in a linear chain of three-level molecules (cf. Fig.
8.16). Upper panel: two partly delocalized excitations of the S1-state moving toward each other. Middle
panel: transformation of two S1-state excitations into a single excitation of the &-state. Lower panel:
internal conversion of the &-state excitation into an excitation of the &-state.

8.8 Supplement
8.8.1 Exciton-Exciton Annihilation
The Forster transfer considered in Section 8.5 concentrates on the description of a single excitation in the aggregate. This is appropriate whenever the light intensity used to excite the
aggregate is low enough to justify the restriction on a singly excited state. However, upon
increasing the light intensities one may study states where different molecules of the aggregate are excited simultaneously. This opens new relaxation channels as will be discussed in
the following. Such experiments have originally been focused on dye aggregates (see for example [Sun88,Sti89]). But there is also some recent work on different photosynthetic antenna
systems. In all these experiments the most dominant relaxation mechanism is the process of
exciton-exciton annihilation.
Exciton-exciton annihilation is usually characterized as a two step process (cf. Fig. 8.15).
First, two excitations being in the 5'1-state of the molecules have to move close to each other
so that their excitation energy can be used to create a higher excited &-state (n,> 1) at one
molecule. This step leaves behind the other molecule in the SOground state and is usually
named exciton fusion. In a second step a probably ultrafast internal conversion process brings
back the molecule which is just in the higher excited &-state to the &-state. The whole
process can be represented by the following scheme:
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So far, exciton-xciton annihilation has been often described by the rate equation h(r, t )

= -yn(r, t ) 2 ,with the exciton density n(r, t ) at the spatial position r and the annihilationrate

constant y [AmeOlZ]). Besides such a macroscopic description valid for larger aggregates (and
organic semiconductors) where exciton diffusion may take place, various microscopic theories
have been presented [Sun70,RyzOI]. A consequent microscopic description has to consider
the dynamics of the process of exciton-exciton annihilation as shown in Fig. 8.15. Therefore,
a theoretical formulation has to use a three-level model for every molecule of the aggregate
and has to account for, at least, two-exciton states. The process of internal conversion has to
be considered, too.
If the excitations which undergo the annihilation process are not completely localized the
description has to be done using delocalized single- and twwxciton states. In the opposite
case it will be sufficient to calculate the annihilation rate for the transition from localized
states. Both cases will be considered in Section 8.8.1. In the next section we shortly comment
on a model for two-exciton states if a double excitation of the single molecules into a &-state
has been incorporated.

Three-Level Description of the Molecules in the Aggregate
Instead of the two-level model used so far for the description of the aggregate's molecules we
will additionally incorporate a third state Iprnf)which corresponds to a higher S,-level (cf.
Fig. 8.15). The related energy level is denoted by emf with the energetic position determined
by the relation emf - erne NN ,E - em?. Moreover, it is assumed that there exists a nonvanishing transition dipole matrix element d, = (qrnflfilprne)
which connects the S1 state with
the higher excited state. But we set the matrix elements (qrnflfilprng)
equal to zero.
Resulting from this a new class of Coulomb coupling matrix elements arises extending
those introduced in Section 8.2.1. Since we will deal with aggregates where the molecules
are sufficiently separated in space, we can restrict ourselves to the direct Coulomb interaction
taken in dipole4ipole approximation. Having only the coupling matrix elements Jmn(eg,eg)
in the two-level model, Eq. (8.10) tells us that the new types J r n n ( f e rf e ) and Jm,(fg, ee)
(as well as the complex conjugatedexpressions) must be considered additionally (see also Fig.
8.16). The first describes excitation energy transfer between the S1 and the S, state (molecule
m undergoes the transition S1 + S, while the revers process takes place in molecule n).
The second type of matrix element characterizes the excitation of molecule m and the deexcitation of molecule n,both being initially in the &-state (see also Fig. 8.16). Therefore,
the general Hamiltonian, Eq. (8.9) valid for a multi-level description of every molecule in the
aggregate (includingthe intermolecular nuclear repulsion term) reduces to
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has been separated. We introduce
(8.140)
what describes nonadiabatic coupling between the S, and the S1-state (cf. Eqs. (2.1 14),
(5.139)). A similar expression had already been used in Section 5.7 to describe the internal
conversion process.
In a next step we introduce the two-exciton state by extending the derivations given in
Section 8.2.3. (Obviously there is no need to define the single exciton states anew.) Instead of
Eq. (8.46) the two-exciton state is now written as (the quantum numbers (Y exclusively refer
of the two-exciton states):

This two-exciton state covers two S1-excitations at molecule m and n (note the additional
label ”e”) as well as higher excitation at the mth molecule (note the label ”f” here). The
extensions introduced in this section will be used to discuss different types of an excitonexciton annihilation rate in the following section.

The Rate of Exciton-Exciton Annihilation
Let us start with the consideration of exciton-exciton annihilation in the limit of delocalized
exciton states. In this case one can directly utilize the results obtained for internal conversion
in Section 5.7. But now, the reactant state is given by the two-exciton state 15)and the product
state by the single-exciton state ID). The rate follows as
(8.142)
where the density of states can be defined in similarity to Eq. (5.141) or Eq. (5.143), but based
on the PES of the single- and twe-exciton states. The coupling matrix elements O ( d ,p ) are
given by the exciton representation of the nonadiabatic coupling, Eq. (8.140):
(8.143)
Let us assume that all molecules in the aggregate are identical and characterized by the same
nonadiabatic coupling O m ( f e ) .Furthermore, we replace the density of states in Eq. (8.142)
by a quantity referring to the local internal conversion processes. Then we obtain
(8.144)
m

Here, k (fI+Cc) is rate of internal conversion which according to our assumption is identical for
all molecules of the aggregate. The exciton-exciton annihilation, therefore, can be described
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Figure 8.16: Different excitations in a linear chain of three-level molecules (with the SOground state,
the first excited singlet state S1, and a higher excited singlet state S,; plotted are the energy levels

of the molecules versus their spatial position). Upper panel: First excited state of the chain with the
fourth molecule in the S1-state (the arrows symbolize the dipole-dipole coupling between the SOand
&-state). Middle panel: second excited state of the chain with two excitations in the &-state (the
left excitation is assumed to be delocalized across four molecules). Lower panel: third excited state of
the chain with two localized excitations in the &-state and one partially delocalized excitation in the
&-state (arrows with full line symbolize the dipole-dipole coupling between the S1 and &-state and
those with the broken lines describe coupling responsible for the transition of two excitations from the
SI-state to one excitation of the S , and one of the So-state).

by this local internal conversion rate, however, weighted by the square of an overlap expression. This expressions incorporates the overlap of the probability amplitudes c i ( m f ) and
cB(me)for having a double and single excitation, respectively, at site 712. In this description
the first step of exciton+xciton annihilation, namely the exciton fusion is masked by the twomeasuring the
exciton state in particular by the nonvanishing expansion coefficient c&(mf)
probability to have a double excitation at a single molecule.
If the annihilation process proceeds via localized states as indicated in scheme (8.138)
one has to start with the doubly excited state [me,n e ) . It is transferred to the intermediate
state Imf) of a higher excited single molecule, and the product is simply given by the single
excited state Ime) at molecule m. This scheme reminds on bridge-mediated electron transfer
reactions as discussed in Section 6.6. There, the transfer from the initial donor state through
the intermediate bridge states into the final acceptor state could take place as a direct transition (superexchange transfer) or as a stepwise process going from the donor to the bridge
and then to the acceptor (sequential transfer). The latter appears if vibrational relaxation in
the intermediate state (the bridge states) interrupts the direct transfer from the donor to the
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acceptor. One can expect similar conditions in the case of exciton-exciton annihilation.
Let us consider, for instance, the two-step annihilation process. It is characterized by the
rate kmP,lLe+lnfdescribing the creation of the higher excited state at molecule m, and by the
rate k m f + m p characterizing the internal conversion at molecule m. The first rate is computed
with the Coulomb matrix element J,,(fg, ee) as the disturbance, and the second rate is simply the rate of internal conversion kfde.
(IC) Both should enter rate equations for the various state
populations with the solution characterizing the two-step annihilation process. But like the
introduction of the superexchange process in 6.6 one may also describe the annihilation as a
process without intermediate state relaxation.
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9 Laser Control of Charge and Energy Transfer Dynamics

The microscopic picture for the real-time motion of particles and quasi-particles which emerged from the combination of theoretical efforts and advances in ultrafast spectroscopies calls
for going one step further; that is, not only to analyze but to control this dynamics. Elementary charge and energy transfer processes might be guided from a reactant to desired product
states without a priori specification of the reaction pathway. On the other hand, the potential energy surface including nonadiabatic couplings but also the details of the system-bath
interaction might be explored in unprecedented detail. In order to accomplish these goals
molecular quantum dynamics has to be influenced by making use of its inherent interference
,features.
Various strategies for the theoretical design of laserjelds exist, the most successful one being optimal control theory. lt can be formulated for coherent and dissipative time evolution.
Experimentally, udaptive closed-loop control has been demonstrated to be a versatile tool for
generating ultrashort laser pulses of almost arbitrary temporal shapes and spectral contents,
tailored to achieve specific goals.
Optimal control theory is briefly introduced putting emphasis on the dissipative control kernel
whichfollowsfrom maximization of an appropriate controlfunctional. Instead of covering the
broad range of applications in theory and experiment wefollow the lines of the previous chapters and discuss exemplary results for the control of ultrafast photoinduced electron transfer
and infrared laser driven proton transfer processes.
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9.1 Introduction
In Section 5.5 it had been demonstrated that the shape of a nuclear wave packet which is
prepared by an external field in an excited electronic state depends on the properties of that
field. If the pulse duration is shorter than the time scale for vibrational motion, it was found
that the vibrational wave function of the electronic ground state is almost instantaneously
transferred to the electronically excited state. As a result, vibrational wave packet motion in
the excited state occurred. In the opposite case of a very long pulse, only a single vibrational
level of the excited electronic state is populated provided that the laser frequency fits the
respective energy difference (and the excited state is not dissociative). Having this behavior
in mind, one may ask whether it is possible to design specific laser fields which manipulate
the coupled electron-vibrational dynamics in such a way that the wave packet created in the
excited electronic state has some well-defined shape or travels into a particular exit channel
as shown in Fig. 9.1.
The question posed belongs to the general type of problems which are related to the active

Figure 9.1: Ground and excited state PES of an ABC type molecule drawn as a function of
the A-BC and AB-C bond lengths. The control objective could be to design an optical laser
field which excites the shown ground state vibrational wave packet onto the excited state surface
such that it is guided into a particular exit channel which corresponds to breaking either the ABC (right) or the AB-C (left) bond. The reaction product could be detected, for instance, by
photoionization.
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control of molecular dynamics by means of external fields. Of course, traditional chemistry
already involves to a large extent the control of reactions, however, in the statistical sense. By
this we mean that during the last 200 years chemists have been successful in modifying the
outcome of chemical reactions by adjusting external conditions such as temperature or concentrations of reactants. With the help of catalysts, on the other hand, the speed of reactions
can be influenced. During the last decade emerging flexible laser systems offered the possibility to step out of the statistical realm and influence the microscopic dynamics of molecular
systems. Why this should be of any interest? It is certainly more than an intriguing challenge
to theory and experiment. Consider, for example, the scenario of a reaction where certain exit
channels would be closed under normal (statistical) conditions. Sequences of laser pulses,
for instance, can be used as an active means for opening such channels and yield products
which could not have been obtained otherwise. This idea is not restricted to chemical reaction
dynamics, but it is of potential importance, for instance, for the emerging field of molecular
electronics. Here ultrafast optical switches could be designed whose function depends, e.g.,
on details of the laser spectrum.
In principle the conception to use lasers for controlling molecular dynamics is as old as
the laser itself. However, early attempts, for instance, to break particular bonds simply by
exciting a certain (local) vibrational mode with a narrow bandwidth laser, did not hold the
promises. Intramolecular vibrational energy flow out of the excited mode often prevented
an efficient bond breaking. However, the selective preparation of vibrationally excited states
in relatively small molecules has been shown to provide an effective means for controlling
subsequent reactions such as photodissociation or bimolecular atom transfer. Here, the key is
to prepare a vibration which has a large overlap with the reaction coordinate. For example,
it has been shown for HOD that selective bond breaking , e.g., into H+OD, is possible if the
OH vibration is first prepared in a high overtone state in the electronic ground state and then
photoexcited (see, e.g, [Cri96]).
It was only in the 1980s that it was theoretically demonstrated that utilization of quantum
mechanical interference effects is very important for a successful laser control (for reviews
see [RicOO,Sha03]).This holds irrespective of the mode of laser field operation, that is, in the
time as well as in the frequency domain. In terms of the simple example shown in Fig. 9.1
) forming the
this could imply that the evolution of the electron-vibrational states, I x a ~Iqa),
coherent superposition

(9.1)
a=g,?

hf

is manipulated individually by the laser pulse such that the resulting wave packet shows the
desired behavior. Compared with the monochromatic excitation, for instance, in vibrationally
controlled photodissociation, such a scheme offers greater flexibility also for tackling more
complex molecular systems. In a sense the coherent nature of the laser field is transferred
to the evolving molecular quantum wave packet. Since in general a wave packet will have a
multitude of spectral components, its manipulation is most conveniently done with ultrafast
laser pulses offering a broad spectrum of frequencies whose occurrence in the field even might
be a function of time itself.
The importance of having different frequency components is also apparent when considering infrared laser-driven ground state dissociation. As a consequence of the anharmonicity of
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Figure 9.2: Chirped pulse vibrational ladder climbing in nitric oxide. Left panel: Potential energy
curves showing the anharmonic vibrational levels in the electronic ground state as well in the two electronically excited states which are used to monitor the ladder climbing via resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization. Right panel: Populations of the first and the third vibrationally excited state in
dependence on the chirp rate ct which is the second frequency derivative of the phase of the pulse. Notice that the pulse duration changes upon chirping. (reprinted with permission from [Maa98], copyright
(1998) Elsevier Science B.V.)

the PES the frequency for transitions between states decreases with increasing energy. Thus
climbing the vibrational ladder will be particularly efficient if photons of decreasing energy
are offered to the molecule during the interaction with the laser field. This is illustrated in Fig.
9.2 for the preparation of NO in the third vibrationally excited state by means of a laser field
whose center frequency changes during the pulse. If this so-calledpulse chirp is negative such
that the frequency is reduced during the pulse, the population of the target state is dramatically increased as compared with the case of a positive chirp. Notice that the bandwidth of
the ultrashort laser pulses is sufficient to excite the target state already in the chirp-free case.
An example for chirp-free ground state dissociation control which also includes competing
intramolecular processes is shown in Fig. 9.3.
The first successful theoretical and experimental demonstrations of laser control have
been for rather small molecules under gas phase conditions. For a theoretical modelling this
amounts to solving the time-dependent Schrodinger equation'

a

ih-pqt))
= (H
at

I*@>) ,

- jiE(t))

IQ(t = 0 ) ) =

pi).

(9.2)

i In the following we assume that the external field is aligned with the dipole moment of the molecule. In passing
we note that there are also strategies for using strong laser fields to align molecules (see, e.g., [Sha03]).
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Figure 9.3: Ultrafast electronic ground state dissociation of the C-N bond in gaseous CHzNz using a
mid-infrared laser with 140 cm-' bandwidth; (See inset of the right panel where also the IR absorption
spectrum is shown.). In the right panel the dissociation yield for different laser excitation wavelengths
is shown. In the left panel the dissociation process is monitored by detecting laser-induced fluorescence
from the nascent 'CH2 . The fast time scale corresponds to the direct dissociation due to the driving of
the reaction coordinate, whereas the longer time scale can be attributed to the statistical dissociation after
vibrational energy redistribution. (reprinted with permission from [Win03], copyright (2003) American
Institute of Physics)

Then the task is to find an external field E ( t ) which drives the molecular dynamics towards
a specific target state, I $ t a r ) ,
at a certain time t f ,that is, we demand that I @ ( t f ) )=
In the example of Fig. 9.1 the target state could be the outgoing wave packet; for bound state
problems it may correspond to a particular quantum state such as a high overtone excitation
of some vibrational mode. Obviously, this is not an unequivocal task and a solution is not
guaranteed to exist especially in situations involving unbound potentials and many degrees of
freedom.
The simplest approach to finding an appropriate field is to use a specific parameterized
analytical pulse such as

This is a sequence of pulses; the unit-step functions guarantee that each pulse has a finite
amplitude only for ti 5 t 5 ~ i .For each pulse there are five parameters at our disposal:
,
pulse frequency Ri, its
the time ti where the pulse is switched on, the pulse duration ~ i the
amplitude A', and the phase qi. Given a target state these parameters can be optimized by
available numerical methods through repeatedly solving the appropriate equation of motion.
An example for the excitation of a specific vibrational state of HOD is shown in Fig. 9.4.
Although the simplicity of the pulse form is appealing, this strategy might fail for more
complex situations where control is likely to require rather complicated pulse shapes. A general theoretical tool for pulse design is provided by optimal control theory. Here the subject is
mapped onto an optimization problem for an appropriate functional as outlined in more detail
in Section 9.2.
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Figure 9.4: Selective preparation of the state (VOH = 3, VOD = 3) in a two-dimensional model of
coupled OH and OD bond stretching vibrations in HOD by a sequence of two pulses of the form given
in Eq. (9.3) (right panel). The left panel shows the population dynamics of the different quantum states
starting from the ground state (0,O). Apparently, the excitation mostly proceeds via the intermediate
state (3,O).The laser frequencies are tuned such that both steps involve the absorption of three photons.
(reprinted with permission from [Kor96],copyright (1 996) American Chemical Society)

So far we have discussed the control of molecular dynamics on the basis of the timedependent Schrodinger equation which implies a gas phase situation. Switching to the condensed phase, however, or considering large polyatomic molecules, the control of selected
degrees of freedom will have to compete with concurring vibrational energy redistribution
and relaxation. Let us consider the example of an excited state preparation in a multi-level
system. Here, the process of state preparation is accompanied by energy dissipation such that
any intermediate state occupied during the action of the external field will have a finite lifetime. Therefore, one would expect only an incomplete or transient control compared with the
gas phase. In principle, for a low-dimensional relevant system optimal control theory might
provide us with a control scenario which compensates for the counter-productive influence of
the interaction with the reservoir (cf. Fig. 9.12 below). This, of course, only holds as long as
the lifetime of the target state is not finite. In this case the control objective can be reached
only temporarily. Nevertheless, this target state might act as an intermediate state in a more
complex control scheme.
The theoretical methods for predicting pulse shapes outlined so far have been well ahead
of the experimental possibilities for quite some time. It has only been recently that it became
possible to generate ultrashort laser pulses of almost arbitrary form by using pulse shapers
as shown in Fig. 9.5. However, the theoretically predicted pulse forms inevitably depend
on the specific choice of the Hamilton operator which will always contain uncertainties in
particular for condensed phase situations. Therefore, it is not surprising that recent progress
in the control of complex systems has been achieved by a different strategy, that is, the socalled adaptive closed-loop control which relies on experimental data and does not require the
knowledge of the Hamiltonian. The principle of closed-loop control is sketched in Fig. 9.5.
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Figure 9.5: Principle of adaptive closed-loop control: A trial field Etrialis optimized to fulfill a certain
objective by learning about the system’s response. For the learning algorithm evolutionary strategies
are frequently used, where the properties of the field are encoded in a gene (e.g., in binary form) which
is part of a population. After a population is tested the fitness of each gene is evaluated. The fittest
genes (here the first one) move directly into the next population generation. Pairs of the remaining
genes are combined (crossover) and enter the next generation. This crossover proceeds in a way that,
e.g., the first 3 bits of gene 2 are combined with the last bits of gene 3 as shown here. To enhance
the searching capabilities mutations (bit flips) are introduced (here in gene I). The genes are then used
to address the elements of a pulse shaper shown in the lower part. Here, an incoming laser pulse is
spectrally decomposed and the phases and amplitudes of the individual components are manipulated.
This is achieved by using a multipixel liquid+xystal display (LCD). Finally, the modified components
are combined to the desired pulse shape.

Given an initial guess for the laser field which is applied to the molecular system the response
of the latter is analyzed and compared with some objective such as the reaction yield. Upon
controlled changing of the pulse form in a pulse shaper this objective is optimized by going
through the loop many times. By this way of trial, error, and feedback, the laser field learns
about the system dynamics. More specifically this requires that the laser field is parameterized,
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Figure 9.6: Closed-loop control of the light-harvesting efficiency of carotenoids (Car) in the peripheral
antenna of the Rps. acidophila (left, cf. Fig. 8.4). Upon excitation of the SO-+ 5'2 Car transition with a
transform-limited pulse internal conversion is as efficient as energy transfer (ET) to the bacteriochlorophyll acceptors of the B800E3850 system. Upon pulse shape optimization the ratio between IC and ET
can be changed considerably as shown for the different generations of a genetic algorithm. The pulse
shape is characterized by its autocorrelation function and its wavelength resolution in the inset. (figure
courtesy of J. Herek, for more details see also [Her02])

for instance, by the relative phases of its spectral components. An efficient and systematic way
of optimizing these parameters is provided by a genetic learning algorithm (cf. Fig. 9.5). The
overall performance greatly benefits from the high duty cycle of present laser system which
allow to perform thousands of experiments with different pulse shapes in a few minutes. An
impressive example where the competing energy transfer and internal conversion dynamics in
a light-harvesting photosynthetic complex has been controlled is discussed in Fig. 9.6. Other
applications include, for instance, the chemical reaction dynamics in polyatomics (see, e.g.,
[Bri03,Dan03])or the high-harmonic generation form the scattering of intense laser fields
with atoms [BarOO].
From the theoretical point of view this experimentally very successful approach raises
several challenges. Foremost is the question to understand the often rather complicated pulse
shapes in terms of the underlying molecular dynamics. Ideally this would involve inverting the
experimental data to reconstruct the actual Hamiltonian. In practice this ambitious task can
be approached by means of simplified model Hamiltonians whose properties can be straightforwardly related to specific features of the optimized laser field. Here, it is often helpful to
scrutinize the robustness of the field by introducing additional constraints which simplify the
pulse form. Moreover, the control objectives can be modified such that, for instance, welldefined parts of the potential energy surface are explored. Finally, it should be emphasized that
this type of learning algorithm is of limited value for theoretical pulse optimization in view of
the fact that a single numerical propagation with a given field may be rather expensive.
Despite the experimental success of adaptive closed-loop control, optimal control theory
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still bears the potential to understand fundamental issues of laser-driven molecular dynamics.
In the following Section 9.2.1 we will give an outline of the working equations of optimal
control theory. In Section 9.3 we will discuss we complete the discussion of the previous
chapters and present applications to electron and proton transfer processes. Notice that there
are numerous applications of control theory to other problems in molecular dynamics and
spectroscopy which are covered in excellent books to be mentioned in the Suggested Reading
section below.

9.2 Optimal Control Theory
9.2.1 The Control Functional and the Control Field
The simplest and most intuitive strategy for designing a laser pulse which drives a system from
at t = t f certainly rests on parameterized
an initial state 1@0) at t = to to a target state I @ ' t a r )
analytical pulses as given in Eq. (9.3) (cf. Fig. 9.4). However, this approach often assumes
that the reaction path is known beforehand. More flexibility is certainly provided if the whole
temporal shape of the laser pulse is subject to optimization. To put this into mathematical
terms one has to introduce a functional J of the laser field which reaches its extremum if
the laser pulse drives the system in the required manner. Apparently, the functional J can be
defined as the overlap between the target state I @ t a r )
and the wave function 19(tf))
of the
driven system at t = t f . Setting J = l(Qta,.l@(tf))l,the expression equals 1 if the control
task has been solved. Otherwise, one gets J < 1. Additional constraints can be included via
the method of Lagrange multipliers. An obvious constraint would be an upper limitation for
the total field energy, &field, of the laser pulse which should control the molecular system. To
introduce this quantity we assume that the control field propagates as a linear polarized plane
wave with polarization unit vector e and wave vector k:

E(r, t ) = eE(t)eik' + C.C. .

(9.4)

According to Maxwells's equations we obtain &field from the vector of energy flow density
of the field (Poynting vector), if integrated over a surface A0 of the probe and over the timeinterval [to, t f ] :
tr

In praxis, however, one takes the simpler constraint
Sfield(E;tO,tf) =

1

to

dt

I E ( t ) l2 ,

(9.6)

stating that the square of the field strength should remain finite during the whole pulse.2 And,
instead of using the overlap between the target state and the wave function propagated up to
'This ambiguity in the choice of the constraint (and the concrete form of J ) indicates that the control theory is not
governed by laws of nature hut by certain objectives defined such as to manipulate the molecular system.
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t = t f we can also choose the square of the overlap and get as the functional (including the
constraint via a Lagrange multiplier

J(E;to,tf)
= I(*tarl*(tf;E))12

- X(Sfield(E;tO,tf)- SO).

(9.7)

Here, SOis the desired value of the expression Sfield(E;to, t f ) .
Comparing different pulses E ( t )the functional J should become extremal if the pulse is
found which drives the system into the target state at time t = t f . This pulse will be called
optimal pulse, and the requirement for the extremum can be written as 6 J = J ( E bE) J ( E ) = 0, where 6E is a small variation of the pulse field. We briefly demonstrate how to
calculate 6 J (a more involved derivation will be given in the subsequent section). As it is
the case whenever an extremum is determined, 6J has to be calculated in the limit 6E + 0,
so a linearization with respect to 6E suffices. It is easy to linearize the part of J(E 6E)
which accounts for the constraint. For reasons of a clear presentation we additionally assume
that E ( t ) is a real function. Then the expression J:,' dt 2E(t)6E(t)can be derived. To
get the contribution of the first part of J(E + 6E) we introduce the following separation of
the total system Hamiltonian H ( E ( t ) )= Hmol Hfield(E(t))which determines the wave
function propagation in the presence of the driving field. For the slightly modified field E+6E
we set H(E + 6E) = H ( E ) Hfield(6E). In a next step, the time-evolution operator
U ( t f ,to;E + 6E),driving the wave function
(initially prepared in the system) into the
final state, is separated in the same way. Noting the introduction of the S-operator in Section
3.2.2 we may write U ( t f ,to; E 6E) = U ( t f ,to; E ) S ( t fto;
, E, 6 E ) . Here, the S-operator
, E)). Linearizing S with
is defined by Hfield(6E)(of course, S depends on E via U ( t f to;
respect to 6E (what is possible by an expansion of the S-operator, cf. also Section 5.3.1) we
obtain

+

+

+

+

+

(*tarl*(tf;E+

6E)) = (*tarlU(tfrto;E)S(tf,to;E,6E)I~o)
M
(QtarlU(tf7 to; E)l*o)

x f i b E ( t ) U ( tt,o ; E)l*o) .

(9.8)

Since the square of the overlap expression has been incorporated into J the conjugated complex version of the upper expression has to be discussed, too.
Collecting all terms, the requirement that 6 J = 0 is written as
dt K(t)GE(t)= 0.
Since 6E(t)is arbitrary we get K ( t )= 0. This equation reads in more detail

st','

(9.9)

It represents a (functional) equation for the determination of the optimal pulse. Because of
its nonlinear character Eq. (9.9) can be solved by iterative methods as will be outlined in
?Often the additional constraint that the state vector is propagated according to the Schrbdinger equation, Eq.
(9.2) is included via a Lagrange multiplier state vector. This renders the optimization of the functional J to become
unconstraint. However, the equation of motion can also be included via the calculation of the expectation value of the
target operator as will be shown in the following section.
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the following section. Any solution of Eq. (9.9) depends parametrically on the Lagrange
multiplier A. Setting Sfield = SOgives the Lagrange multiplier A as a function of SO, and
consequently the optimal field as a function of SO. The outlined method of setting up the
functional, Eq. (9.7) including the constraint, Eq. (9.6), and of solving Eq. (9.9) to get the
optimal pulse for a concrete control task is known as Optimal Control Theory [Rab88,Kos89].
The formulation of optimal control theory given so far is valid for any field strength.
Nevertheless, one may restrict the search for the optimal pulse to weak field excitation, where
the time-evolution operator U ( t ,to; E ) as well as Eq. (9.9) can be linearized in E. To do this
we first note that U ( t ,t o ; E ) = Umol(t- to)S(t,to; E ) ,where Umol is exclusively determined
by H m O l , and S denotes the S-operator defined by the coupling Hamiltonian, Hfield. The
linearization of S with respect to E , i.e. 1 S ( ' ) , gives the required approximation. If
inserted into Eq. (9.91, Umol (1 S ( ' ) )appears three times in this expression.
To derive a simpler expression we further assume that (qtarlQ0) = 0, that is, the initial
state is orthogonal to the target state. This property would be fulfilled if a system of two
electronic PES is considered as in Fig. 9.1 (cf. Section 5.2.2), where the initial state is the
vibrational ground state of the electronic ground state I Q O ) = Ixgo) and the target state is a
certain vibrational wave packet at the excited electronic state, [*tar) = IXtar)l@e). The factor
(*tar19(tf))* of Eq. (9.9) becomes (QbarlUrnol(tf - t o ) S ( ' ) ( t f ,to)l'Eo)* after linearization
in the field strength. The other field-dependent contributions to the right-hand side of Eq.
(9.9) have to be neglected and one obtains:

+

+

x(*tarlUmol(tf

-

t)fiUmol(t - to)l*O)

-

C.C.)

.

(9.10)

We assume that fi = dl@e)(@gl+ h.c., and take the electronic matrix elements of all expres= 6,bU,) to finally get:
sions ((@(LIU,nOll$t,)
(9.11)
Here we introduced the overlap function

which describes the overlap between the target vibrational state and the initial vibrational
state x , ~ but
. propagated from t to tf on the excited PES (its propagation from to to t with
U, introduces only an unimportant phase factor). An alternative interpretation would be to
view it as an overlap between x g 0 and Xtar, but with the latter propagated backwards in time
from t f to t. Thus, for the condition 6J = 0 to hold it is required here that at each time t
the optimal field incorporates information about the complex amplitudes of the forward and
backward propagations.
The overlap functions n(t) and n * ( ~
at )different time-arguments define the kernel of
a homogeneous Fredholm integral equation for the determination of the field. This type of
equation can be transformed into an eigenvalue equation after the time integration has been
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discretized. Optimal fields are then given by the eigenvectors with the corresponding eigenvalues X being the relative yields with respect to applied pulse intensity. Thus the eigenvector
corresponding to the largest X is the optimal field (for a more complete account see also
[Yan93]).In the next section we will elaborate optimal control theory further. Specifically, we
will obtain the generalization of Eq. (9.9) to the case of dissipative dynamics.

9.2.2 Mixedatate and Dissipative Dynamics
The formulation of optimal control theory given so far has some shortcomingsconcerning the
definition of the control task objective as well as the type of molecular dynamics which can
be used for the simulations. We will turn to the latter problem below, where we describe the
modifications of the optimal control theory which are necessary when changing from closed
to open system dynamics. First, however, we concentrate on some generalizations of the
quantity l(QtarlQ(tf))12 whose extremum we are looking for. Let us introduce the notation
(Q(tf)ldtarlF(tf))
which is identical with the previous one, if we set d t a r = IQltar)(QtarI.
The quantity Otaris named target operator and projects here simply on the earlier introduced
target state Qta,. However, numerous other forms can be intr~duced.~
In a further step let us split up the time evolution operator U ( t f ,to; E) in the expectation
value of the target operator to write:

( q ( t fI d) t a r 1 ~ ( t f )=)

(

~

0 (tf,
1 t o ;~E ) d~) t a r U ( t f ,

= tr{dtar*(tf)

1

to; E )1

~ 0 )

(9.13)

The latter step simply includes the identification * ( t ) = U ( t f to;
, E)IQo)(@olU+(tf,
to; E).
It is the great advantage of this notation that we can extend optimal control theory to the
propagation of mixed state dynamics. For example, we may set * ( t o ) = Re,, where Re,
denotes the equilibrium statistical operator of the considered system, instead of @ ( t o ) =
190)(!POI. And if the control of dissipativedynamics of an open quantum system is considered
we may even set for the expectation value of the target operator, Eq. (9.13):
Otar ( t f )= trs { d t a r i X t f ) }

(9.14)

with 6 being the reduced density operator.
In the following we will derive the equations for the determination of the optimal laser
field if Otar(tp)is defined according to Eq. (9.14), i.e. if a condensed phase situations has
to be considered. In such a case the dynamics may be deduced from the propagation of the
reduced statistical operator by means of a Quantum Master Equation (cf. Eq. (3.261)):

a

-jj(t) = -iLm01j(t) - iLF(t)ii(t)- D@(t).
at

(9.15)

4F0r example, we may introduce a more general target operator which might be a superposition of two differ@I .)!:
But one can also introduce a mixture of projectors as Ot,
=
w,,
ent states I@tar) = I@{:!)
l@tar(a))(@tar(a)l.
This definition may incorporate a complete excited electronic state as the target regardless
of the concrete vibrational state. However, it is not yet understood if for such general target operators (as well as
for more sophisticated molecular dynamics involving, for instance, bond breaking) a unambiguous solution of the
optimal control problem exists.

+
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Here Cmol and CF( t )are the Liouville superoperators corresponding to the molecular Hamiltonian and relevant system-field interaction Hamiltonian, respectively. 2) is the relaxation
superoperator (see, e.g., Eq. (3.261)). Eq. (9.15) can be rewritten after introducing a time
evolution superoperator, i.e.

b(t) = U ( t ,t o ; E)ij(to)
t

= T e x p { - i l o dr

(Lmol

-k C F ( 7 ) - iD)}p(tO)

(9.16)

where the dependence on the external field has been indicated explicitly. Note that in general

V will depend on the external field as well. This may play a role when the system-field

interaction is strong enough to modify the spectrum of eigenvalues of the relevant system. In
this case the relaxation will proceed according to the time-dependent spectrum. However, if
the system-bath coupling is weak such that the related relaxation times are much longer than
the laser pulse duration this effect is unlikely to be significant.
The control objective will be defined in terms of a target operator whose expectation value
which is given in Eq. (9.14) should take a maximum value at a certain time t = t f . An
example for a target operator has been given already in the previous section where it was the
projection operator onto a specific target state. Of course, the target operator should act in
the space of the states of the relevant system. In analogy to Eq. (9.7) we write the control
functional as (recall that E ( t ) is taken to be real)
(9.17)
Notice, that the field intensity constraint has been modified compared with Eq. (9.7). Here
it enters via a penalty which is given for high intensities. Its importance is weighted by the
positive parameter a5Since the variation of the constant term c( SOin Eq. (9.6) gives zero, the
resulting equations for the optimal field are not influenced. However, whereas the Lagrange
multiplier X is fixed by the assumed field energy SO,the penalty factor CY is a parameter. As
mentioned in Section 9.2.1 the equation of motion (9.15) enters via the dependence of the
target on the evolution of b(t)which in turn depends on the field E(t).
The functional Eq. (9.17) is maximized allowing variations in the field E ( t ) ,that is, we
have to find an expression for 6J,where we already performed the variation for the second
term in Section 9.2.1. For the first term it is required to calculate the functional derivative of
i j ( t f ) that
, is,

(9.18)
Noting that
(9.19)
’This parameter could even be chosen as a timedependent function under the integral in order to enforce a certain
overall shape of the field envelope, e.g., to ensure smooth switching-on and off behavior.
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one obtains the functional derivative of Otar as
(9.20)
where the field-dependent dissipative control kernel has been introduced as

i
~ ( t tf; E, ) = EtrS{8t"rU(tf,t; E ) [ f i , ~ ( to;
t , ~ ) i ( t o ) l - )*

(9.21)

Inserting this result into the equation for 6J = 0 (see previous section) gives an expression
for the optimal field:
1

E ( t ) = - K ( t f t, ; E ) .
a

(9.22)

The control kernel is obtained by propagating the reduced density operator in the presence of
the external field from the initial time to until some time t 5 t f where the commutator with
respect to the dipole operator is calculated. Then the result is propagated from t to the final
time t f where the operator d)taracts. According to Eq. (9.22) the control kernel has to be
calculated such that it coincides (up to the prefactor l / a ) with the field.

9.2.3 Iterative Determination of the Optimal Pulse
Eqs. (9.21) and (9.22) constitute a highly nonlinear set of equations for the determination of
the optimal field. These equations can be solved by iteration, for instance, according to the
following procedure (see also [Oht99]): First, the control kernel is rewritten as

i

Wf,W)= -trs{b(t;
E ) [ f i , i ( tEll-}
;
h

(9.23)

7

where the two time-dependent operators 8(t;E) and j ( t ;E) are propagated separately up to
the intermediate time t. However, the new auxiliary operator 8(t;E) has to be propagated
backwards in time, starting from Otar at t = t f ,that is,

8(t;E) = 0 t a r U ( t f ,t ; E) = U f ( t f t, ; E ) dtar.

(9.24)

As shown in the supplementary Section 9.4.1 the following coupled sets of equations of motion can be derived

a , = -iLmolfi - Vi

-p

at

-

1
-tr~{8(t)[fi,&}
ah2

[fi, $1-

(9.25)

[fi, 81- .

(9.26)

and

a

= -iLmo18

1
+ V8 - -tr~{i?[fi,fi]-}
ah2

where the dissipative superoperator for backward propagation is denoted 8, see Eq. (9.37).
Here, nonlinearities which mediate the feedback in the evolution of /j and 8 via the field have
been made explicit by using Eq. (9.22).
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The separation of the control kernel into the propagation of two operators, Eqs. (9.25) and
(9.26), can be used to devise an iterative scheme for obtaining the control kernel and therefore
the optimal field. To this end we start from the zeroth order approximation for @(t)
(9.27)
where LF)(t) contains an initial guess E(O)(t) for the control field. This allows to start an
iteration where the nth order auxiliary operator is given by

and the nth order reduced density operator follows from

Notice that the coupling between the evolution of the two operators enters on the right hand
side via 6("-'). The optimal field for the nth iteration step is given by

Apparently, the method for calculating optimal control fields outlined so far can also be
applied to mixed and pure states in the dissipation-free case.

9.3 Laser Pulse Control of Particle Transfer
The successful demonstration of controllable photoinduced reactions in gas and condensed
phase is doubtless a milestone in ultrafast dynamics research. Among an increasing number
of applications are those where branching ratios of competing photodissociation channels are
controlled (for an overview, see [Bri03]). On the other hand, guiding the motion of particles
with the help of tailored laser fields is of fundamental importance because it provides a means
for controlled charge flow in molecular systems. This could be useful, for instance, to design
ultrafast molecular switches for the emerging field of molecule-based electronics. On the
other hand, the occurring change of the charge distributionand thus of the associated multipole
moments, might be used to probe details of the interaction with, e.g., a polar solvent.
The principal problem one faces when turning such ideas into praxis is related to the
complex dynamics of coupled electronic and nuclear DOF which is inherent to particle transfer
reactions. In the following we will illustrate some general aspects of optimal control theory
as it can be applied to proton and electron transfer reaction. In doing so we focus on simple
model systems such as PT in a two-dimensional double minimum potential and the ET in a
donor-bridge-acceptor (DBA) complex.
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Figure 9.7: PT between an enol (left) and a enethiol (right) configuration in thioacetylacetone. In the
upper part the transition state is shown. The barrier height is 0.22 eV and the asymmetry between
the potential minima is 0.07 eV. Also shown are the corresponding probability distributions according
to the eigenfunctions of the ground (Ixo)),
the first (1x1))and the 8th (1x8)) excited state of a model
Hamiltonian taking into account the reaction coordinate for PT, s,and the coupling to a vibrational mode
Q which modulates the strength of the hydrogen bond (for more details see [Dos99]). The arrows in the
level scheme indicate a pathway for laser-driven FT which is discussed in Fig. 9.8.

9.3.1 Infrared Laser-Pulse Control of Proton Transfer
In view of the importance of hydrogen bonds and proton transfer reactions (cf. Chapter 7) it
is not surprising that this type of elementary transfer reaction is rather frequently discussed
in the context of laser control. Driving the proton motion across a hydrogen bond is not
only fundamentally important but this capability could have interesting applications such as
to initiate subsequent reactions. Moreover, the complicated potential energy surface could
be explored by combining laser driving with spectroscopic detection in real time. This also
concerns systems in the condensed phase where, e.g., phase and energy relaxation processes
specific for the different local configurations could be explored.
In the following we will discuss a simple example which serves to illustrate possible strategies for proton transfer control in the electronic ground state. In addition it will highlight the
power of optimal control theory to predict reaction pathways. The model comprises two relevant coordinates, that is, a proton transfer coordinate and a harmonic coordinate describing the
modulation of the proton transfer distance (cf. the Hamiltonian Eq. (7.1)). For simplicity the
interaction with some environment has been neglected. The potential for the PT is asymmetric
as a consequence of different local environments for the two tautomers. This also necessitates
to include higher order terms in the coupling function F ( s ) in Eq. (7.1). The mentioned
asymmetry is, together with an appreciable change in the dipole moment, a prerequisite for
implementation of control schemes which require distinct initial and final states. The specific
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Figure 9.8: Pumpdump control of the system of Fig. 9.7 with a two-pulse sequence as shown in the
upper panel. The respective population dynamics reveals that the transfer proceeds from the localized
initial states (v = 0 and t~ = 1, the system starts from a thermal initial population) to the final state
(?J = 1) via a delocalized intermediate state (v = 8). This pathway is indicated in Fig. 9.7. (For more
details see [Dos99].)

parameterization of the potential in Eq. (7.1) has been chosen to mimic quantum chemistry
results for thioacetylacetone. In Fig. 9.7 some eigenfunctions, xv(s,Q), of the Hamiltonian
are shown which reveal rather localized states on the reactant and product site.
Looking at Fig. 9.7 it is tempting to consider the straightforward reaction path, that is,
the direct excitation 1x0) 4 1x1 ) by a single pulse. This is, of course, only possible if there
is a finite transition dipole matrix element do1 = (xolfilxl),which is typically the case for
asymmetric potentials with a rather low barrier as shown in Fig. 9.7. Using the pulse form
given by Eq. (9.3) we have several parameters which can be adjusted to give the optimum pulse
say for complete population inversion. If the dynamics can be restricted to the two lowest
vibrational states (with energies EOand El),one can use a result known from optics which
states that in case of resonant driving, that is, for 01 = (El- Eo)/h, complete population
inversion in the interval [to : t r ] can be obtained, if the integrated pulse envelope is equal to 7r
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Figure 9.9: Optimal control theory results for the system of Fig. 9.7. Panels A and B correspond to the
case of a small penalty factor a , i.e. for a high field intensity. Here, the reaction proceeds in analogy to
the pump-dump mechanism of Fig. 9.8. In panels C and D results are shown for a high penalty. Now, a
reaction path "through" the barrier is taken, which can be rationalized in terms of the populations which
are exchanged between pairs of states like I xo), 1x1)and I x z ) , 1x3). These pairs would be degenerated
in the case of vanishing potential asymmetry. As in Fig. 9.8 the system starts from a therrnalized initial
population. (For more details see also [Dos99].)

(so-called n-pulse):

l:f (F)
dtAsin2

=n

,

(9.3 1)

This relation makes it easy to find suitable pulse parameters. It should be noted, however,
that the transition frequency (El - &)/ti may become very small (in particular for weaker
hydrogen bonds) which makes the experimental realization of this type of ultrashort (infrared)
pulse very difficult.
In this situation the following so-called pump-dump scheme may be more appropriate:
Here one uses a sequence of two laser pulses as shown in 9.8A. The first (pump) pulse excites
the system from the localized reactant ground state to some delocalized intermediate which
is energetically above the reaction barrier (here state 1x8) shown in the middle panel of Fig.
9.7). A subsequent second (dump) pulse then de-excites the system to the localized product
state. Also in this case, optimization of the pulse parameters may give a field E ( t ) which
almost completely switches the system from the reactant into the product state. The respective
population dynamics of the three states is shown in 9.8B.
So far the reaction has been driven along a predetermined path. Optimal control theory
does not have this kind of bias and the reaction path is determined by the balance between the
target state optimization and the penalty for high field intensities as given by Eq. (9.7). If this
penalty is small, the predicted pulse form is rather complicated, although the reaction path is
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Figure 9.10: Left: DBA model system of diabatic PES along a reaction coordinate s for describing
photoinduced ET starting from the ground states PES U,. The vibrational frequency of all states is
0.1 eV and the interstate coupling is 0.03 eV. The wave packet in the acceptor potential corresponds
to the target state in Fig. 9.1 1. Right: ET dynamics after impulsive excitation of the donor state as
characterized by the population of the donor (solid), bridge (dotted), and acceptor (dashed) states.

very similar to the p u m p d u m p scheme as seen by comparing Fig. 9.8 with Figs. 9.9A and
B. However, if the penalty factor a is increased the reaction path over the barrier becomes
too costly and a path “through” the barrier is taken. The predicted pulse form is shown in
Fig. 9.9C; the frequency of the field does not correspond to any transition frequency of the
system. Thus the mechanism has to be understood as a deformation of the potential energy
surface such that the asymmetry between the two wells is compensated and tunneling becomes
an effective reaction channel. This argument is supported by the population dynamics of the
system’s eigenstates shown in Fig. 9.9D. Here, the driven PT corresponds to a population
exchange between pairs of states like 1x0) and 1x1) which would be degenerated in case of
vanishing potential asymmetry.
Finally, we note that since all driving schemes are very sensitive to the vibrational energy
level structure the pulses will be isotope selective.
In the discussed schemes of infrared laser control of proton transfer the reactions have
been restricted to the adiabatic electronic ground state. In the next section we will focus on
electronically excited states where the coupling between different diabatic states will introduce
the new aspect of coupled electron-vibrational dynamics.

9.3.2 Controlling Photoinduced Electron Transfer
The following discussion, however, will focus on the application of optimal control theory to
photoinduced ET. In passing we note that there has been a large effort to understand the effect
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Figure 9.11: Optimal control of the wave packet dynamics in the DBA system shown in Fig. 9.10. The
target state has been the ground state of the acceptor PES displaced from d A )= 4 to d A )= 6.4 (right
panel, cf. Fig. 9.10). In the left panel we show the diabatic state populations for the ground (dashdotted), the donor (dotted),the bridge (dashed), and the acceptor (solid) as we as the optimal field (in
units of 10' Vkm). (For more details, see [ManOl]).

of monochromatic field driving on the particle motion in a DA type complex being modelled in
terms of the spin-boson model (for a review, see [Gri98]). In contrast, in the present section it
will be of importance to consider the scheme of photoinduced ET (including optical excitation
from a donor ground state, cf. Fig. 6.6) as well as ultrafast field control of electron-vibrational
dynamics.
For the investigation of photoinduced ET, let us first consider the model DBA system
shown in Fig. 9.10. The ET will be described in terms of four diabatic state PES along some
reaction coordinate s. The ground state U, is coupled to the donor state only via a constant
transition dipole matrix element. The DBA system consists of three identical but shifted PES
with a constant coupling between D and B and B and A. In order to have a reference we first
discuss the case of impulsive excitation (cf. Section 5.5, Eq. (5.124)). The diabatic state
populations are shown in Fig. 9.10 (right panel). Initially, only the donor PES is populated but
the subsequent dynamics shows oscillations which are typical for coupled PES in the coherent
dissipation-freelimit. Viewed in terms of the corresponding wave packet motion, this behavior
corresponds to a delocalization of the initially prepared ground state wave packet over the
available part of the reaction coordinate axis.
Turning our attention to the controllability of this type of model electron-vibrational dynamics we first have to address the question of time scales. In optimal control theory it is
required to specify a final time t f at which the target state has to be realized. On the other
hand, ET reactions have an intrinsic time scale m~resulting from the coupling of the shifted
PES. Obviously, t f > QT has to be fulfilled in order to control the evolving wave packet.
However, given the complicated coherent oscillations in Fig. 9.10 as a result of quantum mechanical interferences it is apparent that even for t f > TET, the control field and also the
respective yield may strongly depend on the final time t f . In a sense the control field has to be
synchronized with the oscillating wave packet motion. In Fig. 9.1 1 we have set the target such
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Figure 9.12: ET control efficiency for a DA (no bridge) system in dependence on the inverse life time
of the target state which was set to be the first excited vibrational state of the acceptor PES. (For more
details, see [Man02].)

that the final state should correspond to a superposition state, that is, a compact wave packet
given by the acceptor PES vibrational ground state but displaced along the reaction coordinate
(cf. Fig. 9.10). The final state and the way it is reached is shown in the right panel of Fig. 9.11.
The control field as well as the dynamics of the diabatic state populations are shown in the left
panel of Fig. 9.1 1 .The interpretation of the pulse form is not straightforward. Generally, one
expects that the field-driving of the populations has to be synchronized with the time scales
for the field-free evolution which is due to the state couplings. This argument is supported by
the fact that, for instance, the population of the acceptor state in the field- free evolution (Fig.
9.10) has passed two times a maximum when it reaches the target time t f = 500fs. This is
similar to the evolution in the control field as shown in Fig. 9.1 1.
So far we have not considered the influence of the interaction with some environment on
the controllability of ET reactions. In general it is assumed that relaxation processes will act
against the control objective if, for instance, the target state has a finite lifetime. Therefore,
the question arises whether the relaxation process can be at least partially compensated by the
laser-driving. In Fig. 9.12 we show for a simple DA system the efficiency for populating
the first excited vibrational state in the acceptor PES starting from the ground state PES.
Comparing the case of a field which has been optimized for the dissipation-free case with
fields whose optimization took into account the finite lifetime of the target state, we clearly
see that laser-driving can compete with relaxation although the overall yield at the target
time is diminished. However, the latter can be increased at the expense of using higher field
intensities represented by the decreasing penalty factor a.
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9.4 Supplement
9.4.1 Dissipative Backward Time Evolution
The determination of the dissipative control kernel in Section 9.2.2 required to propagate the
auxiliary density operator 6 backward in time according to Eq. (9.26). In the following we
will derive the respective dissipation superoperator fi as well as the respective equation of
motion for 6 . We start from the representation of dissipative time evolution given in Eq.
(3.445). Since for the present application a time dependent field enters the time evolution we
have to generalize Eq. (3.445) to

U ( t ,to)b(to) = A(t,to)b(to) + b(tO)A+(t,t o )
t

(9.32)

(9.33)
Rearranging the different terms in the trace leads to
i
~ ( t tf; E, ) = -trs{(A+(tf,t)i)tar
h
dtarA(tf,t)

+

c/

+

tf

f

d7 c;

(7;tf

,t )oej(7;t f ,t )) [ji,iq t )]- } .

(9.34)

to

This expression confirms the principal existence of some in Eiq. (9.24). Given the form Eq.
(9.32) for U one can obtain U+ or equivalently the equations of motion for 6.To do this we
use Eq. (9.16) and get

+

+

d
-U(tf, t ) = u(tf,t ) (ifkvd iCF(t) D) .
at

(9.35)

In a next step the control kernel, Eq. (9.23), is generalized such that it depends via 6 on a
second independent time-argument f. Then the time derivative with respect to t yields

+

d
i
-K(tf,t,f;E) = -trs{6(t)(iLmo1 iCF(t)
at
h

+ D ) [ f i , @ ( f l ] .- }

(9.36)

A rearrangement of the terms in the bracket leads to the required equation of motion for 6,
(9.26), with the dissipative superoperatorfi being defined via
Z%(t) =

c
U

(A;K,B(t)

+ 6(t)KUAU- A i 6 ( t ) K U- KU6(t)AU).

(9.37)
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Notice that this form valid for backward time evolution differs from the forward evolution
superoperator V ,Eq. (3.261).
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Introduction

The understanding of molecular transfer phenomena requires a unified theoretical treatment
which should have its foundations in a microscopic definition of the considered molecular
system. There are three questions which need to be answered in this respect: First, what is
the appropriate theoretical description of the molecular system, second, what is the form of
the dynamical equations which describe the transfer process, and third, how can the computed
results be related to experimental observations.
From a general point of view, quantum mechanics gives the framework for all phenomena
occurring in molecular systems. In the following the term “molecular system” shall cover
single molecules, simple molecular aggregates, but also larger arrangements of molecules
like supra-molecular complexes and, in particular, molecules embedded in different types of
environments will be of interest. The definition even encompasses biological macromolecules
such as membrane-bound protein complexes. The common link between these molecular
systems is that they show transfer processes. By “transfer process” we understand the flow
of vibrational energy, the dynamics of electrons, protons, and electronic excitation energy.
The nature of these processes is intimately related to the kind of preparation of the initial
conditions, for instance, by the interaction with an electromagnetic field. In view of this broad
scope it is clear that an exact quantum mechanical treatment is impossible if we go beyond the
level of simple model systems.
Therefore, we will start in Chapter 2 with a discussion of the steps which lead us from the
formally exact to some approximate molecular Hamilton operator. Given a molecule in the
gas phase (vacuum) as shown in the upper part of Fig. 1.1, the Born-Oppenheimer separation of nuclear and electronic motions can be performed. Here, the molecular wave function
is split up into an electronic and a nuclear part, a procedure which is justified by the large
massdifference between both types of particles. This results in a Schrodinger equation for
the electronic wave function alone, for given fixed positions of the nuclei. Calculating the
electronic energy spectrum for different positions of the nuclei one obtains potential energy
suflaces which govern the motion of the nuclei. These potential energy surfaces are at the
heart of the understanding of stationary molecular spectra and chemical reaction dynamics. If
nuclear and electronic motion are adiabatically separable, that is, the coupling between different electronic states is negligible and one can carry out the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
Under certain conditions, however, so-called nonadiabatic transitions between different electronic states as a consequence of the nuclear motions are to be expected.
If we step from the gas to the condensed phase, for example, by considering a molecule
in solution as shown in the lower part of Fig. 1 . 1 , the effect of the molecule+nvironment
interaction has to be taken into account. The simplest way to do this is to add an additional
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Figure 1.1: The complicated problem of the interaction between electrons and nuclei is reduced to some
tractable level by employing the Born-Oppenheimer separation of their motions. Upper panel: Threeatomic molecule with nuclei labelled by A, B, and C. The electronic wave function is indicated by a grey
area. Middle panel: The bond length between atom A and B (left part) as well as atom B and C (right
part) is increased accompanied by an instantaneous deformation of the electronic wave function. As a
result, a potential energy curve is formed determining the dynamics of the bond length. Lower panel: If
the molecule is taken from the gas to the condensed phase its stationary properties cannot be calculated
without invoking further approximations.

external potential to the molecular Hamiltonian. Often the environment can be described as a
macroscopic dielectric and its influence can be judged from its dielectric properties.
Having discussed the stationary molecular properties we turn to the molecular dynamics
in Chapter 3. Here, the reader will become familiar with concepts ranging from incoherent to
coherent transfer events. The connection between these limits is provided by the relevant time
scales; of particular importance is the relation between intramolecular relaxation and intermolecular transfer times. In view of experimental advances in ultrafast optical spectroscopy,
our treatment reflects the historical evolution of knowledge on molecular dynamics.
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Figure 1.2: Open molecular system S interacting with its environment (reservoir) R. In addition the
system may be influenced by external fields (wiggly line).

The essential ingredient for the theoretical modelling is the concept of an open molecular
system S interacting with its environment (reservoir) R by collision processes or via other
means of energy exchange. A schematic illustration of this situation is given in Fig. 1.2.
The relevant system S may represent any type of molecule, but it may also comprise selected
so-called active degrees of freedom of a particular molecule. In order to study the dynamics
of the relevant system in an actual experiment, its response to some external field such as an
electromagnetic field is measured.
The most general description of the total system, S plus R, is given by the quantum statistical operator I@ as indicated in the left part of Fig. 1.3. This operator is based on the concept
of a mixed quantum state formed by S and its macroscopic environment. However, the operator 6'contains much more information than we will ever need, for instance, to simulate a
particular experiment. Indeed, it is the relevant system S we are interested in. Making use of
a reduction procedure we obtain a reduced statistical operator p which contains the information on the dynamics of S only, but including the influence of the environment R (right-hand
part of Fig. 1.3). When deriving equations of motion for the reduced statistical operator, the
so-called Quantum Master Equations, a number of approximations have to be invoked. Most
fundamental in this respect will be the assumption of a weak interaction between the system
reduction
procedure

mcomplete description

+

reduced description

Figure 1.3: The total system S R is completely described by the quantum statistical operator W .
By means of a reduction procedure one can focus on the relevant system using the reduced statistical
operator jj.
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Figure 1.4: Mixed quantum-classical description of condensed phase dynamics. The classical particles
move in the mean field generated by the quantum particle described by the wave function 9.

S and the reservoir R, which in practice requires a proper separation into relevant and environmental coordinates for the molecular system at hand. If there is no interaction at all, the
Quantum Master Equation would be equivalent to the time-dependent Schrodinger equation.
This is the regime of coherent dynamics. If the interaction is not negligible, however, the system dynamics gradually changes with increasing coupling strength from a partially coherent
one to an incoherent one. The incoherent motion of a quantum system is commonly described
using ordinary rate equations which are based on the Golden Rule rate expression of quantum
mechanics.
The Quantum Master Equation, however, affords a more general frame since it comprises
the various dynamical limits. Therefore, it gives a unified description of quantum molecular
dynamics of a relevant system and its interaction with some environment.
The concept of the statistical operator provides a quantum-statistical description of S and
R. However, in many situations it is sufficient to describe R by means of classical mechanics.
Then, S can be characterized by a wave function 9 instead of a statistical operator and the
dynamics of the environmental degrees of freedom is governed by Newton’s equations. Often
the dynamics is split up in such a way that the classical particles move in the mean field of the
quantum particle. This situation is visualized in Fig. 1.4.
The formal concepts developed in Chapters 2 and 3 are then applied to describe different
transfer phenomena. In principle, the different transfer processes can be classified according
to the type of transferred particle. In addition, one can distinguish between intramolecular and
intermolecular particle transfer. The common frame is provided by the molecular Schrodinger
equation together with the Born-Oppenheimer separation of electronic and nuclear motions
as mentioned above.
The coupled nuclear dynamics in polyatomic molecules which might be immersed in some
condensed phase environment is treated in Chapter 4. We will show how an initially prepared
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vibrational state decays while its excitation energy is distributed over all possible environmental modes, as illustrated in the left-hand part of Fig. 1.5. For small polyatomic molecules
the reversible energy flow out of the initial state is called intramolecular vibrational energy
redistribution. For condensed phase situations the irreversible dissipation of energy into the
environment is called vibrational energy relaxation. In both cases the transferred objects are
the quanta of vibrational energy.
As sketched in Fig. 1.5 the preparation of the initial state can be due to an optical transition between two electronic states as a consequence of the interaction between the molecular
system and an external electromagnetic field. In Chapter 5 we will discuss the processes
of photon absorption and emission sketched in Fig. 1.5. It will be shown that the coupled
electron-vibrational dynamics which is responsible for the absorption lineshape can be described by a combined density of states which is the Fourier transform of some correlation
function. This theoretical result will turn out to be quite general. In particular we will show
that different types of transfer processes can be accommodated into such a framework. For
example, the internal conversion dynamics of nonadiabatically coupled electronic states (see
right-hand part of Fig. 1 S ) can, in the incoherent limit, be described by a combined density
of states.
The external field interaction, on the other hand, provides the means for preparing nonequilibrium initial states which can act as a donor in a photoinduced electron transfer reaction
which is discussed in Chapter 6. The concerted electron-vibrational dynamics accompanying electron transfer reactions can often be modelled in the so-called curve-crossing picture
of two coupled potential energy surfaces representing two electronic states along a reaction

a
i emission

4

reaction coordinate
Figure 1.5: After optical preparation of an electronically and vibrationally excited initial state (absorption), different transfer processes can occur. If the electronic state is not changed, but there is a coupling
to some manifold of Vibrational states, intramolecular energy redistribution (IVR) or vibrational energy
relaxation (VER) can be observed. If there is some coupling to another electronic state, intramolecular
internal conversion (IC) or electron transfer (ET) take place. At the same time, one has VER as indicated
hy the wiggly lines. In addition the system may return to the ground state by emitting a photon.
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reaction coordinate
Figure 1.6: Hydrogen bonding which governs the proton transfer (PT)dynamics often leads to a double
minimum potential along a reaction coordinate. The interaction between the proton and some environment may cause vibrational relaxation (wiggly lines).

coordinate (see right-hand part Fig. 1 S ) .
In contrast, the proton or hydrogen atom transfer investigated in Chapter 7 usually does not
involve electronic transitions. In Fig. 1.6 we have sketched a typical situation for intramolecular proton transfer which is realized as an isomerization reaction in the adiabatic electronic
ground state. Since the proton has a rather small mass, tunneling processes may play an important role for proton transfer. The small mass ratio between the proton and the other heavy
atoms provides the background for the introduction of a second Born-Oppenheimer separation. This will enable us to adapt most of the concepts of electron transfer theory to the case
of proton transfer.
In Chapter 8 we discuss excitation energy transfer or so-called exciton transfer in molecular aggregates as another example for coupled electron-vibrational motion. In Fig. 1.7 the
mechanism of exciton transfer in the limit of localized excitations is shown. The donor (left) is
initially excited, for example, by an external field. As a consequence of the Coulomb interaction between the excited molecule and surrounding molecules, excitation energy is transferred
to some acceptor (right). Due to the large spatial separation, donor and acceptor are usually
described by different sets of nuclear (reaction) coordinates. The process can formally be understood in a picture where the donor emits radiation energy which is in turn absorbed by the
acceptor.
A successful analysis of molecular transfer processes triggers the desire to take active
control of the dynamics. For example, it would be intriguing to have a means for depositing
energy into specific bonds or reaction coordinates such as to dissociate a polyatomic molecule
into desired products. To utilize electron transfer processes as part of an ultrafast switch is of
tremendous importance in the emerging area of molecular electronic. Or controlling the fate
of an exciton, for instance, in a photosynthetic light-harvesting complex as well as guiding
the motion of protons in enzymatic catalysis would reveal a microscopic picture of biological
functions.
Fortunately, many of the theoretical concepts for laser control developed over the last two
decades eventually may turn into working schemes because recent years have witnessed an
impressive evolution of laser pulse shaping techniques. But the exploration of the potential
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reaction coordinates
Figure 1.7: Excitation energy transfer (XT) which occurs after optical preparation of an electronically
and vibrationally excited initial state (donor, left). The Coulomb interaction is responsible for deexcitation of the donor and excitation of the acceptor (right). The nuclear dynamics may be subject
to relaxation processes (wiggly lines). Often two independent nuclear (reaction) coordinates are used
for the donor and the acceptor site.

of laser pulse control in the context of molecular transfer processes is still in its infancy. The
active control of transfer processes will be discussed in Chapter 9.
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